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Abstract
Supply chains are subject to changes associated with increased global connectedness and the
dynamism of markets, demanding a need for adaptation. Such changes have influenced the
operations and structure of supply chains across the world. Globalisation has resulted in
elongated supply chains, extending transit distances and therefore decreasing the
‘sustainability’ of goods and services, due to increased greenhouse gas emissions and other
waste. Research regularly recognises supply chain clusters as a successful strategy for long
term viability and a credible alternative to globalisation (de Oliveira Wilk & Jaime Evaldo,
2003; Chiarvesio & Di Maria, 2009; Danson, 2009). Michael Porter (1990, p.164)
contributed to the understanding of clusters, by discussing the role of clusters in achieving
competitive advantage. Whilst the value of clusters have been identified, Chhetri, et. al.
(2014) report a lack of understanding surrounding how firms interact and engage to form
clusters. Therefore, research should seek an understanding of cluster formation, to inform
future cluster formation and adaptation to changing conditions. Hence, this thesis explores the
antecedents for the formation and long-term viability of supply chain clusters, particularly
pertaining to the sustainable buildings industry in the Illawarra region.
To gain an understanding of the formation and long-term viability of supply chain clusters, it
is important to view clusters under an appropriate theoretical lens. Systems theory enables
researchers to understand the holistic nature of dynamic systems (Senge 2006, p.68). To
obtain an understanding of the formation and viability of supply chain clusters, the whole
supply chain system should be examined. Supply chains involve numerous components with
dynamic causal relationships and non-linear feedback loops that contribute to performance
outcomes. Therefore, to collate data on these relationships and feedback loops, causal loop
diagrams from the systems thinking field are used.
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The system may be influenced by internal and external forces, affecting the supply chain’s
operational capabilities. Systems are dynamic entities that may be chaotic to a point where, in
order to remain viable, they must self-organise (Jackson 2003, p.12). The supply chain cluster
may emerge without external control through this process of self-organisation. While clusters
may emerge independent of external control, the forces enabling this self-organisation are not
well-understood and therefore the understanding of cluster formation at present is limited.
Alternatively, supply chain clusters may require design to plan and execute operations
(Melnyk, Narasimhan & DeCampos 2014) to enable self-organisation and adaptation in
response to environmental conditions1 influencing the system. The forces that drive selforganisation and adaptation can come from agents within the system, as they respond to
designed strategies, emergent behaviour or environmental changes. By understanding the
important agent behaviours driving emergent or designed cluster formation, future cluster
formation practice can be better informed and directed.
This thesis adopts a qualitative data collection methodology, commencing with content
analysis to identify the key drivers for cluster formation and long-term viability from the
perspective of published works, with the data used to develop a Theoretically Derived Causal
Loop Diagram. Michael Porter’s (1990, p.71) Determinants of Competitive Advantage, also
referred to as Porter’s Diamond, provides an overview of the interrelations among
components that are associated with supply chain clusters. Porter’s Diamond is
conceptualised into, and extended as a causal loop diagram to provide a foundation, and then
expanded using contributions from other studies on cluster behaviour (for example Kim
2014; McCauley & Stephens 2012; Patti 2006).
A practical perspective of the antecedents for cluster formation and viability was sought to
enable comparison to theoretical data. Stakeholders from the sustainable buildings industry
1

Environmental conditions are presented in this thesis as the internal and external forces influencing the system.
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were engaged in the research including members of local industry, local government, regional
associations and cluster experts. Two focus groups and ten semi-structured interviews were
conducted during which twelve separate causal loop diagrams were produced, each reflecting
a different perspective. Once collated and refined, the causal loop diagrams were aggregated
to produce a single model to compare to the Theoretically Derived Causal Loop Diagram.
This comparison highlighted variables supported by both theory and practice, indicating their
relevance for cluster formation and viability.
Existing literature does not describe a rigorous process to aggregate causal loop diagrams.
Therefore, other qualitative data analysis methods were reviewed, adapted and developed to
form a new, valid method for aggregation. Given that there are multiple potential methods,
multifinality indicates that the variance in potential methods means the result will depend on
the method chosen. The selected method must be fit for the purposes of the study. As each
method offers different outcomes, each can be suitable for different studies. Adopting the
synthesis approach enabled the researcher to produce an aggregated causal loop diagram that
provided sufficient variables and causal relationships to develop an understanding of cluster
formation and viability.
Using a systems thinking approach, the collection and aggregation of causal loop diagrams
into a single model offers a methodological contribution to the field of system dynamics. This
thesis can inform future researchers striving for model completeness, by advising of a process
to aggregate multiple perspectives, recommending an approach suitable for the purposes of
their study. The descriptive process available for aggregation offers a means to address wellknown issues about model aggregation.
Based on pilot study trials, a synthesis approach was selected over triangulation and grounded
theory, as fit for this thesis. This approach includes frequency and magnitude of occurrence to
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determine variables for inclusion, thus representing a holistic perspective. Data from the
twelve separate causal loop diagrams were aggregated into the Practitioner Driven Causal
Loop Diagram using the synthesis approach. During analysis the Theoretically Derived
Causal Loop Diagram and the Practitioner Driven Causal Loop Diagram were compared and
contrasted to determine influential variables for cluster formation and long-term viability.
Notably, analysis uncovered the presence of passive and active agents, whose interactions
determine the formation and long-term viability of clusters and provide insight into system
self-organisation and adaptation. Three propositions are made that propose the role of active
agents in engaging passive agents to form a cluster, together adapting to changing
environmental conditions to remain viable. The first proposition states that active agents will
engage passive agents to move towards a new system. Secondly, passive agents, seeking to
better their current position, will comply with the active agent’s directions. Finally, both the
active and passive agents must be adaptive in order to survive changing environmental
conditions, to remain viable in the long-term.
Contextually, results indicate that for the sustainable buildings industry, government are a
key active agent that will, as cluster champion, influence other agents in the system. The
cluster champion is an active agent, initiating change in the system. Via the cluster champion,
for example, government policy, passive agents will be directed to form a cluster. Industry
members, knowing the threats of various environmental conditions, such as globalisation,
will engage in a cluster in order to remain viable. The supply chain cluster must remain
adaptive to changing environmental conditions, through collaboration and innovation to
remain viable in the long-term. Government stakeholders are not always the active agent
driving cluster formation. Respondents suggest cluster experts can also initiate clusters by
fostering collaborative relationships amongst potential cluster members and supporting the
cluster’s formation. These findings have been compared to other studies that have
5

investigated cluster formation and viability, indicating that current practice supports the
propositions made in this thesis. These findings are therefore generalisable beyond the
sustainable buildings industry.
This these makes a theoretical contribution that extends the knowledge on cluster formation
and adaptation by providing insight into the drivers for cluster formation and long-term
viability, based on findings derived from the context of the sustainable buildings industry.
These findings offer theoretical implications as they can contribute to the practice of forming
viable supply chain clusters, by providing some explanation as to cluster demise and
existence in particular lifecycles. Findings assist practitioners in understanding cluster
success and failure in different scenarios. The literature currently lacks a theoretical
underpinning for success and failure in supply chain clusters business, however these
findings provide a deeper understanding of the causes for success and failure that previously
did not exist, through the role of passive and active agents. The practical implications mean
that future clusters can ensure an active agent that provides availability of necessary
resources, and supply of passive agents to enable formation.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Research Background
Demand for sustainable buildings is steadily increasing in Australia, with particular focus
given to products and technologies (Green Building Council of Australia 2013). Sustainable
buildings refer to minimal “permissible pollutant loads resulting from the construction,
maintenance and operation of a building” (Zimmermann, Althaus & Haas 2005, p.1148),
incorporating all the supply chain aspects that contribute to the building. Such changes in
demand conditions have flow-on effects throughout the attendant supply chains to produce
and deliver these sustainable buildings. Research indicates that, although mostly ‘locally’
available, ‘sustainable’ solutions often have elongated, complex supply chains that deliver
services across the globe (Ryan 2014; Abbasi & Nilsson 2012). These lengthy supply chains
can negatively impact, perhaps ultimately negate, espoused energy saving benefits. The
challenge arises in understanding the implications of sourcing materials for sustainable
buildings, in addition to the value adding activities involved in their production and delivery,
to improve future supply chain performance.
Given these premises, research recognises supply chain clusters as a successful strategy for
long-term viability and a credible alternative to globalisation (de Oliveira Wilk &
Fensterseifer 2003; Chiarvesio & Di Maria 2009; Danson 2009). Supply chain clusters
provide significant benefits to a region, as demonstrated by Michael Porter in his Competitive
Advantage of Nations (Porter 1990, p.164). Since environmental sustainability in the
construction industry, and indeed in much of the marketplace, is at the forefront of research
and practice (Mota et al. 2015), it is important to take action in striving for sustainable
solutions. Clusters have been recognised as a means to provide locally sourced sustainable
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alternatives. It is therefore paramount that an understanding of cluster formation is achieved
in the field of supply chain clusters, to understand their formation and long-term viability.
The work of Mentzer et. al. (2001, pp.1–2) provided a connection between systems theory
and supply chain management:
“Because organizations are so intertwined, he [Forrester] argued that system
dynamics can influence the performance of functions such as research, engineering,
sales, and promotion. He illustrated this phenomena utilizing a computer simulation
of order information flow and its influence on production and distribution
performance for each supply chain member as well as the entire supply chain system”.
A systems approach has been adopted to generate a holistic understanding of the supply chain
components relevant to the potential formation and viability of a sustainable buildings
industry cluster in the Illawarra. Systems theory is a viable approach because it aids in
understanding the interactions among industry stakeholders that have a considerable
influence on cluster formation and long-term viability. It is not sufficient for clusters to just
form, they must be viable for the duration of the cluster’s demand and whilst desirable for the
region, to ensure longevity of the region and associated industries. As such, it is important to
understand the factors that would make supply chain clusters, as systems, viable in the longterm.
Whilst the value of clusters is recognised to include decreased logistics expenses and
increased collaboration, little is known of the antecedents for cluster formation, therefore,
further research is needed to understand the drivers and impacts of co-location and firm
interaction that drive the cluster formation process (Chhetri, Butcher & Corbitt 2014). An
understanding of the process will help facilitate future cluster formation and generate more
value for industry stakeholders. This thesis aims to understand the antecedents for supply
22

chain cluster formation and long-term viability. Like most supply chains, clusters have the
potential to thrive when effective supply chain design, involving planning and execution of
management strategies are used (Melnyk, Narasimhan & DeCampos 2014). Design of the
supply chain cluster requires an awareness of both external and internal stakeholders,
combined with changing environmental conditions to facilitate adaptation and maintain longterm viability. Environmental conditions refer to the various internal and external forces
influencing the system, including, among others, the economy, politics, climate, education
and world events. Current literature lacks guidance on the process to achieve cluster
formation. Environmental conditions requiring system-wide adaptation will vary, issues may
arise gradually or exert immediate impacts, as with any dynamic system. Disruptive
innovation is one such condition systems must be adaptive to, or risk forfeiting long-term
viability (Christensen & Overdorf 2000). Innovative products may enter the market and
significantly affect a system’s operations (Christensen, Raynor & McDonald 2015). As an
example, low-cost microwaves developed for the Chinese market offered affordable and
appropriate products to consumers, rather than trying to compete by manufacturing regular
microwaves, over 70% of market share was achieved (Hart & Christensen 2002). Other
conditions may cause immediate impacts such as natural disasters destroying key supply
chain manufacturing facilities (Chopra & Sodhi 2004). Systems must be capable to adapt
given these unpredictable circumstances in order to maintain a steady state, or self-organise
towards a new state if conditions necessitate it, to ensure long-term viability.
This thesis aims to understand the antecedents influencing the self-organisation and longterm viability of supply chain clusters. Some supply chains may be exposed to limited or no
changing environmental conditions that impact their operations. In environments where
change is necessary for survival, such as supply chains that operate in dynamic environments,
this thesis suggests that the system requires design not for adaptation, rather design for
23

effective management of the forces that enable adaptation. This thesis puts forward the
concept that adaptation in a dynamic system leads to self-organisation, in response to changes
in environmental conditions, to remain viable. Self-organisation and adaptation is the premise
for discussion and basis for the extension to the literature on cluster formation and viability.
Research in supply chain clusters is frequently linked to Porter (1991a) who proposes the
manifestation process of interactions amongst systematic elements that leads to cluster
formation (Clancy et al. 2001). Based on the work of Mentzer et. al. (2001), this process of
interactions is a considerable force in supply chain cluster formation and long-term viability.
One way of analysing these processes is to use a systems thinking approach. Many studies
have sought to understand and extend cluster practice using Porter’s original propositions
regarding clusters (Davies & Ellis 2000). Porter proposes that competitive advantage can be
achieved by being innovation-driven, successful beyond local resources, prosperous from
locally based firms, by conducting external foreign direct investment, and notably for this
research, firms must locate in clusters (Davies & Ellis 2000). Based on these propositions,
researchers have extended research to include investigation of the cluster lifecycle (Solvell
2015), industrial policy supporting clusters (Clancy et al. 2001; Lundequist & Power 2002)
and the influence of clusters on the economy (Martin & Sunley 2003). Research in the field
of cluster formation has been conducted at the regional level throughout the literature such as
the San Diego Biotechnology Cluster (Kim 2014), a sustainable energy cluster in Central
Massachusetts (McCauley & Stephens 2012) and the Ottawa Technology Cluster (Madill,
Haines & Riding 2004). While these studies have described clusters, there is limited
description of cluster formation and long-term viability. Potential for a cluster in the
sustainable buildings industry in the Illawarra was the focus of an honours research project2
conducted by the researcher, that mapped and compared the supply chains of two different
2

An honours research project is a one-year course of study, extending the undergraduate degree, focused on a
single research topic. The student completes an original study with an honours thesis as the final output.
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construction products for sustainability (Ryan 2014). The honours thesis indicated that a
locally sourced and produced product was more sustainable than one that had been derived
from an elongated supply chain, thus indicating potential for the development of a sustainable
buildings industry cluster in the Illawarra region (Ryan 2014). This study extends the honours
research by focusing on the local region and industry that produced the more sustainable
alternative. Stakeholders from the same industry will be engaged to identify the antecedents
for viable cluster formation.
This thesis uses a variation to the single case study approach called an embedded case study,
to provide a context for the study. The embedded approach involves a single case study with
multiple subunits of analysis (Yin 2003, p.43). The sustainable buildings industry in the
Illawarra region has been chosen for the case study context due to the region’s focus on
regional development, manufacturing history, establishment and growth of the Sustainable
Buildings Research Centre (SBRC) and the Innovation Campus, government research, and
convenience of sample. Participants from multiple subunits within the context are included in
the research design. In addition, a feature project of the SBRC, the Illawarra Flame House,
provides a demonstration of a sustainable house, entered into the 2013 Solar Decathlon China
(‘Illawarra Flame House’ 2013). The Illawarra Flame House was built through engagement
with various stakeholders in the sustainable buildings industry. The researcher was a member
of Team UOW who entered the house into the Solar Decathlon in 2013, during which time,
developed links with relevant regional stakeholders in the sustainable buildings industry in
the Illawarra region of New South Wales, Australia. As a demonstration of a sustainable
building, and focus of the researcher’s honours thesis, the researcher uses experiences
grounded in the sustainable buildings industry to provide a foundation for this study.
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1.2. Problem Statement and Research Objectives
While the successes of supply chain clusters are well recognised, the formation process and
long-term viability is less understood. Therefore, the research questions to be addressed in
this thesis are:
Research Question 1 (RQ1): What are the antecedents for the formation and longterm viability of a supply chain cluster?
Two key sub-questions:
Research Question 1a (RQ1a): What are the variables and causal relationships that
influence cluster formation?
Research Question 1b (RQ1b): What are the variables and causal relationships that
enable adaptation and supports the long-term viability of supply chain clusters?
To address the research questions, investigation into both theory and practice is conducted to
identify the causal relationships in cluster formation and their long-term viability. Causal
loop diagrams are used to illustrate these causal relationships and enable analysis of the
system. Systems models are frequently developed using quantitative data, however this thesis
will use qualitative data to develop the models. There is agreement in the discipline of system
dynamics that qualitative research is important for developing systems models (Luna-Reyes
& Andersen 2003). Qualitative data has been identified as a main source of information that
may lead to description of systems, which can enable simulation when described in sufficient
detail (Forrester 1968; Coyle 2000). “Effective model building must draw on the mental data
base” (Forrester 1992, p.56), therefore this thesis engages participants from the system to
elicit data, that can be used in generating causal loop diagrams to understand the antecedents
for cluster formation from the practitioner’s perspective. A rigorous description of a system
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can provide greater detail of the problem area under study (as demonstrated by Wolstenholme
& Coyle 1983). This thesis aims at understanding cluster formation and therefore requires a
detailed description of the context. Systems thinking enables the researcher to unpack the
issues relevant to the context, with future research poised to quantify these variables and their
relationships. Causal Loop Diagrams (CLDs) were introduced to the system dynamics
discipline to provide a means of describing feedback loops that could then be converted into
simulation models (Wolstenholme 1999). Similarly, this thesis aims to describe the causal
relationships and patterns of behaviour which can be illustrated using CLDs.
This thesis seeks to describe the necessary conditions for cluster formation and viability to
propose a theoretical contribution. This includes the interplay and results of these conditions,
outlined as necessary for theory development (as per Whetten 1989). Three approaches to
theory development are possible: process, variance and systems (Burton-Jones, McLean &
Monod 2011). A process approach looks at outcomes as a result of preceding actions, while
theory emerges in a variance approach when identifying a pattern out of a series of causes
(Burton-Jones, McLean & Monod 2015). The systems approach offers a hybrid of process
and variance as it seeks a holistic understanding of the system, proposing theory that
describes causal relationships amongst the various patterns and their influence on the whole
system (Shaw & Jarvenpaa 1997, p.77). These patterns may have been previously
misunderstood or seemingly disconnected, therefore, the systems approach attempts to
identify these connections and explain the holistic phenomenon. A systems approach seeks to
understand the whole system by considering all perspectives, rather than a single component
(Churchman 1974). The interactions between stakeholders in the sustainable buildings
industry in the Illawarra have not previously been identified as causal relationships in
reference to cluster formation and viability.
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1.3. Contribution of the Study
This thesis seeks to understand the antecedents for cluster formation and long-term viability
by applying systems thinking theory to extend cluster formation theory, using the sustainable
buildings industry in the Illawarra as a case study. A contribution is made to systems thinking
methodologies in providing a method for CLD aggregation. Theory development is the
practice of explaining the what, how and why of a particular phenomenon of interest
(Whetten 1989). Wacker (1998) explains that theory can be used to justify and explain
phenomena, providing assurance for predicted outcomes. It is the practice of providing a new
understanding of a topic and its underlying causes and consequences in relation to other
phenomena. This thesis collates a theoretical perspective and practitioner perspective of
cluster formation in order to make comparisons that determine the antecedents leading to
cluster formation and viability in the long-term. The findings in this thesis build on the selforganisation literature to demonstrate whether cluster formation is designed or emergent.
Supply chain management literature is expanded through the contribution of supply chain
cluster formation and long-term viability, as an alternative to traditional supply chain
structures and the current trend of global supply chains. The existing gap on the process of
cluster formation and drivers enabling long-term viability are addressed.
Additionally, a methodological contribution is generated through adoption of CLDs to
capture multiple individual’s perspectives and aggregating them into a single model.
Aggregation of CLDs as a process is lacking a published opinion, a gap this thesis proposes
to fill, via offering several approaches to model aggregation adopted from existing
methodological techniques for data analysis. Different approaches are critically assessed, and
recommendations provided based on the data available and results sought.
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A practical contribution is made by offering suggestions for industry to implement in seeking
cluster formation. These recommendations are based on outcomes from the CLDs created
from data drawn from the Illawarra region, in regard to the sustainable buildings industry.
Recommendations include the need for government support as an active agent, to drive
passive agents towards cluster formation. Discussion includes the importance of location
decisions, among others, in creating an environment conducive to cluster formation and
viability.

1.4. Justification of the Research
It is understood that clusters provide significant benefits to industries and regions (Delgado,
Porter & Stern 2014). Despite the works of Porter (1990, p.164) and the various studies that
have extended his work on cluster formation (Davies & Ellis 2000; Solvell 2015), clusters
still fail to form and remain viable (Østergaard & Park 2015; Sarasini 2015). While the
literature presents theories on adaptation and self-organisation of systems, there is a lack of
connection between these topics to explain the role of systems in understanding the necessary
conditions for cluster formation and viability. This thesis seeks to extend the knowledge of
cluster formation and viability using a systems perspective to understand self-organisation of
viable supply chain clusters.

1.5. Delimitation of Scope
The scope of this thesis is based on a case study example of the sustainable buildings industry
in the Illawarra. Based in the Illawarra, the researcher has ease of access to the region which
enables efficient data collection. Participant travel is within a feasible, practical distance
therefore encouraging their willingness to participate. Additionally, a manufacturing history
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and modern innovation focus offers both traditional perspectives as well as new and
innovative stakeholders.
Due to feasibility of the region, it is considered beyond the scope of this thesis to look beyond
a single case study to further support the research, therefore the sustainable buildings industry
in the Illawarra has been selected. Regardless of location or industry, the same stakeholders
exist within a context. Therefore, the methodology is well designed to enable further studies
of a similar nature for different locations and industries. The results from this thesis will be
discussed and presented as generalisable beyond the industry and region presented in the case
study. However, the results do not seek to make predictive inference on cluster formation and
viability, rather, it seeks to offer the antecedent variables evident in the context, offering
propositions based on theory and practitioner perspectives.
Applying this thesis to the sustainable buildings industry takes advantage of the researcher’s
familiarity with the chosen industry. Experiences working on sustainable buildings projects
have provided connections with stakeholders in the industry, offering a base for potential
research participants. Additionally, the current trends in construction demand are favouring
sustainability, therefore a pertinent industry to study. Despite the limitations of location and
industry, the findings will be corroborated with examples of clusters in the literature. The
theoretical foundations provide the necessary support to validate the findings.
CLDs are frequently followed by simulation modelling to draw inference and predict future
behaviour of the system. Researchers suggest that use of CLDs, without simulation, is a
weakness in systems research, due to the inexperience of modellers (Richardson 1986a).
Richardson (1996) argues that making inference from qualitative maps is difficult and lacks
rigour if performed without subsequent simulation. This concern involves a lack of
understanding of the conditions that facilitate reliable inference (Richardson 1996; Luna-
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Reyes & Andersen 2003). The importance of simulations to decipher the dynamic
interactions of loop behaviour (Sterman 2001) are recognised by the researcher. This thesis is
limited in scope to not make predictive inference of the system’s behaviour, instead it
provides a basis to develop an understanding of the system. The research questions aim at
identifying the antecedents for cluster formation given a set of conditions. Systems will often
feature one dominant loop that influences behaviour (Sterman 2000), behaviour that can be
predicted given the set conditions for that system. It is assumed that the dominant loops, in
the relevant contexts, would support the propositions made in this thesis. Thus, the focus in
this thesis is on the CLDs to infer the antecedents, rather than to calculate the resulting
behaviour. Wolstenholme (1999, p.423) states that:
“the concepts of stand-alone causal loop diagrams were developed as a key
component of organisational learning and referred to as ‘systems thinking’. Again, the
idea here was aimed at providing insight into managerial issues by inferring, rather
than calculating, the behaviour over time of the system represented”.
This thesis seeks to infer behaviour over time based on the variables noted in theory and
practice. However, the emphasis in this thesis is not on developing predictive inference of
loop behaviour. Instead, this thesis uses CLDs to understand the antecedents involved in
cluster formation and viability, represented as agents. This approach is similar to a recent
study where the researchers’ goal was to understand the interactions of components involved
in adoption of solar power, rather than simulate the dynamics, therefore used only CLDs to
develop an understanding of the system (Agnew, Smith & Dargusch 2018). Therefore, no
simulations will be performed to predict behaviour, but will be considered in future research,
beyond the scope of this thesis. This thesis does not seek to understand dynamic behaviour by
prescribing loop dominance. Instead each loop is examined for the influence of passive and
active agents on the behaviour of the system.
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1.6. Outline of Thesis
This thesis is laid out in nine chapters that explain the literature reviewed, through to the
methodology chosen and results found. Chapter One: Introduction, provides an overview of
the thesis including the research background and framework for the thesis. The premise for
the thesis is outlined in this chapter.
Chapter Two: Literature Review, delves into the systems thinking literature, exploring its
inception from general systems theory, through chaos and complexity theory, towards selforganisation, emergence and adaptation. The roles of agents in the system is also included.
Additionally, the Literature Review provides an overview of the relevant research in supply
chain clusters, including cluster lifecycle and the influence of globalisation.
In Chapter Three: Methodology, the chosen methodology is justified for the purposes of this
thesis. The reasons for the use of, and the development process of CLDs is explained. The
approach used for both the Theoretically Derived Causal Loop Diagram and the Practitioner
Driven Causal Loop Diagram is detailed to enable future replication of the study.
Additionally, the proposed aggregation processes are highlighted.
Chapter Four presents the case study chosen for the thesis. The justification for the
sustainable buildings industry in the Illawarra Region is provided with an overview of the
stakeholders from this context that are engaged in the research.
In Chapter Five: Theoretical Causal Loop Diagram, content analysis investigating the
antecedents of cluster formation and viability is presented. This data is then transferred into
the Theoretically Derived Causal Loop Diagram which is described in detail.
The results of the data collection are presented in Chapter Six: Results. The pilot study is
presented prior to providing the main study results of the individual CLDs. The aggregation
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process is explained and applied to the CLDs to generate the single Practitioner Driven
Causal Loop Diagram.
The results from chapter six are analysed in Chapter Seven: Analysis. This chapter examines
the comparisons between theory and practice in the formation and long-term viability of
clusters.
During Chapter Eight: Discussion, the findings from the analysis are explored. The findings
based on the comparison of theory and practice are presented. Propositions are made that
constitute the theoretical contribution.
The final chapter, Chapter Nine: Conclusion, provides an overview of the findings and their
implications for theory and practice. Implications are outlined as well as suggestions for
future research direction.
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2. Literature Review
This chapter explores the theoretical foundations of supply chain management and systems
thinking, while providing an insight into sustainability as it pertains to the case study and
context of this thesis. Systems thinking emphasises a holistic view of the interactions within a
system (Sterman 2000, p.4). Supply chain management requires a systems theory perspective
to enable strategic planning that ensures each supply chain partner’s role contributes to the
success of the whole chain (Moon & Kim 2005). Systems thinking provides the foundations
for this thesis as both a perspective adopted for data collection and analysis and to provide a
theoretical contribution. A brief history of the systems thinking field is explored to
understand the various interrelated components of the discipline, arriving at the theory of
self-organisation and the role of agents in influencing system behaviour. Given the
connection between systems thinking and supply chain management demonstrated in the
literature (Moon & Kim 2005; see Mentzer et al. 2001), systems thinking provides a
foundation on which to introduce the concepts of supply chain management. As an extensive
field of study, the basic elements of supply chain management are explored then elaborated in
more detail through research on supply chain clusters, including their formation and longterm viability. Environmental sustainability is also discussed as it pertains to the context of
this study, specifically its relationship to supply chain management and the sustainable
buildings industry.
Systems theory offers a unique perspective that attempts to view the whole, and the
interactions of components, rather than a sum of parts (Ackoff 1971; Kast & Rosenzweig
1972). This thesis is investigating supply chain clusters as a system, therefore a holistic view
of the whole cluster is preferred, as the interactions between the individual parts. Adopting
systems theory allows for a comprehensive understanding of the context to be investigated
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and offers new knowledge to both the self-organisation and supply chain cluster fields. Figure
2.1 provides an overview of the Literature Review chapter, indicating the topics included and
their relationships.

2. Literature Review

2.1 Systems
Theory

2.1.1. General
Systems Theory

2.2 Supply Chain
Management

2.4 Supply Chain
Design

2.6.
Environmental
Sustainability

2.3. Supply Chain
Clusters

2.1.3.
Chaos/Complexity
Theory

2.3.1 Cluster
Lifecycle

2.1.4. Selforganisation/Emer
gence

2.3.2.
Globalisation and
Clusters

2.1.7. Agents

Figure 2.1: Literature Review Overview
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2.1. Systems Theory
2.1.1. General Systems Theory
The origins of systems thinking can be traced back to the concept of General Systems Theory
(Kay 2008, p.7), that “is concerned with developing a systematic, theoretical framework for
describing general relationships of the empirical world” (Johnson, Kast & Rosenzweig 1964,
p.369). General systems theory, was popularised by the seminal works of L. von Bertalanffy
(von Bertalanffy 1950, 1933, 1972), establishing the literature (Kremyanskiy 1969). von
Bertalanffy theorised that irrespective of a system’s type or complexity, application of a
standard set of general principles will yield results, regardless of whether there is a scientific
basis (von Bertalanffy 1950). The systems perspective was adopted to explain phenomena in
a variety of disciplines to transform thinking. Initially exploring the concept of biology, von
Bertalanffy viewed organisms as organised entities, whereby an understanding of organisms
within and of the system, including their function and causal relationships, is deemed
necessary to analyse a concept (von Bertalanffy 1933, p.52). At this time, systems became
addressed as a science rather than philosophical concepts, and the term General Systems
Theory was coined (von Bertalanffy 1972).
Acknowledging the cross-disciplinary nature of systems, von Bertalanffy concluded that an
organism must be studied as a whole, not as each of its separate parts. “The system itself can
be explained only as a totality” (Kast & Rosenzweig 1972, p.450), meaning the examination
of all components as they operate simultaneously will provide an understanding of the whole
system. Understanding of a system’s foundation enables analysis of its other parts, indicating
the whole system must be understood in order to conduct analysis and influence change
(Boulding 1956). Similar propositions at the time were founded in the works of Bogdanov,
highlighting that organisation or disorganisation comes from the processes of people and their
interactions with nature (as cited in Gorelik 1980) whereby examination of internal and
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external relationships between people and nature is required for a systems perspective.
Common to Bogdanov and Boulding, systemic interactions, both internal and external, are
necessary to comprehend the whole system at all its levels (Gorelik 1980; see Boulding
1956). Together with von Bertalanffy, the works of all three academics are considered in
generating a complete understanding of general systems theory, concluding that analysis of
human interaction with the environment at all levels will provide a holistic understanding of a
system. In conducting the current study, formation of a cluster as a system is to be understood
by acknowledging all aspects of the system and its causal relationships with the environment.
This helps determine the interactions that drive cluster formation and viability, rather than
just viewing the system from a single level or perspective, hence exploration of systems
thinking in the subsequent section.
2.1.2. Systems Thinking
Nothing in the world happens in isolation. Everything is interconnected and interdependent to
the point that a single component cannot be understood without understanding the whole
(Jackson 2003, p.115). System’s thinking is an “ability to see the world as a complex system”
(Sterman 2000, p.4), to explicate the systemic nature of the world and understand how
different parts contribute to the whole. Multiple definitions exist for systems thinking,
varying according to the specific discipline and approach. Commonly accepted is the
definition by Peter Senge (Senge 2006, p.68), stating systems thinking is a “framework for
seeing interrelationships rather than things, for seeing patterns of change rather than static
snapshots”. Emphasising holistic perspectives, this description stresses a comprehensive view
of the whole system. As a tool to be used in data analysis for this thesis, systems thinking
offers “a set of synergistic analytic skills used to improve the capability of identifying and
understanding systems, predicting their behaviours, and devising modifications to them in
order to produce desired effects. These skills work together as a system” (Arnold & Wade
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2015, p.675). Synergy, as a key component of systems thinking emphasises the
interconnectedness amongst various elements to provide a holistic view of a system, rather
than as individual components. Analysis that encompasses a synergistic perspective in
systems thinking enables the researcher to understand and analyse a system throughout the
research process, rather than data analysis as just a final step.
Perspectives on systems have progressed, originating with a mechanical view seeing all
systems as a machine with different parts; towards viewing components within the system as
organisms where institutions were considered living entities that could grow and flourish;
through to today’s view of social structures where individuals are acknowledged as core
components of system success (Ackoff 1994). This progression of perspectives contributes to
the broader understanding held today. Traditionally, organisations were viewed as a machine,
and people were the parts, replaceable unskilled labour (Skyttner 2001, p.11). Evident
throughout the industrial revolution, this mechanical perspective consisted of a strict
hierarchy with each part of the system lacking an individual purpose. A gradual transition
towards viewing components as organisms saw changes in management and social sciences.
Management encouraged employee loyalty through increased education, and attention in
social sciences turned to examining families as social systems (Whitchurch & Constantine
1993, p.386). Skilled staff members were accepted as an integral part of the system, viewed
as assets that required investment and further integration. Realising the external environment
and individual organisation being of equal importance, perspectives transitioned towards the
social system (Ackoff 1994), acknowledging components as part of the business ecosystem
(Moore 1993). Prevalent today, this view encompasses both internal and external influences
on a system, as well as the strength of a holistic perspective rather than analysis of single
components.
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The dynamic behaviour of systems emphasises the importance of interactions and feedback
among components, rather than the system components on their own (Forrester 1999, p.14).
Systems utilise feedback mechanisms to understand and make decisions based on the
influence internal and external forces have had on the system’s performance, referring to the
concept of servomechanisms (Senge 2006, p.68; Forrester 1999, p.14). Servomechanisms
enable managers to develop models that simulate management strategy and observe whether
the intended patterns of behaviour are produced (Ansoff & Slevin 1968). In machines, the
feedback is reused in the system to enable the machine to self-regulate and maintain a steady
state (von Bertalanffy 1950). In supply chain systems, these information feedback cycles can
generate forces that lead to changes in the system, aimed at maintaining viability.
Additionally, systems thinking is associated with the system dynamics approach, used to
understand complex systems so that informed strategic changes can be implemented
(Sterman 2000, p.5). This approach emphasises the examination of systems to capture
complexity of the behaviour in dynamic systems (Sterman 2015). System dynamics promotes
increasing boundaries of the research scope, so as to capture interconnections and
implications of given actions on the system (Pruyt 2013, p.34). Different system dynamics
modelling tools have been developed to capture a system’s view, though critique on system
dynamics modelling best practice is ongoing (Martinez-Moyano & Richardson 2013). A
concrete process for modelling is not yet agreed upon, however there is recognition that this
gap needs to be filled. Systems modelling tools are used in this thesis to capture the variables
and causal relationships within the sustainable buildings industry in the Illawarra region, to
understand the antecedents for cluster formation and viability from a systems perspective.
Building on from the origins of general systems theory (see von Bertalanffy 1950; Johnson,
Kast & Rosenzweig 1964; Kremyanskiy 1969) a more detailed understanding of the
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progression of systems thinking ensues, exploring the phenomena of self-organisation and the
role of agents in cluster formation and viability.
2.1.3. Chaos Theory
General systems theory is linked to the concept of Chaos Theory (Jackson 2003, p.11). Chaos
theory is generally attributed to Edward Lorenz who, when working with weather patterns
realised that a small change to the system could have large effects, a phenomena referred to
as the ‘butterfly effect’ (Jackson 2003, p.114). The concept of small movements having large
repercussions translates to systems thinking, in as much that a small change in any aspect of a
system, can send that system into chaos. A key characteristic of chaos theory is ‘sensitive
dependence on initial conditions’ that highlights the importance of seemingly insignificant
changes on an initial system that result in considerable fluctuations (Millett 1998; Fisher
1985; Wilding 1998). A system can be impacted by any sized component, hence all parts of
the system should be considered. Chaos theory has been applied to a range of disciplines,
including social sciences and business strategy (Levy 1994). Most notably in supply chain
management, as small changes in one section can impede entire supply chain activity (Levy
1994). Considered in this thesis, the supply chain system may be in chaos, with the new
steady state, potentially as a cluster. Therefore, taking care to note sensitivity to initial
conditions and its link to supply chain cluster formation in the system, is of critical
importance in understanding the formation process.
A system is susceptible to reaching a state of chaos due to the complex nature of its
interrelationships. Complexity theory emerged from chaos theory and adopted the view of
complex, dynamic systems rather than the linear controlled systems evident in chaos and
general systems theory (Palombo 2013). Chaos and complexity theory are used to describe
non-rational changes that occur in a system that can’t be reversed and are otherwise
indescribable (Levinson 2000, p.62). It is understood that entities will evolve together
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without external direction to reach a new state, however the adaptation process is best
explained by detailing the principles of emergence and self-organisation. Emergence will
have emergent properties as a result of interactions in the system, while self-organisation is
the dynamically adapting process that produces emergent properties (De Wolf & Holvoet
2005). As a combination, self-organisation and emergence effectively describe evolution of
chaotic systems to a new more predictable and structured system. Self-organisation and
emergence are described in more detail in subsequent sections to explore the concept of
supply chain clusters as the emergent property of self-organisation in the supply chain.
2.1.4. Self-Organisation
Self-organisation theory posits that “self-organisation is a dynamical and adaptive process
where systems acquire and maintain structure themselves, without external control” (De Wolf
& Holvoet 2005, p.7). Self-organisation is the formation of order arising from a state of chaos
(Dilts 1998). Research in chemistry led to the discovery that when order spontaneously arises
from chaos3, a new type of order is achieved which is the system performing selforganisation (Jackson 2003, p.118). From a systems perspective, self-organisation is the
natural occurrence of behaviour that involves entities cooperating to pursue mutual
objectives, without planning to do so (Coleman 1999). Defined as “formation of pattern and
change in complex systems whose elements adapt to the very patterns of behaviour they
create” (Kelso 2001, p.13845), the theory of self-organisation seeks to deconstruct the
appearance of organisation, the natural occurrence of behaviour, by determining the
principles, methods and forms of the phenomenon (Fateh Rad, Seyedesfahani & Jalilvand
2015). Recognition of the patterns and resulting organisation facilitates an understanding of
the transition processes from complexity to the new state. Self-organisation as it stems from
complexity theory suggests that dynamic systems will eventually reach a state of equilibrium,
3

A system over time experiences different conditions. When the system is in chaos, it will self-organise to
become viable, therefore reducing the level of chaos and dynamic change.
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the point at which the system has been reduced in size via a selection process of rejecting
some states and maintaining others (Ashby 2004). Selection occurs internally within the
system such that organisation doesn’t come from controls external to the system, it is a result
of the internal interactions (Serugendo et al. 2004). Examination of a dynamic system as it
evolves provides some semblance of order, a phenomenon referred to as ‘edge of chaos’
(Jackson 2003, p.12). At this point, the system remains dynamic yet comprehensible to the
extent that patterns are recognisable, and equilibrium has been reached. Self-organising
systems seek organisation from complexity to remain viable, observable in nature, science
and social systems (Serugendo, Gleizes & Karageorgos 2006). The idea of biomimicry is of
note, where nature is used to inspire innovation (Benyus 2002, p.2). Humans use biological
systems to understand human behaviour, thus learning about self-organisation from nature
enables researchers to apply these learnings to the system. In maintaining a systems
perspective whilst attempting to understand self-organisation, examination of the system
must include internal interactions and their response to external drivers to generate a more
holistic understanding for analysis. Research is required to further understand the conditions
that facilitate self-organisation and therefore viability for the system. To apply such research
findings to a context, the phenomena resulting from self-organisation should also be studied.
This resulting phenomena is referred to as emergence.
2.1.5. Emergence
Observable patterns, or the results of the interactions between individual entities, are the
emergent characteristics of self-organisation (De Wolf & Holvoet 2005). More specifically,
emergence refers to a property or phenomenon that “is observed that somehow transcends the
level of the objects that nevertheless produce it” (de Haan 2006, p.293). Emergence occurs
when the new state “requires new categories to describe it which are not required to describe
the behaviour of the underlying components” (Gilbert & Klaus 2005, p.11). A new entity,
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differing from the characteristics it originated from, generally through a process of selforganisation, can be examined as emergence. In attempting to understand the formation of
clusters, this thesis uses the concept of emergence to comprehend the self-organisation
process that results in cluster formation.
Supply chains as systems may also be emergent as individual entities seek a common goal
without a centralised control (Choi, Dooley & Rungtusanatham 2001; Anastasiadis & Poole
2015). Without prior planning, entities begin to align and collaborate towards mutual goals,
leading to formation of an underlying system previously non-existent. Individually, single
entities do not display the same properties as if in a collective emergent phenomenon
(Gershenson & Fernández 2012). Emergence may be unforeseen, where cyclical behaviour
drives an equilibrium, or it may be unpredictable driven by chaos in the system (Gilbert &
Terna 2000). As systems are often dynamic, emergence can be difficult to accurately predict.
Emergence requires an external observer (Levers 2013); for example a stakeholder that
makes no direct effort to control the situation. The new entity evolves without the
stakeholder’s input and is seen as an emergent structure. Without the external observer,
outcomes from these interactions can be difficult to predict (Akkermans 2001), in addition to
the unpredictable nature of emergent phenomenon (Choi, Dooley & Rungtusanatham 2001).
Emergent systems, while potentially beneficial, may also have unintended consequences as
control is non-existent. The new state reached is unpredictable and therefore may not be the
desired outcome. The underlying agent interactions and processes being modelled may
produce unpredictable results, those which couldn’t otherwise be predicted without testing
(Railsback & Grimm 2012). Therefore, modelling agent interactions and behaviour generates
an understanding of emergence from agent behaviour.
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2.1.6. Adaptation
Understanding how a functioning mechanism is created can be useful, however in order to
make sure it continues to function, an understanding of the interaction of its parts and their
responses to changing environmental conditions becomes necessary. Examination of the
interactive parts of a system and their adaptiveness are equally important to how the system
forms. Self-organisation through adaptation enables long-term viability, or sustaining a
competitive advantage (Coleman 1999; Mastrocinque et al. 2014). Referred to as
‘evolutionary adaptation’ this process of self-organisation involves maintaining viability by
adapting to environmental conditions. Systems will “coevolve with the environment through
the self-organising behaviour of agents” (Coleman 1999, p.33). Such co-evolution is a
process of adaptation in response to changing environmental conditions, to remain
competitive (Venkatasubramanian et al. 2004). Maintaining this competitive advantage, and
thus viability, requires response to dynamic environmental conditions, through an agile
strategy and realignment with the environment (Porter 1991b; Millett 1998). As an agile
strategy it cannot include static decisions, rather strategies need to be capable of adapting, to
ensure viable systems in the long-term, regardless of changing environmental conditions.
New system formation can lead to a successful future that continues to thrive in challenging
conditions, or it may succumb to these conditions in eventual failure. The viable systems
methodology explains how systems are viable, in relation to management tasks (Beer 1984).
Viability within a system refers to whether it is “capable of independent existence”, that a
system can adapt and survive itself without external support (Beer 1984, p.17). Viability of
the whole system is dependent on each component of the system being viable in its own right
(Bititci, Turner & Ball 1999; Schwaninger 2006). As a system, supply chain clusters require
each member within the cluster to be viable in order to support the broader cluster. Scenarios
may occur where external influences, such as government policies, influence the potential
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viability of the system. Strategic planning is then required, involving these external parties to
initiate viable changes (Leonard 2009). The capability to adapt may be required to remain
viable. Similarly, response to changing environmental conditions and contribution to the local
system will foster business viability (Christopher 1998). Focus is to be on recognition of
issues with adequate responses (McGrath 2010), reinforcing adaptation as crucial to longterm viability. Taking the supply chain for example, adaptability, along with agility and
alignment, are qualities demonstrated by many successful supply chains (Lee 2004),
suggesting they are antecedents for the long-term viability of the system.
Self-organisation, whether designed or emergent, facilitates long-term viability for the system
through constant adaptation to environmental conditions (De Wolf & Holvoet 2005;
Venkatasubramanian et al. 2004; Millett 1998). Interactions within the system that pre-empt
environmental shifts, position the system for self-organisation and adaptation (Lindsay 2005;
Lee 2004). Investigation must therefore consider whether design or emergence can be
considered as supporting the system’s capability to adapt, to enable long-term viability, as
they modify existing strategies in response to changing environmental conditions.
2.1.7. Agents
Analysis of the system requires distinction between the different components and their
behaviour. Actor Network Theory (ANT) proposes components within a system as a
heterogeneous network composed of more than just human actors (Busch & Juska 1997; Law
1992), appropriate in systems thinking whereby variables beyond human actors are modelled.
ANT focuses on the cooperative nature of components (Munro 2009, p.132) rather than
behaviour as individuals. ANT’s primary focus is on the relationship building process
between actors, however ANT still treats human and non-human actors on different scales
(Lukka & Vinnari 2017). As this thesis seeks to adopt a systems view and model the human
and non-human components within the system, it is necessary to find a research field from
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which to borrow relevant terminology, to reference both human and non-human components.
The principles of ANT are adopted, however actors are referred to as agents. Modelling agent
behaviour within complex systems suggests use of Agent-Based Modelling, where agents
will respond to environmental conditions and make decisions to adapt as appropriate (North
& Macal 2007, p.5), encouraging modelling based on the perspective of those agents (Macal
& North 2013). This thesis is not to be confused with agency theory and principal-agent
theory, which describes the contractual relationship between delegator and worker
(Eisenhardt 1989a). Agency theory and principal-agent theory are characterised by
relationships between principal and the agent, with differing levels of power, not taking
different human and non-human components into account as equivalent components
(Eisenhardt 1989a; Schneeweiss 2003, p.126).
Within a dynamic system, agents interact and change as environmental conditions demand
(Salgado & Gilbert 2013, p.248). Agents are autonomous entities that have the freedom to act
independently (Macal & North 2010). The term agent is used to describe firms and intention,
where agents can choose to exert different behaviour in response to environmental conditions
(Macal & North 2010). In addition, behaviour is based on feedback. Actions in response to
environmental conditions are made with a specific objective in mind, an ideal state,
information is sought and the best alternative is then acted upon to achieve that ideal state
(Eisenhardt & Zbaracki 1992; Taylor et al. 2013).
Businesses or individuals can be represented as an agent in the system, to understand the
system and the roles of its entities (Morgan & Morrison 1999, p.38). In attempting to
comprehend a system, an understanding of the agents within the system is used for
perspective. Social scientists suggest agents have a sense of autonomy driving them to act in
a certain way (Latour 2005, p.44). Adopting this perspective, understanding a system requires
analysis of an agent within that system and it’s communication with other agents in that same
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system, including autonomous and adaptive behaviours (Wagner 2003). Agents are said to
have ‘intentionality’ in that they will respond to environmental conditions (Gilbert & Klaus
2005, p.173). It is assumed that agents make rational decisions in response to changes in
environmental conditions. Rationality claims that agents will make decisions that have an
optimal, or at least acceptable, outcome facilitating their viability (Grobler, Milling & Winch
2004). Their response, therefore, to environmental conditions will be a rational choice
seeking to maintain their viability. As autonomous entities, agents can make decisions based
on their individual objectives or intentions. An agent will have an objective in mind and will
source all relevant information and alternatives before making a rational decision (Eisenhardt
& Zbaracki 1992; Grobler, Milling & Winch 2004). Thus, this thesis refers to all agents as
rational entities that will only make decisions they perceive will enable viability. Therefore,
agents have the capability to adapt as they attempt to adjust their behaviour to respond to
environmental conditions, a display of adaptive behaviour (Railsback & Grimm 2012).
Agents have a variety of characteristics from which they can be distinguished, including their
level of autonomy, proactivity, performance and memory (Gilbert 2008; Wooldridge &
Jennings 1995). This thesis seeks to understand the processes of cluster formation and
viability, which is to include the agents that characterise the system. Varying levels of agent
behaviour in response to changing environmental conditions requires examination of
behaviour at a fundamental level, identified in this research as passive or active. Passive
agents “have properties but do not initiate interaction” (Goldspink 2000, p.7). While they
exist within the system and respond to actions, they will not instigate any change in the
system. Alternatively, active agents have the capacity to initiate action as a response to
shifting conditions (Rammer & Seidl 2015). Adaptation is crucial for long-term viability
hence active agents will be responsive to changing conditions in striving for the capability to
adapt.
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When agents within a system are not in receipt of accurate feedback from the rest of the
system, their ability to adapt and thrive is hindered (Sterman 2000, p.15). Behaviour in the
system is directly related to the agent’s past actions and will be altered based on the actions
taken by other agents in the system (Sterman 1989). As a multifaceted and dynamic process,
supply chain management requires consideration of components beyond the individual firm,
requiring a systems thinking perspective to effectively understand, evaluate and manage the
whole (Sterman 2015). A systems perspective can decrease the Bullwhip Effect (Moon &
Kim 2005) where information transfer throughout the supply chain would otherwise, at a
minimum, result in uncertainties within the system, increasing distortion of reality and
impacting the functionality of the supply chain (Lee, Padmanabhan & Whang 1997).
Insufficient information or a misrepresentation of the whole system results in agents
attempting to operate in an uncertain environment, potentially impeding adaptation. A
systems perspective can be used to capture these causal relationships and feedback in the
system to assist in enabling adaptation. Such systems may include supply chains, where the
interactions amongst supply chain firms can be captured, to understand the supply chain’s
operations and potential for cluster formation. Therefore, the following sections provide an
overview of supply chain management and the concept of supply chain clusters.

2.2. Supply Chain Management
Supply chain management as a concept has origins in early human history through material
flows brought to exchange in return for payment (Christopher 2016, p.1). The process by
which goods were produced and brought to exchange conceived studies into how agents
came together to match supply and demand, known as the supply chain (Carter, Rogers &
Choi 2015; Mentzer et al. 2001). Supply chain management became an integrated topic and
titled as such in the literature (Ballou 2006; Gupta, Abidi & Bandyopadhayay 2013).
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Businesses competing within a supply chain rather than as single entities has been a
fundamental shift in modern management theory (Chen & Paulraj 2004). The concepts of
logistics and operations management, along with strategic supply activities, make up the
discipline of supply chain management (Cousins, Lawson & Squire 2006). Supply chain
management as a discipline has progressed considerably, yet gaps still exist that require
further research (Ellram & Cooper 2014; Mentzer et al. 2001; Cousins, Lawson & Squire
2006).
Supply chain management can be defined as, “the systemic, strategic coordination of the
traditional business functions and the tactics across these business functions within a
particular company and across businesses within the supply chain, for the purposes of
improving the long-term performance of the individual companies and the supply chain as a
whole” (Mentzer et al. 2001, p.18). In addition, it:
“encompasses the planning and management of all activities involved in sourcing and
procurement, conversion, and all logistics management activities. Importantly, it also
includes coordination and collaboration with channel partners, which can be suppliers,
intermediaries, third party service provider, and customers. In essence, supply chain
management integrates supply and demand management within and across
companies” (‘CSCMP Supply Chain Management’ 2015).
Supply chain management involves the strategy and operations involved in the supply chain.
The system may experience a process of self-organisation of the supply chain, through
individual components integrating in an emergent manner. Alternatively, there may be a
rigorous supply chain design that seeks to enable the supply chain’s integration and
operations.
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“Truly effective supply chain management is planned and purposive” (Melnyk, Narasimhan
& DeCampos 2014, p.1887). Supply chains seeking to undertake planning and design for
effective management are seen to be aligning themselves for success. Dynamic business
environments may require a strategic approach such as adoption of supply chain design to
influence supply chain success (Corominas et al. 2015; Coleman 1999). Supply chain design
is defined as, “identifying the desired strategic outcomes for the firm and developing,
implementing, and managing over time the resources, processes, and relationships that seek
to make the attainment of such desired outcomes inevitable over time” (Melnyk, Narasimhan
& DeCampos 2014, p.1889). Design may occur as a top-down process (Skinner 1969), a
bottom-up process, influenced by market requirements, or available operations resources
(Slack & Lewis 2011, p.11), or a combination thereof. A firm with the capability to adapt to
changing environmental conditions can implement design that adapts its existing resources
and adopts new competencies, in response to shifts in environmental conditions (Teece &
Pisano 1994). These shifts may involve, among other things, changing market focus, further
supply chain integration or increased supply chain networking, and adapting the supply
chain’s structure to suit. Such actions are counter to the process of self-organisation, whereby
adaptation to changing conditions is an emergent phenomenon without external control.
Further supply chain integration may take the form of supply chain clusters, the core
component of this thesis, explained in detail in the subsequent section.

2.3. Supply Chain Clusters
Supply chains involve a network of partners from raw material supplier to the customer and
beyond. Traditional supply chains can stretch across borders with partners producing goods
and services in different parts of the world, which are then transported to the next phase of
the supply chain (Bush et al. 2014). In some instances, supply chains are more locally based,
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where logistics processes are simpler and locational benefits can be obtained. Beyond
simplified logistics, there may also be integration throughout a co-located supply chain (Zhu
2011), a format referred to as a supply chain cluster. According to Breschi and Malerba
(2006, p.114) a regional cluster is “a spatial and sectoral concentration of firms” with practice
driven by entrepreneurial activity occurring within a certain geographic area, encouraging
further networking and collaboration. Porter (2008, p.215) presents a commonly referred
definition as, “a cluster is a geographically proximate group of interconnected companies and
associated institutions in a particular field, linked by commonalities and complementarities”.
In these definitions, integration is a commonly occurring theme, which indicates its
importance in cluster practice. Integration is often claimed to be an essential component for
successful supply chain management (Wang et al. 2016), with many other components of
supply chain management brought into this field.
Cluster Supply Chain (CSC) management draws on both supply chain management and
industrial clusters (Tolossa et al. 2013). Typically a supply chain structure has an overriding
supply chain network, as well as smaller supply chain collaboration within the location (Zhu
2011). Locational advantages are achieved with partner firms being located within one
region, with potential advantages varying due to the broad reaching nature of clusters. Supply
chain clusters have both economic and environmental benefits, some of which are intangible
and difficult to quantify (Chertow & Lombardi 2005). An agreement on the size and
boundary that defines a cluster is not set in the literature. A study conducted by Delgado,
Porter and Stern (2016) developed an algorithm to group definitions of clusters and industry
linkages to identify industry clusters in a country. This study attempted to provide a
framework for clusters that would facilitate more detailed research studies and supportive
policies, to encourage further cluster practice.
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A supply chain could benefit from clustering as it is a strong driver for enhanced coordination
and improved performance (Wang 2014). Efficiency is achieved when in this formation, as
partners are seen to be more accessible when located within geographic proximity. It is
assumed that a vertically integrated supply chain, where all partners are interlinked and
within geographic proximity, is a form of supply chain cluster (Deller 2009, p.58). When colocated these firms have the ability to align themselves and increase competitiveness for the
whole supply chain (Ludema 2003). Therefore, to gain efficiencies, supply chain partners
may align as a cluster to generate benefit for the whole supply chain.
To propose the benefits of cluster activity, Michael Porter published The Competitive
Advantage of Nations, in 1990 where he presented The Determinants of National Advantage
(Porter 1990, p.72). Illustrated in Figure 2.2, it was later referred to as Porter’s Diamond, a
framework indicating the four interrelated elements that foster competitive advantage in a
nation (Porter 1990, p.71). The four elements consisting of Factor Conditions; Demand
Conditions; Firm Strategy, Structure and Rivalry; and Related and Supporting Industries are
mutually reinforcing (Porter 1991a, p.152). For example, local demand will influence the
strategy of a firm. In turn, this then influences the factors of production they choose to output
to fulfil demand. In order to maximise supply, supporting firms will provide factor inputs and
influence the overall supply chain strategy. Of particular relevance for cluster research,
Related and Supporting Industries emphasises the need to have like-minded partners and a
desire to collaborate to maintain competitive advantage.
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Figure 2.2: Porter’s Diamond adapted from The Determinants of National Advantage
(adapted from Porter, 1990)
2.3.1. Cluster Lifecycle
Clusters are dynamic systems as they are exposed to changing environmental conditions,
therefore study of the dynamic nature of the cluster lifecycle can provide insight into the
formation and viability of clusters. Aside from Porter (1990, p.164), other academics have
taken an interest in the concept of supply chain clusters, particularly focused on their
lifecycle process. While understanding of an early cluster is necessary, examination of
formative forces, as separate to longevity, is important, “factors that give rise to the start of a
cluster can be very different from those that keep it going” (Bresnahan, Gambardella &
Saxenian 2001, p.835). Cluster lifecycle propositions have been based on typical product and
industry lifecycles from establishment to decline (Brenner & Schlump 2011). According to
van Klink and de Langen (2001) clusters are likely to proceed when in an ideal ‘development
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state’ characterised by the value chain, level of strategic relationships, cooperative domain
and cluster dynamics. These characteristics are explored through the traditional four stages of
firm development, expansion, maturation and transition (van Klink & De Langen 2001).
Clusters form as industry grows; the side effect is rapid innovation which in turn facilitates
growth of the cluster, until a point of complacency, where cluster decline may begin (Menzel
& Fornahl 2010). Cluster decline may be reduced by avoiding complacent behaviour, through
remaining adaptive to dynamic conditions.
In demonstrating the success and failures of existing supply chain clusters, varying factors are
noted. The Central Massachusetts Sustainable Energy Cluster was formulated by a politician
drawing together two universities (McCauley & Stephens 2012) and in the Lake Charles
Chemical Cluster a single firm brought in their local suppliers to drive communal success
(Patti 2006). Evidently, drawing in like-minded partners to your supply chain can facilitate
increased likelihood of viability. Similarly, responsiveness to changing conditions can
increase viability, evidenced by the Basque Energy Cluster, who adopted new technologies in
an attempt to develop their capability to adapt, in order to be able to respond to changes in the
market (Valdaliso, Elola & Franco 2016). It is not enough to adapt once and then stagnate
when vulnerable to changing environmental conditions (see section 2.1.6. . Continual
adaptation may be required, as learned from the Wireless Technology Cluster in Denmark,
where they adapted to two major technological changes but did not respond to a third period
of disruption as competitors could, thus declined into failure (Østergaard & Park 2015).
Alternatively, inability to remain up-to-date with changing conditions may result in failure as
in the hat manufacturing cluster in Bavaria (Schiele, Gert-Jan & van der Zee 2012). Other
declining clusters are caused by a lack of collaboration within the cluster, an issue that
resulted in failures in the San Diego region (Casper 2007). Co-location alone is not sufficient,
firms must engage in the cluster. Failure can also be evident in avoiding cluster participation,
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fear of failure led to a reluctance to engage in the Nordic Climate Cluster, resulting ultimately
in cluster failure (Sarasini 2015).
A number of significant factors influencing sustainable clusters have been identified in the
literature (Ecotec 2001; Klofsten & Jones-Evans 1996; Tavassoli & Tsagdis 2014). A study
conducted in the UK by Sainsbury (1999) on biotechnology clusters employed critical
success factors for cluster development, including business support services, supportive
large-scales firms, as well as effective networking and a supportive policy environment
(Sainsbury 1999). Though focused on the biotechnology industry, these factors are all general
principles that can be applied to different systems. Commitment to the group was identified
as another factor necessary for formation and viability, partners should be able to contribute
to the activities of the cluster (Klofsten & Jones-Evans 1996).
Cluster formation is supported by cluster development policies (Salingan 2012), when a
supportive government framework fosters growth among the partners to establish a common
development path. Government policy can influence strategic decision making, therefore an
active means of supply chain design. Similarly, policy is linked to self-organisation, such that
policy may be developed in response to changing environmental conditions and a necessary
implement for adaptation. Appropriate policy measures are required for different stages of the
cluster life cycle (Brenner & Schlump 2011) so as to suit the activities within that phase.
Early cluster phases exhibit signs of establishment, followed by strengthening of the cluster,
this then stabilises as the cluster matures, and at the point of complacency, reconfiguration
changes may be implemented. Other academics however suggest that every cluster will have
a unique trajectory (Valdaliso, Elola & Franco 2016). This perspective makes it difficult to
determine the exact process cluster formation typically undertakes, and its adaptation to
remain viable.
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2.3.2. Globalisation and Clusters
Globalisation involves “separate or disparate localities become increasingly interconnected,
typically on a global scale” (Pitts 2013, p.1), suggesting global interconnections as the central
theme. This thesis is attempting to address the formation of clusters, hence discussion
surrounds globalisation as it pertains to supply chain clusters, as globalisation is a main
influencing force on supply chain management strategy (Storey et al. 2006).
Businesses will often focus all of their manufacturing in one geographic location to obtain
locational advantages, such as collected learning through local related firm interaction
(Maskell & Malmberg 1999), and access and utilisation of global information sources from
within the localised cluster (Isaksen 2009). Whilst geographic clusters are effective, there is
acknowledgement that global influences are important. Chaminade and Vang (2008, p.1685)
state, “instead regions are to be understood as specialized hubs in global value chains, which
are constituted through dynamic relations and interactions with local and trans-local
organizations and firms”. Processes do not need to be relocated to obtain global advantages,
rather functional integration can occur among multiple clusters for deeper amalgamation,
referred to as global integration (Sturgeon, van Biesebroeck & Gereffi 2008). Knowledge or
resource sharing are potential forms of integration, similar again to trends in supply chain
management. Such supply chain strategies in the global marketplace require an adaptive
approach, given that the structure of global competition will likely influence cluster activities
(Bair & Gereffi 2001). Reviewing these integration activities should support identification of
interactions amongst supply chain partners and their long-term viability. Such supply chain
strategies may lead to the formation of supply chain clusters, or evolve through selforganisation, to be discussed in the following section.
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2.4. Supply Chain Clusters as Self-Organising or Designed Systems
Emergence can be unpredictable, such that the impact on the supply chain may be unknown
(Choi, Dooley & Rungtusanatham 2001). An alternative strategy in managing the supply
chain, and the changing conditions faced in the system is supply chain design, which involves
decision making that seeks a determined output and “shapes the nature of the supply chain”
(Melnyk, Narasimhan & DeCampos 2014, p.1888). Response to changing conditions refers to
a firm’s capability to adapt, an expression of the organisations ability to remain viable in the
long-term through adaptation. Firms with the capability to adapt can interpret changes in
conditions and respond accordingly as well as being prepared for anticipated changes (Staber
& Sydow 2002). Increased autonomy may be involved in this process that allow agents to
respond according to feedback from the system, or a reduction in autonomy ensures rules are
more closely followed to provide an expected outcome (Dooley & van de Ven 1999; Choi,
Dooley & Rungtusanatham 2001). Alteration to the existing patterns of behaviour within the
system allows it to be capable of adapting to maintain viability (Tappi 2005). Assuming
adaptation is necessary for viability, it is appropriate then to prepare for changes in the
system (Mastrocinque et al. 2014). In the context of supply chains, such preparation will take
the form of effective design strategies and management of related processes to meet
objectives that are aimed at adaptation and viability (Corominas et al. 2015; Beamon 1998).
Supply chain design addresses all components of the system, including product complexity
(Inman & Blumenfeld 2014) and physical location decisions (Shen 2007). Design may also
extend globally to address international supply chain operations, including international
location decisions (Meixell & Gargeya 2005). Adaptation to environmental conditions,
locally or globally, can depend on effective supply chain design strategies, enabling potential
self-organisation (Mastrocinque et al. 2014). Response to changing conditions requires
strategies that need to consider both the exogenous and endogenous factors impacting the
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system. Stakeholders have control of endogenous factors that directly impact supply chain
capabilities (Akkermans & Dellaert 2005) (e.g. infrastructure investments, process control
and information systems). The system is also subject to exogenous shocks which stakeholders
have limited or no control over (Zhang, de Roo & van Dijk 2015) (e.g. new competitor
products, natural disasters) that require adaptation to meet demand (Gualandris et al. 2015;
De Wolf & Holvoet 2005; Levy 1994). Following shifts in the business environment,
organisations must adapt to remain viable (Hong, Roh & Rawski 2012). Awareness of both
external and internal stakeholders, combined with changing environmental conditions is
necessary to adapt, however the literature lacks guidance on the process by which this can be
achieved. Clarification is required on whether it is a firm’s capability to adapt through a
designed or emergent approach, which will facilitate their self-organisation and long-term
viability.
In an environment driven by a desire to balance efficiency and responsiveness, research and
practice strive to develop processes that enhance supply chain operations. Adoption of
supportive perspectives, such as systems thinking, seeks to enable development of adaptive
supply chain systems that are more effective as a whole, rather than each individual partner
achieving in isolation (Gueimonde-Canto, Gonzalez-Benito & Garcia-Vasquez 2011; JanvierJames 2012). System modelling techniques provide a clearer understanding of such supply
chain systems, useful in explaining strategy improvements to management (Akkermans &
Dellaert 2005; Maani & Cavana 2007). Once the whole supply chain is aware of its internal
activities, only then can it be improved (Choi, Dooley & Rungtusanatham 2001), either
through direct design and planning or as an emergent process. This new state may potentially
be as a supply chain cluster.
Researchers suggest, “self-organising systems form without any overarching intention”
(Chertow & Ehrenfeld 2012, p.15), in other words, there is no direct action or requirement
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fostering the development. External conditions, such as government policy or market
changes, may influence the self-organisation of a system, where the cluster has formed as a
result of adaptation to environmental conditions (Boons 2008). Dynamic systems, though
changing frequently, will remain self-organising to the point where an equilibrium state is
maintained simultaneously with potential for radical transformation (Sawyer 2005, p.16).
Supply chains are dynamic systems, due to the dynamic nature of human behaviour, and as
such often display signs of self-organisation
An organisation’s capacity to self-organise is said to be dependent on the interaction of
information, relationship and identity; and an understanding of these interactions facilitates
capacity to position the firm or system to self-organise (Kober & Knowles 1996). Enhanced
capacity for self-organisation of supply chain clusters may come from research and
observation in the supply chain and investment in the capability to adapt and move towards a
new, viable state. The process by which this self-organisation occurs, whether designed or
emergent is an important quest for this thesis.

2.5. Environmental Sustainability
Systems viable in the long-term are those that can adapt to changing conditions, therefore the
environment as a system should adapt to maintain a successful state. Environmental
sustainability refers to “avoidance, to the maximum practical extent, of irreversible and
irretrievable commitment of resources” (Fulton, Clarke & Albán 2017, p.10490), viability of
the environment in the long term. Ecological and social impacts arise due to complex
relationships amongst environmental sustainability components, hence strategic actions must
take into account these complexities (Ekins 1999, p.70). Human behaviour is closely linked
to environmental sustainability (Johnston et al. 2007) signifying the intrinsic link between
human action and environmental conditions. Increased concern for sustainability is faced by
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businesses at present, understanding the need to be environmentally sustainable in order to be
viable (Berns et al. 2009). So much so, that tools are being developed to measure specific
aspects of business practice, in addition to existing frameworks indicating business
sustainability (Veleva & Ellenbecker 2000). Improvements to subsections of the system will
contribute to overall sustainability.
2.5.1. Environmental Sustainability and Supply Chain Management
As environmental sustainability has been increasingly addressed in the literature, so too has
its relationship with the supply chain (Carter & Easton 2011; Carter & Rogers 2008;
Colicchia, Melacini & Perotti 2011). The closest links between the two concepts are
addressed in the terms ‘sustainable supply chain management’ and ‘green supply chain
management’ reviewing interactions between supply chains and sustainability (Ahi & Searcy
2013; Linton, Klassen & Jayaraman 2007). For the purpose of this thesis, the term
Environmentally Sustainable Supply Chain Management will be utilised and is defined as,
“the strategic, transparent integration and achievement of an organization’s social,
environmental, and economic goals in the systemic coordination of key interorganizational
business processes for improving the long-term economic performance of the individual
company and its supply chains” (Carter & Rogers 2008, p.368). Sustainable supply chain
management seeks to broaden general supply chain management considerations to analyse
economic, environmental and social components of practice (Svensson 2007; Gupta, Abidi &
Bandyopadhayay 2013) and therefore, review of an organisation at these levels subjects
management to additional risk factors that must be addressed (Giannakis & Papadopoulos
2015).
Pressure to maintain a positive public image and increase market share has driven a shift
towards Sustainable Supply Chain Management (Devika, Jafarian & Nourbakhsh 2014).
Increasing public pressure has resulted in regulatory changes that encourage, or require,
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businesses and resulting supply chains to develop environmentally sustainable practices, in
order to continue operating (Kleindorfer, Singhal & Wassenhove 2005). There is an increased
trend towards monitoring sustainability, even in logistics where environmental concerns were
previously under-analysed (Golicic, Boerstler & Ellram 2010). Strategic level changes in the
system are required as a result of the increased monitoring (Fabbe-Costes, Roussat & Colin
2011). Focus on the entire lifecycle of products has been a growing area for environmentally
sustainable supply chain management research, incorporating different stakeholders
throughout different businesses (Gupta & Palsule-Desai 2011). Research in sustainable
supply chain management is targeted broadly at multi-industry supply chains, with an
identified need to focus research on particular industries, so as to target specific categories of
sustainability activities, based on research by Carter and Easton (2011). A knowledge gap is
evident here, indicating attention is required for a more thorough understanding of the link
between sustainability and the supply chain. Simultaneously the complete lifecycle of the
product, including the reverse supply chain, needs to be reflected in sustainable supply chain
management studies (Faisal 2010).
2.5.2. Environmentally Sustainable Buildings Industry
In clarifying the specific research context, examination of the environmentally sustainable
buildings industry literature is necessary. Consideration of the entire lifecycle of products and
services is necessary when aiming to be ‘sustainable’ (Ribeiro et al. 2015). End-users have
potential to drive up-skilling of the entire supply chain through their demand for
environmentally sustainable offerings (Malina 2012, p.212), driving sustainability practices
back through suppliers, to increase the level of sustainability throughout the supply chain.
The manufacturing process is not the only supply chain component where sustainability is
measurable, the whole process can be examined (Sabnis 2011, p.9). Examination of the entire
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supply chain for sustainability is more effective than singling out any one component of the
supply chain stream.
Participants in the building industry may initially extend their environmental sustainability by
involving both designers and builders throughout the entire lifecycle (Mollaoglu-Korkmaz,
Swarup & Riley 2013). Engaging supply chain partners further down the supply chain in the
planning stages and vice-versa, encourages management and planning of all aspects to last
well into the future. Bringing these stakeholders closer together facilitates close
communication and consistent involvement (Cidell 2014). Sustainable cities are another way
in which incremental change is fostered and long-term plans can be made (Kauko 2012,
p.163). As an example of a cluster region, sustainable cities support the holistic nature of the
sustainable buildings industry.
Construction of buildings is traditionally considered an ‘unsustainable’ industry due to poor
planning leading to excess waste (Eriksson 2010; Dainty & Brooke 2004). Environmentally
sustainable building construction methods are necessary to ensure the design is intelligent and
involves efficient use of resources (Hwang, Zhao & Tan 2015). Engaging designers and
contractors is important, as their combined knowledge of appropriate products and processes
supports an efficient and sustainable output. Embodied energy is a major contributor to
sustainable construction (Kumar, Chani & Deoliya 2015), essentially accounting for the
product’s whole lifecycle. Measuring the level of sustainability comes down to a number of
different certification systems developed worldwide (Knauf 2014). These certifications are
benchmarks for performance, to establish best practices and provide guidelines on efficient
supply chain practices. In Australia, the main rating tool is the Green Star certification
program created by the Green Buildings Council of Australia, which is used to promote green
building practices in Australia (Xia et al. 2013). For projects that reduce emissions and
develop a comprehensive project design and management plan, the Green Building Fund was
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introduced in Australia in 2008. These programs and benchmarks aim to incentivise
environmentally sustainable buildings in Australia. As the tenant demand for green buildings
increases in Australia, so too has the corresponding demand on the sustainable buildings
industry (Wilson & Tagaza 2006). Significant demand combined with growing policies and
frameworks that support environmentally sustainable buildings warrants this as a critical area
for research. In particular the Illawarra region, and Wollongong as the centre, has the
potential to be a world leader in green buildings (Roderick 2009) with development for the
region and sustainable buildings research through the Sustainable Buildings Research Centre
(Thompson 2014). The Illawarra is therefore a key region for research with its potential to
truly engage and develop the sustainable buildings industry.

2.6. Summary
The Literature Review chapter has provided an overview of the theory relevant for this thesis.
General systems theory provides a perspective from which to conduct this study, highlighting
the importance of having a holistic view of systems to understand the system (von
Bertalanffy 1933, p.178). Adoption of a systems thinking perspective aids in understanding
how systems operate and interact with environmental conditions. The dynamic nature of
these systems often reflects chaos, where a small change in the system can have larger
implications across the system (Jackson 2003, p.114). When the system reaches a point that
demands a more stable condition to remain viable, through adaptation to environmental
conditions, a new state will emerge, a process of self-organisation (Ashby 2004). In order to
understand this process of adaptation and self-organisation, this thesis uses agents to
conceptualise interactions and self-organising behaviour. Adaptation is applied to supply
chain management, where supply chains as systems will adapt to changing conditions to
remain viable. Supply chains may emerge through self-organising processes (Choi, Dooley &
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Rungtusanatham 2001) or may be a result of supply chain design (Melnyk, Narasimhan &
DeCampos 2014), posing the consideration of whether supply chains should be designed or
allowed to self-organise. Supply chain clusters, as an alternative to traditional supply chain
structures, exist when supply chain firms integrate and operate within geographic proximity
(Porter 2008, p.215). It is evident that supply chain clusters can provide locational and
collaborative benefits to members of the supply chain (Chertow & Lombardi 2005), however
a gap exists in the literature on understanding how clusters form and remain viable in the
long-term. The research question to be addressed therefore is to examine the antecedents for
supply chain cluster formation and long-term viability. This thesis adopts a systems thinking
perspective to answer the research question, using agents to represent the processes of
adaptation and self-organisation as a means of explaining supply chain cluster formation and
long-term viability.
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3. Methodology
3.1. Introduction
The Literature Review chapter revealed the need to identify the antecedents for supply chain
cluster formation and long-term viability. Focus on Porter’s Diamond as a model,
demonstrates the interdependence of various factors interacting within the system. This
systems perspective, explained in the literature review, suggests the adoption of systems
thinking and causal loop modelling to understand and examine this system.
Understanding the sustainable buildings industry in the Illawarra requires in-depth
examination of the system, hence adoption of a Case Study methodology as a means to
investigate the chosen context. The case study is used to capture a variety of perspectives,
hence use of content analysis, focus groups and semi-structured interviews to absorb a range
of perspectives. Data collection involves systems modelling through use of Causal Loop
Diagrams (CLDs) to identify the causal relationships active within the system. Multiple
models are developed therefore model aggregation is undertaken, influenced by a Grounded
Methodology approach to select the most appropriate aggregation method.
This thesis aims to develop theory, by extending the existing knowledge on supply chain
clusters. Three approaches are commonly used to develop theory: process, variance or a
systems approach. Variance models refer to prediction of outcomes, with a ‘cause’ that is
necessary for a desired outcome (Burton-Jones, McLean & Monod 2015; Markus & Robey
1988). When a series of causes can be connected together, a pattern of behaviour, the theory
emerges. Alternatively process models refer to how things unfold over time, an outcome as a
result of a preceding sequence of actions (Burton-Jones, McLean & Monod 2015). It is the
sequential steps that lead to a phenomenon occurring. There are no specific causes as there
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are in variance models, rather an environment that facilitates an outcome (Markus & Robey
1988). Based on knowledge of a process, and the assumption that the process includes a
specific sequence of actions that influences the result of a certain outcome, it is assumed that
outcomes can be partially predicted.
Both process and variance approaches offer valuable insight in explicating the formation of
viable supply chain clusters. As theory is “a fully explained set of conceptual relationships”
(Wacker 2004, p.631), using either of these structures in isolation may not, however,
sufficiently provide a holistic explanation of the relationships involved in the phenomenon of
supply chain cluster formation, hence a more holistic approach may be suitable. Some theory
development will use only process or variance, though a hybrid is arguably a stronger
approach (Dimaggio 1995). Hybrids seek the best of both approaches in order to develop a
rigorous theory. “Explanation means accounting for variance” (Dimaggio 1995, p.392) and
this study is exposed to variance between the theoretical and practical perspectives. Theory
development using a systems approach, as it occurs in this thesis, aims to provide an
explanation of concepts previously misunderstood or seemingly disconnected, to further
understanding of an area of study.
This chapter explains the data collection and analysis processes that aim to capture different
perspectives on the drivers for cluster formation and viability, as well as the aggregation
methods selected. The data collection and causal loop modelling process that is undertaken to
capture the causal relationships within the system is described. Justification for choosing the
selected methodology, exploration of the methodology itself and selection process for CLD
aggregation ensues.
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3.2. Epistemological Frame
3.2.1. Constructivist Paradigm
This thesis is positioned in a constructivist philosophical paradigm that suggests, “meaning is
created through an interaction of the interpreter and the interpreted” (Levers 2013, p.4). An
understanding is derived when there is an interaction between a researcher and a participant.
Assumptions in this paradigm are that the interpreter will shape their observation based upon
their experience which they understand to influence their constructed knowledge (Levers
2013), and will draw conclusions based on their experience and knowledge in the topic, and
use this foundation to construct an understanding of the data.
Researchers are inherent in the construction of data (Alvesson & Karreman 2011, p.12),
therefore with participants, will mutually influence and co-construct the data. Qualitative data
collection enables the co-development of data to produce an understanding of the topic
through interactions with a variety of perspectives. Constructivism seeks to understand a
specific context and assumes that “groups of people and communities develop and decide
what is important and significant to them and attribute names to things and events as part of
this process” (Stokes 2011, p.23). Participant’s perspectives and association with different
objects helps shape an understanding of that participant’s view of a given context.
Constructivism emphasises an emergent research design tailored to the participants and
context being studied.
A constructivist approach has been adopted in this research as it enables the researcher to
construct ideas collectively with participants, by analysing the system to gain a contextual
understanding of the antecedents for cluster formation and viability. Alternative approaches
such as a positivist paradigm are characterised by the researcher being detached from the
participants to remain objective (Carson & Gilmore 2006, p.15). Taking such an approach
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that does not involve direct interaction with participants, impedes the researcher’s ability to
understand the system from the participant’s perspective, hence will not supply data
sufficient to answer the research questions.
3.2.2. Qualitative Approach
A qualitative research approach has been selected to generate an empirical understanding of
antecedents for cluster formation and viability. Attitudes and practices of local industry
members, regional associations and local government can be captured using qualitative data
collection, based on experience and mental models. Stakeholder perceptions provide insight
into “social realities, and to draw attention to processes, meaning patterns and structural
features”, realities which cannot be understood by non-participants (Flick, von Kardorff &
Steinke 2004a, p.3). The validity of stakeholder perceptions is further exemplified through
their use in mental models, particularly in system dynamics work, where perceptions are used
to model dynamic systems to understand processes and behaviour (Doyle & Ford 1998).
Collection and examination of qualitative data in the form of human perspectives and
activities, aims to answer the research question on the whole (Hammersley & Campbell 2012,
p.59). Taking a constructivist approach, a first-person opinion is sought in the form of
eloquent responses to questions and stimulus to build an understanding of the context.
Qualitative research can take multiple forms, all sharing common characteristics including
examination of the participant in their natural habitat, field research and first-person accounts,
that aim to construct an understanding of the context (Chesebro & Borisoff 2007).
Observation, interviews and textual analysis are basic examples of qualitative data collection
methods (Travers 2001, p.2), all of which provide a broader understanding of the participant
and their interactions within their environment. Qualitative data collection attempts to answer
the how and why of the area being studied, often adopting a combination of multiple methods
to achieve this answer (Yates & Leggett 2016). Beyond interviews and observation, focus
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groups are another method that encourages multi-participant interaction with each other,
rather than with the researcher, providing immediate feedback and uncovering of critical
issues conferred as relevant to a broader audience (Dilshad & Latif 2013). Groups uncover
common concerns that can be expanded on during the session to discover valuable insight
into the issues and interactions of the group. To capture the how and why of cluster formation
and viability, this thesis uses qualitative data collection methods of content analysis, semistructured interviews and focus groups through group model building.
3.2.3. Case Study Methodology
Evaluation of research results should take into consideration the chosen methodology to
facilitate understanding from a certain perspective (Kothari 2004, p.32). Research
methodologies require explanation and justification of method selection to provide this
perspective. Multiple research methodologies exist such as experimental research, case study
research, survey research and action research (Bryman 1989). These alternatives involve
either experiments, or singular methods that can be applied when there is a singular focus to
the study. In aiming to explore the antecedents for cluster formation and viability, given a
certain context, a case study approach has been selected (as per Yin 2012, p.143).
A case study can be defined as, “a study in which (a) one (single case study) or a small
number of cases (comparative case study) in their real life context are selected, and (b) scores
obtained from these cases are analysed in a qualitative manner” (Dul & Hak 2008, p.4).
Research that attempts to address the ‘how’ and ‘why’ of an issue in the contemporary
business context is a prime factor of case study methodologies (Yin 2003, p.1). As this thesis
seeks to examine participants in their context, a case study approach enables exploration and
evaluation of participants and their environment, to explain why and how cluster formation
occurs and remains viable. Case studies maintain the notions found in a constructivist
paradigm of emergent research design that allows theory to guide the research (Meyer 2001).
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Flexibility is important to ensure the most appropriate data is collated, a consideration that
case studies allow for in this thesis.
When using a case study approach, researchers must decide whether a single-case study is
appropriate or whether multiple cases are required. Although there is some criticism of
single-case study approaches (as detailed by Flyvbjerg 2006), who highlights the main claim
often made is that generalisations cannot be made from a single case. Single cases should be
used to derive meaning and extend existing theory (Ruddin 2006). Building on further,
research may also take an approach of single case with embedded units, whereby multiple
units within a single case are analysed (Yin 2003, p.43; Baxter & Jack 2008). In this
approach, “results from these units are drawn together to yield an overall picture” (Rowley
2002, p.22). This thesis is examining different aspects of the sustainable buildings industry,
drawing them together to create an understanding of the whole system. Eisenhardt (1989b)
provides examples where other studies have used an embedded approach, including analysis
at industry and firm level. The approaches described by Eisenhardt are similar to the intent of
this thesis, whereby stakeholders from different groups are incorporated in the study. A
potential pitfall of this approach is the “[failure] to return to the larger unit of analysis” (Yin
2003, p.45). This study has been designed to incorporate an aggregation process, whereby
these subunits are integrated, to understand the broader system, therefore avoiding this
potential pitfall.
Primarily, case study research is used to build theory by defining a specific focus and
providing constructs in which to guide the research, while still allowing flexibility in the
research (Eisenhardt 1989b). This thesis seeks to extend the theory on supply chain cluster
formation and viability, therefore requires a case study to investigate this phenomenon, while
remaining open to change.
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3.3. Research Design

Refinement of
Methodology

Data Analysis

Aggregation

Pilot Study
• Literature
review
• Theoretically
Derived Causal
Loop Diagram
using Content
Analysis

Theory

• Trial focus
group and
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interview
methods
• Four focus
groups and
one interview
• Trial three
aggregation
approaches

Literature Review and
Research Design

• Two focus
groups and ten
interviews
• Build separate
CLDS

• Clean CLDs
and develop
common
language
• Aggregate
using
Synthesis
approach

Main Study

• Comparisons
between
Theory and
Practice

Conclusions

Data Analysis

Progression of the Study
Figure 3.1: Summary of Research Design

This section of the methodology explains the chosen research design with a case study
approach, illustrated in Figure 3.1. Content Analysis, semi-structured interviews and focus
groups have been selected for this study, with justifications provided. The CLD as an
approach to collate data is explored, as well as the data analysis methods analysed in
selecting an aggregation approach.
3.3.1. Content Analysis
Content analysis is “a research technique for making replicable and valid inferences from
texts (or other meaningful matter) to the contexts of their use” (Krippendorff 2004, p. 19). In
application, content analysis involves drawing conclusions of a topic from the environment in
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which it was drawn. Content analysis involves interpreting written evidence to draw
conclusions, aimed at addressing the research questions (Wilson 2011). Resources for content
analysis may take form of organisational documents with potential to provide a broad
understanding of a business environment at different points in time (Duriau, Reger & Pfarrer
2007). Given a variety of documents, or any set of data on a given topic, there is potential for
contradictory pieces of data. Qualitative content analysis involves identifying patterns in the
data as a means of interpreting results, going beyond just quantitative measures that rely on a
preconceived idea of the appropriate number of sources (Morgan 1993). Interpretation
requires sources from multiple places, understanding how the pieces relate to each other, the
system they are a part of, and their causality. In supply chains, or any system, a variety of
information will exist, thus this thesis has adopted use of CLDs to illustrate these causal
relationships, explained in 3.3.2.
Content analysis is used in this thesis (as illustrated in Figure 3.2.) to collect data to inform
development of the Theoretically Derived Causal Loop Diagram (see Figure 5.1). The
content analysed is a collection of literature on cluster formation. This includes studies on
existing clusters; their formation, lifecycle and viability, where available. Content analysis
enables the researcher to collect secondary data on a topic to provide a foundational
understanding, based on written evidence. As individual pieces, the content being analysed
illustrates different aspects of cluster formation, based on published research. When
combined these pieces create a holistic understanding of cluster formation and viability.
In this study, the researcher sourced literature on cluster formation in supply chains, as well
as the sustainable buildings industry, using key word searches to find relevant articles. It
incorporated all articles that matched these key words and, consequently, included academic
insights from different regions and industries.
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Figure 3.2 : Diagram of Content Analysis Process
3.3.2. Causal Loop Diagrams
Causal Loop Diagrams (CLDs) are one type of conceptual model built to provide insight into
the causal relationships within a system under examination (Vennix et al. 1990). Despite
issues with CLDs (see Richardson 1986a, 1997) they have remained a popular tool to system
dynamicists, with many studies prominently featuring CLDs to complement research
contribution. Causal loop diagrams are “a tool for revealing the causal relationships among a
set of variables (or factors) operating in a system” (Maani & Cavana 2007, p.28). As a
functional tool, the CLD helps demonstrate interdependence of factors in a system, including
their direct and indirect relationships to understand the broader system. A recent study by
Agnew, Smith and Dargusch (2018) used CLDs to model the adoption of solar and battery
systems in Australia, identifying relevant interrelationships and interactions in the system. To
develop CLDs, researchers collect data via methods such as content analysis, one-on-one
interviews and in group model building scenarios.
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When creating a CLD, the first step in the process, according to Sterman (2000, p.87), is to
articulate the problem. A problem description outlines the system to be modelled, providing
guidelines for investigation. To create the problem description for this thesis, the researcher
provided a basic overview of supply chain management and clusters, including the limited
knowledge of the drivers for cluster formation. The research questions for this thesis were
then incorporated as two open-ended questions to guide the causal loop model development.
The problem description used for this thesis is in Appendix 3. Focus Group Problem
Description. CLDs are used to explain behaviour over time, an illustration of what is
currently or what is projected to occur, including the variables and causal relationships that
drive this behaviour (Lane 2008). The problem description used in this thesis proposes an
anticipated outcome focused on the interactions leading to cluster development. The notion of
behaviour over time is noted, however instead of simplifying the anticipated behaviour over
time into a graphical format a narrative has been provided. This aligns with the work of
Sterman (2000, p.163) in explaining the Worker Burnout model. Behaviour over time graphs
have not been used as the data collection method is qualitative, thus the problem description
provides a narrative angled at deriving qualitative responses from participants. The narrative
in the problem description describes the current state of sustainability in the supply chain,
introducing the concepts of clusters and their benefits before questioning how to form
clusters in the region. Participants are guided through the introductory information that
proposes potential variables, before arriving at the crux of the research aimed at identifying
the drivers for cluster formation, the anticipated behaviour.
The causal loop diagramming process involves identifying and linking factors operating in
the system, represented by connections and closed loops, as emphasised by systems thinking
(Cavana & Mares 2004). Essentially a system is deconstructed into individual variables
whose relationships are mapped out in a visual diagram, where feedback loops become
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evident. This approach provides a holistic view as it ensures all factors relevant to the
patterns of behaviour in the system are included.
The use of CLDs can appropriately capture the structure of a system, including the variables
that affect patterns of behaviour and different phase changes in the system. Where interviews
and focus groups capture single perspectives of a system, qualitative analysis enables the
researcher to identify common and unique variables from among these participants to
illustrate a holistic representation of the system. Hence this thesis uses CLDs to connect the
information drawn from various participants into a single representation of the system.
Having the variables or causal relationships alone will not provide an understanding of the
antecedents for cluster formation and viability, only the culmination of these points in a CLD,
can project potential patterns of behaviour and phase changes.
CLDs require a broad understanding of the system to illustrate a graphical representation of
complex systems, which can be used for systemic analysis and change (Milke 2013).
Creating a comprehensive model requires an underpinning based on the complexities of the
broader environment. This level of modelling requires emphasis on iteration and critique to
ensure validity of the model (Burns & Musa 2001), extensive reviews are required to
completely capture the system. Model development is an iterative process that encapsulates
our evolutionary mental models and the dynamic nature of systems (Sterman 2000, p.87).
Such iteration seeks to ensure we understand the whole system as it evolves, which means
capturing data from a range of perspectives. System modelling studies attempt to depict the
system from diverse perspectives to enable improvements to the overall system, thus multiple
CLDs are developed to capture diverse perspectives. To then analyse these perspectives,
convergence is desired to construct a comprehensive model, that represents the responses
collected from all research participants. This thesis uses iterations in the form of different
rounds of refined data collection, seeking review of the initial problem based on results
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obtained initially from content analysis and then from focus groups and semi-structured
interviews.
Causal loop diagramming has been utilised and developed over time and subject to critique of
the traditional definitions of the variables, including over simplification (Richardson 1986a)
and mixed use of notation (Richardson 1997). Best practice in system modelling emphasises
the need to strive for model completeness (Martinez-Moyano & Richardson 2013). Although
a model will never be a complete representation of the system, a model can be considered
‘complete’ when there is adequate representation of the system under study to the extent of
what is to be analysed (Groesser & Schwaninger 2012). A model is a valid representation of
the system when the behaviour within the system is predicted and also explains how the
behaviour is generated (Barlas 1996). Thus in-depth analysis of a system, illustrated in a
model, enables the researcher to understand the existence of that system, including its
variables and causal relationships and its behaviour over time. The interactions among the
variables illustrate potential future system behaviour. When the variables and causal
relationships relevant to the study are captured producing sufficient data for the study, the
model is seen to be an adequate representation of the system needed for analysis. The
narrative expressed throughout the problem description guides the participants to consider the
variables and causal relationships contributing to the behaviour over time of clusters. The
goal of completeness is compromised if information from only a few sources within the
system are obtained (Kiani et al. 2009). Thus, multiple data sources from within the system
must be included in model building, as well as multiple iterations to facilitate effective and
complete model building (Homer 1996). Multiple data sources are used to confirm points, as
commonalities arise, therefore beyond triangulation, this synthesis takes things one step
further to aggregate the data highlighting commonalities as well as additional points relevant
to the context.
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CLDs may expand continuously as more data is collected. To avoid unnecessarily extensive
model development it is important to determine boundaries for the system to be observed
(Kim 1992). Once the scope and boundaries are set, variables can be identified and linked
based on their patterns of behaviour, either a same or opposite relationship (Maani & Cavana
2007). Polarity is denoted in the causal loop diagram by either a + for a same/positive link, or
a – for an opposite/negative link. “Link polarities describe the structure of the system…That
is, they describe what would happen IF there were a change” (Sterman 2000, p.139), the
increases or decreases that would flow on through the system. These linkages will eventually
demonstrate a ‘loop’ of either a balancing or reinforcing cycle. Reinforcing loops are a
positive feedback system with consistent growth or decline, while balancing loops
demonstrate a ‘return to control’ (Maani & Cavana 2007). Such a return to control is
explained in systems theory where a chaotic system will reach an equilibrium point, where it
will self-organise into a new state of control. However, a balancing system may seek to retain
a previous state of control, therefore may not change to a new state, instead will seek the
predetermined steady state. A reinforcing loop, that demonstrates learning may also adapt and
produce a new state of control. This new state of control, whether from a reinforcing or
balancing behaviour, is an emergent phenomenon in the system that enables the system to
remain adaptive. Reinforcing and balancing loops represent the system’s ability to selfregulate and seek adaptation. Another feature to be added in the CLDs are time delays that
represent a time lapse between cause and effect (Sterman 2000, p.150). Delay marks
differentiate that link from all others as occurring at a different speed. Delay marks are
denoted by two parallel lines marked on the link. A CLD with directionality, time delays and
loop behaviour can be considered complete, however further iterations and review are
necessary to develop a holistic model. Figure 3.3 illustrates population dynamics in a basic
CLD.
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Figure 3.3: Population Dynamics Causal Loop Diagram ('Learn to Read Causal Loop
Diagrams' 2012)
As Population increases there is an increase in Births, illustrated by the causal linkage and
same relationship. A delay exists because these births will occur over time. Similarly, as
Births increases so too does Population. This cycle will occur continuously thus the
reinforcing cycle. At the same time, the higher the Population, there is also a higher number
of Deaths, with the same delay as to Births. With more Deaths, the Population will decrease,
thus the opposite symbol. As this cycle neither continuously increases or decreases, this
instead is a balancing system.
Within this thesis, CLDs are used to investigate the current system of cluster formation
within the sustainable buildings industry, both from a practical and theoretical perspective.
CLDs can be developed using multiple methods, dependent on the system to be modelled.
Systems models are frequently developed using quantitative data, with simulation used to
capture flaws and further refine the model by “formally testing the dynamic hypothesis and
determining its adequacy” (Homer & Oliva 2001, p.249). As the objective of this thesis is to
obtain an understanding of the antecedents for cluster formation and viability, the models do
not require dynamic testing for adequacy at this stage. Instead, a descriptive representation of
the system is required to understand the variables and feedback loops evident in the system.
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Feedback loops are used in this thesis to explain system behaviour, with narratives explaining
the behaviour over time. Projections are made to offer propositions for the thesis, based on
existing theory and the perspective of stakeholders. Future studies could then progress this
further by examining the archetypes and perform simulations on the dynamics of the system.
A rigorous description of a system can provide greater detail of the problem area under study
(as demonstrated by Wolstenholme & Coyle 1983), sufficient for the purposes of this thesis.
Additionally, it is recognised that basic causal loop models can lack accurate representations
of accumulation (Richardson 1986a, 1997) and dominant loop behaviours (Hayward &
Boswell 2014) to justify outcomes. Ford (1999) emphasises the role of loop dominance in
demonstrating how structure influences behaviour. This thesis does not intend to explain the
results of structure and behaviour as a dynamic simulation, but does recognise the importance
of simulations, and suggests that the findings in this thesis become the basis for future
research. Instead, an understanding of the variables involved, and their causal relationships
are required in order to address the research questions. Accumulation is a poorly understood
concept (see Cronin, Gonzalez & Sterman 2009) used to represent the stocks and flows in
systems models. This thesis does not require a quantitative measure for the changes in
variables in the system. Rather, the CLDs will illustrate the existing causal relationships so
that the researcher can project potential future behaviours and make propositions on the
drivers for cluster formation and viability. Future quantitative studies may adopt
accumulations to measure the levels of change.
This thesis does not seek to discount the benefits of quantitative simulation approaches,
however it is beyond the scope of this thesis to require quantitative simulation. This thesis
uses CLDs developed from qualitative data derived from content analysis as outlined in
section 3.3.2.1. CLDs have been adopted in this thesis as they enable an understanding of the
variables that contribute to the patterns of system behaviour.
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3.3.2.1. Theoretically Derived Causal Loop Diagram
Content analysis that covered an extensive literature was completed to discover antecedents
for cluster formation as recorded throughout different areas of research. Based on the original
Literature Review presented in this thesis, Porter’s Diamond has been identified as a primary
resource used to explain cluster formation and practice. Porter’s Diamond is therefore used as
a foundation for extensive content analysis, to provide data for the Theoretical Causal Loop
Diagram.
Demand Conditions; Factor Conditions; Strategy, Structure and Rivalry; and Related and
Supporting Industries as the four main elements of Porter’s Diamond (see section 2.3. and are
used as a basis for content analysis. Content analysis has been chosen (as per section 4.3.1.
and uses the four elements of Porter’s Diamond as key word searches to identify relevant
publications that discuss how each of the elements plays a role in cluster formation and
viability. Publications are sourced from literature surrounding the sustainable buildings
industry and the local region. These have been extended where necessary to include broader
literature on supply chain clusters more generally, to identify all potential forces that may be
involved. Key word searches involve phrases ‘cluster formation’, ‘cluster development’,
‘cluster lifecycle’, ‘cluster evolution’ and ‘cluster viability’. Any articles highlighting these
phrases have been downloaded and analysed (for example Brenner & Schlump 2011;
Bresnahan, Gambardella & Saxenian 2001; Kim 2014; Menzel & Fornahl 2010; Steenhuis &
Kiefer 2016). This study is not akin to a systematic literature review, however, its analysis
seeks discussion on variables that drive and prevent cluster formation, particularly in the
search for causal relationships where both variables and a given link are specified.
A simple coding practice was adopted whereby any factors mentioned in these articles that
pertained to cluster formation and viability were marked for inclusion. These variables were
added to the CLD, as were causal links identified within the literature. Where gaps occurred
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more specific publication searches were conducted to find the relevant connections. As they
became evident, reinforcing and balancing loops were identified and delay marks added
where necessary (Sterman 2001; Kim 1992). After results from the literature review were
exhausted, final touches to the model were added to ensure the model included all variables,
directionality, delays and loops.
3.3.3. Pilot Study
Research, of any kind, requires a sound method that has the best chance of extracting
required results, hence use of pilot studies. A pilot study “supports the researcher’s claim that
she is capable of conducting the proposed study” (Marshall & Rossman 1995, p.42). It
confirms the research has been designed appropriately and is achievable in nature, as
unachievable plans will not warrant results. It also serves as a trial to ensure all necessary
steps are included (Bryman 1989, p.54). A pilot study aids in assessing which steps are
effective and those which require adjustment. To ensure sufficient time to complete the main
study, the pilot study should be run well in advance of the main study, giving time to examine
any challenges encountered and make allowances or changes (Stokes 2011, p.98). In seeking
a thorough study, this thesis involved a pilot study of the primary data collection methods
which was conducted in advance of the main study.
Focus groups and semi-structured interviews were trialled in the pilot study to ascertain
whether the CLD building process was viable. The questions developed for the semistructured interview were targeted at identifying both the drivers and barriers to cluster
formation, including the key stakeholders and their causal relationships (see Appendix 1).
Two methods were trialled for the focus groups, differentiated by the iteration process.
Method A involved two focus groups, Group A and Group B, made up of stakeholders whose
focus was on the sustainable buildings industry, each group having 3-5 members. Group A
was presented with a problem description (see Appendix 3) and the researcher proceeded to
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develop a CLD with the group, running the session for an estimated 45 minutes; repeated
with Group B. After which the researcher reviewed and refined the models to ensure they
were understandable. A week later iteration occurred when the researcher met again with
Group A to show them the CLD developed by Group B, asking them whether they agreed
with the model. Discussion was stimulated and surrounded the differing factors presented
between the groups. Changes were made to these diagrams to reflect the group’s thoughts on
the alternate model. This session also ran for 45 minutes and was repeated with Group B.
Method B was built on the principles of Method A, with changes occurring after the iteration
phase. Group C and D each has 8-10 participants, with each group having 30 minutes to
develop their initial model. After both groups were complete, all participants were brought
into the same room and shown both diagrams at once. Discussion was then prompted by the
researcher to find what similarities and differences could be identified. These similarities and
differences were noted by the researcher, and after analysis conducted during the discussion,
it was deemed that no changes were required in the diagrams. An overview of the two focus
group methods trialled in the Pilot Study are in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1: Comparison of Focus Group Methods
Features
Number of Group
Number of Participants
Per Group
Session Length
Time Between Sessions
Discussion

Method A

Method B

2
3-5

2
8-10

45 minutes
One week- with CLDs refined by
researcher.
Searching for agreement on the
CLD. Changes can be made to
CLD to reach agreement.

30 minutes
Immediately after first
session- no refinement.
Comparing similarities and
differences. Discussion and
analysis of CLD content.
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3.3.4. Focus Groups
Generating an understanding of the drivers for cluster formation within the broader system
requires examination of relevant stakeholders and their context. To best extract this
information, data collection needs to involve interaction with participants to gauge the system
from its stakeholders, achieved through focus groups and semi-structured interviews. A focus
group is “a research technique that collects data through group interaction on a topic
determined by the researcher” (Morgan 1996, p.130). These topics can be explored in more
detail with the researcher observing both the responses and how the group arrive at their
answers. Detailed information can be captured to answer the research questions from those
immersed in the organisation.
Focus groups are suitable when a researcher wishes to develop a broader understanding of a
group including group dynamics, contextually important issues and their attitudes towards
their environment (Kitzinger 1995). Participant’s responses are not the only data source,
rather it is a combination of observed behaviour and co-developed responses. Aligning with
the constructivist paradigm, it is important that the relationship between researcher and
participant is interactive (Broido & Manning 2002). Participant insight is actively sought and
extracted when the researcher aids in developing the findings.
Valuable insight from discussions between participants exploring different perspectives can
be gained when the researcher moderates the session (Liamputtong & Ezzy 2005, p.78).
Collective discussion with room for the topic to expand and diverge as appropriate to the
group, is a feature of focus groups, where conversation is likely to take different routes
depending on the participant’s attitudes and experiences. The amount of control exerted by
the researcher in restricting conversation can then be seen as a limitation of focus groups.
Targeted focus groups seek to objectively define a scenario in such a way that responses are
unbiased and provide real feedback (Kamberelis & Dimitriadis 2013, p.7). Depending on the
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range of responses required, the researcher needs to determine the level of control required to
ensure relevant responses are obtained to answer the research questions.
Utilisation of system modelling exercises within a focus group has been carried out in
different research and business settings. Referred to in the literature as Group Model Building
(GMB), the process includes clients in the model development process (Vennix 1996, p.3;
Andersen et al. 2007). The strength of this exercise is that a chosen topic can be explored in
more detail with the researcher observing both the responses and how the group arrive at their
answers, providing detailed information to answer the research questions from those
immersed in the organisation. Open discussion fosters the researcher’s understanding of the
dynamics between participants, contributing to the conclusions drawn enabling analysis of
the system and its problems. Studies suggest use of data collected specifically for the research
purpose, referred to as purposive text data, which is collected directly from a group of
participants in the system, representing their perspective on the system (Kim & Andersen
2012).
A variety of approaches to group model building exist in the literature, with reviews offering
analysis of the techniques and approaches, but often lack proposition of a new methodology
(Andersen et al. 2007; Berard 2010; Scott, Cavana & Cameron 2016). Typically a group
model building session is structured by the facilitator who collates variables and causal
relationships from the participants, who may include modelling specialists or experts in the
system (Berard 2010). Using this approach researchers find it encourages discussion of the
real problems in the system (see Richardson & Andersen 1995). A recent review by Scott,
Cavana and Cameron (2016) highlights the effectiveness of group model building in multiple
contexts but suggests a lack of guidance on when it may be inappropriate. Table 3.2:
Overview of Group Model Building Research, provides an overview of existing group model
building research.
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Table 3.2: Overview of Group Model Building Research
Author

Keywords

Comments

(Andersen et al. 2007)

Simulation; process;
problem structuring
methods

(Berard 2010)

modelling process;
methodological
frameworks;
systematic analysis

- Provided an overview of Group Model
Building processes within system
dynamics.
- A running simulation model is
beneficial to include during the group
model building process.
- Highlighted failure of previous studies
to review both the structure and
process of group model building
exercises.
- Elicitation of participants’ knowledge
and ability to establish consensus is
recognised as necessary to perfect.

(Richardson & Andersen
1995)

Role; team; system
dynamics

- Discussed roles of participants in the
group model building process.
- Suggests a team of people required to
complete the whole model building
process.

(Scott, Cavana &
Cameron 2016)

Literature review;
operations research;
system dynamics

- Quantitative analysis on Group Model
Building publications.
- Group Model Building is used
frequently in small sample studies,
needs to move to more robust studies
to advance the field.

Focus groups facilitate interactive data collection providing collective perspectives and active
discussion to comprehend the system (Morgan 1996). Researchers have the opportunity to
draw both explicit and implicit details from the discussion by analysing the group’s verbal
communication and observing their interactions (Kitzinger 1995). Group model building in
particular, facilitates a holistic model more quickly than separate data collection. Group think
however is an implication of focus groups, as participants are exposed to other’s thought
processes and may be swayed to think the same way (Georges & Romme 1995; Ford &
Sterman 1998). This impedes potential for capturing multiple perspectives. Researchers also
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need to be conscious of other group dynamics including dominant characters that may
impede other participants chance to provide their own opinions (Liamputtong & Ezzy 2005,
p.85).
In using group model building approaches researchers must be aware that participants may be
inexperienced in system modelling. Inexperienced modellers may generate fewer variables
and causal relationships (Eden, Ackermann & Cropper 1992). Participants unfamiliar with
system modelling however facilitate understanding for other untrained stakeholders (see
Groesser & Schwaninger 2012). Lane (2008) suggests CLDs are good for ‘rapid prototyping’
which helps to conceptualise the problem efficiently, even with non-experienced modelers.
Simplicity in the model, while adopting multiple stakeholder views, assists participants in
identifying solutions to the original problem, even without complex quantitative variables
often thought necessary to solve problems (Pfaffenbichler 2011). Research suggests using
many stakeholders to create CLDs to develop a relevant and useful model, with the process
covering three stages: pre-meeting; modelling activities; and follow-up processes (Berard
2010).
One study conducted by Tulinayo et al. (2012) began with a 30 minute period for participants
to familiarise themselves with details of the case, before being asked to create a list of
consensually agreed upon variables to develop a CLD. Similarly, alternate methods stress
importance of achieving coherence among participants before listing variables, arranging and
rearranging them until causal linkages are represented (Burns & Musa 2001). Group
introductions were the first priority in another study, followed by collection of variables that
had been written down by participants and collected in an orderly manner and then
transferred to Vensim and modelled in real-time (see Vugteveen et al. 2015). This study was
unique in that they sought iteration by asking participants to complete an online survey to
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confirm their thoughts on the variables and linkages, alterations were made when consensus
indicated this would be necessary (Vugteveen et al. 2015). An iterative approach is used in
modelling to seek consensus and thus solidify the model, to ensure it is fit for the purposes of
the study.
For the purposes of this thesis focus groups are conducted using a group model building
approach, based on results from the Pilot Study. The process used to undertake group model
building in this thesis is illustrated in Figure 3.4. Different research suggests a group size in a
range from 4-14 participants is suitable, a higher number of participants results in individuals,
often those more timid, being less likely to contribute (Then, Rankin & Ali 2014). Based on
pilot study results, focus groups will consist of 3-5 participants. Participants are identified
through different networking opportunities and invited to attend the focus group session via
email. Invitations include a Participant Information Sheet (see Appendix 4. Participant
Information Sheet: Focus Groups), a copy of the Consent Form (see Appendix 5. Participant
Consent Form: Focus Groups) and the Problem Description (see Appendix 3. Focus Group
Problem Description).
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Problem Description delivered to participants

Focus group session held with four participants

Explain problem description

Participants propose variables to be included in CLD- these are
included if the group agrees else there is discussion
Participants propose causal relationships to be included in the
CLD- these are included if the group agrees else there is
discussion

Figure 3.4: Diagram of Focus Groups Process
3.3.5. Semi-Structured Interviews
Qualitative data collection often uncovers research that needs to be addressed. To answer
these open-ended questions use of semi-structured interviews help to infer desired results
(White & Marsh 2006). Such open questions probe individual opinion, to gather more
specific insights (Hsieh & Shannon 2005), providing opportunity for the respondent to guide
the interview.
The constructivist paradigm emphasises that the relationship between researcher and subject
is interactive (Broido & Manning 2002), hence application of semi-structured interviews. A
completely unstructured interview will potentially gather inadequate data, and results in an
inability to fulfil the research requirements (Rabionet 2011). To best fulfil research
requirements, semi-structured interviews are adopted. Semi-structured interviews can be used
to structure questions aimed at gaining relevant responses, while allowing the interviewee to
freely input to enhance understanding and offer new insight for the interviewer, while the
researcher remains objective (Gall, Gall & Borg 1983, p.246; Galletta 2013, p.18). A sense of
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structure still remains to ensure the research is standardised, particularly when multiple
interviews are conducted ensuring data collected is comparable across all interviewees
(Carruthers 1990).
For the purposes of this thesis, several semi-structured interviews were conducted one-on-one
with selected interviewees. During these interviews, a similar structure is followed as in the
group model building approach, the interview process is illustrated in Figure 3.5.
Interviewees were presented with the same problem description and provided with a list of
questions. During the interview, the researcher moderated the development of a CLD based
on the responses of the interviewee to the given list of questions. To do this, the interviewer
asked the interviewee to list the variables they think are involved in the CLD. Once listed, the
interviewer then asked the interviewee what causal relationships exist between the listed
variables. Any linkages identified by the interviewee were added to the CLD. As the
interviewee does not have a group to interact with, and the researcher must remain objective,
set interview questions (see Appendix 1. Semi-structured Interview Questions) stimulated the
discussion between the researcher and interviewee as they develop the CLD. There may be
flaws in the CLDs developed in the focus groups and the semi-structured interviews as
participants are all inexperienced system modellers. The researcher purposefully refrained
from making modifications to these models and has included these untouched models in
Appendix 8 and Appendix 9. Some variables were refined for the model aggregation process
and have been explained accordingly.
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Interview questions delivered to interviewees

Interview conducted, following the list of interview
questions
Interviewer adds variables from interview responses into
CLD if interviewee agrees
Interviewer adds causal relationships from interview
responses into CLD if the interviewee agrees
Researcher tidies CLD after interview to ensure variables
are included, directionality, delays and loops are labelled

Figure 3.5: Diagram of Interview Process
3.3.6. Aggregation of Causal Loop Diagrams
Conceptual models are constructed to facilitate understanding about a phenomenon of
interest. The model construction process is where “a mental model of the suspected
relationships is posited, which may then be evaluated by means of a framework that captures
the essence of the system under investigation” (Meredith et al. 1989, p.316). In the system
dynamics discipline, models are formulated to include causal relationships and feedback
(Sterman 2001). It suggested that group opinion delivered qualitative results through
consensus, as opposed to a single individual’s opinion. Inference can be drawn from a
population, this aligns with the systems approach as the thoughts of the whole group are more
valuable combined than from any one participant. To this end, the aggregation of multiple
models becomes a crucial element in conducting further analysis, to understand the
antecedents for supply chain cluster formation from the practitioner’s perspective. Yet,
processual guidance on model aggregation is scarce in the literature.
In order to compare the participant developed causal loop diagrams with the Theoretically
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Derived Causal Loop Diagram, a single model representing all of the focus groups and
interviews is required. Comparing and contrasting between multiple models can highlight
unique characteristics and ‘shared perceptions’ that, when combined, provide a holistic
insight into the system (Tomlinson 1990, p.178; Langfield-Smith 1992). Multiple maps can
be developed and merged together enabling a holistic perspective. “There is less risk of
‘perceptual set’…there is more likelihood that what each person says to us about the problem
does not constrain or influence what the next person says about it” (Eden, Jones & Sims
1983, p.63). The aggregation of models provides a more efficient approach to the study, as
opposed to striving for a single model by contacting each participant several times. In a study
comparing collective causal models, aggregation and group model building were tested and
results indicated that aggregation provides effective “problem representation and stakeholder
implication’ as well as ‘solution implication’” (Vo, Poole & Courtney 2005, p.166). These
results suggest aggregation provides a good representation of the whole system, a
requirement of this thesis. Inference that represents an area of study can only be drawn when
each individual’s opinions from within the area of study are analysed (Eden, Ackermann &
Cropper 1992). Therefore, there is a need to merge the maps for the comprehensive
convergence of data.
Consensus among participants can be found when each individual is given an opportunity to
contribute to discussion (Korsgaard, Schweiger & Sapienza 1995; Vennix 1996, p.5).
Amalgamation of multiple perspectives is necessary for convergence, whether this be a
variety of investigators (see Eisenhardt 1989b), or a group of participants, each stakeholder
must be provided with the opportunity to contribute to the final output. Iteration provides
opportunity to engage multiple participants and strive for convergence. Convergence is seen
to be achieved when it is believed no further iterations will bring them closer (Jones 1975,
p.157; Vennix 1996, p.181). Saturation of data will occur at the point when there is enough
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depth to the findings (Fusch & Ness 2015), where further data collection becomes redundant.
Reaching the point of data saturation, a strong understanding of the system can be developed
leading to problem resolution.
A comprehensive understanding of any system requires input from multiple stakeholder
perspectives, allowing the researcher to capture a variety of opinions. Encouraging variety
reduces the probability of bias from a single perspective. From these multiple observations,
research necessitates the drawing of inference from the commonalities and differences among
these models. One view is to aggregate such models, ignoring repeated elements in CLD’s
and including all elements unique to individual CLDs in a single aggregated model.
Alternatives are considered based on the context and conditions enabling an informed
decision. As with any iterative research exercise, the goal is either to achieve optimality
(Chong & Stanislaw, Zak 2013, p.109) or satisficing, the process of choosing the first suitable
alternative without considering all options (Skyttner 2001, p.341). While not necessarily the
‘best’ solution, given a set of standards, an appropriate solution is selected. Standards to be
met include the commonly identified variables. A study conducted by Eden, Jones and Sims
(1983, p.75) involving merging concept maps, sought to combine the similar concepts and
input links across the maps as required. A study conducted by Vennix (1996) suggested that
contradictory information may be found, though these differences serve to provide discussion
points. Contradictory information as well as similarities need to be analysed to understand the
system, therefore research should attempt to aggregate into a single model. In seeking a
single model some scenarios may be difficult to infer commonalities from. Rather than taking
a deductive approach and forcing similarities, use of an inductive approach allows the
researcher to derive an understanding of what does exist (Thomas 2006), providing points for
further investigation and discussion.
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A further study by Burns and Musa (2001) quantitatively scores the components of two CLDs
to be aggregated and first combines the same variables and links, before inputting the other
variables based on their score. Quantifying variables requires development of a scoring
system and allocation of scores based on the objective function. Scoring is conducted by the
modeller based on their in-depth understanding of the data collected thus far, though
difficulty arises when trying to convey findings to other people (Wolstenholme 1999).
Subjectivity arising from lack of quantitative evidence may pose an issue in quantifying
qualitative data (Chi 1997), hence supporting evidence is required. An alternative approach to
quantitative scoring is through qualitative coding such as theoretical coding, open coding and
axial coding (Gläser & Laudel 2013). Studies can adopt axial coding, a method that
documents the process of categorising and grouping variables to maintain a detailed record of
the decision-making process (Kim & Andersen 2012; Spicer 2015). Relationships between
the codes are used to complete the grouping and integrate the models, as one of the viable
alternatives to amalgamating focus group-derived conceptual models.
Rigorous guidance on combining multiple models is vague in the literature. Hodgkinson and
Clarkson suggests aggregation can occur by “simply adding or averaging participants’
judgements of common causal relations” (Hodgkinson & Clarkson 2005, p.58). Another
vague description suggests merging common variables and drawing links to other maps
(Eden, Jones & Sims 1983, p.75). More generally, research recommends using the most
comprehensive model as the foundation, adding variables from the other models as necessary
until all are included, prioritising the variables with more detail and complementary variables
(Inam et al. 2015). Inclusion of all key shared variables, with preference to complementary
variables and linkages representing critical elements in the system, are included using this
approach.
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Another approach is aggregation which aims to “represent all individual maps as fully as
possible in the collective map” (Vo, Poole & Courtney 2005, p.144). This approach seeks to
include every element hence incorporates the key points of the methods explained. Common
variables are included first based on level of detail, followed by dissimilar variables that are
categorised through a basic coding practice. Variables and links are added until all are
included, ensuring a fully aggregated model.
During the group model building, participants have the opportunity to explain their reasoning
behind suggested variables and linkages between them (Ford & Sterman 1998). Discussion of
variables and linkages, ideally some at great length, ensures the whole group agrees
(Akkermans & Vennix 1997) and the session can continue. As focus group data analysis
involves examination of the interactions as well as comments (Asbury 1995), it is therefore
understood that the researcher who facilitated the group model building session will have the
understanding of content necessary to aggregate models. The first connections to be
aggregated are those in which agreement occurs, subsequently, all other variables are added
to the aggregated model and connections made to reflect the individual models as closely as
possible. The contrasts depicted indicate scenarios where causal relationships are different in
each model and provide a solution.
Issues may arise when aggregating causal loop diagrams. Variables may not always align,
and causal linkages may differ, these contrasts can be identified but this does not eliminate
the discrepancies. The aggregation approach is an iterative process that seeks to include all
elements to develop a holistic view of the system. Highly valued variables are included as
originally stated (Vermaak 2007, p.186), with others to be simplified using researcher’s
familiarity with the content to ensure they can be included (Aikenhead 2013). Simplification
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is used to reduce contrasts and include all variables, though the exact process to follow in
aggregation is uncertain.
Given a lack of an academically agreed upon method for aggregation, a few approaches are
trialled for inclusion in this thesis. To do this, a Grounded Theory approach is being taken as
a means to identify an appropriate method for aggregation, that is generalisable and assists in
creating a formal theory. Grounded theory is a process that takes data and creates a theory
from it in such a way that the theory cannot be refuted because it is linked to data and will be
entirely applicable in generalised scenarios (Glaser & Strauss 1967, p.249). Using
comparative analysis to prove fact, grounded theory supports in finding evidence to prove
theoretical propositions, then comparing this work to others, enables it to be generalised
(Glaser & Strauss 1967, p.114). In this study, the researcher is borrowing from advances in
grounded theory to limit the number of ways in which data aggregation can occur, in order to
propose a generalisable theory.
This thesis engaged multiple focus groups and semi-structured interviews to gather data on
cluster formation and long-term viability. Multiple perspectives support generation of a
holistic view of a system, particularly when combined. The current literature mentions the act
of combining CLDs, however the exact process undertaken to conduct this aggregation is
lacking. Therefore, this section seeks to propose three alternative methods for data
aggregation by adapting existing methodologies. Despite current models that attempt to
provide a single method for data integration (Flick, von Kardorff & Steinke 2004b), no single
method has been proposed as the most suitable for all scenarios, as all cases are unique and a
singular methodology for integration will not suffice in all cases. Three methods for
aggregation (triangulation, grounded theory and synthesis) are reviewed by the researcher,
with the latter being chosen as the aggregation method in this study.
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3.3.6.1. Triangulation
The first method explored as a means of data aggregation is triangulation. Traditionally,
triangulation is used as a means of data validation whereby multiple data sources or methods
are used in seeking to draw conclusions on a single object of study, in order to overcome any
downfall of a single method (Denzin 1973, p.301). Today however, triangulation is a
technique for adding to existing, and developing further knowledge (Flick 2004, p.183).
Building upon existing ideas and content, triangulation attempts to add multiple sources to
one case for a more holistic perspective. This idea is paramount to Glaser and Strauss (1967,
p.68) who claim that, “a theory generated from just one kind of data never fits, or works as
well, as a theory generated from diverse slices of data on the same category” (Glaser &
Strauss 1967, p.68), hence adoption of triangulation to extend knowledge (Flick 2004, p.183),
by taking from multiple sources rather than on only one.
Given multiple CLDs with a goal to establish a holistic perspective, triangulation could be
used as an aggregation method. Triangulation seeks to utilise various data sources so that
gaps in one source may be filled by an alternate source, hence include all aspects of data to
complete the picture and draw ‘causal inference’ (Tashakkori & Teddlie 1998, p.42). In
attempting to include all data, all variables and causal relationships within each model will
therefore be included in one large model. A process of starting with one model and adding in
all elements from subsequent models enables a single model representing all data. Suggesting
from this method that a model is suitably aggregated when all information is included.
Inclusion of all data, while involving a simple process of aggregation, may prove difficult in
analysis. Users may find analysis of the final CLD becomes difficult due to the sheer amount
of data represented. In realising this point, it becomes necessary to find another method that
seeks to limit the amount of data in the final model. In a study by Anderson ‘within method’
triangulation was used which involves a single method of data collection with adoption of
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multiple strategies whereby semi-structured interviews were transcribed and analysed for
comparison (Anderson 1997). Issues arise in this approach when too much data becomes
cumbersome to process, resulting in inadequate analysis (Anderson 1997). In some instances,
such as the study by Flick (1992), one data source may be analysed and its findings used to
interpret the subsequent sources. This process enables building on the foundations of the first
source and broadly extending the knowledge until all is included. While this process can be
effective, the same issue arises with too much data. Other studies support these findings and
add that multiple methods of analysis in triangulation can offer more rigor to the data analysis
(Leech & Onwuegbuzie 2007).
Triangulation offers a comprehensive overview of a broad array of data, seeking to include
all components for a holistic aggregation of data. An abundance of data, while seemingly
useful as it represents a broad perspective, may prove cumbersome in analysis as processing
time is lengthy and thus may prove inefficient (Thurmond 2001). An aggregated CLD using
triangulation, in this thesis, would have an abundance of data and would prove difficult to
analyse and therefore impractically time consuming. If fewer causal maps were to be
aggregated, then this approach may be more appropriate.
3.3.6.2. Grounded Theory
The next method is adopted from a grounded theory approach, which seeks to construct new
knowledge from the ground up. Rather than adding to an existing element, grounded theory
looks to build a theory as knowledge emerges (Levers 2013). As a method, it involves
various steps in establishing and building this knowledge based on the data sources available.
A substantive approach is taken whereby multiple data sources are analysed to draw
commonalities that reflect a single phenomenon (Glaser & Strauss 1967, p.35). Substantive
processes initially involve steps to identify emerging themes and the core category from the
data sets through open coding (Holton 2007, p.199). Once established, these themes are
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iteratively analysed for comparisons and contrasting components as a means of reiterating the
data to determine its appropriateness for inclusion (Charmaz & Bryant 2011, p.303). Points of
departure from the data are identified as a negative case, once identified the researcher should
continue research to identify other points of departure until data saturation has occurred
(Morse 1994, p.39). When amalgamation has been reached and redundancy is occurring,
saturation is said to have been obtained (Glaser & Holton 2004). At this stage a more holistic
understanding is formed, and revisions are made based on the data available.
Identified within these steps are patterns of convergence and divergence. Convergence refers
to the process of classifying data into categories and deriving inference of this aggregation of
data (Guba 1978). In seeking convergence, the initial approach involves searching for
‘recurring regularities’ in the data which presents itself in a series of patterns that indicate
emerging themes (Patton 2002, p.489). Determining which theme data points belong in, and
their relevance for inclusion, are measured based on a given list of priorities (Patton 2002,
p.490). Simultaneously during this process some variables will be outliers, that is will not
follow the key patterns of convergence that have emerged, this results in divergence (Patton
2002, p.491). Divergent points are important as they allow the researcher to gather evidence
in support of the convergent data points by highlighting those reasons for exclusion from the
data set (Guba 1978). Convergent points aid in providing the final model, hence must be
concretely understood and defendable.
In aggregating multiple CLDs, approval for variable inclusion will come from this process of
grounded theory. All models will be examined with each variable pulled out and emerging
themes identified. When variables appear in multiple models, as a ‘recurring regularity’ this
is seen as a pattern. Due to its recurring appearance, the frequency of occurrence, it will be
included in the main model. All variables are categorised into these different and emerging
themes until all variables have been exhausted. During this process, variables that do not fall
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into one of the themes, are not recurring, are seen to be divergent and are therefore not
included in the final model. The final model produced using the grounded theory approach is
then a representation of recurring variables, since frequency of occurrence suggests
consensus, therefore important for inclusion.
A process that selects variables based on frequency of occurrence suggests points are only
valid when they are repeated. Data collection that seeks to understand a holistic system relies
on multiple data sources from different perspectives. The nature of different perspectives is
that different answers will arise, hence variability in the data. Variables to be included in an
aggregated model may go beyond frequency of occurrence; it may depend on other factors as
well. Frequency of occurrence can be found in patterns, whereby multiple data sources
indicate the same result, evidence is strengthened and the theory is more grounded
(Eisenhardt 1989b).
In a study by Schroeder et. al. (1986) seven innovations (scenarios) were analysed and from
there, six observations were drawn that gave a comprehensive overview of all scenarios using
a grounded theory approach. Through a grounded approach to data analysis the researcher
can “illuminate participants’ implied and explicit meanings and actions” allowing for
comprehensive findings that produce a unique perspective on the scenario (Charmaz &
Belgrave 2012, p.356). Another study suggests much uncertainty exists in a grounded theory
approach in its early stages, as the goal is to build theory based on the findings without prior
knowledge (Pandit 1996). The researcher assumes that given that grounded theory is being
proposed here as a means of aggregating data, not developing theory, the issue of prior data is
not relevant. Identifying convergent themes happens throughout analysis, particularly in the
coding phase, where for example Charmaz (1999) conducted line-by-line coding as well as
scenario-based coding on the whole in order to identify patterns. Thus, this thesis seeks to
adopt the process of seeking convergence from grounded theory as a means of drawing
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inference among the multiple CLDs. The researcher believes a grounded theory approach
would suggest convergence of all important findings based on frequency of occurrence,
whereby magnitude of occurrence reflects importance of data, which may not necessarily be
the case. Variables that a single respondent believes to be critical may become lost if no other
respondent included them, therefore grounded theory can overlook critical variables.
3.3.6.3. Synthesis
A third approach is proposed based on Synthesis, whereby the goal is to draw conclusions
through ‘induction and interpretation’ (Patton 2002, p.500). It is understood that impactful
findings must be understood within their wider context in a unified and accessible format,
achievable through synthesis (Sandelowski, Docherty & Emden 1997). Given the need for
conclusive findings applicable in a generalised context, synthesis is proposed. “The aim of
meta-synthesis is to portray an accurate interpretation of a phenomenon, and to compare and
contrast the constructs of individual studies to reach consensus on a new construction of that
phenomenon” (Pearson 2004, p.51). As this thesis aims to aggregate CLD’s all from within
this study, not separate studies, the features of meta-synthesis are being borrowed rather than
replicated. Researchers use meta-synthesis as a means of drawing comparisons between
multiple data sources on a singular topic to aggregate perspectives and develop a new
understanding of that topic. Qualitative meta-synthesis can use both interpreted and raw data
to create these new understandings (Finfgeld-Connett 2010). Determination of the
relationships between the data to be synthesised is required prior to aggregation (Noblit &
Hare 1988, p.38). There are three broad methods for synthesis including Aggregation,
Interpretation and Translation, each reflecting the positivist, post positivist and constructivist
traditions respectively (Hoon 2013). As a constructivist study, this methodological
proposition focuses on Translation synthesis which assumes multiple mental models hold
pieces of the puzzle depending on their context and seeks to “come to a consensus of how to
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interpret the substance of the evidence” (Hoon 2013, p.526). Synthesis is a method of
aggregation that attempts to collate the whole picture from various individual viewpoints.
Synthesis as a process has four main phases: data collection, identification of key findings,
comparison of findings to other data, and collation of common features to draw inference and
present conclusions (Evans 2002). In obtaining this variety of data, the objective is to create
generalisable conclusions that can be applicable in a diverse range of scenarios (Cooper &
Hedges 2009, p.11). Complexities arise in the process of synthesis in choosing the key
variables with which to make comparisons and eventually draw inference, therefore the
researcher must establish and communicate the set of rules or assumptions followed in the
selection process, to provide evidence for the study (Pearson 2004).
As an aggregation approach the researcher would build the aggregated CLD by drawing on
the relevant portions of each individual CLD, through an iterative approach that seeks to
rationalise for variation between the models (Morse 1994, p.39). This commences with
thematic coding whereby key factors are identified; these are then grouped into categories
based on similarities identified through comparisons and core categories recognised before
making inference on the final results (Eaves 2001). Rationalisation becomes part of the
comparison phases, involving identifying and including information that supports the holistic
story and discarding the pieces that do not fall within the scope.
The meta-synthesis approach to aggregation involves collating multiple data sources and
inferring understanding of the whole. Such a holistic approach is important for the purposes
of this thesis. Studies conducted in a variety of scenarios use the meta-synthesis approach to
summarise a collection of data and generate a holistic understanding. Coding and classifying
data led researchers looking at ‘quality of life after spinal cord injury’ to draw on findings
from various other studies to generate a single understanding of quality of life, despite each
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of the other studies using different interpretations of the data (Hammell 2007). Therefore,
meta-synthesis is suitable in scenarios, such as this thesis, where the same topic is under
investigation from multiple angles, however all data is brought together to draw inference. A
meta-synthesis approach can be more difficult when the data sources arise from differing
qualitative data collection methods. However as shown in a study by Hoon (2013), when all
data is being drawn from moderator driven CLD’s, as is the case in this thesis, this added
complexity is reduced. Meta-synthesis is also useful in collating information when attempting
to draw inference from a large body of knowledge, with the goal to create new insight for
theory (Hoon 2013). While meta-synthesis is not being used to create theory in this instance,
the researcher anticipates synthesis will draw relevant data through qualitative coding, that
includes all key variables, while reflecting frequency of occurrence in discussion, to provide
an effective means by which to aggregate multiple CLDs into a holistic output.
To clarify all the causal linkages in the CLDs and count their repetition, the System
Dynamics Documentation and Assessment Tool (2017) provided by the System Dynamics
Society (https://www.systemdynamics.org/SDM-doc) is used. The researcher uploads a CLD
and this tool provides a report that summarises all the variables and their causal linkages.
This data is used by the researcher to tally the frequency of occurrence of causal linkages.
3.3.7. Data Analysis
Data collected in this study is qualitative in nature, drawn from content analysis, focus groups
and semi-structured interviews. To confirm the variables and causal linkages modelled in the
CLDs, the scripts from focus groups and interviews requires analysis. To this end, audiorecordings of these sessions have been transcribed. These transcripts (included in Appendix
11. Focus Group and Interview Transcriptions), combined with the CLDs are used for data
analysis.
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Collection of qualitative data warrants different levels of analysis. In preparing the data an
initial coding process is required to group data, this thesis adopts causation coding, which
seeks to identify the causal links in particular discussions (Miles, Huberman & Saldana 2013,
p.79). This technique allows the researcher to confirm the key causal relationships included
in the finished CLDs. Codes used to identify variables are descriptive in nature, while codes
that draw meaning from patterns are interpretive (Caudle 2010, p.423). These codes are then
used to identify patterns and narrow down conclusions (Miles, Huberman & Saldana 2013,
p.88) drawing closer to the key leverage points necessary to identify recommendations in this
thesis.
Thematic analysis as “a method for identifying, analysing and interpreting patterned
meanings or ‘themes’ in qualitative data” (Braun, Clarke & Terry 2015, p.95) is used to
identify general trends and patterns arising from the CLDs. In maintaining the constructivist
perspective, data analysis uses a constant comparison process whereby the researcher can
identify recurring, emergent themes from across the bodies of data, in order to draw
conclusions and contribute to theory (Stokes 2011, p.23; Buetow 2010). Thematic analysis
involves the following steps depicted in
Table 3.3, as suggested by Aronson (1994) with different techniques explained by Maxwell
(2013, p.105):
Table 3.3: Stages of Thematic Analysis
Stage
Stage 1- Generate data
Stage 2- Categorise data

Process
Collect data and identify
patterns from the transcribed
recordings.
Code the data (using coding
software) according to the
patterns identified to develop
categories.

Results
Focus groups and
preliminary review of data
from experience.
A set of categories in which
data has been allocated
depending on the patterns
identified. Categories remain
modifiable.
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Stage
Stage 3- Develop sub-themes

Process
Categorise coded data into
different themes.

Stage 4- Build Argument for
themes

Review the literature and
state why these common
themes were identified.

Results
Data is meaningful when
collated as a theme, rather
than stand-alone data.
Common themes are
supported by the literature.

Thematic analysis involves categorising the variables identified within the CLDs to identify
commonalities. Once identified, these commonalities can become the basis for policy
recommendations as the theoretical conclusions can be proven as important in a practical
context. Disparities are discussed as well, in considering why misalignment exists to
hypothesise whether theory or practice is lacking perspective.

3.4. Summary
Taking a constructivist approach, the methodology established for this thesis seeks to engage
practitioners in data collection to draw inference on practice to make conclusions that are
based on comparisons to theory. In order to obtain a more holistic perspective of theory and
practice, CLDs are developed with practitioners and based on theory. To capture the causal
relationships amongst the different variables both semi-structured interviews and focus
groups are conducted with several CLDs as a result. These then require aggregation to make
holistic conclusions across the practitioner landscape. Currently limited literature surrounding
the aggregation of CLDs exists. In order to create a holistic representation of practitioner
opinions, so as to make comparisons with theory, three potential aggregation methods
adopted from qualitative data analysis methods have been trialled. Triangulation seeks to
include all variables and causal linkages in an attempt to cover all data. A grounded theory
approach aims to include variables based on frequency of occurrence, judging importance
based on repetition of variables and linkages. Synthesis extends this approach by including
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variables based on frequency of occurrence and magnitude of occurrence, in order to include
variables considered important by each participant. With a multitude of approaches there is
likelihood of multifinality, such that each method provides a different outcome. However,
each method has a purpose given the intended outcome and is trialled with the pilot study
data to determine the most appropriate method for the purposes of this thesis. This approach
offers a contribution to methodology, providing a critique of methods for CLD aggregation.
Each approach is evaluated based on the current data set with commentary made to
recommend suitable uses for each method.
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4. Case Study: Sustainable Buildings Industry in the Illawarra
Region
The Literature Review provided an overview of supply chain cluster research and theory. It
has been identified that there is a lack of research on the formation and viability of supply
chain clusters broadly. The Methodology chapter explained how this thesis seeks to
understand the antecedents for cluster formation and viability for a given context. Choosing a
context provides scope and an example from which to draw findings. This chapter outlines
the context chosen for this thesis.
Understanding the drivers for cluster formation and viability can support further regional
development and cluster success. Regional development is a high priority for policy makers,
industry and other key regional stakeholders with a vested interest in the viability of their
region. Research at the regional level seeks to understand the significant impact of industry
on regionally based stakeholders. Cluster research has been conducted at the regional level in
other cases such as San Diego Biotechnology Cluster (Kim 2014), Central Massachusetts
sustainable energy cluster (McCauley & Stephens 2012) and the Ottawa Technology Cluster
(Madill, Haines & Riding 2004). These cluster examples, and others discussed throughout
this thesis, are summarised in Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1: Summary of Regional Supply Chain Cluster Examples
Reference
(Kim 2014)

(McCauley
& Stephens
2012)

Name of
Cluster
San Diego
biotechnology
cluster

Sustainable
energy cluster
initiative in
Central
Massachusetts

Industry
Cluster Serves
Biotechnology

Sustainable
energy

Factors Attributed to Formation and Adaptation
-

(Sarasini
2015)

Nordic Climate
Cluster

Climate friendly
eco-innovations

-

(Casper
2007)

San Diego
Biotechnology

Biotechnology

Development of education and research institutions.
Rise in government funding.
Suitable amenities.
‘Life Sciences-Research Zone’ developed to attract
skilled workers and new businesses.
Communities of knowledge.
Entrepreneurialism.
Landscape for sustainable energy transition.
Region focused on sustainability.
High costs of traditional energy production.
Sustainable energy niche activities starting in the
region.
Politician called for a steering committee to focus
on clean energy that included university support.
Intermediary organisation formed called IES,
tasked with initiating the cluster.
Rebrand the region to a ‘Green Business Zone’ and
support sustainable energy research.
Support from local community groups.
Government deal created the collaboration.
Innovation networks required knowledge mobility,
innovation appropriability and network stability.
Government policies need to support the industry in
which the cluster is operating for it to be viable.

- Connections to academic scientists enables strong
performance.

Other Relevant Information
Large biotech company bought out
by pharmaceutical company, so
employers left to join start-ups and
grew the region’s reputation.

Successful biotech cluster initiative
in the region since early 1980sviewed as a motivation for the
sustainable energy cluster.

Suitable network designs will vary
depending on the network’s
purpose.
One reason for failure is attributed
to lack of commitment from some
members.
Social networks in clusters support
career mobility.
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Reference

Name of
Cluster
clusters

Industry
Cluster Serves

(Valdaliso,
Elola &
Franco
2016)

Basque Country
Industry
Clusters

Papermaking,
maritime
industries,
machine tools,
energy,
electronics,
Information and
Communication
Technologies
(ICT) and
aeronautics

(Schiele,
Gert-Jan &
van der Zee

Textile cluster in Textiles
Twente

Factors Attributed to Formation and Adaptation
- ‘Backbone’- core firms initially developed between
firms that new firms can join to develop a stronger
network.
- Hybritech (main company) managers had a strong
information network.
- Upon leaving Hybritech these managers started
new firms in the region maintaining their network.
- Clusters emerged when each particular industry
spread.
- In the papermaking cluster business consolidation
created larger groups for economies of scale and
when businesses couldn’t compete they left the
cluster and those remaining specialised their
services to remain viable.
- Product differentiation and innovation enabled
firms in the shipbuilding cluster to adapt and
remain viable when the industry was in crisis.
- Expanding manufacturing in the energy cluster
enabled them to grow.
- Firms in the electronics cluster transitioned to the
digital industry in order to maintain viability.
- Low entry barriers encouraged more firms to join
the aeronautics cluster.
- All clusters required research and education
facilities related to their industry to remain viable.
- Cluster policies promoted the formation of clusterbased initiatives.
- Dutch government supported the domestic textile
industry.
- Incremental innovations and risk-adverse financial

Other Relevant Information

Longitudinal studies completed on
six different clusters.
Clusters may follow the trajectory
of their industry.
Overall findings suggest the size
and heterogeneity of the cluster
knowledge base is positively
related to the cluster’s capability to
adapt.

The hat manufacturing cluster in
Bavaria provided as an example of
cluster collapse due to hats going
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Reference

Name of
Cluster

Industry
Cluster Serves

Factors Attributed to Formation and Adaptation

2012)
(Sainsbury
1999)

UK
Biotechnology
Cluster

Biotechnology

-

(Madill,
Haines &
Riding
2004)

Ottawa
Technology
Cluster

Technology

-

(Patti 2006)

Lake Charles
Chemical
Cluster

Chemical Plants

-

policies.
Strategies for survival including niche production
and adaptation of existing resources.
Firms were able to separate from failing cluster
firms and replace them to remain viable.
Culture of entrepreneurial behaviour created by
universities and research institutes.
Start-ups and mature companies are needed in the
region.
Financial resources and necessary infrastructure.
Specialist support services to meet the firm’s needs.
Networking opportunities to enable growth.
Supportive policies from all levels of government.
Regional development associations needed to
create partnership and provide support for cluster
growth.
Venture capital investment.
Computer and satellite research lab in Ottawa
closed, so employees started new tech firms.
Employment growth in technology-based firms.
Entrepreneurial ventures.
Adaptation by taking advantage of market
development opportunities and reduced
competition.
Adaptation strategies included focusing on building
relationships and reinvesting in themselves.
Grace Davison (main company) invited suppliers to
locate nearby the main plant.
Suppliers agreed to co-locate given that 90-100%
of Grace Davison’s demand for the supplier’s

Other Relevant Information
out of fashion.

Cluster formation requires
government, regional associations,
universities, companies, and others
to co-ordinate and enable
development.

Technology competencies were
established in World War II.

Gain benefits from clustering such
as new products and processes;
improved communication and
quality; and reduced lead time.
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Reference
(Østergaard
& Park
2015)

Name of
Cluster
Denmark’s
Wireless
Communication
Cluster

Industry
Cluster Serves
Wireless
communication

Factors Attributed to Formation and Adaptation
-

material would be purchased from the supplier.
Dancom (main company) employees established
spinoff firms that were located in the same region.
University promoted interactions between
employees and firms through research projects.
Existence of a cluster association that enabled
communication and collective action.
Highly skilled graduates from the local university
allowed for knowledge transfer.
NorCOM the cluster association provided a
meeting space and conducted external promotions
and recruiting events.

Other Relevant Information
To adapt to the first technological
disruption some firms created a
joint venture and engaged in R&D.
Employees from firms who were
unable to adapt, were employed by
other firms in the cluster.
Adaptation to the second
technological disruption and
simultaneous economic recession
occurred by altering R&D
strategies when MNCs left the
cluster. Employees established new
firms in the region. The cluster did
not adapt well to new technologies
and therefore lost adaptive
capabilities.
When the third technological
disruption and economic recession
occurred the cluster, an oversupply
of employees meant skilled workers
moved away and skills were
unavailable at the same time new
technology was emerging. The
cluster declined.
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These studies demonstrate research within a single industry based in one region to maintain
an achievable scope. Porter’s Diamond (see section 2.3) as an existing theoretical model
already associated with clusters, has been selected as a foundation for this study. It has been
used to examine causal relationships and identifying dominant loops, indicating drivers for
cluster formation.
The research methodology has been developed to identify the antecedents for cluster
formation, as can be applied to the sustainable buildings industry. Findings are analysed for
generalisability beyond this industry or region. For this reason, research participants have
been selected from a variety of stakeholder groups, subunits within the single case study.
These key stakeholder groups can be found in every region and impact every industry in
some way, consisting of government, industry and regional perspectives. To adequately
represent their mental models, causal loop diagrams are developed, illustrating casual
relationships and feedback loops to highlight the antecedents for cluster formation and
viability. Findings discussed at the end of the thesis, are in relation to cluster formation,
specifically within the sustainable buildings industry, with broader theoretical conclusions
drawn to apply in any context.
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4.1. Illawarra Region

Figure 4.1: Map indicating location of the Illawarra region (Google Maps 2018)
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Figure 4.2: Snapshot of the centre of the Illawarra (Google Maps 2018)
To provide a context in which to develop and demonstrate new theoretical contributions, the
Illawarra region has been chosen. Studies into cluster formation and viability have been
conducted in different regions as introduced earlier. With many different regions and
industries dispersed worldwide, justification of the Illawarra region as the case to be studied
is outlined in five main points, listed here and explained below; focus on regional
development, manufacturing history, establishment and growth of the Sustainable Buildings
Research Centre (SBRC) and the Innovation Campus, government research, and convenience
of sample region.
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4.1.1. Focus on Regional Development
As indicated throughout the introductory chapters, investigation revolves around a supply
chain cluster based in the Illawarra region. A cluster of this nature demands a desire for
development in the region, therefore making it suitable to choose a region that is actively
seeking regional development. The Illawarra region in particular has been chosen due to the
ongoing changes and development in the area with plans for regional development in action
according to the Draft Regional Growth and Infrastructure Plan (NSW Department of
Planning and Environment 2014). This plan alludes to six main areas for transformation
including infrastructural and residential improvements. This plan highlights the culture for
growth and change in the Illawarra, indicating attention to long-term viability. The Illawarra
is poised to transform and therefore provides an opportunity to model potential for dynamic
changes. Actions articulated in these documents demonstrate the importance of regional
development in the Illawarra and indicates the region’s capacity for change.
Such activity follows on from other ongoing planning and actions as per the Illawarra
Regional Strategy, planning the growth and future of the Illawarra (Department of Planning
2007). This strategy involves managing growth in the region with regular monitoring to
ensure plans remain effective and applicable. Emphasis on active strategies indicates the
Illawarra is a suitable region for investigation.
4.1.2. Manufacturing History
The Illawarra has a history in manufacturing, particularly of steel, with the local steelworks
largely contributing to the region’s economy (Burrows 2012). As a major contributor to the
economy, steel manufacturing is influential to both the steelworks and its business network,
through direct and indirect connections. To further explain, as a dominant industry, multiple
local businesses rely on the operations of the steelworks. Restructuring has caused major
changes for the steelworks. To maintain its existence in the region there is great need for
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innovation and development to drive job creation. According to the Regional Plan 2013-2020
the Illawarra region has potential to continually develop traditional strengths in the area,
namely manufacturing (Regional Development Australia Illawarra 2014). Manufacturing is a
key component of the sustainable buildings industry, enhancing the importance of the chosen
context.
4.1.3. University of Wollongong and the Sustainable Buildings Research Centre
The education sector is a core focus of the Illawarra, concentrated on the University of
Wollongong. As a development of the university, the Innovation Campus was established
which “supported regional clustering and, potentially, new firm formation” (Gunasekara
2004, p.335). Drive for clustering and development of further research and education
facilities, emphasises the suitability of the Illawarra as context for this thesis. According to a
submission by The University of Wollongong, significant investment in the Illawarra,
especially from the University of Wollongong, has resulted in the formation of a number of
new facilities, including the SBRC (The Illawarra over the next 20 Years: A Discussion
Paper 2013). Infrastructure such as this encourages further regional development. In
particular the Innovation Campus was recognised as a strength of the region with growth
potential, as identified by an array of key industry and business representatives (New South
Wales Government 2014).
In addition, as a feature project of the SBRC, the Illawarra Flame House, is a demonstration
of the activities of the sustainable buildings industry context. The Illawarra Flame House is a
net-zero energy house, built using environmentally sustainable products and recycled
materials. Stakeholders from many businesses in the Illawarra region were involved in the
design, supply of materials and construction of the house. The researcher was a member of
Team UOW who entered the house into the 2013 Solar Decathlon China. This experience has
provided evidence of, and familiarity with, the sustainable buildings industry within the
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Illawarra. It has enabled the researcher to develop linkages with relevant regional
stakeholders in the sustainable buildings industry in the Illawarra, providing a robust
foundation on which to build the current thesis.

Figure 4.3: The Illawarra Flame House at the Innovation Campus (photo by Dee
Kramer 2014)
4.1.4. Government Support
The Illawarra has often been the focus of regional development programs and projects
throughout the last couple of decades, including rebranding Wollongong as the City of
Innovation (Waitt & Gibson 2009). Different programs often initiated by the government,
particularly the city rebrand, demonstrate the commitment to continual regional development
for the Illawarra. Further program examples include research by government agencies into
green clusters through the Green Jobs Illawarra project, where potential for regional
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development has been realised according to the Green Jobs Illawarra Final Report (Regional
Development Australia Illawarra 2013).
Local and state government both contribute to the region, to strengthen current actions and
facilitate development as demonstrated by the Innovation Campus (Gunasekara 2006).
Government support ranges across different tiers, indicating significance of the Illawarra
from perspectives at all levels of government, encouraging a national focus on the Illawarra.
After recognising the capabilities of the region, the federal and state government has
responded by providing the Illawarra Region Innovation and Investment Fund, to drive
capabilities towards development in the region (AusIndustry 2012). National interest and
support for the Illawarra suggests a suitable region for study.
4.1.5. Convenience of Sample
In case study research, particularly when conducting first-hand qualitative data collection
methods, it is necessary for the researcher to have ease of access to the participants. As a
student at the University of Wollongong, living and studying in the Illawarra region, the
researcher is familiar with participants and basic structures currently in place. Choosing an
international or distant region makes data collection expensive and time consuming as travel
becomes a hindrance. Familiarity with stakeholders in the Illawarra region following
completion of an honours thesis within the same geographic context enables the researcher to
build upon existing connections and gain feasible, practical access to the participants.

4.2. Sustainable Buildings Industry in the Illawarra Region: A Case Study
As the Illawarra region was chosen based on the researcher’s access to and suitability of the
region, the industry context too was decided in this manner. The researcher was involved in
the successful venture of the Illawarra Flame House where familiarity with sustainable
buildings construction techniques, materials and stakeholders was initiated. Following this
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project, the researcher commenced an honours research project seeking to identify potential
for a cluster in the sustainable buildings industry in the Illawarra. In conjunction, the
researcher is involved with the SBRC at the University of Wollongong, a centre collaborating
with industry to improve sustainability. Given familiarity through honours research and
connections through the SBRC, the sustainable buildings industry has been chosen for
context.
Facilitation of long term viability in a supply chain is reliant upon planning and governance
to ensure the region develops accordingly, involving various stakeholders in the process
(Malina 2012, p.25). As explored in the literature review, environmentally sustainable goods
and services must encompass all phases of the supply chain in order to be wholly sustainable.
Effective planning and ongoing governance may facilitate sustainable supply chain
development, all factors to be considered in this thesis. Forces influencing environmental
sustainability in the construction industry have been researched (Fien & Winfree 2014) and
highlight the importance of this area and need for further investigation. Further, the increase
in buildings attempting to achieve green building qualifications in Australia (Wilson &
Tagaza 2006) insinuates the growing importance of this industry as an area of potential study.

4.3. Multiple Stakeholder Groups
Understanding factors that drive cluster formation and the relationship between them requires
a multi-perspective approach. A multi stakeholder approach is favoured in research outlined
by Leydesdorff and Etzkowitz (1996) when evaluating the interrelationships of education,
industry and government and their return influences on the system. Maintaining a qualitative
research approach, multiple stakeholder groups are engaged to ensure a variety of
perspectives are captured. Cluster firms source information from various groups of
stakeholders, including their interactions and mutual dependence (Trippl et al. 2015) meaning
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these varying perspectives must be captured to derive an accurate depiction of the system.
Applying this research in other contexts, government, regional associations and industry will
always be of influence to a system, whether explicitly or implicitly, hence their inclusion in
this thesis.
In addition to capturing information specific to the context, experts in the field of cluster
formation can provide advice irrespective of context, allowing the final results to be
generalisable beyond the sustainable buildings industry and well aligned with studies
conducted elsewhere. These participants are considered experts as they have extensive
education and practical experience in the field of cluster development, helping to establish
and maintain clusters across the world.
4.3.1. Government
Government performs an integral role in the market, influencing business practice and
consumer behaviour. As policy makers, actions taken by government officials have a direct
influence on stakeholder behaviour. For the purposes of this thesis, specific focus targets
local government as being direct influencers on the region and most easily accessible. Due to
geographic proximity, local government has a primary link with local industry, and focus on
improving the region. Government has a featured role in developing regional planning
policies that can be implemented to foster innovation and growth (Gordon & McCann 2005).
The strategic vision held by the government for that region will influence policies made. As
such it is important for research to involve conversations with government stakeholders, to
gauge their stance in the region and their tendency towards initiatives directed at regional
development. “Government can create infrastructures, services and rules that may be able to
make the selected area the best location” (Di Tommaso et al. 2006, p.299), meaning
government stakeholders have the power to bring about change to a region. In addition,
questioning their perceptions on drivers and barriers for cluster formation, based on their
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experiences, will provide great input. As reiterated by Talib (2015) clusters may take two
forms, spontaneous or policy-driven, whereby the latter is essentially government creating an
environment for cluster formation. When looking at clusters from this perspective,
government plays an integral role in the formation of clusters and hence their influence and
actions are crucial to understand.
4.3.2. Regional Associations
Regional associations are organisations with a focus on business and activity within a region
and may include governance committees, regional agencies and action groups. Their
experiences and knowledge of the specific climate of their region, including stakeholder
interactions, makes them ideal for inclusion in this study. The role of these groups is to
“encourage entrepreneurship, facilitate new firm formation and assist small enterprise
growth” (Raines 2002, p.32). This is often achieved by coordinating networking events to
encourage collaboration and provide opportunities for information and knowledge exchange
(Molina-Morales & Martinez-Fernandez 2007, p.180). As predominantly service-based
organisations, they often provide support by acting as a spokesperson for the industry’s
interests to influence change, alter policies and facilitate funding. Regional associations need
to be included in this thesis because their influence and linkage to both government and local
industry is a major causal relationship to be demonstrated.
4.3.3. Local Industry
As the integral members of any cluster, local industry is a crucial group to involve in the
thesis. Local industry is made up of large companies, small-medium enterprises, sole traders
and entrepreneurs, all with an in-depth understanding of industry operations and influencers.
Local industry stakeholders can highlight existing collaborations, strategic alliances and joint
interactive learning between all partners within the supply chain (Cooke et al. 2007, p.138;
Emmoth, Persson & Lundberg 2014). Located within the system they can identify local
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institutions that provide support services to the industry, including universities, training
centres and trade and professional associations (Molina-Morales & Martinez-Fernandez
2007, p.178). These support services are assumed to play an integral role in maintaining
viability. In the sustainable buildings industry context, local industry is changing as demand
for traditional products shifts towards environmentally sustainable offerings. Major
stakeholders are involved in this progression as they work towards more sustainable products,
right down to small businesses that have energy efficient operations. Studies analysing cluster
formation should include such influential stakeholders to determine context appropriate
drivers and make generalisable comments on cluster practice.
4.3.4. Cluster Experts
In addition to context-based participants, research into clusters should engage cluster experts.
To provide a holistic commentary on cluster formation in any context, expert opinion is
sought both from academics and professionals. An academic perspective provides a
concentrated understanding and focus in a given area. Much academic debate has surrounded
cluster evolution (Njøs & Jakobsen 2016) therefore inclusion of academics in the study helps
to focus on cluster evolution from a theoretical perspective. In addition, industry based
experts are engaged to understand real-world experiences of cluster behaviour. As
perspectives from practitioners often differ from non-practitioners, such as the study on early
stage clusters by Kasabov (2010) suggests, practitioners may completely disagree with
theoretical commentary. This thesis assumes practitioners are experts based on experience
whilst academics are experts based on intense studies. Both opinions are equally valid for the
purposes of this study as theory and practice are compared. Engaging both an academic and
practitioner perspective aids in generating a holistic understanding.
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4.4. Pilot Study Participants
Participants were selected for the pilot study based on context and expertise. One group
consisted of researchers within the sustainable buildings industry for their relevant
knowledge on the context. The second group consisted of students studying supply chain
management as they have an expertise in supply chain cluster concepts.
Nine individuals were invited to participant in the first half of the pilot study. Participants
ranged in levels of experience and were all familiar with one another through experience in
the sustainable buildings industry. During the second half of the pilot study, twenty business
students were invited to participate, all with a focus in supply chain management. These were
all post-graduate students, with different levels of previous experience within a variety of
industries. The results of the pilot study and changes made to the method used in the main
study are explained in 6.1.

4.5. Main Study Participants
Participants are included from a range of backgrounds and experience levels in order to
collate a multitude of perspectives. Selection criteria dictated that participants be stakeholders
from the sustainable buildings industry and/or stakeholders involved in cluster development.
Stakeholders, by definition, are ‘any group or individual who can affect or is affected by the
achievements of the organization’s objectives’ (Freeman 2010, p.46), thus to understand the
system, stakeholders influenced by the industries’ practice are to be involved. Participants for
Focus Group One were participants who had never worked together but who were all
members of the same industry association. Focus Group Two participants were all involved
in a single project, manufacturing a sustainable house. Interviewees were selected from
across the sustainable buildings industry, seeking coverage of practitioners and service
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providers as explained here. Error! Reference source not found. summarises the Focus
Group and Interview participants involved in this thesis.
Table 4.2: Summary of Main Study Participants
Participant
Manufacturing
Innovation Group
Sustainable Building
Team
Cluster Network
Member
Trade Industry
Association Officer
Building Material
Supplier- National
Architect

Affiliation, Background or
Experience
Product manufacturing,
installation and testing in the
Illawarra
All worked on a sustainable
house project together
Cluster development projects
Local industry association
Major construction material
company and member of
national sustainability council
Tradesmen turned architect

Supply Chain Industry
Training

Past director of national
sustainable building council
and currently leading industry
in sustainable supply chain
management

Government

Advisor to industry clusters

Government Planning

Consulting regional planning
and development

Building Material
Supplier- Local

Local construction material
supplier

Entrepreneurship
Research

Research in entrepreneurship
and impact on regional
development

Strategic Consultant

Private consultant in strategic
alliances

Reason for Selection
Range of interests and
experiences within the
construction industry
Experience in different aspects
of the industry in building a
sustainable house
Expert in cluster development
across a variety of industries
Facilitates networking in the
building industry
Activist in sustainability within
the building industry
Experience in practical and
professional roles in the
building industry
Understanding of the
sustainable construction
industry over many years and
now working to improve
sustainability across the supply
chain
Experience in successful and
failed regional clusters
Worked alongside stakeholders
across the sustainable
buildings industry in regional
planning
Works with designers and
builders to engage throughout
the supply chain
Experience in academia to
identify theoretical and
practical implications of
entrepreneurs in industry
Focus on sustainability and
encouraging strategic alliances
in the sustainable buildings
industry
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Coverage of government provides experience in cluster practice and influence of strategic
planning in collaboration efforts. Experience in cluster formation and failure provides a
unique insight into regional transformation.
Local industry and regional association representatives include participants with experience
in collaborative projects in the past, some newly engaging in collaborations and others acting
as drivers of networking and collaboration. All industry-based participants are experienced in
sustainable construction with some material suppliers understanding the difficulties in
promoting and selling sustainability to the market, offering insight into supply and demand.
Supply chain knowledge and experience also characterises these participants, including their
passion for increased collaboration throughout the supply chain and policy changes regarding
sustainable supply.
Additionally, cluster experts offer experience in successfully establishing clusters in Australia
and overseas. Furthermore, stories of failed attempts at establishing a cluster and
understanding of the barriers preventing clusters in Australia can be offered. Expertise in
strategic alliances provides a unique insight into strategic management in cluster systems
with academic perspectives on entrepreneurship and their practical implications on industry
growth.

4.6. Summary
Case studies provide valuable opportunities for in-depth, holistic research (Patton 2002,
p.447). Seeking to understand the driving forces underpinning cluster formation in a region
requires a holistic analysis, hence adoption of a case study approach. To develop this case,
embedded subunits of government, regional associations and local industry are incorporated
as part of the single case. This structure provides a framework that can be applied to
numerous locations and contexts, to generate understanding from a variety of perspectives.
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Taking a multi stakeholder group approach, drivers are acknowledged from the broader
organisational level to capture the whole system including the most integral casual
relationships. Participants selected for this study have engaged in the semi-structured
interviews and focus groups outlined in chapter 3.
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5. Porter’s Diamond as a Theoretically Derived Causal Loop
Diagram
As explained in the Methodology chapter, the first phase in data collection for this thesis is
development of a CLD based on content analysis. This highlights the drivers and barriers for
supply chain cluster formation, including focus on the sustainable buildings industry. This
chapter provides an overview of the literature surrounding supply chain cluster formation and
viability arising from content analysis. Focus is on both general application and in the
sustainable buildings industry. Explanation of the final Theoretically Derived Causal Loop
Diagram follows, highlighting the causal relationships between variables and the loop
behaviour evident.

5.1. Content Analysis
Explained in the Literature Review chapter, Michael Porter explores the concept of supply
chain clusters and presents Porter’s Diamond (see section 2.3. Porter’s Diamond proposes the
interplay of four main factors that must be in place for competitive advantage. These four
factors are detailed in Table 5.1.
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Table 5.1: Description of Porter's Diamond Factors
Factor
Factor Conditions

Related and
Supporting
Industries
Demand
Conditions
Firm Strategy,
Structure and
Rivalry

Definition (sourced from (Porter
2008, p.182)
“the nation’s position in factors of
production, such as skilled labour or
infrastructure, necessary to compete in
a given industry”
“the presence or absence in the nation
of supplier industries and other related
industries that are internationally
competitive”
“the nature of home-market demand for
the industry’s product or service”
“the conditions in the nation governing
how companies are created, organized,
and managed as well as the nature of
domestic rivalry”

Important Details
Refers to the inputs required
to produce goods and
services.
Particular focus on clusters,
with the region requiring
these industries to operate.
The forces influencing the
level of demand.
Firm’s internal structure and
its alignment to overall
strategy, particularly in
response to rivalry or
competition.

Related and Supporting Industries relates particularly to supply chain clusters suggesting that
similar firms should work together in geographic proximity to generate benefits for the whole
group (Allen & Potiowsky 2008). Using the Determinants of National Competitive
Advantage framework as a base, the four elements have been deconstructed to identify the
antecedents for cluster formation. The interrelated nature of the four elements means there is
overlap. As a result, while four main modules are represented, several factors do not fall
solely into any one category. Throughout the Content Analysis process, all articles relating to
the key words
5.1.1. Factors of Production
Porter has identified Factor Conditions as one of the four elements in his diamond, described
as the “nation’s position in factors of production, such as skilled labour or infrastructure,
necessary to compete in a given industry” (Porter 2008, p.182). Critical factors contributing
to business functionality and operational capacity are part of this element, making it
necessary to include when assessing supply chain practice. In other words, factor conditions
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are related to factors of production, the inputs required for an industry to produce goods and
services (Porter 1990, p.73). As such, this portion of the CLD has been titled Factors of
Product and Service Provision to account for the factors contributing to both material goods
and service supply chains, highlighting the existence of and relationship between factors
contributing to supply chain practice.
Operational capacity, as the key focus in this area, refers to the firm’s capability and capacity
to operate. A variable of this nature will ultimately determine a firm’s existence, as an
inoperable firm will not be viable in industry. Some factors may impede operational capacity,
one being variable costs, those that change according to the scale of production. Variable
costs may include wages, equipment maintenance and raw material procurement. Each
expense reduces the financial health, which ultimately impacts operational capacity. Financial
health refers to the financial condition of the cluster, including the availability of financial
capital to use throughout the system. Financial health is also deteriorated by fixed costs such
as rent that does not fluctuate due to demand. Another variable influencing operational
capacity is resource availability. Resources are a main factor of production as they are used in
manufacturing goods and may contribute to the delivery of services. Resources can be
defined to include materials and labour, therefore resource availability refers to the amount of
materials and labour available in the market for consumption. When resource supply is low,
there is less to contribute to operations, therefore leading to a decreased capacity to operate.
Industry expertise refers to the knowledge and skills relevant to the industry and is an
additional factor of production contributing to operational capacity. Cluster’s benefit from
industry expertise as it often results in more accurate and higher quality outputs. It can lead to
more innovation as the cluster has the necessary skills and knowledge to produce goods and
services and to innovate. Industry expertise is driven by educational institutions that provide
teaching and training (Menzel & Fornahl 2010). Institutions may include universities, trade
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schools, academies, colleges, training providers and many others. Additionally, on-the-job
training increases industry expertise through practical training.
5.1.2. Related and Supporting Industries
The Factors of Product and Service Provision represent inputs into the system, yet their
origins can be found in other areas, namely Related and Supporting Industries. Related and
Supporting Industries is found in Porter’s Diamond where he explains, “the presence or
absence in the nation of supplier industries and other related industries that are internationally
competitive” (Porter 2008, p.182). More specifically, this refers to clusters described as a
geographic concentration of firms that are interlinked (Breschi & Malerba 2006, p.114). The
existence of related and supporting industries is crucial for cluster development (Brooksbank
& Pickernell 1999), hence a key inclusion in the CLD.
The presence of related and supporting industries varies, depending greatly on the ease of
industry accessibility. Industry accessibility refers to the ease in which firms within a cluster
can access each other through both physical means such as transportation and
communications. It is assumed that if these firms have open access to each other, it will drive
more firms to join the cluster, leading to enhanced inter-firm collaboration (Frenken, Cefis &
Stam 2015; Boschma & Wenting 2007). As firms collaborate they are also supporting each
other in innovation, that seeks to differentiate this industry from others. Collaboration
amongst cluster firms has the potential to contribute to the long-term viability of the region in
which the cluster exists as partnerships grow and develop, which has positive effects in the
region (John & Pouder 2006). As the region continues to develop, more investment into
infrastructure that supports the region and the cluster is made (Mahroum & Al-Saleh 2016).
Infrastructure such as roads, support services and educational institutions eases the
accessibility for cluster members to work with each other (Dmuchowski & Szmitka 2016;
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Salingan 2012). It is assumed that increases in infrastructure in the system will in turn offer
more resource availability as the infrastructure comes with different resources.
Related and Supporting Industries as a major function of a cluster is inextricably linked to the
entire system, hence many cross over links to a number of variables are evident. Other factors
not directly part of Related and Supporting Industries, but relate closely, include the effects of
globalisation. When the world is the market, with a large area to cover beyond the local
region, many more locations become possibilities (MacCormack, Newmann & Rosenfield
1994) therefore influencing whether firms choose to locate in a position that eases access to
other cluster firms. Globalisation can also reduce the likelihood of regional long term
viability as a multitude of other options are available that can meet the demands of your
market if you cannot (Porter 2000).
5.1.3. Demand Conditions
Another of Porter’s diamond elements is Demand Conditions, explained as, “the nature of
home-market demand for the industry’s product or service” (Porter 2008, p.182). Demand is
created from the wants and needs of buyers (Berthon, Hulbert & Pitt 1999), therefore as these
fluctuate, so too does demand volume. As more customers discover different products and
services, it is assumed some will make the decision to purchase, thus increasing demand.
Needs and wants are driven by public awareness, which is increased by a number of factors
(Nair & Ndubisi 2011). Media and marketing, social learning and educational institutions
alter the perceptions of the public and change their desires accordingly. Additionally
government policy bias towards sustainability will influence public awareness as the attitudes
of the government will alter the way the public view’s certain ideas (Nair & Ndubisi 2011).
For example, when government policy supports green energy, this may influence consumers’
confidence in green energy. Similarly government policy may support or inhibit cluster
practice (Boja 2011; Zhu & He 2016), for example by influencing where production is
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allowed to occur based on zoning and land use regulations. Whether the government favours
the industry will also influence the amount of financial support it provides, therefore
influencing financial health.
An increase in demand itself may result in the pressure to innovate (Porter 1990, p.89),
because with innovation, comes new product development, offering consumers a previously
unknown desire which now has the potential to increase demand. It is assumed that industries
that see a regular increase in demand will become attractive to new entrants, encouraging
them to join the cluster. Demand is not constant, multiple exogenous factors influence the
levels of demand, therefore there can be uncertainty surrounding demand. Exogenous factors
may include economic conditions, climate, competitor’s offerings, price fluctuations etc.
Unpredictable demand will influence the variable costs in the system as changes will be made
as necessary, influencing the fluctuation of costs.
5.1.4. Firm Strategy Structure and Rivalry
Firm Strategy, Structure and Rivalry refers to “the conditions in the nation governing how
companies are created, organized, and managed as well as the nature of domestic rivalry”
(Porter 2008, p.182). Within this element there are three main variables to be considered
including their interplay and associated factors. Firm’s strategy alignment with industry
considers the similarities between a firm’s internal strategic position, with that of the whole
supply chain system, assuming that when these strategies align, the system is functional
(Zettinig & Vincze 2012). The flow on effect is felt by the next variable, flexibility of firm
structure, which alludes to the degree of flexibility of the firm and its willingness to change
(Porter 1990, p.108). An ability to change can facilitate growth and development in the
system. While managing the internal structures of the single firm and its place within the
broader system, another consideration is rivalry within cluster (Grant 1991). Potential cluster
members, either entrepreneurs looking for a place to start their business or existing firms
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wishing to expand or relocate, realise the strengths of cluster involvement and become new
entrants (Schoenecker & Cooper 1998). As more and more new entrants arrive to support,
and benefit from the cluster, given that a cluster relies on similar businesses working
together, there is potential for rivalry to impact the system (Porter 1985, p.9). Rivalry has
potential to impact not only firm activity, but changing demand conditions and driving or
inhibiting collaboration (Martínez-del-Río & Céspedes-Lorente 2014; Davies & Ellis 2000).
There may also be instances where co-opetition occurs, whereby rivals simultaneously
compete and cooperate with each other (Bengtsson & Kock 2000). This scenario is likely to
occur in a cluster where firms in the same industry are working in close proximity to serve
the same customers. Competition also exists with traditional industry, in this case the
sustainable buildings industry is assumed to primarily compete with the traditional
construction industry. Competition increases the need for firms within the cluster to align
their strategies to strengthen their industry in order to compete. Similarly, inter-firm
collaboration is increased as the firms work together to beat competitors. This competition
also drives the pressure to innovate, as innovation may give the cluster an edge over
competitors.
The following causal loop diagram, Figure 5.1, presents the information derived from the
literature review regarding the drivers for supply chain cluster development. This model is
called the Theoretically Derived Causal Loop diagram. To highlight the four segments of
Porter’s Diamond, each has been enclosed in a red box. Boxes such as these are not typically
used in causal loop models, however these have been included to illustrate the different
variables reflective of Porter’s Diamond and those which do not fit solely into any one
category.
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Figure 5.1: Theoretically Derived Causal Loop Diagram
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5.2. Description of Causal Relationships
Content analysis was used to populate the variables in the Theoretically Derived
Causal Loop Diagram. While the variables could be drawn from the literature, the
researcher deduced the causal linkages and some basic assumptions were made. This
section, therefore, will explain the essence of the causal linkages and the assumptions
made, with each outlined in detail in Appendix 2. Theoretical Causal Loop Diagram
Description of Linkages.
Factors of Product and Service Provision concentrated on the variables that
contributed to the firm’s Operational Capacity, most enhancing the capacity, while
costs drained it. Resource Availability is one such variable increasing the Operational
Capacity (May et al. 2011). Resource Availability is driven by Infrastructure, as it
provides resources. There is also the Flexibility of Firm Structure, whereby increased
flexibility means more options not dictated by cluster strategy.
In Firm Strategy Structure and Rivalry there is a flow-on effect that dictates,
competition impacts the strategic opportunities available, therefore influencing the
need for alignment amongst cluster partners (Barney 1986), that will in turn influence
structure (Porter 1991b). Rivalry Within Cluster is driven by new entrants in the
system (Afuah & Utterback 1997). Rivalry Within Cluster is increased under the
assumption that all new entrants are competing with each other in the system. Rivalry
in the system will reduce Inter-firm Collaboration as competitors are threatened by
each other (Hutter et al. 2011). It is assumed that Potential Cluster Members will see
the benefits in cluster involvement and decide to become a New Entrant (Porter
1996).
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When looking at the Demand Conditions section, the emphasis is on the factors
driving demand in the sustainable buildings industry, including the Exogenous
Factors that influence the Uncertainty of Demand. Exogenous factors can include
changing climate conditions that influence the demand for sustainable products,
economic conditions in the region and availability of sustainable goods and services.
Demand Volume is influenced by the Public Awareness. Public Awareness can be
influenced by Government Policy Bias Towards Sustainability, under the assumption
that policies and regulations implemented by government will reflect the bias and
therefore influence the public (Martinez, Marte & Roxas 2015). This policy bias also
affects the Financial Health and development of Infrastructure to support the cluster
(Lucas, Sands & Wolfe 2009). Increased Financial Health facilitates Innovation
which in turn increases external competition for the new products (Niu 2010).
Related and Supporting Industries facilitate Ease of Industry Accessibility as multiple
firms who have co-located have already created supportive regulations and
infrastructure necessary to operate in that region (Porter 2003; Ozgen 2011). Easy
access to partners facilitates an increase in the Presence of Related and Supporting
Industries that have chosen to operate in the cluster. As more related firms work
together, increased Inter-Firm Collaboration occurs that supports the region’s longterm viability (Crespo 2011). As the region continues to thrive, more investment into
Infrastructure is made which attracts new cluster partners.

5.3. Description of Loop Behaviour
Various loops exist within the Theoretically Derived Causal Loop Diagram that indicate
patterns of behaviour, the antecedents for cluster formation. These loops are described in
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detail to draw attention to the patterns that provide an understanding of flow-on actions to
be considered in cluster formation.
Reinforcing Loop One: Depicted in Figure 5.2., Resource Availability offers materials and
labour as factors of production that enable Operational Capacity. As the cluster’s
Operational Capacity grows and develops with greater capability to produce goods and
services, the business can achieve higher economies of scale. This results in a decrease to
the Variable Costs which in turn supports positive Financial Health, as less financial costs
are being drained from the system. With sound Financial Health the cluster has the
necessary capital to support research and Innovation. When the cluster develops innovative
products and services, this allows them to differentiate themselves further from businesses
outside the sustainable buildings industry and increases their Competition with Traditional
Industry. As competition continues to grow, the firms in the cluster seek further
differentiation, therefore work together through Inter-firm Collaboration. When these
firms collaborate they are using the services and provide opportunities that contribute to
regional viability. As the Contribution to Region’s Long-Term Viability continues to
increase, more investment in Infrastructure is made to offer support for the long term.
Higher availability of Infrastructure, produces more resources for the system, enabling a
further increase in Resource Availability. As a Reinforcing Loop this pattern reflects the
role of Factors of Product and Service Provision in enabling growth and development that
stimulates increases in Related and Supporting Industries.
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Figure 5.2: Reinforcing Loop One

Reinforcing Loop Two: As Operational Capacity increases and the system is able to
produce more goods and services, the industry can take advantage of economies of scale to
encourage efficiency and save resources. Therefore, production runs can be planned to
produce a certain amount of output. This means the Variable Costs will decrease as the
costs can be better anticipated. As the Variable Costs decrease, the firm has more
resources to contribute which increases the Operational Capacity. This Reinforcing Loop,
illustrated in Figure 5.3., demonstrates that an improved Operational Capacity can save on
costs, further increasing the Operational Capacity.
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Figure 5.3: Reinforcing Loop Two

Reinforcing Loop Three: Industries developed strategic plans on how to compete in the
market. Figure 5.4. demonstrates that as Competition with Traditional Industry increases,
the firms within the cluster must align their strategy closely with the industry, and each
other, to remain competitive. To adhere to this competitive strategy the firms should
engage in On-the-job Training to improve their Industry Expertise. This expertise is used
to fuel Innovation which gives the cluster a renewed competitive edge. Competition with
Traditional Industry is therefore increased again which drives the need for another
strategy. Competition drives this Reinforcing Loop of strategy to remain competitive and
viable.
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Figure 5.4: Reinforcing Loop Three

Reinforcing Loop Four: Competition with Traditional Industry threatens viability of the
cluster. To mitigate these risks, cluster partners will engage in Inter-firm Collaboration to
develop new ideas and manage competition. Through working together, they can strive for
Innovation to differentiate themselves from competitors. However, when they develop
innovative ideas, their competitors may react in a similar manner offering their own new
products and services, which again strengthens the Competition with Traditional Industry.
This reinforcing cycle is depicted in Figure 5.5., and suggests that remaining competitive
requires collaboration and innovation, however new innovations may be matched by
competitors.
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Figure 5.5: Reinforcing Loop Four

Reinforcing Loop Five: As illustrated in Figure 5.6., when potential support services
consider joining the cluster, the Ease of Industry Accessibility will help to attract them, as
greater support and accessibility means the firms can easily communicate and physically
access each other. Therefore, as Ease of Industry Accessibility increases, more firms will
join the cluster adding to the Presence of Related and Supporting Industries. These related
and supporting industries offer products, services, knowledge and resources to each other
for the benefit of the cluster. As more of these firms are present, the more accessible goods
and services become, with increased Ease of Industry Accessibility.
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Figure 5.6: Reinforcing Loop Five

Reinforcing Loop Six: Starting with the same as Reinforcing Loop Five, Figure 5.7.
demonstrates that the Ease of Industry Accessibility will encourage a greater Presence of
Related and Supporting Industries. When these firms are together and have access to one
other, they can engage in Inter-firm Collaboration. This collaboration aims to benefit all
involved, thus contributes to the viability of the cluster and, in turn, the region. With
greater Contribution to Region’s Long-Term Viability there is likely to be further
investment in Infrastructure to help support the firms. The availability of Infrastructure
will support the firms in the cluster and thus attract more to join. This reinforcing loop
demonstrates the importance of accessibility between cluster members to encourage further
growth and viability for the cluster.
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Figure 5.7: Reinforcing Loop Six

Balancing Loop One: As demonstrated in Reinforcing Loop Three, Competition with
Traditional Industry results in the cluster’s more stringent adherence to the industry
strategy. As the strategy must be followed closely, there is a decrease in the Flexibility of
Firm Structure because the strategy outlines more rigid firm structures. As this flexibility
is decreased, the Resource Availability also decreases because the reduced flexibility
means stricter guidelines are to be followed that dictate resource use. When there is a
lower Resource Availability for the cluster, the Operational Capacity is negatively
affected. When Operational Capacity is lowered, the uncertain nature of operations creates
increased Variable Costs. Higher costs reduce the overall Financial Health of the cluster.
With low financial capital, less Innovation can occur as the funds that facilitate research
and development are lost. However, this lack of Innovation means Competition with
Traditional Industry cannot increase again, rather it decreases or may stagnate. With this
reduction in competition, the cluster has the ability to operate a less stringent strategy and
firms can therefore be more flexible in operations again. This balancing loop, illustrated in
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Figure 5.8., demonstrates the power competition has on the system, impacting the
operational processes that clusters follow in response to competition.

Figure 5.8: Balancing Loop One

Balancing Loop Two: Depicted in Figure 5.9., as New Entrants decide to join the cluster,
more firms are operating in the industry. Working closely in catering to the same market
Rivalry Within Cluster can occur. This rivalry means firms who are working together are
also competing. The nature of such co-opetition might deter some New Entrants from
joining. The fewer newcomers, the lower the occurrence of rivalry. This balancing loop
suggests that although these cluster firms work together, they are also competing which
may detract from joining in the first instance.
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Figure 5.9: Balancing Loop Two

5.4. Summary
Content analysis revealed that Porter’s Diamond provides a suitable framework on
which to understand the antecedents for cluster formation. Collating this information
in the Theoretically Derived Causal Loop Diagram illustrates the interplay of forces
within the system that will impact cluster formation in the system. No one section has
the greatest impact on the system, instead there are outlier variables that do not fall
solely into any one of the four sections. This indicates that different roles within the
cluster are required to make it succeed, not just a focus on any one firm or role. It also
alludes to the complexity of the system as the multitude of variables and causal
relationships in operations increase the complexity. The loops mostly indicate positive
reinforcing behaviour, demonstrating continued growth in various areas, suggesting
cluster development. However, reinforcing loops may also exhibit rapid decline,
which would project the system’s inability to form a cluster, or express the demise of
an existing cluster. A change in any single variable has the ability to influence
whether a loop is positively or negatively reinforcing behaviour in the system. In
these CLDs, the variables are suggesting behaviours that result in reinforcing loops
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that demonstrate positive feedback in the system, as variables are becoming stronger.
It is this positive feedback that illustrates how the agents in the system can change and
develop, given the influence of environmental conditions. The balancing loops
suggest that some variables may increase and decrease consistently towards a steady
state. For example, in the basic population diagram presented in Figure 3.3,
population reaches equilibrium when the number of births is equal to the number of
deaths. In this scenario, reinforcing growth in births will dominate the system, until
the limit is reached, at which point the death loop will become more dominant. Once
the number of deaths has reduced the population to a small enough number again, the
population loop will once again experience growth, restarting the process,
demonstrating a balance to the system. In this scenario, a balancing loop suggests that
population will not experience exponential growth or decline, indicating longevity of
the population maintained by the population limit. Similarly, a cluster may experience
variables that both strengthen and weaken its position equally, indicating an
equilibrium that enables viability in the long-term. This may suggest self-organising
behaviour as the system reaches an equilibrium point, at which time changing
environmental conditions force the system away from equilibrium. At this time, other
variables ensure the system adapts to the changing conditions and returns to
equilibrium again. With this understanding of cluster formation and viability based on
published literature, it is necessary to assess whether practitioners have the same
understanding. These findings are used to draw relevant conclusions and make
appropriate recommendations for practice and future research.
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6. Results
As a preliminary step, an overview of the system has been established, using Porter’s
Diamond as the foundation for cluster formation. The Theoretically Derived Causal
Loop Diagram developed in chapter 5 (see Figure 5.1: Theoretically Derived Causal
Loop Diagram) illustrates the first set of results. Porter’s Diamond is deconstructed to
understand the causal relationships amongst the diamond elements as they pertain to
cluster development (refer to chapter 5). The next phase of the research works to
understand cluster formation from practitioners, so that analysis can compare theory
with practice. The Results chapter seeks to briefly outline the Pilot Study that was
trialled to confirm the chosen data collection methodology. Focus groups and semistructured interviews that used group model building techniques as data collection
methods, were followed to produce causal loop diagrams representative of different
stakeholders’ perspectives within the system. Finally, to generate a holistic
understanding in preparation for comparisons with theory, the aggregation method
was used to aggregate all twelve causal loop diagrams.

6.1. Pilot Study
To confirm the appropriateness of data collection methods selected in the
Methodology chapter, a pilot study has been conducted. Data collection and model
development required participants familiar with the sustainable buildings industry.
The sample included academics, practitioners and business students. Academics’
focus ranged from technology innovation to participant-driven action research.
Practitioners were chosen who engage in industry partnerships and product
development. Business students were selected based on their understanding of the
nature of supply chain collaboration. These participants were all inexperienced in
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developing CLDs thus a brief introduction was provided. This introduction, combined
with guidance throughout, enables participants to contribute.
6.1.1. Pilot Study Data Collection Process
One semi-structured interview was conducted to elicit participants understanding of
the antecedents for cluster formation. This process involved presenting the participant
with a problem description (see Appendix 3. Focus Group Problem Description) that
identified the research area. The researcher then asked a series of questions about
what factors are necessary for cluster formation and viability (see Appendix 1. Semistructured Interview Questions) and used the participant’s answers to list the
variables. Further questions asked the interviewee to identify causal linkages among
these variables. This process led to the development of a CLD. The participant was
allowed to add, remove or change variables at any stage to reflect their answers. The
researcher was able to gain an in-depth understanding of the participant’s experience
and knowledge of the system. When appropriate, additional questions were asked to
clarify the information being shared and to delve further into interesting points.
During this process, a CLD was developed that illustrated the system from the
individual’s viewpoint. Due to time restraints, interviewees were not comprehensively
informed of loop behaviours during the interview, as this information did not serve to
benefit their participation, hence they were not encouraged to identify loops in their
models. Therefore, the researcher examined the model after the interview was
completed to identify and label existing loops.
Individual viewpoints provide an in-depth understanding of the system from a single
person’s perspective. However, the individual was limited in the extent and reach of
information they could provide. This meant a single interview couldn’t really generate
a holistic view alone. This single CLD would be observed in line with the CLDs
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developed in the focus groups to generate a more complete understanding of the
system. Therefore, support from multiple data collection points was required.
Once the individual semi-structured interview was complete and a piece of the system
was understood, the researcher began to engage focus groups in a group model
building scenario to model the wider system. Methods explored in the review of
casual loop model development stress importance of mutually agreed upon terms and
a common understanding amongst focus group participants. Upon review it was
decided that the methodology needed to ensure consensus of ideas thus Method A was
established. Research suggests consensus is important in group model building
(Rouwette, Vennix & Mullekom 2002; Andersen, Richardson & Vennix 1997), hence
a slightly alternative technique was used in Method B.
This pilot study aimed to examine and discuss the antecedents for cluster formation in
the sustainable buildings industry. Participants were engaged to discuss their insight
into the industry and identify variables operating in the system as well as their causal
relationships. Two separate groups were gathered for Method A, one consisted of
researchers and one of practitioners, with 4-5 people in each group. Each group was
presented with a Problem Description that initiated discussion and development of a
CLD moderated by the researcher. The session commenced with articulation of
variables recognised by participants. These variables were all entered into the CLD
and projected for the group to see. Once all variables were input into the diagram,
participants indicated the causal relationships to be linked. Participants had the
opportunity to alter, add and remove variables and linkages they saw fit after short
group discussion. Once this process was completed with both groups, each group had
the opportunity to review the CLD produced by the alternate group. Participants had
the opportunity to discuss and alter their own CLD as appropriate so as to satisfy their
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opinions and reach a comfortable conclusion, after seeing the alternate group’s CLD.
This iteration process gave participants the chance to reach convergence, as the
review group were able to alter the diagram so that their opinions were reflected, and
a final CLD was agreed upon.
A similar approach was taken for Method B where two groups were engaged to
develop CLDs. However, these participants were originally part of the same group
and were randomly split in two, with eight people in each group, so a variety of
participants made up each group. The process followed similarly to Method A until
both groups had an initial CLD. At this time all participants were brought into the
same room and shown both final models. Participants were asked to highlight the
similarities and differences in the two models and identify common patterns of
thought while in the same room. This encouraged additional discussion and
convergence among participants. After discussion it was decided that no alterations
were required.
Method A demonstrated two relatively unique diagrams that became more similar
after participants were brought together. Method B also had two unique diagrams that
led to discussion. The differing points were discussed until consensus was reached.
Rather than agreeing that both sides were correct, Method B enabled iteration and a
more representative, unified model. The extra process of bringing participants back
together in Method A did not result in any further contributions to the final models,
two distinct models were still apparent. However, Method B allowed for a more
unified model to become evident following discussion and analysis. Therefore, the
added effort in conducting a second session was not seen to be beneficial for the
study. Additionally, it was noted that 8 participants in either group were far too many
as discussion only enabled adequate contributions from 4-5 of those participants.
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6.1.2. Pilot Study Data Collection Review
Based on the methods explained in section 6.1.1. it has been proven that semistructured interviews and focus groups can elicit the information necessary to conduct
this thesis. An individual interview cannot provide the depth required for a holistic
understanding, but combined with other interviews and the focus group outputs, a
more holistic view can be obtained.
No adjustments to the process followed in the semi-structured interviews were
necessary. As for the focus groups, the researcher has chosen to adopt the approach
taken in Method B to enable engagement and iteration throughout the single session,
however only taking 4-5 people in each group. A review process is not conducted
with the participants, instead the emphasis on each focus group is on seeking
convergence throughout the discussion. This enables a more holistic view where all
participants are given the opportunity to agree upon a single, final model that is
representative of all participants in the group.

6.2. Data Collection
Once the pilot study was complete the researcher was prepared to conduct the main
data collection. Several key individuals were identified as suitable participants,
highlighted in 4.5. Main Study Participants and were invited to take part in the study,
in both semi-structured interviews and focus groups. The researcher took four months
to complete data collection in order to fit with participant’s schedules. After a couple
of sessions, the researcher noted the data was beginning to reach a saturation point.
Saturation was reached once it was identified that a limited amount of new data was
being uncovered, where there were few new variables, hence the researcher decided
to complete data collection. A total of ten interviews and two focus groups were
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conducted as part of the study. Some flaws exist in the CLDs created in the main
study as participants are all inexperienced system modellers. The researcher has
purposefully refrained from making significant modifications to these models. The
models included in this chapter have been refined for common language as explained
in 6.3.2. Additionally, all CLDs have been included in Appendix 8 and Appendix 9 as
originally developed. Due to time restraints, participants were not comprehensively
informed of loop behaviours during the focus group sessions, as this information did
not serve to benefit their participation, hence they were not encouraged to identify
loops in their models. In one group model building session, participants identified
basic loop behaviour and these were included in their model.
6.2.1. Focus Groups
Two focus group sessions were conducted on two separate days and were conducted
in the late afternoon. Both followed a similar process as described in the pilot study
section 6.1. with particulars described in more detail below. During the main study it
was difficult to bring these groups together on a second occasion, due to individual
time constraints, to review the alternate group’s model. Therefore, at the end of their
session, participants were shown the CLD produced by the Pilot Study group, which
they could use to review their own CLD.
Prior to each focus group, the participants were provided with the Problem
Description (see Appendix 3. Focus Group Problem Description) in addition to their
Participant Information Sheet (see Appendix 4. Participant Information Sheet: Focus
Groups) and their Participant Consent Form4 (see Appendix 5. Participant Consent
Form: Focus Groups) to prepare themselves. On the day of the focus group all

4

Participant Information Sheet and Participant Consent Form were provided to interviewees and focus
group participants as part of the Ethics Approval.
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participants arrived and introduced themselves to the group. The Problem Description
(see Appendix 3) was presented to the group and discussion was stimulated with the
two key questions: What must be in place for such an industry cluster to form? What
are the internal and external forces requiring consideration? Participants were asked to
start listing different variables to the group, not individually, that they believed were
relevant. Participants discussed each variable that was mentioned and decided
amongst themselves whether to add it to the CLD. Once all participants agreed on the
variable following discussion, the variable was added to the page, variables were
spread out over the page in no particular order. Once some variables were agreed
upon, the researcher asked the participants to begin identifying the causal
relationships and directionality. Participants occasionally disagreed on certain
variables and causal linkages. Discussion amongst participants involved sharing
perspectives and experiences in support or disagreement of the variables. At times the
disagreements were definitional, as participants misunderstood the information being
conveyed. Such as a misunderstanding of who the cluster is being offered to:
‘Participant B: I think the problem with competitive offering is who is the
offering to, is that offering to the home owner is that offering to the golf club?
Are we talking competitive offering to the client or the competitive offering to
the end user’
(Focus Group Two)
In other scenarios variables became redundant as introduction of a new variable
covered items already expressed in the model. This was evident as Focus Group One
decided reputation reflected the same meaning as trust:
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‘Participant B: Business reputation is one in there that's huge
Participant A: That's the thing we were talking about trust I suppose
Participant B: Yeah trust, use different words, but that reputation is massive’
(Focus Group One)
Discussion continued by rearticulating variable names and eliminating some variables
until consensus was reached when each group member expressed satisfaction with the
result. Some scope clarification was required as participants were unsure of what their
boundaries were. Participants were informed that the system was as wide as they
envisioned it being but were reminded of the key questions and this gave them an
indication of where to restrict their responses, as in Focus Group Two:
‘Participant A: How many are you after? Like I could rattle off a hundred but
we obviously want to keep this limited
Interviewer: As many as you think’
(Focus Group Two)
After 45 minutes the researcher asked for final comments and any missing variables
or linkages. They were then shown the CLD from the Pilot Study and asked to review
their CLD. In closing, the researcher asked for final comments and any missing
variables or linkages. The session was finished after 60 minutes. Details of each focus
group and their refined causal loop diagram are to follow. All original causal loop
diagrams are in Appendix 8. Original Causal Loop Diagrams: Focus Groups.
6.2.1.1. Focus Group One
The causal loop diagram developed by Focus Group One is illustrated in Figure 6.1.
Focus Group One consisted of members of a local manufacturing innovation group
who were vaguely familiar with each other. As a group of industry practitioners, their
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main focus was on industry and the specific factors impacting their transition to
sustainability. Participants spoke of the difficulties involved in breaking into the
sustainability market including the costs of sustainability and the changes in
government and marketing required to encourage sustainable building design. They
discussed the boom in the building industry at present that is focused on cost-cutting
rather than quality. Participants suggested that with this current demand, it is hard to
convince customers to incorporate sustainability into their construction.
Highlighted frequently by the participants was the importance of collaboration,
including the role of early partner involvement in increasing collaboration. If builders
can be involved in the design process, they believe this will increase the quality of
outputs and encourage further collaboration. Collaboration was also said to initiate in
different industry associations where stakeholders group together based on their
speciality. This collaboration occurs as described by Participant D:
‘Like it's industry specific sectors that supply chain focuses on and then it's,
from our industry, we're in concrete, we play around in buildings like this and
in those silos that we work in you know that you're going to be a preferred
supplier because it's this particular builder and that builder. So if it's that
builder you know you're going to be working with this sparky or that plumber
it's very collaborative’
(Participant D, Focus Group One)
In these stakeholder groups they can engage in different planning that leads to a desire
to collaborate. By collaborating they can bid for larger projects that they otherwise
couldn’t have performed alone. This therefore increases their capacity, but also their
competition in the market. Participants recognised that increased competition can
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impact collaboration. In discussing competition they brought up the importance of the
business’ reputation. Reputation is driven by trust and credibility. Trust increases
when firms produce quality outputs, with the higher quality of goods produced
ensuring that trust continues to build. By repeatedly completing projects to a high
quality, the firm’s credibility will increase, as discussed by Participant D:
‘Trust is a major one within industry and trust gets you a long way. Trust
comes through quality of work’
(Participant D, Focus Group One)
Participants see innovation as necessary to move forward, as they recognise the
market demand for new and improved outputs. Traditional thinking within the
industry means firms are risk averse and therefore less likely to innovate.
Additionally, different policies and regulations hamper innovation as the new
products require rigorous testing to prove their validity. Such testing expires time and
financial resources, which can discourage efforts to innovate.
A major point raised by this group was the importance of specifications.
Specifications refer to mandating firms to conduct business if a certain product is
used. They suggested that implementation of specifications can facilitate
collaboration, which leads to clusters and reinforced behaviour. Participant A
discussed the connections that specifications create:
‘Whether it's in the, you know even the consortium in that sense who's making
the PPE sort of thing and then it's the designers and architects and engineers
and all the people below it and then the installers and then whoever is running
the building. All those people have all got to be targeted to get your
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specification’
(Participant A, Focus Group One)
Most emphasis in this group was placed on the necessity of an overarching
management system. An overarching cluster consultant can help to drive cluster
formation by encouraging collaborations. This can be achieved by developing
specifications that mandate business involvement. Additionally, they can facilitate
networking opportunities for like-minded businesses.
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Figure 6.1: Focus Group One Causal Loop Diagram
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6.2.1.2. Focus Group Two
Focus Group Two consists of stakeholders from the building industry who had
collaborated on a project together in the past, therefore had a pre-established
relationship. The causal loop diagram that Focus Group Two created is shown in
Figure 6.2. This diagram depicts two reinforcing loops in addition to the variables
mentioned in this section. The participants’ main focus was on residential buildings
and availability of land, as drivers for sustainable construction and hence the cluster.
They indicated that, particularly in the Illawarra there is limited land available for
new constructions. Participants discussed this land availability and its impact on
clusters:
‘Participant B: Well if we're talking about a cluster in the Illawarra are we
running out of available land for detached homes, I think we are
Participant C: Governments like to milk it out very slowly
Participant B: Yeah but that's impacting whether the volume, well the
affordability and the volume you need a minimum volume to actually establish
a cluster’
(Focus Group Two)
Government is filtering out the new land releases slowly, giving them control of the
market. Rather than opting for sustainable designs, consumers are building with large
developers with no incentive to consider sustainable buildings. An interesting point
raised by this group was the real estate’s ability to sell sustainability. If it is perceived
that there is no additional monetary value associated with sustainability, then the
demand for sustainability doesn’t increase, therefore demand for a cluster in
sustainable buildings doesn’t exist. This is depicted in Reinforcing Loop One where
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the incentives to build sustainability are highly influenced by the real estate’s ability
to sell sustainability.
Demand for sustainability translates to the scale of construction. If there is a sufficient
quantity of sustainable buildings demanded, then cluster formation in this industry is
more likely. Both the real estate’s ability to sell sustainability and the scale of
construction appears to be triggered by developers and building providers. These
businesses based in more traditional construction practices have significant market
share and therefore sufficient power to influence consumers. If they were to adopt
more sustainable practices, it is believed that the demand for sustainable construction
alternatives will increase and therefore lead towards cluster development.
Emphasis was placed on the need for collaboration throughout the whole construction
process, involving all stakeholders. If such collaboration occurs, the participants are
more likely to benefit from clustering, therefore collaboration drives demand for the
cluster. Collaboration driven by contracts was discussed by participants:
‘Participant B: What it's impacting is the collaboration of those builders and
the products they deliver and the design
Participant A: Yeah I see what you mean they have to collaborate, they
collaborate through the contracts’
(Focus Group Two)
Collaboration can involve other businesses, but also educational institutions.
Participants acknowledged involvement with university researchers as a key element
in their own firm success and aids in their ability to innovate. Reinforcing Loop Two
demonstrates the need for educational institutions to be engaged in collaboration as a
partner in the cluster. Increased collaboration can drive the demand for greater
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involvement of educational institutions. Collaboration and cluster formation must
come from some form of industry leadership. A cluster champion can help to
encourage knowledge sharing through a single knowledge platform accessible by
other cluster members. This holistic knowledge entity can provide continuous
knowledge gathering and sharing and may be in the form of a research institute. A
holistic knowledge entity may enable shared skills, as mentioned by participants:
‘Participant A: What about like a holistic knowledge too. Like you've got a lot
of people who might know a lot about one thing but it's hard to find someone
that can bring it all together too. So yeah even designers these days don't
really understand. Like I'm not as good at materials as Participant C
Interviewer: So you'd say that collaboration would drive
Participant B: Well that's the thing yeah if you could go ok you do those other
sorts of things you might be able to share those sorts of skills’
(Focus Group 2)
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Figure 6.2: Focus Group Two Causal Loop Diagram
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6.2.2. Semi-structured Interviews
Semi-structured interviews were also conducted to extract information from a variety
of perspectives. During this process, ten individuals were interviewed over the course
of sixteen weeks, dates determined by the participants’ schedules. Prior to each
interview, the interviewees were given a list of interview questions (see Appendix 1)
in addition to their Participant Information Sheet (see Appendix 6. Participant
Information Sheet: Semi-structured Interviews) and their Participant Consent Form5
(see Appendix 7.Appendix 7. Participant Consent Form: Semi-structured Interviews)
to prepare themselves. During each interview the researcher asked the list of questions
and used the information to develop the CLD with the participant. Additional
questions were asked when appropriate to request more detailed information. Most
participants were encouraged to list a number of variables and then create the linkages
after each question. Others were more interested in creating the linkages straight
away. Once the question list was exhausted, the researcher asked the participants if
they wanted to add anything else and then the session was completed. Details of each
focus group and their refined causal loop diagrams are to follow. All original causal
loop diagrams from the semi-structured interviews are in Appendix 9. Original Causal
Loop Diagrams: Semi-structured Interviews.
6.2.2.1. Interview One
Figure 6.3: Interview One Causal Loop Diagram illustrates the CLD developed with
Interviewee One, who has been working in the field of cluster practice for over 30
years. Their experience involves helping to establish various clusters around the
world. The interviewee’s key premise is that experience in clusters is necessary for
formation and long-term viability. The interviewee indicated that sufficient time for
5

Participant Information Sheet and Participant Consent Form were provided to interviewees and focus
group participants as part of the Ethics Approval.
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the cluster to establish is required, as it cannot be expected to be self-sustaining
immediately. A long-term commitment is required to maintain the cluster, as
Interviewee One highlighted:
‘Long term, because clusters take a long time to establish and develop trust
and so on. 2-3 years is very normal and so yeah. You go to some of the really
successful cluster countries and they've got long term commitment to their
clusters. And they renew it every ten years. There's some very successful
clusters for example in Norway, energy cluster’
(Interviewee One)
Interviewee One indicated that this is why financial resources are also required to
support cluster formation. A supportive financial structure, that may include up to five
years financial support, will provide the cluster with the resources to invest in set-up
and marketing. The interviewee spoke of the need for long-term viability to be a key
focus, therefore recommends engaging support from experts. Experts can assist in
gathering government support from early on. Interviewee One spoke of the need for
experience to be able to start a cluster:
‘Interviewer: So did you say there needs to be that someone who has
experience in clusters to give you a plus?
Interviewee: Don't go near them if you haven't done them before… Absolutely,
you’ve got to, because they are multi-faceted, they're very complex systems
and if you're not, if you haven't received intensive training on how to go about
starting one… And then managing one or you know, it will be awfully hard
and you could have, fall into some big holes’
(Interviewee One)
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Such support may be facilitated through the development of industry policies that
support cluster practice. The Interviewee suggested that at least two years of
government support was required for the cluster to form and remain viable.
Discussion often referred to international clusters, where it was suggested that global
cluster networks influence where clusters fit. A cluster should strategically locate
themselves according to competitors, suppliers and the market. If competitors already
have a large market share, this may deter a new cluster forming. Additionally, the
cluster needs to have access to its suppliers and the market, therefore considerations
for location. The interviewee indicated that Australia generally has a low awareness
of the benefits and operations involved in cluster practice. This lack of awareness
impedes cluster formation, as Interviewee One discusses:
‘And you've got no awareness of what are clusters, you know. The general
businesses community, unless they've got some passionate regional
development agency that understands clusters, you know, somebody in their
neighbourhood that understands clusters, talking to them about clusters
they've got no reason to know’
(Interviewee One)
This lack of understanding by government and businesses impedes the formation of
clusters. Of significant interest in this interview is the need for a cluster consultant to
drive government, as well as the group or region to foster cluster formation. An
experienced consultant is necessary to guide and facilitate the environmental
conditions for cluster formation.
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Figure 6.3: Interview One Causal Loop Diagram
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6.2.2.2. Interview Two
The CLD developed with Interviewee Two is in Figure 6.4: Interview Two Causal
Loop Diagram. Interviewee Two has worked within the manufacturing industry and
now works for a local manufacturing industry association. The interviewee’s role is to
draw together stakeholders in this industry and other externals connected to it. Given
this experience, the interviewee’s focus was on the importance of collaboration to
encourage networking opportunities and external engagement with the supply chain.
This includes connecting different existing networks, all aimed at driving cluster
formation. Interviewee Two recognised the opportunities that partners look for:
‘That's one of the things we've found. We've tried a lot of different things and
the only events that we get really good numbers are where there's a business
development opportunity…then you'll see a lot of the smaller members or
corporate partners, they're there because they know there's going to be a big
turnout and there's an opportunity for them to network with those bigger
companies’
(Interviewee Two)
Networking opportunities offer the potential for business development, as these firms
can attract larger contracts otherwise difficult to win alone. People within these
industries are often brought together, based on contractual arrangements that arrange
related businesses to work together to grow their knowledge and attract further
business. These collaborations can be designed in such a way that encourages work to
be conducted locally to drive the cluster. Collaboration aids in minimising
competition with firms external to the industry association.
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The industry association that the interviewee belongs in is based in the Illawarra. As
such the comments made discuss the relevance of geographic proximity as it
encourages use of local labour and resources. This is due to the accessibility of these
resources, saving the expense of transporting goods and services extensive distances.
The interviewee discussed the cost of sustainability as an inhibiting factor:
‘So I think that would be the biggest challenge. If I was sitting in your shoes
trying to do what you were doing I 'd be saying to myself well, yes I think
there's a potential to setup a cluster for sustainable building products but do
we have enough, do we have a core of companies that focus on sustainable
building products, probably not…What I would be interested to find out is how
many of them sell sustainable products and is the sustainable product more
expensive and then it's really, it comes back to why do people buy sustainable
products, and it's choice’
(Interviewee Two)
The higher costs of sustainability combined with a long payback period, discourages
demand for sustainability. If the demand is insufficient it can influence the business’
decision to offer sustainable products.
Discussion primarily centred on the existing network that exists due to the industry
association. The interviewee indicated that the participants are involved in the
association largely for the development opportunities that could arise from the
collaborations. Such collaborations are driven by a shared purpose, as Interviewee
Two shares:
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‘Whereas a network, the drivers for a network like [my industry association]
there needs to be a purpose behind that’
(Focus Group Two)
When all stakeholders are committed to a particular project they are more likely to
work together to enable a project to be realised. These projects require a significant
partner, that they work with to drive further development and collaboration using
existing resources.
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Figure 6.4: Interview Two Causal Loop Diagram
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6.2.2.3. Interview Three
Interviewee Three is a supplier to the sustainable buildings industry, with experience
in product development and sales. Interviewee Three’s causal loop diagram can be
viewed in Figure 6.5. The interviewee described the product they supply; its
development and its uptake in the market. The interviewee’s focus was primarily on
the sustainability aspect of the industry and the need to address climate change. Issues
were raised such as the influence of climate change, how demand for sustainable
goods will increase as more people are made aware of the impact of climate change.
The interviewee placed emphasis on the lack of policy regulators. Different rules and
regulations exist to mandate certain sustainability standards. However, there is
minimal policing of the actual implementation of these standards, as Interviewee
Three discusses:
‘So in terms of product non-compliance we've got rules, you know quite
remarkable you've got to meet certain standards. You know yet when we bring
it to the attention of authorities, the products that don't meet those standards,
generally they're incapable of policing it or prosecuting it’
(Interviewee Three)
As these standards are not well enforced, industry members will take shortcuts and
often choose to do whatever they want without consequences. When these firms are
not offering outputs of an equal quality standard, there is less chance for firms to
engage in a cluster.
The interviewee believed that a system is required to maintain common standards and
draw stakeholders together. A platform to connect everyone in the system is required.
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Interviewee Three suggests that this platform minimises the barriers to cluster
formation:
‘I guess the barrier is finding those like-minded people within those
organisations with a common vision of a sustainable built environment. I
would say now areas are great, there is a number of people within that cluster
now, advocates and the same common vision. The platform for connection,
ASBEC (Australian Sustainable Built Environment Council) is one of those
but what is the platform, the platform for connection’
(Interviewee Three)
This platform should include all the industry information and standards in a central
system that can be accessed by all stakeholders, to encourage standards are met. The
interviewee’s belief is that having this single structure in place facilitates a common
vision, drawing everyone together which enables the cluster to form.
It was acknowledged that a short-term focus threatens the viability of the industry.
This short-term focus means businesses are more likely to take shortcuts and engage
in cost-cutting practices. The interviewee stated:
‘Policing is almost non-existent. The delivery of good building is effected by
this…disempowerment of building designers and architects has had a huge
impact on sustainable buildings because they are essentially removed from the
process at a very early stage. So the people that would police or adequately
measure or assess products that are fit for purpose are removed very quickly.
And there is short term focus, essentially short-term is build a building, lowest
cost as quick as you can and be out and onto the next’
(Interviewee Three)
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Stakeholders feel disempowered as individuals because they are unable to compete
when offering sustainable goods. This behaviour is supporting the short-term focus.
Current industry needs to refocus on the long-term for a cluster to form and remain
viable.
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Figure 6.5: Interview Three Causal Loop Diagram
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6.2.2.4. Interview Four
Interviewee Four is an architect who is also a certified builder, engaged in the design
and construction of sustainable buildings. Figure 6.6 shows Interviewee Four’s causal
loop diagram. The interviewee’s industry experience evolved from designing and
constructing buildings for specific clients, to producing buildings and then just selling
them off. This experience means the interviewee believes that the right location and
climate is necessary to attract customers and business. The interviewee thinks
consumers will purchase sustainable buildings if such buildings are offered to them
already completed, as they can see that they are just as attractive as traditional
buildings. Interviewee Four discusses this transition away from traditional building
service provision:
‘Our organisation is very small and we're actually moving away from
supplying consumers, we're becoming property developers. So we are now
using the kind of build it and they will come model’
(Interviewee Four)
The interviewee believes a shift in the industry towards sustainable buildings is
required to drive demand and create growth. This shift needs to come from the
stakeholders who provide sustainable buildings. One way this can be achieved is to
promote the economic benefits associated with sustainable construction. The
interviewee spoke of an eco-build expo that was poorly marketed and therefore poorly
attended. To drive more demand the whole marketing strategy associated with
sustainable buildings needs to be reviewed. In marketing sustainability, both
consumers and members of the traditional building industry need to be targeted. This
can increase the transition of traditional builders to encourage participation in a
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cluster. Using an existing network will help to provide trust to stakeholders and
promote future collaboration.
The interviewee’s emphasis was on the need for an appropriate location that will
benefit and draw in similar businesses. Attracting these firms to one location will
drive more interest in the industry. However, this must be supported by a consistent
overarching cluster management system that will bring everyone together to ensure
long-term viability. The interviewee indicated that the stakeholder’s perception of the
overall benefit of cluster participation needs altering:
‘I suppose another barrier is perceived benefit of the business owners in what
are they actually getting, is there going to be an overarching, almost like a
franchise system where you've got a head office providing all the marketing
and stuff? Is there going to be an overarching marketing communications
strategy that lets people know that this is there?’
(Interviewee Four)
When stakeholders can understand the benefits of being involved, they are more
likely to engage. Benefits can include subsidies for participation, a cluster
management body that manages the overall system and an appropriate location that
supports the firm and therefore the cluster overall.
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Figure 6.6: Interview Four Causal Loop Diagram
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6.2.2.5. Interview Five
Interviewee Five’s causal loop diagram depicts emphasis on the supply chain, as can
be seen in Figure 6.7. Interviewee Five was heavily involved in green building
certifications for a number of years, developing and implementing national standards.
Currently, Interviewee Five is working in educating businesses in the construction
industry about sustainability in the supply chain. As a result, the interviewee
suggested that the supply chain must be engaged and integrated at all stages in the
building process, to provide consistency of supply and demand. This involves
engagement by, among others, designers and builders to ensure the finished product
or service is produced sustainably. By engaging these partners in the early phases,
collaboration is occurring which may support cluster viability in the long-term.
The interviewee placed emphasis on the supply of materials, as it determines the
existence of the network. If there are no suppliers, the industry does not exist and
therefore no network can be viable. Globalisation and distance between partners both
influence the nature of supply. Additionally, the knowledge suppliers have about
sustainability will come from educational institutions and impact whether they choose
to produce sustainable goods and services. Interviewee Five discusses their focus on
teaching sustainability:
‘Interviewer: Yep definitely. And the first one you mentioned was, just
knowledge to businesses wasn't it of, I guess the benefits of sustainability and
what that really does to drive them? Which kind of comes into this
Interviewee: Correct
Interviewer: So I guess it's, so at the moment I'll say teaching, for lack of a
better word. Benefits of sustainability
Interviewee: I'm gonna go one step back and say teaching relevance of
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sustainability’
(Interviewee Five)
The interviewee interpreted a paradox between short-term focus and long-term focus,
impacting the long-term viability of the system. It was suggested that the short-term
focus influences demand and supply at the present. While the long-term focus needs
to be on the whole industry, aiming to produce quality outputs and therefore
encourage long-term viability. The interviewee acknowledged that there is a fear of
change that impacts demand, and therefore will influence whether there is likelihood
of a viable cluster. If consumers do not like change, they will be less likely to engage
in the new industry and therefore it will not be viable. This fear of change is discussed
by Interviewee Five:
‘Interviewee: This fear of change and fear of doing things differently, the
stakes are
Interviewer: It's almost being stuck in tradition
Interviewee: Yeah it's oh we don't allow this for years and don't mess with this
because it works. Well the answer is that it actually doesn't work very well’
(Interviewee Five)
The most emphasis was placed on the role of the government as the driver for
development and growth in the industry. Government is the provider of resources that
enables the industry to develop and eventually form a cluster. Government needs to
engage with the industry to develop suitable policies that encourage sustainability.
Policies can be implemented along with subsidies to incentivise engagement.
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Figure 6.7: Interview Five Causal Loop Diagram
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6.2.2.6. Interview Six
An employee of the state government was in Interview Six, with a background in
cluster formation in different regions within New South Wales. Interviewee Six’s
responses are illustrated in Figure 6.8. Emphasis by this interviewee was placed on
physical geographic proximity being the main determinant in whether a cluster will
exist. The interviewee discussed the need for businesses that are already in the region
to work together. When the benefits of being involved in the cluster are made visible
and the reputation of the region grows, it will attract more partners and therefore
enables long-term viability. The interviewee suggests that geographic concentration
will facilitate a critical mass that creates the necessary conditions for cluster
formation. Critical mass can support the whole cluster, as Interviewee Six shares:
‘And that's the sexy part of clusters is this market opportunities if we work
together. I've found that one to be pretty hard to do. But certainly what you
can do is you can group them together and go to events and that way you can
get them exposure… individually the companies mightn't have the [capacity]
but there is a way of grouping them together giving them exposure’
(Interviewee Six)
When the industry is well established, new members in the cluster join in the
collaborative efforts. This includes collaboration with businesses and research
institutes, to obtain the benefits from research and practice. Interviewee Six discusses
the importance of alliances that come from research connections:
‘It's not only alliances between the businesses and the researchers, its
alliances between companies to tap into or get access to expertise. Like a lot
of times it was, you'd have to go and buy something or buy a piece of
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equipment or go and buy expertise’
(Interviewee Six)
Alliances will help to commercialise ideas and develop the reputation of industry in
the region. Attracting multiple businesses to the cluster enhances research capabilities
and therefore, leads toward innovation. When the industry starts to offer more
innovative products, it helps to reduce costs and drive demand for the region.
The interviewee emphasises the need for government support to facilitate the level of
innovation required to drive a cluster. The interviewee had worked with a few local
clusters who had failed due to lack of support. Those clusters who had government
support throughout the process were more viable in the long-term. The interviewee
recognised the need for a cluster champion to bring all the necessary stakeholders
together to facilitate the cluster. Interviewee Six talked about the need for success
stories, told by the cluster champion, to attract more members:
‘Yeah you've always got to have some sort of champion and someone, whose
with a cluster, as you can showcase the type of the example or success story…
you need success stories, that's the term. So what are your success stories in
this area cause you gotta make it real to people and say, you know who can
you showcase? As for the first questions, if we don't have anyone in that space
it's pretty hard to sell the concept’
(Interviewee Six)
This involved drawing partners into one region to benefit from geographic
concentration. Interviewee Six talked about the need for success stories that expressed
the benefits of cluster involvement. This should be used to attract potential cluster
members and fuel future collaboration.
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Figure 6.8: Interview Six Causal Loop Diagram
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6.2.2.7. Interview Seven
Interview Seven was conducted with an urban planner who has experience in
planning for the Illawarra and the sustainable buildings industry. Interviewee Seven’s
responses are collated in Figure 6.9. The interviewee’s emphasis was on the need to
focus on the region, as a whole, when planning. This involves a supply chain focus,
whereby all aspects of the sustainable buildings industry need to be included in
planning. No part should be focused on in isolation, as this type of silo mentality
means sustainability is not going to be completely achieved. The interviewee
suggested that sustainability needs to be the core focus of the whole network before
any sustainable buildings industry cluster can form.
Awareness of sustainability may influence factors such as affordability of the industry
and its ability to drive demand and therefore success in the long-term. Awareness is
increased through sustainability education. This may take the form of formal courses
or experience from supporting industries.
‘Interviewee: Training for professionals
Interviewer: It's definitely, then linking back to, sustainability as the core
focus
Interviewee: And once it becomes a core focus of what planners do it can find
its way into all those various pieces of the puzzle so the environmental plans,
the control plans, design policies. So that goes back to government support
too’
(Interviewee Seven)
Awareness then needs to be translated into the consumer’s acceptance of the need for
sustainability before demand will increase. The interviewee suggested that all the
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necessary requirements for viability stem from awareness created by education, as it
is necessary to facilitate demand and development in the area. The interviewee also
recognised the need for the cost of sustainability to decrease, which can occur given a
more long-term focus of the whole industry.
Growth and resource availability is also driven by government support in the region.
The interviewee suggests that government must have policies in place that enable
stakeholders to succeed in the industry. The interviewee also recommended using
mentorship to offer more support to these stakeholders. Interviewee Seven emphasises
the role mentors can play in the cluster:
‘You need someone who is out there promoting that these business
opportunities exist but also you need someone there to say, while you're
setting up your business I'm there to mentor you and hold your hand walk you
through... From mentoring to help people get through that initial setup stage.
Things like, as well financial incentives to setup. ..The other thing quite often
you're networking groups’
(Interviewee Seven)
Small business group mentors should be a part of the industry to help businesses join
wider networks and grow the cluster. These mentors can act as a cluster champion
and/or cluster consultant to support the formation of the cluster. Their role is to
engage the stakeholders and offer advice to support long-term viability.
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Figure 6.9: Interview Seven Causal Loop Diagram
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6.2.2.8. Interview Eight
Interview Eight was conducted with two people simultaneously who work as
suppliers in the sustainable buildings industry. Both interviewees work for the same
company with one focused in product design and development and the other with a
sales and marketing position. The responses from these two interviewees are included
in Figure 6.10. As suppliers of locally produced goods their belief is that local, quality
products that align with industry regulations will drive demand and therefore cluster
formation. Their business is located within an industrial park, where other building
suppliers also have offices and showrooms. The interviewees indicated that
collaborating with those partners would be interesting as competition may be
impacted:
‘Interviewee B: Yeah definitely that and coming in with that is again, like I
hate the fact that it's here but the competition between the different companies.
It's all well and good to say we want to work together and we're all striving
for the same goal but there's still that competitive nature between them’
(Interviewee B, Interview Eight)
The biggest obstacle the interviewees face in the industry is the import of
international products. These products influence consumer demands, including the
desire for new products that international markets have access to, though are not in
Australia because they are not designed for this climate. Additionally, consumers
demand cheaper products. The interviewees recognise that international imports may
not always match the standard of quality that can be produced in Australia. However,
this isn’t considered by many consumers as they still demand cheaper products. Some
consumers recognise that Australian manufacturing equals quality and this comes at a
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greater expense. These demands impact the cost of sustainability, which then impacts
demand again.
The interviewees highlight the need for collaboration throughout the whole product
and service provision process. They explained that increased demand drives the need
for collaboration within the supply chain:
‘Interviewee A: My opinion is there's got to be more unity coming from the
design aspect so from the design level. The architect or building designer has
to sort of bring businesses back down to his level to collaborate around him. I
think that would probably be the easiest way for it to happen as opposed to
you know, us saying to the light company down the street you know, let's work
together and you know sell our lights and energy efficient products together. I
think, like I said with Green Homes it comes back to the need and the want for
those products’
(Interviewee A, Interview Eight)
As architects design sustainable buildings they include use of the interviewee’s
products and then support the builder in the design process. These connections
between the architect, supplier and builder are strengthened and drive future
collaborations. The trust stakeholders gain from producing quality outputs locally
increases networking and collaboration. The interviewees believe stakeholders
involved in the process who are aware of sustainability standards, will stand out as the
real cluster stakeholders. This is supported by including specifications in the projects
to ensure the best stakeholders are engaged in the process, outlined by the
interviewees:
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‘Interviewee A: It comes back to us specifying it you know through the
architects. So Interviewee B goes out and sees the architects with the guys
from AWS and specify those products and the architects saying to those, to
their clients look [our company] have got this, they do this, you know as
opposed to other companies that do this this and this’
(Interviewee A, Interview Eight).
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Figure 6.10: Interview Eight Causal Loop Diagram
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6.2.2.9. Interview Nine
Interviewee Nine has a focus in entrepreneurship in both research and practice. Figure
6.11 illustrates the variables discussed in this section with Interviewee Nine. The
interviewee discussed the importance of the type of demand and whether local
industries, including educational institutions, support the same demand. Support from
educational institutions enables innovation and then training in the new products that
result from innovation. Innovation capacity, the interviewee says, is necessary for
developing a region and/or industry. The region itself must have a positive reputation
as it will influence demand levels. Suppliers must offer sustainable products that
matches the reputation. The cluster will be more likely to form in a particular region if
there is a reputation for that industry in the region. Interviewee Nine discusses this
focus on reputation as a driver for the cluster:
‘If we're talking about the experience base of the local industry there would
also, in order for it to be signalled a cluster, there would also be a reputation
attached to the region being highly productive and having expertise in this
domain’
(Interviewee Nine)
The interviewee’s belief is that entrepreneurship is the key to facilitating clusters,
through campaigning on the cluster’s behalf for support. Entrepreneurs must respond
to industry changes and create more demand for the industry to enable regional
development and viability. This should align with government policy that supports the
industry, and the cluster forms out from this. Entrepreneurs may influence demand,
says Interviewee Nine, supporting a potential cluster:
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‘If you want customer demand and … thinking about exogenous variables and
things that will influence [reputation] now like government
policy…entrepreneurs who might campaign around this…might actually
influence that kind of customer demand side of things as well’
(Interviewee Nine)
The interviewee recognises the influence of globalisation on the industry. With
globalisation there is concern for resources and ideas entering the region and the
ability to compete when they arrive. When global demand can be met using local
resources, the industry is more viable. Interviewee Nine recognises that being able to
compete beyond the local demand is important:
‘It’s the quality of your entrepreneurs to respond to demand which may not be
local is a key thing’
(Interviewee Nine)
Therefore, entrepreneurs must encourage collaborative efforts to meet global demand,
and cooperate in the future to encourage cluster formation. Such collaboration is
driven by education that facilitates innovation and industry development. The
interviewee’s main emphasis was on entrepreneurs as the driving force behind cluster
formation by adapting the existing region. Additionally, the interviewee stressed the
need for a common understanding of cluster formation, to enable the government to
develop policies that support new clusters.
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Figure 6.11: Interview Nine Causal Loop Diagram
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6.2.2.10. Interview Ten
The causal loop diagram developed with Interviewee Ten is shown in Figure 6.12.
Interviewee Ten has experience in planning and developing strategic alliances and
supporting industry development. The interviewee indicated the need for a boundary
spanning mechanism to coordinate and enable collaboration:
‘I think what you need in the boundary spanner or this orchestration
mechanism…[to] go out, pound the pavement talk to all the people, find the
joint ventures, find the people who want to share their land to share facilities
and all that and go and talk to them. And then make the connection between
them, so you need that, it is like a marriage broking service, or a match
making service, or like some sort of coordinating mechanism, but you actually
facilitate it as well’
(Interviewee Ten)
This may involve a cluster management company or possibly government support.
The stakeholders being engaged need to be willing participants with a shared purpose
and desire to collaborate. This process may be initiated by a cluster enabler, that seeks
to connect like-minded stakeholders. This can be seen as an alliance building process.
Multiple alliances lead to a network of interrelated firms. Partners need to be
compatible, with a feasible relationship proposed, to enable cluster formation.
Prior to the boundary spanner engaging different stakeholders, the interviewee
suggests that the whole system needs to be mapped. This will enable the boundary
spanner to understand the activities and stakeholders within the system to develop a
relevant network. Interviewee Ten claimed that an inability to adopt systems thinking
prevents stakeholders from working as a whole unit with mutual benefit:
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‘I think the big one is the inability to grasp that we, this is kind of systems
thinking, that we live in a highly interconnected world so systems thinking,
and we're actually gotta think globally as much as we can locally so that we
are parts of a system, not the centre of it…So, myopic mindsets you know
moving from what's in it for me to what's in it for us?’
(Interviewee Ten)
Firms in the same industry often focus on their own needs and desire to grow but fail
to add value to the whole supply chain. There is a cost focus which deters the firms
from collaborating and joining a cluster. The interviewee believes that there needs to
be analysis of supply chain connections, to enable alignment in the network and foster
cluster formation.
Trust as a key component to bring stakeholders together was demonstrated as
necessary, particularly in cross-industry projects. Such cross-industry projects
demonstrate the skills and other benefits that can be obtained from collaborating with
other stakeholders. Interviewee Ten noted the benefits to be gained from crossindustry collaborations, as they contribute to strengthening the system:
‘The key players in the system are the alliance themself, the enablers and
cross-industry nodes in the system. And that could be right across the world,
and ideas, you know somebody who's be going to another country, can it be
translated into an Australian context. Not always you can't bring it, that whole
innovation, that's what I do I suppose it's all innovation. It's all about
collaborating for innovation and finding new ways of doing things’
(Interviewee Ten)
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Once the partners are recognised as a positive influence, the trust between partners
will increase, the silo mentality is decreased and future collaboration is possible.
Using a systems perspective, these partners can align their objectives with the wider
supply chain to form a mutually beneficial cluster.
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Figure 6.12: Interview Ten Causal Loop Diagram
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6.3. Model Aggregation
Once data collection and causal loop model building was complete, with twelve
separate CLDs, aggregation could occur. Potential methods for aggregation were
presented in section 3.3.6. including triangulation, grounded theory and synthesis.
There is a variance in methods which leads to multifinality, in that a variance in the
method chosen will lead to a variance in outcomes. Each method provides a unique
solution, and different studies require different solutions. Therefore, the researcher
must choose a method that is fit for the purposes of the study. In some studies there
may be equifinality, where “a system can reach the same final state from differing
initial conditions and by a variety of paths” (Katz & Kahn 1978, p.30). This may be
the case when multiple, suitable approaches are available (for example Beven 2001).
In such studies, the researcher needs to address the various approaches and average
the results, whereas a multifinality approach requires selection of one method to
produce the desired outcome. Each method offers a different outcome, therefore this
section trials these methods and provides recommendations for the most appropriate
method given the desired outcome. In most types of research, multiple data sources
and methods of inquiry are sought to adequately measure a system (Patton 2002,
p.248), thus it is necessary to present several methods by which aggregation can
occur. Knowledge of the outcomes for each provides guidance for future research
studies. This section presents three aggregation methods and provides a single method
to be used throughout the rest of the study for aggregation.
6.3.1. Justification of Method
As noted in the Methodology chapter, few methods exist that outline the process to
take in aggregating Causal Loop Diagrams. Proposed in the methodology were three
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potential approaches that could be taken in order to aggregate the models. Each of
these methods were trialled using the pilot study data to determine the best course of
action for the main study.
The triangulation approach suggested collating all variables and linkages from every
model combined into a single model (Tashakkori & Teddlie 1998, p.41). Aimed at
giving a comprehensive representation of the system, triangulation included every
variable and every link mentioned throughout the four focus groups in the pilot study.
Many variables and causal linkages were represented in this model. When duplication
arose from direct and indirect links, the direct link was removed, to help simplify the
model. The triangulation approach resulted in a very complex and difficult-to-analyse
model (see Figure 6.13: Triangulation Approach: Pilot Study Data Trial). This model
impeded the researcher’s ability to make conclusions from the data. With twelve
separate causal loop diagrams, each with a large amount of variables and linkages, the
results from using triangulation in the main study would prove too complex to draw
any meaningful conclusions from.
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Figure 6.13: Triangulation Approach: Pilot Study Data Trial
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The second method proposed a grounded theory approach that focused on frequency
of occurrence as the leading reason for variable inclusion (Eisenhardt 1989b). When
including commonly occurring variables, a concise data set was created. Adding the
recurring direct linkages, however, meant most variables were not linked into the
model leaving the model incomplete. The researcher had to look for recurring indirect
connections to at least complete the model. As a result, the way frequency of
occurrence was used had to be adjusted. The final causal loop diagram (see Figure
6.14: Grounded Theory Approach: Pilot Study Data Trial) illustrated a view of the
system, however many key points from each individual model were not included.
This made some of the links difficult to understand without those added variables.
Taking this approach means many variables and linkages would be discarded as only
a small portion would actually be recounted by more than one respondent.
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Figure 6.14: Grounded Theory Approach: Pilot Study Data Trial
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Triangulation and grounded theory approaches both had merits for different scenarios,
however neither fully suited the purposes of this thesis, therefore another approach
was sought. A synthesis approach was adopted that used induction and interpretation
to determine the variables for inclusion. This approach used frequency of occurrence
as a starting point for inclusion, followed by magnitude of occurrence, based on each
respondent’s perspective, i.e. if Participant A’s whole CLD was based around a single
variable that no other participant mentioned, this variable is still included. The model
from the grounded theory trial was used as a basis. Each individual model was
analysed to determine the key concepts for that particular CLD. These key concepts
were then added to the main CLD to provide further depth and achieve a more holistic
representation. Consensus and iteration are of greatest importance in determining
which variables to include, so as to accurately represent the cohort. A synthesis
approach focuses on frequency of occurrence to represent consensus among groups
and draws on magnitude of occurrence to add in concepts to make it representative of
the whole system. The pilot study data using synthesis to aggregate is illustrated in
Figure 6.15: Synthesis Approach: Pilot Study Data Trial.
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Figure 6.15: Synthesis Approach: Pilot Study Data Trial
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6.3.2. Common Language
Before the aggregation process could take place, it was important that all causal loop
diagrams were refined and prepared. This process assisted the researcher in
determining the frequency of occurrence of variables and avoids repetition of similar
variables. The researcher6 should conduct this task as they have the greatest
understanding of the context in which variables were proposed and their meanings.
First, all models were reviewed and already existing common language was
identified. Variables with similar names, where only one word may have been
different were altered so that all resembled the most common naming convention.
Examples include:


‘Available Resources’ and ‘Resource Availability’ frequently occurred with
‘Resource Availability’ being more common, therefore all were changed to
reflect this commonality.



‘Demand’, ‘Demand for Sustainability’ and ‘Consumer Demand’ were
changed to collectively reflect ‘Consumer Demand for Sustainability’.



‘Education’, ‘Educational Institutions’ and ‘Teaching Relevance of
Sustainability’ all refer to the role educational institutions have in the
knowledge of sustainability in the supply chain. Thus, the name ‘Educational
Institutions Supporting Sustainability’.



‘Geographical Base’, ‘Geographic Proximity with Sector’, ‘Concentration of
Businesses’ and ‘Distance Between Partners’ all refer to the ‘Degree of Firm
Co-Location’.

6

Researcher as both interviewer and focus group facilitator.
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Once common names were all established, reoccurring themes were analysed. This
included review of variables that were labelled differently but as a collective could be
referred to by one name. Examples include:


In most diagrams respondents noted the importance of Supporting Industries,
however, some participants gave specific titles while others were more
generalised; ‘Manufacturers’, ‘Builders’, ‘Similar Partners’ or ‘Significant
Partner’. In each occurrence the common title of ‘Supporting Industries’
replaced the context specific examples.



‘Similar Sales Platform Available’, ‘Holistic Knowledge Entity’, ‘Industry
Forum for New Ideas and Problem Solving’ and ‘Platform for Connection’ all
alluded to a system that collates information relevant for all stakeholders that
enables them to collaborate. These terms were collectively referred to as
‘Platform for Collaboration’.



Multiple incidences reported the role of government in influencing the cluster
including ‘Political climate’, ‘Government policy’, ‘Government Support for
Certain Industries’, ‘Policy Advocating Sustainability’ and ‘Long Term
Government Investment’. These variables were all included as ‘Government
Support for Industry’.



‘Media’, ‘Marketing’, ‘Consumer Advocates’ and ‘Communication of
Sustainability’ all describe methods for spreading information about the
industry. Therefore, these terms were replaced with ‘Promotion of Industry’.

At this stage, the remaining variables were cleaned for grammar and causal language.
The process of refining models was ongoing throughout the aggregation phase as a
more in-depth understanding across the whole data set was obtained. Iteration in this
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approach meant more inclusive language was used that represented more perspectives
in an attempt to understand the broader system.
6.3.3. Aggregation
Aggregating the twelve separate models required several steps in order to complete a
single holistic model. The first part of the process was assessing the models for
common language and making the relevant changes, as discussed in section 6.3.2.
This process assisted in identifying common variables and therefore the researcher
was able to measure frequency of occurrence. Frequency of occurrence was measured
by creating a tally of the number of times a variable occurred in different models.
Each model was reviewed and variables mentioned in more than one CLD were
listed. A second list was made of the remaining variables that were only mentioned by
a single participant.
Once all the variables were listed, the causal linkages were to be assessed. In order to
do so, each CLD was input into the System Dynamics Model Documentation and
Assessment Tool (2017). This program produces reports for CLDs that lists the causal
relationships for each variable in the CLD, along with other data about the model’s
completeness and usability. The reports produced by this program (see Appendix 12.
System Dynamics Model Documentation and Assessment Tool Reports) layout all the
variables in the CLD and then lists all other variables each is connected to. This
provides an easily digestible format to evaluate the recurrence of variables and causal
relationships. Readers unfamiliar with CLDs can use these reports to identify
variables and causal relationships. These reports were used by the researcher to
clearly identify all the variables and their causal relationships, rather than attempting
to examine the recurrence of variables across a multitude of CLDs. Using this data,
the researcher counted the number of CLDs in which the same direct links were made.
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Frequency of occurrence was listed, with thirty-three direct links being shared
amongst all CLDs. Examples include:


Five CLDs indicated ‘Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability’
positively influences ‘Sustainability Knowledge’



Eight CLDs indicated ‘Government Support for the Industry’ positively
influences ‘Building Regulations’



Three CLDs indicated ‘Cost of Sustainability’ negatively influences the
‘Consumer Demand for Sustainability’



Four CLDs indicated ‘Resource Availability’ negatively influenced the ‘Cost
of Sustainability’

After reviewing all the recurring direct links, some variables were not connected to
any other variable. In order to reflect the participant’s perspectives, the researcher
went back to the individual CLDs to see whether the remaining variables shared any
indirect links to the rest of the model. Each variable was identified in the relevant
CLD and the causal tree was reviewed to see where the next relevant link was. For
example, CLDs produced with Interviewee Nine (see Figure 6.16), Focus Group Two
(see Figure 6.17) and Interviewee Four (see Figure 6.18) all connected ‘Availability
of Transport and Infrastructure’ with ‘Consumer Demand for Sustainability’.

Figure 6.16: Decision Tree Interviewee Nine Causal Loop Diagram
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Figure 6.17: Decision Tree Focus Group Two Causal Loop Diagram

Figure 6.18: Decision Tree Interviewee Four Causal Loop Diagram
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As a result, ‘Availability of Transport and Infrastructure’ could be linked to
‘Consumer Demand for Sustainability’ in the aggregated CLD. All remaining
variables were reviewed to identify common, indirect links to other variables.
At the stage where all recurring variables were listed and the recurring direct and
indirect links were established, a single causal loop diagram was created. This single
CLD is called the Practitioner Driven Causal Loop Diagram. All variables and related
links were added to the single CLD. Once all the data was added, the researcher
cleaned the model to remove any duplicate links.
The CLD that existed at this point demonstrated all variables that had frequency of
occurrence, but magnitude was not yet reflected. A return to the original CLDs was
required to ensure all perspectives were represented. Each CLD and transcription was
reviewed to understand what the main themes were for each participant and the key
points identified in their models.
6.3.3.1. Focus Group One
This focus group emphasised the degree of traditional thinking influencing the
industry, which is preventing a more widespread transition to sustainability.
Collaboration and innovation were deemed necessary for longevity, along with trust
and credibility between partners. As an active agent, the participants identified the
need for an overarching cluster management structure to drive formation and pull
together passive agents through specification agreements.
6.3.3.2. Focus Group Two
The attention in this group was on the need for continuous knowledge gathering and
sharing, to develop a holistic knowledge entity. This knowledge then needs to be
transferred to the supporting industries, to encourage adoption of sustainability. These
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participants identified the need for an active agent, industry leadership, to guide
collaboration and cluster development of the passive agents.
6.3.3.3. Interviewee One
Interviewee One emphasised the need for a long-term focus to promote longevity of
the cluster. Support from government as well as financial resources were deemed
necessary for success. The biggest point for this interviewee was on the need for a
cluster consultant, an active agent, to drive the development of supportive government
policy and create an awareness of clusters.
6.3.3.4. Interviewee Two
In running an industry association, Interviewee Two stressed the influence of global
proximity and contractual arrangements to connect partners. The interviewee was of
the opinion that existing networks will provide the networking opportunities
necessary to enable these connections. As an active agent, the need for a significant
partner to drive development and collaboration is required, using the existing
resources, passive agents.
6.3.3.5. Interviewee Three
A common vision was emphasised by Interviewee Three, one that is shared amongst
their network. This vision needs to have a long-term focus, that is supported by
necessary regulations and strict policing of these regulations. To achieve this common
vision, the interviewee stressed the need for a platform for connection, an active agent
as a central point for the cluster’s formation. The interviewee believes that with this in
place, other passive agents will follow.
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6.3.3.6. Interviewee Four
Interviewee Four spoke of the need for demand to generate growth. By choosing an
appropriate location, more businesses will be drawn in, to promote collaboration. As
for an active agent, Interviewee Four highlighted the need for consistent overarching
cluster management to draw passive agents together to ensure long-term success.
6.3.3.7. Interviewee Five
A focus on the supply chain was significant for Interviewee Five, where the supply of
materials determines the existence of the network. A long-term focus will promote the
viability of the cluster, requiring steady supply and demand. Interviewee Five
emphasised the need for government, as an active agent, to provide the necessary
resources, such as networking opportunities, for passive agents, to enable cluster
formation.
6.3.3.8. Interviewee Six
The need for geographic concentration was paramount for Interviewee Six who spoke
of critical mass in achieving collaboration. Government support is required for the
cluster to survive and thrive. Interviewee Six noted the need for an active agent, a
cluster champion to facilitate concentration, promote success stories and fuel future
collaborations of the passive agents.
6.3.3.9. Interviewee Seven
Demand for the industry is crucial for Interviewee Seven, which is driven by
education and awareness. As active agents, small business group mentors within the
region will help businesses, passive agents, to join wider networks and the industry on
the whole. Additionally, a cluster champion, active agent, will use government
support to drive the passive agents to form the cluster.
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6.3.3.10. Interviewee Eight
The two interviewees in interview eight were focused on the threats of globalisation.
International products influence the market and therefore the potential for cluster
specialty. Collaboration is required throughout the supply chain, particularly on
sustainability standards. Wealthy clients are the active agent, demanding
collaboratively built houses, whereby the developers, also active agents, will drive the
rest of the industry to fulfil this demand.
6.3.3.11. Interviewee Nine
Interviewee Nine spoke of the need for innovation capacity to develop a region and
therefore, a cluster. Education facilitates innovation and, therefore, industry
development. Entrepreneurs are the active agent that will drive cluster formation by
adapting the existing region, made up of passive agents.
6.3.3.12. Interviewee Ten
Strategic alliances as the key to developing networks was emphasised by Interviewee
Ten. The inability to adopt a systems thinking perspective prevents passive agents
from working as a whole unit with mutual benefit. The active agent will be the
enablers and boundary spanners who connect all passive agents across the industry to
bring them together in a cluster.
For some participants their key themes or points were already included in the new
CLD, therefore no additional variables or linkages were required. Other participants
had their key variables included but some direct links were not made, so these were
added to the new model. Finally, it was identified that some participants had themes
or variables that were central to their discussion and not yet included in the
aggregated model. The researcher picked each of these variables and assessed their
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causal trees to find where in the new diagram it should be added. Examples include
Interviewee Nine who emphasised the role of Entrepreneurs in the Industry (see
Figure 6.19: Causal Tree Interviewee Nine). The variable Entrepreneurs and the
causal flow from Interviewee Nine’s model were added to the new model. Similarly,
Interviewee Ten used a focus on Cross-Industry Projects (see Figure 6.20: Causal
Tree Interviewee Ten), therefore this variable and the relevant causal linkages were
added to the aggregated model.

Figure 6.19: Causal Tree Interviewee Nine

Figure 6.20: Causal Tree Interviewee Ten
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Again, the model was refined and duplicate links were removed. After this process of
iteration, the model was fit for analysis. The Practitioner Driven Causal Loop
Diagram is shown in Figure 6.21 and used for analysis in chapter 7.
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Figure 6.21: Practitioner Driven Causal Loop Diagram
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6.4. Summary
Data collection commenced with a pilot study to trial the potential methods for obtaining
CLDs. Semi-structured interviews have elicited in-depth understandings from individual
viewpoints and the group model building process used in the focus groups has enabled
consensus-driven model development. Data analysis seeks to compare a theoretical
understanding of cluster formation with a practical understanding of cluster formation.
Twelve separate models create complexity for analysis, therefore a process of aggregation
into one single holistic model was required. A synthesis approach was taken that adopts
frequency of occurrence and magnitude of occurrence as the determinants for variable and
linkage inclusion in the Practitioner Driven Causal Loop Diagram. With the development of a
single model representative of all twelve data collection interviews and focus groups, the
Practitioner Driven Causal Loop Diagram, data analysis can take place.
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7. Analysis
Once it was established that a synthesis approach would provide the most appropriate result
for the purposes of this thesis, aggregation took place. Chapter 6 explained the process taken
to aggregate the separate causal loop diagrams from the focus groups and semi-structured
interviews. This chapter will provide analysis of the aggregated model, supported by
transcriptions from the focus groups and semi-structured interviews, to make conclusions on
the Practitioner Driven Causal Loop Diagram. Comparisons are then explored that highlight
the similarities and differences between the Practitioner Driven Causal Loop Diagram and the
Theoretically Derived Causal Loop Diagram. These comparisons provide discussion points
for the subsequent chapter.

7.1. Aggregated Model
As a holistic model, aggregating twelve separate CLDs, the Practitioner Driven Causal Loop
Diagram (Figure 6.21) is representative of practice surrounding cluster formation and
viability. Perspectives are drawn from stakeholders including local industry, government,
regional associations and cluster experts. A variety of perspectives mean that most
respondents had many unique variables stemming from their individual experiences. Among
their responses, there was however some repetition as they are based in the same industry.
Throughout the aggregation process it became evident that many of the variables were
reflective of Porters Diamond, providing a route for comparison. The final Practitioner
Driven Causal Loop Diagram was therefore laid out to reflect Porter’s Diamond, as was the
layout of the Theoretically Derived Causal Loop Diagram. This thesis did not seek to represent Porter’s Diamond, rather it is used a foundation for comparison and discussion. No
variables were added or changed to make sure the Practitioner Driven Causal Loop Diagram
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reflected the same structure as the Theoretically Derived Causal Loop Diagram. Instead when
developing the model, variables were placed in either one of the four sections or in-between
depending on where it best fit. The linkages were then added. This process resulted in a
disorganised final diagram (see Appendix 10. Unstructured Aggregated Causal Loop
Diagram). To enable comparison, the Practitioner Driven Causal Loop Diagram has been
structured to reflect Porter’s Diamond and is included in the thesis (see Figure 6.21). The
structured version facilitates comparison with the Theoretically Derived Causal Loop
Diagram because the same structure is inherent in both models. Table 7.1: Loop Behaviour in
Practitioner Driven Causal Loop Diagram explains the loop behaviour found in the
Practitioner Driven Causal Loop Diagram, providing analysis on each loop’s role in the
system and the projected behaviour over time. Following this process is examination of the
variables unique to the Practitioner Driven Causal Loop Diagram and how they fit in terms of
Porter’s Diamond.
Table 7.1: Loop Behaviour in Practitioner Driven Causal Loop Diagram
Loop

Description

Reinforcing Resource Availability
Loop One
increases the Supply of
Sustainable Products
available on the market.
When enough supply is
available, the
Appropriateness of
Industry Location
improves as it is easier
for potential businesses
to operate. As more
businesses are attracted
to the region, there are
more Supporting
Industries. These
businesses bring
resources with them
hence increases the
Resource Availability.

Role in System

Behaviour Over
Time
Resources in the
As more businesses
system enable
enter the cluster,
existing firms to
more resources are
thrive, thus attracting introduced. This
new businesses to
enables current
enter and share in
businesses to succeed
the success. This
and attracts more
perceived benefit
businesses to enter
supports adaptation
and increase the
as it brings in new
resource pool.
businesses, changing
the industry
landscape and
encouraging the selforganisation of
clusters.
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Loop

Description

Reinforcing When the Cost of
Loop Two
Sustainability increases,
the Consumer Demand
for Sustainability
decreases as consumers
do not want to pay the
high costs. As fewer
people are willing to
pay the expense, the
Cost of Sustainability
continues to rise.

Role in System

Cost of
Sustainability
influences the
purchase of
sustainable products.
As costs increase,
purchases decrease.
This pattern of
behaviour hinders
adaptation as the
cluster cannot grow
when there is no
demand.
Alternatively, if
costs decrease, more
people are attracted
to purchase therefore
further driving down
costs.
Reinforcing As Consumer Demand
Demand for goods
Loop Three for Sustainability
and services in the
increases, more people industry means a
demanding the product number of people
makes a Critical Mass.
collectively want the
When a Critical Mass
same items. This
occurs, there will be
Critical Mass occurs
more people attracted to that has power to
sustainability and
influence demand
therefore increase the
while also attracting
Demand for
more people to their
Sustainability.
numbers. Growth in
the Critical Mass
supports adaptation
as more firms are
inclined to change.
Reinforcing When there is a strong
Industry location is
Loop Four
Appropriateness of
important in the
Industry Location,
cluster as it
external firms witness
determines
an increased Perceived geographically
Overall Benefit of
where the
Cluster Participation.
participants will be
When the benefit of
based. Choosing to
joining the cluster is
base themselves in
perceived to be high,
the cluster, improves
the location looks more the benefits for all
favourable.
participants and
facilitates

Behaviour Over
Time
If Cost of
Sustainability
decreases, there will
be an increase in
purchasing and
therefore demand of
sustainable products,
further encouraging
the self-organisation
of clusters in this
industry. However, if
costs increase, these
flow-on effects are
unlikely to occur
therefore impeding
potential cluster
formation and
viability.
As demand increases,
more people
eventuate in a
Critical Mass that has
the ability to control
more of the system.
A large Critical Mass
means the system
will experience
increased demand for
sustainability and the
flow-on effects of
this, as a result of
self-organisation.
As the location
improves, more
businesses approve
of the location and
seek to join the
cluster activities
occurring there.
Actors deciding to
follow the group and
move to the region
facilitates the selforganisation of
clusters.
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Loop

Description

Reinforcing Increased Innovation
Loop Five
attracts more
Entrepreneurs in the
Industry. These extra
entrepreneurs develop
new ideas and increase
overall Innovation
levels.

Role in System
adaptation.
Innovation attracts
entrepreneurs who
gravitate towards
new ideas. They then
work with these
entrepreneurs to
develop new ideas
and further drive
innovation.

Reinforcing Cross-Industry Projects
Loop Six
engage participants
from different industry
sectors. While
successfully working
together, these
participants may enter
into Strategic Alliances.
Such alliances
encourage further
collaboration and
therefore more CrossIndustry Projects.

Cross-Industry
Projects introduce
participants from
different industries
together. When
working together
alignment between
their tasks becomes
evident, encouraging
them to take another
step and strategically
align their work,
leading to future
collaboration.

Reinforcing Competition with
Loop Seven Traditional Industry
refers to competition
with unsustainable
practices. When the
firm must compete
against unsustainable
practices, they are less
inclined towards
Collaboration Within
Industry as their
attention is focused
elsewhere. As a result,
the firms alone are
weakened which
increases the
Competition with
Traditional Industry.

In the system,
Competition with
Traditional Industry
means the firm is
more focused on
using their time to
compete with
external competitors
than improving their
internal
collaborations. This
means collaboration
decreases, and
without this extra
support, the firm
continues to struggle
to compete with
unsustainable
practices.

Behaviour Over
Time
Over time, as more
innovation occurs in
the region, more
people are inclined to
innovate in such
ways that benefit and
improve the cluster,
supporting adaptation
and enabling the
cluster to further selforganise.
Cross-Industry
Projects encourage
businesses to work
together. At this
stage of collaboration
their interests and
skills can align,
creating an
environment for
adaptation towards a
cluster. This is the
point of equilibrium
prior to selforganisation
eventuating.
Traditional industry
is a major threat to
cluster formation as
firms continue to
focus on
unsustainable
practices that
dominate the market.
Until the focus
returns to
collaboration, the
cluster is unlikely to
form. This is a force
driving selforganisation of an
alternative outcome
i.e. not a cluster.
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7.2. Comparison of Theory and Practice
Both models produced for this thesis aim to support an understanding of the antecedents for
cluster formation and long-term viability. A theoretical perspective was first sought to
determine if a structured approach exists that could be followed to enable cluster formation,
with steps to ensure viability. The literature review provided for this thesis (see chapter 2)
and the extended literature review and resulting Theoretically Derived Causal Loop (see
Figure 5.1) developed in chapter five suggest there is no single approach to formation.
Similarly, after discussing these points with practitioners, their opinions also varied greatly
from one another. As described earlier, the elements of Porter’s Diamond were found in both
models, therefore providing a structure for the analysis to follow. This section highlights the
similarities and differences found between the theoretical perspectives and practitioner
perspectives, to determine which variables are supported from both sides, and which are
unique, and why, to a particular side. Feedback loops identified in the Theoretically Derived
Causal Loop Diagram discussed in section 5.3. Description of Loop Behaviour and the
feedback loops identified in Table 7.1: Loop Behaviour in Practitioner Driven Causal Loop
Diagram assist in providing these comparisons. In comparing two models, there will not
always be direct correlations, therefore the researcher uses the behaviour over time to
highlight the comparisons in loop behaviour. These findings help to understand cluster
formation and viability from a broader scope and highlight key components for discussion in
chapter eight.
7.2.1. Factors of Product and Service Provision
At first glance, the Factors of Product and Service Provision appear quite similar. This is to
be expected as the components found in this section, e.g. Resource Availability, can be
expected in almost any supply chain system. Resource Availability in particular, is reflected
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in both models, indicating the importance of having resources that can be used in the system
and supporting long-term viability, as Interviewee Six suggests:
‘They’re willing to give up some resourcing… but if they’re not getting something out
of it for their business how long will they support it?’
(Interviewee Six)
Resources should also be concerned with the level of quality, which both models have
identified as necessary for success. The practitioners have elaborated on this, suggesting that
quality is then carried on through other aspects in the system:
‘Most businesses around here rely on the fact that they provide a very high quality
workmanship…we talk about it [our regional association] being a gateway to world
class industrial institutions’
(Interviewee Two)
Both models used Resource Availability to collectively refer to factors of material and labour,
as these are deemed necessary to enable operational capacity in the system. The practitioners
were not as specific in highlighting training as a necessary factor, as it was considered to be
assumed knowledge, therefore didn’t warrant inclusion. However, the practitioners were sure
to explicitly include the influence of transport and infrastructure as a means to facilitate
supply, such as Participant B from Focus Group Two:
‘It could be transport infrastructure…all of which is needed in a sort of hub’
(Participant B, Focus Group Two)
Loop behaviour in both models indicates the importance of Resource Availability in
attracting more Supporting Industries to the region. Supporting Industries are attracted to
regions wealthy in their required resources. As they enter the region, they too bring with them
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resources that are added to the cluster. This then may attract other firms to enter the region
and participate in the cluster as well.
Both models stressing the need for Resource Availability indicates the relevance of material
and labour resources for cluster activities. The availability of transport and infrastructure as
explicitly mentioned by the practitioners, warrants inclusion.
7.2.2. Demand Conditions
Evidently in this category both sides stressed demand in their own ways- Demand Volume
and Consumer Demand for Sustainability. It was noted by Interviewee Nine that demand
does not have to be local for the cluster to form, however demand somewhere in the market is
required:
‘But if there’s no local demand, does it mean it won’t happen? Not necessarily’
and
‘If there is no demand, local or international, obviously it’s not going to happen’
(Interviewee Nine)
Influencing this demand was awareness of sustainability, as could be seen in both models, a
variable which is actively seeking to drive up demand and the relevance of the industry on the
whole. Demand however isn’t a steady state. Different exogenous factors influence the
uncertainty of demand, as do endogenous forces such as uncertain political states for
practitioners. Interviewee Four highlighted exogenous examples:
‘So until there is regulatory certainty that recognises limitations on environmental
assets, it's going to be very difficult for the sustainable industry’
(Interviewee Four)
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The need for high levels of demand, focused in one area, has been recognised by
practitioners. This has been referred to as critical mass. Without this demand, the cluster
might not be viable. Participant A from Focus Group Two spoke of the cluster’s viability:
‘Yeah because the Illawarra might not have the scale that you need to actually get
something like this off the ground, like it’s not that big of an area’
(Participant A, Focus Group Two)
Demand for the practitioners didn’t directly influence many other variables. Theory suggests
it leads towards the pressure to innovate. Additionally, it attracts new entrants to the industry.
7.2.3. Firm Strategy, Structure and Rivalry
By observation, the practitioner model placed more emphasis on Firm Strategy, Structure and
Rivalry, however the main concepts were similar. Both sides identified the relevance of
potential new entrants, with practitioners explicitly referring to them as entrepreneurs in the
system. This is particularly based on the data from Interviewee Nine, where the interviewee
described entrepreneurs as drivers of the system, engaging and creating demand. Also
identified for both was the threat of rivalry and/or competition in the system, particularly
when considering collaboration in a cluster. This was discussed in Focus Group One where a
participant had experienced collaborating with a supplier who seemed to produce less quality
outputs, giving the participant a poor reputation:
‘And collaboration is also difficult because of competition. So this electrical
contractor that we wanted to work with up in Sydney… we're seeing this poor quality
work and we're now saying to the customer well, we don't want to say anything to the
customer because we're collaborating with this guy. But we want to say look this
guy's not doing a real good job we want to jump in and do this other work. I don't
know if it goes back to trust but it's competition, there still needs to be
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competition…And if I'm collaborating with somebody who's not so good, well am I
going to be tarred with their brush for the next project?’
(Participant B, Focus Group One)
Stories like this exist amongst participants and prove a threat to the system. Any organism
has potential competition, so it was expected that both theory and practice would highlight
this as a variable.
Competition evidently influences both CLDs where the causal effects seen in both show that
collaboration is affected when Competition with Traditional Industry exists. As unsustainable
practices prevail, firms focus their strength on competing alone, rather than collaborating to
improve their sustainable offerings and compete on a larger scale. This pattern of behaviour
impacts the ability for a cluster to form or remain viable.
Based on the names chosen for the variables it would seem the similarities ended there.
Looking beyond common language Strategic Alliances and Engagement with External
Partners reflect the same ideas as Firm’s Strategy Alignment with Industry. This indicates
that both theory and practice see the importance of alignment in the system, in order to
remain viable. Interviewee Ten highlighted to role of key stakeholders:
‘Key players in the system I think are the alliance itself, obviously because they're the
mechanism that is going to reach out and adopt ideas to address issues’
(Interviewee Ten)
Beyond those discussed, the theoretical perspective contributed the New Entrant as a
variation to practitioners. From the theoretical perspective, new entrants pose a threat to the
system. Practitioners have not acknowledged potential threats of this nature; their focus was
more on components within the existing system. Key points identified throughout the
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practitioner discussions focused on a Platform for Collaboration, such as with Interviewee
Three:
‘What I've just been seeing today is companies with a similar platform. If they are
selling fruit, nut or vegetable they have a similar model that they need to interact with
their customers… So there's that kind of cluster, it's they are very different products
but a very similar model’
(Interviewee Three)
Other discussion focused on Networking Opportunities to encourage collaboration and cluster
formation. Interviewee Six identified the need for such networking opportunities:
‘the opportunities for people to know each other if you're in networking and business
networking it's quite high in Wollongong because there are a lot of forums, forums to
come together’
(Interviewee Six)
Specifications Agreements were also said to drive the collaboration required for the cluster.
Specifications refer to the contractual obligation a builder, for example, has to use a certain
plumber for a given job. Specifications give businesses a competitive advantage as it ensures
they are chosen for jobs. Participant D from Focus Group One provided insight into their use
of specifications to increase collaboration:
‘We were getting bullied around and we went oh well let's get specified. So there's a
few sites in Sydney now where we've got our gear in. And we persisted and persisted
and now we're in the specification so if you want to do any work here on this site then
you use us. It says it in the specification’
(Participant D, Focus Group One)
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Collaboration is also emphasised with practitioners identifying involvement in Cross-Industry
Projects. Both specifications and cross-industry projects aid in countering the negativity of a
Silo Mentality. These new alternatives are moving away from traditional ideas. Interviewee
Ten shared two perspectives on such cross-industry activity:
‘Myopic mindsets you know moving from what's in it for me to what's in it for us?’
and
‘Fragmentation in our own businesses and in and between businesses. That's where
part of the role of the orchestrating mechanism is to educate as well as to facilitate
the initiatives’
(Interviewee Ten)
These collaborative mechanisms assist in cluster formation, while minimising the silo
mentality. Such collaborative mechanisms suggest the need for collaboration and
communication amongst system members, to enable cluster formation and long-term
viability, not to support activity in isolation.
7.2.4. Related and Supporting Industries
The Related and Supporting Industries section had the most similarities between theory and
practice amongst the four elements of Porter’s Diamond. Collaboration was seen to be highly
relevant for both sides, indicating the strength of firm interdependence for the success of the
system. Participant A from Focus Group One provided an example of the potential for
collaboration:
‘There's always a job to do as well whether it's someone designing or supplying or
building or renovating or modifying there's always a job that they've got to do so
they're often looking to, for partner suppliers, you know someone with the capacity or
expertise to help do that job in that chain as well. Especially with construction and
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things like that there's often, you're leveraging off your closest suppliers or partners
to try and obviously compete because you want to get the job so you probably I guess
utilising your own knowledge but maybe your knowledge of your supplier or a partner
in that industry to get that sort of extra tick to get the job through’
(Participant A, Focus Group One)
Collaboration was acknowledged in practical examples as Focus Group One demonstrated.
However beyond that, collaboration extends to a common foundation expressed in
perspectives and goals. Interviewee Three promotes collaboration on ideas before a physical
connection:
‘If we're going to take the view that this could be knowledge based and not just by
physical location, I think you need that I guess commonality. The common vision of
organisations’
(Interviewee Three)
Similarly, the Supporting Industries, as the section suggests, is crucial for clusters to operate.
The practitioners referred to the supporting industries using different titles such as developers
and builders:
‘The Green Building Council, housing industry association, plumbers association.
You know all of these they have a common impact, glazing- you have industry
associations. Consumer advocates, property council, so those at a very broad level’
(Interviewee Three)
Despite the terminology used, all supporting industries contribute to the system in some way.
In examining loop behaviour, it is evident that Supporting Industries need to be attracted to
the region by some force. The Practitioner Driven Causal Loop Diagram suggests that the
industry location increases the number of Supporting Industries entering the region, while the
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Theoretically Derived Causal Loop Diagram illustrates that Ease of Industry Accessibility
will encourage Supporting Industries to join the region. Both locational factors, it is evident
that cluster formation and viability relies on a suitable location.
Another key variable was Educational Institutions, facilitating demand throughout the system
and driving growth in the skills available. Participant B from Focus Group Two spoke of the
role of educational institutions in collaboration:
‘Well the educational institution could be the medium by which you could collaborate,
you know like the SBRC’
(Participant B, Focus Group Two)
In addition, both theory and practice noted the value of geographic co-location. As it appears
in theory, the Ease of Industry Accessibility means cluster firms can easily communicate and
work together enabling collaboration. Practitioners spoke of physical co-location more
broadly. Both co-location and ease of access facilitate growth, as discussed by Interviewee
Ten:
‘It's a boundary spanning alliance. So in terms of distance. Or you could, I mean
these days you can have that relationship with a player in the United Kingdom. So
you know you've got to think of the world as the place to be playing and who should I
be connecting with to further this objective you know’
(Interviewee Ten)
Both theory and practice noted use of collaboration that aims at maintaining viability for the
system. Collaboration relies on long-term commitments according to Interviewee One:
‘But to collaborate long-term and strategically so that you're working like a welloiled machine almost, almost as if you're part of the same business, requires
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something extra than just a one-off collaboration, it's a far bigger commitment’
(Interviewee One)
Very few differences are evident between theory and practice. This can be attributed to the
naming conventions that used broader titles for the variables in this section. If more specific
terms were used, further differences may have been evident. The Theoretically Derived
Causal Loop Diagram also mentioned Infrastructure, though the practitioners mentioned this
in conjunction with their factors for production. The practitioners drew attention to the supply
chain focus, which looks at the supply chain’s influence on the system as it relates to the
networks that support collaboration. Interviewee Nine referred to collaboration throughout
the supply chain:
‘The nature of your supply chain in terms of collaborative efforts or even its
competitiveness not even its collaboration so what I'm thinking about here is in your
supply chain how well the supply chain cooperates’
(Interviewee Nine)
7.2.5. Additional Variables
Multiple variables existed in the system that did not wholly fit into any one of the Porter’s
Diamond elements, though still warrant inclusion in the system. Several of these variables
were pointed out by both sides such as Government Policy Bias Towards Sustainability and
Government Support for Industry- both alluding to the necessity of having government
support for the sustainable buildings industry cluster to form and remain viable, as mentioned
by multiple interviewees:
‘If we are looking at the dynamics that create the cluster it is the government industry
policy, government policy for the industry that will create the cluster’
(Interviewee Nine)
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‘They [government] need to support it. They need to be the champions of it [the
cluster]’
(Interviewee Seven)
‘Then there's the role of government, the role of government as the facilitator to keep
this thing [cluster] going’
(Interviewee Six)
‘And you need the government to say yep, one we reckon they’re [clusters are] good
and two we'll support you and three here's the funding program to get you going’
(Interviewee One).
Both theory and practice mentioned the influence of Globalisation, as it impacts demand and
alters the resources in the system. Interview Eight’s respondents had particular focus on the
influence of globalisation:
‘I've put down here again the imports. So obviously other companies still importing
different products obviously affects us in that they're getting a lot, they're getting it
cheaper products. Even though that's not the market we're trying to sell to’
(Participant A, Interviewee Eight)
The fact that the market is global in reach means more opportunity for demand and more
resources to access. Conversely it also has the opportunity for supply chain partners to be
located further away, detracting from the localised cluster. Influencing the system is also
Innovation which supports growth for the industry and involvement in the cluster. Innovation,
as Interviewee Ten claims, is a focus of collaboration:
‘It's all about collaborating for innovation and finding new ways of doing things’
(Interviewee Ten).
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For the cluster to remain viable it must develop a capability to adapt in order to respond to
changes. A system that remains stagnant when changing environmental conditions threatens
its viability, will not attract more business or customers. Participant D from Focus Group One
recognised the threat of remaining stagnant:
‘That's what we had to do, innovate or get killed, pretty much we had to’
(Participant D, Focus Group One)
Innovation is dependent on the Financial Resources in the system, which is often determined
by government funding. Related to finance, the practitioners acknowledged the Cost of
Sustainability, as a main influencing factor on demand, and therefore needs to be addressed
before the cluster can form. Interviewee Two shared their opinion on the cost of
sustainability:
‘I think that's one of the biggest issues for me personally when a lot of this
sustainability came out. I would have chose to go sustainable power but electricity
company said to me you can have a choice you can get your normal power or you can
pay 10% more for sustainable power. Who's going to pay 10% more for electricity?’
(Interviewee Two).
Practitioners noted many cluster specific variables, including the Existence of Cluster
Champions and Consultants to drive and support the cluster during its initial phase. They
suggested that viable clusters will create a perceived benefit that encourages more
participation. Multiple interviewees suggested a need for a cluster champion:
‘There then needs to be like a champion for it. Someone who will drive it. Whether
that be a government person or someone in the community passionate about it or
university. There really needs to be someone who is the go to person and can go and
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encourage people and educate people that is here’
(Interviewee Seven)
‘Yeah you've always got to have some sort of champion and someone whose with a
cluster as you can showcase the type of the example or success story’
(Interviewee Six).
The champion might be the government. A multitude of factors surround government support
that also influence other variables within the system. In addition, practitioners drew on
experience to highlight the need for trust and credibility in the system to enable collaboration
and clustering. A couple of interviewees spoke of the importance of trust in collaboration:
‘Trust is the other big one. That you know that do companies trust the other members
to be able to work collaboratively and form you know collaborative relationships
where you know they'll be inviting external people into their company’
(Interviewee Six)
‘Then it's about building the trust and that's taking people through a systematic
disciplined approach to understanding and determining their preparedness to operate
this way. Their readiness to do that if the feasibility, compatibility, leadership and
governance of the system’ (Interviewee Ten)

7.3. Summary
Upon first glance, both the Theoretically Derived Causal Loop Diagram and the Practitioner
Driven Causal Loop Diagram appeared similar. While commonalities were evident, they each
also highlighted unique variables that distinguished them from one another. Analysis of the
Theoretically Derived Causal Loop Diagram and the Practitioner Driven Causal Loop
Diagram followed Porter’s Diamond structure. It has become evident that the theoretical
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model tends to focus more on the design and structure, while the practitioner model is based
more on the stakeholders and networks involved in the system. Porter’s Diamond is quite
particular, prescribing strategy and dictating conditions necessary for success. Therefore, the
focus on design and structure evident in the Theoretically Derived Causal Loop Diagram is as
expected. However, it was expected that practice would reflect theory, in emphasising a
designed approach to cluster formation. The findings from the Practitioner Driven Causal
Loop Diagram, however, suggests that a more emergent approach is evident. Clusters are said
to emerge when active agents can coordinate passive agents to form a cluster. Some
commonalities between theory and practice exist that allude to both designed structure and
existing networks, suggesting that these overlapping variables are important for cluster
formation and long-term viability. The different approaches that focus on design and
structure versus existing networks are the basis for the discussion to follow.
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8. Discussion
After careful analysis and aggregation of the separate causal loop diagrams, the researcher
compared the Theoretically Derived Causal Loop Diagram (see Figure 5.1) with the
Practitioner Driven Causal Loop Diagram (see Figure 6.21) representative of practice in the
case study context. To complete analysis, both models were structured to resemble Porter’s
Diamond, with many shared variables, indicating alignment between theory and practice.
There were distinct differences between both sides that highlighted interesting areas for
discussion. Differences arose primarily due to the designed versus emergent approaches to
cluster formation evidenced in the Analysis chapter. This Discussion chapter examines the
findings from analysis to provide extensions to systems theory, specifically related to the selforganisation and adaptation of clusters.
Casual loop diagrams have been used to illustrate causal relationships in the system.
“Behavior over time depends on which of the many feedback processes in the system
dominates” (John Sterman cited in Richardson 1995, p.67). These feedback processes refer to
loops in the CLD. In most system dynamics studies the dominant loops are investigated to
understand how structure drives behaviour (Hayward & Boswell 2014; Ford 1999) and
accumulations are used to measure these changes (Lane 2008). Determining loop dominance
is based on the context of the model, such that it is derived from the results of a given
behaviour (Richardson 1986b). Therefore, understanding the context of the scenario is vital,
prior to understanding loop behaviour. The assumption made in this study is that loop
dominance is driven by context, such that different contexts will have a difference in the
magnitude of forces and thus variation in accumulation. In any given context or timeframe,
any loop could be dominant, thus there is value in generalised propositions that can lead to a
better understanding of cluster formation and viability. Therefore, this study does not seek to
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prescribe or predict loop dominance, instead the focus is on modelling the system to generate
an understanding of the causal relationships, without focus on loop dominance. Instead each
loop is examined for the influence of passive and active agents on the behaviour of the
system. Accumulation is not measured, rather, the causal relationships are the key point of
focus. In comparing the loop behaviour of both CLDs, the patterns of behaviour suggest that
passive and active agents exist within the system and must work together for cluster
formation and viability. Such patterns of behaviour illustrate that the active agents need to
arrange sufficient resources and a suitable location to attract passive agents and then
encourage them to engage in internal collaboration and form a cluster to compete with
unsustainable practices and further improve the viability of the cluster. Examining these
patterns of behaviour enables an understanding of cluster formation and viability through
agent behaviour, not the accumulation of stocks. Quantitative simulations do not seek to be
predictive (Sterman 2001), instead they offer a means of trialling outcomes. This thesis does
not seek to provide predictive inference or simulated results on the formation of clusters,
rather it seeks an understanding of the antecedents necessary for cluster formation and
viability. CLDs illustrate the causal relationships in the system and provide a projection of
the anticipated outcomes of these interactions. Feedback loops assist in illustrating behaviour
over time to understand how these interactions result in changes in the system. Loop
dominance can shift as changes occur in the system (Richardson 1995) therefore this thesis
does not seek to examine loop dominance, rather the focus is spread across the different
feedback loops evident in both CLDs and the variables that make up these loops. These
variables form the foundation of the antecedents for cluster formation and viability and
depending on the actions taken by the cluster participants, will alter which pattern of
behaviour occurs. Thus, clusters may or may not form due to any of the feedback loops
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evident in the system. As this research is based on propositions, not on actual events, there is
no evidence to support which of the loops is dominant.

8.1. Design vs Emergence
Theory development is used to justify and explain the what, how and why of a particular
phenomenon of interest, providing assurance for predicted outcomes (Whetten 1989; Wacker
1998). A new understanding of a phenomena is derived by identifying its underlying causes
and consequences, as they relate to other phenomena. Section 3.1. explained the approaches
to theory development and identified the use of a systems approach to theory development as
appropriate for this study. This approach aims to explain previously misunderstood and
seemingly disconnected concepts, to further the theory on the self-organisation of supply
chain clusters.
Studies into examples of cluster formation and viability were used as observations into
cluster behaviour. This literature provides examples to support the propositions made in this
thesis. From the literature is it evident that supply chains may form either through supply
chain design (as reported by Melnyk, Narasimhan & DeCampos 2014) or emerge through
self-organisation (as discussed in Choi, Dooley & Rungtusanatham 2001). The theory being
extended in this thesis considers the concept of self-organisation to explicate supply chain
cluster formation. This thesis aims to extend the current knowledge of self-organisation by
using passive and active agents to describe the occurrence of self-organisation. Examples
from the cluster literature and practitioner perspectives provide predictions for supply chain
cluster formation and viability.
Porter’s Diamond explores how strategic behaviour, involving matching resources to
demand, and enabling ease of industry access through supply chain design, will result in
clusters that have the best chance to succeed in the dynamic market and achieve competitive
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advantage (Grant 1991). Thus, it assumes intentional actions that facilitate adaptation leading
to self-organisation of a cluster. Hence supply chain design is apt to facilitate selforganisation. The Theoretically Derived Causal Loop Diagram depicts emphasis on a welldesigned supply chain strategy by indicating that a capability to adapt will enable the system
to be adaptive to environmental changes, thus facilitating self-organisation. Variables such as
improved Operational Capacity, Ease of Industry Accessibility and Flexibility of Firm
Structure enables the supply chain to be adaptable in its operations, ready for change.
Conversely, the Practitioner Driven Causal Loop Diagram emphasises natural progression
towards a cluster, characteristic of emergent behaviour. Variables such as Existing Networks,
Critical Mass and Cross-Industry Projects indicate opportunity to expand and collaborate,
into a cluster structure. It is anticipated that this is a result of active agents driving the passive
agents towards clusters, rather than all stakeholders active in pursuing a designed strategy, to
form the cluster. Government policy and action influences the activation of industry
associations and collaboration, highlighting the nature of firm interaction and focus on local
cooperation. As key cluster characteristics, interaction and cooperation indicate the path
towards cluster formation. The Practitioner Driven Causal Loop Diagram demonstrates an
emphasis on networks and systems that can facilitate cluster formation. Other research
supports this view, indicating clusters form through endogenous forces without explicit
planning or action (Tallman et al. 2004), suggesting emergent self-organisation of clusters.
The Practitioner Driven Causal Loop Diagram indicates the passive behaviour of agents in
the system, where self-organisation of clusters are an emergent phenomenon.
Articulated in the Analysis chapter, the Theoretically Derived Causal Loop Diagram and the
Practitioner Driven Causal Loop Diagram differ. Some aspects were commonly cited in both,
however there are some interesting points unique to each model. The Theoretically Derived
Causal Loop Diagram highlights the active design for self-organisation in that focus is on
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variables such as Firms Strategy Alignment with Industry, where the focus is on strategically
aligning the business to meet the needs of the industry in planning collaboration. Similarly,
reinforcing loop one indicates that investment in Infrastructure will improve Operational
Capacity which in turn drives Innovation and therefore planning for Inter-firm Collaboration,
a fundamental aspect of clusters. Whereas the Practitioner Driven Causal Loop Diagram
suggests a more emergent framework that allows the cluster to form, exemplified by variables
such as Collaboration within Industry, Existing Networks and Cross-Industry Projects that
encourage collaboration and an environment conducive to cluster behaviour. Additionally,
reinforcing loop one suggests the emergence of Supporting Industries will enable a growth in
the attractiveness of the region, encouraging cluster formation and new supportive entrants.
Supply chain cluster formation and viability may be the result of the response to changing
conditions or an emergent phenomenon. The discussion to follow explores the concepts of
active and passive supply chain design as antecedents to supply chain cluster formation and
viability.

8.2. Passive vs Active Supply Chain Design
Comparisons between the Theoretically Derived Causal Loop Diagram and the Practitioner
Driven Causal Loop Diagram indicates the significance of designed and emergent cluster
formation, including the roles of active and passive agents. Passive behaviour refers to the
more static elements, those that do not really change unless forced to (Macal & North 2010).
Passive agents will not initiate action, instead they will wait until directed to move
(Goldspink 2000). On the other hand, active behaviour refers to the agent’s intended actions
and dynamic changes in the system (Macal 2009, p.128). Such active agents will decide on a
course, their individual objective, and will guide the passive agents to follow that course.
Passive and active agents are observable in the system, therefore their interactions can
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provide insight into the cluster formation process. During the interviews, Interviewee Two
commented:
‘We used to have a cluster of pipe, within the pipe sector out at Kembla Grange. So
there was One Steel, there was Aero sure, a number of companies and they were all
similar, in a similar sector, in a similar geographic location. And I think you know
what drove that [cluster] is cause they're all, you know, suppliers to each other’
(Interviewee Two)
Interviewee Two refers to using existing networks to build the cluster. This approach seeks to
build on existing structures, a variation from the trends in the literature that called for strategy
and intended actions, such as specialised institutions, supply chain structure, geographic
concentration and knowledge sharing (Delgado, Porter & Stern 2014; as per Audretsch &
Feldman 1996) to facilitate cluster formation from scratch. The importance of passive and
active behaviour, and its influence on cluster formation, is the focus of discussion and
theoretical contribution.
While process and variance approaches to theory development seek to identify causes and
outcomes of a particular phenomenon, self-organisation of supply chain clusters requires a
different approach involving analysis of causative forces. Utilising a systems approach, the
behaviour of these agents will help to understand the self-organising nature of clusters.
Agents within a system can be active or passive, in that they will either have control over a
system or will respond to control (Macal & North 2010). In the context of supply chain
clusters, active agents are those that actively pursue cluster formation, often via recruitment
of passive agents drawn into a new system. This is evidenced by the response from a focus
group participant:
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‘You know cause one of you said you need leadership, that person that brings all
those people together’
(Participant B, Focus Group Two)
Passive agents, those stakeholders going about regular business, will likely transition towards
the new cluster state. This is under the assumption that they have adaptive capabilities that
prioritise long-term survival. This is assumed because not all situations demand adaptation,
nor do all require long-term survival. In a relevant context, rather than a specific catalyst, a
continually adapting system could lead to cluster formation.
This thesis suggests that self-organisation occurs through adaptation towards a new
equilibrium state. Continual adaptation to changing environmental conditions can therefore
enable long-term viability. Within a dynamic system, agents interact and change as
environmental conditions demand. These agents are models of autonomous entities that have
the freedom to act independently. At the basic level agents can be passive or active; “passive
agents have properties but do not initiate interaction” (Goldspink 2000, p.7). While they exist
within the system and respond to actions, they will not instigate activity. Alternatively active
agents have the ability to process action and produce movement (Goldspink 2000). These
agents have the capacity to initiate action as a calculated response to environmental
conditions, their individual objective. When passive and active agents are together, dynamic
behaviour is possible (Goldspink 2000). While passive agents don’t create change, they can
be influenced by active agents to evolve. Passive agents in the Illawarra can be practitioners
in the sustainable buildings industry currently operating on their own. This is demonstrated
by Interviewee Seven:
‘There then needs to be like a champion for it. Someone who will drive it. Whether
that be a government person or someone in the community passionate about it or
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university. There really needs to be someone who is the go to person and can go and
encourage people and educate people that it is here’
(Interviewee Seven)
Active agents may take the form of a cluster champion, a stakeholder with the aim of forming
a cluster, who can guide other stakeholders towards their cluster vision. This active agent
needs to engage with the passive agents to inform and encourage them to join the cluster. In
the Illawarra, an active agent could be the local government, with a specific intention to
driver cluster formation. Alternatively, a prominent industry association, such as the one
interviewed in this thesis, could lead a groundswell through the association to encourage their
members to form a cluster. Interviewee One says this has occurred in the past, where the
supply chain cluster has emerged through a grassroots approach, initiated by active agents:
‘[We] identified about 30 clusters in Australia, that had started from grassroots
initiatives of people who wanted to collaborate and be strategic in their collaboration
and compete collaboratively’
(Interviewee One)
Alternatively, active behaviour assumes the supply chain design is adjusted according to
environmental conditions to facilitate formation of a cluster. It has become evident through
comparison that the self-organisation of clusters could be through passive or active selforganisation. Analysis conducted in chapter 7. indicates that theory suggests design is
necessary to facilitate cluster formation, though practice assumes a more emergent
phenomenon. Government, in the context of the sustainable buildings industry, is the active
agent driving passive agents to adapt by following their individual objectives. Without the
government’s active behaviour, the cluster would not form and self-organisation would not
occur. This is evidenced by a couple of interviewees:
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‘They [the government] need to support it [the cluster]. They need to be the
champions of it’
(Interviewee Seven)
‘And clusters simply, and this is evidence based, they don't thrive unless they at least
are supported in the early stages by the government’
(Interviewee One)
Similarly, without a passive agent for the government to influence, nothing will self-organise.
As cited by Goldspink (2000), a combination of passive and active agents enables dynamic
behaviour. Then, a combination of active and passive supply chain design would have the
ability to enable adaptive behaviour, targeted towards self-organisation. Rather than a
specific catalyst, an adapting system could lead to cluster formation.
As seen in the CLDs, the combined patterns of behaviour ultimately drive the formation of a
cluster. As discussed by Ashby (2004) when the system seeks self-organisation, the organism
will seek to adapt to the environment by developing its surrounding resources. Active agents,
as the representation of the organism, seek adaptation by engaging with surrounding passive
agents, in response to the environment. There is no single loop to suggest these results for
passive and active agents, rather it’s the combination of loop behaviour that, over time
demonstrates a move towards cluster formation. This is demonstrated particularly as both
CLDs express the need for resource availability to attract a suitable location and therefore
more supporting industries. These supporting industries then attract more businesses to the
area creating an environment for collaboration within the industry. Further collaboration
increases innovation and introduction of new resources into the region which encourages
further new entrants, growing the firms within the system and stepping towards cluster
formation.
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Research using a systems approach will frequently model such scenarios to simplify and
draw inference from a real-world system that are otherwise too complex to analyse and
understand. In this study, agents are used to represent firm behaviour in conceptualising the
system so as to understand system behaviour. Firms can be characterised as agents, however
what is relevant to the study is if they are passive or active. Essentially system models are a
means of conceptualising the behaviour of firms, including the balance between passive and
active agents in business, to generate a better understanding of what drives cluster formation
and viability. By simplifying firm behaviour into a system model, an understanding of the
effects of environmental conditions and influence of the capability to adapt can also be
captured.

8.3. Propositions
Given the results and analysis conducted thus far, it is evident that clusters may form via
passive or active supply chain design that enables self-organisation or clusters. Therefore,
propositions have been developed that propose the role of passive and active agents in the
self-organisation of supply chain clusters. Active agents have cognitive abilities, enabling
capacity to initiate behaviour modification to adapt to dynamic conditions (Levy, Martens &
der Heijden 2016) as discussed in section 2.1.7. Agents interact in the real world, giving rise
to new patterns of behaviour, whilst simulations program agent behaviour to trial possible
strategies (Macal & North 2010). Combining active and passive agents makes dynamic
behaviour possible (Goldspink 2000). As a passive or active agent in itself, the environment
“may be an entirely neutral medium with little or no effect on the agents, or in other models
the environment may be as carefully crafted as the agents themselves” (Gilbert 2008, p.6).
Active and passive agents will respond to changing environmental conditions to remain
viable. While passive agents don’t create change, they can be influenced by active agents to
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change. Collective forces can lead to organisation (Thietart & Forgues 1995), such that
passive agents, by cumulative force, can exact change in the system, leading to selforganisation. Interviewee Six indicates this by providing an example of a cluster forming in
Singapore:
‘You would need some mobilisation of resources to make it happen… Singapore for
example, in the late 90s everyone wanted to have a biotech centre of excellence…
Even the smallest location thought they could be a bio tech centre of excellence. It just
didn't make any sense, cause you know, did they have any companies in that area, any
inherent skills or academic institutions or know anything? But Singapore I think set
aside $10 billion…what they did was they set up a new educational institution and
poached the best researchers in the world and academics in that space and then gave,
really, built, new facilities and tax breaks and attracted the major corporates…Yeah
they became known as a bio tech type of centre of excellence. And that comes back to
the Michael Porter stuff that you can create an advantage’
(Interviewee Six)
There is a need for an active agent to approach passive agents and draw them into the system.
In systems, active agents could be the catalyst for the self-organisation process as the agent
adapts towards a more stable state. Active agents essentially direct the passive agents to
follow them towards a new state, to follow the active agent’s individual objectives. This
premise supports the first proposition made as a contribution of this thesis:
P1: Active agents will engage passive agents to form a supply chain cluster, to meet
the active agent’s individual objectives
Active agents will engage passive agents and utilise them to improve their current state. In
practice, this means a single supply chain partner brings resources on board to organise a
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cluster, such as the case for The Central Massachusetts Sustainable Energy Cluster formation.
In this example a senior politician in the area brought two local universities on board to
establish the cluster (McCauley & Stephens 2012). If the government, being the active agent,
had not engaged the universities, as passive agents, neither would have changed their current
state to develop into the cluster. There may be several active agents in the system that drive
other active agents to create the movement. This scenario has been observed in cluster
examples provided by Interviewee Ten:
‘There are some countries that were really facilitated by government contracts. It was
in Europe, they do have as I said, cluster managers, people who, you know, who setup
deliberately by government to manage a particular industry cluster’
(Interviewee Ten)
As a contextual example, sustainable product suppliers as passive agents, exist in the industry
and entrepreneurs as the active agent promote construction of sustainable houses. Therefore,
active agents engage suppliers to fulfil demand and grow the system. This is supported by
Interviewee Ten’s example of government as the active agent:
‘You have cluster management companies and they're often funded by government
and that's why even Silicon Valley was funded indirectly by government through the
military. There's got to be some kind of facilitation mechanism to pull these people
together to at least start talking to each other’
(Interviewee Ten).
In the Illawarra, the CLDs project that active agents will exist in the form of government
support for industry, whereby supporting industries will be developed within the region to
drive cluster formation. Government will engage existing networks to encourage
collaboration and thus formation of a cluster. Impacts on building regulations and support for
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entrepreneurs will shape the sustainable buildings industry in the region, transforming the
area to be more attractive for new entrants. Such supporting industries and new entrants will
enhance the region addressing the objectives of the government as active agent.
As a counter proposition, active agents may implement a cluster without adopting passive
agents. Doing so leaves active agents with limited resources available to support their
endeavour. Multiple examples arise in the Southern California region, where partners were
not engaged in the whole system, this clear lack of engagement with other firms and
organisations meant a lack of collaboration, therefore there was no progression towards a
viable cluster (Casper 2007). An inability to engage with partners and take advantage of
strengths within the system suggests that the system may be incapable of adaptation.
However, when a firm is able to integrate, reconfigure, gain and release resources within the
organisation to achieve success, the firm is said to have the capability to adapt (Eisenhardt &
Martin 2000; Teece, Pisano & Shuen 1997). Research recognises that a fundamental
characteristic of agents is the capability to adapt to remain viable (Macal 2016). Engaging
passive agents, active agents have the necessary resources to move towards the new state
(Goldspink 2000). Active agents are able to influence or direct passive agents, who seek to
better their current position, to adapt. This premise guides the second proposition for this
thesis:
P2: Passive agents, seeking to better their current position, will engage in the
cluster as directed by the active agent.
As the active agent(s) engage passive agent(s), the passive agents, understanding that to
remain behind almost certainly leads to failure, should choose to adapt to better their position.
Firms as passive agents, engaged by the active agent, are best suited to join the cluster to
remain viable in the long-term. In the Lake Charles Chemical Cluster, firm Grace Davison,
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brought in their local supplier to the cluster, ensuring both firms were successful in the long
term (Patti 2006). The passive agent engaged in the new system as guided by the active agent
towards the new state. In the Illawarra, it is acknowledged that the passive agents must
engage for the long-term to succeed, as exemplified by Interviewee One:
‘But to collaborate long-term and strategically so that you're working like a welloiled machine almost, almost as if you're part of the same business, requires
something extra than just a one-off collaboration, it's a far bigger commitment’
(Interviewee One)
Passive agents may however, resist changes proposed by active agents. Consequently, this
resistance to adapt to the new state may, or may not, result in the passive agent’s failure.
Passive agents are expected to choose the path with least resistance and adapt as the active
agents have planned. Stakeholders approached to join the Nordic Climate Cluster were
reluctant to participate in the cluster due to a perceived lack of opportunities, which resulted
in less collaboration and eventual cluster failure (Sarasini 2015). By choosing against the new
cluster, the passive agents may be unable to access resources that support their viability.
The CLDs indicate that in the Illawarra, existing networks as passive agents will engage in
the cluster as directed by the government. As existing firms continue to experience the threat
of traditional industry and their cheap but unsustainable practices, they will seek an
improvement to their current position. By engaging in the cluster, passive agents have
connections with supporting industries and other benefits of clustering to improve their
individual business endeavour, strengthen sustainability and reduce the competition overall
with traditional industry.
In essence, passive behaviour is uninvolved such that activity is limited to the directions
given by the active agent, where changes occur in line with environmental conditions. On the
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other hand, active behaviour can be dynamic, as the active agent responsively adapts to
changing environmental conditions. In terms of cluster formation, passive behaviour assumes
that clusters will form as nature intends, a new state will emerge through self-organisation.
Alternatively, active behaviour assumes that supply chain design is adjusted according to
environmental conditions, to facilitate formation of a cluster.
Passive agents who recognise the need to adapt will follow the active agents to enhance their
viability. If the active agent has been successful in mobilising the passive agents to form the
cluster, in an environment where change occurs, the active agent cannot become complacent.
The active agent must adapt in anticipation to changing environmental conditions. Given
propositions one and two, a third proposition can be presented for this thesis:
P3: Adaptation to changes in environmental conditions will result in long-term
viability
The third and final proposition emphasises the importance of adaptation to environmental
conditions. Active agents need passive agents, and vice versa, for cluster formation to occur.
However, without adaptation to changes in environmental conditions, passive and active
agents, whether acting alone or combined, are not enough to facilitate long-term viability.
Increased collaboration in response to cluster formation policies, or adoption of new
technology to increase cluster communication, are examples of adaptation to shifts in
environmental conditions in support of viable cluster formation. Interviewee One provides an
example for proposition three whereby the firms in Silicon Valley were responsive to the
opportunities spawning from defence, making way for the cluster to succeed. In the Illawarra,
Interviewee Ten highlighted the importance of innovation as a means of enhancing the
system’s capability to adapt:
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‘The reason Silicon Valley is there because there was deliberate industrial policy
spinning out of the defence industry capability in IT in Silicon Valley to start-up an
IT, that basically got the whole IT cluster going’
(Interviewee One)
‘It's all about collaborating for innovation and finding new ways of doing things’
(Interviewee Ten)
In practice, the Basque Energy Cluster responded to changes in energy generation by
adopting wind turbine technology, resulting in expansion during otherwise tough economic
conditions and thus remained viable (Valdaliso, Elola & Franco 2016). Having the capability
to adapt and respond to environmental changes, the cluster was able to sustain itself
(Valdaliso, Elola & Franco 2016).
Proposition three relies on the assumption that systems need to remain viable. If the
environment doesn’t change then the system will not need to change. However, changing
environmental conditions may dictate that a particular system is no longer required. For
example, in the hat manufacturing cluster in Bavaria, environmental conditions suggested
hats were no longer in fashion and the system was no longer needed, the inability to keep up
with fashion trends resulted in failure of the cluster (Schiele, Gert-Jan & van der Zee 2012).
The hat manufacturing cluster exemplifies the importance of having a macro and micro level
understanding of the environment. Changes within the industry, and beyond, must be
prepared for as a strategic priority. These changes may include acceptance of the demise of
one’s industry. To remain viable in the long-term, firms acknowledge the importance of a
mindset of adaptation to changing environmental conditions, with an outlook to the future
(Zettinig & Vincze 2012). Environmental monitoring and facilitation of emergent adaptation
alone does not enable viability. An organisation must not only adapt but influence the
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environment through interaction and strengthen their capability to adapt (Teece 2009, p.13).
The organisation must interact with the environment to develop and implement strategies,
with the intention of adapting to, and influencing the environment through adaptation of
passive agents towards a more viable state.
The CLDs developed based on data from the Illawarra offer projections on the interactions
between passive and active agents that will enable long-term viability. Multiple exogenous
factors influence the potential for cluster formation and viability including Dominant Players
Support for Sustainability, Uncertainty of Government Policy, Degree of Traditional
Thinking, and the Awareness of Clusters. Passive and active agents therefore must respond to
these variables to enable the self-organisation of a sustainable buildings industry supply chain
cluster. For example, a dominant industry player may influence government policy in
response to sustainability, hence government as the active agent needs to make policies that
support the sustainable buildings industry in such a way that the dominant player will need to
engage in the same sustainable practices. Government may also develop educational
programs to spread the word on cluster practice and non-traditional thinking, to encourage
passive agents to adapt current operations to form the cluster. Passive agents are more likely
to experience the effects of uncertain government policy, therefore they must work back to
the active agent to increase communication on policy and reduce the level of uncertainty so
that the cluster has a future.
Alternatively, passive and active agents taking action irrespective of environmental
influences are less likely to succeed in the long term. An industry example, the Wireless
Technology Cluster in Denmark, adapted to two major technological changes but did not
adapt to a third period of disruption as competitors could, thus declined into failure
(Østergaard & Park 2015). Adaptation in response to changes in environmental conditions
can be influential in developing viable clusters.
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The three propositions made in this thesis apply systems theory to offer an extension theory
on cluster formation, specifically on the self-organisation of clusters. Active agents, with the
objective of cluster formation, will approach passive agents to form a cluster. These passive
agents, seeking to improve their current position, will engage with the active agent’s
objectives as the cluster self-organises. Maintaining a capability to adapt, the active agent
remains adaptive to environmental conditions to maintain long-term viability for the cluster.
If this research were to be conducted without doing a case study, these propositions would
only be in theory; the practical relevance of the contributions would be lost. Similarly, the
benefits of using systems thinking in this research are such that the researcher is able to
deconstruct complex problems from multiple perspectives, enabling a thorough
understanding of the problem and plausible solutions.

8.4. Addressing the Research Questions
It is important to explicate how the propositions detailed in section 8.3. answer the Research
Questions presented in section 1.2. The primary focus of this thesis is to understand What are
the antecedents for the formation and long-term viability of a regional supply chain cluster?
Data analysis suggested that various active agents exist in the system, that seek passive
agents to join them in developing a supply chain cluster. These active agents can take the
form of, for example government, as their policies will enact the agents within the system.
For the sustainable buildings industry to have a chance of cluster formation, government
policy must support sustainability and provide resources for the industry, as recognised by
Interviewee Five:
‘They need consistency of supply to keep it up and running and to reduce costs and
improve and that's where the government needs to play a role and at the moment
there's just too much fear. You know we don't want to end up propping up an
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unsustainable industry’
(Interviewee Five)
Additionally, there should also be a cluster manager or champion who creates the network
and attracts the other businesses to the proposed cluster. This champion may take the form of
a cluster expert that is experienced in initiating clusters, as discussed with Interviewee One.
Alternatively, as Interviewee Seven suggests, it could be the government:
‘They [government] need to support it. They need to be the champions of it’
(Interviewee Seven)
Different suppliers who exist as passive agents in the system presently, participate in the
supply chain system within their own silo. As demand changes due to the effects of
globalisation, these firms must adapt to survive. As a means of survival they join the cluster
as the active agent directs them, in order to benefit from the shared resources and
collaborations. This activity is acknowledged by Interviewee Six:
‘Basically three areas of opportunities for a cluster, and that the first one being you
know group marketing. So they can exploit market opportunities that individually they
can't… they form coalitions and that to jointly bid for stuff’
(Interviewee Six)
Initial adaptation to join the network however, is not sufficient for the cluster to remain
viable. If the passive agents become complacent again and do not continue to follow the
active agent, they are at risk of failure. Instead the new cluster system must adapt to changes
in the environmental conditions in order to remain viable. This can be achieved by increasing
the awareness of sustainability thus driving demand for the industry, as explained by
Interviewee Nine:
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‘But on a bigger picture as well. Outside the industry...the awareness and demand if
you like, for sustainable products across the globe, the economic pressures versus
green pressures... So it's awareness of need and sort of balancing economic and
social... When I think about sustainability I used to think about a triple bottom line,
perhaps there is still is, but in a way I think it’s in the, it’s a social function, so is
there a social awareness of the need for sustainability’
(Interviewee Nine)
Additional support must come from a platform for collaboration that facilitates ongoing
collaboration and support. This can be achieved simultaneously while leveraging existing
networks to reinforce the new cluster system. Support for this was provided by one of the
focus group participants:
‘What I've just been seeing today is companies with a similar platform. If they are
selling fruit, nut or vegetable they have a similar model that they need to interact with
their customers. And you can see that proceeding ahead. For example there is a
medical app, construction planning app and electrical and they're selling their
services... So there's that kind of cluster, it's they are very different products but a
very similar model.’
(Participant C, Focus Group One)
Practitioners from the sustainable buildings industry in the Illawarra have provided
perspectives on the antecedents for cluster formation and viability, as per the research
questions in this thesis. The two sub-research questions provided scope for more detailed
responses regarding cluster formation and viability, respectively. The propositions made in
this thesis can be applied to the sustainable buildings industry to address the research subquestions. What factors influence cluster formation? can be answered using Propositions One
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and Two, stating that active agents, with the objective of cluster formation, will engage
passive agents to form the cluster. Active agents may take form as government stakeholders
or cluster experts who can coordinate other stakeholders, the passive agents, to form the
cluster. A negative influence only arises from the inability of passive agents to adapt and
change without the active agent. The second sub-question, What are the variables and causal
relationships that enable adaptation and supports the long-term viability of supply chain
clusters? can be answered by Proposition Three, whereby agents must remain adaptive to
changing environmental conditions to ensure their long-term viability. The variables and
causal relationships in question, are the passive and active agents, who must interact and
collaborate in response to changing conditions to remain viable. Government is one such
variable, that can drive businesses in the sustainable buildings industry to collaborate and
form a cluster. However, government must develop policies so that the cluster can respond to
changing market demands and other conditions to remain viable. Systems thinking has
enabled the researcher to examine the interrelationships in the industry to understand the key
role the government plays and the power they have in manipulating businesses to respond to
changing conditions. Other means by which the government can influence business and
remain adaptive is to include innovation and entrepreneurship, introducing changes to the
cluster’s strategy. Rather than developing a proactive or reactive approach to respond to
changing conditions, the system can benefit from investment in the capability to adapt. This
ensures that the system is fit for adaptation when required. However, it also ensures that in
contexts where the environment may be static, unnecessary investment in adaptation is not
expired.
The conclusions made in this study rely on the responses from participants within the
industry, compared to the theoretical findings. Based in systems thinking, this study requires
the use of multiple perspectives to understand the complexities of the system including the
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variables and their interactions. Using only interviews, the results produced by this thesis
would explain single pieces of the system. Systems thinking is concerned with the ‘sum of
parts’ not the individual components, therefore encourages researchers to combine these
pieces to understand the whole system. Without systems thinking and the use of CLDs, the
researcher would be unable to comprehend the system and understand the causal relationships
existing between active and passive agents and their projected behaviour over time
exemplified through the feedback loops. The results rely on understanding the culmination of
interviews and focus groups to present findings on the process of self-organisation within the
system.
Theory so far explicates that self-organisation can be designed or emergent, with little
published on the formation of supply chain clusters. Practice suggests an active agent is
required to drive the formation of the cluster and response to different forces is required to
remain viable. Consolidating this knowledge, an extension to theory is available. Active
agents, engaging with passive agents, together can develop a new system, and in remaining
adaptive when facing changing environmental conditions, will maintain viability in the longterm. Thus, collaboration between active and passive agents can enable the self-organisation
of supply chain clusters that are viable in the long-term. This thesis furthers the importance of
passive and active agent interactions and adaptation, facilitating the self-organisation of
viable supply chain clusters.

8.5. Summary
Propositions suggest interactions between passive and active agents explicate supply chain
cluster formation, as well as the capability to adapt in response to changing environmental
conditions. Passive agents will adapt in accordance with active agents or risk falling behind.
However, the interaction between passive and active agents requires a capability to adapt to
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changes in environmental conditions, in order to remain viable in the long term. Passive and
active agents, whether interacting or separate, do not enable viability, rather it is the
interaction with the environment that positions the formation of viable supply chain clusters.
Supply chain management theory can benefit from this study by using the theory of selforganisation in identifying cluster formation and viability.
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9. Conclusion
Knowledge uncovered in this study has evolved throughout the thesis from the initial
research, through a literature review to uncover the drivers for supply chain cluster formation
and viability as understood by existing publications. To extend this understanding, semistructured interviews and focus groups were used to develop causal loop diagrams that
highlighted the antecedents for cluster formation and viability from a practitioner perspective.
Following this, comparisons were made to understand the similarities and differences
between theory and practice in order to uncover a theoretical and practical contribution. This
chapter collates the key findings and presents the implications and limitations of this thesis,
with suggestions for future studies.

9.1. Summary of Key Findings
Supply chain clusters are a holistic structure for a supply chain system, enabling collaboration
and mutual benefit. Even though the benefits of clusters are well understood, little is known
about the antecedents for cluster formation. This thesis aimed to understand the drivers for
cluster formation and long-term viability in the sustainable buildings industry context.
Following the data collection and analysis, involving comparisons between theory and
practice, a distinction between the two became evident, the existence of passive and active
behaviour. The Theoretically Derived Causal Loop Diagram focused on active behaviour,
suggesting that intentional strategy and structure were necessary to facilitate dynamic
adaptation in the system facilitating self-organisation of a cluster. Alternatively, the
Practitioner Driven Causal Loop Diagram focused on passive behaviour, that the cluster
would just form based on the natural flow of environmental conditions, enabling selforganisation. Given the results, the literature emphasises the combination of active and
passive behaviour to provide dynamic changes. It is proposed therefore that both passive and
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active behaviour is crucial to facilitate adaptation and hence self-organisation of supply chain
clusters, including their formation and long-term viability.
The research questions sought to understand the antecedents for cluster formation and
viability in the sustainable buildings industry in the Illawarra. It would be remiss, therefore,
not to provide a summary of the factors influencing cluster formation that align through
practice and theory. Keeping with Porter’s Diamond, these key areas provide points to guide
cluster formation and viability. Factors of Product and Service Provision indicate the need for
resource availability and infrastructure that facilitate the functioning of the cluster.
Additionally, a high level of quality is necessary to attract and maintain customers, ensuring
viability.
Related and Supporting Industries must be present to support the formation and long-term
viability of the cluster. Educational Institutions should provide educational programs that
promote sustainable practices in order to create a new culture of sustainability. Other
Supporting Industries interact within the system, thriving on the presence of related and
supporting industries and ease of accessibility, which enables increased inter-firm
collaboration. Demand Conditions will impact the need for the cluster, therefore increasing
the promotion of sustainability and encouraging further innovation that supports the system.
Of concern is the Strategy, Structure and Rivalry, namely for the rivalry component where
increased competition influences demand and the supporting industries. Important in the
formation and viability is the existence of new members that support innovation and bring
new resources to the system, driving awareness of sustainability and creating demand.
Additionally, government’s support for sustainability will ultimately influence whether
awareness and therefore demand exists for the industry. The impacts of globalisation will
often influence the demand, in line with the government.
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Practically, in the Illawarra it is recommended that focus is spread across the four aspects of
Porter’s Diamond. In forming the cluster, it is necessary to have related and supporting
industries present to cater to the cluster. The Illawarra has a good foundation based on the
university, however should build on this by expanding research and facilities supporting
sustainable buildings. Sufficient capacity for production is necessary to ensure a quality
outputs of goods and services will attract customers to the cluster, therefore appropriate
skilled labour and resources should be brought to, or developed, in the region. In planning for
success in the cluster, thought should be given to the businesses invited to the cluster to
ensure duplicates are not entering that would exaggerate unhealthy rivalry. In the Illawarra in
particular, with a rich manufacturing history, existing firms should invest in transitioning
existing skills, rather than introduce new businesses with those skills.

9.2. Contributions
Commencing this thesis, a theoretical contribution was sought that aimed to extend the
knowledge on cluster formation and its relationship to self-organisation. Throughout the
thesis, when making decisions on the methodology, it became evident that a methodological
contribution would also be made and offered to the systems thinking discipline.
9.2.1. Contributions to Theory
The supply chain cluster literature is extended by applying concepts of systems theory to
understand the antecedents for cluster formation and long-term viability. As current literature
requires further research on the cluster formation process (Chhetri, Butcher & Corbitt 2014),
this thesis extends current research by proposing the role of passive and active agents in the
system as they self-organise to form a viable cluster. The Theoretically Derived Causal Loop
Diagram developed in this study collated literature through content analysis to illustrate the
current understanding of cluster formation using contributions from various academics.
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Predominantly featured is Michael Porter who proposes the interactions between the four
elements in Porter’s Diamond as the antecedents of cluster formation and viability (Porter
1991a, p.153).
Practitioners from the sustainable buildings industry were engaged in data collection to gauge
an understanding of cluster formation and viability from the practitioner’s perspective.
Aggregating these perspectives resulted in a single Practitioner Driven Causal Loop Diagram.
After comparing the practitioner’s perspective with the theoretical model, it became evident
that variables in the system were either passive or active agents, and it was their interactions
that either drove or inhibited cluster formation and viability, through a process of selforganisation. Consequently, three propositions have been made that connect cluster literature
with systems theory to propose cluster formation and viability. Active agents, engaging with
passive agents, together can develop a new system, and in remaining adaptive to changing
environmental conditions, will maintain viability in the long-term. Thus, collaboration
between active and passive agents can enable the self-organisation of supply chain clusters
that are viable in the long-term. This thesis furthers the importance of passive and active
agents and adaptation in the formation and viability of supply chain clusters.
9.2.2. Contributions to Methodology
In using a systems thinking approach, CLDs are an effective way to capture mental models
and illustrate causal relationships. When analysing and comparing data, large datasets can
create added complexities, impeding the process and inhibiting a holistic view of the system.
It was therefore necessary in this thesis to collate the separate CLDs from the separate
interview and focus groups into a single, holistic model representative of the practitioner
perspective.
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Current methodologies provide a brief overview of CLD aggregation; however none provide
a clear process that other academic studies can follow. It was necessary for this thesis to use
an aggregation method, therefore examination of other qualitative data analysis methods was
conducted. Triangulation was first proposed and trialled as a means of seeking to draw
conclusions on a single object of study in order to overcome the downfalls of a single method
(Denzin 1973, p.301). In this approach all variables and linkages were included in a single
model, however the researcher found the resulting model to be too complex and difficult to
analyse due to its extensive inclusion of variables. While unsuitable for this thesis, research
that seeks to aggregate smaller CLDs or fewer models together may benefit from this
approach.
The second approach used the principles of Grounded Theory whereby multiple data sources
are analysed to draw commonalities that reflect a single phenomenon (Glaser & Strauss 1967,
p.35). Variables and linkages were included based on frequency of occurrence, leaving a
model that appeared half complete. The researcher considered this approach to provide a
limited perspective of the system, therefore unsuitable for the purposes of this study. Other
studies may use this approach if importance is placed on the frequency of occurrence as the
main indicator for inclusion. Additionally, this approach would suit studies where all models
are predominantly similar.
Chosen for this research is the Synthesis approach, whereby the goal is to draw conclusions
through ‘induction and interpretation’ (Patton 2002, p.500). This approach uses frequency of
occurrence and magnitude of occurrence to include variables and linkages. In addition to
including all variables mentioned more than once, those variables which were of central
importance to any one participant were included. The researcher found this approach to
provide a holistic representation of the system, without the added complexity of including
everything. This critique provides a contribution to the methodology on CLD aggregation.
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9.3. Implications of the Research
After completion of an honours thesis that investigated the potential for a supply chain cluster
in the sustainable buildings industry, it was concluded that future study was needed to
understand how this potential cluster could form. Using this as a foundation, the researcher
built this study to provide an answer to the sustainable buildings industry, based on the
research questions in section 1.2. The findings of this thesis indicate several antecedents for
cluster formation and long-term viability. Aligning with the propositions, a cluster in the
context of the sustainable buildings industry may form and remain viable given the following.
As a primary active agent, government will be required to drive the passive agents in the
system. Thus, there must be government support for sustainability in order for the sustainable
buildings industry cluster to form and thrive. The government can engage passive agents by
developing policies that include commitment of financial resources in the early stage of the
cluster, providing enough capital for the cluster to establish itself. Additionally, subsidies for
joining the cluster will provide incentives for supporting industries to move to the region and
engage with existing networks.
The passive agents will join the cluster given a few conditions exist that will enable them to
succeed, better than their existing position can. First, a suitable location must be selected that
has access to the necessary resources and infrastructure needed to create operational capacity.
This location should have a large enough capacity to host the industry and drive inter-firm
collaboration. Second, collaboration needs the support of existing networks and a platform
for collaboration to draw partners together to engage in research and development and create
an awareness of sustainability.
Once the passive agents have engaged in the cluster, a long-term focus must influence the
strategies that enable adaptation to changing environmental conditions. This may include
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response to increased competition and technological developments. Cross-industry projects,
entrance of entrepreneurs, engagement with external partners and increased awareness of
sustainability will help in maintaining demand and therefore the need for the cluster to exist.
This thesis has applied the propositions to the sustainable buildings industry in the Illawarra,
however, these propositions were designed to be applicable in any context. Applying these
propositions requires analysis of the passive and active agents in a system, identifying the
new state desired and acknowledging the environmental conditions that influence the system.
Once these are understood, strategies and recommendations can be developed to
accommodate a different cluster emerging and remaining viable.
The research questions in this thesis seek to accommodate a theoretical contribution that
extends systems theory, specifically the self-organisation of supply chain clusters.
Knowledge of cluster formation has been collated from practitioners and theory to provide
insight into the drivers for cluster formation and long-term viability, offering knowledge
particular for the sustainable buildings industry. These findings offer theoretical implications
as they can contribute to the practice of forming viable supply chain clusters, by providing
some explanation as to cluster demise and exist in particular lifecycles. These findings assist
practitioners in understanding why one cluster failed, while another one succeeded.
Predicting success and failure in business does not have a theoretical underpinning, however
these findings provide a deeper explanation of the causes for success and failure that
previously did not exist. The role of passive and active agents can support success and
explain failure. The practical implications of this study mean that future clusters can ensure
an active agent that provides availability of necessary resources, and supply of passive agents
to enable formation.
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9.4. Limitations to the Research
As with any study, the thesis encountered different situations where an alteration may have
been required or research could not investigate further. A limitation in this thesis is that the
data captured perspectives of cluster formation and viability, rather than actual measured
forces. As the scenario is driven by various stakeholders it is important to understand the
system from their perspectives. However, when modelling the drivers of cluster formation
and viability, the results present participant’s perspectives rather than measured fact. In
different scenarios the participants may have differing opinions and place emphasis on
different variables, thus producing a different result.
No empirical testing was completed in this study. The researcher did not form a cluster, nor
was one measured to assess for adaptation. Based on the scope of this study, it was not in the
power of the researcher to form a cluster. There was also no existing cluster within a
practically accessible range to monitor for adaptation. Instead, CLDs illustrating the drivers
for cluster formation and viability, coupled with theoretical examples provided support for
the study.
System Dynamics uses modelling to understand the behaviour of systems (Sterman 2000,
p.88) . This thesis does not use systems modelling to make inference from accumulation,
evaluate dominant loops or shifts in loop dominance, nor does it use quantitative inference;
all favoured in the system dynamics discipline. Accumulation depicts the increase in stocks
through feedback loops (Lane 2008). While reinforcing behaviour is illustrated in the CLDs,
the accumulation is not examined for its influence on the system, as this thesis does not
require a measure for the changes in variables in the system. Similarly, no dominant loops are
identified as this thesis does not intend to explain the results of structure and behaviour as a
dynamic simulation. Loop behaviour has been explained and analysed throughout the thesis,
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explicating behaviour over time in the system. Rather than focusing on dominant loops as a
means to explain how clusters form and remain viable, the interplay of the various loops are
considered to understand the whole system and the causal relationships between the active
and passive agents facilitating self -organisation. As the CLDs project the results of passive
and active agent interactions, it would be remiss of the researcher to assume any single loop
is more dominant without simulating the causal relationships. Researchers in the system
dynamics discipline favour the use of qualitative causal loop modelling, however,
quantitative modelling would be the logical next step in advancing this thesis in the future.
No prediction of behaviour is made in this study, rather analysis of the patterns of behaviour
is made. This analysis adopted qualitative comparisons between theory and practice to
examine the patterns of behaviour that may emerge through the interaction of passive and
active agents. Both variables and loop behaviour were included in the analysis to understand
the forces and causal relationships driving patterns of behaviour. Despite these limitations,
the study extends the knowledge in adaptation and self-organisation to better inform the
formation and viability of supply chain clusters.

9.5. Directions for Future Research
As this research has progressed, several potential avenues for future research have emerged
based on the topic of supply chain cluster formation and viability, as well as applications for
the proposed new method for causal loop diagram aggregation. Now that antecedents for
cluster formation in the sustainable buildings industry have been identified, future research
could investigate how to leverage these drivers for policy implementation. It is recommended
that policy be developed that supports cluster formation, including initial government funding
for new clusters. Therefore, research should address the processes required to adopt the
antecedents identified in the CLDs and use system systems thinking and the CLDs to
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illustrate and provide a foundation for support in policy development. Additionally, the new
method proposed for CLD aggregation can be trialled on different case studies to further
support its use.
This thesis used qualitative CLDs to understand the variables contributing to cluster
formation and their causal relationships. Moving forward, quantitative simulations could be
used to predict cluster formation and viability, given a set of predetermined conditions. Focus
on the accumulation of stocks would indicate the viability, whilst dominant loop
identification could be used to highlight key variables for practitioner focus.
Existing networks, noted as an antecedent for cluster formation, can also inspire future
studies to understand how existing networks may be adapted to facilitate cluster formation.
This research could investigate the role key stakeholders play in the system and whether their
support or disinterest in clusters, influences cluster formation. In addition, with a new
understanding of the drivers for cluster formation, linkages can now be made to existing
literature on the subsequent phases of cluster evolution. An understanding of the whole
cluster lifecycle can now be explained, extending the current supply chain cluster discipline.
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Appendices
Appendix 1. Semi-structured Interview Questions
1. In your opinion, what must be in place for a sustainable buildings industry cluster to form?
2. What are the barriers to such a cluster forming?
3. What is happening within the industry and within your organisation that you think needs to
be addressed?
4. What is happening outside the industry, that is influencing the industry, that you think
needs to be addressed?
5. What are the other variables in the system? What else can you think of that influences the
industry, whether internal or external to your organisation?
6. What is the relationship between these different forces?
7. Who are the key players in the system?
8. What influence do the key players in the system have over the system?
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Appendix 2. Theoretical Causal Loop Diagram Description of Linkages
1. Educational Institutions teach and train students, contributing to the level of Industry
Expertise
2. Resource Availability directly impacts the Operational Capacity, as insufficient
supply of resources will impact the system’s capacity to operate
3. An abundance of Resource Availability may encourage more New Entrants to take
advantage of and use these resources to enter the market
4. As the Flexibility of Firm Structure increases, the assumption is that there will be
greater Resource Availability as more resources are available to experiment with and
less stringent expectations of the outcome.
5. The more On-the-Job Training is conducted, the higher the level of Industry Expertise
relevant for the job
6. When there is a high level of Industry Expertise, employees are able to complete the
job effectively, leading to a higher Level of Quality
7. Sufficient Industry Expertise means staff are more capable of producing output,
therefore enhancing the Operational Capacity
8. Various costs exist within the system that are dependent on capacity, therefore as
these Variables Costs increase, the Operational Capacity decreases
9. These Variables Costs are also subject to decrease when Operational Capacity
increases, as more capacity enables the spread of expenses
10. Strength of the Strategy developed in the system will affect the degree to which a
structure exists and is mandated, referring to the Flexibility of Firm Structure
11. Government Policy Bias Towards Sustainability will influence levels of Public
Awareness based on the assumption that policies and regulations will reflect the bias
and therefore influence the public
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12. When there is a Government Policy Bias Towards Sustainability the investment in
Infrastructure that supports sustainability would be higher
13. A Government Policy Bias Towards Sustainability will be reflected in the
government’s budget with added financial investment for sustainability, therefore
supporting the system’s Financial Health
14. As people share opinion through word-of-mouth more Social Learning occurs
therefore increasing Public Awareness
15. The greater the Knowledge Capital within a system, the more likely this is to spread
to Public Awareness
16. Media/Marketing will portray messages for or against sustainability and therefore
influence Public’s Awareness of issues and information related to a sustainability
17. Public Awareness of sustainability will influence whether the Buyer Needs/Wants
sustainable products and services
18. Increase in Buyer Needs/Wants for Sustainable Products/Services will increase the
Demand Volume for those products/services
19. When there is increased Demand Volume, this makes the industry more attractive to
New Entrants who may wish to take advantage and cater to the high demand.
20. Innovation results in new offerings, once these offerings become available to the
market (delay between innovation and supply) there is increased Competition with
Traditional Industry as the new product competes with other goods on the market
21. As Competition with Traditional Industry increases so too will the need for an
increase in Firm’s Strategy Alignment with Industry so that changes can be made to
the firm’s strategy to combat the potential loss of market share
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22. When a New Entrant enters the system there is an increase in Rivalry as the number
of competitors has increased (assuming that all members of the system are competing
with each other)
23. The more Competition with Traditional Industry existing in the system requires need
for newer, more innovative products to beat rivals, hence increase Pressure to
Innovate
24. Additionally, as Competition with Traditional Industry increases, it is assumed that
firms in the industry will wish to remain competitive, therefore will increase Interfirm Collaboration to support their viability
25. As Rivalry Within the System increases, there is the assumption that collaborating
may threaten an individual firm’s ability to thrive about rivals, therefore they are less
likely to engage in Inter-firm Collaboration
26. Various Exogenous Factors exist in the system such as economic conditions and
climate change that will influence the levels of demand, therefore increasing the
Uncertainty of Demand.
27. Without knowing the levels of demand, Variable Costs will increase because
operations cannot be planned for adequately.
28. When there is greater Rivalry it may be more threatening to enter the market therefore
decreasing New Entrants
29. As more New Entrants enter the system, there are more financial resources available
for the system as a whole, increased Financial Health
30. With an increase in Potential Cluster Members there is the assumption that some will
join the cluster and therefore become a New Entrant
31. With greater Financial Health the cluster can engage in more innovative activity
providing and increased to Innovation
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32. The cluster’s Financial Health is deteriorated by the Fixed Costs that always occur
despite the level of production.
33. Additionally, the Variable Costs also drain the Financial Health, though the level of
Variables Costs changes.
34. With greater Firm’s Strategy Alignment with Industry there is going to be a better
understanding of what the system requires therefore more appropriate On-the-job
Training
35. Demand conditions are those that drive demand, and where there is an increase in
Demand Volume, there is more Pressure to Innovate and remain viable
36. With Pressure to Innovate at a high, there is a drive for more Innovation to occur,
however a delay exists as Innovation doesn’t occur instantly
37. The more Industry Expertise available helps support the Innovation process
38. When there is a greater Contribution to Region’s Long-Term Viability the support
available in the region is stronger therefore increases the Infrastructure available for
use
39. Presence of Related and Supporting Industries will often choose to work close to each
other, these close working relationships are assumed to enable Inter-firm
Collaboration
40. When there is increased Ease of Industry Accessibility, tasks become simpler
therefore attracting a greater Presence of Related and Supporting Industries
41. As there is a greater Presence of Related and Supporting Industries, firms have all the
necessary connections they require located near to them increasing the Ease of
Industry Accessibility
42. When more Infrastructure is available in the system, they contribute to generating a
higher Resource Availability
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43. As more firms engage in Inter-firm Collaboration there are more resources to throw
towards Innovation, though Innovation again comes after a delay
44. Inter-firm Collaboration means firms are working together, this relationship and
interaction is a Contribution to Region’s Long-Term Viability as operations in the
region continue to flourish
45. Globalisation results in opportunities worldwide therefore minimising the Ease of
Industry Accessibility, as partners must travel greater distances
46. Globalisation encourages worldwide interactions rather than local activities, therefore
reducing the Contribution to Region’s Long-Term Viability
47. As better Infrastructure exists, partners have greater Ease of Industry Accessibility,
where they can communicate and work together with ease
48. More Infrastructure may take form in a matter of ways such as an increase to
Educational Institutions
49. These Educational Institutions provide knowledge of sustainability which therefore
leads to increased Public Awareness.
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Appendix 3. Focus Group Problem Description
“Supply chain management encompasses the planning and management of all activities
involved in sourcing and procurement, conversion, and all logistics management activities.
Importantly, it also includes coordination and collaboration with channel partners, which can
be suppliers, intermediaries, third party service provider, and customers. In essence, supply
chain management integrates supply and demand management within and across companies”
(Council of Supply Chain Management Professionals). Industry clusters are made up of
similar businesses, or a supply chain, co-located in geographic proximity. Proximity
encourages collaboration leading to greater transparency among firms, increased stock of
skilled workers and more advanced knowledge capital. Such advantages improve supply
chain efficiency and long term viability. This in turn supports regional development within
the cluster location. Potential for a cluster lies in the sustainable buildings industry as it is
experiencing huge growth in customer demand and media attention. Currently single firms
are trying to establish their sustainable offerings but find difficulty in reaching consumers.
Similarly, consumers struggle to gain access to, or simply are unaware, of the existing
providers. If these firms are able to collaborate and form a cluster consumer needs can be met
and the industry is able to collectively reap the benefits. While the strengths of clusters are
understood, little is known about the forces that drive cluster development. What must be in
place for such an industry cluster to form? What are the internal and external forces
requiring consideration?
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Appendix 4. Participant Information Sheet: Focus Groups

PARTICIPANT INFORMATION SHEET FOR FOCUS GROUP PARTICIPANTS

Examining Supply Chain Practice for the Sustainable Building Industry:
Towards Viable Cluster Development
PURPOSE OF THE RESEARCH
This is an invitation to participate in a study conducted by researchers at the University of
Wollongong. The purpose of the research is to investigate the drivers for cluster development
in the Illawarra region for the sustainable buildings industry:
It will result in development of a Causal Loop Diagram to identify the key leverage points to
be addressed to develop a regional cluster.
A basic Causal Loop Diagram can look like this:
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Figure 1. Population Model (Zhou 2012)

It will seek to make recommendations for a viable sustainable buildings industry regional
cluster for the Illawarra.
INVESTIGATORS
Emily Ryan
Faculty of Business
etr710@uowmail.edu.au

42215821

Dr Matthew Pepper
School of Management, Operations and Marketing
pepper@uow.edu.au

4221 5419

Dr Albert Munoz
School of Management, Operations and Marketing
amunoz@uow.edu.au

4221 3428

Professor Paul Cooper
Sustainable Buildings Research Centre
pcooper@uow.edu.au

4221 3355
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METHOD AND DEMANDS ON PARTICIPANTS
This is a qualitative research study and if you choose to be included, you will be asked to
participate in a single focus group session. Focus groups will be audio taped if consent is
given. You may ask any questions concerning the research and may withdraw your
participation at any time.
In the focus group you will be asked to engage in development of a Causal Loop Diagram
guided by the researcher. The session will need approximately 45-60 minutes. To stimulate
discussion the following Problem Description will be used. This will provide the focus point
for group discussion and basis for the investigation:
‘“Supply chain management encompasses the planning and management of all activities
involved in sourcing and procurement, conversion, and all logistics management activities.
Importantly, it also includes coordination and collaboration with channel partners, which can
be suppliers, intermediaries, third party service provider, and customers. In essence, supply
chain management integrates supply and demand management within and across companies”
(Council of Supply Chain Management Professionals). Industry clusters are made up of
similar businesses, or a supply chain, co-located in geographic proximity. Proximity
encourages collaboration leading to greater transparency among firms, increased stock of
skilled workers and more advanced knowledge capital. Such advantages improve supply
chain efficiency and long term viability. This in turn supports regional development within
the cluster location. Potential for a cluster lies in the sustainable buildings industry as it is
experiencing huge growth in customer demand and media attention. Currently single firms
are trying to establish their sustainable offerings but find difficulty in reaching consumers.
Similarly, consumers struggle to gain access to, or simply are unaware, of the existing
providers. If these firms are able to collaborate and form a cluster consumer needs can be met
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and the industry is able to collectively reap the benefits. While the strengths of clusters are
understood, little is known about the forces that drive cluster development. What must be in
place for such an industry cluster to form? What are the internal and external forces requiring
consideration?’
A potential follow-up interview may be necessary to clarify comments and opinions
presented in focus groups. The researcher will contact you by telephone should this be
required.
Before participating in the research, you are required to complete and sign the attached
participant consent form.

POSSIBLE RISKS, INCONVENIENCES AND DISCOMFORTS
Apart from time for the focus group, we can foresee no risks for you. Your involvement in
the study is voluntary and you may withdraw your participation from the study at any time
and withdraw any data that you have provided to that point. Refusal to participate in the study
will not affect your relationship with the University of Wollongong. The data provided by
you will be securely stored and encrypted. Therefore, there is no possibility of identifying
individuals or organisations through any publication associated with this research.

BENEFITS OF THE RESEARCH
This research is expected to assist regional development in terms of cluster development for
the sustainable buildings industry. Findings from the study will be published in a thesis and
possibly in journals. Confidentiality is assured and you will not be identified in any
publications of the research.
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ETHICS REVIEW AND COMPLAINTS
This study has been reviewed by the Human Research Ethics Committee (Social Science,
Humanities and Behavioural Science) of the University of Wollongong. If you have any
issues regarding the study, you can contact Emily Ryan (email: etr710@uowmail.edu.au),
Matthew Pepper (phone: 02 4221 5419), Albert Munoz (4221 3428) or Paul Cooper (4221
3355). If you have any concerns or complaints regarding the way this research has been
conducted, you can contact the UOW Ethics Officer on (02) 4221 4457 or email: rsoethics@uow.edu.au.

Thank you for your interest in this study.

Reference: Zhou, J 2012, Population Model, image, Systems & Us, viewed 19
November 2015, <http://systemsandus.com/2012/08/15/learn-to-read-clds/>.
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Appendix 5. Participant Consent Form: Focus Groups

CONSENT FORM FOR FOCUS GROUP PARTICIPANTS

RESEARCH TITLE
Examining Supply Chain Practice for the Sustainable Building Industry: Towards
Viable Cluster Development
RESEARCHER’S NAME
Ms Emily Ryan
Dr Matt Pepper
Dr Albert Munoz
Professor Paul Cooper

I have been given information regarding the project “Examining Supply Chain Practice for
the Sustainable Building Industry: Towards Viable Cluster Development” and discussed the
thesis project with Ms. Emily Ryan who is conducting this research as part of her PhD
supervised by Dr. Matthew Pepper and Dr. Albert Munoz in the School of Management,
Operations and Marketing and Professor Paul Cooper of the Sustainable Buildings Research
Centre of the University of Wollongong.
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I have been advised of the potential risk and burdens associated with this research, which
include the time spent on participating in the focus group sessions and have had an
opportunity to ask Emily Ryan/Matt Pepper/Albert Munoz/Paul Cooper any questions I may
have about the research and my participation.

I understand that my participation in this research is voluntary, I am free to refuse to
participate and I am free to withdraw from the research at any time. My refusal to participate
or withdrawal of consent will not affect my treatment in any way or my relationship with my
employer, or my relationship with the School of Management, Operations and Marketing, the
Sustainable Buildings Research Centre or my relationship with the University of
Wollongong.

If I have any enquiries about the research, I can contact:

Dr. Matthew Pepper
School of Management and Marketing
+61 2 4221 5419

pepper@uow.edu.au
Ms Emily Ryan
Sustainable Buildings Research Centre
+61 2 4221 8142
etr710@uowmail.edu.au
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Dr. Albert Munoz
School of Management and Marketing
+61 2 4221 3428

amunoz@uow.edu.au
Professor Paul Cooper
Director, Sustainable Buildings Research
Centre
+61 2 4221 3355
pcooper@uow.edu.au

Or if I have any concerns or complaints regarding the way the research is or has been
conducted, I can contact the Ethics Officer, Human Research Ethics Committee, Office of
Research, University of Wollongong on 4221 4457 or email: rso-ethics@uow.edu.au
By signing below I am indicating my consent to participate in the focus groups and follow-up
interviews, I understand that the data collected from my participation will be used for
purpose of completing a PhD thesis and potential journal publications, and I consent for it to
be used in that manner.
□ I agree to have my focus group and interview audio recorded by the researchers

Signed

.......................................................................

Date

......./....../......

Name (please print)

.......................................................................
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Appendix 6. Participant Information Sheet: Semi-structured Interviews

PARTICIPANT INFORMATION SHEET FOR SEMI-STRUCTURED INTERVIEW
PARTICIPANTS

Examining Supply Chain Practice for the Sustainable Building Industry:
Towards Viable Cluster Development
PURPOSE OF THE RESEARCH
This is an invitation to participate in a study conducted by researchers at the University of
Wollongong. The purpose of the research is to investigate the drivers for cluster development
in the Illawarra region for the sustainable buildings industry:
It will result in development of a Diagram that illustrates the key relationships between any
drivers or variables discussed in the interview and identify the key leverage points to be
addressed to develop a regional cluster. In this interview, the interviewee will be asked to
identify the relationship factors that drive, or prevent, cluster development in the Sustainable
Buildings Industry. The interview will be audio-recorded and transcribed for data analysis.
These Causal Loop Diagrams will be used by the researcher to identify the key leverage
points to make recommendations for a viable sustainable buildings industry regional cluster.
INVESTIGATORS
Emily Ryan
Faculty of Business
etr710@uowmail.edu.au

42215821
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Dr Matthew Pepper
School of Management, Operations and Marketing
pepper@uow.edu.au

4221 5419

Dr Albert Munoz
School of Management, Operations and Marketing
amunoz@uow.edu.au

4221 3428

Professor Paul Cooper
Sustainable Buildings Research Centre
pcooper@uow.edu.au

4221 3355

METHOD AND DEMANDS ON PARTICIPANTS
This is a qualitative research study and if you choose to be included, you will be asked to
participate in a semi-structured interview. The interview will be audio taped if consent is
given. You may ask any questions concerning the research and may withdraw your
participation at any time.

The interview will be held at a location agreed upon by the participant and may include the
SBRC or the participant’s place of work. The interview will run for approximately 45
minutes. In the interview you will be asked to engage in development of a Causal Loop
Diagram guided by the researcher. The following Problem Description outlines the context to
be modelled, providing the basis for participant response:

‘Businesses in a supply chain make up a common industry, experiencing increased benefit
when in the same geographic location. Studies have indicated that businesses co-located in
geographic proximity, in what we call a cluster, increases collaboration and the success of
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each individual business, while driving development for the region as a whole. Clustering has
its benefits but there are no clear processes towards cluster development, nor its viability for
the long-term. Cluster development increases the need for infrastructure such as educational
institutions that upskill workers to increase operational capacity of the system. A prime
example is the sustainable buildings industry, where education and the media influence the
general public. To be truly sustainable, local sourcing is highly encouraged, hence a cluster
formation is a practical arrangement. The level of support from governmental policies
heavily influences public awareness levels, such that a lack of a mandate for sustainable
building products reduces the demand in the region which influences the location of
production chosen. We need to consider what factors influence cluster development in order
to understand how and why cluster development occurs.’
A potential follow-up interview may be necessary to clarify comments and opinions
presented in the semi-structured interview. The researcher will contact you by telephone
should this be required.
Before participating in the research, you are required to complete and sign the attached
participant consent form.

POSSIBLE RISKS, INCONVENIENCES AND DISCOMFORTS
Apart from time for the interview, we can foresee no risks for you. Your involvement in the
study is voluntary and you may withdraw your participation from the study at any time and
withdraw any data that you have provided to that point. Refusal to participate in the study
will not affect your relationship with the University of Wollongong. The data provided by
you will be securely stored and encrypted. Therefore, there is no possibility of identifying
individuals or organisations through any publication associated with this research.

BENEFITS OF THE RESEARCH
This research is expected to assist regional development in terms of cluster development for
the sustainable buildings industry. Findings from the study will be published in a thesis and
possibly in journals. Confidentiality is assured and you will not be identified in any
publications of the research.
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ETHICS REVIEW AND COMPLAINTS
This study has been reviewed by the Human Research Ethics Committee (Social Science,
Humanities and Behavioural Science) of the University of Wollongong. If you have any
issues regarding the study, you can contact Emily Ryan (email: etr710@uowmail.edu.au),
Matthew Pepper (phone: 02 4221 5419), Albert Munoz (4221 3428) or Paul Cooper (4221
3355). If you have any concerns or complaints regarding the way this research has been
conducted, you can contact the UOW Ethics Officer on (02) 4221 4457 or email: rsoethics@uow.edu.au.

Thank you for your interest in this study.
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Appendix 7. Participant Consent Form: Semi-structured Interviews

CONSENT FORM FOR SEMI-STRUCTURED INTERVIEW PARTICIPANTS

RESEARCH TITLE
Examining Supply Chain Practice for the Sustainable Building Industry: Towards
Viable Cluster Development
RESEARCHER’S NAME
Ms Emily Ryan
Dr Matt Pepper
Dr Albert Munoz
Professor Paul Cooper

I have been given information regarding the project “Examining Supply Chain Practice for
the Sustainable Building Industry: Towards Viable Cluster Development” and discussed the
thesis project with Ms. Emily Ryan who is conducting this research as part of her PhD
supervised by Dr. Matthew Pepper and Dr. Albert Munoz in the School of Management,
Operations and Marketing and Professor Paul Cooper of the Sustainable Buildings Research
Centre of the University of Wollongong.
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I have been advised of the potential risk and burdens associated with this research, which
include the time spent participating in the interview and have had an opportunity to ask
Emily Ryan/Matt Pepper/Albert Munoz/Paul Cooper any questions I may have about the
research and my participation.

I understand that my participation in this research is voluntary, I am free to refuse to
participate and I am free to withdraw from the research at any time. My refusal to participate
or withdrawal of consent will not affect my treatment in any way or my relationship with my
employer, or my relationship with the School of Management, Operations and Marketing, the
Sustainable Buildings Research Centre or my relationship with the University of
Wollongong.

If I have any enquiries about the research, I can contact:
Dr. Matthew Pepper
School of Management and Marketing
+61 2 4221 5419

pepper@uow.edu.au
Ms Emily Ryan
Sustainable Buildings Research Centre
+61 2 4221 8142
etr710@uowmail.edu.au

Dr. Albert Munoz
School of Management and Marketing
+61 2 4221 3428

amunoz@uow.edu.au
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Professor Paul Cooper
Director, Sustainable Buildings Research
Centre
+61 2 4221 3355
pcooper@uow.edu.au
Or if I have any concerns or complaints regarding the way the research is or has been
conducted, I can contact the Ethics Officer, Human Research Ethics Committee, Office of
Research, University of Wollongong on 4221 4457 or email: rso-ethics@uow.edu.au
By signing below I am indicating my consent to participate in the interview, I understand that
the data collected from my participation will be used for purpose of completing a PhD thesis
and potential journal publications, and I consent for it to be used in that manner.
□ I agree to have my interview audio recorded by the researcher

Signed

.......................................................................

Date

......./....../......

Name (please print)

...........................................................
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Appendix 8. Original Causal Loop Diagrams: Focus Groups
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Appendix 9. Original Causal Loop Diagrams: Semi-structured Interviews
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Appendix 10. Unstructured Aggregated Causal Loop Diagram
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Appendix 11. Focus Group and Interview Transcriptions
Focus Group One
Interviewer: Ok cool so thanks so much for coming I really do appreciate it, I know it's a hard
time of year. So what I'm doing is looking at what drives businesses to work together in an
industry cluster of sorts, particularly in the sustainable buildings industry. So today the
process is developing what's called a causal loop diagram so we're looking at the causal
relationships of how people work together and what's causing, what is preventing but what
could also drive a cluster to form. So the first thing I'll show you is a very basic causal
diagram. So what this is, when there's more people born the population increases. With more
population that means there is going to be more people dying eventually. More deaths means
there is a decrease in the population and as population increases there is going to be more
people being born. So this is just a very basic relationship between things. And the second
one, so obviously things aren't going to go completely continuous there's going to be other
factors that come into play, life expectancy, disease, medicine, these are all going to alter
what happens in that system. This is just a very basic representation, so we have our variables
and links between them. The others things are things I'll ad in later so don't worry about that
too much. So the premise for today is this problem, so there's a copy of it there too. So I'll
give you just a moment to read that, and it just gives context for the discussion. So the key
points really are these last two questions what needs to be in place for a cluster to form and
what are the internal and external forces that might be impacting that cluster. Has everyone
had a chance to read that? There's a copy there if you ever need to look back. So pretty much
what we do is we just start listing a bunch of different variables, what are the different things
that are happening what are the different factors and then we start linking them into each
other. So it's open to you my job is really just to moderate and to add it into the diagram
Participant A: I was looking at that first part of the question I would have thought it just
comes down to supply and demand
Participant B: Demand was my first thing
Participant A: Whether it's fruit or veg or timber beams you know it just seems to be supply
and demand and the cluster would form in that supply arrangement I guess I don't know
Participant B: Yes you look at what's going on in Sydney at the moment there is a massive
amount of money being spent on road and rail infrastructure. So there's barely enough labour.
So at the moment there is but in 18 months’ time there's barely going to be enough labour in
Sydney to cater for all that infrastructure. So there's going to have to be a whole bunch of
collaboration between not just businesses working on those but the major players that are
building these roads and we don't have that much digging equipment and labour in Sydney so
how are we going to manage it
Participant A: Yeah Yeah
Participant B: You can already see that demand
Participant A: Capability, capacity is
Participant B: That's right see we've already got companies from Western Australia where the
is mining has closed down a little bit. They are already exploring Sydney markets to see how
they can get in there because they know demand is coming up.
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Participant C: What I've just been seeing today is companies with a similar platform. If they
are selling fruit, nut or vegetable they have a similar model that they need to interact with
their customers. And you can see that proceeding ahead. For example there is a medical app,
construction planning app and Electrica and they're selling their services. They need a webfront shop so that they can sell their services via the web. So there's that kind of cluster, it's
they are very different products but a very similar model. So there's a, which is not, I suppose
it is a supply chain but all of a sudden it goes from industry, it's stepping way out in the
industry and it's joining medical industry, construction industry and the model becomes the
same
Participant A: There's always a job to do as well whether it's someone designing or supplying
or building or renovating or modifying there's always a job that they've got to do so they're
often looking to, for partner suppliers, you know someone with the capacity or expertise to
help do that job in that chain as well. Especially with construction and things like that there's
often, you're leveraging off your closest suppliers or partners to try and obviously compete
because you want to get the job so you probably I guess utilising your own knowledge but
maybe your knowledge of your supplier or a partner in that industry to get that sort of extra
tick to get the job through.
Participant C: Yeah
Participant D: It's vertically market driven as well. like it's industry specific sectors that
supply chain focuses on and then it's, from our industry we're in we're in concrete we play
around in buildings like this and in those silos that we work in you know that you're going to
be a preferred supplier because it's this particular builder and that builder, so if it's that
builder you know you're going to be working with this sparky or that plumber it's very
collaboration, is a very
Interviewer: So it's almost an existing network, so if you're going to work with that person
Participant D: It's an existing network if you're going to work with certain people
Participant A: But that builder is leveraging you because he trusts you and he can rely on you.
Participant D: Correct
Participant A: You can leverage off your, I know your other sub-contractor in that sense
because everyone is sort of working together
Participant D: And it's a very hard industry to crack too
Participant B: I was just about to say that, yes I agree that's how it works but that's so anticompetitive. you can't get in there
Participant C: What you're saying is if you see one of your mates competitive. If you're
working on a site and you don't see an accompanying business doing a certain job on that
site, you see his competitor on that job, you give him a call and say we didn't see you on that
job, is that kind of what you're saying?
Participant D: Yeah in a way it happens like that, like you know that there is a prime builder,
there is a person at the top and generally that builder will have a list of subbies and there is
only a certain group of people that will work on those projects under those builders and it's
generally the case
Participant C: Yeah yeah
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Participant D: And those independent subbies have their own subbies who work in with them
and it doesn't Participant Der what your price is sometimes, you can literally pull your pants
down and they still don’t want you to do the work
Participant A: Is that I guess from, interpreting that in a different way if you were the broader
business already having all your details, your network setup in their system so when they're
quoting, pricing you know I guess invoicing 30 day accounts and all that sort of rubbish is
already set up and established so it's easier for them to just, well it might not be cheaper but
it's easier for them to manage it in their existing system you know.
Participant C: Yeah to work for them
Participant A: To have those existing systems in place
Participant C: To work for them you have to be approved you have to have inductions and all
Participant A: All the stuff that goes around with that
Participant C: Yes yes and structure very often, business structures like that are limiting they
don't incorporate competition or innovation that, that's a
Participant B: The likes of BlueScope Steel and BHP they are exactly like that they have a
limited vendor list and there's no electrical contractor going to get a job in BlueScope Steel
now because they're at the end of a list this long. It's full of those type of contractors
Participant C: And is that a union controlled thing
Participant B: No it's just they're exactly what you were saying it's easier for them to have a
list, it's all the inductions it's all the approvals it's all the bank accounts
Participant A: Yeah, all the paperwork that goes around getting the job, not so much the job.
So the same with whether it's, Our business are very similar in that way not quite to the same
scale but we would tend to use our existing supplier network because of all the setup that's
already done. The QA management systems, all the things that are in place, rather than look
to someone similar who offers something similar that's outside that net. And that can be
limiting in innovation
Participant C: Yeah yeah
Participant B: So what other things, we've tried recently to collaborate on some of the jobs
and we've struggled a little bit because of different standards within companies. So we're
working with another electrical contracting firm on a project up on the M5 motorway and
their standards are way below ours and we didn't realise that at the time. They were a supplier
to the RMS we were a supplier to the RMS they focused on the electrical side and we focused
on the communications side. So coming together was a fantastic idea, it was really good. But
the project had deadlines and they didn’t meet one of them. The civil works conduits were
blocked, the pit lists were missing. We've gone to do our job and we couldn't because their
work wasn't up to scratch. So the next thing we know my quote of $10,000 to do the job's
now blown out to $20,000 but it's not the job. I can't do my work because he hasn't done his
but I can't claim that from anybody. So that collaboration, although it sounds great, we've
been bitten a couple of time, trying to work
Participant C: You have to be careful
Participant B: Yeah because of those different standards
Participant A: You need to add with collaboration, you need to add that trust or relationship
building
Interviewer: Yep
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Participant B: Yep
Participant A: You need an arrow going from trust to collaboration
Interviewer: So what happens with some of these there will be a link to something in between
Participant A: Yeah Ok
Interviewer: So it does impact in the end but it's an indirect
Participant C: I would have to say in the sustainability, in the green space that trust is kind of
almost, it's much more open than in the construction industry or perhaps industry in general.
It's the little, I haven't had too much to do with the green industry or sustainability industries
but it seems to be a lot greater trust there. They're come, I think there's a much greater
willingness to accept change whereas you have BlueScope who might be, they might have
employees who belong to the Infrastructure Sustainability Council Australia which is a fairly
flexible and moving and doing thing. When they get back to BlueScope it's kind of the rigid
structure again. So that's a, yeah
Participant D: A Point that I can see, I do a lot of tendering on jobs so I see lots and lots of
different tenders come across my desk and the biggest issue I see say with this building for
example you'll have a civil, you'll have a mechanical, you'll have an electrical you'll have a
hydraulics engineer, designing sections of this building. Then you've got an architect
designing it and then they say this is what we want done this is what we want done and they
sort of bundle it together in a nice big document. But no one really looks over the top and
when they come to deal with these things they go there is a massive big beam there I can't run
my duct through there or I can't get my cabling through there and there's so many problems in
that from a building design point of view flows right down to the construction side and
implementation in a functional building and then supply chain management on a site is crazy.
You've got a bunch of Chinese gyprockers and they've been told to sheet walls, no one's got
cables down walls, no one's got any hydraulics services in walls but
Participant C: Is that just a planning issue?
Participant B: It's the collaboration, it's the lack of collaboration in the design phase and then
it's
Interviewer: And that continual involvement
Participant B: They don't seem to bring all of those trades together before they start the
project. You win, you've won the waste on this project so you're collecting all of the bins,
you're bringing bins in every probably three times a week you're bringing new bins in and
taking them away. You're the civil guy well you need space for all your machines and the
waste and the material coming in. And you the automation engineer and you need duct works
and pipes, all of you guys need space but this guy needs space for his bins, right. You haven't
talked.
Participant C: Yes yes
Participant B: And then suddenly you're gonna be putting these three bins on site right on top
of where you're getting a delivery tomorrow for all of your equipment and now you haven't
got access to your sand piles ready to put in the ground so it’s.
Participant C: Yeah yeah
Participant B: This isn't happening in the construction industry right now it's but it's been like
that forever. I think
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Participant C: That's nonsense yet that's you're quite right. It's always been like that forever
and it doesn't change
Participant B: Yep
Participant A: It's almost like our you might have your concrete guy come through and do his
floors and then the bloke does his painting and drops shit all over the floor and then goes
well my job's done and not worry about what's happened there. Individual trades just have
their own job to do and don't see the broader context of the environment
Participant B: And collaboration is also difficult because of competition. So this electrical
contractor that we wanted to work with up in Sydney. We're also electrical contractors so we
would have actually liked to have won the whole project, not necessarily work in with
somebody. Yes it's a good marriage because we're mostly comms and he's mostly electrical
but we did these things, we're seeing this poor quality work and we're now saying to the
customer well, we don't want to say anything to the customer because we're collaborating
with this guy.
Participant C: No because you're associated with him
Participant B: But we want to say look this guy's not doing a real good job we want to jump
in and do this other work. I don't know if it goes back to trust but it's competition, there still
needs to be competition. How do you become the best automation engineers, what makes you
stand out from everybody else, what makes me a desirable communications contractor? And
if I'm collaborating with somebody who's not so good, well am I going to be tarred with their
brush for the next project? So it's, we really struggle with it, we've had a few mobs that we've
tried to work with and yeah that I don't know Wollongong seems very closed shop I must
admit, more than most other places there. Hunternet, we're in the i3 group and Hunternet
seems to be more open but there's more work up there. You've got 28 coal mines not three
Participant C: Yes yes
Interviewer: Three in close proximity
Participant B: Yeah that's right so there's more available work here there's competition for
work because we're still in a closed down phase.
Participant D: Trust is a major one within industry and trust gets you a long way. Trust comes
through quality of work
Participant C: Credibility, that's credibility yeah. And that yeah yeah, I see regulations and
the industry, industry sees specifications and regulations, many of the regulations as being
stifling innovation as well, yeah, that's the way we do it, that's the way we'll always do it,
that's the way we want it done and that prevents innovation, prevents yeah and prevents
competition from other materials, other things other ways of doing things
Yeah we haven't noticed that so much, we have to fit in with regulations especially electrical
but by doing a clever design or by demonstrating an improvement that will either save them
costs upfront or reduce maintenance or and if we can demonstrate that clearly, generally they
will go with that better solution with the innovative idea. Yeah there are some circumstances
where there is no one to talk to, the person you are talking to is here and the decision makers
are up here and you never get that opportunity
Participant C: Yes, and that's with the RMS?
Participant B: Yeah RSN mining, yeah again mining's generally, no we only want it done this
way because it's proven us safe we don't want to rock the boat
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Participant A: Yeah risk taking is a
Participant B: Generally we can get through our ideas because we can demonstrate
improvements in safety rather than
Participant C: So I get the safety idea that's, safety is essential, but it's driven to such an
extent especially in the mining industry that you know here you are, medicine's making huge
strides, huge advancements and yet here we are in construction and mining and if you look at
productivity in the construction industry in the last 58 years it's bloody gone down. So and
you look at that and you think sheese, what's
Participant B: And it will continually go down at the moment because of safety. We had an
example just the other day. We regularly have to maintenance on the motorways and there's
cabinets all along the sides of the motorways. So the cabinets are in the safe side, the bush
side of the safety barrier fences. So in the past, I've got an hours job a 2 hours job to do some
maintenance in this cabinet. So I pull the van up on the break down lane, a couple of witches
hats out maybe. Jump over the fence, I'm way away from the traffic, behind a steel barrier.
Do my job for an hour or so, jump back in the car and off I go. Might charge a couple of
hundred dollars for the job. Well now with the changes in regulations I can only do that job
on night shift. So it starts at 11pm, finishes at 4am. I have to have a full lane closure to be
allowed to pull up my van in the break down bay because I've got to get out of my car at
some stage into an active lane. So then we need traffic management to close that lane, that
has to come in at 11 o'clock at night. 2 weeks earlier than that we have to go to the traffic
management centre to have the traffic plan approved. And because it's night time I can't send
one person out to do the job I have to send 2 because of the safety side of one person working
at night time. So now I've got to pay these 2 guys a full 8 hour night shift because it's only
one night, you have to pay them overtime it's double time, it's not night shift and then a down
day the next time. So that $200 job just became a $10 000 job because I've now go to do the
great management, all those staff, 2 crews, it's $10 000 to do a $200 job. So there's your
productivity reducing and all of this traffic now has been slowed down from 10pm, I'm not
allowed on the job. That traffic has been slowed down to 40km per hour from 10pm to 4am
in the morning, all this frustrated traffic is probably causing accidents
Participant A: You know all of this is going back to risk aversion. It's not different to taking
out a, I guess a company taking risk going to a different supplier because the supplier, that
other supplier could be just as fine but everyone is very risk adverse at taking that. And that's
where it's limiting innovation, the ability to take that risk
Participant C: The perceived safety of closing a lane for one person creates an additional
safety problem diverging traffic and all the rest for everybody else and that's not considered
Participant B: Yeah yeah it's not considered. And now I've got two guys working at night. So
they're trying to do a day time job at night so it's not safe
Participant C: Yes
Participant B: They're driving home fatigued because it's a single night. Their families, he's
trying to take his kids off to school in the morning now while he's fatigued. He's only had 2
hours sleep so now he's putting his family at risk just because
Participant C: There's no holistic, there's not much holistic thinking
Participant B: Which is exactly the conversation we had to start with about the construction
industry in a different way
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Participant A: Yeah
Participant B: It's just this collaboration is just not happening. So it's people working in
isolation
Participant C: Yes
Participant B: Is not working, but how do we collaborate across those things
Participant C: There seems to be no reasonableness, would a reasonable person do that?
That's not reasonable
Participant B: No but a reasonable person isn't looking at it, an insurance company is looking
at my worker's compensation claim. That's it
Participant C: OK
Participant B: Can I open the door, step out on the road and get hit by a car? Yes. The
worker's compensation company says I'm not safe so the whole thing is governed by
insurance companies. They don't care about the next day because that's not the work going on
at the moment
Participant C: Yeah ok
Participant A: Yeah
Participant B: It's like construction industry, long sleeve long pants. You ask any person out
there today do you want to be in long pants? It's a bad idea heat exhaustion, dehydration.
Insurance companies and it's sunburn. It's nothing to do with safety. You know dehydration
and heatstroke are far more prevalent here in Australia than the incidence of sunburn, you
know get some sunscreen
Participant C: Yeah easy fix
Participant B: Sorry we're getting off
Participant D: No no it's ok
Interviewer: No that's why I keep letting you talk
Participant A: The second part of the question you're talking about what are the influences I
guess insurance is, would be a big part of that
Participant B: Yeah
Interviewer: That's really interesting because no one's ever mentioned insurance being a
player at all
Participant B: Massive player, they're the reason
Participant C: It stands behind all the work health and safety
Interviewer: Actually I might
Participant B: Major major player
Participant D: Scope creep as well comes into
Participant B: Well as you said there's a beam all over my duct, how are you going to get
around it
Participant D: Scope creep so you know it goes from ordering something you know you say I
want to order this and they tell you a price for the product and they say actually freight is
going to be extra now on top of that here. For us as well it's similar to oh can you just run that
cable you know a little bit further into the next room, put another sensor in there as well for
me. Things like that and it escalates, it gets, sometimes it gets out of control and you try to
put a variation through for the cost you've incurred and they say oh no it's in your scope
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anyway to do that you know. It's not, we just moved the room from here to 20metres down
there, you've still got to put a sensor in that room
Participant A: Yeah
Interviewer: What did you call it, scope?
Participant D: Scope creep
Participant B: Yeah. Construction industry
Participant A: I wonder if you guys feel that, when I look at the commercial construction
industry the political cycle and I'm mainly talking about hospitals and prisons and aged care
centres and all those. Maybe not aged care as much but prisons and hospitals and school and
stuff, political cycles play a massive role in those developments based on procurement or I
guess procurement models or funding models there's PPD or DDC and things like that and
that changes the whole design, the whole everything from below that just filters from those
decisions about whether you're going to go with a PPC contractor and a DDC and everything
change based on, because I need to build so many beds in so much time frame. Everything
within that system is just influenced, just from that one decision and it's never good, it's never
positive but it plays a huge role in some of these things. Like speed to do the job is a major
impact and that's probably a factor in that collaboration. You might not have time but it's
driven by delivering something that is unrealistic in an unrealistic timeframe.
Participant D: Builders have got liquidated damages they need to cover
Participant A: Yeah
Participant D: You go over, and then they pass that on to you and they pass that on to you and
Participant A: Penalties yeah. Everyone's got to be to blame. There's got to find a scape goat.
For some reason you didn't meet your deadline.
Participant C: What we find with councils and the RMS too their budgets, they will plan to
spend 80% of their budget. Come the end of the financial year whatever they've got left they
try to spend in the last month otherwise they're not getting an add-on the next year. So all of a
sudden you're cruising along and the next thing there is extra funding and just do something,
anything just do it. It's not planned, it's not well thought through yeah
Participant B: Yes this political cycle we obviously copped that with the NBN, so many
companies broke. We were so lucky we had mining. If we didn't have mining we would have
gone broke as well
Participant A: And that's almost the biggest non-collaborative environment that you can get
because they just go off on a tangent and say we're gonna do this and everybody says what
the hell is going on
Participant D: You should see some of the jobs they're doing
Participant B: The phone call I just had to run out for. That was a guy in Bulli who just, NBN
cable was removed by the Telstra guy because they decided they were going to have a phone
line instead of the fibre. So they actually pulled it out. He decided, they shouldn't have done it
they're not allowed to do it. But now he can't get anybody back form the NBN so he sort of
called us, We're fibre guys we can do it just don't mention it to NBN. There's some crazy
stuff. So political climate can make a big difference in those decisions. The other thing we're
noticing is they've taken money out of schools. The education in Australia has dropped, what
was the latest report we've dropped to 15th in the world or lower in our education
Participant C: Lower yes about 18th
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Participant B: But what are we building most of at the moment? Jails. We're building brand
new jails every day. And there's plans to build a lot more. And that's directly relevant to,
directly related to how much they're spending on schools. Education, if you're not educating
your people they're going to end up in jail
Participant A: It's directly related to a political agenda change based on you know whether
you're like a different I guess legal right for the prison is based on, they've changed their, the
way that they prosecute, I guess in that sense. So all of a sudden they're getting harder on
criminals right so all of a sudden that has seen an increase, that direct change in being harder
on criminals means that they're, now numbers are going up. Same number of prisoners, same
number of bad people in the world in that sense but because you're prosecuting more they
now have to build the numbers to support that change. Then you have to take the money off
schools, or hospitals or whatever
Participant D: Nowra jail's got another, I just tendered it. Building A through to O.
Participant B: It's all being renovated
Participant D: All new buildings, A through O
Participant B: Holy cow
Participant C: This is what's going up, sure. Something else though about education. I don't
think we value education like we should. If you know what I mean. I mean Asians, so it's not
just build more school I don't think we should throw more money at it in the sense that I think
we need to, it needs to be a holistic thing. Throwing money at it's not going to be the solo
solution. If we talk about it, if we valued education more we'd have better education, we'd
have a better outcomes in education and that's yeah, that's a cultural thing.
Participant B: It is. I was a TAFE teacher for quite a while and I went through that period
where they privatised RTOs and trade training went to RTOs and things like that. And I used
to teach fibre optics so it was a 6 week course and quite a comprehensive course. And the
guys would leave with a basic knowledge of fibre optics and they would go out, with the
knowledge I'd given them they could go out and fumble their way through and they would
become good tradesmen. To give it out to and RTO it was a 2 day course. And they got the
same qualification that I gave over 6 weeks.
Participant C: You don't even get an introduction in 2 days
Participant B: Nah. So this is why the NBN is the way it is. Is that there is no value on that
education. And they're putting, their NBN course is one day. So you can get a 16 year old kid
straight outta school. Send him on a one day course and he's qualified to do NBN
installations.
Participant A: I'm gonna extend that further. There's lot's to talk about collaboration here. It's
not until I don't reckon post grad university that you will ever get two faculties join or doing
some sort of post work together. TAFE or undergrad will always be siloed. So the majority of
people going through education, whether they are leaving you know high school or TAFE or
undergrad university, only ever really get visibility to one silo of information. It's never ever
joined until after a postgrad perspective which is a very small number of people. So that's got
to filter into the industry eventually. So you worry about yourself and not really worry about
what you might do or how you might do and how that might impact on the broader thing
Participant B: Yeah so it'll be like saying you want to be an electrician so you're actually
doing a construction industry course. And amongst that construction industry course you
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should do, your speciality is electrical. So you know about when you're buying your supply
chains with the best, greenest or whatever it is how do you dispose of the products, how do
you meet in with the plumber and how you're electrical cables can't be wrapped around the
hot water pipe, or whatever.
Participant A: Yeah
Participant B: And the engineers and the all the air conditioning all that sort of stuff, how are
we going to automate all of this
Participant A: It has to impact somehow
Participant C: It's just not holistic how we're doing things, it's just not holistic
Participant B: So I suppose the way the conversation has just gone is with started talking
about collaboration or lack of or working or not working. We've gone back to the education
system to say hey maybe we could improve collaboration by starting at the very base levels
of education. Is that how do we bring all of these trades
Participant A: Imagine if the plumber knew how to do electrical, given that everything is
going smart
Participant C: Yeah they
Participant B: My best technician, my best fibre optics technician is a plumber.
Participant A: Well there you go
Participant B: I've retrained him. He was a brilliant plumber but because of his very good
trade skills he's now my best fibre technician
Participant C: Well this is exactly what, this kind of thinking is exactly my barrier ok. Yeah
you've got pavement engineers with as a silo within the civil engineering ok? And that's what
they know. And what I do is take very elementary pieces of rock mechanics and saw
mechanics and join them in to pavement engineering. This is elementary. I mean this is first
year geomechanics, first year soil mechanics and I put them into with pavement engineering
and bang this thing works it has to work. So but it's not accepted because the way the
pavement engineers have done it is the same as they did it 80 years ago there's no scientific
basis or engineering basis for it. So they are quite happy to continue on with the 80 year old
empirical no facts no science behind it, ok there's nothing and you present them with real
facts, real evidence
Participant A: Is that because they're not willing to put their name to something new and
untested I guess, given the existing is so proven?
Participant C: Ok so as bureaucrats, as government employees there's no appetite for any risk
or putting your name to that risk, they're many thoughts. He's also going to have to do a bit
more work. Is there going to be change? Yes there's going to be a bit of change. We have to
change our work procedures a bit. We'll get a 20% productivity gain anyway after that but
you know there is change. So all of a sudden you find these resistances. Also there's
specifications. You know specifications are the Bible. No Participant Der that fact that there
is no scientific evidence or basis for them it's just the way we've done it
Participant D: That's we made inroads in that area. We were getting bullied around and we
went oh well let's get specified. So there's a few sites in Sydney now where we've got our
gear in. And we persisted and persisted and now we're in the specification so if you want to
do any work here on this site then you use us. It says it in the specification.
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Participant C: Well that’s, that's something that we'd like to do is use engineers to specify us.
But's fairly uncompetitive
Participant D: You go to Macquarie Uni in certain areas now it's just us
Participant A: Our business, anywhere our products get used is through specification.
Participant C: Much better to have changed the rule book to suit yourselves then to have
competition I agree. But yeah so that's yeah
Participant D; When you're name is there they've gotta choose
Participant A: So when you're the provider or a service or product you have to then target that
whole food chain. You know from the top down
Participant C: Yes
Participant A: Whether it's in the, you know even the consortium in that sense who's making
the PPE sort of thing and then it's the designers and architects and engineers and all the
people below it and then the installers and then whoever is running the building. All those
people have all got to be targeted to get your specification.
Participant C: Yes
Participant A: Eventually you sell it through some other guy down here but it's basically the
journey I guess
Participant C: Yes well yeah, yep. That's an enormously long journey
Participant A: It's a hard work journey
Participant C: And long you know road planning can go on for years, long, five ten years
Participant D: Our business is everywhere in specifications
Participant A: Yeah we have to work two years out to get, that process starts so I guess that's
definitely the case. But roads are probably harder because at least we can probably work, but
roads are obviously first. So if there's road planning going on at least there's wisdom
somewhere on the back end that there's other things going on below us so you can actually
get wind of it that way through those specifications. At least you know when to target, the
things with roads I guess that's the first step getting stuff there so it is probably the hardest
point
Participant D: You need to find that niche environmental land release somewhere
Participant C: We looked at that too the engineers couldn't give a shit about environmental
Participant D: Really?
Participant C: Couldn't give a shit
Participant D: Really? Even in a sustainable city?
Participant C: We sell to the developer or to the construction contractor. He can, his only
concern is price ok? Then you talk to the higher ups the Lendleases, the developer or the
RMS at a higher level and their engineering level only interested in performance and price,
price comes into it and performance comes next. But you've really got to go high end level
before you can any real kick in for the environmental sustainability side. Even in council,
council engineers are the same you've already got a council law or some director level
councils then you might get some, some kick in for the environmental. But at the ground
level. And then you try the environmental side but and try and influence the engineers from
that side but, yeah, the environment, you don't get any buy in, you just don't get any buy in,
yeah.
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Interviewer: I won't try and keep you too long. So is there anything that you think in here that
needs to be changed or are you pretty happy with how it's looking or any other?
Participant B: One of the big things for me is the companies that we would collaborate with,
if they're in the same industry, we also compete with them
Interviewer: Yes
Participant B: So that's a really difficult environment to be in. I tend to collaborate with
companies that are
Participant A: Our biggest customer is our biggest competitor
Participant B: Sorry?
Participant A: Our biggest customer is our biggest competitor, Reece
Participant B: Ok
Participant A: It's a terrible position to be in but that's the nature of, any farmer out there
Woolworths would be their biggest customer but also their biggest bloody competitor.
Because they sell generic shit that's been rebranded but that's it that's the nature of it, it's
terrible. But yeah that's part of the supply chain
Participant B: Yeah. We don't supply products so it's really we're just purely services really.
So if I'm competing with another electrical contractor or this other mob or having to work
with, we try to collaborate with somebody that doesn't do what we do and they would need
the extra service so you're big players, your Stowe Electrical somebody like that. They will
call us in as extra help on the communications. But I'm not gonna compete with Stowe on a
quote or very rarely, I'd compete with Stowe on a quote so we're going to help those small
companies. If we're similar sized companies it's going to have to be a slightly different
offering. Because we try to have a superior quality, we go and work with a smaller company
we just end up their trainers, we train then how to do the job well
Participant C: Isn't there an association of your service providers? Like in materials
Participant B: Yep there is
Participant C: And that's a collab, I mean it should be a collaboration. You know if you have
problems getting paid then as an association through them you'd lobby, you'd say you know
look for change.
Participant B: No
Participant C: Which is kind of an old
Participant B: Like a business chamber type thing?
Participant C: Yes
Participant B: No, anytime you ask the business chamber about payment issues, we all know
coal for example, used to be Gujarat. Gujarat were making donations to the business chamber
so when we and 50 other companies in Wollongong went to the business chamber to say hey
we haven' been paid for 12 months it's crippling our businesses, the business chamber said
too bad. They're another strong business in the Illawarra so fight your own battles. Yet that
was 50 major businesses in the Illawarra
Participant A: That's pretty terrible
Participant B: And they employed on of the business chamber directors as their
communications person who literally threatened legal action against the Mercury, do not put
this stuff in the paper. So you didn't actually hear what was going on. Some of the stuff that
was actually going on was phenomenal. The legal action forced against the Mercury, forced
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against the TV stations, by them through directors of the business chamber. It was quite
incredible because of a few donations.
Participant C: That kind of industry that kind of industry power is just incredible. I heard, a
good mate of mine's business he owed the bank a few million. His debt was sold to a major
multinational, they've closed.
Participant D: I think we've got Australian standards in there. That’s a big part of
Participant A: You had the standards written up there earlier
Interviewer: I think I remember writing standards
Participant A: Or regulations I guess
Participant D: Regulations
Participant A: Yeah standards, or industry standards up the top there
Participant D: Oh yeah
Participant A: You got different industry standards there, I'm not sure if it's the same
Interviewer: It might be a bit different I'll just chuck it in anyway
Participant D: Cause that's, some of the stuff that your biggest customer and biggest
competitor, they supply some things that aren't necessarily up to standard
Participant A: Yeah 100% yeah and having clout I guess of power has I guess size or position
does have some leverage
Participant C: Yeah
Participant D: We did, or we're doing, I’ve got, we did a Oxford on Crown apartments. So all
of the gyprock, China. All, the majority of the electrical cabling come from China. Most of
the fixtures and fittings within the joint come from China. Because the developer is a Chinese
guy. All the air conditioning units that went into the compartments were brought over in sea
containers, all the copper pipe, everything that was associated was all brought over
Participant A: Nothing would be approved
Participant D: So shonky. I wouldn't have bought an apartment there. Trinity across the road,
we were in there as well, that's great. Different companies, Australian companies doing the
developments. Harbour Apartments is a local company we're in there as well and yeah
completely, three different job sites, three completely different. Trinity is powering ahead
they've got a good builder and it's a great working environment and there's not many
problems down there. Harbour Apartments is a smaller builder so there's more problems on
that side. Supply chain management stuff, just coordinating and getting stuff there on time
and getting people there on time, how to build the building. There was a bit of, because they
took over from a business that went bust as well
Participant B: That makes it really hard yeah
Participant D: Because they took over from Commado, Commado Cantrock
Participant B: And then the Chinese building, how's that going?
Participant D: Compliance
Participant A: They're working 24 hours a day
Participant D: Like it's, we done stair pressurisation stuff. So we've got to check that the
spring tensions on the doors and louvers and stuff all works and are all within standard. But
when they gyprocked things and screwed things in they’ve bowed louvers and they haven't
sealed the risers properly and they're not fire rated and they've just cut holes in duct to put
some services through so there's pipes going through fire rated. It's just bad
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Interviewer: No wonder they
Participant C: Council have a look at that?
Participant D: They're all over it now they're making them fix it that's why it's not fully
occupied yet. I can't believe they've got people in there
Participant A: That's not isolated cases. You know Northern Beaches hospital is the same
things they just build a, they just want. It comes down to that, from the political climate, that
building, the construction sort of strategy I guess is whatever how the procurement model or
time frame influences everything below it. And it just, yeah, it can be negative or it can be
positive
Participant D: He paid all his bills though. He was paying everyone though he was alright. He
was good for the cash.
Participant B: And with your system going into each of those three buildings, is there a
difference between each of the systems in those three places?
Participant D: We just, we're only doing carpark control and some fan control in the roof and
stair pressurisation stuff and scope was different, a little bit different on each job. We still put
the same systems in. Price wasn't really a factor they had to do it, something they couldn't get
from China
Participant A: Couldn't bring it in from China there you go
Participant D: But we definitely wouldn't do work for the builder again, no. Not just because
of the standard of work that went on in that place, just wouldn't do it again
Participant B: Yep
Participant D: He's building another 23 story one up the top of town
Participant C: Who's the builder?
Participant D: His name, he's a Chinese guy he's 37 years old and self-funded his build. He's
self-funding the build-up the top, Robert
Participant B: 23 story building self-funded
Participant D: Robert Hun or something his name was
Participant A: They do a bit of that in China too
Interviewer: Yeah whole cities full
Participant D: He was property developer Sydney, Gold Coast and now he's come down here
and was joint collaboration stuff up there but now he's self-funded here. It's going up near
Gladstone Avenue there on the corner, there's going to be a big medical centre underneath it,
it's going to be 23 stories and then commercial, sorry commercial 3 stories and the rest
Participant B: That's got to be the tallest in Wollongong?
Participant D: Yeah it'll be the tallest building in Wollongong
Participant A: There wouldn't be much, probably 10
Participant D: These things here, that's it, they're the tallest, they're 14 stories
Participant A: Ok yeah
Interviewer: What I'm trying to show here. This is another group's so the idea I'm going to
zoom in a show, this is the last thing to go through. This is basically to compare what you've
thought exists, I'll zoom, in again, with what other people have thought of.
Participant B: You've got new business entrants. That's a huge one for us. Because of what I
was talking about before because you can do a one day course and be qualified to do NBN.
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So here we are with 20 years of expertise and the best equipment money can buy and then
you can go and do a course across the road, buy yourself a splicing machine and
Participant A: Very similar to what you're saying about Chinese
Participant B: You're competing with us and I can't beat your price so I've got to try and beat
you in something but like you said everything is going by proxy. So how I'm suddenly I've
got 20 years experience but I'm out the door.
Interviewer: Yep
Participant B: Because 50 of you just turned up with one day training and a splicing machine
Participant D: And that's what we had to do, innovate or get killed, pretty much we had to.
We were buying and we still do we buy and integrate for major suppliers, we still put in their
gear. But we're governed by their pricing model and how much they want us to pay for their
stuff. And then we have restrictions on how that stuff gets installed because it's their gear and
it needs to be installed in a particular way so it's labour intensive for us as well, so we need
change, how we were doing it. Installations and where we were buying our stuff from so we
build our own and it changes the way we put things in, it's easier to program, change, develop
and we are more competitive and still win jobs and still make a little bit of money instead of
winning jobs and making no money or losing money because we're governed by somebody
else’s equipment and how it's supposed to be installed
Participant B: Yep. So this new entrants is a big thing in the technology fields so we are at the
moment in the technology area and I suppose even with the green idea and you're saying it's
far more open, people are open and honest with each more. But it's a new industry. Green is
sort of still a new industry
Participant C: It is and
Participant B: Overall and electricians have been around forever and builders have been
around forever and it's a closed shop
Participant C: While I say there's trust
Participant B: Everybody's fighting for that last, for that last job
Interviewer: Yeah
Participant C: While I say there's trust in terms of recycling and the control of the recycling
industry is probably the dirtiest industry. There is a lot of, a lot of money can be hidden, a lot
of under hand, a lot of tough people in there, very tough people. Goes ahead with, goes
together with the demolition industry and they are a tough bunch.
Participant D: Do you mind me asking what are the demographic that put this together for
you? Were they
Interviewer: This was people from the SBRC
Participant B: What's that?
Interviewer: This research centre
Participant D: Was it professional or academic that put that together
Interviewer: Yeah mostly academic although a lot of them have worked, I picked
Participant A: There is some similar wording there
Participant D: Yeah
Interviewer: And a lot of them I picked people who were in the industry but primarily they
are academics. So there are a lot of things they talked about collaboration they talked about
competition. They talked about partnerships between people
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Participant D: So we have different ideas on partnerships I suppose
Interviewer: Probably yeah, well you have that first hand knowledge of what it is actually like
to work with someone else
Participant B: Yeah we've actually done it, yeah most cases it doesn't really work very well
Interviewer: No exactly
Participant B: Business reputation is one in there that's huge
Participant A: That's the thing we were talking about trust I suppose
Participant B: Yeah trust, use different words, but that reputation is massive
Interviewer: Yeah
Participant A: And government motivation is no different to political cycles. I saw you had
standards in there but building codes
Interviewer: But building codes were in there
Participant A: Had education
Participant D: With product it's a great example of those apartments that got built but burnt to
the ground in Melbourne last year because of the sheeting that they brought in from China
was non-compliant to Australian standard and the whole tower went up
Interviewer: Oh wow
Participant C: Yeah and then these cranes, cranes come down, Chinese as well
Participant D: And they're supposed to be sustainable products on the exterior of this place
Participant C: And they were stamped with the Australian Bureau of Standards, ABS is on
the bolts they've got everything you can't tell the difference until you stress them
Interviewer: Right
Participant C: They're not high tension
Interviewer: So it comes down to the quality again whether people are meeting
Participant C: But imagine that
Interviewer: Australian standard quality or half decent
Participant C: Imagine supplying a bolt and it's not
Participant B: Oh well, look what happened at Win stadium the roof blew off, it was only
there for a few weeks
Participant A: Yeah that's right
Interviewer: In the end like, a lot of the things that come up are quite similar so it's just
looking at anything here you strongly disagree with really
Participant B: Media, yeah I don't think we wrote media in there. Big business and media. We
I suppose we're such small players we don't get to influence a great deal, yeah
Interviewer: But even in one case as you were talking about before with the chamber, perhaps
that is media in some way
Participant B: Yeah that's that is, won't cover something that's not favourable or they don't
want to move in and raise problems
Participant D: There's another local government thing that never made it out. We were
involved with a job for a local council that was upgrading their aquatic centre and they
engaged a person to carry out the work. We were a sub-contractor to that person. That person
delivered a bit of the job and we did some control and automation and some electrical work
there, he put in his invoice to the local council. The council paid him his invoice and he pretty
much ran. So there was about 600 hundred grand that they'd paid him to do the job. No one
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from the local government went out there to inspect or anything to have a look what was
going on. And yeah he ran away with pretty much, was $570 something thousand dollars and
that was over 3 progress claims for the job. And you know we got stung for about $150 000.
Participant B: Ooh that's got to hurt
Participant D: And we took it to the local government who was the people who were paying
it and they said well sorry we had a contract with this guy and we've paid him for the work
he's done. You have a contract
Participant C: Yeah but they can't pay him before they've ascertained that you've been paid
Participant D: Yeah well, they have a contract with the supplier and then we had a contract
with him so they had no obligation to make sure that we got paid. That's where they draw the
line, our contract with this guy
Participant C: Any work we do we can take up. They've got to show they've signed off and
paid and yeah
Participant B: Well it's just only the stat dec. We have to do that too. Particularly big
contracts we just sign a stat dec to say we've signed our contractors
Participant D: That's what he done., He just falsified his documents said yeah I've paid all me
subbies, they didn't check.
Participant B: Have they got anything else different. Energy prices I don't think
Interviewer: No we haven't mentioned that one. That was a colour in itself that one. It has an
affect I guess on the context itself but, it comes into political cycles and all that yeah
Participant B: Look it's been an interesting discussion, we've all heard from each other
Participant A: That was good
Interviewer: I thank you for all your time it's been great
Participant B: Different industries too, it's interesting hearing similar problems but across
Interviewer: Thank you so much I appreciate all your time
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Focus Group Two
Interviewer: Pretty much what I'm doing is looking at the potential for a sustainable buildings
industry cluster in the Illawarra. So I have been talking to different people, interviews and
other focus groups, looking at whether, well what people think needs to happen for something
like that to form. What's preventing it, all those sort of things. So what we'll do is come up
with what's called a Causal Loop Diagram, so this is a very basic idea of what a causal loop
diagram is so you have different variables, so population for example, as that increases you're
going to have more people being born. The more people that are born, your population is
going to increase, the same then round for deaths. So this is a very stable system forming
through. Then you have other variables that come into place. So you start looking at things
like life expectancy and medicine and deaths. So these start to change whether that's just a
constant cycle or not, whether it's reinforcing or declining or whether it's just staying steady.
So there's all these different other things that come into play. So through this focus group
we'll look at, I basically just sit here and plot it all into the program, and you just come up,
based on the main question, come up with what you think is happening in that system and
start linking them all together. So the variables can change names at any times, add links here
or there, remove them, whatever you think. So this is what I sent out the other day this is just
sort of the context, so it just goes into what a cluster is and then the key questions, what needs
to be in place for an industry cluster to form, and what are the internal and external forces
that are within that system? So I'm looking specifically at the sustainable buildings industry
and looking sort of at the greater Illawarra.
Participant A: Residential or both commercial?
Interviewer: Either
Participant A: Ok
Interviewer: Yep. So I'm not sure if everyone had a chance to read that? Yep? Ok we'll jump
straight in then. So what are your thoughts?
Participant A: Cost
Interviewer: Sorry?
Participant A: Cost
Interviewer: Cost of?
Participant A: Building
Interviewer: Of sustainable buildings or?
Participant A: Yep
Participant B: Awareness
Participant C: Is this more focused on the materials themself and how they get from point A
to point B and innovation and such?
Interviewer: The whole system, everything
Participant B: It's also design and engineering, construction
Interviewer: Design right through, education, awareness, everything
Participant C: Ok
Interviewer: Everything that plays some sort of role in there
Participant A: So it's like trying to form a whole bunch
Participant C: It's a big web
Interviewer: Yep
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Participant B: And are we talking, so when we're talking about a cluster here in the Illawarra,
are we talking about that cluster supplying only the Illawarra? Are we talking about a cluster
that is based here and it could serve other countries?
Interviewer: Well it depends, it could be either. So whether it's a co-location of a bunch of
businesses that can cater to everyone in the world and that just becomes a hub and everyone
knows that this is where you go for that. Or it's something, it's just made local, so it can really
be either
Participant B: Ok
Participant A: Knowledge and greenwash
Interviewer: The which sorry?
Participant A: Knowledge and greenwash
Interviewer: Would you put them as one or two
Participant A: Probably 2 because they may be moved around separately
Interviewer: And what do you mean exactly by green wash?
Participant A: Just a lot of, you're trying to compete against, like you might go to a client and
go this is sustainable and they go oh but such and such told me that was sustainable and it's
not at all. Yeah like there's a lot of marketing around greenwash
Participant C: I compared it with Woolworths and define the word fresh.
Participant A: Yeah you're exactly right
Participant C: And that's how I explain it to others
Participant A: And I'll give you a good example, I was building you know my house in
Bingarra, the one across the road was marked as you know 8 star green, whatever it was. It
was a NatHERS I think, and it was less insulating than standard houses like BASIX. Because
they just barely met BASIX but they marketed it
Interviewer: Because they thought that that's what sustainability was?
Participant A: Well that's what marketing
Participant C: It's the definition of it
Interviewer: So would you say if there's more knowledge of what sustainability actually is
you'd have less greenwash?
Participant A: Well where I was going with that knowledge is, you may go this wall is an
insulating panel but how insulating that is no-one knows. You know it could be R 1.5 and
you still call it an insulating panel. Where if people actually knew R1.5 versus 3.5 there's a
big difference they might go, they might pick out
Participant B: There's no really well understood consumer metrics
Participant A: No
Participant B: The other one I think is volume or scale of construction in the area
Participant C: Scale steps would be a big one
Participant A: The star system is, like the NatHERS, what does NatHERS get up to, like 10 or
8 starts or something like that. You might go to someone and say you've got a 5 star
NatHERS house and everyone might go oh 5 stars is great like a hotel. So suddenly they're
perceiving 5 star as being great but really you know 8 and 9 star is great but you could market
5 star and you could market 4 star and it's terrible
Interviewer: Because they don't know what else is out there
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Participant A: Yeah or they just don't know the system at all. If you've got no knowledge
about what NatHERS is you don't know that
Participant C: Well nobody does
Participant A: Nobody does and you don't know that somebody is Participant Ding you a crap
house, you just look at the star system and compare it to what you do know
Interviewer: Someone is going to market it to you so just assume it's a good thing
Participant A: Yeah
Participant C: Could you put real estate into this? Or real estate agency? That sort of front
end selling and then what they actually, that sort of becomes part of that
Participant A: Yeah that's such an important thing. Just to build on that. I recently sold a
house that was otherwise sustainable. The real estate agents had no idea what I was talking
about so they couldn't sell any of the points to the buyers in which case you don't get any
money back for anything you've paid for sustainably
Interviewer: Well if they don't know you can't really expect the consumer to know
Participant A: Yeah exactly right
Participant B: But the other part to that is then the sale price or you know, the premium that
you can charge for sustainable
Participant A: Or you can't change that's the problem no one knows, you've got the blind
leading the blind and no one really sees it
Participant B: It's been shown in the ACT though that higher sustainable buildings do charge
a premium, a colder climate obviously
Participant A: Yeah. As long as the buyer has enough knowledge to recognise that. As I said
with mine the people are just going to live there and go this is great but never actually know
why
Interviewer: It's great yeah
Participant D: So just rephrase, constraints to establishing a
Interviewer: Constraints or what needs to happen, what's stopping it from happening, or
needs to happen
Participant D: Barriers
Participant B: Are we also look at what could assist in making it happen?
Interviewer: Yep
Participant D: And is the objective to link these or get some sort of priority them?
Interviewer: Yeah so by the time, once we go through and link them you'll start to see that
different variable will have a lot of links into it and some will only have 1 or 2 so then you
start to realise that they are the stress points or the leverage points that you use to influence
policy
Participant A: How many are you after? Like I could rattle off a hundred but we obviously
want to keep this limited
Interviewer: As many as you think
Participant C: Transport
Interviewer: Transport what, or availability of transport
Participant C: Availability of transport
Participant D: Availability of the transport or availability
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Participant C: Distance between A and B. Because only the biggest two suppliers of
hardwood and you have to sort of go to them if you want to do a sort of big job. And one's in
Canberra and one's in Central Coast. And Canberra doesn't deliver you have to send your
own courier there
Interviewer: Yeah ok
Participant B: You see opportunity there for someone to setup in the Illawarra
Participant C: Yeah yeah definitely
Participant A: If the rest of the supply chain
Participant B: If we can get the rest to do it, if there's a demand for it yeah
Participant A: I'd put perceived complexity. It's actually really hard to source trades at the
best of times but if you start to try and make things complicated for them they just, try to get
prices from people is just impossible
Participant B: Could be type of construction. You know whether it's you know traditional or
relatively traditional stick build in situ or whether you're talking prefabricated
Participant C: Stake home
Participant A: Like trying to get a builder to put a price to like a mudbrick or something like
that. They would just run the other direction
Interviewer: Would you say you could categorise that into two so traditional and nontraditional sort of thing
Participant B: On-site or prefab yeah. When I'm saying traditional I'm not talking necessarily
traditional products. No I'm just thinking stick builds, in situ construction. And then so maybe
in-situ and off-site. And the other one probably I'm thinking of is the type of building that
we're talking, detached homes here or apartments
Participant D: You said both
Interviewer: Anything in the commercial/industrial
Participant B: Well what affects that is land supply and all those other bits and pieces so I
don't know whether how much
Participant D: Are you talking about affordability the or?
Participant B: Well if we're talking about a cluster in the Illawarra are we running out of
available land for detached homes, I think we are
Participant C: Governments like to milk it out very slowly
Participant B: Yeah but that's impacting whether the volume, well the affordability and the
volume you need a minimum volume to actually establish a cluster
Participant A: Interesting land affordability to affect price. People are trying to buy, or spend
as much on the house as they can. There's a balance going on where people are going to run
out of money so they might buy a block that's worth quite a bit but then run out of money for
the build. But then if they go the cheaper for the block they might have enough money at the
end to actually spend on some of the better stuff. Because it's where it sits in the whole
process. It's right at the end most of the sustainable, not at the start
Interviewer: Yeah makes sense
Participant C: Council approval process
Participant B: Particularly if it's unusual, really unusual
Participant C: Well Wollongong Council, well they, it's the first time that they've got their
DCP at the start of the year about talking about sustainability but it's like 4 paragraphs. And
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relevant to life but there rest of their conditions can be hard to get around to create and make
sustainable
Participant D: When you're talking cluster though, you're interpreting that as a cluster of
houses but you're talking about suppliers
Interviewer: Of industry
Participant B: No that's what I'm assuming but what I'm saying to develop a cluster of
businesses you still need to supply a minimum amount of product or something to a
Participant D: Right
Participant A: But yeah that's the cluster it's how do you get businesses to hit all these points.
Participant B: Yeah if you're only building one in five thousand no one is going to start a
business to supply it
Interviewer: So you're looking at consumer demand?
Participant A: There's a really interesting about or the perception of sustainability. So why do
people actually want sustainability, so often I'm finding it's not so much that they want to live
sustainable lives, they want to be able to tell other people that they live sustainable lives, it's
you know. That's what I mean if you build a house where no one can see that you're not
hitting what people actually want. They want to be able to tell their friends, they want people
to see them in their fancy you know electric cars and things
Interviewer: But other people want to save money and other people
Participant C: I don't entirely agree with that either. Because a lot of my clients do it for their
own personal wellbeing
Participant A: Yeah, oh yeah it's definitely beneficial
Participant B: The poorer people you know they are implementing sustainability just to cut
down on electricity costs and other bits and pieces
Interviewer: So it can come down to any of those 3, cost
Participant B: So yeah the big one was probably in here was policy, government policy.
Participant D: Are you talking about incentives then?
Participant C: BASIX?
Participant B: Yeah well carbon price incentives for particular rebates
Participant C: Rebates
Participant A: Because the actual cost incentive of electricity isn't that great incentive looking
at it
Participant B: You save yourself $500 a year is insignificant
Participant A: But if it was like $2000 a year it would make it a whole bunch different
Participant B: It was also the, you know real estate.com just brought out their rating tool,
yeah so it's worth looking.
Participant D: Sustainability is it?
Participant B: So trying to put a metric on all the houses and how they are sustainable
Participant A: Is it a self-assessment? Like how is it actually assessed?
Participant B: No they get a lot of your previous electricity bills, bits and pieces, but and then
you increase it by telling them about your house and providing them with that data. But the
intent there is that you would get a premium on your house. Like getting a 1% premium on
your house is a lot of money rather than $500 to save electricity so there is potentially big
incentive there
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Interviewer: That's interesting, when did they start that?
Participant A: It's been around 4-5 months
Participant B: A few weeks, it got announced in the media 2-3 weeks ago, through tender of a
US company
Participant A: That may then, that's probably one of the links then they comes back to the real
estate should own that because you don't really have a lot of control over the ads. In the end
they may not even know about it. Like you, I didn't know about it
Participant B: Yeah no, yeah, you would probably know about it sooner or later, sell enough
homes you'll probably find out about it, I just read about it
Participant D: So what about the technologies themselves? So the goal is to get sufficient
demand, we're talking about demand, for there to be a cluster, which is and again that,
defining what is in that cluster. How do you narrow that down to say what's?
Interviewer: So the way I look at it is any businesses that has an input into a sustainable
building, they are part of that cluster. So whether that be someone that supplies product,
whether that be someone that supplies a service, whether that be someone who is innovating
an creating new products, whether that be someone who is purely researching
Participant B: I think that's what I was asking at the front, because I mean you see services
being supported by local industry but product manufacture on a large scale
Participant D: So is cluster imply co-location or is that irrelevant? Does that
Interviewer: Traditionally yes
Participant D: So what are merits? I can think of some, you know what are the advantages in
the co-location then
Interviewer: Yeah so reduce costs from being closer together, better collaboration because
you are together
Participant D: So is this in the one city, one suburb, one sub-division?
Participant C: State?
Participant A: You're looking at the Illawarra aren't you?
Interviewer: Well it depends on what, scale you're offering into
Participant D: And what are you anticipating?
Interviewer: At the moment I'm looking at the Illawarra
Participant D: So that's a 4 LGA sort of area?
Interviewer: So yeah the greater
Participant A: Big one that you just put up was collaboration though like that's huge. Like we
all sort of have a sustainable background but how much do we communicate? We've hardly
talked to each other since the Solar Decathlon
Interviewer: Technology was the other one I think you mentioned
Participant B: So is relevant associations
Participant D: I guess what's the intent for those suppliers to co-locate? Sharing of knowledge
and other some sort of resource back is it why here, is it university a contributor
Participant C: Drawcard
Participant D: Contributor, you're looking at barriers so this is not
Participant B: From a product perspective though it could be the transport infrastructure, you
know road, rail, water, available warehousing and factory space. All of which is needed in a
sort of hub
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Participant D: So skilled workforce, does that come into there?
Participant A: Do you have much troubles. Well I guess it's obviously an element in there but
I find there's not much troubles at all
Participant C: Especially with people installing technology, they usually think they can
provide it readily
Participant A: Even the materials like the carpenters don't really matter what they have, as
long as they know how to work with it
Participant B: But think about yourselves
Participant A: Ok you're thinking like designers
Participant B: I'm thinking both, like full spectrum
Participant C: There's a lack of designers that's for sure
Participant A: You're right the builder again, builders don't know how to do a lot of, they
don't know the issue. Ok so yeah it's definitely a higher element of the skilled workforce
Participant C: There's a lack of a rule of thumb in design. They say oh yeah it's the same
Participant B: Yeah I mean so whether you're talking architecture or then when you're talking
ESD or ability to use BIM or bits and pieces depending on what you're trying to do
Participant A: Yeah a lot of people
Participant B: It's that local percentage of those people even move here
Participant C: You need someone who what they do is when they get you green star at a
certain rating and you just pay them and hope for the best. Even that green star
Participant B: It's not collaborative and iterative cycle
Participant C: The ability is different
Participant A: What about like a holistic knowledge too. Like you've got a lot of people who
might know a lot about one thing but it's hard to find someone that can bring it all together
too. So yeah even designers these days don't really understand. Like I'm not as good at
materials as Participant C
Interviewer: So you'd say that collaboration would drive
Participant B: Well that's the thing yeah if you could go ok you do those other sorts of things
you might be able to share those sorts of skills
Participant C: I think it's hard because the collaboration I think generally stops so, the
designer, architect or whatever it is might communicate directly with the builder at some
higher level to ensure a tender is getting I don't know, make sure it's all correct but from then
on who knows what happens and then the builder's suppliers start coming in and say you
know I've got a better idea for you and then everything gets changed towards the initial intent
and where that collaboration actually comes from instead of the designer going and talking
directly with the insulation person who's gonna install it and having conversations about
membranes because they're generally the same person. And to the recycled timber yard to the
whoever it is and sort of connecting the dots right through the stream. I think collaboration is
one degree of separation away
Participant A: Well yeah you get it right through the real estate end, they talk to people in the
front end
Participant B: Well that's something yeah so you in some way you're talking about traditional
procurement processes, tender processes, contract management all that sort of stuff is flawed
I mean that's known in many ways
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Participant C: I think so yeah
Participant B: Both residential and commercial problems, I'd say that's it yeah contracts
Participant A: The only ones that have it down pat is the big companies that are hard to
compete with when you're starting out
Participant C: But at the domestic level like at large construction D&C and the builder
whatever they want to do with it, but it's just the floor construct like this they kind of have
more control of what they're going to get at the end but domestic, generally the designer's left
and they off and do whatever they want with their domestic builder and they get whatever
they're given I guess, as bad as that sounds
Participant B: Yeah and that's a traditional process
Participant C: It is
Participant B: But what you want to do is probably a bit different to that
Participant C: Yeah
Interviewer: So would you think if the cluster existed you'd have more collaboration across
the board as opposed to one step ahead?
Participant C: Definitely, definitely
Participant A: Just time is a general thing because you know a lot of that collaboration is
probably actually limited by time.
Participant C: Yeah I don't have money on that
Participant A: Yeah, like if you had 2 extra few days in a week you might actually sit around
and talk to people but. Just trying to get the time to even share knowledge or anything. You
got thoughts on that or?
Participant D: Yeah it's broad
Participant C: Yeah it is generalistic
Participant D: You almost need subsets of this because you know you could have a whole
conversations about the services. It's the services you might have a cluster of services but
then might, who bigger
Participant C: Or people who trace solar panels or subbies who install solar panels, some
design some don't. And then you could create a network that's bigger than that just on solar
panels
Participant D: You can almost like services has a whole dynamic but it's one of those things
but then you look at connecting though
Participant C: A cluster, within a cluster, within a cluster
Participant D: Yeah
Participant C: Or are we just gonna, I dunno, put a higher level one
Interviewer: It's looking at about how all the variables relate to each other, so it's what drives
what and then in turn what does it mean for everything else
Participant D: So do they have precedence? Are there histories of other models of clusters
that, what's driven them that you've seen?
Interviewer: So the best one I could tell you is Toyota City. So everything you need to pretty
much manufacture a Toyota car is located in Toyota City
Participant C: I think the big difference with that example of sustainable building industry is
Toyota is one business, and they can control their own destiny. And they can control all these
things
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Participant B: But is that what you need then?
Participant A: Yeah that's what I was thinking
Participant C: I personally think that's what you need
Participant B: You know cause one of you said you need leadership, that person that brings
all those people together
Participant C: I personally think that's what the industry needs now. But it's hard in especially
as a domestic arena where people aren't generally that skilled, or knowledgeable. Not skilled,
knowledgeable
Participant B: So many entrants in the market
Participant A: The other thing is, not even that, there might be knowledgeable people there
but they can't get to that scale
Participant C: How do they penetrate?
Participant A: Yeah, how do they penetrate into the existing market?
Participant B: Yeah so you need a superior product as well at the end of the day
Participant A: That's probably a good one to write down
Participant B: Faster and cheaper, better performing
Participant A: Something that competes in the current market to get that throughput
Participant C: I've got a feeling it's more about service and delivery. Because most of the
products we use, even if they're deemed sustainable create a unsustainable product at the end,
it's hard to promote that at the front end to domestic clients. But in delivering that through
service at a price, people go tick the box and go
Interviewer: So what would you call it competitive offering then?
Participant C: Offering is the price. Collective offering, that's good way, good term
Interviewer: That way it's it can be a product or a service
Participant B: But is that just saying you need to compete on different grounds other than
sustainability
Participant A: I think it just
Participant C: But I think if you can beat sustain, in sustainability if you're price is right too,
not just ticking the energy efficiency or water or public products or thermal performance or
whatever, it's right through from start to finish
Participant A: You're right about like, if I was to compete against another sustainable home
I'd be heaps cost competitive but as soon as you try to compete against the big players like
MacDonald Jones you, people just go oh what am I getting for my extra 50 grand. You tell
them but they just don't see it, they're just trying to save money
Participant C: But if you have a project home scale you could very directly compete on cost
as well
Participant A: Yeah but you'd have to market it alright to. Yeah you gotta get that extra 50
grand from somewhere. And that probably flows through the administration
Participant D: Have you got their competition from, a sort of if you like mainstream product
Participant C: Yeah
Participant A: But see then they're really playing on a level playing field. They're not
restricted or they're not trying to impact
Interviewer: But it will influence your industry
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Participant A: It will yeah. Like with for example if BASIX were then to modify itself to
bring the whole standard up, you'd be very competitive very quickly.
Participant C: That kind of happens, not in energy, well BASIX, but you have new estates
like Shell Cove, the design standards there, all the project designers are a member of HIA
committee and all the project home guys sitting around the table all bitch about building
homes down there because they've gotta do something different and not just flat pack their
house straight on the block of land
Interviewer: Yeah have you seen the new development out there? It's terrible, everything is
identical
Participant C: The closer you get to the sea, so they only built sort of the first iteration of that
as you go into the actual harbour itself.
Interviewer: Yeah
Participant A: A lot of companies are doing that, the same house all down the street
Participant C: They're hating it
Interviewer: I thought they love it because it's so cheap for them, they just build the same
thing over and over again
Participant C: They're all getting rejected. I heard a percentage like 80% of project homes are
getting rejected, all their designs on the blocks
Interviewer: It's just the developer is building the lot and their building the same thing over
and over again, my parents are living in one and it's shocking
Participant C: It's individual people and then you've gotta get pre-approvals through Shell
Cove and all the builders
Interviewer: Whatever they've done
Participant A: I went through that whole process and yeah it is, it's better for people who are
designing individual houses cause you can design it with all those guidelines in mind, but it's
harder for yeah all the project home guys cause they have to try and fit their standard designs
to that
Participant C: Which because of their cost
Participant B: It's another item to add in though you just yeah like developers and developer
requirements, and whether or not they're part of the cluster or
Participant A: Yeah
Participant C: Maybe it's because it's
Participant A: They probably are
Participant B: You'd want them, I think you'd want them to be an integrated successful cluster
but whether or not that happens
Participant C: And I think it's come around because the council wants to assess a hundred
houses in like 4 weeks and the developer gets an architectural firm to come in and do the
assessing which are much more strict or have much more passion about it them some town
planner at council
Participant A: Yeah they're very bureaucratic about it at council
Participant C: Oh yeah
Interviewer: So what I've started to do is start linking how things will impact each other. For
example this one up here when you, when consumers perceive a system is too complex to
enter it's going to reduce their demand for that product
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Participant C: Yes
Interviewer: And that demand will influence other things
Participant D: We'll probably narrow down our definitions then as you, as you go in and try,
what does it mean. I mean Greenwash is about authenticity, credibility, I mean isn't that, but
to the point of Land Availability you were mentioned that this is more about supply isn't it?
So it's about critical mass
Participant B: Is there a volume of construction occurring in the area enough to sustain an
industry in its own right?
Participant A: Yeah
Participant B: So yeah I mean, so you can probably have a whole little sub-cluster that is
demand
Interviewer: Yep. So would you say all these things influence demand?
Participant B: Well yeah land availability does. So that does necessarily, it's not necessarily
consumer demand but it impacts overall demand
Participant C: Which would be population growth
Participant B: Sorry, it impacts supply more than it does demand
Interviewer: The land availability?
Participant B: It's supply sorry not demand
Participant C: I think the land availability can be, you know two major parties which is the
government approving it and developers holding that, because they don't have to sell
Interviewer: Which was that?
Participant B: And also just the
Participant C: Milking it out to get as much profit on each piece of land as you can is just
their nature. But it, it used to be part of Landcom back in the day and it was the state that did
it. So they could regulate it and regulate pricing, provide affordable land
Participant B: But the reality is in this area there is there's just not that much land. I mean
you've still got a lot out the back of Horsley and stuff but you're still constrained by the
escarpment and things
Participant A: There's a fair bit happening down towards Albion Park
Participant C: West Dapto. Apparently there's like 19000 blocks of land out there or
something, it's huge
Participant A: Calderwood's
Interviewer: Yeah Calderwood’s big
Participant C: They're gonna drip feed it out because they're developers and they can. They'll
make as much as they can for the next 30 years. It's more about delivering to meet the
population demand at the right price
Participant B: But what I guess is
Participant A: Should we start going through these and linking them? Or can we still keep
building on them
Interviewer: We can always add things later if you think of it while we're linking them that's
fine
Participant A: Cause yeah what I was thinking is just picking one and then just sort of seeing
where it links.
Interviewer: Which one would you pick?
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Participant A: I don't know its
Participant C: Let's go with an easy one
Participant A: Developers is probably a good one so like that, you've got it in demand,
industry leadership, linking to industry leadership
Interviewer: How so would you?
Participant A: So there one of the bigger players. Like they have the opportunity, the scale
that can actually do that
Interviewer: So they could become the industry leader
Participant A: They could, they're in the best position to do it.
Participant B: Well they've got the scale and they're the ones making the most money
Participant A: Yeah they're the ones that have that link between the end sale, the start of
design
Participant B: Yeah they can enforce design as required
Participant A: Yeah so they're sort of in a position where they have that. Incentives, so
developers can link to incentives for sustainability
Participant B: Sorry do developers impact competitive offerings substantially? I don't know
that, there's a step in between I think
Interviewer: What would you put in between?
Participant B: Well the builder or the designer of whoever it is that's providing the product to
develop them
Participant A: Yeah probably track builders
Interviewer: I'll just call it a provider for now
Participant A: Yep
Participant D: So how are you differentiating them, developers and providers
Participant A: So developers are the supplier of the land and the provider is your builder or
whoever it might be. So if you look at it on a commercial scale you know the developer
might be the person bank rolling it
Participant C: A fund
Participant A: Whereas the builder might be one of the bigger
Participant D: I think the developer and the Participant Det might be sort of interpreted as a
more holistic thing
Participant A: Yep
Participant C: The builder and the developer at a domestic level
Participant D: The builder may engage, may or may not sub-divide the land but would engage
the designer, would engage the provider
Participant C: Yeah
Participant D: So the provider's the terminology.
Participant C: Yeah I wouldn't say i.e. Land provider, just say dwelling provider
Participant B: Yeah not the land provider I mean ultimately that in some ways that's the state
government and then it's the developer and then it's
Interviewer: Yeah
Participant C: No well the developer's buying these big ass chunks of land then sub-dividing
it and getting it all approved and then start milking it out
Participant B: They've still got to get approval from state government
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Interviewer: Well if everyone knows what developers means we don't have to put anything
next to it
Participant B: Oh yeah yep. But I guess yeah Participant D the reason I was just saying we
need to put a step in between is because they're not necessarily providing a competitive
offering it could be a design consortium or the builder, manufacturer whatever it is
Participant D: The developer would control the competitiveness of it though so a developer
coming to us, so they'd engage us to say design well you know I cause I'm, I want 40 instead
of 35, or whatever it is, so they, in our experience they would be controlling.
Participant C: The money?
Participant D: They're the ones that are making the money out of it
Participant B: Yeah well, sorry, maybe I'm thinking it goes both ways.
Participant B: I mean you've still gotta
Participant C: Throw real estate
Participant B: Provide a product at a cost that's going to have a minimum cost yeah the
developers pricing that into the market
Interviewer: So do you want to make that a loop back around?
Participant B: I guess so
Interviewer: Or is it influencing it as well
Participant D: Because you're trying to fit your real estate agent into that transition
Participant A: They definitely link
Participant B: I think the problem with competitive offering is who is the offering to, is that
offering to the home owner is that offering to the golf club? Are we talking competitive
offering to the client or the competitive offering to the end user
Participant C: End user I would think
Participant A: Maybe you link the competitive offering to the real estate
Participant B: That's what I was thinking
Participant A: To the real estate
Interviewer: So if there's a competitive offering they're more likely to sell it or?
Participant A: What's that?
Interviewer: So if there's a competitive offering they're more likely to sell it or is the
competitive advantage
Participant A: That's what I was thinking like they want competitive product to sell
Participant B: They want something differentiating
Participant A: And then that might link back to developers because then obviously developers
want to, or whoever it is wants to sell their product
Participant B: Well maybe something needs to be redefined when we're saying competitive.
Are we talking cost competitive? Are we talking differentiating competitive
Participant A: Haven't we got a product, is that product thing somewhere?
Interviewer: Competition from a mainstream product?
Participant C: I think it's holistic
Participant A: Yeah it has to be a bit bigger than what we're
Participant C: Like value for money, maybe that's because you can get, you could pay
through the nose for something that's sustainable or you could pay a competitive, increased
price for something
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Participant B: But yeah that's cost competitive
Participant C: Something, that's yeah. For the offering
Participant A: I'd go offering/product because it could be, you know any
Interviewer: So what did you want to make it, because offering will cover all those things
Participant C: Competitive sustainable housing, I don't know
Participant A: We sort of know what it's
Participant B: Well yeah, alright so we're talking both cost competitive and also differentiated
or improved
Participant A: Yeah
Participant C: Yeah. Because if you're just talking about cost competitive then, go down to I
don't know Flinders and watch them all flat pack together. Or is it a competitive sustainable
offering which is what this whole thing is about isn't it
Interviewer: Their build could be either really
Participant B: Yeah I mean this whole, I mean this whole context is framed by the
sustainability isn't it, that doesn't. I don't think we're losing that
Participant A: And I'd chuck just below Greenwash over there marketing because we haven't
got marketing anywhere and that becomes a load to cost competitiveness like you know how
you can make it more cost competitive by marketing and Greenwash effects all that as well.
Interviewer: So greenwash effects marketing and marketing effects
Participant A: Marketing effects competitive offering and
Participant C: Yeah
Participant B: So Greenwash impacts perceptions of sustainability
Participant A: Yeah definitely. Marketing could probably also link straight back to that
Interviewer: Marketing links to?
Participant A: Perceptions of sustainability so, I would almost get rid of greenwash and just
leave Marketing
Interviewer: Ok
Participant A: Do you reckon?
Participant B: Oh no I think
Participant D: No I think Greenwash it probably ties back to your lack of consumer metrics
so it's about standards really isn't it
Participant B: Consumer knowledge
Participant D: And authenticity. So you've got credibility issue there that may be in reality so
that affects perception. So it's also then metrics I think
Participant C: I think that's right.
Participant D: What's that
Participant C: How they've got it
Participant A: So do you reckon link it to the lack of consumer metrics on sustainability and
the knowledge of sustainability as well?
Participant C: Where does it say that?
Participant A: Cause
Interviewer: So this is
Participant A: So that one there should link to greenwash
Interviewer: This way or that way? From greenwash to or from
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Participant B: I think lack of leads to greenwash
Participant A: Yeah leads to greenwash
Participant C: Yeah that makes sense
Participant A: Yeah and
Participant B: Then it also leads to lack of knowledge
Participant A: I reckon marketing
Participant B: It contributes to
Participant A: How do people gain the knowledge that's the thing
Participant B: So maybe
Participant C: People like us
Participant A: When we've got the time to tell people
Participant C: It's a slow process
Participant B: Well when they've got an incentive to bother about it. Or when they learn
about it
Participant C: Yeah exactly
Interviewer: Yeah
Participant B: We can tell people as much as we want but they might not listen
Participant A: The incentive one is pretty good so. The incentives for sustainability I think
can link to a lot of things. I'd go developers to Marketing
Interviewer: Straight into developers?
Participant A: Yep. I'd go the other way actually because they can then fund it
Interviewer: So get rid of that one?
Participant B: But they, developers could get incentives from state or federal government
Participant A: Yeah yeah
Participant B: If they're going to do something worthwhile
Interviewer: So both ways?
Participant A: Both ways
Participant B: I think incentives impacts yeah but it also impacts the builder, impacts
Participant C: The whole way
Participant A: And link it
Participant B: The product suppliers
Participant A: Link it across to marketing. But also link it from government policy to
incentives which is to it's right
Participant B: Yeah so government policy to incentives
Participant A: Yep definitely
Interviewer: And what was the answer that supplier you?
Participant B: The other thing with incentives is sale price or whatever it is or I don't
Interviewer: Yeah we had price in here somewhere
Participant A: But you're thinking about that real estate thing
Participant B: Yeah
Participant A: Because that is the incentive isn't it
Participant B: That is an incentive to bother
Interviewer: So where would you link that then?
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Participant A: Probably up to real estate. Because we're sort of perceiving them as the market
finish aren't we
Participant B: No I think I mean real estate provides a service and a function and an outcome
or whatever is a premium for your product
Interviewer: Does that impact your cost of sustainability instead?
Participant C: It would
Participant B: Yeah it could
Participant C: You want to get that cost back
Participant B: But it depends who's capturing value in that chain? But I think what you're
missing in there is ability to charge a premium or whatever
Participant A: Yeah yeah
Participant B: Which then is linked to marketing real estate. Probably the other way around
though
Interviewer: The other way around for both of them?
Participant B: I think so
Interviewer: So marketing influences your ability to charge a premium? And then your real
estate influences that as well?
Participant B: And then your ability to charge a premium is an incentive for sustainability
Interviewer: Right. It's alright I can clear this up later
Participant A: It's gonna get crazy
Participant B: You're gonna need a bigger screen
Participant A: Drag down, see the council approval process at the top there
Interviewer: Yes here
Participant A: Drag that down to government policy and link a few things around that. So
government policy goes to the council approval process which goes to developers and it goes
to the providers eg builder
Participant B: Yeah so they also impact material selection
Participant C: Yep
Participant A: The whole council approval process
Participant C: And technology
Participant B: Like how many would, earth ships, one of those things can get past council
Participant C: That's more of an Australian standards then
Participant B: Code compliance
Participant C: Yeah
Participant A: Well we've got
Participant B: I guess that's the other thing that's missing is codes and standards
Participant A: Well that sort of policy that's the government policy kind of thing I think
Participant B: But yeah it's a very specific one
Participant A: Yeah yeah
Interviewer: So that would influence that?
Participant A: Yeah then that influences the council approval process and the provider eg
builder but not the developer
Participant C: You've gotta put Australian standards in there too. Building codes/Australian
standards
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Interviewer: Yep
Participant C: Cause they just refer back to each other. Which also affects technology
Participant B: yeah
Participant C: Like
Interviewer: This affects technology?
Participant C: Yeah
Participant B: The impacts yeah, material selection and technology yeah
Participant A: It's up there
Participant C: They're not approved
Participant A: Can you make your screen smaller, is there a zoom
Participant C: The marketing
Participant A: That's better. Now we can fill all that space
Participant C: Yep
Participant B: Do you want to maybe called technology also materials and products
Participant A: Yeah I that's what I was going to suggest because everyone is perceiving it as
solar panels but it's not, it's everything
Participant B: Insulation materials and
Participant A: Methods, whatever it could be
Participant B: Plumbing pipes, you know
Participant A: How's the skilled workforce link to things? So that probably links back to the
skilled workforce
Participant B: That also probably links into then your
Participant C: Collaboration, collaboration with builder
Participant A: Yeah builder that's a big one
Participant B: So where do we have?
Participant C: Are we grouping still workforces, professionals and blue collar?
Participant A: Yeah
Participant C: One and the same yeah?
Participant B: I guess it's whoever has the necessary skills to complete whatever the work is,
whether it's design, assessment, construction
Participant A: That's what we were talking about before its seems the blue collar it seems
would be pretty good at it, they're not the issue. It seems the white collar
Participant C: Yeah, we know it all. Just like us
Participant B: But my understanding is talking to some other people that builders are the
issue
Participant A: I'm looking at builder more as white collar, I'm thinking blue collar being like
carpenters and all the sub-trades. Builders
Participant C: I think they're probably the biggest problem
Participant B: The builder?
Participant A: Yeah they are
Participant D: Some of them get, some of the market will
Participant C: Yeah if they want to
Participant A: You've got to be careful some of them market it well but as they said
McDonald Jones markets sustainability well but they're not sustainable at all.
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Participant C: They don't know anything about it
Participant A: Yeah
Participant C: It's usually their subbies, if they've got good subbies pushing it then
Participant A: Yeah I find the subbies are the best
Participant B: So skilled workforce it's, that's impacting just the ability to establish companies
and establish the connections
Participant D: Where I was coming from if you're going to have a cluster, if I was going to
setup a business in an area, then I'd want to know the employee and the resource was there,
you know transposing a company
Participant B: Yeah
Participant C: Lack of workforce
Participant B: But I think we're missing something up there aren't we? That that impacts
Participant D: What's that the
Participant A: Skilled workforce
Participant B: All we've got that link to at the moment is collaboration and builder, it's also
linked to the ability as you're saying to establish a company or set up your company in the
first instance
Participant D: It's a barrier to the cluster
Participant C: Yeah successful business
Participant D: You're going to look at employees
Participant A: I guess that, that normally influences cost because if you don't have that skilled
workforce you have to pay a premium to get them and that then sort of influences the ability
to charge a premium for example. But not directly as Participant B was saying it's, there's
something in the middle there
Interviewer: So would you make that connection?
Participant A: No
Participant B: What was that?
Participant C: Competitive
Participant A: Ability to charge a premium based on
Participant B: Nah
Participant A: It's about cost, where’s cost
Participant B: You can only charge
Interviewer: There's cost of sustainable products here that probably links to a premium I
would imagine
Participant A: That's what I was going to say link that
Participant C: It depends how you define skilled workforce
Interviewer: This way or that way?
Participant A: Nah the skilled workforce and the cost of sustainable buildings
Participant B: Oh yeah no I'm saying they can charge but it doesn't mean the client can charge
that through the
Interviewer: They both have the ability to charge a premium
Participant C: Yeah definitely
Participant B: The margin will get squeezed or whatever it is
Participant C: Yeah and you won't last long I don't think
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Participant A: So we just linked skilled workforce to the cost of sustainable buildings saying
that if you can't find them it might cost a lot to get them
Interviewer: So I'll pull these ones out so we know where we're missing
Participant D: So what are the issues with sustainability and cost, where, cause all the
discussion seems to be about the capital cost compared to the market, so the cost saving,
you've got a lot of the product is the long term isn't it so it's capital cost versus
Participant B: Operational
Participant D: Operational cost and people, and one articulating the difference and people
valuing that. But that would be fairly fundamental I would think in the whole argument
Participant A: Yeah definitely
Participant C: And that comes into the marketing Greenwash perception and how that's
portrayed saving money over your lifetime, maintenance
Participant A: The problem, well the issue I'm having is that people push for money when
they're trying to build, but then maybe not pushing money later. What they're doing is they're
trying to save money during the build at the cost of you know money in the future because
they're gonna, they know they're gonna have more money in the future
Participant B: They're the bank says you can have this much and they spend that much
Participant C: Yeah
Participant A: So how do you define that?
Participant B: But see for me that's more the awareness or the knowledge of, in some ways
Participant A: Yeah yeah there's definitely a knowledge thing there because. I have a funny
way of perceiving it so, I always look at capital cost as ongoing cost, looking at interest
repayments so whatever is an ongoing cost I times it by you know what that would actually
cost in capital cost divide interest so
Participant B: Yeah that's the thing most people aren't going to do a net present value
assessment of what they're going to save
Participant A: Yeah exactly
Participant B: Basically this much and that's it
Participant A: But it comes back to that knowledge thing so
Participant B: And rationality and
Participant A: Hang on we've got too many things there. We've got a holistic knowledge of
sustainability and a knowledge of sustainability, so maybe they're one in the same
Interviewer: So get rid of one of them?
Participant B: No no no I think
Participant A: I know what you mean, I see where they're different
Participant B: No I think it's just recorded wrong, I think when we're talking about the holistic
knowledge we're talking about an entity that can
Interviewer: Would you add expertise in that area?
Participant B: To bring together all the relevant people. So I think that
Participant D: Tying it back to leadership issues
Participant A: I was going to say that we should definitely link that back to leadership. Just
list that as knowledge entity, holistic knowledge entity
Participant C: Which is linked to skilled workforce
Participant B: I don't think it's a holistic knowledge entity. Well it sort of is but it's also
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Participant A: There's probably a better word
Participant B: But it's also who's actually contracting or pulling all these people together
Participant A: I'd link that so I'd link that to that industry leadership which is up the top there
Participant B: Yeah for sure
Participant A: And as someone else mentioned the skilled workforce, so maybe link the
skilled workforce back to that because you're not really, because the skilled workforce might
lead to someone in that position, I don't know which way that goes
Participant B: But it was like I think the reference we were using there was that Toyota City
model, Toyota was that entity
Participant A: Yeah
Participant D: And fundamentally at the end of that was Mr Toyota
Participant C: Yeah yeah exactly
Participant D: Talking about leadership and
Participant B: Yeah, but it's also
Participant D: What's his name? Probably something else
Participant B: Yeah but at what point did you know Toyota make Toyota City, probably after
he already had a fair bit of capital
Participant A: Yeah exactly. Yeah or just enough supply chain there to make it all, you need
that, if you can get it working on a small scale you can scale up
Participant C: Getting it started
Participant A: Getting it working yeah
Participant B: But that's where construction can come in. Look at housing you need all 90
000 buildings a year or something, you need Toyota housing. Same as Sekasui in Japan and a
few of the others. They operate on a single line yeah, similar to the car manufacturing
Participant A: So you've got off-site constructions sitting in there. Put that somewhere where
it fits and sort of link that
Interviewer: Around the in-situ as well so they do different things
Participant A: Like it will link to
Participant B: It links to providers. Or it links to competitive offering
Participant C: Competitive offering and builder
Participant A: Yeah that's a good link
Interviewer: So make the link there rather than this direct link?
Participant A: I think so
Participant B: Oh no I think they, leave the direct link as well
Participant A: There's a circle going there
Interviewer: And then the in-situ?
Participant B: Well the same thing really
Participant C: Yeah same thing. And then same thing for scale of construction
Participant D: You've got 2, so you've got offsite and off site essentially, off-site and in-situ,
so why are they both barriers?
Participant A: They're not necessarily barriers they're probably either barriers or
opportunities. One can be looked at as a barrier and one can be looked at as an opportunity
and vice versa
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Participant B: Yeah well they're both. Yeah one could be cheaper and one maybe not it
depends
Participant A: Yeah
Participant B: But yeah I think wherever scale was impacts offsite construction because you
need some level of scale to make offsite competitive, generally not always
Participant C: Yeah that makes sense
Interviewer: Yep
Participant A: Scale of construction I wonder what links into that is there anything
Participant B: Well scale, scale linked into the whole, can I setup a cluster
Participant C: Yeah
Interviewer: Well it's almost their demand in a way
Participant A: That's actually good actually link it to demand, yeah link demand down to
scale because if you don't have demand there you're not going to get the scale that you need
Participant B: Yes
Interviewer: So you've got contracts, the availability of transport
Participant B: The contracts impacts collaboration
Participant A: It also, contracts might link into, does Australian standards link into that
Participant C?
Participant C: Pardon?
Participant A: The Australian standards don't link into that contract. It definitely links
Participant C: It's related
Participant A: It definitely links to the builder
Participant C: I'd go between developers and builders
Participant A: Yeah
Participant B: Yeah there's obviously a link there, they're contracted together but is that
Participant A: Building, yeah the builders are actually the ones that write contracts out to
subbies is what I'm thinking and that sustainable, that can either add the sustainable elements
or not. So I definitely link it
Interviewer: So you'd link it to?
Participant B: But that's still impacting the collaboration between those people isn't it?
Participant C: Yep
Participant B: As opposed to
Participant A: There's definitely a collaboration link there as well
Participant B: Yeah I mean, I guess what I'm saying is do you need to actually put that links
between contracts, developer contractor builder subbie, you that's what it is, I don't know
Participant A: But see that's the problem
Participant B: What it's impacting is the collaboration of those builders and the products they
deliver and the design
Participant A: Yeah I see what you mean they have to collaborate, they collaborate through
the contracts
Participant B: Yeah exactly
Participant C: Maybe you need arrows from developer and builder to contracts and then that
feeds into collaboration
Participant A: Yeah that's the way, exactly right Participant Cy
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Participant C: Like that
Participant A: Maybe change the collaboration arrow the other way
Participant C: To like yeah
Interviewer: Collaboration goes into contracts
Participant A: Yeah because you see
Participant B: No what I think is yeah it's
Interviewer: Collaboration
Participant B: Leave it yeah
Participant A: Contracts are just a method of communication really
Participant B: Educational institution impact your skilled workforce
Interviewer: Yep
Participant B: But also impact your knowledge of sustainability
Participant A: Yeah
Interviewer: Which is right over here, yep
Participant C: I think there needs to be an arrow somewhere going back into educational
institutions
Participant A: Yeah some feedback loop. I reckon, I'll tell you what would be a great one
Participant C: Collaboration, straight into
Participant A: Collaboration yeah but the final end, the real estates
Participant C: Well I'm assuming that, it depends how you define collaboration, is it a job by
job process or is it an ongoing working relationship and they're continually feeding back into
the institution of their own knowledge of what they're teaching
Participant B: Yeah
Participant C: So people getting educated
Participant B: It's probably both ways
Participant C: In the workforce and build their skill with everyone else and then collaborate
back and link to educational institution
Interviewer: So then educational institutions drives collaboration?
Participant B: Well the educational institution could be the medium by which you could
collaborate, you know like the SBRC or whatever that is
Participant C: Yeah could be that one in the same
Interviewer: Yep
Participant C: Well we're all doing that right now
Participant B: Yeah
Interviewer: So do you want that to link back to
Participant C: Educating and collaborating back with
Participant B: I think it goes back through as well
Interviewer: Yep
Participant C: Oh yeah returning
Participant A: Can we definitely link the front end selling and the marketing back to the
educational institution because that's a huge missing link
Participant B: How?
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Participant A: Like there's so much stuff that goes through the uni that doesn't really have, no
one really looked at it from a marketing perspective or sales perspective. Like they're creating
solutions to problems that don't exist
Participant B: Oh from marketing
Participant A: Yeah
Participant C: I think that's where the collaboration will fix that
Participant A: Yeah you need collaboration between that final selling thing because it will
come up, with, I mean they're great ideas but unless you have a market there
Participant B: Well but also, so maybe that actually feeds into greenwash then so it provides
more authenticity to the sales, it's you know, it's an independent verification that you're not
just spouting bullshit
Participant A: You don't want the educational institution going off on a tangent that's not
really what people want in the end, you know what's sellable, marketable
Participant C: But I think that close loop there
Participant A: This closed loop
Participant C: From collaboration to education
Interviewer: Divides that, when you have more collaboration you've got these more institutes
that can encourage collaboration further
Participant A: Yes
Participant B: Yeah, I do think there is one between educational institutes and greenwash.
Participant A: Which way?
Participant B: So often bullshit I've heard from both people
Interviewer: Yeah which way
Participant B: Oh into Greenwash
Participant A: From greenwash into educational or vice versa
Participant B: Or they can impact it, I think it goes to Greenwash. I'm not saying they put out
greenwash I'm saying they can impact it. They sometimes do put out greenwash though
Participant C: Definitely
Participant B: Not intentionally, necessarily but
Participant A: There's a section up the top there
Participant B: I saw a report from UTS that said
Interviewer: This bit here
Participant A: Yeah
Interviewer: It hasn't been linked back in yet
Participant A: Critical mass, it all goes back into demand. But it also that critical mass goes
into
Interviewer: Ability to charge a premium?
Participant A: Nah, what's that one about starting a business, scale
Interviewer: Scale of construction, ah yes it comes in there, yep. Alright so it's just these two
left sitting here
Participant B: Supply
Participant D: Well that's going to affect your cluster I suppose. Well it's a chicken and the
egg with a lot of these things isn't it, which is going to happen first
Participant A: Yeah
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Participant D: So is there enough, yeah look when you have enough supply to encourage
interest in the cluster and then the cluster
Participant B: Well I think that's we're almost missing on here, cluster, for a few of these just
to feed back into it, like the whole skilled workforce thing
Participant A: Like as the cluster is a solution
Participant B: Well as the centre of this whole map, you know like birth was on that first one
Interviewer: So what would you link back into it
Participant A: Just stick it to one side
Participant B: Demand, skilled workforce
Participant A: Yeah. The front end and the finishing end so you've got the builder, the
developer and the sales agent, they all become a part of that cluster. Industry
Participant B: Well they're all a part of it but are they, yeah
Participant A: The educational institution, like that's again feeding into that cluster
Participant B: Well they're the entities that are a parent of it but we're just thinking barriers
and opportunities they're not
Participant A: I know what you mean
Interviewer: Do they make up part of this knowledge entity
Participant B: They're the why. Yeah I don't know that we need to link all the what’s
Interviewer: So which ones are we moving, the riders?
Participant B: This is what I'm thinking, I don't know if you guys agree, yeah I was thinking
get rid of the developer and the educational that they don't need to be in there
Participant A: And real estate get rid of them if you're not
Interviewer: So now you've got demand and
Participant B: Make it so the industry leadership should probably go in there and that
probably picks up those
Participant A: Yeah all those people
Interviewer: So then was that linking somehow to supply?
Participant B: Yeah and land availability and critical mass or land availability links to supply
as does the competitive offering
Participant A: Yes this is the supplier of sustainable buildings though not the supplier of like
everything
Participant B: Yeah
Interviewer: Or the supply of anything that has to do with sustainable buildings
Participant A: Yeah. See the builder would influence supply because if they haven't built the
product there's no supply out of sustainable buildings, like if they don't market a solution
Interviewer: Builder?
Participant A: Yeah
Participant B: I know Participant C said the whole land banking thing developers, land
banking
Participant A: Put developers in there
Participant C: But I think that's a different thing altogether. Like land availability yeah that
shouldn't be focused on
Participant B: I wonder with do we need supply
Participant C: This is delivering buildings not on land that is theoretically there
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Participant B: The cluster yeah the supply of sustainable buildings would then be in there?
Interviewer: Land availability then?
Participant B: That's what the cluster's doing
Participant C: That's what the cluster is
Participant A: Then why don't you link them, so why don't you put cluster actually links the
supply of sustainable buildings because that's the whole idea of the cluster
Participant B: Well that's right but then you can probably get rid of all the other links to
supply of sustainable buildings
Participant A: Yeah
Interviewer: So get rid of all the links and put this in the cluster?
Participant B: It's kind of the outcome of the cluster I guess
Participant D: Can you, I think, can you press your button and go to your initial causal thing?
Interviewer: Yep
Participant D: And then go back to this presumably or once you've changed it you've lost it?
Participant C: We need a bit of a refresh don't we
Participant A: Yeah we do
Participant C: Get us back on the straight and narrow
Interviewer: So what did you want to see
Participant D: No no I mean the diagram you're working on, I think if you can toggle between
the two it would be interesting at this point just to see
Participant A: The question
Participant C: Yeah
Participant D: Well, yeah no, with this I'm presuming you press a button and this goes into
your causal diagram does it or not? Is this what it is
Participant A: This is the causal diagram
Interviewer: This yours
Participant D: Oh ok right
Interviewer: So I have done them before my own sort of thing
Participant D: Sorry my assumption, I thought that once you had this in it was then somehow
prioritising those with
Interviewer: No, so that's just the analysis I do later on
Participant D: Right ok, so the computer doesn't do it for you later on
Participant A: No
Participant B: I was about to say does the computer work out what optimum, minimum
Interviewer: You can do that, so you can add values to all these then create simulations out of
them to understand how they'll work
Participant C: Yeah right
Participant D: We used to do this with mac project, but you know the great thing about mac
project you know when you link or assemble the thing you link all the files and then you
either flip it into a Gantt chart or a you know, or resource priority so once you actually had
attributes and then you can
Interviewer: Yes so I can do that later, but it's a whole other level
Participant D: Sorry I didn't
Interviewer: No that's alight no
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Participant D: I thought if it reverted back, you could then suddenly see how this is patterning
and that would, do you have other impacts
Interviewer: You can do that but that's
Participant D: Right
Interviewer: You then input this all into another program which does that
Participant B: Availability of transport impacts technology and materials, methods and skilled
workforce probably. The thing about Wollongong I guess we do have good transport or easy
transport
Participant A: There's a lot of stuff pretty close here I do like that
Participant D: So yeah again we haven't really addressed this in terms, your frame which is
Illawarra
Interviewer: Yep
Participant D: So have any, is that just sort of in the back of our minds or are there other
issues related to
Participant A: The Illawarra
Participant D: Here. Because transport is a barrier here I mean one of the things developing
the port is the fact that we've only, well there's this whole discussion about the moulding the
martin line with rail, rail sharing passenger and, you know the fact that we've only got you
know essentially the Mount Ousley road coming down into it so transport's an inhibiting
factor for development in the region as it is
Participant B: Is it currently significantly inhibiting?
Participant D: Yeah it's, yeah so as we talk about, so what are one of the constraints for
developing the port is Port Kembla for Garden Island to move down, so there's other overlays
with that so defence with regards to you putting defence facility with a fairly limited access
point, but Mount Ousley road is an issue quite commonly. So we're not at a point where you
know so if you're putting this argument up for
Interviewer: The area?
Participant D: Wilton or Bowral or somewhere, you know a centre point, well not Bowral
necessarily but you know that general geographic area where Sydney, Melbourne coming
into Canberra both roads. So all of that in terms of transport is kind of more
Participant B: Yeah
Participant D: We're not
Participant A: You've got to think of the bigger scale stuff too like
Participant C: Yeah
Participant A: At small scale it's not a problem but big scale it is, you're trying to get a big 3
foot of
Participant B: Yeah that's what I mean so one of the things on here would probably be
international markets or something, or broader Australian markets because then transport
significantly impacts that, which impacts your scale and whatever else
Participant A: Yeah yeah
Interviewer: Which impacts you scale?
Participant B: Yes, it impacts
Participant A: Yes and the transport impacts it
Participant B: Yeah so whether or not you can actually
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Interviewer: Actually access those markets
Participant B: Reasonably reach those markets
Interviewer: Yep
Participant A: Yeah because the Illawarra might not have the scale that you need to actually
get something off the ground like it's not that big of an area
Interviewer: Alright I don't want to keep you too much longer because you've already given
me lots of your time
Participant B: I was just thinking was there anything else in what you were just saying there
Participant D: In terms of the Illawarra?
Participant B: Well just in terms of that whole transport issues, is it actually something else
about getting product in here? As opposed to shipping product out is it difficult in getting
product in here?
Participant D: Well I understand our mindset is probably you know we're talking about
housing supply locally and having enough houses here but then if you have a cluster it's not
going to be a myopic, it's not going to be as
Participant B: You'd hope not
Participant D: No so it's really going to be to warrant a cluster, then you're going to be a
broader market at least nationally and then why is the centre for
Participant C: Something
Participant D: All these things that are co-located because transport would be a significant
thing I would think. We're talking, again I think part of my lack of contribution, I think I'm
trying to separate services from a cluster of services there's a whole conversation about it
Interviewer: Yep
Participant D: And it is these skills, You know I'd say that we here you know from Property
Council and other roles, attracting business down is an ongoing promoting Wollongong as a,
so you know you promote a lifestyle for employers but the skill base is relevant so are they
going to get people down here to actually support that so why would you not choose
Bankstown or somewhere
Participant A: That's what I was going to say
Participant D: That you, centre of the world people will come as opposed to what's perceived
of Wollongong. So a lot of it is perceptions of the area so why wouldn't it happen here
Participant A: I'd link skilled workforce down to that wider markets. Because you're right if
you had a cluster that grew to a certain scale this wouldn't probably be the best market for
you. You'd hit Bankstown and that would be, there's a lot more going on, many tradesmen
Participant B: There's a lot, so I was talking to a fabricator based in Mittagong and they're
like we're here because we can reach any market we want
Participant D: Was that?
Participant B: That was Austruss, just a fabricator but they were like we're two hours here,
two hours here, two hours here
Participant D: They're on that highway so services
Participant B: Well you've got the services, you've got the train that sort of thing
Participant D: The other thing
Participant B: They don't have ports for instance
Participant D: No
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Participant B: Which we do actually have and
Participant D: Ports an example. One of the big constraints is actually availability of the
industrial land, so the service industrial land, so it's the cost of industrial land is high and
Participant B: Industrial land and factories
Participant D: But the idea is that we've got a lot of land tied up, we as in the collective spirit
of things that in BlueScope, but it's what are the barriers with BlueScope releasing that
Participant A: Yeah it sits there
Participant B: Yeah well they are starting to lease land
Participant D: Yeah and a few of us trying to get our head around you know what's actually
stopping that because you know.
Participant C: It's the way it's always been
Participant D: But a lot of the land
Participant B: Nah nah there's active projects to try and work out how we can better utilise
that land
Participant D: But there's
Participant B: But it's been talking a long long long long long time
Participant D: And a lot of that is contaminated land too
Participant B: Yes
Participant D: So it's going to need servicing to say
Interviewer: So what would you link with this?
Participant D: Well again if we, shifting conversation to product, therefore light industry
Interviewer: Yep
Participant D: Then you've got to have big blocks of land to get all the bits and bobs in there
and
Participant B: It links to the product technology, materials, one of the links
Participant A: Your cluster
Participant B: Both warehousing and manufacturing of them
Participant D: So yeah we looked at, it's probably a prototype example but CLT is a
possibility here where so what's, there's enough, there's some basic skillsets available here
already so what would be the trigger to actually say there's enough here to get that going and
then
Participant B: Processing
Participant D: Well you know doing product, timber, you know what. So as an example, now
this is not necessarily a sustainable product in this but his, narrow it down to one example,
what's stopping those people from coming, skilled resources, available land
Participant B: That would be interesting to run that hypothesis in its own right
Participant D: But then you have timber mills, so you know the supply of products so you
could say it's a history to timbers on the South Coast, so available would be a timber. Product
in yes it's a good place to be, can I get transport in and out, yeah. Depending are you and
international mark, yes, if you're the domestic market so you've got to climb up Mount
Ousley
Participant A: Yeah so the port only really comes into it when you're going international
really
Participant B: Well no
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Participant A: If you're shipping to Melbourne
Participant B: Not if you're shipping product to Melbourne
Participant A: Melbourne or Brisbane but even that is probably quicker by road then trying to
fill a ship
Participant D: I think the other interesting aspect of that is time you mentioned I think in
another context but I'm finding, just in a few different scenarios where we don't think about
timing in the process.
Interviewer: Ok
Participant D: You know so it's interesting, I'm not talking about anyone you guys know it's a
new guy on the new Solar Decathlon, of course sorry you're here
Interviewer: It's ok
Participant D: But you know that was one of the intriguing, when we've gone through that
design process that's what, we're articulating our steps through design, but the day in the life
step is about chronology, so what we've seen as an essential step in the design process is not
just a summation of activities and therefore the space required for all the activities. It's
actually the timeline those things occur. So you need to have that conversation very early on.
So I mean part of an interesting overlay this will be, going into conversation about domestic
and international markets. So if this is then seen, you've also got subsets of this in a timeline
so what's going to make the cluster work I think is a great proposition but what's going to get
it to a tipping point where short-term, you would think a domestic market and then some of
this conversation has actually been about a local market, that's where the heads been. So local
market, critical mass, trained staff, education comes in, national market, of course not an
issue, but road work is at the right spot. Mould and Don Martin as it happened are dealing
with that. And then you've got a timeline of a you know, perhaps an international market
once that cluster builds up. So
Participant A: As it grows
Participant B: So then in many ways it all comes down to what product, or what Participant
Det are you going to target? Is it just straight
Interviewer: Or is it just an evolution that you've started
Participant C: What is the epicentre of cluster
Interviewer: A local level
Participant B: There's no international markets, it's product
Interviewer: Evolution I suppose. It's cluster starts in the small point
Participant B: Is it relevant to the local
Participant A: The critical mass one is interesting, because if you say critical mass then you
can grow, you just want to grow the right way
Participant B: Or maybe they can be both
Participant D: So you can bring the conversation back in terms of your supply chain to
market demand, perceptions, a whole string of things there that, talking about critical mass
that we get enough happening. You know so people will jump on solar panels because it's
visible and
Participant C: Easy
Participant D: Promotes but then you're going to have a lot harder of a sell on something
that's sort of hidden in the building but not visible that has a longer term cost. So then what
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are the cluster of things that are going to actually get, you know have low cost impact, cost as
an issue. So out of a suite of possibilities, you could be fairly generic I think with those
contributors to sustainability but what are the ones that affordable technology exists. You
know it's not something that we sort of think about in 5 or 10 years time, are visible probably
for perceptions, already have a measured, you know it's out there Australian standards, it's
integrated. So you could then think about a cluster that meet all these attributes, so you're
targeting well they have some sort of synergies so you talk about collaboration so you're
down to a suite of things. Because what are the possibilities, we don't know five or ten years
we don't know what will come out of this but then you've got enough of a
Participant B: Well you would hope a cluster would drive some of this
Participant D: Enough of a cluster then that brings in peripheral other less related things over
time
Interviewer: Yeah definitely. It's a really good summary at the end of it I think
Participant C: It's on record
Interviewer: Yeah, it's recorded
Participant C: Yeah word for word
Participant D: I could never say it again so
Participant B: It still starts with you saying you know what are the key products or
requirements or whatever that are going to gain that critical mass in the first instance and
they're going to start to build
Interviewer: Well it's going to be a focus point at the start
Participant B: So you start to get followers, so you start to get other businesses that want to
co-locate against those first three people that started it
Participant A: Oh definitely. It's so hard in the industry out there individually, if you've got
that group of ten suddenly you've almost got that scale that you need
Interviewer: If you're meeting a niche as well then someone has to come to you for it
Participant B: That's the problem with the construction industry there's 101 players
Participant A: The problem I'm having is that you have to try and be an expert in every field
but you just don't have the expertise to do that, you have to have a team of experts that all
specialise in their own fields
Participant D: Which is a case for a cluster. I don't know how you, but that's a definite trend
in business across the board, that things are so specialised that the smaller entities are not
surviving. So we are seeing that in aged care
Participant A: Aged care, everything
Participant D: In a whole range of, our business well we merged and look at the size of it. So
it's, as a positive for a cluster you know here is a, if not world trend, of why it causes
specialisation. So what, a cluster is a, a reasonable solution I think where it's heading for all
those reasons so
Participant A: It's the only way for groups of people to come together to compete with the
people that are already there
Participant B: So they can cost effectively do that, when you're not all in the same business
Participant A: Well you can all help each other out and collaborate, there's a heap of stuff
Interviewer: You join a cluster to achieve that
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Participant B: That's a problem as well your supply chain is too long and everyone takes a bit
too much
Participant A: There's trust in amongst that, you have to trust everyone that's involved
Participant D: Chinese whispers
Interviewer: Alright I will wrap it up there. Thank you very much everyone for coming along,
hopefully it's a little bit interesting
Participant B: No worries, it was definitely interesting to think about that
Participant A: Yeah, I'll probably carry on thinking about it all night
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Interviewee One
Interviewee: Yeah and often it's business students and what not that are looking at clusters
and fairly and rightly so. But it's not called business teachings are about really, I wouldn't
have thought but it's an economic development, industry development mechanism and it's at a
macro level so there's only certain principals I suppose you get if you're looking at it from a
business perspective
Interviewer: Well I'll go through
Interviewer: So pretty much what I've been doing is developing what's called Causal Loop
Diagrams. So through the interview we will sort of develop this diagram that shows the cause
and effect relationships, what drives different things in the system. So the idea is you've got
something based, so this is a basic example. When there are more people born you've got a
higher population, a higher population means more people dying. More people dying means
it's going to reduce the population.
Interviewee: So an equilibrium
Interviewer: Yeah but then there's going to be other factors that come into play that change
Interviewee: Where you live
Interviewer: Yeah exactly
Interviewee: Is a big one. Where you're located as a business, that locational stuff is really
important
Interviewer: Yeah so that's sort of what we'll be looking at as we're talking today. I've got a
program to develop it. That's a basic outline of what I've done
Interviewee: How long have you been working on it?
Interviewer: I've been working for about 18months now
Interviewee: Ok, so you haven't got a lot longer then
Interviewer: Another 18 months
Interviewee: Is it? Oh three years
Interviewer: Assuming it finishes on time
Interviewee: Good on you, I never had the guts
Interviewer: So I'm looking particularly at the sustainable buildings
Interviewee: Yeah and I mean that's what I just said, location, geography matters. Yep. And I
don't know if you want to add anything there but you could talk about global value chains,
GVC and integration in GVCs. Without strong trading cluster you miss the GVC
connections. And if, at the University of Sydney there's a professor, John Martin is it? Or
something like that, he's a global value chain expert. And we had him at our TCI Oceania
conference two years ago. Yeah he's University of Sydney and he showed us all these graphs
that showed that Australian businesses, only 5% or something were integrated into these
GVCs
Interviewer: Yeah ok
Interviewee: That had been falling for the past decade. And we're just out of the picture
Interviewer: Right
Interviewee: And we're not connected and we're not. Therefore look at our trade results. If
you take mining, you know iron or, coal out of the picture completely, we're really no good.
And we're just not integrated and that was demonstrated very clearly to the industry growth
centre people who I think came with me to Eindhoven a couple of weeks ago. They could see
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that all these other global clusters from every other continent and you know and country and
now developing up connecting, connecting and connecting. And the best we could do is
introduce one business to another business internationally and it, just that connectivity,
collaboration is just very inefficient the way we've been going about things.
Interviewer: What we'll do, I'll pull this up. So pretty much how we do this is, so going
through this we'll just sort of list some of the variables, then go through and connect them and
how they all relate with each other. Anytime they can be changed, that can be adapted, things
can be added
Interviewee: Ok, now actually, just to step back. You showed me that
Interviewer: Births and deaths one yep
Interviewee: I didn't get to read anything in there about the sustainable building or
construction, is there something there?
Interviewer: I think I only briefly sort of mentioned it here yeah. Cluster alive in the
sustainability industry. So I guess I'll give you a bit of background as to why I'm looking at
that industry in particular. So the university competed in the Solar Decathlon competition a
couple of years ago. I'm not sure if you're familiar with it?
Interviewee: What's it called again
Interviewer: The Solar Decathlon
Interviewee: Yeah maybe.
Interviewer: So it's a project where students design and build a solar powered house, it's an
international competition.
Interviewee: Ok
Interviewer: So I was involved in that project a couple of years ago. And so looking at that
we started realising that there are a lot of businesses in our region that offer sustainable
products/services
Interviewee: Ok so the Wollongong, Illawarra is it?
Interviewer: Illawarra yeah
Interviewee: So you've got quite a bit of that going on in that area?
Interviewer: Potential, yeah with BlueScope being the main steel manufacturing, there sort of
looking for a transition to what's next. So I see potential in some sort of industry cluster
Interviewee: In that region?
Interviewer: In that region. So that's made me go yes there is potential for that, but what's
actually going to drive that, what's preventing it at the moment. So that's the different factors
I'm looking at the moment. So what's driving and what's preventing clusters
Interviewee: Well what's very clearly preventing clusters in this country is we have, we've got
no cluster support services. Clusters are mentioned here, there and around the place but we
have no, we have limited industry policy. Now with this industry growth centres, that's a, for
20 years we have a vacuum, you know, we've now got these industry growth centres that are
finding their way but yes they have, in a sense they are our current industry policy. In a way I
mean, so you've got six industries as your specialisations as a country, I think that was the
idea, you've got cyber but then again I'm not too sure that's going to save our economy. But
anyway leave that one there, cyber and you've got food, and you've got mining equipment
technology services. Which by the way is up here
Interviewer: Yes
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Interviewee: And you've got energy resources, med tech/pharma and what was the last one,
fast manufacturing which is a misnomer because everyone’s got fast manufacturing. It's not a
specialisation. But anyway, you must excuse me because I am, I have got to a point where I
have been doing this stuff for 35 years and I really, I don't beat around the bush.
Interviewer: No that's what I want to hear
Interviewee: I just say it absolutely how I see it, how it is
Interviewer: That's fine
Interviewee: That's my experience. So that, there you go, don't worry about cyber but we've
got 5 industries supposedly that our clever governments have decided that's what they'll hang
their hats on. You've got different states having a go at different ways of looking at industry
policy. Without actually having an in-depth knowledge of our economy right. I don't know
that there will be any government person that you could go to, at state or federal level, and
quiz them and say well what are our strengths and what are our capabilities in this sector and
that sector. You'll get some general stuff or whatever, you know. The industry growth centre
people are starting to pull that together now for their sectors but as of two years ago you'd
have not got any response. And that, by the way, is really unusual in OECD countries.
Usually they know what they've got. Usually they know, they've mapped their strengths and
they know what they're dealing with. We haven't been doing that. So ok, so lack, a policy
vacuum. And without, with no policy of course you've got no funding. And you've got no
awareness of what are clusters, you know. The general businesses community, unless they've
got some passionate regional development agency that understands clusters, you know,
somebody in their neighbourhood that understands clusters, talking to them about clusters
they've got no reason to know.
Interviewer: Yeah I've already found that
Interviewee: They don't know, there's no reason, you know who's gonna tell them. So, instead
though what we have been flooded with these last few years, your KPMGs, your Deloittes
and what's the other one, and PriceWaterhouse, saying you know startups are this and digital
disruption and this is the future and that's the future. And that's all part of it of course you
know, you've gotta have startups you've gotta have digital disruption, you've gotta have all
that stuff. But government policy seems to have centred around trying to facilitate these
things, which is good. When I say these thigs I'm not saying it's this or that, I'm saying all is
required
Interviewer: Yes
Interviewee: What they haven't done is looked at industry, at the macro level industry policy
and where clusters fit in that. So we've got in this state now, with you know start-up state,
NSW is start-up state, Victoria is start-up state, you know they're putting lots of money into
funding new businesses that have 90% chance of failing in the first five years that sort of
stuff you know. Is that clever, I'm not sure, well I suppose the proof will be in the pudding.
But also they're looking at it from you know, where's the next Google? Can it be here.
Interviewer: Like Silicon Valley
Interviewee: Yeah and the reason Silicon Valley is there because there was deliberate
industrial policy spinning out of the defence industry capability in IT in Silicon Valley to
start-up an IT, that basically got the whole IT cluster going. And Silicon Valley is just our
most successful idea of a cluster in the world. It's easy, you know, and so but that's not going
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to be replicated if you don't already have that underlying competencies and strengths. So you
know their dreaming and it's just this lack of understanding of what is economy and
economic development and industry development compared to what we do here is we ask the
economists who tend to be, economists and economic developers that's another thing. They're
very different because economists have gone, in this country, usually through the classical
school of economics which believes economics is a science, a pure science, equilibrium, it all
balances up, and it completely just disregards location and geography, culture, inputs like that
you know.
Interviewer: Really underplay it
Interviewee: Economic development is geography based and so, so therein lies another issue
we have in this country and I think anyway as to why we don't have proper industry or cluster
policy. One we're very non-interventionist because it's classical economics that drives policy
much like America although we're even worse. I've been told by a number of people that we
are even less interventionist than America in free economy, in our belief and freedom.
Economists say it will all balance out, do not intervene. You know sprinkle a little bit of
business support for that little start-up and that little start-up but don't intervene, let it sink or
swim. Yeah so Ag, you can sink, whatever's sinking can sink and steel manufacturing and
this and that you know anyway. So that's the mentality that I think has dominated in the
country here now for more than 20 years and the economists I think are largely to blame
because they're the ones in the treasury offices, that are really at the end of the day either
supporting or not any progressive policies around industry development clusters. So there
you go that's a big rant but that's a policy funding level. And if you don't have that then the
environment for clusters to take root and to germinate to grow just isn't there
Interviewer: Yep
Interviewee: I have, I'm the chair of the TCI here for Oceania. In fact I started it in 2007 in
New Zealand and then Richard Walker whose in that Illawarra, by the way
Interviewer: Really?
Interviewee: Yeah in NSW, took over for about 4 years and then I came back in last year.
Richard's just really old now, he's like 78 or something. But he's a really good contact
Interviewer: Yeah I'm thinking
Interviewee: And he'd probably love to talk, he lives in, is it Shellharbour or
Interviewer: Oh that's where my parents live
Interviewee: Yeah somewhere like that, yeah. And he, I'll connect you to Richard cause he's
retired but he loves talking about this stuff
Interviewer: Yeah that would be great thank you
Interviewee: And he is involved in, there's like an incubator in the Illawarra
Interviewer: iAccelerate, the start-up
Interviewee: Yeah that could be it
Interviewer: That's probably it
Interviewee: I think he's on the board or something like that
Interviewer: It's quite new
Interviewee: Yeah yeah so that's him. But he understands clusters and he understand all this
stuff really well. So now, so it makes it very difficult environment for clusters to take root. So
what we have got, around the country is, we guessed, about a year ago, Richard and I
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identified about 30 clusters in Australia, that had started from grassroots initiative of people
who wanted to collaborate and be strategic in their collaboration and compete collaboratively.
And so we've got a rough, you know, we've got an idea and because we've been working with
clusters, and I've been doing it for 30 years or more, got a pretty good idea, I can walk into
most regions in the country and say well ok, here's a cluster and this is what we're doing.
Now I can do that but these are mainly grassroot clusters, struggling for any level of
government support whether it be in-kind or anything. And clusters simply, and this is
evidence based, they don't thrive unless they at least are supported in the early stages by the
government. And also they're irrelevant because when focusing on global trade, if they're not
supported, if you're government of the day is not supporting you in your international
dealings then you're often not treated as seriously at international trades
Interviewer: Oh yeah
Interviewee: So you've got to have that buy in from government agencies like your state and
national. So on the whole most of them are not, there's been ad-hoc state initiatives, the best
state has been South Australia, continues to be the best state. It was doing clusters 25-30
years ago around the Michael Porter competitive advantages of nations time
Interviewer: Yeah
Interviewee: We, I was there at the time and we brought out cluster experts back then and we
started several clusters, one of them being Defence Teaming Centre. And Defence Teaming
Centre has gone on to be incredibly successful and has to continued to receive state
government funding and, the whole time, and as part of that through those networks of
collaborations we're absolutely critical to South Australia winning the submarine contract,
because you could argue they shouldn't have, they have it so together, I think it's 8 expremiers involved in their lobbying group and network that, compared to WA that was really
probably, should have, you could argue got a lot more of it they just weren't coordinated
organised or in a cluster. Yeah so that's just to give you a, you know I'm going quickly here,
but there are some very strong clusters and some that have been around a long time. And just
some few like the Defence Teaming Centre and FoodSA that have received ongoing state
level support. There's a very successful one going at the moment in Victoria called the
Australian Skills and Technology Network, they've teamed up with NSW, they tried to come
to Queensland but they couldn't get anybody to get involved. And ASTN are currently doing
a number of big collaborations internationally around sports technology. So they're doing
really well and they're funded by the Victorian government. So you'll find odd ones that have
just somehow managed to get ad-hoc random support
Interviewer: Right
Interviewee: Although South Australia is more strategic they chose about 6 or 7 seven sectors
and supported them all
Interviewer: But you would say that that idea is they would have that ongoing support in the
long term?
Interviewee: Yeah and in Australia if you talk, ok if you go to Scandinavia, Sweden
Denmark, not Finland and Norway so much but Sweden and Denmark, they have 10 year
funding cycles for their clusters.
Interviewer: Wow
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Interviewee: Long term, because clusters take a long time to establish and develop trust and
so on. 2-3 years is very normal and so yeah. You go to some of the really successful cluster
countries and they've got long term commitment to their clusters. And they renew it every ten
years. There's some very successful clusters for example in Norway, energy cluster
Interviewer: I read about that one
Interviewee: Yeah and they are no longer dependant on government funding but they were in
the beginning. And so yeah the aspiration obviously was to not be always dependent on
government funding, fair enough. But in some countries they think well it is critical for the
future prosperity of that particular country that this industry survives and thrives and adopts
and changes and innovates and for that to happen we need, government needs to keep
supporting. So it just depends on the mindset. Here in Australia if you say, oh we need 2
years funding everyone shakes, you can't get it but if you try and say three, which is really the
bare minimum they can't even do it, they can't do it. And so, my other word of advice is don't
worry about forming a cluster unless you can get in-kind support, at least in-kind, over a
minimum of two years, preferably 3,. I would not be audacious enough to talk to businesses
and expect them to come and collaborate and do this and that and the other and spend all their
time thinking about what they're going to do together when in fact at the end of the day,
without proper sip, and they you know you can ask companies to chip in and they will on the
whole, my experience has been. Depending on the sector they'll throw in 500 or a 1000 you
know 2000, some will go more, a year. But that's not going to buy you much if you've got
even 50 companies spending a thousand each a year, which is a high membership fee
Interviewer: Yeah definitely
Interviewee: For a lot of businesses, that's $50 000 that doesn't buy a lot. They need, really
they need a very switched on customer manager at the very minimum. Internationally in
Canada, some parts of the US, Europe, really high performing clusters will have teams of
2,3,4 people. In Denmark they have highest performing clusters these days have about 10 and
that usually includes market sales people in China, Brazil
Interviewer: So they've got quite global clusters?
Interviewee: Yep, yes selling the services of all their members. The products and services,
they're just so fine tuned. And we are so far from having that sophistication. So I suppose we
should talk now more about your sustainable building cluster
Interviewer: No this is fantastic. I think some of these principles are generally applicable
Interviewee: They are
Interviewer: There will be specific ones
Interviewee: Yeah. I would be really careful talking to business about collaboration in a
cluster without government input and support
Interviewer: Yep definitely and that's the one thing they all say is most of them are working
in one already, but they haven't got that support
Interviewee: Yeah it's, times might be changing and so younger business managers might be
more prepared to go and collaborate. And they will as you know collaboration and
integration, come together on specific project.
Interviewer: Yep
Interviewee: But to collaborate long-term and strategically so that you're working like a welloiled machine almost, almost as if you're part of the same business, requires something extra
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than just a one-off collaboration, it's a far bigger commitment. And yeah without the carrot of
government, in primada and support it's nearly impossible to get that happening. And as I
mentioned I think it's inappropriate to talk to businesses about that unless you've got that
behind you. I'll give you and example, I've been in Brisbane for three or four years now. I’ve
been trying to get some clusters going here. Not just me on my own, but businesses that
wanted to. And I've been really reluctant because I've known that the Queensland government
hasn't, doesn't get clusters. They get collaboration on little projects, they don't get the idea of
the bigger, strategic, globally competitive collaboration that requires a lot more investment
and a lot more time.
Interviewer: Yep
Interviewee: And so I've been really reluctant. But the past two years I've gone with two
clusters, one we called Bionix because they do robotic parts and pieces for people, there's
quite a strength here around cochlea ear because the manufacturing around that most of it's
done here. A little bit in North Ryde but most of it's transferred up here the last couple of
years
Interviewer: Ok
Interviewee: The actual manufacturing. Yeah and many other med tech device type, bionic
type companies, researchers anyway. And I said to them a couple of years ago, look without
the government buy-in I really don't recommend you try and do too much. Well, these
people, a lot of them being researchers and more academic, even if they were in business,
were still prepared to give it a go and so we've got to know we've got you know onto the G20
agenda and they're going over and doing presentations, still no buy-in from government so
we are absolutely out of money. We've got trade shows they want to attend and what not but
they can't afford to.
Interviewer: Yeah
Interviewee: And so I don't know, they just last week, or two weeks ago, held a global
medical bionics conference here in Brisbane as a result of their cluster initiative and that was
very successful but still this Queensland state government hasn't switched onto it. So it's
something they may find they get some national support through med tech, pharma, mtvconnect, the industry growth centre. But if they get that, that's great but then that has to be
shared around the country. And getting a national cluster going is far more difficult than
getting a geographic cluster going
Interviewer: Yep
Really difficult. It's doable, you've got examples, but yeah plenty of examples but all of them
will tell you. I mean I think of like the Danish food clusters, the French maritime cluster, a
number of examples where you've got great outcomes but if you talk to the people working
in them they'll tell you how hard it is
Interviewer: Yeah a lot of the reading I've done, while it's all good and well to have them
here, if you don't learn from other people in the world, if you're not exploring other options
you're not going to develop any further.
Interviewee: Yeah so that is another thing with your sustainable building cluster, and a really
important part if you find government support, ok they'll you know, you get a strategy with
them and undertake to do you know, trade shows, research, product development,
collaboratively all this stuff and they have some great vision for what they want to achieve in
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the future and so on. Part of it for them to have longevity they need to you know networks
and what you need to find then is. Well first actually, really early on they need to understand
their competitive position in the global economy. Exactly how good are they compared to the
same geography-based you know, like the mob and that in Brandenburg or the mob in
wherever, how they compete, they need to benchmark themselves as a whole. So you know
it's a bit of a gap analysis. You've basically got to map what you've got and your capabilities
and then do market research and try and find out where you're gonna fit. Now through the
TCI network that I'm involved in there's a huge database of clusters, absolutely huge. And so
there's also one in the US Administration Economic Development Agency
Interviewer: I heard about that one yep
Interviewee: They're all, it all technically leads back to Michael Porter
Interviewer: Everything leads back to him
Interviewee: They're all, everything leads back to Michael Porter
Interviewer: Yep
Interviewee: So, and they talk to each other all the time, the American guys and the European
guys always
Interviewer: Yep
Interviewee: So through the databases there you know you'd be able to, once you knew what
you've got in your region, what capabilities you have and I suppose what capabilities do those
companies have of supplying certain sized projects or whatever you know. And what their
strengths are and what then you can go looking for ok, well where are our competitive
regions. Because you're not, what you're not going to probably find is we have one business
competitive located in the middle of Canada. It's going to be a cluster, it's gonna be a cluster.
So you can do that, it needs to be done. And then with that intel they can then be strategic
about well ok, hang on, these guys, we're this far behind them, if we want to you know, this is
what we've got to do yeah and step by step to get to be competitive
Interviewer: Yep, yeah definitely. I'm seeing how it already connects., So you have to know
the global to be attached to it to understand to the database, to understand how you fit and
then you fit back into that
Interviewee: Yeah exactly. Now the thing, another little, it's not a big problem but for TCI
you know, they have, it's a membership based organisation so to get the full database you've
got to be a member and who's gonna pay your membership, nobody does. I've always paid
my membership that's why I do it, I've paid up until this, this is the first year I didn't pay for
myself to go to a conference. I've always pulled it out of my own purse, my own private
pocket. I've never been funded by an organisation, that's why I'm, there's not many like me.
Richard and I are probably the only two people in Australia who have funded ourselves to be
part of the global network, privately.
Interviewer: Yeah ok
Interviewee: Alright. Other people who come and go, TCI membership in Australia have
usually been funded by their organisation, government department or university
Interviewer: Right
Interviewee: And therefore that's been dependent on
Interviewer: Where is that support in the first place
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Interviewee: Yeah and so that's why Richard and I actually, and I'm completely honest, and
another fella actually Rodin Genoff, he's in Sydney, Rodin Genoff and Associates he'd be
really good to talk to. Actually I should of thought of Rodin in the first place. So both
Richard and Rodin are in Sydney
Interviewer: How do you spell his name?
Interviewee: R-O-D-I-N Jenoff
Interviewer: Is that G or J
Interviewee: Yeah G-E-N-O-F-F. It's Rodin Genoff and Associates, his offices are in, is it
Macquarie centre, anyway Rodin Genoff in Sydney. And Richard Walker do you want
Interviewer: I wrote that down
Interviewee: You got that one
Interviewer: Yeah
Interviewee: They'd both be happy to chat I'm sure. Rodin spends probably nine months of
the year working on clusters internationally
Interviewer: Right
Interviewee: And he's been responsible for development of clusters, some of the big clusters
in Denmark
Interviewer: Ok oh wow
Interviewee: He got them started
Interviewer: Right ok
Interviewee: He also is originally from South Australia by the way, so this story originates.
There's always a history and geography behind in my, and Rodin and I although we came
from the same place and worked on similar things, we never knew each other there. I never
knew him when he was there but he was working on clusters in South Australia many years
ago and left about 8 years ago, relocated to Sydney and has been doing it internationally
since.
Interviewer: Ok
Interviewee: Yeah and he got, he's been instrumental in the cluster program in Denmark, he's
been really successful
Interviewer: So did you say there needs to be that someone who has experience in clusters to
give you a plus?
Interviewee: Don't go near them if you haven't done them before
Interviewer: Yeah
Interviewee: Absolutely, you gotta, because they are multi-faceted, they're very complex
systems and if you're not, if you haven't received intensive training on how to go about
starting one
Interviewer: Yeah
Interviewee: And then managing one or you know, it will be awfully hard and you could
have, fall into some big holes
Interviewer: Yeah
Interviewee: There is a really good book and it's just been reviewed and launched in
Eindhoven and it's the cluster handbook. It was written by Ifor Fox Williams and it's
available, I would strongly recommend having a look at that. Because that's a step-by-step
very practical step-by-step guide
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Interviewer: Fox Williams was it?
Interviewee: Yep I'll actually it's Fox is actually cause he's Welsh
Interviewer: Oh ok so it's
Interviewee: Yeah yeah yeah do you want me to write it down, cause it's Welsh
Interviewer: Yeah
Interviewee: So, he actually lives in New Zealand but he's Welsh and he spends again about
nine months of the year overseas
Interviewer: Ok right
Interviewee: At the moment he's in Newfoundland, he was in Eindhoven and before that he
was in Cardiff
Interviewer: He's on the move
Interviewee: Yeah yeah so and, Ifor and these are the, these are real experts in our neck of the
woods, Oceania. And Richard didn't work with clusters, I'm probably the one who's worked,
these guys have always been consultants pretty much. Although Rodin early on was in a play
for council, that's right, as their industry strategist. But they have been consultants for many
years on clusters. I'm a little different in that I'm a practitioner I work in regional economic
development and I started many clusters, 17 I think it was
Interviewer: Wow
Interviewee: And yeah so in fact I did some work in Denmark as well, eight years ago and
started a, kick-started a tourism cluster on the island of Bornhole there that has gone on to do,
just got in there and kick-started it and trained people how to manage it. But that, the book
that Ifor has just, revisited and launched is a really good practical handbook
Interviewer: Yeah ok
Interviewee: So you could almost get by reading that and maybe having him
Interviewer: But you don't get that knowledge and the history I think is really important too
Interviewee: Yeah and the ability to be able to compare what happened all around the place
Interviewer: Yep definitely yeah
Interviewee: So I'm just circling round and round and round talking
Interviewer: No you do whatever you need
Interviewee: Yeah cause I can talk for, as you can see, for a week on this subject but in terms
of a sustainable building cluster yeah the market research you've mentioned here for the
global, the global networks and so on. Now they're not gonna want to talk to you just by the
way, unless you've got something to bring to the table
Interviewer: Yeah ok
Interviewee: Yeah it's a really competitive world
Interviewer: Yep
Interviewee: And these clusters out there are not friendly, unless you've got something to
offer, some sort, some reciprocity there and some value in it for them to talk to you
Interviewer: Everyone's like that
Interviewee: Totally yeah
Interviewer: Yeah ok
Interviewee: It's collaboration where there's opportunity for potential
Interviewer: They have to get something
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Interviewee: For profits yeah absolutely and that is the name of the game all the way through
really
Interviewer: Yeah
Interviewee: They'll only do it, you don't do it because it's a good sounding thing to do or a
nice sounding, businesses are obviously doing it because they think it's going to give them an
edge
Interviewer: And that's why they started in the first place
Interviewee: And that includes the ones overseas.
Interviewer: Yep
Interviewee: Yep. So if you've got a weak cluster that doesn't have a lot to offer, you know,
you'd push hard and find an angle to develop a relationship with these high performing
clusters
Interviewer: Ok
Interviewee: Yeah you've got to have, unless you're going to plug into, you know, some
weakness in their supply chain or I don't know, have something to offer, something yeah.
You might be able to get something going.
Interviewer: What sort of offerings can you give if you're doing something very similar to
what they're doing? Or that you would not
Interviewee: Well geographic offerings you could be looking at just providing, you know,
you could be looking at, and I'm just totalling coming off air brain, but let's just say it's the
Danish sustainable building cluster and the Wollongong one.
Interviewer: Yeah
Interviewee: The Danes might be looking to relocate or have an office for sales from
Australia or Sydney into the Asia-Pacific, or whatever. In fact some of those European
clusters have been doing that a lot over the last couple of years but they've been basing a lot
you know in China, Singapore and even Jakarta
Interviewer: Jakarta, that's interesting
Interviewee: And bypassing Australia
Interviewer: Right, would you say it's because they're more geographically central
Interviewee: Yeah and also they're more open to the conversation around clusters. I mean if
they try to talk cluster talk to anyone here in Australia over the past few years they would
have, they'd find it very difficult. They can't, yeah they just can't get the connection or the
connectivity. So they're just a couple of general comments. So now, so the sustainable guys
yeah they need to really understand their position yeah and maybe that the domestic market
will be big enough for them, for a period of time. And that's great if that's the case. What they
will then be challenged with though is that to get government support these days you need to
have the export focus
Interviewer: Yep
Interviewee: It's hard to have that export focus if you don't have the actual specialisations and
capabilities to do that exporting. But you might find they do, but you know. Who knows I
suppose until they're benchmarked and mapped and compared I mean maybe they're already
exporting, I don't know
Interviewer: Yep
Interviewee: But yeah that's just another little challenge, getting government support for them
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Interviewer: Well it's whether the government allows you to export those products or if there
are restrictions on them
Interviewee: Yeah exactly and then you've got all that stuff as well. Yeah so, it's just really
hard in this country. It's really
Interviewer: Yeah it does surprise me
Interviewee: Am I putting you off?
Interviewer: No. Do you find that mostly because of government or because of our
geographic location relative to the rest of the world?
Interviewee: No it's purely, as I say with 30 something years, in my experience it's purely
been government
Interviewer: Right
Interviewee: Purely. I've had absolute, and myself and any cluster practitioners here in this
country that I've worked with, there's a number of them out there, a number of them have to
go and find other work if their cluster closes down because it's run out of money. But the, it's
never hard, I mean it's always a little tricky bringing the businesses together but it's never
hard talking them into the concept. That's the easy bit. One by one go and talk to them, tell
them what's in it for them, they don't have to be in it it's up to them. You know, coalition of
the willing rah rah rah. Then you 'll find they'll all come, they're all fired up and they all want
to do something and
Interviewer: Yeah everyone wants to join
Interviewee: Do something. But where it falls down is, I'm trying to think of an example
where it hasn't been because of lack of government support. I don't even think I can think of
one
Interviewer: So it's the basic
Interviewee: Yeah, so yeah. I mean, now you must have some specific questions. Do you
want me to look at that chart and look around
Interviewer: Yeah I'm just trying to delete this, there we go
Interviewee: Because if you check out, if you do manage, if you can download it's, that book,
you'll be able to see where all of this fits right
Interviewer: I can always go back and look at it
Interviewee: It'll fit
Interviewer: All this sort of stuff. Yeah so are there any other links you can specifically see?
I've tried to sort of cover things as we're speaking
Interviewee: Yeah understanding the whole economy. Did you do that while we were
talking?
Interviewer: Yeah I just sort of gone through all of this
Interviewee: Yeah right
Interviewer: I've done it a few times now I'm starting to learn where things will connect
Interviewee: Yeah right. Now that understanding of the economy, is usually between clusters
as a regional economy
Interviewer: Right
Interviewee: But then it needs to be understood I suppose within the national context, who
else is playing? Where you might, if going back to the sustainable building cluster, is a strong
cluster is forming around sustainable business in the ACT
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Interviewer: Yep
Interviewee: Siri, I don't know if you've heard of them
Interviewer: No
Interviewee: What does it stand for? You're not on the internet there are you?
Interviewer: Where they, yeah I am. Were they part of the TCI?
Interviewee: They've joined TCI but they didn't come to TCI. They have joined TCI.
Interviewer: I did see one I was looking at before. No I did see them, were they
Interviewee: Yeah they did join so they should be listed there
Interviewer: Were they, I thought they were South Australia
Interviewee: No they're not they're in the ACT yeah
Interviewer: This one?
Interviewee: Siri
Interviewer: Oh yeah there you go ACT yeah
Interviewee: Yeah yeah, oh they're going renewable energy
Interviewer: Renewable energy yeah, it's similar
Interviewee: There would have been businesses, they have 200 members now something like
that
Interviewer: Yeah ok
Interviewee: They're really exploded in the last 6 months
Interviewer: Yeah well I mean I looked at this website maybe a year ago and I know they
definitely weren't there
Interviewee: Yeah no
Interviewer: These guys were but yeah
Interviewee: Yeah so
Interviewer: But I haven't seen them before
Interviewee: Yeah and Rudi's got on there too, I haven't been on there for a while
Interviewer: There's a couple of people from there
Interviewee: They're not a cluster but anyway
Interviewer: Yeah, so I'm
Interviewee: Who's that, yeah ok. Who else is
Interviewer: They're the only ones that are, there's a few names
Interviewee: These guys are really good. Jaqueline I reckon is Australia's best cluster
manager. She runs Blue Mountains Economic Enterprise and has a cluster based approach.
So she's up in Leura or Katoomba
Interviewer: That's not too far
Interviewee: Yeah, no. She is really good. But to get her time to talk she's really
commercially focused
Interviewer: One of those people
Interviewee: Yeah and if there's you know
Interviewer: Find something to give her
Interviewee: Financial return or else she's not particularly interested
Interviewer: No that's fine. I think I'm set up to speak to Allen too
Interviewee: Yeah yeah, he's a nice guy, he was with me in Eindhoven
Interviewer: And I feel like I've heard of this person but I don't know
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Interviewee: That's John. Oh no, oh that's a different there's two John Deans
Interviewer: I thought I'd heard the name John Dean but he doesn't seem familiar
Interviewee: No there's two. I know them both. I used to work with one in Cairns in clusters.
There's Richard
Interviewer: Oh yeah right
Interviewee: And, I don't know who that is, Australian Cluster Observatory, ok. Yeah, I know
him, he was in the federal government for many years and set up the regional innovation,
what was it, regional innovation hub or something. I was a member of the board, it was down
in Geelong in Deakin.
Interviewer: Right
Interviewee: Anyway he set that up and it was to have clusters. And then we got
Interviewer: Was that something to do with the car industry and things, did it have much to
do with that?
Interviewee: The reason they had it down in Deakin I think then was around that time.
Interviewer: Yeah right
Interviewee: Yeah so he must still be involved. And yeah Mark Kelly's saying Melbourne
Bay I thought he was around Geelong but I suppose that still is. And that was in ag business.
Interviewer: Ok
Interviewee: Anyway, I should check on there
Interviewer: These were the, it was about a year that I found this TCI stuff, and I think there
were maybe two in Australia when I looked
Interviewee: Yeah yeah that's good. So but, you may find some interesting businesses in that
network
Interviewer: Yeah
Interviewee: Cause it has exploded, it really has
Interviewer: There are some interesting similarities I would imagine
Interviewee: Yeah and Liz Veech I think is the, she's the CEO of the RDA that's managing
that cluster and, you know, she'd probably be happy to have a chat if you were interested as
well. But there would be, most likely to be some businesses who might have an interest, and
you never know there might even be businesses in that that are located in your region, it's
quite possible
Interviewer: Yeah I might look through them, yeah definitely. Well I can't imagine, if there's
200 members that they're all centrally located in the ACT
Interviewee: Yeah well that's what I remember hearing at Eindhoven, they've now got 200
Interviewer: Right
Interviewee: But I haven't checked it
Interviewer: Yeah ok
Interviewee: So ok, well that's interesting
Interviewer: Yeah that's fantastic yeah. There's some very interesting points there
Interviewee: I think, so that's the lay of the land here in Australia and in New Zealand they're
basically the same as us. They've got a similar checked history as we have in clusters and Ifor
tells me that they, they tend to look at us and think, well if we're not doing it they don't need
to do it, you know
Interviewer: Right
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Interviewee: And that's what he said, you know there's a lot of that looking over the fence.
And he actually said in Eindhoven
Interviewer: And then no one actually does it in the end
Interviewee: Yeah and he said in Eindhoven he said even, if Australia started doing clusters
again, you might find New Zealand starts again. Because New Zealand did do for a number
of years
Interviewer: And are they ever in clusters together?
Interviewee: What do you mean? Do some clusters come together?
Interviewer: Yeah like in Australia and New Zealand
Interviewee: Oh absolutely. Oh well no we tried to do that actually and the government's
didn't want us to do that
Interviewer: Right
Interviewee: Because, you know. I'll give you one example though. Jacqueline worked for us
in Cairns and she was our super cluster manager and that meant attracting all the multi, you
know the millionaire boats to come into Cairns for refits and everything. And do tourism
while they were there. That was incredibly successful so it's spun out of our fishing industry.
The people who were fixing up the fishing boats said, 'we see these super yachts travel down
the Great Barrier Reef to Sydney and we're here fixing big trawlers and things and we reckon
we could, and we've got 5 star hotels and you know textiles, art, shops and all that, we reckon
we could lure them here and fix them up here'. And within a couple of years we put Jaqueline
on and we went from I think one to seventy boats stopping in Cairns for refits. And at that
time I think it was worth about 60 or 70 million. Now that's not a lot of money, but to a little
regional economy, going from zero to 70million in a couple of years
Interviewer: That's incredible
Interviewee: A new sector. And it came out of basically tourism and fishing
Interviewer: And does that alert the government that ok there's something here maybe we'll
support that now
Interviewee: Well it didn't in Cairns but that's because there's very little government activity
in Cairns. And nobody, there was nobody there to notice
Interviewer: The Queensland government didn't pick it up either?
Interviewee: No we tried to tell the people in Brisbane but they weren't interested. They didn't
really give a damn. It wasn't here in Brisbane
Interviewer: So they didn't really
Interviewee: But what I was going to go on to say is that with the super yachts, to get them
into the Southern Hemisphere, because at the time there were four thousand of them say in
the Northern Hemisphere. And very few came to the Southern Hemisphere, it's sort of a big
trip and it's dangerous and
Interviewer: Oh yeah yep
Interviewee: And we are the, the Sydney Olympics. Now I was on the Sydney Olympics and
we thought, here's an opportunity to get them all, come down the Great Barrier Reef, stop in
at Cairns, go on down to Sydney Harbour and stay there for the Olympics
Interviewer: Yep
Interviewee: That was the idea right, and it worked. Yeah so we did a great big campaign
internationally and all over the world, Monte Carlo and all other places. And it worked we
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got, I can't remember how many boats but lots. But what we found from that is that, while
they're down here. They actually don't want to just be in Australia, they want to go across to
Auckland as well. And maybe a couple of the Pacific Islands. So if they've made the journey
down
Interviewer: They may as well
Interviewee: And so we went to our tourism department and said look we'd like to do some
sort of joint marketing with the New Zealand tourism and the super, they all got very,
Auckland's got fantastic maritime capability and super yachts they were very keen to have.
And I thought, from a commercial point of view this makes a lot of sense. And tourism it's
the same deal, you'd probably know. People come from the Northern Hemisphere they want
to go to Bali, Sydney Auckland
Interviewer: They want to see it all while they're here
Interviewee: Yeah it's the same thing. But our government departments would not have a bar
of it. Because they won't spend a dollar that's on something outside, and
Interviewer: Support someone else in a way
Interviewee: So that happens in the states. And so what we, and this is the interesting, other
interesting thing with clusters with the super yachts is that our natural, Great Barrier Reef and
Cairns, our natural partner within Australia was Sydney.
Interviewer: Yep
Interviewee: So we set up a cluster that had a number of Sydney businesses in it, and I
believe even I think it's still, well the cluster certainly is. I believe the relationship is still
there. And the Sydney people wanted to, wanted our help and Jaqueline's help to get the
cluster idea going in Sydney Harbour because they were finding it really hard to work with
Sydney Harbour and all that to get all the provisions that they required to make it easy for
super yacht owners to come and dock and do various things
Interviewer: Yep
Interviewee: And so they were working closely with us in that. And we had the expertise. We
asked, and when I say we, Cairns is the most visited Super yacht destination in the Southern
Hemisphere
Interviewer: Yeah wow
Interviewee: After us is Cape Town. And I say us because I was in Cairns for nearly 20 years
so I still
Interviewer: Yeah that makes sense
Interviewee: Yeah and so where am I going with that, oh yeah. But getting a collaboration
between the Queensland government and New South Wales government
Interviewer: They didn't want to have it?
Interviewee: They just would not work together
Interviewer: I would have thought being in the government, that's in the federal government's
best interests so they would just take it from the top level but I suppose
Interviewee: But they're obviously, and I don't know if they've changing now but, I don't
know that they are. They find it really hard to collaborate on industry growth cause they see
themselves competing all the time. And they go out of their way
Interviewer: Competing in tourism and things
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Interviewee: Yeah they go out of their way to compete with each other and therefore. And
then that's also reflected in our food, our tradeshows. When you go to the big food trade fairs
and you'll see food America, food Canada, you know and they'll have regions represented.
You go to ours in gulf food or whatever, Victoria- the biggest, then New South Wales, and
then you know if you're lucky maybe Queensland
Interviewer: Wow ok
Interviewee: And they're often, until I believe, Field are working really hard to bring them
under. I believe this year Field got them to come under the one tent in The States. I think so.
But up until then
Interviewer: They've got their own tables
Interviewee: And people would make fun of us, and the New Zealanders in particular. And
even New Zealand, cause the New Zealanders, even though they don't do clusters they still
have some strong clusters from when they used to have them. And I remember hearing how
the New Zealand’s thought we were so stupid how the way we would go to tradeshows as
different states. And they'd tag along and I remember hearing, you know Whittaker’s
Chocolate bars?
Interviewer: Yeah
Interviewee: And I remember hearing them, they would just go and tag themselves on the end
of the Victorian or the New South Wales food stand and pretend that they were Australians
because they'd just break all the rules, they wouldn't care. And give out free Whittaker’s and
that and then, you now, do deals because Australia is so
Interviewer: So all over the shop
Interviewee: Yeah all over the shop
Interviewer: There's opportunism for you, that's great
Interviewee: So yeah, good story
Interviewer: That’s a good one yeah yeah
Interviewee: I can just imagine them doing it
Interviewer: It shows just disconnected we are here
Interviewee: So then again, with the super yachts so Jaqueline did a lot of work in Auckland
developing, and what happens is a lot of the super yachts come down to the Galapagos from
America or wherever, and then they go across through, you know Tahiti is it, I don't know a
few places. So they set up a sort of supply chain to make it really easy for the super yachts
top get here
Interviewer: Ok
Interviewee: So they've got contact points on all the stops and the destinations so they can
drop in a get whatever they need, and it's all messaged onto the next destination. So this long
strip cluster
Interviewer: Yeah that's really good
Interviewee: And so the cluster just did all that itself through business connections
Interviewer: That's a fantastic idea
Interviewee: Without any government. And that particular cluster can do that because it
almost is in its own little world of mega rich and they can do that sort of thing
Interviewer: Yeah they can do that
Interviewee: But a lot of other industries
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Interviewer: They don't have that. That's a very interesting concept though
Interviewee: Yeah but that's just giving you a taste for. There's another strip tourism cluster
that goes across, well a few of them. But one of them is the top, what do they call it, the
Savannah Way. It's the dry tourism from North Queensland across to Broome
Interviewer: Oh Ok
Interviewee: And you know you get your grey nomads and all that. And so Ifor came and
helped us work on that. And we got some federal funding for that, but that was to get all the
towns along the drive going right across the top to start collaborating in the same sort of way
as the super yachts, so that because they weren't collaborating at all. People weren't doing the
drive because it was dangerous
Interviewer: If you don't have the resources some day and you get stuck
Interviewee: Yeah, so they've got it now they've got it so they've got all sorts of ways of
looking after everybody and towns communicate with each other about who's on the road and
everything is really well signposted and so it's the sort of strip tourism idea right
Interviewer: Yep
Interviewee: But again because that way you increase traffic significantly and it was.
Interviewer: Yeah, that's really interesting
Interviewee: And that's a different form, so clusters take many different shapes and forms
Interviewer: Yeah yeah
Interviewee: But it's the
Interviewer: Basic principles
Interviewee: The return to that community and the value of collaborating wherever you have
to collaborate to grow the market. So there you go
Interviewer: Very good things. Thank you so much that's fantastic
Interviewee: Yeah you've got a heap of stuff there
Interviewer: I'm really grateful, yeah that's fantastic. Thank you so much for taking the time
Interviewee: You're more than welcome
Interviewer: That's very very good
Interviewee: So yeah you've got the TCI website and well maybe you can get onto all the
clusters without being a member and if you can that's good
Interviewer: I'm not sure I'll see what I can find, it tells you a bit about where you can find
things
Interviewee: Yeah and then there's the US EDA, the US Economic Development
Administration
Interviewer: Yeah I found that one
Interviewee: And they're cluster. There's another difference too, they're just mapping, my
brains gone
Interviewer: They're just mapping projects isn't it
Interviewee: They're mapping clusters but more agglomerations basically. My brain's gone
because I'm a bit jetlagged I only got back a couple of days ago
Interviewer: Oh yeah how was your trip, I meant to ask that?
Interviewee: Yeah it was a really good trip but I've been up since 4
Interviewer: It throws you out doesn't it
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Interviewee: Yeah. So anyway they're mapping these natural clusters. But they also map
clusters which are interventions. So there's a difference
Interviewer: Right
Interviewee: So you have many natural clusters everywhere
Interviewer: Oh exactly yeah, they might not call themselves that
Interviewee: Yeah exactly, Italy's famous for it. But what we're really talking about through
TCI and the European Cluster Collaboration Platform, which is worth looking at, is strategic
that clusters that have an intervention. In that they'll have people working for them, they'll
have funding, that integration, because it's really strategic. The natural clusters they're very
culturally based and they tend to be strategic anyway just because they're sharing so much
knowledge, that tacit knowledge sharing, that they are pretty switched on to what's going on
in the market anyway, just through their long history and tradition
Interviewer: Working together for a very long time yep
Interviewee: Yeah so there's that. But for most of us we need some level of intervention to
ensure that information is flowing through
Interviewer: The right way, yeah that's fair enough
Interviewee: Yeah it's market. So it's really not rocket science, it's really not rocket science
Interviewer: Yeah it seems somewhat simple in my mind
Interviewee: It's pretty simple and you know, but we just haven't
Interviewer: You need someone to drive it, you need the money and support
Interviewee: And you need the government to say yep, one we reckon their good and two
we'll support you and three here's the funding program to get you going. And the other, one
last comment I'll make is, and I've had people ask, well who, which level of government
should support a cluster. And in this country that's tricky, but as a rule of thumb I just usually
say well, if it's a national cluster, like national competency which might be around some sort
of med tech device or whatever, then national.
Interviewer: Yep
Interviewee: If it's, but if it's a state competency, then state and if it's a local competency, you
know just a little local area, maybe it has to be the local government.
Interviewer: Yep
Interviewee: And then combinations of the three depending on, you know
Interviewer: How far you want to extend it
Interviewee: Yeah exactly I mean you know, it may make every bit of sense that you get tripartied support. Yeah so it might well be that you do need state national and local
Interviewer: Yeah ok some varying degree
Interviewee: Because it's important nationally, important to the state, and important locally.
Or it might just be important to that little region
Interviewer: Yeah ok
Interviewee: So that's one way of looking at it
Interviewer: Yeah no that's
Interviewee: Because that does get tricky, working out who should pay
Interviewer: Just ask everyone for money and see who gives it to you
Interviewee: Yeah exactly if you can get it
Interviewer: That's fantastic thank you so much for your time
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You're very welcome. I'll give you my card. I mean you've got my details anyway. But in
Sydney when you go back if you're in Sydney I highly recommend catching up with Richard
and Rodin
Interviewer: Yep
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Interviewee Two
Interviewer: So looking at whether there is potential in the Illawarra for a sustainable
buildings industry cluster
Interviewee: Ok
Interviewer: So businesses who are located together offering sustainable building products. I
talked to a few people and yes there is potential for that sort of thing in the area. So this
research looks at what drives that, what is stopping that from happening. What drives that
cluster to form, but to form and remain viable in the long term. So it's not good if it forms and
then dissipates in a year, it needs to remain viable
Interviewee: Yeah
Interviewer: So the questions are really looking at what drives the formation
Interviewee: Yeah ok. So but when you are talking about a cluster, what do you mean by a
cluster because some people have different terminologies so for mine. We used to have a
cluster of pipe, within the pipe sector out at Kembla Grange
Interviewer: Yep
Interviewee: So there was One Steel there was Aero sure, a number of companies and they
were all similar, in a similar sector in a similar geographic location. And I think you know
what drove that is cause they're all know you know suppliers to each other
Interviewer: Yep
Interviewee: And so locating near each other cuts down their transport costs
Interviewer: Yeah exactly so that's sort of my example of what a cluster is as well
Interviewee: Yeah so that's a cluster. The sort of stuff that i3net does, you know how we
operate is a network
Interviewer: Yeah
Interviewee: It's very different in that sense
Interviewer: Yeah in a way, the way I'm looking at clusters as well. Yes there's that
geographic but is there, are there network links externally that are still part of that cluster
Interviewee: Yeah so that's what I mean. So for me there's two different drivers. So when
you're setting up, what I call a cluster is a geographic location in some respects that can
happen without any external forces it just happens because you know a business who, if I'm
setting up when, I'm just trying to think of their name, when Aucom set up, you know they
set up in Unanderra. They could have quite easily setup in Kembla Grange.
Interviewer: Yep
Interviewee: But they probably didn't want to setup there because, OneSteel was their biggest
competitor. But they're, the company that did their coatings was Sockerfirm, well they setup
out there. And Bredasure did the coatings for OneSteel, but I think Sockerfirm setup out there
because they thought well if Bredasure can't do a job then well we're here to do it. We might
be able to grow our business that way. So being geographically located it means that it's very
easy, there's no transport, you know that sort of knowledge about what you do from the key
customers
Interviewer: Yep
Interviewee: And hopefully that grows the opportunity for you
Interviewer: Yep
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Interviewee: Whereas, and that's sort of what drives that. You would, you know, if you were
wanting to encourage that you would probably go around and talk to, you know, the
businesses that are in that space in a region and say, you know why wouldn't you look to
setup in a building that's down the road from somebody else. The biggest probably, I think
the biggest thing you'd have is competition. That's the only reason that people wouldn't want
to be in that space
Interviewer: I might just hold you quickly because this is all really good and I need to throw
it in to what we're doing
Interviewee: No you're alright
Interviewer: So I'll just quickly give you an introduction to how I'm running this. Or what the
purpose. So what I'm doing is, all this information is going into what's called a causal loop
diagram
Interviewee: Yep
Interviewer: Which is what I think you saw in the things I sent you. It might just be easier to
look on this laptop actually.
Interviewee: That's ok I can see it
Interviewer: So you've got, basically this is a basic causal loop diagram. So you're looking at
when there's more births there's a higher population. When there's a higher popoulation
there's going to be more deaths. So it's a very basic, but when there's more deaths there's a lot
in the population so this is just reinforcing
Interviewee: Yeah
Interviewer: Reinforcing cycle, or balancing sorry. Then when you add other elements things
start to change. So diseases or medicine, life expectancy, these things all alter that one
constant of the population. And so what I'm doing is mapping out these different drivers and
trying to understand what exactly is driving a cluster
Interviewee: Yeah ok
Interviewer: So that, I'll, so basically what I'll do is I'll chuck up different words, we'll pull
out all the variables and then we'll link them all together
Interviewee: Yeah that's fine
Interviewer: Because everything you were saying I was just thinking oh I need to throw these
things in there
Interviewee: No that's cool
Interviewer: So if you want, if you think something needs to be rephrased or changed at any
time we can change them
Interviewee: Yeah no that's fine
Interviewer: So I'll let you keep talking, where you were at
Interviewee: No that's fine. So I think yeah as I was saying yeah to me that's two different
things there. There's a cluster which is a geographical location of businesses that operate in
the same sector. And there's lots of reasons why, you know, the main reason why you'd want
to be in there is because of, you know reduction of transport but ease of market. So you'd
setup because you'd see that there's a benefit in. You know if someone is going to come and
buy some sustainable products for the house, you know you're in the same location, you
know they're more likely to come and get off you if they're going to buy some, you know PV
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cells for the roof. You know they might come and get some lighting off you if you're right
next to them
Interviewer: Yep
Interviewee: So that, that's the sort of concept of a cluster. The only reason why you wouldn't
sit in there is if you felt, from a competitive perspective, you didn't want other organisations
in that location knowing what you do. I guess a good example of that is if you went out to
Oak flats in that industrial estate. You know you've got the hardware store so your Mitre 10
and all that and then you've got your plumbing supplies and all that other electrical supply,
you know Morris and Hansen and those sort of people. So they've located in that same space
and that's like, to me that's a cluster. Because if I'm going to go to Bunnings and I can't find
the plumbing, you know fitting that I need and I drive out and there's Reece plumbing, I'm
going to duck into Reece plumbing and get it off them
Interviewer: Yeah yeah
Interviewee: And that's their mindset and that's why they do it. The only reason you wouldn't
set up out there is if you wanted to, you know keep away from what everybody else is doing,
you know from a competitive perspective. So at a retail space that's probably not an issue but
if you're a manufacturer, especially if you're an innovative manufacturer then you probably
don't want your competitors to know what you're doing or how you're doing it. That would be
the only thing that would stop a company I think setting up in a cluster. Even when you look
at engineering, you look at Unanderra. You could drive around that Lady Penre Estate and
most of the companies in there are industrial. You know they're bearing suppliers, they're
pump suppliers, they're gearbox suppliers, they're hard coating or surface, you know they're
engineers. So to me that's a cluster
Interviewer: Yeah exactly
Interviewee: And they're all set up in there. Yes there was probably some encouragement
from government at the time when that estate was first setup. But yeah it's because when you
go there you know Blackwoods would set up in the same place, this or very near. Because if
you can't get something off somebody you're going to go to them because they're nearby, it
make sense. You're not going to drive from Unanderra then go to Bulli to get to the next
engineering firm if there's one in Unanderra.
Interviewer: Yeah definitely
Interviewee: Whereas a network, the drivers for a network like i3net there needs to be a
purpose behind that. And so you need to have a, I would have thought to setup a network you
need to have a fairly solid core of companies. It was pretty easy for us to set up i3net because
engineering industry in this region, it still is, a very significant part of the local economy.
Interviewer: Definitely yep
Interviewee: And so the purpose of i3net was to sort of, what's the word I'm looking for,
inspire these local companies to look outside the Illawarra for work because we knew that
was coming. And now that, you know, a perfect example there's not enough work going
around in the Illawarra to service all those industries. So by setting up the network, you know
there's, it's not from the, collaboration is not a, you know that happens as an outcome of that.
And it generally happens because people develop relationships. It's not if you're setting up a
network because you want people to collaborate on something, it generally won't work. It
needs to be I think a bigger purpose then that, and then collaboration as an outcome,
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something that, you know people see and opportunity outside the region but I, you know I
can't get that unless I'm happy to take the whole order, so I need to collaborate with some
other, you know local businesses to get the order
Interviewer: Yeah, share it across sort of thing
Interviewee: But it needs to be a bigger, from setting up a network where you know you're
getting people to come and network with each other, come to meetings and events, there
needs to be a reason for them to get there
Interviewer: Yep
Interviewee: And that's one of the things we've found. We've tried a lot of different things
and the only events that we get really good numbers are where there's a business development
opportunity. Where the member is there because they see there's a project I could get work
from. And then a lot of the other, then you'll see a lot of the smaller members or corporate
partners, they're there because they know there's going to be a big turnout and there's and
opportunity for them to network with those bigger companies
Interviewer: Right
Interviewee: But if we didn't have that purpose, that business development purpose, we
wouldn't get them
Interviewer: You wouldn't have them
Interviewee: We have an end of year function last week. We had 30, nearly 40 people
register, we ended up getting 20 turn up
Interviewer: Wow
Interviewee: Because one they didn't have to pay for it, you know so we thought we'd do
them something nice and we put on an end of year function so catering and drinks and they
just had to register. And two they look at it and after a hard, you know and their hours are
different, you know I mean they're generally in there at 6:30 and finishing at 3:30-4 o'clock
and for them to come back out at 5:30 when a lot of the corporate partners and a lot of the
corporate world want to have those types of functions, industry look at it and go yeah I'd love
to go I'm going to get a free beer and a feed but I'm home with the kids I'm just going to stay
here
Interviewer: Just stay here yeah
Interviewee: So there's no purpose that drives them and the main thing that drives business is,
where am I going to get my next order from
Interviewer: Yep it’s the money
Interviewee: Yeah exactly right. Especially when they're, you know i3net you've got to be a,
you know financial member to be involved. Whereas the university here have got a Southern
Interviewer: Southern Manufacturers
Interviewee: Southern Manufacturers Innovation Group. But again the purpose there is you're
getting businesses that have got an innovative mindset, you know and they may want to
utilise the facility at iAccelerate, or they may want to find somebody else at the university
space that they can collaborate with. You know some students from academic point of view
or something and develop some type of innovation. So again that's the purpose so there's no
membership, but they only go to those meetings if they believe, you know that it suits their
purpose
Interviewer: Yep, that's fair enough
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Interviewee: I mean I think Bruce would tell you the same thing, they probably have, you
know 15-20% of their membership come to every meeting
Interviewer: Oh yeah
Interviewee: You know they don't get, same as us
Interviewer: Yeah I was at the last one, maybe 30 there, compared to the first one which had
almost 100 I think
Interviewee: Yeah so we've had those events as well. We used to have over 100 at some of
our events but I think we got to a point where we had companies who are members that didn't
really fit the network and I think, that's where our network, and I think, this is just my belief,
so lost it's way a little bit. So we're refocusing that. So our last breakfast we had 70 people
there, we is really good. And that was pretty much all from what our core membership, so
you know engineering businesses and associated companies. People that sort of fit into the
day-to-day supply chain. You know an accountants not a day-to-day supply chain. Your
finance manager is part of your day-to-day operation but you'll only go to your accountant
once a year. So an accountant wouldn't be a member of i3net. We have got KPMG who's a
corporate partner. So we do have that corporate level as well, but again we don't, we control
that and we make sure, we use the terminology corporate partners because we don't want
sponsors, we don't want people to just give you money
Interviewer: You want them to be involved in some way
Interviewee: Exactly we want people that engage with the members. And again the members
get benefit from them being there at a meeting. So that's one of the things that we got, when I
started in this role, our members made it quite clear that when they come to a meeting and
they're at a table talking to somebody at a breakfast, that they want people there that they get
a benefit from talking to, having exercise companies and real estate companies and that sort
of thing there doesn't
Interviewer: Well that doesn't help their business in anyway
Interviewee: Yeah so we used to get probably higher numbers then we currently are at the
moment. But you know we made a decision to focus on our core which is, and you know
we've redone our strategic plan and realigned and that's why I talk about purpose. We've gone
away from having a vision and a mission, we have a purpose
Interviewer: Right
Interviewee: And that's what, why are we there for? We're there to inspire the Illawarra
industry growth and sustainability. And that's pretty much what we're all about and then we
have our method of achieving that
Interviewer: Right
Interviewee: So I think if you don't have a purpose, and you're not clear about that. And it's
about what you can do when you're working either as a network or a cluster, it's about what
you can do as a collaborative. It's not about what you can do individually. I'm not there to
individually promote fibre optic design and construct as an example. I'm more than happy to
help Michael do that it's just an example but i3net is there about what you can do as a
collective of engineering businesses from the Illawarra
Interviewer: Yep. No I like that, that's definitely what I think. To me, I mean my ultimate
goal is a one-stop-shop for anything sustainable building related. And whether that be a
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physical location or there's a set person or network or a group you can go to when you have
that need, you have those connections
Interviewee: I think that's possible and I think you'd probably, if you said you wanted to have
a cluster of, within the building industry those probably exist now
Interviewer: Yeah
Interviewee: So if you go somewhere to buy some timber, you'll probably find that there's a
lighting place and electrical place. You know if you go to some, I live on the highway there at
Albion Park Rail, you know you've got your lighting place, your tiling place, you're plumber
so that exists. I think the issue with sustainability is it, I don't think it's big enough industry
yet to have a business just about selling sustainable lighting
Interviewer: Definitely
Interviewee: So you have a lighting business and part of that business will be sustainable
lighting, you know. The only, I think the only area that sustainability is probably big enough
is the solar, you know so you're PV cells and those sort of things, solar panels
Interviewer: Yep solar
Interviewee: So you'd have, you'd be able to have a company just, that does that. But you'd
probably find even then that they don't. They probably have other products as well. So when I
was thinking about this the other day I thought, that would be the only thing that I could think
of why you wouldn't see a cluster just on sustainability of buildings, in the building area. Is
because you wouldn't find enough companies that just sold sustainable products, just sold
sustainable heating, sustainable lighting, sustainable power
Interviewer: Yeah that one purpose
Interviewee: It's all part of, you know, a mix of what their offering is. So you can go in and
buy a gas heater or a wood heater, or you could go in and buy a sustainable heater. You can
go in and buy you know different types of lighting or you can buy a light fitting and then you
get sustainable, you know you can have your old globes or get sustainable globes, you know
so
Interviewer: There's not enough just to sell that one single product, yeah definitely
Interviewee: So I think you'll find, I think if you looked around you'd find that those clusters
already exist.
Interviewer: Yeah
Interviewee: And there are companies, tiling companies that probably have, you know this
product is made sustainably. Like you said it's, you know from crushed roof tile or glass or
whatever and then we've made this tile out of it. So it's very, it's sustainable from a point of
view of the emissions that were
Interviewer: Used in producing
Interviewee: Used in producing that product, 10% of what was used in producing this product
Interviewer: Yep
Interviewee: But what are their pricing like? Sometimes the sustainable one is more
expensive
Interviewer: Is going to be more expensive
Interviewee: And that's the other thing that drives it. That's the biggest probably impactor on
our industry is price.
Interviewer: Yep
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Interviewee: So, you know whether it be global or domestic market, the price issue drives the
way businesses think. And we're getting to a point now, you know I've got some concerns
about some of the practices that's happening in our industry, where people are using labour
hire to do, you know work within you know the SteelWorks as an example. And I think the
Steelworks came and presented to our, well BlueScope came and presented to our breakfast
just recently, and one of the things that they noted is their lost time injuries have increased
Interviewer: Really?
Interviewee: Yeah so the time between a lost time injury is shorter. And I think a lot of, I
think one of the reasons for that is when you've got labour hire you're going in there are
program maintenance but you're using labour hire to do your job, then you don't have them 5
days a week, 8 hours a day. You don't have them full time to be able to instil your safety, you
know policy
Interviewer: Culture definitely
Interviewee: Culture is the right word, on them. So I think you know because one day, you
know you might be working for Broad Spectrum for two days and then you're working for
Program Maintenance for two days. I would be concerned that those people sort of losing that
culture. They have to operate as their own business. And so they're running their own show.
And you know that their pricing structure, they've had to go in at a similar price as what they
were getting paid per hour previously but then now they've got to carry their own insurances
and everything. So we're actually breading a culture where people are not going to go in on a
job with the same care and same attitude they're going to. I don’t know I don't do that work
but that's a concern I have. And that's what, BlueScope will tell you everything at the moment
is price driven
Interviewer: Definitely
Interviewee: The board are still keen for them to reduce their cost base. And so everything is
price driven you know they'll look outside the region to get somebody to come it and do the
job. Now that's ok but again you get someone from Bathurst to come in and do a job that's
always been done by David Bran Gis is an example, you know are they going to take longer
to do the job because they've got to figure out how to do the job. So price, in my opinion, is
not a good way to run a business. You should be looking for value for money. And there's
lots of things that generate value for money. And our governments are doing the same thing.
Our government are buying on price. The recent decision to award that train contract to a
Korean
Interviewer: Ah yes yes
Interviewee: Consortium and, you know news just recently is that Downer as part of the
Korean consortium have sub-contracted the production of train bodies to China.
Interviewer: So yeah ok. So they can't do any local
Interviewee: So you're not using Australian steel. We know that Chinese steel is good quality
when you're comparing apples for apples. But there are some quality issues with some steels
that are made overseas. And so, you know I think the governments have got to take all that
into consideration when they do their assessment. Including the taxes they will generate and
you know GST. And I think if they did that, I think that the New South Wales government
would have been better off financially. I've done my own amateur economic analysis on that
project.
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Interviewer: Yep
Interviewee: And I believe based on things like payroll tax and GST, the state government
would have been a lot better off
Interviewer: To do it locally
Interviewee: Yeah yeah. And we're talking about a company that was going to set up to do
that here locally, Staedler. And not only the fact that they were going to do it here in the
Illawarra. The fact that they were going to do it in New South Wales, we're talking about 600
jobs. And then the multiplier in an engineering or in an industrial space is something like 4
and a half or 5 to one so that would sustain another, you know two and a half to three
thousand jobs. And then when you look at, you know those jobs are in a sector and, I haven't
got a copy cause I'm redoing it at the moment. I'll send you a copy, I've done some analysis
of our economy that shows the industrial sector is still the second highest employer, but it's
generating significantly higher revenue. So out of our 36 billion dollar economy the industrial
sector generates 11 billion dollars
Interviewer: Yeah wow
Interviewee: Whereas health and social services which are employing something like 16 and
a half, maybe 17 and half, 18000 people locally. They generate about 2 billion
Interviewer: Right
Interviewee: In, and that's sales, so that's revenue. So our sector's is supporting currently
about 15, 15 and a half thousand jobs and it's generating 11 billion dollars in revenue
Interviewer: So way higher
Interviewee: And six billion of that comes from outside the Illawarra.
Interviewer: Yeah ok
Interviewee: Out of, so in the health and social services area it's generating 2 billion dollars
and about 180million is coming from outside the Illawarra. So when people talk about wealth
generation and benefit to the economy. And in our sector it's paying an average of 86000 per
employee. So I can't remember the exact numbers but there is a calculation that I found on,
Google is my friend, something like 35 or 40% of your income you know you spend is, what
do they call that
Interviewer: Disposable
Interviewee: Disposable income. So you know generally you're paying GST on that. So you
can quite, you can roughly work out what the GST and then New South Wales don’t get
100%, they only get about 75% of the GST back. So you can. I mean it doesn't take a rocket
scientist to calculate then. Then payroll tax, you know. Every dollar over, the threshold at the
moment is 750 or 800 thousand. Every dollar that's paid in payroll over that you've got to pay
the payroll tax, 6, 5 and a half, 5 and three quarter percent or so. So just on those two
calculations alone based on the number of people it's going to sustain and the payroll that's
going to be, you know the GST. I think you know
Interviewer: They'd make it back anyway
Interviewee: New South Wales would have been better off
Interviewer: Right. Obviously their economic experts didn't
Interviewee: I think what they do when, you know when they do that analysis they look at it
as, this is going to impact the Transport for New South Wales budget. We've got one price
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here that's a billion dollars and one price here that's 750 million so we're saving ourselves 250
million
Interviewer: Short term, a very short term view of things
Interviewee: Yeah. I don't know. I'm not close enough to the project. But when the
announcement was made that's how it was put to the public
Interviewer: Right
Interviewee: That we were saving 25, I think it was 25% the figure. And they talked about a
total figure of what they were gonna award so it's pretty easy to work out what the other price
was. And then when you do the numbers, you know I think if they did it on a full cost benefit
analysis
Interviewer: Which they don't
Interviewee: So I think price is, you know we've had the recent change which I think comes
in effect on first March at a government level where they now have to look at origin of steel,
Australian industry participate in plans etc. for government procurement which will have a
significant impact on this 195 billion dollars of defence spending. So the submarines, the
frigates and the patrol vessels and land 400. You know all of those, the end supplier will need
to develop an Australian Industry Participation Plan. And my understanding is, I went to a
briefing the other day, that's going to be monitored so that's actually a contractual obligation
that they fulfil that. You know if they say that, based on our calculations you know 70% of
the contract will be supplied by Australian suppliers well they have to fulfil that, it's a
contractual obligation
Interviewer: Ok right
Interviewee: So that's going to have an impact. And I think that's what, there were some
positive stories about that. Rio Tinto came out recently and said that with their infrastructure
project they're building in the next 'x' number of years, they're going to be using Australian
steel. So they're going to buy steel from BlueScope and Arium so you know that's going to
have an impact. So some of those kinds of decisions, not necessarily to buy on price but to
buy on value for money have an impact. And it's probably getting a little bit away from a
cluster or a network but still
Interviewer: But it is interesting because those sort of things
Interviewee: Those are the sort of issues that are facing. So when I go and talk to our
members. That's the sort of stuff I'm hearing all the time, is that yes we're growing our
business outside BlueScope, yes we've been able to get some work through the events that the
network has run. But we're still getting 20% direct and another 30-40% indirect from
BlueScope but BlueScope is still a significant part of our business and while ever they're
driven on price then, you know we're needing to make changes to our structure to make sure
that we can be competitive. And that's what a lot of them are doing. You know they don't
actually employ fitters or boilermakers or electricians anymore. They'll have a core group of
people and then when they get a contract they'll labour hire. So they might not have the same
electrician, or the same boilermaker, or the same fitter on a job for four jobs in a row
Interviewer: Yeah ok
Interviewee: So they've got to teach them their culture, they've got to teach them the extra
stuff
Interviewer: It's just an extra cost in the end
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Interviewee: You would think that those people would know that they are working in the
Steelworks and what's expected of them. I just think it's a different culture
Interviewer: Oh definitely
Interviewee: You go from working for somebody and you've got to follow their culture.
You're now working for yourself, you've got your own company. You send them an invoice
and they contract you to do work for the next three days, well you're going to go into the
meetings but your mindset is different.
Interviewer: The way you've always done things
Interviewee: Yeah
Interviewer: Well it's the same if I went to a different university, it would be a whole
different culture working there as opposed to working here. Or even a different building even
on this campus. It takes a long time I think to really adjust to a new culture and that time is
money sort of thing so
Interviewee: Yeah but if you're, yeah I've experienced that so I setup a company. I don't work
direct for i3net. I am contracted to them so I've got a contract, and I setup my own company.
So I've gone from working all my life, fifteen years for say government just recently, but
every other job I've had I've worked for somebody. I now work for myself and that's very
different. That's taken me a long time to get my head around that you know. And I still
consider myself as an employee
Interviewer: Yep
Interviewee: Of i3net because that's how I, you know do things, that's what my mindset is. It's
very different when you look at yourself as a, well I'm not I've got a contract, they can pull
that contract any time they want.
Interviewer: Yeah, it'd be in their best interests to encourage you to think of it as you’re an
employee
Interviewee: Yeah and they do. They, I've got a very good board. They say to me, well as far
as I'm concerned, we're concerned, this is now your business, i3net is now your business.
Interviewer: Yep
Interviewee: We want you to run it like it's your business. And that’s fine you know it works
really work, but it's just that different culture. So I think for me, you know I'm pretty
motivated and I'm going to want to do a good job anyway. But I think some people that are in
that engineering space, you know you throw them into that, you give them a different culture
and they go well ok, I'm now still working for $25 an hour but I've got to cover all my own
insurances and everything anyway so I'm not earning as much and I'm back here doing the
same job, and when I'm in a meeting and you're telling me what, well I don't work for you
anymore. I'm not your employee I'm contracted to you. So I don't know whether that, but I
would have thought that's going to eventually start to have some issues. And I don't think you
get the same, you know you don't get the same high. Most businesses around here rely on the
fact that they provide a very high quality workmanship. We don't sell on price. It's about
providing world class industrial solutions. That's why we say for i3net we talk about it being
a gateway to world class industrial solutions. And when you go away from having, you know
the same employees working for you on the same job day in and day out and they learn
exactly what you do and how you do it and you have different people, then you're relying
heavily on your supervisory staff to be good people managers and to be able to make sure
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that that job gets done still at that same higher level. And some of that will happen but some
won't. And I think that's the biggest issue facing our sector at the moment. And it's, but at
some point in time, somebody's going to start to go, you know what we can't just buy on
price, we have to look at value for money.
Interviewer: You have to consider that. Well I think it comes, I mean personally it's going to
come with all these new developments in town. I've heard of some pretty dodgy business sort
of poor quality finished going into these places. And someday someone is going to realise
that, we've gone for the cheapest option and it's not going to last so why are we bothering
with it.
Interviewee: Yeah I've heard of stuff where, the plumber goes in to put the pipe fittings and
you know there's not enough space there, it won't fit properly because it hasn't been installed
properly
Interviewer: Yeah and they've had to go an cut through other bits
Interviewee: It's the same as if I'm going down to buy a t-shirt tomorrow and I've got, I can
get a $5 t-shirt from Woolies or I can get a $30 t-shirt from the surf shop or David Jones or
something. I know the $30 one is going to last me ten times as longer so it's really about what
am I buying it for. If I'm buying something to buy when I'm crawling under the car I'll go for
the $5 one you know.
Interviewer: Yeah
Interviewee: There is a time when yes you can get away with buying the cheaper item. But
there's some things and I think, companies like the Steelworks and governments and those
sorts of things should be looking beyond just price and they should be looking at value for
money.
Interviewer: Yeah I think it does come down to that long term, or short term view of things.
Because well in the end right now they're going cheap because that looks like a fantastic idea
why wouldn't we
Interviewee: Yeah exactly. It even comes down to, and this is my belief governments
supporting industries like the car industry. While ever they continue to support that, yeah it's
costing them a lot of money to support it but you're getting skilled people and skilled jobs
getting paid good money
Interviewer: Yep
Interviewee: As soon as you go away from that. And in this region here I hear a lot about the
emerging economy, the growing sectors. And everybody wants to talk about health and social
services, education and training, knowledge services, tourism. Now nearly all of those are
what I call local demand. So they're only servicing the local economy. And the demand is
there because you've got people that are in skilled jobs, that are well paid and can afford to
Interviewer: Use the services
Interviewee: Pay for private health insurances or they can afford to, you know pay for their
computer to be repaired. But when you go away from looking after those sectors that generate
and then the car sector I think is a perfect example. I'd love to see in five years’ time what
South Australia economy looks like because I hear it's going really bad right now. And so I
think if you, and again I come back to the numbers we've done. If you had a policy that says
let's not worry about engineering or manufacturing that's dying, which is not true by the way,
I mean it's
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Interviewer: It's transitioning I think
Interviewee: It's transitioning that's right yeah. But if you have a policy that says walk away
from that and let's focus on these growth sectors. Well these growth sectors are lowly skilled,
part-time, lowly paid and health and social services about $60 000 a year. So you're going to
take the wealth out of the economy. If you take, if you said you'd cut the engineering sector
in half you're taking five and a half billion dollars out of our economy and you're then, you're
then relying on those growth to come in and fill that gap. Then they're lower skilled, lower
paid so what you're doing is you're bringing the socio-economics of the economy down as
well
Interviewer: Oh definitely yeah
Interviewee: There's going to be a lot less money to go around. There will be a lot less jobs.
There will be a lot more and I think we're seeing that now. The retail industry is going to
suffer immensely. You know just recently the announcement of Payless Shoes
Interviewer: Yeah going
Interviewee: Gone
Interviewer: Well how many have gone in the last 12 months
Interviewee: Masters, perfect example, you know. And if Woolworths and Coles aren't
careful
Interviewer: One of them is going
Interviewee: You've got Aldi and then you've got another German
Interviewer: One coming
Interviewee: Another German giant apparently coming in. And if they're not careful, if they
don't. And the only way they can compete is price because that's what the general household
because why. Because I'm now in a job that's earning less money and I've got less money to
spend. So I've got to go and buy stuff from Aldi
Interviewer: Yep
Interviewee: You know so that's. I don't think, I don't believe anybody in government is
looking at that, I don't think they care
Interviewer: To me it's just this short term and long term view.
Interviewee: Yeah
Interviewer: But it's also the view of the wider system. So they're looking at that one little
section. Ok if we say we crossed here if we change something here, they seem to think it's
only going to impact that one little process but they don't look at every other process that it's
going to impact
Interviewee: Same as putting in, you know you put in automatic tellers so you can, you know
most of the shops ow Woolies and Big W you scan it yourself.
Interviewer: Yep
Interviewee: So to me somebody is losing their job there. And you're increasing the
opportunity for people to steal goods. Now Woolworths will say that to you yes we know
that, we've accounted for that in our costs we know the dollars of theft will go up. But we're
saving on wages. So we're happy to take that because over all our cost structure is going
down
Interviewer: So in the end what sort of culture are you encouraging there
Interviewee: Yeah exactly right
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Interviewer: You're encouraging stealing is ok and working's not
Interviewee: And then the next level is going to be, I believe that they're trying one in, is it
some overseas company right now where you'll walk into the supermarket
Interviewer: Ah yes with the RFID type of technology
Interviewee: Yeah, you take a product off the shelf. If you put it back on the shelf it knows
you put it back you didn't keep it. You take it off the shelf you put it in your bag, it knows
that you've got that. And as you walk out the store it automatically charges you
Interviewer: Charge
Interviewee: For everything that's in your bag. You don't need. So you're doing away with
more people
Interviewer: Well exactly it does change everything
Interviewee: And what people are going to do is they're going to find a way to
Interviewer: Exactly people are smart
Interviewee: Go in and take that tag off, put it back on the shelf and they'll walk out with a
product and you know people are not silly
Interviewer: No and that's what they've worked out with the self-serve at all the shops already
Interviewee: Exactly yeah. I've never done it but I could just imagine if you have
Interviewer: Yeah well I know uni students that have
Interviewee: If you had two chocolate bars and you just had both in your hand, you can scan
one and put them in the bag, how does the lady standing 10 foot away from you know that
you know
Interviewer: Yeah, and that's the thing. Like I know uni students do that sort of thing. But that
comes down to they don't have money at the time
Interviewee: Exactly right
Interviewer: And that's what's going to happen. People aren't going to have the money if
they're in a lower position
Interviewee: Yes and again. You're taking accountability. All these changes where people
have, the more people that have the opportunity to make their own decisions you're taking
accountability away and you're changing the culture.
Interviewer: Yep
Interviewee: And you'll always get the ones that do the right thing, but you'll always get the
ones that do the wrong thing
Interviewer: Of course
Interviewee: But as you say that's the way it's probably going to go
Interviewer: But no it's just yeah. But that's what it comes down to, what people are willing,
what people are willing to spend their money on as well. So if they're willing to go all out and
choose something sustainable or choose something local
Interviewee: Yeah exactly
Interviewer: And whether
Interviewee: I think that's one of the biggest issues for me personally when a lot of this
sustainability came out. I would have chose to go sustainable power but electricity company
said to me you can have a choice you can get your normal power or you can pay 10% more
for sustainable power. Who's going to pay 10% more for electricity
Interviewer: Yeah and that's the
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Interviewee: We complain if electricity goes up 3%
Interviewer: Yeah exactly
Interviewee: So that's where I think, that's where the government needs to come in. And the
government policy needs to be around, you know. And the problem is I think you've got
some people at a federal level. And there's probably still quite a number of people in the
country that are sceptics. And so that's, the sustainability is that area where it's a bit
polarizing. You can either agree with it or you don't. And so while ever you've got sceptics
and you've got sceptics at a government level. So under Labour government they had clean
energy funds and Clean Energy Finance Corporation and they had all these other policies,
and then under Liberal all that's gone. So there is no government policy, so it's really down to
the individual then to go
Interviewer: Make the decision
Interviewee: You know do I believe in sustainability or am I a sceptic. Yeah I believe in
sustainability but I put all my recycling in the recycling bin, I put all my green waste in the
green waste bin, you know
Interviewer: Well then it comes back down again to that other thing if they have a good
quality, high paying job, well maybe they are, would be willing to spend that little bit more
on the clean energy or something. And so it all ties back in I think
Interviewee: Yeah and the same thing. I looked years ago at getting solar panels on the roof.
But it was back then it was going to cost, it was the early days it was going to cost I think I
just missed out in considering the
Interviewer: The scheme that they had
Interviewee: The rebate scheme. So it was gonna cost me something like $8000 to put the
panels on. But because nobody's at home at my place during the day
Interviewer: You don't want the
Interviewee: Then you're either got to start to set the washing machine to, you know wash
during the day. And then when you get home from work you put it out on the line. So I had a
couple of different people come and have a look at me, and both of them said really I can't
see, I mean it's going to take you way too long to pay these. It was going to be 7 or 8 years
before you start getting any benefit. Well I might not be here in 7 or 8 years. It's going to be 7
or 8 months yeah I would have done it but 7 or 8 years how do I know if I'm still there
Interviewer: Yeah but you don't know exactly
Interviewee: You don't know. But I'm paying for something that somebody else is going to
get a benefit from. Because they value of the house isn't going to go up for it
Interviewer: Well that's interesting because one of the students that was also on the team built
his own house recently after the competition. Built a great, put all the sustainable features in
he could. And he recently just sold that house and he thinks there was absolutely no value add
there. They didn't see any of that, they don't understand any of that
Interviewee: No because you're just competing against what the house down the road sells for
Interviewer: And he didn't have enough time, didn't have the house for long enough to show
that the reductions in bills or anything
Interviewee: Yep
Interviewer: And for him, he was only in it for two years I think so he didn't get the value
himself either
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Interviewee: Himself either yeah that's right yeah
Interviewer: I mean he'd do that again with his new place but that's for himself
Interviewee: But yeah that's because he believes in it. He believes in sustainable principles.
But if I'm going to buy that house I'm just looking at it from, that house I can get for $500000
or I can get one down the road for 480, well I'm going to try and get that one for 480.
Interviewer: Yep
Interviewee: And that's, you know.
Interviewer: Oh definitely
Interviewee: Same as I think the cars are similar. The state government, I worked for state
government for 15 years and they would never buy Prius or even Camry's that have got, you
know battery because they're a lot more expensive. You know they're looking at that bottom
line again, it's the price. If they said well, we've looked at it and the overall savings because
we're going to a sustainable vehicle and the resale value and everything, well maybe they
would buy the Prius or the Camry or the you know whatever the cars that are out there now,
they've sort of got battery engines or hydrogen or whatever the current, but they don't they
just go
Interviewer: What's the cheapest thing I can buy
Interviewee: I can get this one for 18 or that one for 14 I'm buying that one for 14. It's a brand
new car, it does, you know we were driving around in 4 cylinder cruisers. I didn't care, it was
a car, I'm not one of those. But there were people in our organisation that whinged because
they weren't getting a 6 cylinder or a commodore you know. But they only bought them, they
just buy them on price
Interviewer: Then are they going to get rid of them, they cycle them through quite quickly too
don't they
Interviewee: Yeah, whoever's going to give them the cheapest deal. And even then you know
this was the other thing I used find amazing is that their handing, giving assistance to Holden
and Ford to keep them going and they'd be buying Hyundai’s or Toyotas.
Interviewer: Yeah that's kind of a
Interviewee: If the federal and state government got together and said we will only, we're
gonna support car manufacturing in Australia. So you've got Toyota, Holden and Ford and I
think Mitsubishi were. So we'll keep the four. All those people that are employed in that
sector would still have jobs, would still have reasonable pay
Interviewer: These are the only cars we'll use
Interviewee: And we will buy brand new cars off only these four. We're not gonna buy. And
they were they were buying Hyundais, they were buying Holden Cruzers that were fully
imported rather than buying a Holden Commodore, you know so. We're only gonna buy cars
that were made in Australia and we're keeping them for two years and then we'll buy a new
one. One your resale value is higher because you're selling it fairly new. You're getting a lot
more Australian made cars in the aftermarket area. So people are buying them. And then they
need you know 10 years, 5 years down they need more spares.
Interviewer: Definitely
Interviewee: So the overall level of support. What the government would get back in taxes
and GSTs and all that sort of stuff over a period of five to ten years, they would benefit from
it
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Interviewer: Oh definitely
Interviewee: But they just look at the short term and somebody comes in and goes why are
you giving car manufacturing business $20million and they go oh I might lose some votes
there I might stop that.
Interviewer: Yeah. But if I'd chose to use their car, you know ten years ago I would have
been fine
Interviewee: And this is the other things that annoys me about governments, they never sit
down and give you that. If they sat down and they explained. And they spend billions of
dollars on advertising and most of it's scare mongering and you don't actually get the truth.
But if they sat down and they just did a full page ad in every major newspaper so you could
actually sit down and understand it yourself, this is the reason why we will continue to give
$20million to the Australian car industry and lay it out
Interviewer: Everyone can relate to it, something else
Interviewee: This is why. And you're going to look at it and go mate go for it. And you're
going to look at that and go I didn't realise all those benefits I got from buying a Colorado
rather than a Navara. I'm gonna go and buy a Colorado. And that's where they missed, it's
school yard stuff.
Interviewer: Yeah
Interviewee: But I guess when we pay our Prime Minister, what 500 000 a year and the head
of Australia Post gets paid millions of dollars a year, you're not going to get the smartest
people unfortunately
Interviewer: No and you're not going to get people who can relate to normal human beings.
Interviewee: I can give you, no actually
Interviewer: No worries. Yeah it's just, the more I look at these sort of things the more
frustrated I tend to get as well with them
Interviewee: Yeah
Interviewer: Just the fact that they, there's just no. It seems to me there's no thought going
into any decisions that are made apart from cost
Interviewee: Absolutely yeah. So I think that would be the biggest challenge. If I was sitting
in your shoes trying to do what you were doing I 'd be saying to myself well, yes I think
there's a potential to setup a cluster for sustainable building products but do we have enough,
do we have a core of companies that focus on sustainable building products, probably not. So
then we need to look at what companies already tend to cluster in the building sector, you
know and that's pretty easy to see, you can see that in every town around here. Your lighting
your plumbers, your tiling companies and all those tend to, they'll all sit in the same place.
Because if you're building a new house or you're doing renovations to a house and you go
looking for lighting, I'll go next door and have a look for my new tiles, or I'll go
Interviewer: You just go to Warrawong and that strip all your homewares
Interviewee: That's exactly right. I would say my almost conclusion would be to an extent
that exists. What I would be interested to find out is how many of them sell sustainable
products and is the sustainable product more expensive and then it's really it comes back to
why do people buy sustainable products, and it's choice. And I think that's the biggest issue
you're gonna have. As you said yourself that person you know or works here. You build a
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house, you put 2 or 3 hundred extra into that house buying sustainable products and then
when you got to sell it three years down the track you're never going to recoup that.
Interviewer: No exactly
Interviewee: The thing that you, that can make it work is things like the BASIX
Interviewer: Certain standards
Interviewee: Policy, you know that's right. And I've got a very brief knowledge of that so if
you build a new house in Wollongong or Shellharbour, I think they're both the same, you
have to put water tanks in you have to have etc. etc. etc.
Interviewer: And that drives
Interviewee: Yeah you have to insulation in so you're using less power and you're losing less
heating and so that drives. But really that comes down to that roof insulation, well you get
that at Bunnings or you get that at Mitre 10, you don't go to a place and just by roof
insulation, you know
Interviewer: Yep
Interviewee: Same as everything, you know the water tanks. There's probably some
businesses that do water tanks but you'd probably have a look and they're in the same estates
as the plumbers
Interviewer: Bits and pieces yeah
Interviewee: And hardware stores because if you go to Bunnings looking for one then you
drive out there and you go I'm going to go in there have a look
Interviewer: Yeah
Interviewee: So I think a lot of that already happens but it's just that sustainable products are
part of their overall offering. So it'd be more understanding of what big a part, what part of
your sales is sustainable product and why do you think people don't sell it. And then how can
you impact that. Well it really comes down to government policy. I mean you're never going
to get sustainable products at the same price unless it's subsidised or unless there's some kind
of something in government policy. And that can be even local government policy that says
you have to install these things, and that drives
Interviewer: Yeah because there's a hundred new buildings going up and
Interviewee: Yeah absolutely yeah every time we turn around. I mean everywhere we look
there's new buildings going up.
Interviewer: A whole estate going up
Interviewee: And again I remember when I built mine, I built the last house I built, I won't be
building another one. The last house I built I wanted to put colourbond tin roof you know
with all the insulation and they wanted a ridiculous price extra for that. And I said, well hang
on, so that much dearer than tile? And I don't think it, it's just that they can offer it as an
option. Well this is our price with a tile roof, you want a colourbond roof, well that's and
extra $5000
Interviewer: Yep I think it's
Interviewee: We found the flattest looking tile that we could find for the look
Interviewer: It just differs from what their set of builders are capable of doing as well. If you
look at what these new estates, well at least my parents just moved into a place in Shell Cove
and there's just rows upon rows of the same place. And you can see they're starting to build a
whole row the same builders are doing every single house in that road. They just move from
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one to the other and they do the exact same thing over and over again. Every time you have to
do something different that requires a different skill or it requires a different.
Interviewee: You're right or if they've got to go and buy a different style of timber to put in
that roof so we're not buying such a high quantity so the prices goes up because we've got to
buy less
Interviewer: Yeah I think that's what it comes down to as well it's just
Interviewee: But that's where I think, the only way that sort of stuff, if you've got a
government that believes it then a lot of those things get
Interviewer: Passed
Interviewee: Subsidised. So you go to all the new home companies or you go to energy
providers and you say we want you to. Then the government can mandate we want you to
have 50% of the energy you provide as sustainable
Interviewer: Yeah
Interviewee: So you know you've got to go find a wind farm or a solar farm or someone to
buy that energy off because you've got to provide 50% of that. And whatever the cost
difference, we'll subsidise you for that so you can sell your energy for the same price
Interviewer: Yeah. Or even just mandate that everyone has to use colourbond steel and that
drives the others away
Interviewee: And you don't know where you're getting your power from. And when I turn the
light switch on I don't think of where the power is coming from
Interviewer: No, no one does that. I don't think anybody does that but yeah
Interviewee: Exactly, but I think a lot of people don't understand the full sustainable cycle
either. Like as you say, they go about they go ok well coal fired power stations you've got the
emissions going straight into the atmosphere blah blah blah blah blah. But when you make,
you put in a solar farm or a wind farm yeah you don't have those emissions, but what went
into making the solar panels, what went into making the wind turbines. Is it really
Interviewer: What land did you have to clear to put them in place
Interviewee: Is it really sustainable, I don't have that. I've never sat down and done those
numbers, I'm not smart enough to do that but you know, I'm sure you are. But that's the thing
Interviewer: Definitely
Interviewee: As you said with the window frames
Interviewer: You have to look at the whole product
Interviewee: You get in, their grown in New Zealand they go to the Netherlands then they
come back to Australia, I bet you there's some emissions there in there somewhere
Interviewer: Oh definitely
Interviewee: That have an impact on their level of sustainability
Interviewer: Yeah for everything. Well thank you very much I think I've sort of covered
everything we've sort of mentioned and tried to make the links between them
Interviewee: That's alright, look if you've come up with something that you've missed, you
know you need a bit more information to add to it, just give me a yell
Interviewer: No worries, thank you. I think it's sort of covers it nicely
Interviewee: More than happy to help with this sort of stuff. Just we're an engineering
network, I've been around for a while now and I've done, I've had some. I was acting CEO for
RDA Illawarra for 12months
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Interviewer: Oh really
Interviewee: When they had the GreenJobs Illawarra movement
Interviewer: Ah yes I've been told about that by several people
Interviewee: And I was heavily involved, and I mean that's a perfect example
Interviewer: That sort of never really went anywhere, the report was finished but
Interviewee: There were so many, the report got done and then the next, the three years of
Katrina's role I mean she spent nearly three years fighting against bureaucracy
Interviewer: Yeah I spoke to Katrina a little while ago actually
Interviewee: I mean they had found a parcel of land that was government owned and they, we
developed a model and I was there when that model was put together. And we said you know
like, and based on we did some numbers, and again just back of an envelope type of thing or
on a whiteboard and we believed that you could competitively manufacture, you know you
could build competitively houses with sustainable items and be competitive as far as brand or
sale price with what's currently on the market. And all the government had to do was right at
the beginning is go, yep we agree with what you're talking about. That land is, you know we
don't need it so we'll, as long as we, we need to get 'x' number of dollars for that parcel of
land. And we had builders that had built a floorplan, a roadmap and everything about how
they could cut that up and generate enough revenue to give government back what they
wanted and they would make profit. And it was just stalled at every step of the way.
Somebody just didn't want to make the decision. And that's what frustrates me about
government. I worked there for 14 years. So that's a perfect example, if in the first year that
was yep you've got the land, we agree, you can build seven or eight homes on there and
there's a certain amount that could leave for parkland and the builders are going to return to
us an acceptable amount of money so we're not gifting that land to you, the government's
going to get some revenue from it. Yes we'll sign the contract. And you know all those
sustainable homes would have been built now. That would be a perfect show
Interviewer: Display area
Interviewee: Show display area, and not just a display area but an area that people know. You
know it could be gated or whatever, but someone in that sector or doing that sort of stuff that
you're doing. You could go in there and show people, here's a, you know. And they would
have been up for five or six years now. So part of the whole process could have been
monitoring of all the savings you know and documenting all that. So you'd be able to say
here's your six different houses and they were built slightly differently, this one would save
this much on electricity. This one would save this much on something, you know whatever
the case, water you know. And so, that would have been absolutely brilliant
Interviewer: Yes definitely
Interviewee: It's just government bureaucracy that wouldn't sign. And they were gonna get
their money for the land, we weren't asking for it for nothing
Interviewer: Yeah they just don't
Interviewee: It just all becomes a bit too hard
Interviewer: It makes you frustrated doesn't it
Interviewee: Yes it does, yes yeah. But there's a lot of positive things out there
Interviewer: Yes there are
Interviewee: Don't stress about the negatives
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Interviewee Three
Interviewee: So in my opinion what must be in place for sustainable building industry
clusters to form? If we're going to take the view that this could be knowledge based and not
just by physical location, I think you need that I guess commonality. The common vision of
organisations. If I could give you an example
Interviewer: Of course
Interviewee: Of an organisation called ASBEC [Australian Sustainable Built Environment
Council]. My industry association is part of ASBEC and I'm the chair, I'm the representative
on ASBEC for that trade association. ASBEC in itself is a cluster, it's a cluster of like minded
organisations that have at the forefront of their objectives a sustainable built environment,
now they might be involved with water, solar, landscaping anything to do with nature.
There's a commonality there, so that common good. And if you think about for the built
environment you bring in manufacturing associations but you bring in political influencers
like architects and building designers, the product manufacturers. Also the regulators and
they, I'll talk about what I think is missing in this shortly. Regulators, clients, so consumer
advocates and by that I mean you look at client side for commercial and you look at the
Property Council.
Interviewer: Yes
Interviewee: The Green Building Council, housing industry association, plumbers
association. You know all of these they have a common impact, glazing- you have industry
associations. Consumer advocates, property council, so those at a very broad level but then
you need manufacturers
Interviewer: Yep
Interviewee: Manufacturers and then you've got building industry suppliers and then you've
got unions, labour supply side unions, contractors
Interviewer: Yes so there's a number of people and I can already see how they start to relate
to each other
Interviewee: Yeah and you know you put in that things like building codes, I want to remove
that for a second. The cluster doesn't need that for it to be there. In fact I would say what is
missing from this, what are the barriers to such a cluster forming? I don't think there is a
barrier for that cluster to form. I know like minded people within those. I guess the barrier is
finding those like minded people within those organisations with a common vision of a
sustainable built environment. I would say now areas are great, there is a number of people
within that cluster now, advocates and the same common vision. The platform for connection,
ASBEC is one of those but what is the platform, the platform for connection, it could be webbased. So if you look at it and I'll just go through that influence eg Architects. So sustainable
architects and building designers all have sub-committees within them. You've got
manufacturing associations, we all have sustainability you know within my organisation we
have one globally, a sustainability expert. But as a trade association we also have a focus on
that. I work for insulation so it's easy for me to say that. HIA has Green Smart. MBA has a
program similar. Green Building Council speaks for itself. Property Council has a
sustainability division within it. Consumer advocates probably don't but they need to be
represented. And bring it into what's happening outside the industry, what’s happening in the
industry that you think needs to be addressed? I'm going to bring that up I think. That needs
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to be tackled by all of this. So if you say that that common vision, that is delivering
sustainable buildings, buildings that function with low energy, low emissions, low water
environment
Interviewer: The overall, yep
Interviewee: So that's the common vision. What I think is making us from achieving that is
regulation, regulators. And when I say regulators I say policement. So where I see at the
moment big gaps and I'll be fair I represent a trade association that has a lot of it in it. There's
been a lot documented of non-compliance in our segment. Now that non-compliance ranges
from products that don't comply with our Australian standards to products that are not
suitable for an application or products that are underrated so they say one thing but deliver
half. They're all different forms of non-compliance.
Interviewer: Right
Interviewee: Now what is the outcome of that non-conformity within our industry? It affects
directly the delivery of a sustainable building. If you broaden the word a sustainable building,
a building is sustainable in many different levels. First level, let's look at the very basic stuff,
energy, water
Interviewer: Yes
Interviewee: Let's look at the other big one, how long will it last for. Is it durable? That's the
next big one, how long will it be functional for? So if it's a crappy building made with shitty
materials it isn't going to last, but if it's a crappy built building which has got poor insulation
that they find out later was underrated then it needs to be retrofitted and knocked down. So
you know the ultimately some of the most sustainable building we have were built in the
early 1900s
Interviewer: Definitely
Interviewee: Big solid block building. Built like bunkers. Highly efficient. A bit cold in
winter but once they warm up
Interviewer: They're fine
Interviewee: They're going to live for a 100 years. The most unsustainable ones are the
mcmansions. Multi-res, or mixed use buildings that are badly built to begin with, they won't
last 100 years
Interviewer: Yeah knocked up quick and cheap
Interviewee: Well and I have a common, this is all going in a direction ok
Interviewer: That's fine
Interviewee: If you take that, so product non-compliance at all those levels. Government
policy is almost non-existent, sorry policing is almost non-existent. So there is still so the
delivery of good building is effected by this. I would say the novating and disempowerment
of building designers and architects has had a huge impact on sustainable buildings because
they are essentially removed from the process at a very early stage. So the people that would
police or adequately measure or assess products that are fit for purpose are removed very
quickly. And there is short term focus, essentially short term is build a building, lowest cost
as quick as you can and be out and onto the next . And that very much follows the D&C the
proliferation of the D&C, the design and construct model.
Interviewer: Yeah
Interviewee: Again you have short term
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Interviewer: So that's a very good point for this and the other question I am looking at is it's
all good and well if you can start a cluster but if that cluster itself isn't going to be viable
there is no point. So it's looking at what creates it and what is going to maintain it in the long
term
Interviewee: So just look at that so how that affects a company like myself. So we're going to
invest a great deal in the development of great products and local manufacturing, local design
talent, local engineering resources etc. But we're not if our products get swapped out for noncompliant, very cheap imported materials. Now that's a very very simple analogy. Steel
stewardship, doesn't necessarily cost anymore but quality steel is more expensive than cheap
shit steel.
Interviewer: Yes
Interviewee: And cheap shit steel is not built in mind with sustainable practices. So these sort
of things affect the profitability of firms within the cluster and firms need to be profitable it
need local. And clusters like this see local, you're talking about Australia wide it doesn't have
to be, you know local firms are so. But on the client side, the client needs to be sure they are
getting something that is valued, something valuable, a finished product that delivers the
level of sustainability they expect. And with that the cost advantages of running a sustainable
building. And cost is not an obvious thing. Cost is not just down to the cost of the building or
the running cost but cost comes into the expense of absenteeism in a poorly designed and
unsustainable versus a sustainable building. So you know you can have design influences
affected by cost but that is a short term cost. So simple factor like in order to get this design
through we have to put double glazed windows in. Double glazed are designed to give you
that amount of natural light, that amount of natural light is really important for employees.
They like natural light and they like working there. But double glazing costs a lot so why
don't we just reduce the size of the windows and put single glazing in.
Interviewer: It's that trade off that they decide
Interviewee: Exactly so there's a trade off, a short term trade off that has long term impact.
Delivery of that. I would say the proliferation, you know privatisation in a sense I'm talking
about the private public partnerships. They are almost by default a government version of a
D&C. Again you kind of where you would have had a government specifications that are
managed through an architectural process. They get watered down, examples we've been in
involved with PPA private public funded hospitals. We've got a great example here in Perth,
I'm Perth if you didn't realise. John Holland finished the children's hospital, it's still not
occupied
Interviewer: Yes I heard something about that
Interviewee: So they've had trouble with trades. They've squeezed their trades. Trades then
went and looked for alternative materials. They bought cheaper materials. Materials weren't
bonified, some were, some weren't. End result building built, looks the same as the piece of
paper but inside problems with asbestos in their plaster lining. They've got lead in their
plumbing work they don't know where it's coming from. They don't know which fittings are
contributing it. This is a really big problem because they cannot find where the lead sources,
which in some areas of the hospital is two times the allowable
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Interviewer: And it just comes back to what you were saying with the designers and the
builder, if everyone was in the room at the same time then maybe these issues wouldn't have
occurred
Interviewee: Yes you know it and maybe they wouldn't because the guy that made the
decision to specify that particular plumbing, and I don't know if it's a plumbing fitting I'm just
guessing but it probably is. Would have said no we want to specify this product that is made
in Australia or made in Germany or whatever because it you know has low lead content or
you know we're using Armstrong ceiling tiles because we know that they don't use asbestos
as a filler. Well they just use Chinese bloody tiles. Fairness to the importer of the Chinese
tiles, all the ones that tested passed
Interviewer: That's quite interesting
Interviewee: And again policing, there's no policing.
Interviewer: Yep
Interviewee: So in terms of product non-compliance we've got rules, you know quite
remarkable you've got to meet certain standards. You know yet when we bring it to the
attention of authorities, the products that don't meet those standards generally they're
incapable of policing it or prosecuting it. They don't have the people they don't have the
funding. I mean I know I guess like I said short termism, short termism if you just, you could
use that as the heading under that you get short termism is capital cost focus not long term
focus it's in and out, it's developers slipping it's a contract administrator saying I'll just use it
for this contract because I'm under, I'm over budget, these are all drivers. If you'd like to think
of it the D&C model is modelled that it can be really efficient at delivering a building
because it cuts out a lot of the different stages but in doing so it actually takes out a lot of
Interviewer: It cuts out a lot of the value adding process too
Interviewee: In terms of other barriers I mean commerce is great at adopting things that
makes money
Interviewer: Yes
Interviewee: And that's the litness test and there is within what those collective groups that
we're talking about there is the opportunity for profit. Typically architects will do well out of
a sustainable design that is valued because the cost for delivery is over and above that of the
lowest common denominator. You know if the architect charges 4%, no that any of them get
4% anymore, in a large scale project, 4% of ten million dollars or 4% of 12 million dollars.
Your 12 million dollar building or not even that crikey, I've just built a building 5 maybe 6
star building in Melbourne that probably cost us 8% more to build but it will pay itself back
in about 4 years
Interviewer: So it's looking at that long term too
Interviewee: It's our building we're going to own it for 50 years
Interviewer: Yep, so you want it to last that 50 years
Interviewee: Yep last 50 years and we won't be efficient for 50 years. A developer building a
block flats in Melbourne right now knows that he's got to sell them really quick so right now
he needs to build them as fast as he can before the market turns. And he also knows that he
has to sell it for less than he planned because he needs to move on quickly or get stuck with
it. So now he's looking at the building to see what more can I take out. In our industry they'll
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often put us through rating programs and they'll find ways of avoiding putting insulation in
certain parts of the building or glazing in certain parts. So that's what happens
Interviewer: They've got to look at that bottom figure
Interviewee: So to be honest I get back this short termism is that common evil. If we're
looking if we've got a longer vison, the vision of net zero housing by 2050 in that time scale
it's going to be well achievable but a common vision to get there, you can build a net zero
building right now but it will be heavily dependant on renewable energy that is more
expensive
Interviewer: Yes
Interviewee: To get that net zero. What else have I got there. What's happening outside the
industry that is influencing the industry that needs to be addressed. I think again the short
termism
Interviewer: It's all coming back to it isn't it
Interviewee: So political parties that are in there for one term or prime ministers that are in
there for two years or one year is all part of that process so the industry needs a road map.
The industry needs a roadmap of what the future is going to be. So if the roadmap is a path
towards net zero buildings which I think it should be and I'm part of a conversation that also
thinks it should be, then forget short term policy the long term goal, with the view of a long
term goal that supports the cluster or the investment into a cluster because we're here for a
long time there is that long term vision and stability that comes with it. You know we've seen
changes in government a lot of politic-ing around about the environment and the built
environment and with it things like the clean energy fund and all of those sort of things. That
again is short termism because what's the long term goal that we're gonna work towards.
Change in policy, and about faces don't do industry any good, we get scared by it
Interviewer: And it's sort of like what's the first thing you attack then do you try and get
policy and the rest will follow or is it something else and then policy follows
Interviewee: Well ASBEC has put a paper out on it and if you haven’t got a copy of it you
should because we talk about a path towards net zero and it's about the various things short
term and long term that an industry needs to do to get there and that's almost the foundation
of a cluster
Interviewer: Yep
Interviewee: And so you know that, foundation of that common vision and knowing
government although it might adjust the sails ultimately it’s going to land on the same beach
that again it's a variable that needs to add on. That influences an industry for instance all of a
sudden one government coming in and advocating massive investment in solar and incentives
around solar, and this is what happens, incentives around renewables and no incentives
around the building envelope or building upgrades. So what you've got is you're not
improving the building stock you're just putting in a cleaner source, you're decarbonising the
energy market. Well ultimately the cheapest energy is energy saved
Interviewer: Definitely
Interviewee: You almost need to address, if you look at the hierarchy of these things. And
don't forget and you're probably unaware of this we build around 200 000 homes a year,
dwellings a year, we've got about 9 million out there. So you know you've got to deal with
the current stock so putting policy in that advocates one thing over another in a radical
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change is the sort of uncertainty that we don't like. So it brings forward investment in one
area in a massive way whilst ignoring another area or taking investment away from an area.
And that's where that consistency in vision or path towards net zero needs to be firm because
it's a combination of not just decarbonisation but energy efficiency better, modelling building
management systems things like that they're all part of the end equation
Interviewer: Right
Interviewee: But you get governments in that use it as a bit of a short term political football
Interviewer: They do and that's their way of getting in, they say they'll make all the promises
they can and don't meet them in the end
Interviewee: Yeah the clean energy finance corporation was both profitable, functional and a
great idea and the liberal party nearly got rid of it
Interviewer: And that crazy
Interviewee: They haven't now and it's making money and it's you know, it nearly did for a
political reason and I think thankfully enough people jumped up and down about it
Interviewer: Yeah definitely
Interviewee: So rightyo, so what happens outside that influences the industry and I've said
government, and a long term bipartisan goal. What other variables in the system, what else
can you think of that influences industry? Listen potentially climate change and insurances
and things like that, you look at yeah
Interviewer: Yeah, ok
Interviewee: Look at extreme weather events and how that impacts potentially policy and
everything else because you no longer can insure homes against, in certain areas against
extreme weather events. Now you know that again affects the building, fire prone areas is
another example. You know there's been a review of that part of the BCA considerable
review of it
Interviewer: So as more people are impacted by these extreme weather events, and the
climate things they are more likely to want to buy those things which is then going to drive
you know
Interviewee: Yep and that comes into climate adaptation you know where that fits in the
whole sustainable framework as well. And I go back to this long term vision. The long term
vision has built into it a form of climate adaptation as we're building better buildings to meet
expected climate and better manage these extreme weather events.
Interviewer: Yeah so we're prepared in the long term as well
Interviewee: What are the relationship between these different forces?
Interviewer: So that's sort of what I'm working through mapping out if you have any
particular links that you see or anything so this is really where I'm saying what's impacting
what.
Interviewee: So influences architects, influence on adaptation, yep. Short term focus and
disempowerment of designers
Interviewer: Yeah definitely. Yeah they don't see the value in actually incorporating the
designers early on
Interviewee: Unions and contractors, interesting so skills probably.
Interviewer: Yep
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Interviewee: Skills need to evolve for skills evolution of skills to meet innovation. And that
connects with both climate adaptation but also labour. So an example of that my company has
done a lot of work in lightweight modular type building systems. We develop products in
building systems that requires different trades. So we do a product that requires, it's a
laminated insulated plasterboard, now typically you'd build a frame, you'd put your glass wall
in it and you'd put the plasterboard on the outside and for that you'd use a chippy and
plasterer, two trades. We've got a system that only uses one trade, it uses a plaster trade. But
the plasterer needs to still be a little bit he has to be conscious of those chippy trades in terms
of making sure that those levels and things like that. So there is evolution of a product that's
designed to be more energy efficient, produce less waste, be faster but it means a change in
skill set. It's not put in by the traditional trade, it's put in by the finishing trade.
Interviewer: Right so the one is adopting extra skills too
Interviewee: So those and why is that product successful? I guess that product has been
designed to meet future requirements for increased insulation in a wall when you can't fit
anymore insulation. So if a wall cavity is 90mil you can only put 90mil of glass wool in there
you can't put 120 mil of glass wool in there. But if you R value requirement is greater than 90
mil of glass wool what do you do? Do you build the frame out more, well if you build the
frame out more that encroaches the liveable area it means bigger window reveals and a whole
lot of things so the alternative is the technology we've developed that is a thinner product that
gives you more insulation but reduces the footprint. But again that evolution that is just an
example of ours, but there are a lot of others out there
Interviewer: Yeah that's a very interesting one because that impacts almost everything in a
way. Because if someone, if people aren't adapting and developing these new products and
using these new products then you're not going to get anywhere
Interviewee: Yeah that's right. Building supply, industry suppliers are they're a platform,
there are obviously industry associations that you've got, where do they fit in this? I guess,
they're a bit out there. Sustainability experts come into climate adaptation so there's a
connection there.
Interviewer: Over here? Yep
Interviewee: Yep. Globalisation that is a direct impact on product non-compliance. If the
markets are global now so everyone has access to the Australian market
Interviewer: But whether they actually meet our markets is another story
Interviewee: That's right and there's no one to police it
Interviewer: So that's coming back to this policing one, we do have it
Interviewee: Non-compliance, where is policing
Interviewer: I had it somewhere- the lack of policing. Globalisation means there is a lack of
policing well it is sort of a feedback so when there is more globalisation we don't have
anyone policing it and the more of that there is there is less people policing it which means
having another impact on it. And if no one's policing it they think they can just get in anyway
because people will buy the products
Interviewee: Yep. Well you've got them all connected now. Building industry suppliers I
guess that's the supply chain so. I mean how do they, where do they impact? Well building
industry suppliers they supply product into the builders and manufacturers, where are the
trade associations
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Interviewer: I've got the industry associations there
Interviewee: Building suppliers are affected by non-compliant products.
Interviewer: It's a very interesting way of looking at things I think. Because when you look at
one thing and you understand how much of an effect that has on everything you can start to
look at if you make change in one area what that can mean for the entire system
Interviewee: So consumer demand, building industry suppliers a connection there too.
Consumer demand, industry associations. I'll tell you a true story. We went to run a
advertising campaign in Western Australia about cavity wall insulation and the importance of
it. Now we did this because we saw a massive change in demand for cavity wall insulation.
The BCA says you need to have it in there but you demonstrate compliance through other
methods rather than just deem to satisfy. You can use computer modelling and the likes to
demonstrate compliance. And we saw about a 75% drop in our sales, and we're talking 3-4
million dollars. So we put together a advertising campaign to go to market to promote cavity
wall insulation. Supplied the largest builder in Western Australia or did. That builder has also
a supply company, as in a building supply company as well. We, as we do with any major
campaigns, gave the building industry supply partners wind of our campaign, gave them a
preview of the campaign. The head of the buying group of that building company rang our
Western Australian sales manager and said if you run that add we will draw our support for
your product because we tell the customer what they are going to put in their homes, not you,
quote unquote. Now that same very large builder has one of its representatives as they head
of HIA, another representative on the board of the MBA.
Interviewer: So they have pull everywhere
Interviewee: So guess what we did?
Interviewer: You ran it anyway?
Interviewee: We didn't run the ad. Because then it was worth 1 million and a half dollars to us
Interviewer: That's very true
Interviewee: So that's terrible. And should we have run the ad? Probably looking back in
hindsight now the account became so small and insignificant we should have but at the time
we had too much to lose. And that's a word for word quote. In fact the guy used an expletive
in it. But that was exactly what they said
Interviewer: It makes you wonder how people get in those positions don't you
Interviewee: Because HIA is probably the strongest lobby group out in our industry, they are
incredibly strong in how they can influence. Because they can influence the local member
level, all the way up to the prime minister. So, between the HIA and the MBA and if you're
building construction industry their members make up about 7% of the GDP of the country so
that's why it's a big, carries some clout. So in a sense that is a barrier some cases but I bring
that into. Who are the key players in the system? I think probably, I've given you most of
those
Interviewer: We've covered that
Interviewee: With the industry associations I would probably say, I don't know whether ou
just put, industry associations and just put HIA/MBA etc just so I know what I'm talking
about. Yep. What influencers do key players have in the system, over the system? Well I just
gave you an example of one
Interviewer: Yeah definitely. They can bottleneck the entire thing
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Interviewee: And they did. I'll tell you what I'll do. I'll send you a graph Interviewer, of our
sales into the cavity wall market. Now we hold the highest market share in that segment,
we've got about 65% of the market. I'll show you a graph that shows you the decline of
products. The building code hasn't changed. So there's still demand, so the building code still
says you should be putting wool insulation into your buildings, residential buildings here in
Western Australia. And that will show you the strength of outside influences.
Interviewer: That is very very interesting because you would think well I mean I would think
that building codes were the biggest influencer but really it's the people. It's the heads,
actually it's one person, it's the person who is on every board and has an influence in every
section
Interviewee: Actually you probably should put the building code board in there somewhere.
So building codes board, connected with industry associations, manufacturing associations.
Designers where we've got that influences eg architects
Interviewer: We had designers too somewhere didn't we. But in a way I think they all do have
something to do with the regulators
Interviewee: Well they're not regulated. I'll tell you that. And they're not in fairness though I
can get, Neil Savoury id the MD there and they're not regulators they are there to develop the
code and put the code in place. It's up to states to regulate it
Interviewer: Right. So there is no relationship there, where maybe it should be.
Interviewee: No I think that's part of the problem yeah
Interviewer: That's really interesting
Interviewee: I mean building codes, I guess there's a relationship the building codes should be
regulated so you can put a line from building codes to regulators.
Interviewer: Yeah that's a really interesting point that one
Interviewee: Lack of policing of the regulators so there is a line there. Regulators to lack of
policing of regulators.
Interviewer: Where did my policing one go. Oh there we go
Interviewee: No policy advocating sustainability, that goes to building codes
Interviewer: That goes to building codes?
Interviewee: Yep. There we go
Interviewer: Fantastic
Interviewee: Well you've got a fair bit there
Interviewer: I do definitely. Thank you very much
Interviewee: Three really big ones
Interviewer: Yeah so they're the really interesting points.
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Interviewee Four
Interviewer: So what we'll do. So I've got a list of questions here that are just a sort of guide.
Interviewee: Yep
Interviewer: And what I do with the answers is develop what's called a Causal Loop
Diagram. So it's looking at all the different relationships in the system and how things affect
each other. So if you know for example you talk about births and deaths as an example with
population. So the more births it means there is going to be a higher population. The more
deaths which means the population is going to decrease but then you have things like
medicine which is reducing deaths. The you have big diseases which increases deaths, so
there is all different, it's just looking at the relationships between different things.
Interviewee: And this is in terms of populations a variance that is going to support a cluster?
Interviewer: Oh no that was just an example I was giving to explain how the relationship
system works. No it's just generic example
Interviewee: Ok
Interviewer: So I'll kick off with the questions. They're very open-ended so you can take it in
whichever way you like.
Interviewee: Yes I saw, I've read the questions and they are there are some big questions I've
got to ask you. And that might narrow it down a bit.
Interviewer: Yeah no worries
Interviewee: Alright, fire away
Interviewer: Sounds good. So the first one is, in your opinion what must be in place for a
sustainable buildings industry cluster to form?
Interviewee: Well there's the obvious things like lettable space which is reasonably priced
and reasonably exposed with good transport. I'm thinking in a Sydney context and generally.
Interviewer: Yep
Interviewee: Ironically people generally drive to these things. So probably near parking or
near good public transport if you're trying to do things a little bit different. And then I thought
probably the best chance you'd have would be to piggyback off an existing cluster.
Interviewer: Ok
Interviewee: So our office is in Alexandria and around Alexandria, Alexandria is a cluster.
It's semi, it's light industrial, gentrifying light industrial becoming residential. So that would
actually be a perfect place. It's an area which has a light industrial history but is near a city or
population centre and is becoming residential as industry moves out.
Interviewer: And It's already known for that sort of stuff?
Interviewee: Alexandria, 20 years ago hardly anyone lived there.
Interviewer: Yeah
Interviewee: And now there's new apartments going up every week
Interviewer: Yeah definitely, yeah
Interviewee: There's a huge cluster of, there's the homemaker centre there's the building
information central. What came about there's the you know Harvey Norman's and flooring
show, everything around houses. So I would have thought branching off existing cluster like
that, some cluster would be your best chance.
Interviewer: yeah definitely. So you're saying an existing reputation in that area
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Interviewee: Yep and existing people you know customers, clientele. Because this is a fairly
narrow market as well, you're not going to get, generally you don't get impulse buying in the
sustainable buildings area
Interviewer: Definitely not
Interviewee: Granted it's more green, it's investment. People go out looking for it
Interviewer: Yeah definitely
Interviewee: Before you have a whole bunch of people go out looking for it. They might have
come out to see space furniture and then they say let's have a look in here and they make a bit
of a discovery and that would be a great way.
Interviewer: Would you say there is already a cluster similar or businesses like yourself that
are doing the sustainability thing in that area. Or is mainly just you?
Interviewee: There would be around yes.
Interviewer: Would there be a focal point of theirs or is just something they do on the side if
someone asks?
Interviewee: No, would it be a focal point of theirs?
Interviewer: Yes?
Interviewee: It would be, there would be a few businesses. I can't think off the top of my
head. It's definitely not a known cluster for sustainability. Although I'm not really in the
market to be honest. There might be something going on that I'm not aware of.
Interviewer: Yep that's fair enough. I'm just curious.
Interviewee: So if I google Alexandria green, sustainable green building. Eco-Sydney
Alexandria.
Interviewer: Is that a?
Interviewee: I don't know, it's Melbourne. There's not much coming up other than that.
Interviewer: Yeah ok. So it's not quite a hub as yet?
Interviewee: No no. But the you know Alexandria would be the perfect place or somewhere
like it
Interviewer: So it has that existing infrastructure, existing connections and population?
Interviewee: Yep. Existing growing population, it’s a renovator hub. It's where people go to
look at, when they're doing a renovation they will go to Alexandria to look at all the tiles,
furniture and whatever else
Interviewer: Yep what's available to them. Yep that's fair enough. So that answers that
questions pretty much. What needs to be in place- it needs to already have a support network
basically
Interviewee: Yeah because I think it would be incredibly to create one from scratch without a
lot of capital invested for a long time that was happy to be at a high risk. But with capital at a
high risk is high return expectations and high interest. I can't see how it would happen
without government funding or philanthropy.
Interviewer: Yep
Interviewee: So what are the barriers to such a cluster forming is the next question?
Interviewer: Yep
Interviewee: For the next question I would say the time involved in retail leases. Retails lease
are often five, commonly five years and if you've got a whole bunch of existing businesses
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which are at various stages of five years leases and they're often 5 plus 5, which is a five year
option, you familiar with options on leases?
Interviewer: A little bit
Interviewee: So it basically means if you sign a lease that says this is a binding agreement for
five years but the lessee, the business renting premises the has the option to extend it five
years, at their discretion. But then the owner, the owner can't say no unless they've breached
the lease. So basically it says well you've got to commit to five years here even if you're
losing money you cant pull out
Interviewer: Ok
Interviewee: You're bound to that five year term but if things are doing ok for you , you can
tick the box and say you want another five years because you've just put five years into
establishing your business here and the fitout etc etc So there's a commitment to space, there's
a commitment to location for business. Financial and also with marketing and reputation, that
sort of thing.
Interviewer: Yeah definitely
Interviewee: So it's going to be a slow burn process. i would say it would take at least 10
years
Interviewer: Yeah ok
Interviewee: From inception of the idea from actually getting it as a recognised cluster.
Because you'd have to have a whole lot of businesses coming up in that cycle and wanting to
move and then the new businesses starting up and wanting to establish themselves there.
Interviewer: Yep so you sort of have to have the first few in the first few years saying this is
actually going to work. And then have other people to join so before it becomes fully fledge
you'd need a group of people.
Interviewee: Yep
Interviewer: No that's fair enough
Interviewee: So I'd say the time frame involved in the commercial leasing cycle is a barrier
Interviewer: Yep
Interviewee: And also communicating, finding the needles in the haystack of the businesses
focused on building sustainability that are looking for space. And letting them know that hey
this cluster is forming, come and be a part of it
Interviewer: So it's just finding people in the first place and how you convince them to join
Interviewee: Yep
Interviewer: Are there any networks, I guess, that you're a part of as such that, where you
have that chance to talk to people
Interviewee: Yeah there would be networks, there are networks, things like the HIA
Interviewer: Yep
Interviewee: Housing Industry Association, it has a green smart wing
Interviewer: Ok
Interviewee: And lots of suppliers are part, kind of accredited. So yeah or eco-specifier is a
website which recommends products based on environmental credentials. So there's a few
existing networks, things like HIA green smart, eco-specifier , there'd be a few others where
suppliers and service providers in the industry are already on their list, and if you've got one
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of those, industry bodies, or businesses that essentially network to, or sorry there's the ecobuild tradeshow.
Interviewer: Yep
Interviewee: Here we go, is that what's it's called, I'll just check it's the right name. It was, I
actually went to it, we participate in it in 2014 and it was a disaster.
Interviewer: So maybe it hasn't gone ahead again
Interviewee: What it was it was like a, I thought it was Eco-build but it doesn't come up in an
internet search.
Interviewer: It sounds familiar, but there's a lot of eco things out there
Interviewee: It was like an expo. So it was a three day, in the park, was it Alfred Park, Prince
Alfred Park?
Interviewer: It wouldn't be SydneyBuild would it, it'd be something different
Interviewee: No, EcoExpo, that's it
Interviewer: EcoExpo ok, so there are these active events so people can join in
Interviewee: EcoExpo, here we go, I'll Skype it to you. There's the
Interviewer: Oh yep, there we go
Interviewee: So that was essentially a temporary cluster.
Interviewer: Yep
Interviewee: A temporary, exactly what you're talking about. Unfortunately it was a disaster
we rented a stand there. It was so badly marketed that they had been, they'd been setting up
for a week or two and they had all these white tents, like all these expo tents you know. And I
lived just down the road and I was riding my bike past a couple of times and just think, what
is that, what's going on there?
Interviewer: Yep
Interviewee: And then I realised what it was and we actually rented a space there and no-one
came. It was incredibly hot, it was incredibly hot and I actually gave a presentation stage to
this big empty grass space with about 2 people sitting in un-shaded 35 degree heat.
Interviewer: Wow
Interviewee: Then a friend of mine who lives across the road from the park, I went to his
place just after it finished and told him about it and he said, oh is that what that was, I was
wondering what that was? And it just occurred, 50 metres from his house and he didn't know
it existed
Interviewer: You'd think someone would know, that is terrible
Interviewee: Putting that aside, the businesses that signed up to this would be exactly the kind
of businesses that would be, that's the kind of database that you want
Interviewer: Yeah so how did the people actually, the other stall holders find out? I mean you
weren't you road past it, but how did the others figure it out?
Interviewee: It was on an email mailing list. This wasn't the first one
Interviewer: OK
Interviewee: And I've been to one before which I think was much more successful
Interviewer: Right
Interviewee: And then we obviously got on the mailing list and got an email asking do you
want to be part of this, and then we went
Interviewer: Ok
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Interviewee: It'd be worth getting in touch with the guy who set this up, because I think
apparently a lot of the stall holders were curious and wanted their money back
Interviewer: Oh you would be
Interviewee: And the guy said, you know we actually lost lots of money too, we've got no
money to give you so it was all a bit of a hoo-ha. But don't tell him I told you that.
Interviewer: Right ok
Interviewee: So where were we? What are the barriers to such a cluster forming?
Interviewer: Yeah so communication is obviously
Interviewee: Yeah communication, so the key to that is getting onto one of these lists, and
that's three I've just mentioned and there we go
Interviewer: Yep, ok, so that's definitely. Yeah from that example especially definitely a
barrier. Can you think of others or is that sort of just the key
Interviewee: Other barriers? Maybe perception amongst businesses that they don't want to be
directly competing
Interviewer: Ok yeah, that's an interesting point
Interviewee: So if someone asks me my first point would be why would want to set up next to
my competition when someone can just go next door
Interviewer: Yeah no that's a very good point
Interviewee: And yeah obviously you know that the proven principle of clusters counters just
but that might be a barrier you have to overcome. Or a big
Interviewer: You'd have to find a way to communicate to people that there's always that just
but, theoretically it won't happen
Interviewee: It's better to have 10 customers there and 2 businesses than 3 customers and one
business
Interviewer: Exactly yeah, it's just communicating that and hoping that it works. And one of
the big things to is hoping there is demand for it. Because if, you know we are a relatively
small market in Australia, so if there's no demand
Interviewee: Yeah I didn't mention it because I guess I'm assuming that these businesses are
feasible, are viable
Interviewer: Yep
Interviewee: In the current market. And there is a market for it
Interviewer: Yeah, of course
Interviewee: But, yeah. Also I think there would be a market, I think there would be a market
well I suppose another barrier is perceived benefit of the business owners in what are they
actually getting, is there going to be an overarching, almost like a franchise system where
you've got a head office providing all the marketing and stuff. Is there going to be an
overarching marketing communications strategy that lets people know that this is there
Interviewer: Yeah so is there someone that controls that for them and they just focus on their
own side of things locally? Yeah that's a good point actually no one's mentioned that yet.
Someone that actually controls it all for you
Interviewee: Which not necessarily, yean and they might not want control, somebody that
boosts it for you
Interviewer: Yeah control is probably a poor word
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Interviewee: Almost like a shared committee that you all put a, but that would have it's own
complexities and controversies and things. But if you did all put a modest amount of money
into
Interviewer: It's almost like a strata or something
Interviewee: Somebody that was gonna say hey come and check out, you know are you
renovating, do you want lower power bills for your new home
Interviewer: Yep
Interviewee: And comfort, healthy living, all those sorts of things. Come and, you're coming
to Alexandria anyway, come to this street and we'll show you how to do it better
Interviewer: No that's a very good point. Ok so we'll move onto the next one, what is
happening within the industry and within your organisation that you think needs to be
addressed?
Interviewee: Now that's a big question. What do you mean by that? I mean I could write a
thousand things
Interviewer: So I think specifically what I'm looking at is, in terms of the sustainable
buildings industry, what is happening that you think needs for it to sustain itself in the long
term, what do you think needs to be happening?
Interviewee: OK ok what, the simple answer to that is regulatory certainty and acknowledge
and bringing kind of big picture, my big but bear about this is that economic model that we
use, is developed from you know 4, 5 hundred years ago and when the earth was considered
limitless. We didn't even, we hadn't put the people in our own things didn't even know what
was on the whole face of the earth. So the natural resources were considered limitless. And
our economic model, everything, all natural resources were considered externalities to the
economic model. And that is still the model with which we operate and it is a simple case of
the model being inaccurate. But there's no many vested interests in status quo that revising
the model to recognise environmental assets as finite resources not externalities is very
difficult. And that's basically and that's what all the carbon pricing is about, that's what the
land clearing stuff is about. That's what the water in the Murray is about. So there's a lot of
regulatory uncertainty where you get different interests in politics taking power and bringing
things in and then wiping them out and then the general underlying thing of needing to revise
the model and the obvious one is pricing on carbon. So until there is regulatory certainty that
recognises limitations on environmental assets, it's going to be very difficult for the
sustainable industry
Interviewer: Yeah definitely. So until everyone acknowledges that if we don't stop what we're
doing we're not going to have a future that
Interviewee: Yeah that's right
Interviewer: That there isn't going to be push for demand
Interviewee: Because and that's what makes it viable. When you're talking about building it's
obviously big cost. Whereas consumers might spend 20%, 20cents more for eco-detergent,
they're not going to spend 20% more when they're maxing out their mortgage and you know
worried about how they're actually going to pay for it in the future. So to make the economic
viability stack up, you do need realistic pricing on energy. That's what makes the payback
periods stack up and then that's what people can see that, you know because anyone
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renovating or building a new house is generally paying back 5-20 years. So if you can show a
payback period of 3 years then it makes a bit of you know
Interviewer: Yeah definitely a no brainer almost
Interviewee: Yep
Interviewer: Yep. Ok that's a really good point too. That yeah it's making it, yeah the no
brainer decision. Ok. And do you think that's something that
Interviewee: And although that's maybe a more of answer to number which is what's
happening outside the industry that's influencing industry
Interviewer: Yep
Interviewee: So what's happening within the industry, within the organisation that needs to be
addressed? Well our organisation is very small and we're actually moving away from
supplying consumers, we're becoming property developers. So we are now using the kind of
build it and they will come model. Which we did for three houses in Newtown which did
very well and I was able to implement all my crazy ideas like covering the roof in solar
panels and plants and had a retractable glass roof for ventilation
Interviewer: I think I saw that one yep
Interviewee: All these sorts of things and then at the end said well if you like it buiy it and
that worked. So now we're doing that again with 11 apartments in Redfern which we're
aiming to make Australia's first Passiv Haus certified apartments
Interviewer: That's interesting
Interviewee: And looking at a couple of other projects starting after that so we're going
through, as an organisation, we're transitioning from a service provider as an architect/builder
to an architect/builder/property developer.
Interviewer: Ok
Interviewee: So our business structure is changing. Our marketing needs are changing,
operational
Interviewer: So do you think that's because you didn't have the demand you thought you'd get
in being a service provider, or is that just because that's the way the market is going?
Interviewee: No no not at all I could be doing lots and lots of building now. It's because,
higher risk and less control being a service provider.
Interviewer: Ok
Interviewee: Especially because we were doing a lot of, the last 10 years I've done a lot of
building for other architects as well. And that was very high risk because each project you're
taking on a new architect and a new client and
Interviewer: There's a lot of uncertainty with that
Interviewee: And turned out to be a pain in the arse then that can you know you're stuck with
it for the next year or two and that can cost you a lot of money and a lot of time and I just got
sick of dealing with dickheads to be honest
Interviewer: Yep that's fair enough
Interviewee: Which you know, most of the people we worked with were great but you know
as the owner of the business I was always focused on the one that wasn't great and it wasn't
much fun. And I realised what I really want to be doing is demonstrating to the sort of
development industry that you can do cutting edge sustainable buildings within a
conventional business model and why don't we just focus on that. Cause I just kept getting
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distracted by all these others things and I kept saying no to taking on jobs and now doing our
own developments where we can just explore our own ideas without anyone to convince or
answer to and then just hope it works in the end
Interviewer: That's very interesting. Do you find a lot of people are transitioning towards that
or is it are there still some that stick with it?
Interviewee: No, I'm not aware of many people that are doing that
Interviewer: Right, that is interesting, ok, cool. Yes I saw the building actually it looks very
good. I saw a photo online. Ok. Alright then question number 5, what are some of the other
variables in the system or what else can you think of that influences the industry, something
that is internal or external? And it sort of does rehash some of the things we've talked about
already
Interviewee: Influences in what way? In terms of, in relation to developing a cluster?
Interviewer: Developing a cluster but also maintaining a cluster. So it's all good and welll if
the cluster's developed but if no one wants it or if it fails within a year then it's useless
Interviewee: Apart from regulation, economic cycles. Like in the GFC when Sydney was hit
very hard there was no you know, very little building going on for 3 years. I think a cluster
would find it difficult to survive that. But that was pretty universal to the industry and to a lot
of businesses.
Interviewer: But it still made a lot crash?
Interviewee: Yes.
Interviewer: That's good. Are there any other players that you work closely with that might
not necessarily be a developer or an architect or a builder but someone else that plays a role
for you somehow?
Interviewee: Sub contractors and suppliers. And in relation, sorry what are you getting at
there?
Interviewer: Do they influence what you're doing at all?
Interviewee: Yes because they're constantly introducing me to new products and techniques.
Oh and other consultants as well. So I'm constantly learning about, especially going through
this Passiv Haus mission, constantly learning about new techniques and products and that's
changing the way we design and build.
Interviewer: So then different standards as well? Yeah that Passiv Haus one is quite
interesting
Interviewee: Did you guys come across Passiv Haus in your decathlon?
Interviewer: Yes, well we're actually doing the new decathlon in the Middle East in 2018 so
we've just started designing our new one and we're looking at trying to meet Passiv Haus as
well. We're not sure if it will be possible in Dubai at this stage.
Interviewee: It should be
Interviewer: It should be we just have to figure out a clever way to do it. But yeah we are
looking into it definitely. Alright, so the relationships we've sort of already spoke about. So
number 6 we talked about that throughout. Number 7, do you think there are any other key
players in that industry?
Interviewee: Councils, local councils.
Interviewer: Yep
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Interviewee: City of Sydney Council, now I'm thinking of a very local context as a case study
I suppose. But City of Sydney Council is very active in this sort of thing
Interviewer: Ok
Interviewee: And they could potentially be approached and I think would be on board with
supporting businesses in doing this and could provide some of those services that we've
talked about with promotion and infrastructure and obviously, nothing major, but just giving
a helping hand
Interviewer: Ok
Interviewee: Local council, state government, planning department. Office of Environment
and Heritage. Government, different state and local level. Might be able to help out in various
ways. Industry associations like I mentioned HIA with their Green Smart. MBA has a similar
thing. The Institute of Architects. Then there is various you know solar associations, all sorts
of industry associations which ASBEC would have a handle on
Interviewer: Know about yeah. Do you think there's any levels of government that would
prevent it
Interviewee: No
Interviewer: No?
Interviewee: I wouldn't think, you know you wouldn't get Cory Bernardi coming and giving a
fiery speech about, I think it would go under the radar for anyone that was against it.
Interviewer: Ok
Interviewee: So yeah the biggest challenge you'd have is yeah it's a great idea but we haven't
got the budget to help you
Interviewer: So yeah it all just comes back to that money
Interviewee: Yep. But then you know the promotion and stuff. Council has news, anything
they could do I'm sure they would, put it in their newsletters and updates on websites that sort
of thing.
Interviewer: Ok other than that, 8 sort of covers that as well, what influence do the key
players in the system have over the system? So as you said with the City of Sydney they
would be quite supportive in providing that promotion and the infrastructure. Industry
associations to really provide that networking and that linkage and then yeah it all just comes
down to funding and that's what they have over it all. So I think that covers generally all of it.
Did you have any other comments you'd like to add? Do you think this is something that is
possible or?
Interviewee: I think it's possible yes I think if there was enough, if it was approached with the
understanding and willingness to make it a long term project and give it 10-20 years to really
establish and start running itself, then it would definitely be possible and successful. But it
would take that it's that consistency over time that would be most difficult thing because you
know you'd get people coming and going. And then momentum, it would be very easy for the
momentum to fall away over that time. So you'd either need a big, big funded push at the
beginning which that would be great if you can get. But in the absence of that you'd need a
lot of time.
Interviewer: Ok so it's either big funds or it's the time. I suppose in the end you'd need both
because you can have the funds at the start but in the end if they get used up quickly or if the
people aren't planning or using those funds wisely
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Interviewee: You might be able to you know breathe life in it if you had you know an xmillion dollar government grant to make this happen and then you entice suitable businesses
to come and setup. I mean any business will say if you subsidise your rent, actual tangible
benefits it would be very easy to create a cluster. And then you know you could make certain
commitments. Those businesses might have contractual commitments over the life of 5- 10
years to put certain things back in to justify the investments being made.
Interviewer: And even if you get a certain amount of the big fund.
Interviewee: Or just to sign it off, like a seeding fund. And then commitment to the
businesses while you're here you need to every year provide this and do this and justify your
place in this cluster by doing whatever that is decided it takes. So but then the likelihood of
getting that funding I would imagine is pretty low. So in the absence of that it would be selfdriven and then you would have people saying oh well we can't afford to break our lease but
if something comes up, you know if there's a space in 3 years times when our lease is up we'd
love to come and join.
Interviewer: So it comes down to that lease as well. Cool. I think that covers most of it
Interviewee: Good luck with it, it's a really interesting project and I'll be interested to see
what you come up with
Interviewer: Thank you. I'll definitely share what, the diagrams and things in the end and a bit
of a report. But thank you so much for your time
Interviewee: My pleasure, if anything else comes up feel free to contact me anytime
Interviewer: Fantastic thank you
Interviewee: Have a chat, or just shoot me an email question or whatever
Interviewer: Great sounds good
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Interviewee Five
Interviewer: So I'm going to show you a few things, and the first thing, basically the way this
interview will go is together we basically develop what's called a Causal Loop Diagram. So
it's all the cause and effect relationships in the system mapped out. So I'll just show you a
basic version of what that would look like and then how, just sort of go through how it's
developed. So what you see there is a basic casual loop diagram of population. So when there
is more births the population increases and when there's more deaths, then that decreases as
there are more deaths and so on and so forth. So that's your basic description and then the
next, that obviously can then grow. So that's not always going to be continually increasing or
declining, other factors come in so life expectancy will increase the population but then
diseases will decrease the population so there are other factors, so it's looking at well if one
thing happens what is that going to mean for the rest of the system.
Interviewee: Ok
Interviewer: So I'm not sure if you've had a chance to read the sort of problem description I
sent so that just gives a bit of an overview of pretty much what the sort of target area is that
we're sort of looking at for this. So it just gives a bit of an overview, you're very familiar with
supply chains I'm sure. What that is and what we're looking at in terms of driving a cluster.
So the key questions really are those ones in bold at the bottom, so what needs to be in place
for an industry cluster, particularly in the sustainable buildings industry to occur and what are
the forces that we need to consider. So pretty much it's up to you to tell me what sort of
factors there are and we'll slowly start developing that so we'll I've got a program that we use
called Vensim and that one, I'll pull that up now too, which is where we actually map it out.
So what happens is first up we'll talk about the different variables that we're gonna think of
and then we'll start mapping those out so whenever you're ready just start mentioning
different things and then we'll start making the relationships between them, so what are,
anything you think is a variable in that system.
Interviewee: So obviously supply and demand
Interviewer: Yep
Interviewee: Supply of materials
Interviewer: Yep
Interviewee: And that will break down obviously into the consistency of supply.
Interviewer: Yep
Interviewee: That's the overarching one. And then the other one is obviously demand for
materials.
Interviewer: Yep
Interviewee: And again consistency of demand is another one, of those markets.
Interviewer: Yep, so I guess the other big thing in this and you're almost alluding to it already
is, it's not what's just gonna form that cluster but what's going to maintain it in the long term
so that consistency is definitely part of that, yep.
Interviewee: And going along with consistency, I guess with both supply and demand you get
actors like subsidies which can help things get going but then create a distorted market if
there sort of let moving along. Knowledge you know.
Interviewer: What sort of knowledge are you talking of?
Interviewee: Essentially knowledge of what's available, so knowledge of the market
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Interviewer: Would that be consumer knowledge, or would that be supplier knowledge?
Interviewee: Both
Interviewer: Both? Ok
Interviewee: You find the manufacturer knowing somebody next door has, you know, a waste
product that is in fact my raw material you know you can operate for years without knowing
that. So it's kind of both upstream and downstream
Interviewer: Yep, so your sort looking here that's consumer markets that's one end and then
whether that supplier actually knows that market occurs as well.
Interviewee: Yep
Interviewer: Yep
Interviewee: Now somewhere between, well, supply and demand, distance is one. If you look
at supply chains for sustainable products in Germany
Interviewer: Yes
Interviewee: As an example and wow everything's really close together and nothing's more
than an hour away you can look at Australia and go well look we're mostly on the east coast,
or 98% around the coast. But there is massive, massive distances are really not that easy to
transport materials
Interviewer: Definitely it's very different yeah
Interviewee: Way back to, and then that last part is instead of regulation and, the
government's regulation, codes, parts thereof and that can reach, you mention subsidies there
but you know can't have all be stuck with that
Interviewer: Yeah definitely
Interviewee: But where things are streamlined things fall into place and there you get a whole
range of bizarre codes and regulations between states and it just gives up
Interviewer: Yep
Interviewee: Those are probably the ones off the top of my head so far
Interviewer: Ok. So we can start linking them if you like, or did you want to keep thinking
about a couple of others. We can always add, the point of this program is it's very iterative,
we can add, change, remove as we go
Interviewee: We can add later on
Interviewer: Yep. So there's a few questions that might trigger some thoughts. So the first one
is in your opinion what must be in place for a sustainable buildings industry cluster to form?
Which is probably those ones you've mentioned
Interviewee: Knowledge and proximity
Interviewer: Yep
Interviewee: And you know supply and demand
Interviewer: Yep that's fine. So what are the barriers to a cluster like that forming?
Interviewee: So, sorry it's because I've had a shitty week that that's popped up and that's old
white males
Interviewer: So, perhaps we call that
Interviewee: This fear of change and fear of doing things differently, the stakes are
Interviewer: It's almost being stuck in tradition
Interviewee: Yeah it's oh we don't allow this for years and don't mess with this because it
works. Well the answer is that it actually doesn't work very well that's why we
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Interviewer: That's why we have problems right now yes
Interviewee: What are the barriers, well distance is one of those
Interviewer: Yep
Interviewee: And consistency is another. Am I looked at you know from the inside and the
outside I've looked at major projects like the Olympics
Interviewer: Yes
Interviewee: You know different countries where they were committed to using 100%
recycled or reused timber and then they reached a point where there just isn't enough,
stripping out old timber fast enough.
Interviewer: No, yep
Interviewee: You know had things been planned ahead they could have stockpiled it or used
it as it arrived and then
Interviewer: Yeah there is definitely that issue. Especially with recycled materials like that
there's not always going to be that steady demand so you need to prepare in the long term and
be aware that that's coming definitely
Interviewee: But similarly I've looked at and you've probably been looking at this as well
South Australia is transitioning industries from making cars or making steel
Interviewer: Yes
Interviewee: You know they have the machinery they have steel workers they have all these
things they could be making you know cross-laminated timber or they could be making
insulative materials but they need consistency of supply to keep it up and running and to
reduce costs and improve and that's where the government needs to play a role and at the
moment there's just too much fear. You know we don't want to end up propping up an
unsustainable industry.
Interviewer: Yep definitely, yep so that sort of covers. But I suppose it's government
regulation but it's also whether government supports the industry as well. Because that
doesn't always reflect in policy, even in how they promote themselves and whether they
promote that side of things, definitely.
Interviewee: One of the other barriers is I think, you know I mentioned it it's old white males
that is that weird paradox about innovation. People love innovation and really grab the new
stuff but don't necessarily love doing it themselves. So it's kind of a risk, low-risk appetite.
Even though there are different councils around the world you know in Israel, Germany or
Morrocco, just fine
Interviewer: Yeah it definitely comes down to whether they are risk averse or not
Interviewee: And that in a way loops back into knowledge and I know how difficult case
studies are to put together
Interviewer: Yes
Interviewee: But there is a lack of knowledge which eludes to it
Interviewer: I'll start linking the ones since you mentioned that one. And that's going to
impact
Interviewee: And that links back up to performance, Governments at the moment have such a
low risk appetite that very few things get done.
Interviewer: There's a link there so when government support is low there, they have a low
risk appetite which means there's going to be less knowledge transferred through the market.
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Interviewee: Yep. And in a way you know there's kind of a loop back around that the
knowledge of the market and the knowledge of innovation, often something could be
happening in California for a decade before the government here goes oh maybe it might
work in Australia.
Interviewer: Yep. So then do you think that link comes straight out of the supplier knowledge
of the market into knowledge of innovation or would there be a link more direct from
somewhere else?
Interviewee: I'd loop knowledge of innovation back to government support for industry.
Interviewer: Yep
Interviewee: At this stage anyway. And government support for industry loops back up to
subsidies.
Interviewer: Yep do it will influence whether there are subsidies in place or not. Yep
definitely
Interviewee: Now government, looking bottom left, government regulation codes and policies
can be a help, can be a massive help as an example and again you'll now this. If you look at
the US defence procurement mite which is billions of dollars as year. When they say we will
only procure in this way and the rest of the environment can bar, whole you know global
supply chains change. You know that can be great and at the same time when they put
barriers in place, you know the New South Wales government pretty much banning solar on
schools, just it just stifles the industry. So that can kind of go both ways
Interviewer: So I'll have that I suppose going straight into support. I guess you can either
have that or you can have positive government regulation or negative government reputation
Interviewer: Ok so two separate ones yep
Interviewee: Yep.
Interviewer: And so both would then fall into this support or would that fall into something
else
Interviewee: So negative would fall into low risk appetite
Interviewer: Yep
Interviewee: And positive fall into government support for industry
Interviewer: Ok, so I'll move this one down here. And then that way, yep. There you go. This
is very important to try and keep this neat as I'm going so that it makes sense.
Interviewee: You know in a way what I'm seeing emerge here is private sector, public sector
and consumer market. Now that might not be where you're going but you know we're looking
at some of the government things and then some of the companies, the manufacturers the
cluster people and then consumers
Interviewer: Yep. So I guess you know in the end they're all part of that same system so
whether they're separate or not they all reflect it in some way. Yep definitely. And that's
something that is a trend with this research is, there are separate areas that are having major
influence.
Interviewee: Yep. I can already look through and I know because it's what I do, I tend to look
for you know ways of leveraging in the Supply Chain Sustainability School but I look at
some of these areas and go back to exactly where I need to be working. It's that knowledge of
innovation, consistency of supply so all of those areas I need to be leveraging the school in so
it's kind or interesting for me as well.
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Interviewer: Well that's the whole point of this technique as well this causal loop diagrams it's
to show you once you see all the loops and how things are connected well you know this one
has however many coming in and out of it that's obviously a key leverage area as well. And
then you can basically model if I change that what impact is that going to have on everything
else. So it's a very good tool for that, definitely
Interviewee: Now we looked at consistency of demand and in a way consistency of supply. I
think perhaps more on the demand side population is one of those actors that we just need to
be aware of. I'm not sure it's something we can do anything about but we need to have
clusters where there is going to be consistent enough demand
Interviewer: That's definitely right yep
Interviewee: The reason that you know recycling has never really taken off in the Northern
Territory is because there's just not enough of it. We're not meant to, you know, ship old
plastic bottles around the place when you've only got 100 000 of them per time period
Interviewer: Yeah definitely. That's entirely true. So I've got that link there. So the size of the
population is going to impact that consistency and then that in turn is going to impact overall
demand. Which I suppose supply would have there be some sort of correlation but we can
come to that.
Interviewee: Yep. And then knowledge fits in again between the supply of materials and
availability so you know one of the things that I've looked at with the Sustainability
Advantage Program over the last 10 years and their clusters is it's again you know the, how
close some organisations can be to one another and just never know they even exist
Interviewer: Yes that's very true
Interviewee: That I've been in this role now for 10 months and one of the things I've said
repeatedly is I love finding out how much I don't know. There are whole industry
organisation I've never heard of
Interviewer: Yeah definitely and I, I mean I'm working quite closely with Bruce Thompson
here at the Innovation Campus and he pops up every day with 'Oh I've found this other group
actually that you can speak to'. So it's yeah it's amazing how many do pop up and yeah as you
said they could be right next door to each other and not even know
Interviewee: Yeah. Last week I was at a government workshop and I met a, within the same
workshop, a representative of the concrete pavement association of Australia and a little bit
later from the ash felt pavement association of Australia. They had never met.
Interviewer: Oh wow
Interviewee: Because I thought they were joking and I thought the second guy was like 'I'm
doing this' and I went 'do you know the lady' 'no'
Interviewer: That's amazing
Interviewee: It's not that large a country
Interviewer: No it's not and a quick Google search and I'm sure you would have found each
other. Ok so let's perhaps link in some of these other ones. So consistency of supply is
definitely going to impact availability I would say.
Interviewee: Yep. Impacts consistency of supply. I guess research and knowledge both effect
consistency of supply. As in people know what to do with it. So
Interviewer: So I guess when you come into those sort of these it comes down to even
educational institutions whether they're teaching that these things exist
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Interviewee: Yep.
Interviewer: Because exactly if they're not around then no one is really going to know about
them
Interviewee: There's also, you know talking about clusters and talking about whole supply
chains there's when you're talking about fashion or furniture there is levels where you have to
go that little bit further back and look at whether something has been designed to disassemble
Interviewer: Definitely yep the whole life cycle
Interviewee: So that whole you know, design process, that whether things are just designed
for cradle-to-grave or cradle-to-cradle is kind of essential so, I don't know how you sum that
up, but you know research or just original design. And maybe if you want to just add cradleto you know C2G or C2C, yeah I think design to disassemble.
Interviewer: Yep
Interviewee: If a chair is, you know, already, you know moulded together with all the
different composite materials then you've got not chance
Interviewer: Oh definitely I'm just thinking where that is going to best fit into.
Interviewee: Possibly fit leading into consistency of supply
Interviewer: Because then in the end it does effect these ones. Yep. No definitely
Interviewee: Have you seen what Mud jeans are doing, Mud with one D?
Interviewer: No I haven't
Interviewee: Denim that is an international label, essentially you never own your jeans you're
just leasing them and you get a new pair once a year and they take the old pair back and
repurpose them.
Interviewer: Oh wow
Interviewee: So they'll change with you, you get a pair that fits and that way they never sit in
the cupboard and you never wear them, you don't sort of ignore them. But then they go back
into the chain again, so you're just leasing clothes. I look at that and go
Interviewer: Yeah that's fantastic, that's a great idea. And that really has come into that whole
design they've though that through and they've planned that out. And they know that there
will be that consistency of supply because they have, they're designed it.
Interviewee: Exactly. So I look at that as a lovely example. And it's small, it's a small label.
But then I look at companies like Edge Environment that were in Manly who as staff
incentives are saying alright here's a pair of Mud jeans because that way they're clothing are
on a ten year time, it's a voucher.
Interviewer: It's fantastic and then it's instilling their culture back into the people in that.
That's fantastic
Interviewee: In a way somewhere in there. It may be a design thing or it may be a quality
issue but again it's the difference between buying something from IKEA for $50 that you
know will only last for 5 years, or buying piece of heirloom furniture which costs you 10
times as much but which you pass on to your family
Interviewer: Yeah. I'm thinking where does it go
Interviewee: In terms of quality
Interviewer: It's almost quality and reusability or it's usable life. But I don't know how to, I'll
call it that for now and I know what it is that we're trying to get at, if we think of a better
phrase for it. So then that will influence that consistency of supply as well. Definitely.
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Interviewee: Yep. So where have we got to
Interviewer: So educational institutions will then impact that consistency because if people
don't know about it
Interviewee: Yep
Interviewer: What do we have? So we have this fear of change here too. We have to sort of
link to something.
Interviewee: So that comes somewhere between supply and demand you know changing
systems
Interviewer: Yep, so we need to somehow link that supply and demand and how that fear of
change fits in. Ok, so, and we have
Interviewee: So both fear of change and distance between partners kind or comes in between
that supply and demand part. I don't know how to present that whether they're loops or. The
shorter the distance the more the connection
Interviewer: So the shorter the distance the greater the supply quite possibly
Interviewee: Yep
Interviewer: Then the more, but then the greater the fear the less supply perhaps, or not quite.
Or greater the fear the less demand perhaps that there is
Interviewee: Yep, yep that would be true
Interviewer: And then we still have to link, somehow link these ones so when there's more
demand, oh when there's more supply that would mean more demand or more, less supply? It
really depends
Interviewee: More supply, I'm not sure they're necessarily linked
Interviewer: No that's what I'm thinking there's somewhere in between that
Interviewee: Maybe it is from a cost because if you can get readily available recycled content
for your new product then demand will increase because your prices have gone down
Interviewer: Yeah
Interviewee: So it's more of a price thing
Interviewer: I'll call it cost of sustainability at this point
Interviewee: Sure
Interviewer: So that if there is a greater supply that cost will probably decrease because there
is more of that. And when there is a lower cost there may be more demand because it's
something people are actually going to want to but because it's more affordable
Interviewee: Similarly it doesn't always work like that
Interviewer: No that's true to
Interviewee: I think Levis last year went out to a lot of their customer base and said 'we have
a choice between sourcing and manufacturing cotton garments in a way that's certified by
their foundation but they'll be 10% more' and consumers went 'yeah ok'. So I think you know
there's that sort of knowledge as well
Interviewer: Yeah some people will buy regardless and others
Interviewee: Well maybe there's more of a value in the providence in that story. People will
pay more for low impact
Interviewer: Well so I'm thinking it comes into this consumer awareness of the market so if
they're aware that people that making that effort to be sustainable perhaps they're more likely
to make that purchase.
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Interviewee: Yep
Interviewer: Well this consumer awareness then is going to impact demand, we'll just have to
think about whether they have a cost relates or again there might be something in between.
Interviewee: Yeah
Interviewer: There's almost not a direct relationship between cost and awareness
Interviewee: And yet as demand increases that's a trigger to increase it by. So if there's a
massive demand for recycle timber for a project like the Olympics, then suddenly people will
start finding timber. So maybe, yeah I think the only impact from supply to demand is around
price, if there's noticed by the price goes down so people will like, strawberries. But I'm not
sure it works the other way around
Interviewer: There would almost be something in in-between here so it would be production
because it's not going to be that direct, once there's demand there's not automatically going to
be that supply. So when you have more demand that's going to lead to more production which
will then lead to a greater supply. Ok let's see if we can, potentially loop back some of these.
At the moment they're quite one, or uni-directional and there's often in these things a
feedback loop. So while this fear of change, no that won't work, I'm trying to find an example
somewhere. Perhaps when there's a greater consistency of supply that's going to mean there's
even more quality and usable life.
Interviewee: And yet if quality and usable life increases maybe the supply decreases
Interviewer: Yes, yes
Interviewee: The ability of materials decreases. So if everything was designed to last forever
Interviewer: You'd have no need to make any more really
Interviewee: Yep
Interviewer: So that demand would essentially decrease, eventually
Interviewee: Yep
Interviewer: Ok. Yeah so you have that sort of flow back effect then starting to occur,
definitely. I'll just jump back to this list of questions just in case there's anything else that
might trigger
Interviewee: What are the barriers to such a cluster forming? We did that. Distance and
knowledge are I think the primary 2. Cost is one of those, like the cost to setup
Interviewer: Yep
Interviewee: Have we got that up there?
Interviewer: We have the cost of sustainability, I think that's more in terms of consumer cost
Interviewee: So the initial setup, people do a lot of, and they overestimate it
Interviewer: And they don't understand the payback period, yep
Interviewee: Maybe it's adding to that but the current paradox between the emphasis on short
term returns, you know people have KPIs which are about this quarter or this financial year,
the benefits reading in to the long term. It may be under initial cost that balance between
short term cycles and long term
Interviewer: I think it's its own variable because it is that, it's not really about cost but it's
Interviewee: So You could say paradox between short term ROI and long term benefits
Interviewer: Yeah that's very true because in the end that's not always about the money either
Interviewee: Well I deal with Chief Procurement Officers who will remain nameless whose
personal KPIs and so they're personal financial gain depends on them making budgets this
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year, even though if they spend $5000 more they will get 50 year gains which dwarfs
everything else. They have a disincentive
Interviewer: To actually do something which is going to be sustainable. Definitely ok
Interviewee: And that's not their fault, I'm not having a whinge about them
Interviewer: Oh no I think it's just the mentality of a lot of businesses at the moment it's very
much what could we get today, what is there in the short term and they just can't. They're
restricted from their thinking today
Interviewee: What is happening in the industry within in your organisation that you think
needs to be addressed? Well I'm addressing the knowledge part so you know we've sort of
identified that and that is knowledge to governments and knowledge to educational
institutions and knowledge to small businesses
Interviewer: So to government what sort of, so I know you do training sort of businesses for
things. What sort of things, how are you, I guess teaching government
Interviewee: I’m having a lot of meetings, I've been attending a lot of workshops and now
starting to run workshops on their behalf to engage the audience.
Interviewer: It's almost government engagement I'll call it for now. So that's definitely a part
of it, training programs and things which is, would you say increasing their support for what
you're doing?
Interviewee: Yes absolutely
Interviewer: And then in terms of educational institutions?
Interviewee: Less at the moment but yes that's the ideal. The courses are free. Because what I
would love to see, I would love to see non-typical sustainability courses so engineering or
marketing looping into some of the resources for free.
Interviewer: Yep definitely. And the first one you mentioned was, just knowledge to
businesses wasn't it of, I guess the benefits of sustainability and what that really does to drive
them? Which kind of comes into this
Interviewee: Correct
Interviewer: So I guess it's, so at the moment I'll say teaching, for lack of a better word.
Benefits of sustainability
Interviewee: I'm gonna go one step back and say teaching relevance of sustainability
Interviewer: Yep definitely. I agree
Interviewee: Is there then a loop from supplier knowledge of the market up to supply of
materials?
Interviewer: Up to supply of materials? Yep
Interviewee: One of the things that I'm just trying to work out where to go or how to put it is
about scale. A lot of organisations, mostly small and medium organisations, think that they
are small to really make a difference, so it's too hard
Interviewer: Yes, I totally agree
Interviewee: In economies of scale it's actually incredibly worthwhile.
Interviewer: Definitely. Yeah they think they are insignificant so why would they bother.
Interviewee: Yep. And again that could be both on the supply side and the demand side.
Because they only have a tiny demand widget but once you get five businesses all wanting
widgets
Interviewer: I'll call it that for now, belief of being too small
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Interviewee: And it's going to be, economies of scale issue as well
Interviewer: Yeah definitely. And that sort of discouraging people to be sustainable
Interviewee: Yeah supply of materials but also consumer demand. There's no point me
getting, you know, if we only need 100 foot of dubafloor then there's no point in just getting
that
Interviewer: Definitely. So I've linked it to both, yeah
Interviewee: What is happening outside the industry that is influencing the industry that you
think needs to be addressed? So this is a sort of pet peeve of mine at the moment. I think the
building and construction and infrastructure industries are excellent at staring with blinkers
on a forgetting to look at medical supplies and food and beverage and different industries
where they have incredibly slick supply chains going. You know you get a restaurant owner
and operator to talk about supply chains and you can see builders going 'wow that's really
impressive' and they have to think people. So they need really slick minimal touch point
supply chains. If you look at medical supplies whether you can map bedpans or you know
intravenous drips again they don't have room for error and they don't want to keep masses of
stock so they need really slick supply chains
Interviewer: Yeah the just-in-time sort of things. Yep
Interviewee: So one of the things that building and construction need to do are look outside
their work
Interviewer: It's almost narrow-minded that their supply chain is so different they can't learn
from others
Interviewee: Yep. Every supply chain needs raw materials and whether it's coffee or lettuce
or steel
Interviewer: Yep. That's essentially what we're taught in our course. That no matter what
you're doing the principles we teach you are valid.
Interviewee: Good I'm glad to hear that
Interviewer: Someone is doing the right thing.
Interviewee: What are the variables in the system. So there is, when I read the question
originally I was, I went there's the whole globalisation thing. I have been incredibly lucky in
the last 10 years I've travelled 25-26 different countries working with Green Building
Councils and I've heard in country after country ahh that sounds great for Germany but it
wouldn't work here
Interviewer: Right
Interviewee: I can remember in Israel talking to them about greywater recycling and
rainwater recycling. And they were like 'no that wouldn't work here we have different water'
and I'm like 'sorry, what?!' They just, they don't like the idea or greywater or rainwater tanks,
so they don't have them for anything. So now in Israel what you've got is this fierce argument
between water for residential households and water for food production. They've got a
choice, they don't actually have enough now
Interviewer: No, well they'll have to start finding alternatives. Yeah so that's definitely going
to impact that supply.
Interviewee: So yes globalisation of supply and you know if I'm honest it's probably cheapest
to make all the widgets for the world in one place in China, or South Australia or Mexico or
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wherever, as long as you can ship them properly and that requires proper planning, when am I
going to need this widget.
Interviewer: Which comes back to the supply chain
Interviewee: Yep
Interviewer: Whether they've got it sorted
Interviewee: Because once you can ship things you know efficiently and cheaply and quickly
Interviewer: There's no reason for it to be elsewhere. Yeah
Interviewee: Who are the key players in the system and what influence do they have? Well
governments, the workers as in the people actually doing the work, the builders, you know
the contractors. The unions, and then consumers. And the manufacturers, how much more
force that I really think of. I love the fact for example that Dulux, one of Dulux groups
underlying tenets is to stay 5 years ahead of regulation. I look at that and go 'ok that's how
you run a business' that means that they have to plan out the materials before the customer
decides that they want washable paint, they will be doing that. And that way there aren't any
sudden shocks hopefully and so there's lots of small steps rather than big shocks
Interviewer: That's fantastic. That's the sort of mental model everyone should be adopting I
think
Interviewee: And similarly though plastic pipe manufacturers, you know plastic pipe goes
into infrastructure projects in building, every building. Then you get people like Hyplex and
Vynidex who about two years ago decided that all their products were going to get
environmental product declarations, so they now have EPDs for all the pipes produced in
Australia. Now when you talk to people about plastics they're like 'oh no it's the material of
the devil we can't use it at all' and I'm like well they're leaving everyone else behind
Interviewer: They've just found a way to do it smartly
Interviewee: Yeah. Now I know plastic pipe doesn't need plasticisers so it doesn't have a
ledthin so there are, there are twists there. One of their big problems at the moment is they
cannot get enough recyclers. They would put a lot more recycled content into pipes,
especially extruding pipes where it goes in the middle layer, but they don't have enough
content
Interviewer: Right
Interviewee: So this is where a cluster is needed to happen
Interviewer: Definitely. It's almost the way, it's the way you share ideas, so it's that network
of people you can speak to. So if you have fantastic idea but you don't have the resources or
the knowledge to do it then you go to your partner and you'll both end up benefiting, or that's
generally the idea
Interviewee: Did you, have you read about or do you know much about the, I'm struggling
with the name. The water industry innovation forum, something like that?
Interviewer: No I haven't heard of it
Interviewee: I've been to one of their meetings. Essentially they are made up, I think there's
like 15 organisations participate. They are the, big water bodies and water groups, the sort of
main producer of material. And they get together once a quarter, once every 6 months and
they basically brainstorm, what are the big quality problems, what are the big issues that we
need to solve? And they go out to, they use the innovation forum to go out to local people
who invent stuff, like mums and dad's in their backyards in Wisconsin and you know ICI,
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global people who come back and they pitch in person or by video conference, this is my idea
for solving this problem. And the ones that they like get funded
Interviewer: That's fantastic
Interviewee: And so together they are looking at, you know, these sorts of things
Interviewer: Yeah that's really interesting
Interviewee: You need one of these for the building industry
Interviewer: Definitely
Interviewee: As LendLease, John Holland, Lang O'Rourke, Stockland, Mirvac, they are
dealing with exactly the same problems, they don't do it together. Yeah so for new ideas and
problem solving. Because there, that would, imagine if the government ran something like
that.
Interviewer: And there's so many smart people out there that they could, you never know if
you don't ask, you don't cast the web out you'll never know what you'll find
Interviewee: yep. So that would probably
Interviewer: I'm thinking it almost link to the availability, or knowledge of, somewhere
around here I'm thinking.
Interviewee: Yeah knowledge of innovation probably and availability of materials, yeah
leading into that
Interviewer: Yeah so then that feedback that way, yeah definitely.
Interviewee: Now the paradox between short term gains and long term benefits would
probably feed into both supply of materials and consumer demand.
Interviewer: Supply of materials and demand, yep. Because they're feeding it both side,
definitely
Interviewee: Just looking back, what do the key players in the system have? I think we
probably answered those.
Interviewer: Yeah it's just sort of mapping where these 2 fit in, the contractors and unions
Interviewee: So they're more on the demand. Contractors I'd feed into consumer demand.
Where did we put manufacturers?
Interviewer: I don't think I remembered to add that one.
Interviewee: Unions I'd say feed into
Interviewer: Unions into
Interviewee: Probably into contractors, they don't directly impact consumer demand but they
certainly impact contractors.
Interviewer: Yep, definitely. And then the manufacturers, directly into demand?
Interviewee: Yes, probably, or production
Interviewer: Ah production
Interviewee: Probably into production.
Interviewer: There we go
Interviewee: Now manufacturers are also would loop to distance between partners
Interviewer: Ah yes, yep
Interviewee: Because co-location can, you know can change an industry entirely
Interviewer: Definitely. Well you just look at Toyota City, they're all there but if a tsunami
comes through, there goes Toyota
Interviewee: Yeah. I'm just looking back to your questions
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Interviewer: So to me everything loops to something. I think we've ticked off basically all the
questions
Interviewee: I think so
Interviewer: Fantastic. That's given some really interesting things I haven't had anyone bring
up before.
Interviewee: Oh good
Interviewer: that's very interesting, it's exactly what we're looking for
46:35...47:16
Interviewee: There's just one that I'm wondering, I don't know whether to, I don't know how.
So we've got government support for industry, bottom left, and we've got globalisation of
supply. The one thing between those two would be like trade tariffs
Interviewer: Ok
Interviewee: So you know ok, if government's intentionally made something foreign more
expensive, then actually it can encourage clusters. It can encourage, I'm thinking of a positive
way of saying it but using your neighbours.
Interviewer: Right so if it becomes too expensive or if you restrict something you're more
likely to go next door and get it instead of going overseas?
Interviewee: Yeah
Interviewer: Right. Ok, yeah I definitely see that
Interviewee: It forces people to look for other sources
Interviewer: Yep, definitely. Which locals, yeah in that way
Interviewee: I would, sorry I'm looking at this. I've worked with causal flow sort of once or
twice but never actually doing it. I'd be fascinated in, if you want to tidy it up or move it
around, if I had a, for example just as an A4 sheet to go through and highlight where the
school actually has a role.
Interviewer: Yeah that would be fantastic
Interviewee: If we concentrate on that, that actually flows into five other parts so that's a key
Interviewer: Definitely
Interviewee: A key area
Interviewer: Yeah that's one of the good things and that's why I like sending them back to
people so they, you really get to understand well maybe if we did this, this is what change it
would make. So I'm definitely happy to send on anything that comes out of it
Interviewee: Thankyou
Interviewer: Now thank you so much for your time
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Interviewee Six
Interviewer: I've got what's called, what we're doing is a causal loop diagram. Basically from
what you say we'll put together this diagram. So this is a basic idea of what it is
Interviewee: Yeah you've showed me that before
Interviewer: Yeah I think it was on the piece of paper I gave you. So this is just showing that
the causal relationships, so when there is a greater population you will have more people
being more which is going to mean a greater population and so on with deaths. So then you
build on that so there are other things that come into play that impact those things, how many
people they want life expectancy, disease, medication, that sort of thing.
Interviewee: Yeah.
Interviewer: So we're looking at, how everything effects each other. So we'll put together
then essentially in this program so what you say I'll just throw things in there and then we'll
go through and make the links afterwards.
Interviewee: Ok
Interviewer: And these can be changed at any time or renamed or anything
Interviewee: Good luck
Interviewer: So the first questions is in your opinion what must be in place for a sustainable
buildings industry cluster to form?
Interviewee: So, is that specific cluster?
Interviewer: Well there have been people I've spoken to that aren't in that cluster at all or in
that industry so they've just sort of given me a bit more of a broader cluster perspective as
opposed to targeted to the industry.
Interviewee: So if you define the cluster participants, you would hope that there is some core
businesses already there that you can identify. Cause to create a cluster from nothing can be
quite difficult.
Interviewer: Yep
Interviewee: And then it's just really an assumption that there's some advantages which will
cause the cluster to form. Whereas it's self-evident if you've already got some companies in
that there's something, reason for them to form. Possibly it could be completely random that
onwards but there's some attributes.
Interviewer: So some sort of driver almost for them?
Interviewee: Yeah so then if and then I suppose the question would be is our, is the number
of core companies higher or lower than you would expect to be elsewhere. So is there some
time of benchmark to say well that you do have some attributes whatever they are that can
make this cluster grow in terms of. Or is our representation in sustainable buildings industry
the same as everywhere else? Now that's easier to say in a large location than a smaller
location cause in a smaller location you're going to have thin market, thin you know thin
industry sector, a low number of players and you know it's hard to draw any inferences
because things might be dominated by one player.
Interviewer: Yeah
Interviewee: You know so. And is the cost of there through some attributes be it you know
support industry base, educational institution research, skilled labour? Or is it just there
because it happened, are the players just there through happenstance? I know that's a terrible
word but I can't come up with in my reading and research I can't come up with a better term
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than is it because the people were born there, you know and that's where they decide to be in
business?
Interviewer: Or are they actually grown because there’s something in that area that's helping
them to grow? That's a really interesting point I think
Interviewee: Yeah. And I suppose if you look at every cluster you could ask that question.
But they're really big on this, unless there's some players there already, it's just really wishful
thinking. And not saying that's wrong but that's more into industry development, so you
would need some mobilisation of resources to make it happen. I always remember the
example of and I'm digressing here, Singapore for example, in the late 90s everyone wanted
to have a biotech centre of excellence. The old centre of excellence in bio tech was a thing.
And everywhere you know even upper combuctor west which is a term they used in the 70s
and 60s that I'd hadn't heard of. It's more a term but I use it now which is this mythical place
in western New South Wales. Even the smallest location thought they could be a bio tech
centre of excellence. It just didn't make any sense cause you know, did they have any one
companies in that area, any inherent skills or academic institutions or you know anything but
Singapore I think set aside $10 billion and 10 or 100, but anyway what they did was they set
up a new educational institution and poached the best researchers in the world and academics
in that space and then gave really, built new facilities and tax breaks and attracted the major
corporates. Like the large companies in that space. You know and then gave those companies
good breaks for their employees, key employees to track. Yeah they became known as a bio
tech type of centre of excellence. And that's that comes back to the Michael Porter stuff that
you can create an advantage.
Interviewer: Yeah
Interviewee: Yeah but you need. That's an extreme example that they needed money and they
did it.
Interviewer: They made it happen yep.
Interviewee: Yeah but it's like the devil here in Australia and most western nations to do
industry development like that. To be so overt. So yeah like I think the university has got
some key research capabilities in the sustainable buildings area so that's a tick. But stand our
companies in the sustainable building area, I suppose you just have to say BlueScope's doing
stuff in that
Interviewer: Yeah I guess they really do have that dominate player?
Interviewee: Yeah I think they're using that term sustainable aren't they.
Interviewer: Yeah I think everyone is now
Interviewee: Yeah it does have some marketing.
Interviewer: So would you say for that, the concentration of businesses that need to be an
existing concentration, would you say that they have to be connected already or they just
have to exist in that location?
Interviewee: Yeah, well, you’re the sustainable building industry I suppose it's a pretty broad
concept isn't it. It's not like an easy definable ANSIC sector or something so the extent to
which those companies would that are here now would even know each other. Like is there
segments within that, like usually if they are competing they would know each other. Yeah in
a pretty small niche but there is a possibility that they don't know each other. But then you
would say that Wollongong's got pretty sophisticated and advanced industry and business
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networks that bring people together. So most of the higher management in town know each
other. But it would come down you know, a member of the IBC, whether they're a member
of. Yeah so the opportunities for people to know each other if you're in networking and
business networking it's quite high in Wollongong because there are a lot of forums, forums
to come together. Whether they're interested in that that's again what is the value add of a lot
of these things. The other one is Illawarra Connections, yeah so that's
Interviewer: Another chance for them to actually get to know each other and start a lot of the
collaboration and things.
Interviewee: you know if you were so desired you'd could nearly go to a networking function
every night of the week here in Wollongong.
Interviewer: Someone else I was speaking to recently said the exact same thing
Interviewee: Yeah. I was hoping I hadn't repeated myself there but the reality is that you
could and some people do use it as a
Interviewer: Professional networkers that get paid for it
Interviewee: Or a social thing. So yeah there's a chance that they would know each other. I
suppose from their supply chains they might know each other. So I think we talked about that
the other day between a clump and a cluster. A clump is a just a group of associated
companies or companies that exist in the location but maybe don't have any strategic or type
of alliances or any type of relationship. Whereas cluster in this context that we're using, an
economic development context is where they have and our sector is coming down here to
address to the IBC and I was just going through his speech and you've probably seen these in
2013-14 this is the Innovation System Report. 4.1 SMEs and 3.5 large companies
collaborated with primary researchers in the Germany it's 15 and 44. I thought there was
something about working with companies just not primary research.
Interviewer: It shows that connection that there is
Interviewee: So there's a eco-system that they're tapping into. You know we're trying to do
that in Wollongong with the university and the state government's just funded this boosting
business innovation thing where we've given the university a million dollars to both push the
tech voucher stuff which is you know trying to tap into the R&D but also looking at various.
So there's a lot of elements that are trying to get the company and the university to work
closer with the 1500 PhDs and you know things like iAccelerate which is at the startup type
of end but you know even large companies can be involved in the accelerator.
Interviewer: Just for expanding their businesses in a different way.
Interviewee: So I suppose there the most current term that people are using are innovation
ecosystem. It's how well developed and sophisticated your innovation ecosystem is. And
you'd have to say in Wollongong here it is quite well developed. I would put that down to the
university actually having been created out of BHP. So you know it's always had that focus
on
Interviewer: Engineering focus
Interviewee: Yeah. And plus the research had to be industry based, you know. It's got to have
a use
Emily: Definitely
Interviewee: Yeah and so I suppose we've been lucky here, the companies we introduce we
say oh the university is a lot more willing here to form strategic relationships with them,
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whatever form they could be. Whether it's just student placements whether it’s right through
to the research stuff.
Interviewer: So you'd say there's definitely a lot more of that in this area as opposed to others.
I think in the last 10 years there is certainly been more formalised so you've got the
Innovation Campus as a technology precinct has formed. So that's and actual physical
location now. Which opened in 2008 so iAccelerate now has got its own centre and home and
you know and at least 8 years of, or 7 years of experience too. So these things are not only
well developed they are based on a history of you know one would hope continuous
improvement in how they operate and then the university you know has tried various
mechanisms to help business connect with them.
Interviewer: Yeah I suppose we almost have that hub already for everyone to connect into. So
that's a pretty important thing to make it grow
Interviewee: Yeah. We do have words that we use to describe it. But it really is just the whole
the buzz term is innovation ecosystem. Like anything can be an ecosystem but [reading]
'Wollongong has a sophisticated and well developed ecosystem that supports industry
collaboration and excellence'. It brings a tear to your eye doesn't it.
Interviewer: I was gonna say who writes this sort of stuff?
Interviewee: [reading] 'Key elements include the world renowned University of Wollongong
Innovation Campus Technology precinct and iAccelerate technology incubator'. So yeah like
at the university 10 years ago but those other two are not, were not here
Interviewer: Were not established
Interviewee: Yep
Interviewer: So it's almost that trend towards innovation and growth
Interviewee: Yeah
Interviewer: Alright so the next question is what are the barriers to such a cluster forming?
Interviewee: I suppose as economic development practitioners and academics we can see the
benefits in clustering and site what the benefits are elsewhere but then individual businesses
will say what's in it for me? And so they're willing to give up some resourcing whether that's
people's time or whatever, usually people's time but if they're not getting something out of it
for their business how long will they support it? Yeah they just can't be benevolent and look
I always find that that's a good measure you know is it whether they engage or not, you know
they are just brutal if it's not something that's adding value to them i.e. it helps them sell more
or can be more productive or efficient, i.e. you know increase their profits by reducing their
cost then they're not gonna play
Interviewer: Yeah definitely. Yeah because people need to see some value in it for them
otherwise they're not gonna stick around
Interviewee: So participation is not costless. Trust is the other big one. That you know that do
companies trust the other members to be able to work collaboratively and form you know
collaborative relationships where you know they'll be inviting external people into their
company. I think if they’re forming alliances and that I think I might have gave you that
example where I had one company try to poach another companies key staff and it's not
neither way developing trust
Interviewer: No definitely not
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Interviewee: So then you've gotta ask yourself too is the statistics so low in Australia vis-avis other locations, and look maybe they're not maybe it's just a measurement thing. I
remember when they were trying to measure productivity in Australia it was always lower
but then they revised it they weren't counting it right. When you looked at the figures we
weren't that far out. But cultural issues you know is there something inherent in the way
Australians do business
Interviewer: But even how one business does business compared to another, not everyone
runs the same way
Interviewee: So yeah you got cultural stuff in terms of you know Australia even location so
Wollongong and then you've got cultures within your organisations. Organisational cultures
and you know the not 'invented here syndrome' that you know, we only adopt stuff that we
invent. So you know barriers the other one I'd site is you gotta differentiate what you're gonna
do between the offering of the existing industry and business networks and clusters.
Especially those industry associations, industry and businesses ones, like the IBC, because
otherwise you don't want to go in a competition with them.
Interviewer: That's very true yeah
Interviewee: And everyone is struggling to maintain membership. See 20 years ago our
family companies used to be in the New South Wales Chamber of Manufacturers and
principally for all the HR information on awards. Now you just type it into Google and you
can get it. So they've had to transform you know their offerings to clients or members. And
you talk to people involved in ECTE and i3 Net even IBC is a struggle to maintain members.
Interviewer: Yeah I talked to i3 net and they said that he struggles to get people to any event
because they have to have something holding them there
Interviewee: I always found it was food
Interviewer: Ok. So what is happening within the industry and within your organisation that
you think needs to be addressed?
Interviewee: The sustainable buildings industry? I think innovation is, you know when you
talk to BlueScope some of the stuff they're doing is quite interesting. Yeah and obviously the
government supporting that the type of Office Environment and Heritage are doing a lot of
different things. Like they've just partnered with the sustainable building research institute
out there at the uni to do a project in Port Kembla called Sustainable Port Kembla and that's
through the Port Kembla Community Investment Fund. Actually this thing that we run, but at
the organisational level I suppose we talk about sustainable being having some marketing
currency and yeah a lot of people wanting to use that as an adjective on everything that they
do so sustainable. But it's, I really like the approach that the SBRC, is it SBRC centre?
Interviewer: Yep
Interviewee: That a focus on existing buildings because often the business case is easier to
approve there. So if they've got a crappy air conditioning system here upgrading it cause it
will have an effect on the bottom line in terms of being more efficient and lower cost. So and
sometimes government regulation has to force these things and industry can come kicking
and screaming but then you turn around in a few years’ time like and move from leaded
petrol to unleaded petrol said it was gonna kill the service station industry, now they offer
you 4 types of petrol. Let alone difference just leaded and unleaded.
Interviewer: Yep
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Interviewee: Yeah and I think everyone is more conscious about waste in its various forms
so. And I suppose that's both a challenge and a threat, an opportunity sorry but it's also a
threat to this that everyone I'd say that you talk to in the building industry would say that
they've become more sustainable somehow
Interviewer: Yeah. No one is going to look at them if they don't really now
Interviewee: Yeah so if you looked at their inputs over time obviously you know the people
in insulation don't have stuff like asbestos. Even though it's possibly still the best thermal heat
shield.
Interviewer: It's just whether people want to die for it I suppose. Yeah I think the marketing I
agree that idea that sustainability is going to get you customers and business is huge
Interviewee: Yep. Even in fashion you know even though it's fashionable I suppose. And the
rating systems for buildings is that the NABERS thing. So I know some government
departments have now integrated that into their leasing. A new building that they would lease
has to have a certain NABERS rating
Interviewer: Yeah ok that's interesting. I suppose they start mandating that stuff now.
Interviewee: Yeah well the tax office around here you know that was a good example of one
Interviewer: Yeah ok. Alright so then this sort of links into it. But what's sort of happening
outside the industry that you think informs it
Interviewee: Well I just think the rapid you know advancements in technology and right
down the digital connectivity so you know now we can have devices in the household
connected like the fridge and the washing machine and what will it be next. You know your
solar panels? And I suppose those advancements in technology has also reduced the cost.
And there's some real standout players and characters in that so Elon Musk of Tesla you
know. And people like that you get a lot of publicity help the cause so. This whole thing
about renewable energy and the movement away from coal, coal reliance on carbon based
sources of energy so you know things like photovoltaic cells in paints that you can buy. So
whole buildings become their own type of closed energy system but they could be connected
to, I'm not saying they wouldn’t be. And as technology improves it forces that whole type of
thing about becoming commodity and solar cells are a good example of that. So stuff that was
you know seen as cutting edge ten years ago you know on the glass how you can do a certain
treatment in the glass and you can put an electric charge through it and make it opaque?
Interviewer: Yeah I've heard about it
Interviewee: Yeah well doesn't that just become every day, you know?
Interviewer: Yeah definitely. And the more you use it the cheaper it's going to be
Interviewee: Yep
Interviewer: And the more it will be adopted.
Interviewee: The problem you have in Australia and this is just from my reading stuff, the
problem we have with sustainability and you know improving thermal efficiency in buildings
especially homes is that we developed a most efficient building method in the world which
was the brick veneer house and because our climate we didn't need double or triple glazing
we didn't really build them to be efficient and thermally good. But they were cheap. You
wouldn't know it now because we have some of the highest cost housing but in the 60s and
the 70s you know they really took it to the next level and made it very efficient to build a
house in Australia. And there was a lot of advancements in construction methods that were
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driven by Australia. But what we ended up was houses that if you get much variation in
temperature are pretty crap. And require a lot to heat
Interviewer: They go from one temperature condition and then
Interviewee: Whereas in Europe you can't build a house without double glazing in certain
areas and insulation.
Interviewer: That's why there was a recent report, the Lancet report, and they said more
Australian's die from the cold than they do in Sweden and that's because their houses, and
that's not extreme cold that's every day cold, 6% of mortality rates in Australia are from
general cold, the houses aren't equipped
Interviewee: Yes well and you even when you go west, like I went to uni at Armidale, the
buildings there are a lot better equipped.
Interviewer: I think you'd find they're especially equipped for the heat, I don't really know
about the cold, I guess it depends where you are
Interviewee: Yeah well at least they were heated during the winter, whereas yeah. But there's,
oh what's the, isn't there some building code BASIX?
Interviewer: Now there is for new builds
Interviewee: Which is imposing you know better insulation
Interviewer: It's for new builds and any renovations worth over a certain amount of money.
Which yeah there's only a certain percentage of what we have it Australia
Interviewee: Yeah so and also the thing about electric motors taking over from internal
combustion engines. So everything around your house can be driven by an electric motor
Interviewer: That comes back to the rapid technology advancements and that just changes the
way everything operates
Interviewee: So you know in a modern house now you could potentially have a central
system that you know opens and closes stuff with sensors and things having to be manually
done. Might cost a lot of money I don't know, but if it's not now certainly 10 years’ time it
will be.
Interviewer: Yep definitely, probably less than that. It's coming. Alright so then are there any
other variables in the system that you think might influence?
Interviewee: Yeah you've always got to have some sort of champion and someone whose
with a cluster as you can showcase the type of the example or success story. Yeah I've been
type of call it, it's not case studies any more you need success stories that's the term. So what
are your success stories in this area cause you gotta make it real to people and say you know
who can you showcase. As for the first questions, if we don't have anyone in that space it's
pretty hard to sell the concept
Interviewer: You need somebody to demonstrate how it actually works
Interviewee: I'm not saying it's not possible because new industries do emerge but. Then
there's the role of government, the role of government as the facilitator to keep this thing
going. But I'd say the Australian experience with that at both the State and federal level hasn't
been that great because they tend to chop and change so industry would prefer things in place
for the longer term so they can make investment decisions. Uncertainty about government
policy is the big inhibitor. And look at the solar industry they had that
Interviewer: Fantastic payback period on things
Interviewee: Yeah.
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Interviewer: This links to everything I'm just trying to map it out but it links to everything. So
the last questions are basically what are the relationships which I've started mapping out
based on what you've been saying. Who are the key players which kind of goes through and
reiterates those and what influences they have so again what relationships. So I'll show you
what I've got here at the moment. It becomes a bit complex. So when you start looking at it
there's a bunch of arrows going into this concentration of businesses so it shows that that's a
very key part of it. Which links to the reputation of this industry that differentiates you from
other. So that differentiation of existing networks and associations. But these core businesses
already exist so you need these success stories to give the benefits to actually have people
join.
Interviewee: Yep
Interviewer: Join back in the end. Then you have sort of these supporting industries which
you get from your supply chain connections and your different networking opportunities
which drives this concentration. You then have your educational institutions which also make
up part of these businesses. But these drive innovation but so does government. Whether
you’re willing to collaborate comes from whether the government supports it
Interviewee: Yep
Interviewer: But also the trust that you have with the other people. And then this leads to
some sort of relationships which drives this research in business. And then you have more of
this sustainable buildings things so whether it's marketed, whether there's ratings for it,
whether there's regulation that mandates it. But I'm not sure if you see any other sort of links
over here that we've missed.
Interviewee: I think the alliances between individual businesses, like on the scale of what are
they you know in terms of sophistication. But it's not only alliances between the businesses
and the researchers, its alliances between companies to tap into or get access to expertise like
a lot of times it was you'd have to go and buy something or buy a piece of equipment of go
and buy expertise. Now you can maybe rent it or
Interviewer: Yep or partner up with you
Interviewee: Yep that's it
Interviewer: Ok. So I'll lead that from those relationships to alliances. So it's not just between
research but it's between the businesses themselves as well.Yep.
Interviewee: It looks a bit like the spaghetti diagram that our former science. But if it makes
sense to you.
Interviewer: Once I clean it up it hopefully makes sense to other people. But yeah so that sort
of shows how everything is connected and then from there I can start pinpointing where the
key things are. And so make recommendations at the end
Interviewee: I'm not sure if he touched on it in our previous meeting but all the stuff I've read
and that is basically three areas of opportunities for a cluster and that the first one being you
know group marketing. So can they exploit market opportunities that individually they can't,
so you know grouping together and an example with this one could be a big contract you
know that individually they don't have the wearfall to do but grouping together and
consultants are good at that and accountancy you know or in the service area they form
coalitions and that to jointly bid for stuff.
Interviewer: Yep
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Interviewee: And that's the sexy part of clusters is this market opportunities if we work
together. I've found that one to be pretty hard to do. But certainly what you can do is you can
group them together and go to events and that way you can get them exposure. Like the i3Net
with their industry showcase bringing people down here. Like individually the companies
mightn't have the wearfall but there is a way of grouping them together giving them
exposure. Then another one is around supply chain opportunities like completion. I don't
know like, I you know like, easier said than done but least a sector here that's both producing
materials goods. Cause when you look at the supply chain to service companies it's quite
small. And people say well the supply chain is basically just toilet paper, it's people and then,
whereas if you look at manufacturers they are more sophisticated and bigger supply chains so
then there is potential that you know. And just like what is happened with BlueScope when
they developed here they created a supply chain around them. And then the other one is
around skills you know is there some aggregation of skills. And I suppose all these three
areas it comes down to that aggregation that you can get with a cluster so you mightn't
individually have the, what do you call it?
Interviewer: The resources?
Interviewee: What's the term, do it yourself by joining with others you might be able to in
those three areas around marketing or exploiting market opportunities. So when we used to,
well we still do, we have a standard CBET which is Australia's largest IT industry event. We
used to have individual companies from here on it but that just got to expensive and hard to
organise. But those individual companies, critical mass is what I'm talking about a term.
Interviewer: Yeah I know what you mean
Interviewee: So you know what activities need critical mass at a group level that you can't do
at an individual level
Interviewer: That's what it comes back to. Do you think it's a main driver for clusters?
Interviewee: Yeah cause otherwise you're just talking about stuff at the enterprise level aren't
you. So it's that next level up looking at an industry level. What issues need critical mass to
be addressed? And that's skills and training areas is also another one that, TAFE is not gonna
design a course for like 10 people, but if you can get together and say over the next 5 years
we're gonna have 100 people coming through this well then they might look at it.
Interviewer: That's a really, I do like the term critical mass
Interviewee: Yeah I struggled there for a while
Interviewer: Yeah once you said it I thought yeah that's exactly what we're talking about
Interviewee: Yeah, and then the stuff around branding, can the cluster become a brand in its
own right? So can Wollongong a location be known as the sustainable building. And I
suppose that's what started people along this cluster type of thinking you know certain areas
were known for things
Interviewer: Yeah
Interviewee: Yeah some place in Italy was known for footwear, I forget the stories.
Interviewer: Yeah the Dutch have got a couple as well
Interviewee: Yeah if you look at economics there that was originally all around factor
endowments. You know you had coal industry because you had a coal resource and you
know farms, produce and agricultural sector because you had land resources but I think that's
where that Michael Porter broke that nexus
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Interviewer: Definitely yeah
Interviewee: And different of that comparative advantage based on natural factor endowment
versus a competitive advantage that can be created. So yeah I think critical mass is key. And
actually when you start to run the cluster and have meetings it should become pretty selfevident if there isn't some industries emerge that need that critical mass of them coming
together well then it's just a social thing
Interviewer: Yeah well people will stop coming together because they're not getting anything
done. That's interesting yeah. No one has quite brought up that factor yet.
Interviewee: And that's leads into the sustainability of the sustainable industry network
Interviewer: Yeah whether it can actually survive in the long term
Interviewee: And from what I've read it's those three areas that are usually or some iteration
of them that you know around group marketing, around supply chain completion is
something that we're all using to be built locally. Or skills
Interviewer: Which I guess everything can be tied back to one of those. To make it easier for
us to sell this as a group. Does it make it easier for us to finish as a group and does it make it
easier for us to develop skills as a group.
Interviewee: Well when you go along to people like TAFE they'll want to know ok well how
many players and, but they tend to be attuned anyway. The one I was involved in up in
Nambucket, the Nambucket Vehicle Body Manufacturing Cluster. We started off really big
on lean and trying to reduce their manufacturing times and had some interest in that but out
of that come the interest in the national accredited training thing wasn't delivered in New
South Wales.
Interviewer: Right
Interviewee: It was delivered in Victoria and Queensland. We had this old archaic thing in
New South Wales and we ended up getting that approved for delivery in New South Wales,
but you know it was like a descent in 1950s cause there was just so much old infrastructure
and you know personal relationships and shit that was built up of why it was done this way in
New South Wales and to challenge that even though you know you said well we want a
qualification that is transferrable and recognised elsewhere is Australia
Interviewer: I think that comes down to cultural issues too
Interviewee: Yep, but's that's nearly 20 years ago. It's probably easier now because you know
things are a lot more harmonised around that training. Ok
Interviewer: Well thanks for that
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Interviewee Seven
Interviewer: Basically so what I'm looking so I'm looking at what brings businesses in the
area to work together
Interviewee: Yep
Interviewer: And how that sort of thing helps regional development and bring businesses to
the area. So the basic questions we are looking at are what must be in place for a cluster to
form, what are the internal and external forces that we need to look at but pretty much what
we're going to do. So what I do is put together what's called a causal loop diagram. So it's, I'll
show you a basic view of what one looks like. So this a is a basic population diagram. So
when you have more people in the population there are going to be more people being born.
More people being born means a higher population. But people do die which then decreases
the population.
Interviewee: Yep
Interviewer: But it's never just an ordinary life cycle like this. Other things start coming into
play. Life expectancy, disease, medicine, all these things start to impact this continual flow.
So the idea is that by answering these questions we start to put together this diagram and how
they influence each other. So we'll go through the questions, I'll pop it all through, if there's
anything, so you can name things you want. If you want to change variables at any time.
We'll go through and list a few things then we'll start to connect them. So first question is, in
your opinion what must be in place for a sustainable buildings industry cluster to form? Or
any sort of industry cluster?
Interviewee: Are you talking about a physical cluster, so co-location?
Interviewer: Yes
Interviewee: Yes
Interviewer So that's my
Interviewee: Yep ok. There has to be appropriate land. That's the first thing.
Interviewer: Yep
Interviewee: That's a physical thing. And that land has to be appropriate affordable land.
Interviewer: Yep
Interviewee: There then needs to be like a champion for it. Someone who will drive it.
Whether that be a government person or someone in the community passionate about it or
university. There really needs to be someone who is the go to person and can go and
encourage people and educate people that is here.
Interviewer: Would you say that has to be someone who has some sort of knowledge of how
these things start to form or someone who just has that passion to make it work?
Interviewee: I think without passion to make it work, it won't work.
Interviewer: Yeah
Interviewee: Because it's one of those things it's not just getting people that might want to set
up these businesses on site but it's also getting council on side, getting the development
industry on the side. Things like. With the educating people too people might not think of a
sustainable building industry as something they can start as well so we have organisations
like Illawarra high tech that look at people that might be getting a redundancy package from
the steelworks or the mines for instance. Looking for something to setup using that package.
They might not have thought about you know insulation and solar panels or any of the,
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double glazing windows. All of those sorts of things they might not have thought of those as
businesses they could go into. So people like those small business mentor groups
Interviewer: Yep
Interviewee: Are really important in the Illawarra particularly.
Interviewer: Yeah that is interesting because you also sort have to have people to introduce
you almost to
Interviewee: Yeah, you need
Interviewer: It's something else to have there
Interviewee: You need someone who is out there promoting that these business opportunities
exist but also you need someone there to say, while you're setting up your business I'm there
to mentor you and hold your hand walk you through, because I've just setup a small business
myself, sole trader consultancy fairly easy and it's been difficult for me. So and I've had a lot
of support from Illawarra High Tech which is why I know they exist. From mentoring to
help people get through that initial setup stage. Things like as well financial incentives to
setup. That financial incentives cover your operating cost during your first year or two while
you start getting income back in or whatever. It's a loan towards purchasing the premises. The
other thing quite often you're networking groups
Interviewer: Yeah
Interviewee: I'm not aware of any, they're probably out there, but I'm just not aware of any
like local ones.
Interviewer: Yeah they're definitely here
Interviewee: And organisations such as that. Be a participate and help you get that off the
ground so that businesses I suppose get to know what other businesses that are related are up
to
Interviewer: Yep and how we can start working together
Interviewee: Another really important thing coming from, because I come from an Urban
planning background and have spent a lot of time on specialised infrastructure planning. It's
getting, I found, it's getting people to accept, the general public to accept as well that when
you're building a new home so you need like display home and whether that be a display
home by your AJ Jennings company someone that's a well-known name. But someone that
Joe the public can come in and have a look and then point out you know it's a hot day outside
but a beautiful temperature in here you know we're not running air conditioning so you
wouldn't have to pay for that because of these features we have in the house.
Interviewer: Yeah it comes down to letting people know they can have these things
Interviewee: And there's always going to be a group in society that will automatically
gravitate towards those things like our house at home is a very old one but we did an
extension and when we built that we made sure that we get more breeze that goes from the
front of the house, straight through the back of the house. So we don't run any air
conditioning, we might run a fan on a stinking hot day. We don't run and air conditioning
system. All of those things. Also people that can make, help people understand that it might
cost them a little more in the first place but there are some savings in the longer term. And it's
really difficult, we're still having issues like they have BASIX where a project home, unless
it's the big end of town, it's still saying no you have to have a gas instantaneous hot water
system
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Interviewer: I hate my gas system
Interviewee: Because it's the only thing that will get you across the line for BASIX. So you
know we are designing the blocks for orientation and the planners assess that. But then you
shove something on it that is so inefficient
Interviewer: It's almost that you need that entire process all the way though
Interviewee: Yeah. They're probably the main
Interviewer: Can you see any immediate links at this point before we start the next questions?
Interviewee: I did see that the government has a responsibility and I know that that's probably
not what the government wants to hear at this point in time.
Interviewer: Yep. So you say government needs to support it?
Interviewee: They need to support it. They need to be the champions of it
Interviewer: Ok. I think you did talk, I will move this appropriate land because you
mentioned the affordability side of things as well.
Interviewee: So you're supposed to convince people. Even at the moment different
opportunities exist but also having what needs to be in place, in place more than
Interviewer: So it's the infrastructure really?
Interviewee: Yeah. The appropriate land. They're also educating people. I'm going to have
your scribbling everywhere.
Interviewer: That's alright that's exactly what these are meant to look like. I just tried to
present one. Unless they made them than they understand how they work
Interviewee: I've done one for a project one time because I do mine by hand the age I am. I
presented it one day but I had like a summary document that put it in a format people could
read and they just laughed and said that's an indication of how your mind works. It was a total
mess.
Interviewer: There was actually one on the front cover of a newspaper in the UK and it was a
big coloured map right in the middle and everyone just said you can't have that, but yeah you
need that description.
Interviewee: Yes
Interviewer: So we talked about that's connected there, council that links back up to
government?
Interviewee: It does
Interviewer: It's almost one in the same
Interviewee: It does and it links in with the appropriate land because they're the ones that
rezone land. They're the ones that do the employment land studies and economic studies, all
of that is done by local
Interviewer: So they're the ones that say, this bog block, so many little things that are
inefficient
Interviewee: The federal government, who will look at the broader policies at the ground
Interviewer: So maybe we do need both of them in there? So the local council are the ones
that divvy up the land?
Interviewee: Yeah they zone the land and they're the ones that will do approvals for, they are
the ones who do housing approval. They do development control plans so that when we're
doing a house for instance they can put in place that all houses need to have north facing
windows, have to have patios that chill the heat, all of those sort of design things that
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contribute to buildings. Starting to think about how can we cover all these requirements. The
other people that often get forgotten too are people in the design industries so architects
particularly, and that goes to educating as well
Interviewer: Yep definitely, and getting them on board as early as possible
Interviewee: Yeah if you get someone that's willing to design something. Have it as an
exhibition of what can be done
Interviewer: Yep
Interviewee: When they did the Shellharbour Worker's Club extensions, the last lot, they've
done a lot over the years. That architect then did solar panels, worm farms built into the
kitchens
Interviewer: Really? Wow
Interviewee: Toilets all grey water flush. It was just all, the whole thing looks ugly, the box
on the hill but it's a club, there's so many nice. I'm working for the council at the moment, I
have for many years. But you have to do it, those features designed in.
Interviewer: The box
Interviewee: It's just ugly.
Interviewer: Well we'll keep going and it you think of any others we can chuck them in. So
the next thing is what are the barriers to a cluster forming?
Interviewee: Cost
Interviewer: Cost of?
Interviewee: Setting up businesses. So it's the cost of setting up the businesses it's a lack of
community acceptance I suppose of the need
Interviewer: Need for sustainability?
Interviewee: Need for sustainability. It doesn't help much when you have your government
go oh we don't need sustainable
Interviewer: No it really doesn't. We just had a whole conference about it. So what we're
looking at probably is education. It's definitely in there. Then would you link that to
government too because I suppose they influence
Interviewee: Yeah. It's also a lack of awareness of the industries. Which goes back to
education. Probably isn't typical of where our society is with these issues at the moment.
Interviewer: And I think possibility too these tie into this long-term thing because if they're
not where are. It's obviously not being planned for in the future.
Interviewee: Yeah.
Interviewer: I'll leave this one in here, affordability I think. What else do you think is a
barrier? A barrier to people working together or?
Interviewee: Our capitalist society focused on money, when people are setting up new
businesses they're not focused on synergies with other businesses so much. They focus on
making their mark.
Interviewer: Ok. So they're are in it to be the next best thing so no one else
Interviewee: So they can maximise their own
Interviewer: I'm trying to think of how to show putting yourself first, what word that would
be.
Interviewee: Focus on profit I think it is
Interviewer: That ties it in with that
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Interviewee: It also ties in with cost of setting up a business
Interviewer: Definitely. And I think this synergy one, probably links, is there one there, is
there something to link it to?
Interviewee: You see one way of overcoming this, lack of synergies, is that small business
mentor groups. So there are actually groups which focus on construction industry. So there
are networking groups that are just construction industry people. There is even one that is just
women in construction.
Interviewer: Yeah wow, I didn't know that. There's a women in everything group isn't there.
Interviewee: There is and do you know. I've been to a women in construction to see what
they go on about
Interviewer: I would be very interested actually. Lack of focus on anyone but yourself, purely
profit. Is it purely the profit side of things do you think or something else?
Interviewee: Sometimes it's just, it's almost narcissistic
Interviewer: That's what I was trying to think of, that sort of, that
Interviewee: To have the drive to setup a business that's not try contested, they have to have a
slightly narcissist almost personality.
Interviewer: Definitely
Interviewee: To have the confidence to say what I am doing because I am doing
Interviewer: I'm trying to think how you put that in within calling it narcissistic. Yeah I do
definitely understand what you mean though because some people are going to go into
business
Interviewee: Because at the moment where sustainability sits in the greater development
landscape. It's still it's not mainstream. It still sits out to one side. It's still slightly hippy.
Interviewer: Yeah they want something that looks nice. I'll just say focused on self for now
until I get a word. Can you think of any other barriers, or we'll pop them in later. So what is
happening within the industry with your organisation that you think needs to be addressed?
Interviewee: Well I'm a sole trader so I'll probably be talking more about my profession. I
think there's still even amongst urban planners, this still tends to be a quite after thought. And
it needs to be front and centre like performing BASIX so that it actually does something
rather than being the
Interviewer: It's a primary thought as opposed to an, oh wait we have to do that test now
Interviewee: Yeah.
Interviewer: So it's almost an awareness of it that it's got to be more than that.
Interviewee: It's actually making it a core part of what planners do, so if they've been
planning long enough to have seen something as simple as even a sub-division it's still
relatively new, I've been planning 28 years and it's only just starting to come in, a certain
scale of building practices it's still a new concept. They're improving and as the young ones
are coming out, the newly qualified planners are actually doing the courses have a lot more of
that focus about them
Interviewer: So it's whether the training,
Interviewee: Training for professionals
Interviewer: It's definitely, then linking back to, sustainability as the core focus
Interviewee: And once it becomes a core focus of what planners do it can find its way into all
those various pieces of the puzzle so the environmental plans, the control plans, design
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policies. So that goes back to government support too
Interviewer: Definitely. And hopefully the champion comes out of that and it moves forward.
Interviewee: And when you've got more people talking about it
Interviewer: We'll call that word of mouth.
Interviewee: The way we do it, we go in as planners, we learn about sustainability, building
sustainability and it's that ongoing education as well because I'm far from one of the old
planners and I'm far from one of the new planners so things have changed a lot since I've
came in and things have changed a lot since my colleagues have started practising. It's about
say a planners talking as well talking to architects who then talk to developers who then can
make particularly, there's a government department called Urban Growth
Interviewer: I have heard of them
Interviewee: Used to be Landcomm before that it was government planning
Interviewer: They're all the same people? I didn't realise
Interviewee: Well it's morphed. Housing commission/department of housing, well department
of housing still exists so they are now the social housing provider and that's what their core
business was to provide social housing. Crap quality, probably some really fine examples of
what not to do for sustainable building. Having been in one recently beautiful fibro home on
a hot day with too many people in it. But out of that Landcomm sort of sat to one side and
that was the governments housing development arm and it used to be a money making thing
for government where they would go and introduce sub-divisions and so on. But because it
has government it has sort of morphed and now they’re called Urban Growth, that's sort of
the path it's taken. But Urban Growth one of their key deliverables as a government
organisation is actually to undertake samples like the trying new ideas cause they don't
whereas your LendLeases and Stocklands and that are all their interested in is getting product
on the ground and seeing it. With some point of difference between them but there's not great
a great bunch of difference between them. Urban Growth is there to trial new things: smaller
lot sizes, different orientations, different building techniques all of that so people like that
will trial, it's a semi-government body, will trial those different things, get them into the
market and then they can learn what they do in the market and then get them in the regular
industry
Interviewer: I'll just put in brackets company. So they are tying into? Well they'd be tying
into education, and government would be tying into them?
Interviewee: Yep. And they tie back into developers because they educate developers
Interviewer: Yep. And you're talking about them in terms of bringing the designers through
the different phases
Interviewee: Yeah so they will take a concept that someone needs to do a PhD on or stuff
like that and say if we, so at the moment one of the things they're trialling so in a broader
sense they're going back to trialling the old terrace style housing out in places like Kellyville
around near train stations. So it's more efficient use of land you get more dwellings you get
more people, more services you can justify your train stations. But it also means you chew up
less of your farm land so you still have your carbon sinks and things like that that allows,
blocks might be smaller but generally you have more parkland. So they're trialling that to see
if that works. They're trialling that types of housing to see if the market's there, it's market
testing. You're talking North Western Sydney, McMansionville, basically out in those places.
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Interviewer: I suppose they're doing that in Shell Cove too
Interviewee: So that's really interesting they don't have that profit motive but they do have
that drive to try new things and educate people to make better things
RECORDING CUT OFF
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Interviewee Eight
Interviewer: So what I've been doing is talking to different people in the construction,
sustainable buildings sort of area, and looking at what is it that drives businesses to work
together in that area. So based on the interview questions I go through and put together a
diagram that sort of connects all the different parts and how they relate to each other and then
from there go out and try and find where the key things are that need to be changed so that
you can improve the whole system. It's a little bit of a different way of doing things but, we'll
go basically through the questions and then I'll show you what I'm coming up with
Interviewee A: Cool
Interviewer: So the first question, so in your opinion what must be in place for a sustainable
buildings industry cluster to form? So by a cluster I sort of mean
Interviewee B: A group of businesses working together yeah
Interviewee A: My opinion is there's got to be more unity coming from the design aspect so
from the design level. The architect or building designer has to sort of bring businesses back
down to his level to collaborate around him. I think that would probably be the easiest way
for it to happen as opposed to you know, us saying to the light company down the street you
know, let's work together and you know sell our lights and energy efficient products together.
I think, like I said with Green Homes it comes back to the need and the want for those
products.
Interviewer: Yep
Interviewee A: And also it comes back to local government and like for instance the local
councils and I think there's, a more of a need for them to say you need, I know they do say it
now they say 'this is your sort of parameters you need to work within, within our council you
can and can't have this you know and BASIX also says that that's what is required
Interviewer: That's the standard
Interviewee A: But I think they need to crack down and be a bit more harsh, I believe.
Interviewer: In mandating different things
Interviewee A: That's right, I know we still see a lot of houses coming through with single
clear glass and I think, I think that could be up so the level that they need to actually say more
houses need to have smart glass, because it's more energy efficient, it's going to help your
home, it's going to improve you know your need for air conditioning that sort of thing.
Interviewee B: We're sort of just waiting for the Interviewee Ae where they say that smart
glass is the new lowest level of glass, that should probably just be the standard
Interviewer: Yeah definitely
Interviewee B: Your baseline for glass especially considering the amount of different types of
glass you can get these days. That should just be what's called for in every standard window
Interviewee A: And for the cost impact it's quite minimal for the benefit that you get. You get
the 39% increase in insulation in your home by using smart glass, for about a 5% increase in
cost
Interviewer: And then I guess the more people that end up using it the cheaper it will be in
the long run
Interviewee B: Exactly
Interviewee A: Exactly right, that's it
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Interviewee B: I think Interviewee A's right with the whole architects thing as well because
obviously there's competition between different companies, obviously it's a competitive
industry and having the architect, different architects specify with different products and
bringing those companies together it's forming networking between those companies then. So
it's introducing new networks between people and that's going to help with your clustering
because these companies are going to be coming together that might not have worked
together before and that's going to help.
Interviewer: Yeah definitely
Interviewee B: Help them come together as well. What was the question?
Interviewer: Ok so we've talked about this unity so far. Bringing in people like the architects
and the green zone people and then through that you're developing collaborations and
mandating or specifying that you need to be using these product which is creating more of
those networks. And then this local government which has a part in the BASIX which helps
sort of further that drive but also if local government supports sort of like a new base standard
for these products then there's going to be more demand but it's also going to reduce the cost
of using it in the first place
Interviewee A: Exactly right
Interviewer: Yep, cool, alright. OK so the next question, so what are the barriers to
something, a cluster like that forming?
Interviewee A: Obviously cost would be a barrier. You have developers trying to develop
large sort of multi-storey or low cost places to sell off to make you know bang for your buck.
They're not worried about the earth, how sustainable these places are. They're just worried
about lowest prices
Interviewee B: And how quick they can get it as well
Interviewee A: Yeah that's right
Interviewee B: Yeah definitely that and coming in with that is again, like I hate the fact that
it's here but the competition between the different companies. It's all well and good to say we
want to work together and we're all striving for the same goal but there's still that competitive
nature between them
Interviewer: And do you think there's more competition, I guess, with people that are located
maybe in Oak Flats or just right across the board?
Interviewee A: It would be across the Illawarra. So you have a lot of companies importing
glass and things like that which, once again, they're importing glass from China which isn't
made for the Australian climate, it's made for the Chinese climate.
Interviewer: Yep
Interviewee A: So even though it's a smart glass, it might not be suited to this region
Interviewee B: Not the same grade as houses here yeah
We purchase all our glass through viridian. It's manufactured in Australia for the Australian
conditions
Interviewer: They're in Melbourne aren't they, yep
Interviewee A: So yeah that would be a barrier for this as well. And also they're importing it
because it's cheap so
Interviewer: Not necessarily quality
Interviewee A: Yeah that's right
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Interviewee B: And even though it's coming from China they can generally get it quicker than
what we can get products from Australian companies
Interviewer: Even though it's further
Interviewee B: It means they can get their products out quicker than what we can because
we're waiting a longer Interviewee Ae to get our product from our Australian manufacturer
Interviewer: Is that because Australian's manufacture to demand and China might just have
umpteen amounts and they just have it ready to go
Interviewee A: They basically just pack it out in standard sizes so they're pumping it out in
standard sizes so they're ready to go when the ship comes over so. And I know even
companies like Viridian, they still import glass from China in standard size packs, but that's
something you've got to request from them
Interviewer: Ok so they will do it as like a middle man type of thing
Interviewee A: Yeah that's right so just to keep you know, it's part of their business, it's a
business decisions
Interviewer: Yeah definitely
Interviewee A: Just so that they're in that market as well so they, they're not cornering off any
part of the market they can still offer to everybody
Interviewer: Yep
Interviewee A: And it's obviously our choice to buy from them cut to size glass that's been
manufactured out of Melbourne and Sydney, yeah
Interviewer: So what would you say is, drives then your decision to choose Australian
products. Would it be because they're better quality
Interviewee A: Definitely
Interviewer: Or people wanting
Interviewee A: Quality and also the fact that we want to offer an Australian made,
manufactured product so all of our aluminium is extruded here in Australia, all of our glass is
manufactured here in Australia. All of our hardware is manufactured here in Australia so we
base our business around being a family-owned and operated, Australian-made products.
Interviewer: Yep, that's what you're selling
Interviewee B: If we wanted to sell a really cheap product we could, but we'd import
everything
Interviewer: Just move to China and
Interviewee A: And that's the thing it'd be easy because that's what a lot of the market sells.
Instead we put ourself in that niche market where we, that's what we sell.
Interviewer: I think there's going to be growing demand for that anyway
Interviewee A: Yeah I hope so
Interviewee B: Well yeah. I think you can already start to see it. We're busier now than we've
been, ever really and I think it's because a lot more people are starting to look for that sort of,
like you said that more niche market of, what are we actually getting in this product? Like are
you still obviously have your big developers but I think a lot more people are starting to do
their homework and research and actually look at what products they're getting. Especially
like second and third homeowners or like second or third homebuilders are looking at what
they've got, what they don't like, what they've had previously and what they can improve on.
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And I think that's where we're starting to get more business from those people who are
looking for a more quality, more energy efficient product
Interviewer: Yep
Interviewee B: And they're more aware of the, of where the products are coming from and
what's happening behind the scenes.
Interviewer: And how, do you know how they find out about a lot of that, do you tell them
about that sort of stuff if they come to you?
Interviewee A: It comes back to us specifying it you know through the architects. So
Interviewee B goes out and sees the architects with the guys from AWS and specify those
products and the architects saying to those, to their clients look Hanlons have got this, they do
this, you know as opposed to other companies that do this this and this
Interviewer: Right so it comes back to that specification again and those networks you've
already built on
Interviewee A: That's right
Interviewee B: Yep
Interviewer: Right, that's really interesting. So from then we've talked about, so the
specifications and how that drives people, you know their education about sustainability and
whether they come then and buy these products which is increasing that demand for them.
But you do have this competition between the different companies in the area that are sort of
impacting that collaboration. And then the biggest thing is the imports, so that's you know
giving the developers cheaper products, quicker but it really comes back to whether people
want that quality product.
Interviewee A: That's right
Interviewer: Very good. Ok so next question, what is happening within the industry and
within your organisation that you think needs to be addressed?
Interviewee A: I've put down here again the imports. So obviously other companies still
importing different products obviously affects us in that they're getting a lot, they're getting it
cheaper products. Even though that's not the market we're trying to sell to
Interviewer: You still have to compete on that cost
Interviewee A: Yeah that's right so. And other things in the market that we have to compete
with is new products like PVC windows.
Interviewer: Right
Interviewee A: Which are, they have their benefits for obviously being able to achieve
different U values and GCs but, as well they're not, they've not been designed for the
Australian climate at the same Interviewee Ae
Interviewee B: Which is why you don't see them. They're not so popular in the Australian
climate
Interviewer: Yeah I don't think I've ever heard of them
Interviewee B: Yeah because they're more of a European thing
Interviewee A: European yeah
Interviewer: OK yeah. Are they better in really cold or are they just?
Interviewee A: Yeah they're more, have you heard of the thermal break window?
Interviewer: Yeah
Interviewee A: Yeah so it's got better thermal efficiencies than a thermally broken window
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Interviewer: Right
Interviewee A: Basically there's no aluminium in it so the transfer of the heat or the cold
through the product, more so cold, is stopped by the PVC
Interviewer: Ok, right. And do you find that developers are trying to use those more if they
do use them in Australia, or no-one's really
Interviewee A: No, it's expensive so it's more so in the cooler places like Canberra, Southern
Highlands, those sorts of places
Interviewer: Right
Interviewee A: But at the same Interviewee Ae it's a product that, like I said, hasn't been
developed for our region, our area here in Australia. So it's not a fire rated product so it can't
be used in fire zones
Interviewer: So it doesn't really meet the standards?
Interviewee A: Yeah that's right
Interviewee B: And there's questions about it's, with the heat and the direct sun, like I don't
know
Interviewee A: The strength
Interviewee B: Yeah the strength of the product compared to the aluminium. Like some
people question whether it's gonna withstand as much of the
Interviewer: Extreme heats that we've been getting
Interviewee B: Yeah exactly, we've been getting the aluminium which
Interviewee A: And obviously because it's only been here for probably two years now, we
don't know how it's gonna react to our climate, so I guess Interviewee Ae will tell with those
people who bought it and put it in their houses how it will go
Interviewee B: They have had, I've done, because I'm curious obviously, I have done some
research and there have been some people who weren't happy with it and they've been some
people who are happy with it so it's really, like Interviewee A said it'll be interesting to see
how it does go
Interviewer: Like in the long term whether they're still happy with it in a couple of years’
Interviewee Ae
Interviewee B: Yeah
Interviewer: Alright so that just comes back, mostly to the imports, what's happening in this
industry
Interviewee A: Yeah a lot of what's happening in the window and door industry is based
around imports and price. Which is a shame. But that's just business people trying to make a
dollar
Interviewer: Is there much research I'm not sure, in changing products in Australia, or
something for our climate? Or are they pretty set on what they've got now
Interviewee A: AWS who like I said
Interviewer: Are they the association?
Interviewee B: Yes
Interviewee A: They have the window system we manufacture, have said that they're not
even looking in coming out with a PVC product because they don't feel it's right for our area.
They're still strongly standing by the thermally broken products so a mixture of PVC and
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aluminium because they feel it still gives you the strength that you need and it'll work better
in the climates that we have here. So that's their opinion, so I'd stick by that.
Interviewer: Yep, cool. So what do you think is happening outside the industry that is
influencing what you're doing that needs to be addressed?
Interviewee B: I think that architects are starting to design homes more so with, energy
efficiency and all of that in mind. Like I think we've come to a Interviewee Ae where people
are calling for homes that are going to be more sustainable and I think that that is a sort of a
bigger factor for our architects and I think that they are interested, like when we do go and
visit them they are interested in the products like your thermally broken product and like new
glass that's been offered because I think there is more of a demand for that. So more of those
architecturally designed homes are calling for more of those products.
Interviewee A: And that comes back to once again their clients are the ones with the money
Interviewee B: Yeah
Interviewer: OK
Interviewee A: And they are looking for the best of the best
Interviewer: So do you deal mostly with the architects or builders as well or is it just at that
pre-design stage
Interviewee A: Both yeah so generally builders will go back to the architects and say is this
right? They even during the middle of the building stage they'll have the designer come back
to the work site and they'll get their advice. So us being the middleman we have to deal with
both
Interviewer: Ok
Interviewee B: The architects will come to us during the planning stage and say is this
possible, can you give us a budget quote, what are we looking at here, what do we have to
change to make it work? And then they'll go to the builder and the builder then will come to
us and reconfigure things and you know depending on what they need to do, so we're really
like Interviewee A said a draw point between both.
Interviewer: OK. Something just popped in to my head to ask but it's left me
Interviewee B: And sometimes like we'll get builders who we work with closely and they'll
come to us with architects that we may not have worked with closely before so then that
brings us another link to that architect. And then if everything goes well and they're happy
with the process they'll start sending us plans, and getting us to look at them. And then the
same thing we might use an architect who sends us through plans and then the homeowner
gets builders to quote the project and we then work with a new builder who we may not have
worked with before so that brings us
Interviewer: Giving you that bit more of collaboration and network
Interviewee B: Yeah
Interviewer: So all your products them I'm guessing are made to order sort of size wise
Interviewee B: Yeah so we don't stock anything it's all custom, custom build
Interviewer: Right
Interviewee B: Custom sizing
Interviewer: I thought that was the case, I just thought I'd mention it
Interviewee A: Yeah
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Interviewee B: Yeah. So that again is probably why the whole Chinese import thing probably
would not work
Interviewer: No well that's very true yeah. Cool. Alright next question. So what are the other
variables in the system, or other things that you can think of influence what you're doing
whether internal or external? Anything that might not be a direct influence but things that are
just
Interviewee B: That's an interesting question because there's probably a lot of things that
influence us. Well the economic climate I guess would influence us for sure
Interviewer: Yep
Interviewee B: If people haven't got enough money to spend they're obviously going to look
for things that are still going to give them what they want but for a lesser price
Interviewee A: People generally have a budget set in their mind for what they want. And say
they come to us they get a quote on what they like but it may not be what they can afford
Interviewer: Right
Interviewee A: So then they start cutting back. So say they came in and saw and liked the
smart glass, they may not be able to afford it so they go ok well I'm going to cut back on this
this this and this and I'm going to make my windows slightly smaller, things like that. So
even if they come in with some plans and specifies smart glass and they can't afford it, what
they'll do is they make their windows smaller so they don't have to have smart glass, then that
will change their BASIX
Interviewer: Right
Interviewee A: Yeah. So it goes off square metre rates basically
Interviewer: Ok
Interviewee B: I will probably say the housing market also would affect us
Interviewer: Yep, So whether it's
Interviewee B: Depending on what it's doing. Like if there's a low and people aren't buying
and people aren't looking into if everything is getting more expensive or if it's just there's less
demand I don't know, that would affect our company
Interviewee A: Generally people buy and renovate so if people aren't buying, they're not
renovating
Interviewer: Yep
Interviewee A: It generally comes hand in hand when someone buys an older home. They
want to do it up a bit so they come in, buy new windows, do some updating
Interviewer: So you get a lot of renovations as well
Interviewee B: And when there's big housing releases as well, like land releases around the
area
Interviewer: Yeah that's what I was going to say
Interviewee B: Yeah like there's been heaps of development in Shellharbour and all of that.
Like as soon as that happens you know that there's going to be more chance of a boom soon.
Like that sort of thing
Interviewer: Yep and that comes back to developers too almost in a way
Interviewee B: Yep
Interviewer: Right, next. So the last couple of questions sort of just go over what we've done.
So what are, what is the relationship between these different forces? So I sort of started
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writing this out as we've talked. Ok so, so you've got, so we started out over here so this unity
of design, so that's related to your architects it's related to the specifications, Green homes
they sort of have, all have a part in that unity. Sort of how this links to your network you need
collaboration, and then the architect has this link with whether people have a sustainability
focus and whether they actually have money to pay for that. But also it's mainly for the
builders which goes both ways. So then that also links to what the government is doing
because, to your BASIX. And really custom builders are going to influence sort of BASIX
and what's happening there with that as well, but then the economic climates is going to
influence whether you'll have these custom builds. And that is also linked to the housing
market and whether there is land releases going out. And people's choice to buy sustainably is
coming really back to this quality which is influencing that cost. More or less people are
going to make it, that you have doing it, cheaper or more expensive. But then also your
developers which is linking to this delivery speed but imports obviously have quite a bit of
influence on a lot of different things, your cost, your speed, your developers, your ability to
compete which is leading to that competition between all of you. And then you're new
products are starting to influence this as well, whether you can compete. But it also impacts
then the bottom line of quality. And then whether people are actually educating about their
products so you know the AWS which is influencing, or educating people on what's available
and then back to demand in the end. So are there any other sort of relationships or things that
you can see in there that might
Interviewee A: No that's really cool but.
Interviewer: It's just a different way of looking at things rather than just writing a paragraph
on each thing. It's a more visual way of seeing so when I start to go a bit more into the
analysis, you know these things I can see are a huge thing to look at. In terms of policy and
things as well this unity you know people have to be working together. And they're the sort of
things so hopefully in the end I come up with some sort of policy recommendations or
something. It'll probably never get enacted but it's always nice to dream about it
Interviewee B: Yeah
Interviewer: So looking at that so, that sort of covers that relationship question. Are there any
other key players that get involved in what you do that we haven't mentioned?
Interviewee A: I don't
Interviewer: Because we've talked about government, we've talked about AWS, we've talked
about your competitors, we've talked about architects and builders
Interviewee B: The homeowners
Interviewer: The homeowners?
Interviewee B: Yep, the homeowners themselves. It's just have a completely different idea of
what they want and like I guess it comes from whether, what the homeowners background is.
Like we might, at the risk of sounding odd, but like you might get quite a cultural hippy sort
of person who comes in who really is into you know the Interviewee Aber product or like
those natural things or like I don't know I think it depends on the actual homeowner, the
client themselves. Because that will depend on who they go to, to produce the home they
want. Whether they go to an architect or whether they go to a show home or whether they
come directly to us and go who do you recommend, we want to use you.
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Interviewee A: Funny generally we sort of have a lot of pull on who people use to build their
homes. So they'll come into us to get a budget price at the design stage when they've got
some plans and we'll say to them you know have you got a builder yet? And they'll go oh no
not really so that's when we can get in and say well such and such does a good job you know
so we've got a bit of pull there which is good. But I guess that will come back to, looking at
the sustainable side of things. If there was a builder that was just doing sustainable homes
like Green Homes, we could then push them to that.
Interviewer: Yep, yeah that's an interesting point because it comes back I guess to what they
Interviewee A: Exactly right yeah
Interviewer: They always build those connections for you
Interviewee A: Yeah
Interviewer: So homeowners, is there anyone else that comes to mind?
Interviewee A: I guess BASIX and Nathers come sort of with the government side of things.
Interviewee B: I'd say another influence, well it's from like where the PVC product is coming
from is internationally what's happening. Like obviously that's something that has come over
from Europe and like people always ask about triple glazing and stuff and that's also this
European/British sort of influence that's coming over. So I'd say there is a big
Interviewee A: It's not required here
Interviewee B: Well yeah exactly, people want it because they've heard from their friends
over there that they have this three layers of glass an you're like well that's all well and good
Interviewee A: But they're also living in Japan where it's snowing
Interviewer: Yeah
Interviewee A: Yeah so
Interviewer: Yeah exactly
Interviewee B: Yeah so I think your international influences are a big thing as well
Interviewer: Yeah that's huge
Interviewee B: Because they get people's, they put ideas in people's heads of what they want
and what they think they need. And generally it's not the case
Interviewer: Yeah so that's influencing what people, you know their education and this, these
develop new products which is entering your market
Interviewee B: Yeah. Which is again how we form trust with our clients. Like if we do get
people come in and like we help them, they come in and they say they want a triple glazed
window because we want to keep noise out. And we're like ok that's probably not, if that's
what you want to do that's not going to be the best product. We talk them through it, we show
them what they're options are and then from there when they do say we need a builder do you
know anyone? Like we've already got that trust and they know we're there to help them and
that the builder is going to be the same. It's not just giving them someone to work with but it's
giving them someone they will probably trust already. So they're more likely to be happy
during the process with it
Interviewer: Nah that's really cool. I threw that trust in, threw in the international
development.
Interviewee B: And I think subconsciously people trust Australian made products more. Like
if you say, you know, that glass is imported from China, you know automatically it takes out
that business, automatically you think oh warranty is going to be a bitch you know if
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something goes wrong it's going to have to come all the way from there, are they going to be
willing to help me? you know all of that sort of thing comes up with it
Interviewer: Yep. So they associate that with quality and trust in that product. Yep cool
Interviewee B: Because like in a company it's not just selling the product, it's what happens
afterwards as well like the servicing of the product and you know being there if there is an
issue with something
Interviewer: Yeah that whole experience
Interviewee B: That whole, exactly
Interviewer: Yeah
Interviewee A: For instance I know a company called Edwards constructions from
Wollongong. They actually imported the whole windows from overseas for a project down in
Huskisson. So if something was to go wrong with those windows it's up to them to sort out
any servicing or issues that they've got. So that level of service doesn't come with the
importing of the products
Interviewer: No. And then you fall back in the project and they get tracking
Interviewee B: Yeah and they all of a sudden get very busy
Interviewer: Yes, can't get yep. Cool. I think that probably covers it, if you're happy with that
Interviewee A: Yeah yeah, cool
Interviewer: Thanks for that, I appreciate it
Interviewee A: That's alright I hope we helped
Interviewee B: That's ok
Interviewer: Yeah definitely. It's always good when someone comes up with something you
haven't thought of before, so that's really good
Interviewee A: Yeah
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Interviewee Nine
Interviewer: So what I’ve been doing is I'm taking a systems approach to what I'm doing so
I'm looking at I'll share it up on the screen it makes it a bit easier to explain. So what I'm
doing is using Causal loop diagrams so with that. I'm not sure if... I always have a lot of fun
sharing screens and working this out.
Interviewee: I've never done this before so you're on your own
Interviewer: Alright. You should be able to see a diagram
Interviewee: Aaah look at that. Yes
Interviewer: Yes you can. Fantastic. Ok so this is what we call a very basic Causal Loop
Diagram. So looking at the causal and effect relationships in the system. So when you have
more births you have a greater population. Greater population means eventually you will
have more people dying which is going to decrease your population.
Interviewee: Yep
Interviewer: So that's a very basic example. But then you have something that’s a bit more
detailed, I'll have to share this again. So it's another diagram. So then you have other factors
coming into play. So how many births people have, their life expectancy, disease, medicine
things coming in to change what's happening
Interviewee: Yep
Interviewer: So basically by going through these questions together we'll start creating one of
these causal loop diagrams and understanding how things interact and interplay in the system
Interviewee: Mmhmm
Interviewer: So basically the first part of it is um let me share the screen again. Can you see,
there is a sort of a blank program?
Interviewee: I can do yes
Interviewer: Fantastic. So basically what we'll do I'll is I'll sort of go through the list of
questions, we'll come up with the different variables. The different factors we'll just list them
out and we start connecting them and how they relate to each other
Interviewee: Yep
Interviewer: So we'll get started on that. Variables can be changed at any time if you want to
rename it or add something. Same with all the linkages and things.
Interviewee: Yep
Interviewer: So the first question is- In your opinion what must be in place for a sustainable
buildings industry cluster to form? Or just a cluster in general?
Interviewee: Very first thing, demand.
Interviewer: Mmhm
Interviewee: Discover the demand for the product or the service or the sector to survive. Or
for it to warrant to be there.
Interviewer: Yeah. So demand
Interviewee: Yeah
Interviewer: What else?
Interviewee: Oh and beyond that. Well obviously demand must be met by supply
Interviewer: Definitely
Interviewee: So you, you need suppliers. So just remind me what's the, the ahh first part of
this question?
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Interviewer: Um, in your opinion, um, what must be in place for a sustainable buildings
industry cluster to form?
Interviewee: Ok, industry cluster to form. Ok so um that also impacts the type of demand.
Interviewer: Mmhm
Interviewee: So if you're looking for customers who just want sustainable housing or do you
want leading edge customers who want to get more or improve beyond. So the type of
demand is actually going to be critical here as well. From that you're going to have well, the
employees with the effect of like a university supporting newer types of demand or solutions
to customer problems.
Interviewer: That was university did you say?
Interviewee: Yeah, mmhm. Universities or other research support agencies, let’s put it that
way. It's not necessarily universities only but of course that's all dependent on the type of
demand.
Interviewer: Yep. No that's very true. So if there's um the university supports that sort of
demand for sustainability then you're gonna have that demand but if the university doesn't
support it then there's going to be a different type of demand or the university might support
that other type of demand as opposed to supporting the sustainability demand
Interviewee: Yep yep. Aah, um I'm not quite sure that that actually links to what I was
referring to
Interviewer: Ok
Interviewee: The customers themselves if the product base is quite adequate to suit the
purposes of the customers or the demand of customers there'd be no need for further
development
Interviewer: Right, ok
Interviewee: Businesses supply what they want but if the customer are demanding better
solutions therefore that's when the suppliers will say oh ok we need to work on how to do that
Interviewer: We need that, that support
Interviewee: So the type of customer demand is very critical to
Interviewer: Yeah, let's, here how we can put that in. I'll just call it type of demand for now
Interviewee: Mmhm. It's an influencer on that demand factor, which influences the other
things
Interviewer: Yeah definitely. Yeah, I'm just trying to think how to show it. It's very much if
you have, if you already have it there's no need to further develop it, but if there's a demand
for it and you don't have it then the links to this supply and
Interviewee: Yeah
Interviewer: Yeah
Interviewee: Um, of course that gets more complicated too because if it's not available in the
area that could actually lead to imports and poor universities locally wouldn’t matter
Interviewer: Yeah exactly so you can just go wherever they do have it
Interviewee: Yeah so that type of demand is actually quite critical um and that
Interviewer: Not sure if it relates directly to a supplier or the suppliers or the availability.
Interviewee: its more availability I think
Interviewer: Yeah, that's what I'm thinking
Interviewee: Yeah
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Interviewer: Because then that will determine whether that’s actually the supply. Yep yep
that's very true because that's what we were talking about whether if there’s that demand for
it or not
Interviewee: Yep Yep
Interviewer: And if that doesn't exist then we need this
Interviewee: Yes. So there's a link there exactly right
Interviewer: Definitely
Interviewee: Mmhm, yep
Interviewer: That decreases yep definitely
Interviewee: Mmhm
Interviewer: Yep ok
Interviewee: Um from there we're looking for clusters. There is supply of sustainable
products then there's the supply of the um supporting industries to those sustainable products
and this is, gets hard to know exactly what there is without defining what we mean a
sustainable product is. But we're talking about the sustainable building industry right so
Interviewer: Yeah
Interviewee: So say for instance sustainable timbers or low carbon steel or you know, it's
those kind of things which may not directly be a building product in certain ways but its
Interviewer: Its part of that supply chain
Interviewee: Part of that supply chain. So you would look for um let me see, it to actually
have a cluster and I'm thinking, thinking of this cluster basically within the Illawarra region.
Interviewer: Yep
Interviewee: If you were looking for that you would be looking for suppliers of supporting
products of the supply chain.
Interviewer: Mmhm
Interviewee: That are local, that can fill that sustainable products, manufacturer or supplier.
Because if they're not local of course they won't be there.
Interviewer: Yeah definitely
Interviewee: You have to have the cluster
Interviewer: Or the customer won't exist. So that links into almost the demand as well but
where you have those industries will depend whether you have the resources too.
Interviewee: Yeah so it links through both I think the suppliers and your resource availaility.
So you may have a lot of resource availability but you may, you may also have not, well not
local anyway. But to actually have a cluster you need it to be regionally based.
Interviewer: Yes yes, which is very true.
Interviewee: Now the other thing that comes in here because I've talked about the university
agencies support for sustainability the research which progresses your product base
Interviewer: Yeah
Interviewee: But there's also an education demand as well to respond to that. It's a different
type of demand that the universities will pay which is engineers boasting sustainability
products for instance. Like TAFE and education for working with um these products etc. So
you need education that actually supports um that as well
Interviewer: Yes the training. And where you have that education is really going to depend on
whether you have these suppliers can cater to those demands
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Interviewee: Yep. That's exactly right.
Interviewer: So I added this innovation one in so that it is sort of two outputs from university
those new products and the actual people that come out
Interviewee: Yeah because in a way you need the university research to be, to be um,
sufficient enough to be the educators of that
Interviewer: Definitely yeah because if they're making the products then if no one can
actually use them or produce them then you won’t have much luck
Interviewee: So ah so there's that side of things um. Yeah. I guess the question comes how
deep in the supply chain do you look? Because you know and I guess coming back to
sustainable products how do you define that in terms of embodiment sustainability? Are we
talking about you know um ah the whole value chain embodied energy kind of concepts or
are we just looking at products which are greener than the alternatives. So you kinda um
there's a level of not quite sure. And that will come back to your type of demand I guess how
sophisticated your customers are
Interviewer: And whether they I guess want things quickly and locally or cheaply or
Interviewee: Mmhm
Interviewer: So I guess it’s yeah part of what I'm looking at is sustainability in the long term
for the business but its sustainable products I think across the board and if you have a product
or theoretically if you are producing something locally that product is essentially more
sustainable because it’s not travelling around the world
Interviewee: Mmhmm, mmhmm. And so that, that also sophistication of the customers and
say for instance that you've had a very graphic example. If you're looking for the energy
that’s created, used is sustainable you'd probably want local supply of um, you'd want a local
infrastructure of um green energy rather than from coal powered energy for instance.
Interviewer: Yeah definitely
Interviewee: So you'd be looking at that as one your suppliers. And as a customer I think
right through that value chain
Interviewer: Yeah
Interviewee: Sophistication of them is
Interviewer: Yeah definitely. Because there will be a lot that don't but that will definitely
impact all of this essentially as you said
Interviewee: Yep
Interviewer: If you think it through then
Interviewee: Mmhm
Interviewer: That's going to be a different type of demand as opposed to somebody who
doesn’t care
Interviewee: Yep. Aah. So we've talked about the supply and demand and I've been thinking
through the factor side of things in terms of what the local resources based but this kind of
stuff you've got the product side but you've also got the knowledge side and I think we've
captured that through ahh well not entirely because education in sustainability I think there is
the experience base that would actually um oh ok so these if we're talking about the
experience base of the local industry there would also in order for it to be signaled a cluster,
there would also be a reputation attached to the region being highly productive and having
expertise in this domain
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Interviewer: Definitely
Interviewee: So the reputation of the region kind of ah comes with the kind of experience in
the region as well
Interviewer: Mmhm. So it's whether these suppliers are there do you think
Interviewee: Yeah and ah education can actually contribute to your reputation but also as an
input but also as an output of um suppliers of sustainable products for instance actually
contributes to your
Interviewer: Reputation
Interviewee: Reputation as well
Interviewer: Definitely. If people know you can do it and you can do it well then they'll come
to you
Interviewee: Yeah.
Interviewer: Ideally, or hopefully. Definitely though that's a big one
Interviewee: Mmhm
Interviewer: So we've linked it straight from the education of suppliers and from the actual
products
Interviewee: Mmhm
Interviewer: Do you think that then ties into demand as well? If you have that reputation there
will be a higher demand in that area
Interviewee: To a certain extent
Interviewer: Or would you think there is something in between that might include that?
Interviewee: Well um I think that if we're building aah pardon the pun if we're building kind
of the cluster situation it's really going to start with that demand and the reputation will come
from that
Interviewer: Will come afterwards
Interviewee: Once it's there the two things are interlinked
Interviewer: Yep very true
Interviewee: So they're kind of probably in a sense um
Interviewer: Mmhm
Interviewee: It's related but whether it's a highly influential link is the other thing
Interviewer: Yeah, I think there might be something in between. I'm just not sure what it
would be. So if you have this demand, then how do you go to having that reputation?
Interviewee: Ok well let's think about that. You could actually if you want customer demand
and you want perhaps then this is where we talk and start thinking about exogenous variables
and things that will influence this now like government policy
Interviewer: Mmhm
Interviewee: Entrepreneurs who might campaign around this, lobbying all those kind of nongovernment kind of entities that might actually influence aah that kind of kind of customer
demand side of things as well
Interviewer: Mmhm
Interviewee: How entrepreneurial your entrepreneurs are
Interviewer: Yeah
Interviewee: Might have an influence on it
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Interviewer: How would you almost turn that, I suppose, um is it sort of their, their risk
adverseness or what does that come down to?
Interviewee: I think it's the level of innovativeness because we've got innovation coming
from the universities but your entrepreurs how well they respond to that
Interviewer: Yeah
Interviewee: Comes over to your supplier side. So mmhm ok just to make this even more
complex or complex in its thinking as an entrepreneur you can either do one of two things.
You can say right there's a demand there and I'm going to respond to that
Interviewer: Yep
Interviewee: Or you can say I'm thinking of an example of a company here locally whose
done something like this. Zen energy is the company, well there was a demand but they have
actually said um through um let's say through the solar panel kind of government support
they responded to that demand but to sustain themselves they knew they had to do more
Interviewer: Right
Interviewee: They had to look into doing things to create the demand
Interviewer: Mmhm
Interviewee: Aah so that kind of um push to sort of create new demand in this area kind of
determines how innovative your entrepreneurs are
Interviewer: Definitely
Interviewee: Or they can throw their hands up in the air and say no demand I'm out of here
Interviewer: Yeah definitely. So it's whether they are willing to actually put in the extra hard
yards and create a
Interviewee: Yes and that's the kind of things. So
Interviewer: Yeah
Interviewee: I don't know how you model that in here though
Interviewer: Mmm. So you have your entrepreneurs and they are going to. So their level of
innovativeness will probably determine whether they. Whether they create a business?
Interviewee: The level of innovativeness will actually affect your suppliers
Interviewer: Mmhmm yep
Interviewee: And your level of innovativeness will actually potentially affect your customer
demand as well if you like
Interviewer: Definitely
Interviewee: Because it may, it may ah it may influence the way people think about what's
going on
Interviewer: Mmhm
Interviewee: Of course cabinets can affect the level of innovativeness, they can affect the
entrepreneurs, they can affect customer demand in different ways.
Interviewer: Ok. Yeah definitely if they have a major role in all of it.
Interviewee: Yes they can actually do all of those things. Whether a government policy for
cluster or government policy for the industry is kind of the thing inside my mind.
Interviewer: Yeah
Interviewee: So forgetting the fact the um. If we are looking at the dynamics that create the
cluster it is the government industry policy, government policy for the industry that will
create the cluster.
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Interviewer: yeah, definitely
Interviewee: Whether that is specifically an industry cluster policy is another question
Interviewer: I agree. Because if the government supports that particular industry there is
going to be typically growth in that industry. Which will then lead to
Interviewee: To get a cluster from that kind of activity
Interviewer: Yep definitely. Alright. I'll go through the question list
Interviewee: Sorry, I didn’t realise
Interviewer: No that's ok what we're talking about is basically half the questions anyway.
You're pre-empting, doing very well. So the second question is what are the barriers to such a
cluster forming?
Interviewee: Well make it demand. Which I think is. I'm just thinking local demand doesn't
necessarily demand doesn't mean it has to be local demand either.
Interviewer: Yep
Interviewee: So if there is no demand, local or international, obviously it's not going to
happen
Interviewer: Yep
Interviewee: But if there's no local demand, does it mean it won't happen? Not necessarily.
Depending on your quality of your entrepreneurs.
Interviewer: Mmhm
Interviewee: So if ah. But typically that kind of things does start from a local demand. Well
does it, no not necessarily.
Interviewer: There are I suppose there are examples in the world where they have major
building in clusters and you're not always going to have a hundred people in that area that
want that
Interviewee: Yes yes that lack of demand is certainly a barrier but it’s the quality of your
entrepreneurs to respond to demand which may not be local is a key thing.
Interviewer: I know there's a better word for non-local but it's missing in my head at the
moment
Interviewee: Um yeah well what's, what that's kind of referring to in cluster speak is traded
versus non-traded goods
Interviewer: Mmhm
Interviewee: So if you've got clusters, who, I mean clusters really are about trading goods
rather than the locally produced ones. But in terms of starting that cluster um the extent to
which local supply or local demand responds to that would be dependent on your
entrepreneurs. So they start say for instance and I'm thinking of, I just happen to be reading
about cutlery in the UK in Sheffield the local demand, 'oh we can start making this for our
local suppliers', 'oh look demand is acting stronger in more areas I can grow my business'. It
may come from that or is it the case that I recognise a global demand these days is probably
easier to recognise
Interviewer: Yeah
Interviewee: A global demand I will say I'll produce locally if I've got enough of the right
local supply
Interviewer: Yep
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Interviewee: To actually produce so it's a um yeah. The quality of entrepreneurs to see
demand and be able to respond to that out of local resources is important.
Interviewer: Well it comes down to globalisation almost
Interviewee: Yeah. So your barriers ok. So there are some soft barriers to think about. The
nature of your supply chain in terms of collaborative efforts or even its competitiveness not
even its collaboration so what I'm thinking about here is in your supply chain how well the
supply chain cooperates
Interviewer: Yep
Interviewee: Is important. The more, the less they cooperate and they undermine each other,
ah the less likely it will be to get um to get a cluster going
Interviewer: Yeah. Almost ties into this
Interviewee: Yeah I'm thinking particularly in the supply chain so that level of cooperation
sits more at a supply chain level
Interviewer: Yeah that's what I was thinking too. Well is there's greater cooperation typically
I suppose you'd have a better supply of products
Interviewee: Mmhm
Interviewer: Because they're working together to actually supply those products
Interviewee: Yeah
Interviewer: Then you did mention competition as well
Interviewee: Yes I did mention competition. Which in a way can have dual effects. It can
have competition on your demand which creates a level of competition among your suppliers
to be better which can have a positive effect. But its competition in your supply chain which
becomes cut throat behaviour
Interviewer: Which can be very detrimental
Interviewee: Yeah it can be detrimental. So really it depends on where it fits
Interviewer: Yeah it's a hard one to show because normally you can show basically the same
or opposite relationships but
Interviewee: Well it's certainly the competition relates to your customer demand so you can
put that one in there. Mmhm.
Interviewer: But then it's how does it sort of impact as cooperation too
Interviewee: And it can also influence your cooperation so there’s an influence from there to
there.
Interviewer: Yeah it’s very interesting. Competition is very. Especially in clusters because
you're almost collaborating with your competitors
Interviewee: Yep
Interviewer: You have to find a way to level it out
Interviewee: You're right.
Interviewer: Ok
Interviewee: So other barriers. Some of that's just the reverse of what we're talking about
Interviewer: Yeah
Interviewee: In terms of, now local supply of things you got, don't have cluster development
Interviewer: You just don't have it
Interviewee: Yeah
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Interviewer: Definitely. So the next question is um what's happening within the industry that
you think needs to be addressed?
Interviewee: Hmm. That's a little more specific than I can probably answer.
Interviewer: Mmhm that's fine
Interviewee: For the sustainable building products
Interviewer: Yeah
Interviewee: But I can actually respond to that in another way.
Interviewer: Ok
Interviewee: Cause um if I talk about it from the perspective of clusters more generally the,
what, what are the things that's getting in the way is the inability to identify these kind of
clusters in order for government policy to provide the right support. So I can't speak
specifically about the sustainable building industry if you like or sustainable products in the
building industry. But generally there's this inability and it's something I'm dealing with now
to try and really work with federal governments and the RDAs to really get a common
understanding of how we look at clusters
Interviewer: Yeah
Interviewee: What information we need. There's macro versus micro data. How we actually
bring all that together in a way so we can understand clusters
Interviewer: Yeah
Interviewee: That's a big problem
Interviewer: Yeah definitely
Interviewee: It would be a problem for the industry as well
Interviewer: Definitely
Interviewee: For the suppliers and actually try. I mean from an entrepreneurial actor of the
entrepreneur inside the cluster it's probably not an issues at all
Interviewer: Yep
Interviewee: But the government and policy makers to identify well exactly is there a cluster
emerging.
Interviewer: And whether they can support that or not
Interviewee: Yeah
Interviewer: Yep definitely that's a very big one. And that do you think that comes down to
the lack of them in Australia or?
Interviewee: It's a global problem
Interviewer: It is?
Interviewee: But, although, say Europe they're getting, they're spending a lot more effort and
resources to start to address this problem and I think Australia is just waking up to that it has
a problem
Interviewer: Yeah. So
Interviewee: So it’s um, slowly. But ah yeah. I live in hope.
Interviewer: Yes. Me too. So then the next one is what might be happening outside the
industry?
Interviewee: Oh which may be more along the lines of what I'm just talking about. But on a
bigger picture as well. Outside the industry. I mean this is not particularly my area but just
the um ah the awareness and demand if you like for sustainable products across the globe, the
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economic pressures versus green pressures, are obviously going to be. So it's awareness of
need um and sort of balancing economic and social, let's call them. When I think about
sustainability I used to think about a triple bottom line, perhaps there is still is but in a way I
think it’s in the, it’s a social function, so is there a social awareness of the need for
sustainability. The thing for me.
Interviewer: Yeah definitely
Interviewee: Ah if we don't do this sustainably it's going to have a social impact. So are we
really in this just for an economic outcomes or is there more that um we should be taking into
account
Interviewer: yeah I think that's a very big one that gets often underrated too. The looking at
what is the social cost which can often outweigh the, the economic cost.
Interviewee: Yeah exactly right, so yeah it’s um, hmm.
Interviewer: It's whether people are willing to pay for it.
Interviewee: Mmhmm
Interviewer: Definitely. Alrighty. So the next one is um what are the other variables in the
system? What else can you think of that influences the industry or clusters whether internal or
external?
Interviewee: I think in ah in particular for this industry there is the cost of electricity supply
would be one thing that comes to mind. So yeah that influences that demand um side of
things. That's one thing that comes to mind. Oh ah you've got to look at trade policies, those
kind of things.
Interviewer: Yeah definitely
Interviewee: Particularly if there's the demand locally is not strong. All the trade policies and
barriers are gonna come into place.
Interviewer: yeah that's a big one too actually
Interviewee: I guess transport infrastructure
Interviewer: Mmhm
Interviewer: The availability of it?
Interviewee: Mmhm. It's great if we've got wonderful products but if we've got to cart it with
horse and cart to um a long dirt road
Interviewer: 'We can't actually get it you but it's really good'
Interviewee: So transport and infrastructure availability yep
Interviewer: I would say that probably ties into supply and demand almost
Interviewee: Something else which might be a little bit tricky I mean we're talking about
products here but the digitisation of products as well.
Interviewer: Mmhm
Interviewee: Might actually mean, that, talking about transport and infrastructure, talking
about physical products right, but if you've got expertise that is in a local area that is more
digital, digitalised and servitised if you like. That also may be influential on how on the
reputation of the cluster, the demand of the services from the cluster as well. It's not just the
product base. So it's actually these that may actually be associated with it.
Interviewer: Yeah definitely. Because if you have that expertise that no one else in the world
does well then you're gonna want to go there
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Interviewee: Yeah and it doesn't may not necessarily be the product base you're interested in,
defines a region
Interviewer: And I suppose with innovative things that's often the case. It's not about the
product it's who can use it and how you use it.
Interviewee: Yep, yeah. Um so I think um they're the things that come to find anyway.
Interviewer: Mmhm definitely. Ok so end of that one. So the questions is what is the
relationship between these different forces? So that is essentially what we're going through
with all the linking.
Interviewee: Is this positive or negative relationships, are we going to go through all of these?
Interviewer: They all are so, um, as I'm going through and doing this I have a bit of an
understanding of which ones are positive and negative and I just go through and add that in
later because it's a bit of a tedious process.
Interviewee: So how do I answer your questions than?
Interviewer: Are there any you see here basically that don't have any sort of relationship or
the relationship, or a link in some form where there should or shouldn't be one? I think most
of them are
Interviewee: Ah that demand for sustainability sitting out there which is
Interviewer: Ah yes
Interviewee: And demand for non-sustainability. Would that be linked or not be linked?
Interviewer: I'm tossing up whether there is a link straight to customer demand and then
Interviewee: What if it links to sophistication or customers?
Interviewer: Mmhmm that's a good one yeah. Yeah actually might be, might link on this the
other way around. Because if there's a greater demand for sustainability then your customers
are, can be more sophisticated hopefully but if there's not then it's gonna reduce that which is
then gonna reduce, yeah I think that's a perfect link actually. It's a really good way to describe
it. Alright they're connected and they're connected. I think they're all connected at this point.
At this stage the map gets quite complex
Interviewee: Yeah the awareness that's ok. That's ok.
Interviewer: I think they're all connected at this point. What's the next one
Interviewee: The one thing that's sitting there a bit loose is the innovation one, so we've got
university supporting sustainability gives you innovation and stops
Interviewer: But then what does innovation give? Yeah
Interviewee: Yeah so that needs to be connected somewhere
Interviewer: It gives you demand, but I think it gives you a product before it gives you
demand
Interviewee: I think it's
Interviewer: Or maybe it just gives you reputation
Interviewee: Well it certainly would actually influence reputation but I think it also comes on
the supply side somewhere.
Interviewer: That's what I'm thinking yeah. Resource availability potentially?
Interviewee: Yep it is a resource availability. Yep that makes sense
Interviewer: Mmhm yeah because it's showing its a product at the end or some sort of
resource whether it be expertise or not
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Interviewee: Yeah out of your resource availability then you should have a, an awareness link
and that's coming from quality of entrepreneurs
Interviewer: This one?
Interviewee: Yeah. So it becomes awareness is going to be impacting, no it's not awareness of
impact but it's awareness of the product. So it becomes part of your sophistication, level of
innovativeness perhaps. And that kind of is about the entrepreneur as well in terms of how
well I can actually get that across.
Interviewer: Ok so, which one are we linking, which direction sorry?
Interviewee: So what are we looking for, we have innovation affecting your resource
availability
Interviewer: Mmhm
Interviewee: Which is effecting your sample of supplier but you're innovation so what we're
saying is that
Interviewer: You're level of innovativeness and something to do with entrepreneurs
Interviewee: Yeah it is. Innovation is connected back to entrepreneurs in the industry
Interviewer: Yeah
Interviewee: Which then causes the level of innovativeness
Interviewer: Yep perfect
Interviewee: That's it
Interviewer: Yeah I think everything sort of follows through. Ok. So the next one is, and
we've sort of touched on this, who are the key players in the system? So do you think there is
anybody else that is missing?
Interviewee: We, and I did mention but I 'm not sure it got caught is the non-government
agencies
Interviewer: Yes, yes I do remember that
Interviewee: So we talked about lobbyists if you like. Who may influence government policy
who may influence customer demand may influence the entrepreneurs.
Interviewer: Definitely
Interviewee: So various actors are the entrepreneurs of all sorts. In the supply chain, the
government policy makers and I suppose if we're gonna talk about government we've talked
about it as one unit, but of course there's local state, federal, international of policy, all of
those things can have different stakeholder levels.
Interviewer: I suppose at every level they are always going to influence entrepreneurs, the
integrativeness
Interviewee: So you're also, other stakeholders, you're customers are a part of the stakeholder
mix.
Interviewer: Government, non-government, yeah customers, universities, they all sort of tie
in
Interviewee: Mmhm
Interviewer: I think that covers most people. Umm and the last, sorry?
Interviewee: I think we have everyone there
Interviewer: And the last one is just what influence do these key players have over the
system? Which is again covered in most of those links
Interviewee: Yeah, if you want to try and rank it it still comes down to customer demand
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Interviewer: Yeah, which is evident that it is a key factor because of all these different things
that are influencing it. And that's the good thing about these diagrams you can go through and
these key points or these key variables, when you go to make a decision or a change well
obviously that's a big one that needs to be addressed.
Interviewee: Yep
Interviewer: And that's how I use these diagrams
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Interviewee Ten
Interviewer: So I'll just give you a quick example of what a causal loop diagram would look
like. I'll just get one up on my screen. Ok. This is a basic causal loop diagram. So more births
you have the higher the population becomes but the more you have in your population, the
more deaths occur. The more deaths reduces the population. So there's this balancing sort of
cycle going on there.
Interviewee: Yes
Interviewer: The second one though, is looking at something in a bit more detail. So there's
not just births and deaths there are other things that come into it. There's diseases, there's
medicine, there's people's desire to have a bigger family. Those sort of things. So these things
are sort of changing that constant flow
Interviewee: Yes
Interviewer: So the purpose of today is to develop a diagram similar to this.
Interviewee: Oh ok
Interviewer: So, flicking between screens here. So the purpose here this is sort of the problem
description so this is just to give the context for the research and this is what I sent you the
other day. And so together we're going to hopefully develop one of those causal loop
diagrams
Interviewee: Cool
Interviewer: And based on your feedback. So did you have a chance to read this one at all?
Interviewee: I've just re-read it, I've been working on the questions
Interviewer: No that's fine
Interviewee: Yeah No I get the gig I think
Interviewer: Ok no worries. So what I'll do, I'll switch into, so the program we use to do this
is called Vensim
Interviewee: yeah
Interviewer: So I'll just switch over to that screen ok. So basically a blank canvas so as we
talk I'll start throwing variables and different factors on the screen and start to make the
connection between them. And so these can be changed at any time, reworded, removed,
deleted all that sort of thing. But whenever you're ready. So the questions are sort of just a
guiding point to help trigger some thoughts in that are.
Interviewee: Yeah
Interviewer: But its entirely up to you. I'm almost purely moderating this and just throwing
up what you think
Interviewee: Yes
Interviewer: Ok so, first question, in your opinion what must be in place for a sustainable
buildings industry cluster to form?
Interviewee: Well basically looking at your system I think what is required is an orchestration
or a mechanism for objectively facilitating that system. So you need some kind of boundary
spanning mechanism that enables the conversations to occur between all the different players
in the system. And that I've found with my work that that's what is often lack, a big lack.
Because you know I've been in places where companies will say well you know who are you
well I'll say I'm a consultant. And they'll say I hate consultants and I hate the government so
you know what's to stop you and Simon over here working together we don't need you. And I
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say well you know I said when was that conversation going to happen. You know the meat
producer it was, wasn't going to go and talk to an aged care provider in this case about texture
modified food. So that has to, that kind of conversation facilitation mechanism the sort of
thing you're doing now is a requirement and this is something that does occur in clusters
traditionally in Europe and so on. You have cluster management companies and they're often
funded by government and that's why even Silicon Valley was funded indirectly by
government through the military. There's got to be some kind of facilitation mechanism to
pull these people together to at least start talking to each other.
Interviewer: Yep, yep definitely.
Interviewee: So that was one thing so that orchestration. I think also what's required in that is
the sort of thing you're doing now is mapping and analysing connections across the value
chain to identify the key preferred connections in the value chain. So you can't work with
everybody you can only work with the 'coalition of the willing' I call them so and there's, we
talk a little bit about what they might look like. Because we're attaching ourselves by what I
call 'preferred attachment' by attaching ourselves to people who can further the agenda of the
whole in this case. Once they come together I think it's important for them to establish a
purpose so what's the need, what's the problem, what's the opportunity that cannot be
addressed by an individual entity but could be addressed by a group of entities in this
problem space and basically what I say is that no single company can solve some of the big
business problems that we face or industry problems that we face.
Interviewer: Yep definitely
Interviewee: We all need this to be in this together and to be working on it together. So, so
once you identify that then I think you can establish what are the motivational elements, what
are the capability elements and what are the opportunity elements in that space. You agreed
on a shared purpose with a shared value base through the establishment of vision, mission
and values. You establish threshold conditions so these are capability elements I call them
because not all companies can be in relationships with others because there may be some
threshold conditions. So for example we've got companies coming together and they're not all
equal in the sense of say quality standards or you know OHS all those sorts of things. Then
the weakest link in that coalition or collection of companies is a risk. So minimising risk is
critical in terms of maximising the opportunity. So basically you can't be, you may have them
as part of your supply chain but somebody has to be accountable and responsible for signing
off on those things particularly involved in big projects where those threshold conditions are
critical. You know because people's lives are often at stake particularly in the building sector
I think in construction. OHS is a really big thing. So you need to have established threshold
conditions for forming this alliance, this cluster. Then it's about building the trust and that's
taking people through a systematic disciplined approach to understanding and determining
their preparedness to operate this way. Their readiness to do that if the feasibility,
compatibility, leadership and governance of the system. So that trust once that, all those
conversations are had, and this doesn't have to be, it's heuristic in nature, a bit like what we're
doing. So you sort of say if you look at what we're doing you know do you trust Harry over
there, Mary might say no I don't trust him ok well let's talk about it.
Interviewer: Yeah
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Interviewee: And alliance building process, I have all the tools for this by the way. Again
that's another thing you need processes and frameworks and tools
Interviewer: Yeah
Interviewee: To facilitate this. It's disciplined and has a methodology to it that delivers the
cake, you know, delivers the result. So that's, once you establish those kinds of relationships
then you have to structure that trust in the form of a terms of agreements where everything is
written down. Everyone knows what they're supposed to be doing, who's responsible for what
in the system, what the relationships are between the players in the system
Interviewer: Yeah
Interviewee: Again templates, terms of agreements that need to be spelled out, signed off on
and agreed to. And then you need to monitor and measure, like in any business venture the
performance and everyone has to be held accountable and responsible for their part in the
system.
Interviewer: Ok. So it all really links back to this communication and this trust?
Interviewee: Trust is critical because I guess in our systems we're about fight or flight so
Interviewer: Yeah
Interviewee: Do I as a business, and that's the other thing you've gotta have the right people
there. You can't form these kind of joint arrangements if the people do not have the authority
or the delegation to enter into these kind of arrangements.
Interviewer: Yeah, yep definitely
Interviewee: So you've got to, that's another threshold condition. You can't form an alliance
or a cluster I don't think without the right people at the table making that decision
Interviewer: Yeah
Interviewee: And the CEO at the table says I'll talk to my board about it that's a red flag you
know. Because they may very well have to but
Interviewer: You want the people with the capability to make that decision to be the ones that
are involved
Interviewee: Yeah. Capability is the critical. And I have a whole 3D model that analyses
those things diagnostically.
Interviewer: Yeah
Interviewee: And they're all multipliers. Yeah no so unless you get them right you get low
scores and you, you have to do some remedial work to be part of that, yeah
Interviewer: Alright.
Interviewee: Is there any other things you want me to talk about in relation to that question? I
probably haven't thought of everything but
Interviewer: It's really whatever you do come up with
Interviewee: Yeah
Interviewer: So, if that's what you think at this point. There might be something with the
other questions that trigger
Interviewee: Yeah other things
Interviewer: More thoughts yeah. Alright so the next one then, so what are the barriers to
such a cluster forming?
Interviewee: I think the big one is the inability to grasp that we, this is kind of systems
thinking, that we live in a highly interconnected world so systems thinking, and we're
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actually gotta think globally as much as we can locally so that we are parts of a system, not
the centre of it.
Interviewer: Yeah
Interviewee: So, myopic mindsets you know moving from what's in it for me to what's in it
for us?
Interviewer: Yep
Interviewee: I, Marcus Sorelly wrote this in 150AD he said 'what does not benefit the hive
does not benefit the bee'. It's that kind of thinking he also said, this is in 150AD, we're all
parts of the whole. Now that's becoming more and more apparent with technology you know.
Technology is driving the rewiring of our brains to think in terms of networks anyway. But
and some of the most powerful business models are the orchestration of networks not of an
individual entity. So you know someone like Uber or something like Amazon they just
manipulate or orchestrate connections and through that create value. So they can ramp up
very quickly. So we know systems can do this, they do it quickly. I'm doing that a lot with
innovation working groups where the result ramps up much quicker than it would if it was in
a traditional spreadsheet you know. It's a different way of looking at the world, it's sort of
what you're doing, it's the kind of thinking that's required. So I think another barrier then is
that competition is basically based in industrial mindsets you know you go from A to B. Now
hang on a minute, there's other ways to get from A to B you know there's A-symmetric
approach to this, the zoodar loops, there's all those, that sort of thinking which drives
accountants mad, traditional accountants I should say. I've met some creative ones.
Interviewer: They're out there
Interviewee: And that, and they're good you know, I don't mean that in a negative sense. So
they see rather than seeing boxes and columns on a spreadsheet, the new mindset is about
seeing that we can very quickly ramp up into global markets with whatever we've got. If we
all work together on these problems. So that notion though competition based in those
industrial mindsets. Mindsets are critical way of looking into the world. Reductionists, supply
chain mentalities. I have a lot to do with you know supply chain people. The really good ones
are looking at the new way of giving value that exists in the value chains. Value chains,
consultants use value chain or supply chain, I, supply chain to me is about a supplier
relationship but value chain can include all sorts of inverted commas, suppliers, universities
and all sorts of other enablers
Interviewer: Yeah
Interviewee: But this reductionist thinking about screwing the supply chain for what we can
get out of it for ourselves rather than creating and capturing a new shared, mutually beneficial
value across the whole system, in terms of both solution value, financial value and
incremental market values. So one of the big things I think in this is to see human capital as a
valuable asset and not a cost on the value sheet.
Interviewer: Yeah definitely
Interviewer: Yeah definitely
Interviewee: And so the investment in the future is the lack of investment in the future in
seeing. You know we look at physical assets or financial assets and think that's what's critical.
But in fact if you look at these new business models it's all about the ability of people to
capitalise the value of people. And humans the more they learn, the more they, you invest in
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that, the better they get. Whereas other assets and things they do depreciate and they are
written up as depreciating assets whereas. So it's this lack of investment in the future, tend to
think in terms of the short-term rather than the long term and envisaging that kind of
exponential and rapid growth of opportunities that can exist in an individual system through
relationships, conversations and preferred attachments you know.
Interviewer: Yeah
Interviewee: So I, that's just some of the barriers. I think that's one of the big ones I see.
People's inability and perhaps there's a lot of hope in the younger generation, who are born
and who have been rewired by the technology and they think in terms of networks and you
get why.
Interviewer: Well it does tie very much into that systems thinking because that's a broader,
very long term perspective.
Interviewee: That's right and you can influence I mean one CEO, she's amazed at just how
much influence she now has in the system just taking that view
Interviewer: Yeah definitely. That's very important, so there are two of the key points?
Interviewee: Yeah I think so. And lack, as human beings, lack in trust. We don't trust each
other as well as we might I think. So there's good reasons for that people get ripped off and
all that sort of thing. But I suppose that open source thinking like Linus and all those sort of
thugs, there's some value in it. I mean we can see the accrued value of it but
Interviewer: Yeah
Interviewee: People are always thinking what's in it for me rather than you know what's in it
for us. It's a different way of looking at it you know. And if I accrue some value out of it,
that'll be great, but if not does it really matter if you are adding value to the system. It goes
back Marcus Sorelly who was a bit of a cynic I suppose. You know we're not here that long
so we may as well
Interviewer: Do something good with it
Interviewee: Positive Yeah. So yeah. Now in terms of what's happening outside the industry.
That's it's influencing the industry, I think one of the best documents you could look at is the
CSIRO megatrends document. You know that one?
Interviewer: No I haven't seen that one
Interviewee: Look it up online, Megatrends. It's been around a while. I think it's 8 megatrends
that are occurring globally. So I suggest you read that.
Interviewer: Yep
Interviewee: Or you know you could look at it online it's freely available. There's a new book
out which I think's really good about this orchestrational business model which is very low in
terms of how many people are doing it. But the incredible value that they're creating is
beyond their, you know the normal kind of business operator. So that's a book called the
Network Imperative and I think the author, well you could look that up, one of the authors I
know is Jerry Winde out of Harvard but there's some other sensible universities involved.
Warton's in there so you know I think, you know we always say about Harvard you know
they're seldom right but never in doubt, they're good marketers Harvard
Interviewer: They are very good aren't they
Interviewee: I think the network business model is on the rise. I think that and I think
alliances and any form of collaborative arrangements are going to impact individual
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businesses. The new competition really is between groups of entities rather than single
entities. So I think that's a good trend.
Interviewer: That's interesting
Interviewee: But anyway look at Megatrends then I'd, the things to analyse in all of
something, I haven't gone into this but the rate of technological change is extreme. People
don't realise what's going on. It's just rapid and It's ramping up all the time. My, I have an
example of a company recently where they've got a whole HR system, seamless and you
could sit at your computer and say I'm not feeling very well today and just type that in a little
bot comes up and says would you like to take a day off? And you just have to write yes and
then another little box pops up and says ok your leave application has been put in and signed
off on, your, all your time sheets have been adjusted. All of the people you are going to meet
with today have been advised and those meetings are being rescheduled. Have a good day. So
it's all automated, you can do away with whole HR departments you don't need them because
they are just processes
Interviewer: Wow
Interviewee: So there's very sophisticated human performance technologies coming in. So
technology I, the rate of technological change and assistive technologies. And that's where
there is really opportunities for industries to look across industry like down in Geelong for
example engineers are working with clinicians and customers to resolve problems around
mobility, all sorts of assistive technologies from low tech to high tech. Bringing different skill
sets to bear on a problem, see it differently. I’ve seen a company in Denmark where they use
anthropologists to understand how people use things to design them. So it's not just
psychologists, they employee psychologists, they employee anthropologists because they
actually want to know how people use something. In a space, how they use a space, you
know aircraft, in essential areas in airports all that sort of thing that design of actually how
people behave.
Interviewer: Ok that's very interesting
Interviewee: Yeah it's all design thinking. I think that so
Interviewer: That really then pushes that system thinking if you're looking to help enable that
Interviewee: Because design thinking I think is critical to systems thinking. You start with
what is, that's where you identify that problem business. It's what is it that a person is
experiencing that we need to solve or accompany. And you walk through the whole system,
take the journey, if you can map the journey of the customer if you like and see what it is that
they need. So if we are design, whether that's organisational design, whether that's physical
design, whether that's technological design engineering and that. So in your car, in your
home, in your workplace, on your person you know all these things are coming in. So number
one rate of technological change. 2 is the shelf like of current products and services that you
provide. These things that have to be analysed. You know how long is that bulk gonna last,
what's gonna replace that so thinking like that. And I think that the trades should be good at
this, they should be good at tooling up and making tools
Interviewer: Ideally
Interviewee: Yeah that's right. And going across industry to find out what goes on in other
industries. I think that's
Interviewer: That's a really good point yeah. I think it really does drive that system for you
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Interviewee: Yeah so for example I'm doing some work in high protein texture modified food
at the moment with and aged care provider. Now if they stay myopic and inside their own
business they'd just be thinking of it in terms of that. But what I did when I did the network
analysis and mapping of the system was that there were food suppliers in that region, in that
supply chain who were really interested in helping out with the food stuff. And so we linked
up with a big meat produces processor who exports to 80 countries throughout the world.
Now all of a sudden something that just seems to be supplying your own customer in your
facilities in the community has now got global implications so if you follow CSIRO which is
another enabler and they are looking at the ingredients and making sure that it does actually
help people put on weight and maintain weight and that they can swallow the food. So it's
looking outside your own business and thinking who else out there can help me that I haven't
thought about, that sense of thinking. And that's where I think the orchestrator, people like
myself like yourself saying you know
Interviewer: There is someone else out there why aren't you
Interviewee: Yeah facilitating these things.
Interviewer: Yeah
Interviewee: Laying the pavement, making the connections. They don't necessarily have the
time to do it and they would be viewed suspiciously in doing it. Where if somebody comes in
who doesn’t have any skin in the game in that sense says I don't, you know I don't care if you
draw it up or not but if you do there's some real opportunities here. But I think that's
Interviewer: Yeah
Interviewee: I've gone off track a bit but you'll forgive me I digress
Interviewer: That still answers these
Interviewee: Lead time to develop new products, how quickly can you do it. So time frames
around those. Consumer trends, customer demographics and expectations influence industry.
People don't realise it but if you start thinking systems you start seeing what's happening over
there with Amazon actually does impact us you know. Amazon are the ones making
driverless cars, not Ford. So you know there's things happening in other industries that are
actually impacting us but we're not even aware of it you know
Interviewer: Yeah
Interviewee: We're gonna be out of business next week because Amazon did that
Interviewer: Yeah because they're doing exactly what I’m doing
Interviewee: Yeah they did what?! Ah so skills bases, how long it takes to develop new skills
now I'm in a couple of projects that involve universities and you, and I think the big problem
for universities, it's about university and industry engagement. And what's the mechanism
that makes that occur. And the problem is that universities do not really understand their
value proposition. Businesses see them as rubber stamps on their products like so for example
if I'm processing meat and something, like lamb, then I'll just pull up this picture for you,
then they can say CSIRO showed that our ingredients do blah blah blah. And I do a lot of
work for Swisse and it's all about efficacy of products or new businesses, new services, that's
the value proposition from a business point of view when they're looking at a university. And
often they'll, the educators will be saying to me, you know, what about the skills base? Look,
I said, industry is so far ahead of you guys, you know you're dragging the chain
Interviewer: Yeah
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Interviewee: They see you as a, they're opportunistic, the business it will see a university, but
universities can play a really important part in opening up knowledge.
Interviewer: Oh definitely
Interviewee: Yeah, problem in Australia, I digress again, is I've done a lot of work in grain
corp. They don't use Australian universities much. They use Yale, Warton, they go up the
top. They say who's the best university in the world on this and that's where they go. So again
you've got to think globally. You've got to think systems. If I can get something from Warton
for free, why wouldn't I get that, you know. And a lot of these universities are rated much
higher than you know Melbourne business school or any of these others. So why wouldn't I
be, we're competing with global players. So that gives you the next one, competitors, what
are competitors doing that are going to influence us. And again who are those competitors?
And you'd be very surprised who they might be if you did some analysis across the system
Interviewer: Yeah
Interviewee: Capital flexibility that's a big issue, how quickly can we move capital, how
quickly can we raise it to do something. I'm working with some guys who've got some great
technology but to capitalise it is a highly risky business for whoever but I think it's, that's an
issue that needs to be looked at.
Interviewer: Yep
Interviewee: Political factors so I think. I think our politicians are a waste of time, that's a
fairly broad generalisation but there's a lot of waste in government activities, yeah they create
jobs and all that sort of thing you know but you have to analyse the political factors. You
have to analyse economic factors and you have to look at the social factors. And I think I'll
take you back to look at CSIRO Megatrends and see what's happening across the world.
Interviewer: Yeah that would be good
Interviewee: And how it impacts our industries. Look these are just a few things, ideas to
analyse I don't many answers I have lots of questions I suppose. And often the people in the
system will you know you, I wander around all, not all good questions but because I'm naive
I go in and say well, what, how do we do, or what do we do, what are we doing, where does
this happen, you know those sort of questions. Those open-ended questions, the sort of
questions you've asked what what what?
Interviewer: They are to challenge people to think differently
Interviewee: Challenges I think yeah rather than being closed down yeah. Other influences
that's your next question, other variables. I think the big thing that will actually and is
actually destroying supply chains is technology. It's creating new sorts of linkages but they're
not, not necessarily just supply chains. And again though I think a lack of seeing the
problems we face as cross-disciplinary rather, and that's both internally and externally. The
more knowledge that we can get rather than making us comparable, I mean you've got to take
baby steps and start in the laneway to build these things. And you might be looking at 5, 10,
20 years to layer these things in. I was with this guy the other day from assistive technologies
and we went into a dementia ward and he said he was good he said he asked the nurses 'what
causes you, you know what causes your problems?' and the first thing they said there was this
rail and it was a rail, railway across the ceiling to lift clients, people out of their beds and they
were having trouble with that. And he said 'oh that's easy fix', so that's a very low tech
solution
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Interviewer: Yeah, I've heard a similar story
Interviewee: Yeah you do that or these was one where the rail didn't go in the shower, sort of
ended about here and then the nurse had to manhandle the person into the shower and he said
'oh that's easy we'll just bend that right into the shower' you know stuff like that so I think it's
getting people, other disciplines to look at a problem and say what could we do with this you
know
Interviewer: Yeah so engaging different people
Interviewee: Yeah and I think what it gets back to is world views and mindsets and the
alignment with organisations and see we're all in this together. Within the cultures of, you've
got to have an alliance, you got to have a networked kind of mentality as part of your culture
and the CEO might have it but it's driving that right through the system so that everyone in
the system sees that they can play into your part in the system, they're not just means of
production but they actually can help solve problem and see themselves as part of a system
you know as such and such. And then doing something about it you know so again take a
responsibility. So I think they're internal problem, Internal problems are about culture and
about strategically aligning and I think in Australia that a lot can be done in that area.
Interviewer: Yeah. Do you know any one that is doing it well?
Interviewee: Well I suppose I work at the strategic level so I'm dealing with people who get
the gig and they wouldn't engage me otherwise.
Interviewer: Yep
Interviewee: Yeah but when I wander through their cultures I see disconnects and fault lines
but then what I will do is raise that with the CEO. Now have I seen it, there's only a low
percentage of companies in Australia, you can hold me to account on this, but I think have
this networked business model. They tend to adopt. I might be wrong about that and maybe I
only get called into companies who suddenly get into this vast, you know this is what we
should be doing. There's one, you know I think there's always going to be, at the moment
there is always disconnects
Interviewer: Yep, oh of course
Interviewee: So this fragmentation that's another variable I suppose. Fragmentation in our
own businesses and in and between businesses. That's where part of the role of the
orchestrating mechanism is to educate as well as to facilitate the initiatives. I think, so there is
an educational role or a learning role. It's more experiential though it's not book learning
necessarily, I mean there are books that help people but to actually grasp it
Interviewer: Yeah you actually have to do, yep
Interviewee: Yeah and I think the relationship between the forces you know world views all
that sort of thing is what I would call 'continuous disruption', you never, you feel like I've
made two steps forward and three back. You know it's because something else has come in
that I haven't thought of. So that's why you've got to to it in this sort of layered way let’s take
a baby step now let's stick the rail in, let's raise the bar in terms of morale of the staff, it's
reduce the insurance claims for staff with back claims for the company so you could just by
bending that rail you could show some value. And if people can see the value in it, in
thinking like this, even though the next disruption will come in
Interviewer: There's a slight change in culture then that these things can be done
Interviewee: There's a change in cultures yeah that's good. Cultural change is critical
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Interviewer: Yeah definitely
Interviewee: This kind of thinking
Interviewer: Yeah
Interviewee: So the relationship between the forces is all this, this disruption that is going on
around us. And I get, I don't get overwhelmed by it, I don't, but I can see that what I'm, what
we might be doing now as a business, or what a group of companies right now could very
well be obsolete in a, you know, someone else is going to eat my lunch, that sort of thing
Interviewer: Well I guess it's not actually until, well until someone else adopts, or everyone
else starts to adopt this systems thinking that will ever happen
Interviewee: That's right and that's where people like yourself are very valuable and that's
maybe what, actually that's making me think because I've got to, is to encourage companies
to think in systems. The problem is in universities they think in terms of silos anyway
Interviewer: Yes yes they do
Interviewee: So how do you interface silos with networks. That's, that's one of the big barriers
too I think. That’s this thinking, well it’s all about the thinking. Do we think in terms of, but
how do we think, do we think in terms of open systems that could be integrated, do we
collaborate? I've got this chart here that I've been working on with RMIT here. That the big
difficulty is that they can conceptually and theoretically come up with a model that's open
source but the political realities or the economic realities in their organisations prevent them
from doing it anyway
Interviewer: Yeah
Interviewee: So anyway that's another problem.
Interviewer: There's so many problems
Interviewee: Yeah just to think. It's that barrier between the old industrial ways of thinking
and the new informationalism that exists. There's another good book, you've probably read it,
the Network Society by Manuell Castells.
Interviewer: I don't think so, I'll have a look for it.
Interviewee: It was written a while ago but it's a very good book. Check it out yeah any of
those sort of books that help people think differently I think is good
Interviewer: Oh definitely. Just people have to read them first
Interviewee: Sorry you've got a lot to read yeah. Key players in the system I think are the
alliance itself, obviously because they're the mechanism that is going to reach out and adopt
ideas to address issues. I think enablers, so in the construction industry there's some really
interesting, and I'm working with a guy called Shawn O'Malley from Planet Ark on built
environments. Planet Ark, cause they always thinking about the value added activities in and
around say the use of timber. So timber is, we know has bio filial qualities that building in
timber is all about health it's great for kids learning environments all that sort of stuff. So
these kinds of enablers normally companies don't even know about them. They don't even
know about what government programs might be there to help them. You know or CSIRO or
these sorts of organisations. Some of the smart ones are because they developed the products
and so on but there's lot, the key players in the system are the alliance themself, the enablers
and cross-industry nodes in the system. And that could be right across the world, and ideas,
you know somebody who's be going to another country, can it be translated into an
Australian context. Not always you can't bring it, that whole innovation, that's what I do I
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suppose it's all innovation. It's all about collaborating for innovation and finding new ways of
doing things.
Interviewer: Yep
Interviewee: So you'll always look in the key players in the system or anyone in the system
but, I think it's a bit like a telephone exchange. You remember the old telephone exchange
where the operator used to plug in the different lines
Interviewer: Ah yep
Interviewee: So I use that model sometimes when you've got a system you can line up the
particular nodes in the system that you need at a point in time that's the beauty of the system.
So you know if I needed someone from the University of Wollongong the first person I
would talk to is Interviewer you know because I know someone there and she might be able
to put me in the right direction
Interviewer: And it shortens that lead time then to
Interviewee: Yeah so the key players are often these kind of influencers these, what are your
own networks, your own networks become opportunities for leveraging value. In terms of
information, knowledge all those sorts of things. We live in an information in that it's gotta be
with the knowledge, access to the knowledge is where the value is. So knowledge providers.
But again I think it's where that orchestrator mechanism is critical because that's the one that
will orchestrate, have you thought about this or, where would we go to solve this problem,
who would we go and talk to, what organisation you know. And it's up to the people in that
alliance to come up with the solution because unless they come up with, it's not worth
answering. But at least someone who's doing the boundary spanning for them enables them to
build that system around that own industry
Interviewer: Give them that chance
Interviewee: Yeah
Interviewer: So you always need that someone who can do that searching for you?
Interviewee: Yes and you know go and pound the pavement basically. Go and talk to people,
I know they do
Interviewer: And what did you refer to them as, the boundary?
Interviewee: Boundary spanners. I suppose that's what I do, I mean I've been called that that's
why I use that word
Interviewer: Yeah
Interviewee: Yeah so go an make the connections or the links. Fill the links, find out what
would be beneficial for a particular player in the system and how that might benefit another
player and connect them up. It's like marriage broking you know, it's like a match making
service.
Interviewer: There you go instead of calling yourself a boundary scanner you should call
yourself a matchmaker
Interviewee: Yeah that's right yeah.
Interviewer: That's a good one, that's a good point needing that someone there to do that job.
Interviewee: Yeah absolutely. I think that's one of the things that's missing I think that's.
There are a lot of consultants, well I shouldn't say this because there are good consultants and
bad ones but basically when I do a report on a community engagement and they ask to report
and identify the key areas that an organisation could build an innovation platform on. I then
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say ok let's do it and so you've got to do what you're doing, all the mapping and that, but
someone's got to go out if you look at your map and say ok well I want to execute this, well
who's gonna do that. Well it has to be the person who understands that system intimately
because they've been
Interviewer: Oh definitely
Interviewee: Because they've been out there, they've seen stuff, they've talked to people,
they've done this project before you know the company, this big, you know big network
analysis kind of work see that. But you know I'll go and say ok let's start an innovation
working group around food because that's what we said in our platform and the CEO says
yep ok go for it so basically my job is then to execute it. A lot of consultants can get the
knowledge you know and find the knowledge and put it on somebody’s desk and that's it. I
think what you need in the boundary spanner or this orchestration mechanism is people like
myself, i don't say that arrogantly I just say that's what I do, go out, pound the pavement talk
to all the people, find the joint ventures, find the people who want to share their land to share
facilities and all that and go and talk to them. And then make the connection between them,
so you need that, it is like a marriage broking service, or a match making service, or like
some sort of coordinating mechanism but you actually facilitate it as well.
Interviewer: Yep definitely
Interviewee: Yeah
Interviewer: I agree with that I think that's a very important role to have
Interviewee: I think it is and I think it's
Interviewer: Yeah
Interviewee: In other countries as I said before and I'm going right back to the beginning of
the discussion you know there is some countries was really facilitated by government
contracts. It was in Europe they do have as I said cluster managers
Interviewer: Yes
Interviewee: People who you know who setup deliberately by government to manage a
particular industry cluster
Interviewer: I would think their role would also be making those connection.
Interviewee: Yes absolutely I think it's all part of that. What else could we do you know
they're always looking to create new value themselves and new ways of delivering it you
know. So I think again there needs to be, it's like it needs to be a mechanism between say use
the university example, between the university and industry
Interviewer: 100%
Interviewee: The university can't do it because industry don't trust them and university can't
engage industry you know they'll run events you know RMIT run these events, what are they
called, some kind of laboratories, Living Learning Laboratories
Interviewer: Ah yes we've got those too
Interviewee: Yes, so no one will turn up, the only people that turn up are the university folks.
Interviewer: Yep
Interviewee: Industry
Interviewer: Well you have to find the value for everyone
Interviewee: Yep you have to find the value and you have to go and say look. I'd rather see
little innovation working groups start-up between universities and I don't know if they can
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learn a lot they can do little projects with companies to solve a problem but somehow that's
got to be funded.
Interviewer: Yeah I know we do some of those, the government grants and the government
will give you a matched amount the industry is putting in but they are small scale projects
and once they're done typically that relationship
Interviewee: Breaks down
Interviewer: Doesn't continue
Interviewee: Yeah so I mean if the government's serious about sustainable innovation they've
gotta support it, you they. I mean you can't, I think it's. Now I'm fortunate because you've got
an industry or a company, or the last one was industry, forestry industry see the value of it
and they engaged in it, it's purely funded by those entities who see the value for them.
Interviewer: Yeah. I definitely agree with that
Interviewee: So really a good mapping tool. Can I get a copy of that
52.05.....54.04
Interviewee: So the boundary spanners I think are critical.
Interviewer: Definitely
Interviewee: I don't think a company necessarily has the strategic vision to think beyond it's
own skin necessarily. No there, some of the big boys, you know like, I have a close
relationship with the CEO of a big paper manufacturer, global company, he tends to think
like this, because they see the whole world as their system you know. And they see that they
can't solve industry problems just on their own, you've gotta team up in some kind of
arrangements with other entities to solve these problems. But I think in the SME world this is
quite new.
Interviewer: Definitely
Interviewee: I mean 68% of Australian companies are 4 people or less. Most of them sole,
sole practitioners like me, you know that. There's only a very small percent of companies that
have more than 200 employees in Australia. It's a different way of thinking. Yeah and I've got
a little video, it's on my website if you want to look at it. It looks at some of the problems in
Australia as they pertain to clusters. Distance is the big thing you know. I mean Denmark is
only 340km North to South.
Interviewer: Yeah
Interviewee: You know it's not very big. And you know Israel, these sort of places where
innovation scores are high. They're very small countries. Australia is this huge country, that
steel fabricators alliance they've got people in Townsville, Cairns, Mackay and Melbourne.
Well think, that's huge distances so.
Interviewer: Well for where we are yeah
Interviewee: In terms of clusters distances are another factor. So because you're best, you're
preferred attachment node in the system. You might be Canberra or NSW but you're nearest
best node that could really, you could work in collaboration with may be in Perth of
Adelaide.
Interviewer: Oh exactly
Interviewee: So it's not really, it's a boundary spanning alliance. So in terms of distance. Or
you could I mean these days you can have that relationship with a player in the United
Kingdom or
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Interviewer: Oh yeah
Interviewee: So you know you've got to think of the world as the place to be playing and who
should I be connecting with to further this objective you know.
Interviewer: Yeah definitely
Interviewee: So I think it's, in Australia it's not, clusters tended to be I think and I'll you
know, disagree with me, clusters as I understood it were kind of geographically close
Interviewer: Traditionally yeah
Interviewee: And I don't think that that's necessarily the way of the future. You know I've
been to industry parts, I went down when I was working for the department of innovation and
they said oh you've gotta go and look at the Morson Park Industry park you know in
Adelaide. And I walked in there and I wandered in a few companies and said oh I wandered
into Rafeok because I knew I could get in there, I said do you have anything else to with the
other companies in this industrial park. He said nup
Interviewer: Yeah
Interviewee: So I said what are the same, so I said this to John Grace, co-location doesn't
mean collaboration
Interviewer: No, definitely not
Interviewee: He said you had to, cause I said to them you should go and talk to so and so
because he's doing this, is he, yeah so go and have a chat to him. So there needs to be
someone even in those environments who will do that connecting business
Interviewer: Oh definitely especially it makes sense when they are all located potentially in
the same park, why not take advantage
Interviewee: But most of their customers. I walked into about 8 different companies that day
and I said oh do you know the guy next door and they said nah. I said well where are your
customers, oh they're in Adelaide. I said ok, so you don't talk to the people next door. No
never met em, you know. So it's a strange
Interviewer: It's a very silo mentality as well I think
Interviewee: Yeah yeah silos, not. Lack of curiosity is another thing
Interviewer: Well yeah
Interviewee: You know, oh I wonder what those guys do that's interesting
Interviewer: That's very interesting, well I suppose that
Interviewee: You get a bit curious
Interviewer: I mean I would be, especially if you were all put there for a reason you'd think
well there's something going on here that I should be aware of
Interviewee: Be a part of, you know maybe there's a customer here that I should be aware of,
there's a customer here I haven't even talked to
Interviewer: Yeah exactly
Interviewee: And in fact in that particular case, Rafeon were trying to get Australian
companies to take over their maintenance, they had, they do maintenance of missiles and
things but all that was required was the replacement of some kind of card you know
electronics card or something, you know it just had to be replaced every three months. And
they couldn't get and Australian company to do it, and they were shipping them all the way
back to America to get, you know, and you think surely there is someone here in Adelaide,
someone next door who could actually do that
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Interviewer: You would think. But they don't look as well
Interviewee: So there's this lack. Great opportunity but anyway.
1.00.10.....1.01.39
Interviewee: One of those external factors I suppose it's, could come under political factors
but there could be geographical factors, people looking at geography. See in Australia, what
have we got 26 million people?
Interviewer: And they're all on the Eastern seaboard
Interviewee: Yeah that's right, but the political factors and some of the, so the Victorian
government for example at the moment are investing in trying to get the railway lines
compatible between Melbourne and up. You know that sort of problem is silly, so you've got
all these states with different standards, in the construction industry this is true. You've got
all, you've got political include all those different states
Interviewer: They all tie into each other as well
Interviewee: Yeah they don't connect, they don't, people in Tasmania can't sell pipes because
they don't meet the standard in Victoria. You know all those sorts of strange things, so you
know for a population that's less than the population of New York
Interviewer: It doesn't make any sense
Interviewee: But it's about how do you
Interviewer: How do you bring them together and maintain
Interviewee: Because it's the whole system because someone's job is to tick the box and they
get paid for it so
Interviewer: Well in the end if you want a standard across the country, someone is going to
lose out
Interviewee: Well that's right
Interviewer: Because someone has to change, it's just the reluctance to do that
Interviewee: Yep. Well we're stuck then Interviewer
Interviewer: That's the world we're in at the moment
Interviewee: That's technical word
Interviewer: Yeah
Interviewee: If we don't get it right we're stuffed. Because even Amazon now are talking
about coming here and wiping out the retail industry
Interviewer: Well they have the power to do it. They've done it with the rest of the world so
there's no reason they can't do it here
Interviewee: That's right. Actually I saw in that book I mentioned Network Imperative, they
mention the fact that now Amazon are actually producing technology that is predictive so
they can actually wrap up the book for Interviewer before she even purchases it because they
know she's gonna buy it
Interviewer: That's insane. Are we that predictable, that's the scary part
Interviewee: Yeah, so, it's pretty amazing. That predictive technology is in the sporting area
too because they're, in Geelong there's this thing called the Australian Sports Technology
Network and they've got predictive technology in the things you wear so they can predict
whether someone’s going to pull a hamstring
Interviewer: Wow, it's a bit scary
Interviewee: Anyway, but if there's anything else I can help you with just yell out
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Interviewer: Thanks very much Interviewee, I appreciate it
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Documentation Of Focus Group One

Quick Links All Variables Variable Link Detail Variable Types Views Groups Macros Link Polarity View Summary View-Variable Profile

Model Assessment Results
Model Information

Result
45
63 (41|22|0)

Warnings

Result

Total Number Of Variables
Total Number Of Causal Links

Variable Types
L: Level (0 / 0)*
C: Constant (3 / 3)
G: Game (0 / 0)

SM: Smooth (0 / 0)*
F: Flow (0 / 0)
T: Lookup (0 / 0)*††

DE: Delay (0 / 0)*†
A: Auxiliary (42 / 42)

LI: Level Initial (0)
Sub: Subscripts (0)

I: Initial (0 / 0)
D: Data (0 / 0)

* (State Variables/Total Stocks) † Total Stocks Do Not Include Fixed Delay Variables. †† (Lookup Tables).

Views
View: View 1 (41) Variables

Groups
Focus Group One (41)

Quick Links:

Top

Group
Focus Group
One

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

K

L

M

N

O

P

Q

R

S

T

U

V

W

X

Y

Z

(All) Variables (45 Variables)
Type Variable Name And Description
#1 Building Regulations ()
A Building Regulations = A FUNCTION OF( Government Support for Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Competition With Traditional Industry
Innovation
Productivity
WHS Standards

Focus Group
One

#2
A

Business Reputation ()
Business Reputation = A FUNCTION OF( Credibility)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability
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Capacity to fill demand ()
Capacity to fill demand = A FUNCTION OF( Collaboration Within Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability
Speed to Complete Tasks

Focus Group
One

#4
A

Collaboration Within Industry ()
Collaboration Within Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Communication Within Industry,Competition With Traditional Industry,Desire to Collaborate,Early Partner Involvement,Long Term Focus of
Industry,Platform for Connection,Silo Mentality,Supporting Industries,Understading of Collaboration,Working in Isolation)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Capacity to fill demand
Competition With Traditional Industry
Early Partner Involvement
Existince of a Cluster Consultant
Scope Creep

Focus Group
One

#5
A

Communication Within Industry ()
Communication Within Industry = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Collaboration Within Industry

Focus Group
One

#6
A

Competition With Traditional Industry ()
Competition With Traditional Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Building Regulations,Collaboration Within Industry,Consumer Demand for Sustainability,Financial Resources,Limited Vendor Lists,New
Business Entrants,Specifications Agreements,Supporting Industries)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Collaboration Within Industry

Focus Group
One

#7
A

Consumer Demand for Sustainability ()
Consumer Demand for Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( Business Reputation,Capacity to fill demand)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Competition With Traditional Industry
Resource Availability
Specifications Agreements
Speed to Complete Tasks
Supply of products

Focus Group
One

#8
A

Credibility ()
Credibility = A FUNCTION OF( Promotion of Industry,Trust Within Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Business Reputation

Focus Group
One

#9
A

Degree of Difference in Industry Standards ()
Degree of Difference in Industry Standards = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Quality of Output
Silo Mentality

Focus Group
One

#10
A

Degree of Traditional Thinking ()
Degree of Traditional Thinking = A FUNCTION OF( Existince of a Cluster Consultant,Risk Aversion)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability
Innovation
Risk Aversion
Willingness to Accept Change

Focus Group
One

#11
A

Desire to Collaborate ()
Desire to Collaborate = A FUNCTION OF( Existing Networks)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Collaboration Within Industry

Focus Group
One

#12
A

Early Partner Involvement ()
Early Partner Involvement = A FUNCTION OF( Collaboration Within Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Collaboration Within Industry

Focus Group
One

#13
A

Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability ()
Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( Degree of Traditional Thinking)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Quality of Output
Silo Mentality
Understading of Collaboration
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Existince of a Cluster Consultant ()
Existince of a Cluster Consultant = A FUNCTION OF( Collaboration Within Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Degree of Traditional Thinking
Specifications Agreements

Focus Group
One

#15
A

Existing Networks ()
Existing Networks = A FUNCTION OF( Use of Established Systems,Trust Within Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Desire to Collaborate

Focus Group
One

#16
A

Experience Working Together ()
Experience Working Together = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Trust Within Industry
Use of Established Systems

.Control

#17
C

FINAL TIME (Month)
= 100
Description: The final time for the simulation.
Present In 0 Views:
Used By

Focus Group
One

#18
A

Financial Resources ()
Financial Resources = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Competition With Traditional Industry

Focus Group
One

#19
A

Government Support for Industry ()
Government Support for Industry = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Building Regulations

.Control

#20
C

INITIAL TIME (Month)
=0
Description: The initial time for the simulation.
Present In 0 Views:
Used By

Focus Group
One

#21
A

Innovation ()
Innovation = A FUNCTION OF( Use of Established Systems,New Business Entrants,Building Regulations,Risk Aversion,Degree of Traditional Thinking)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Focus Group
One

#22
A

Insurance Company Pressure for Safety ()
Insurance Company Pressure for Safety = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
WHS Standards

Focus Group
One

#23
A

Limited Vendor Lists ()
Limited Vendor Lists = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Competition With Traditional Industry
Willingness to Accept Change

Focus Group
One

#24
A

Long Term Focus of Industry ()
Long Term Focus of Industry = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Collaboration Within Industry

Focus Group
One

#26
A

New Business Entrants ()
New Business Entrants = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Competition With Traditional Industry
Innovation

Focus Group
One

#27
A

Platform for Connection ()
Platform for Connection = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Collaboration Within Industry
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Productivity ()
Productivity = A FUNCTION OF( Building Regulations,WHS Standards)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Focus Group
One

#29
A

Promotion of Industry ()
Promotion of Industry = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Credibility

Focus Group
One

#30
A

Quality of Output ()
Quality of Output = A FUNCTION OF( Degree of Difference in Industry Standards,Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability,Trust Within Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Trust Within Industry

Focus Group
One

#31
A

Resource Availability ()
Resource Availability = A FUNCTION OF( Consumer Demand for Sustainability,Speed to Complete Tasks)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Speed to Complete Tasks

Focus Group
One

#32
A

Risk Aversion ()
Risk Aversion = A FUNCTION OF( Degree of Traditional Thinking)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Degree of Traditional Thinking
Innovation

.Control

#33
A

SAVEPER (Month )
= TIME STEP
Description: The frequency with which output is stored.
Present In 0 Views:
Used By

Focus Group
One

#34
A

Scope Creep ()
Scope Creep = A FUNCTION OF( Collaboration Within Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Focus Group
One

#35
A

Silo Mentality ()
Silo Mentality = A FUNCTION OF( Degree of Difference in Industry Standards,Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Collaboration Within Industry

Focus Group
One

#36
A

Specifications Agreements ()
Specifications Agreements = A FUNCTION OF( Consumer Demand for Sustainability,Existince of a Cluster Consultant)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Competition With Traditional Industry

Focus Group
One

#37
A

Speed to Complete Tasks ()
Speed to Complete Tasks = A FUNCTION OF( Capacity to fill demand,Consumer Demand for Sustainability,Resource Availability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Resource Availability

Focus Group
One

#38
A

Supply of products ()
Supply of products = A FUNCTION OF( Consumer Demand for Sustainability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Focus Group
One

#39
A

Supporting Industries ()
Supporting Industries = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Collaboration Within Industry
Competition With Traditional Industry

.Control

#41
C

TIME STEP (Month )
=1
Description: The time step for the simulation.
Present In 0 Views:
Used By
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Trust Within Industry ()
Trust Within Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Experience Working Together,Quality of Output)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Credibility
Existing Networks
Quality of Output

Focus Group
One

#43
A

Understading of Collaboration ()
Understading of Collaboration = A FUNCTION OF( Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Collaboration Within Industry

Focus Group
One

#44
A

Use of Established Systems ()
Use of Established Systems = A FUNCTION OF( Experience Working Together)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Existing Networks
Innovation

Focus Group
One

#45
A

WHS Standards ()
WHS Standards = A FUNCTION OF( Insurance Company Pressure for Safety,Building Regulations)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Productivity

Focus Group
One

#46
A

Willingness to Accept Change ()
Willingness to Accept Change = A FUNCTION OF( Limited Vendor Lists,Degree of Traditional Thinking)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Focus Group
One

#47
A

Working in Isolation ()
Working in Isolation = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Collaboration Within Industry

(View) View 1 (41 Variables)

Top

(View) View 1 (41 Variables)

Group
Type Variable Name And Description
Focus Group #1 Building Regulations ()
One
A Building Regulations = A FUNCTION OF( Government Support for Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Competition With Traditional Industry
Innovation
Productivity
WHS Standards
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Business Reputation ()
Business Reputation = A FUNCTION OF( Credibility)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability

Focus Group
One

#3
A

Capacity to fill demand ()
Capacity to fill demand = A FUNCTION OF( Collaboration Within Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability
Speed to Complete Tasks

Focus Group
One

#4
A

Collaboration Within Industry ()
Collaboration Within Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Communication Within Industry,Competition With Traditional Industry,Desire to Collaborate,Early Partner Involvement,Long Term Focus of
Industry,Platform for Connection,Silo Mentality,Supporting Industries,Understading of Collaboration,Working in Isolation)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Capacity to fill demand
Competition With Traditional Industry
Early Partner Involvement
Existince of a Cluster Consultant
Scope Creep

Focus Group
One

#5
A

Communication Within Industry ()
Communication Within Industry = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Collaboration Within Industry

Focus Group
One

#6
A

Competition With Traditional Industry ()
Competition With Traditional Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Building Regulations,Collaboration Within Industry,Consumer Demand for Sustainability,Financial Resources,Limited Vendor Lists,New
Business Entrants,Specifications Agreements,Supporting Industries)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Collaboration Within Industry

Focus Group
One

#7
A

Consumer Demand for Sustainability ()
Consumer Demand for Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( Business Reputation,Capacity to fill demand)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Competition With Traditional Industry
Resource Availability
Specifications Agreements
Speed to Complete Tasks
Supply of products

Focus Group
One

#8
A

Credibility ()
Credibility = A FUNCTION OF( Promotion of Industry,Trust Within Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Business Reputation

Focus Group
One

#9
A

Degree of Difference in Industry Standards ()
Degree of Difference in Industry Standards = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Quality of Output
Silo Mentality

Focus Group
One

#10
A

Degree of Traditional Thinking ()
Degree of Traditional Thinking = A FUNCTION OF( Existince of a Cluster Consultant,Risk Aversion)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability
Innovation
Risk Aversion
Willingness to Accept Change

Focus Group
One

#11
A

Desire to Collaborate ()
Desire to Collaborate = A FUNCTION OF( Existing Networks)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Collaboration Within Industry

Focus Group
One

#12
A

Early Partner Involvement ()
Early Partner Involvement = A FUNCTION OF( Collaboration Within Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Collaboration Within Industry
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Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability ()
Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( Degree of Traditional Thinking)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Quality of Output
Silo Mentality
Understading of Collaboration

Focus Group
One

#14
A

Existince of a Cluster Consultant ()
Existince of a Cluster Consultant = A FUNCTION OF( Collaboration Within Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Degree of Traditional Thinking
Specifications Agreements

Focus Group
One

#15
A

Existing Networks ()
Existing Networks = A FUNCTION OF( Use of Established Systems,Trust Within Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Desire to Collaborate

Focus Group
One

#16
A

Experience Working Together ()
Experience Working Together = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Trust Within Industry
Use of Established Systems

Focus Group
One

#18
A

Financial Resources ()
Financial Resources = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Competition With Traditional Industry

Focus Group
One

#19
A

Government Support for Industry ()
Government Support for Industry = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Building Regulations

Focus Group
One

#21
A

Innovation ()
Innovation = A FUNCTION OF( Use of Established Systems,New Business Entrants,Building Regulations,Risk Aversion,Degree of Traditional Thinking)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Focus Group
One

#22
A

Insurance Company Pressure for Safety ()
Insurance Company Pressure for Safety = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
WHS Standards

Focus Group
One

#23
A

Limited Vendor Lists ()
Limited Vendor Lists = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Competition With Traditional Industry
Willingness to Accept Change

Focus Group
One

#24
A

Long Term Focus of Industry ()
Long Term Focus of Industry = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Collaboration Within Industry

Focus Group
One

#26
A

New Business Entrants ()
New Business Entrants = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Competition With Traditional Industry
Innovation

Focus Group
One

#27
A

Platform for Connection ()
Platform for Connection = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Collaboration Within Industry
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Productivity ()
Productivity = A FUNCTION OF( Building Regulations,WHS Standards)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Focus Group
One

#29
A

Promotion of Industry ()
Promotion of Industry = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Credibility

Focus Group
One

#30
A

Quality of Output ()
Quality of Output = A FUNCTION OF( Degree of Difference in Industry Standards,Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability,Trust Within Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Trust Within Industry

Focus Group
One

#31
A

Resource Availability ()
Resource Availability = A FUNCTION OF( Consumer Demand for Sustainability,Speed to Complete Tasks)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Speed to Complete Tasks

Focus Group
One

#32
A

Risk Aversion ()
Risk Aversion = A FUNCTION OF( Degree of Traditional Thinking)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Degree of Traditional Thinking
Innovation

Focus Group
One

#34
A

Scope Creep ()
Scope Creep = A FUNCTION OF( Collaboration Within Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Focus Group
One

#35
A

Silo Mentality ()
Silo Mentality = A FUNCTION OF( Degree of Difference in Industry Standards,Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Collaboration Within Industry

Focus Group
One

#36
A

Specifications Agreements ()
Specifications Agreements = A FUNCTION OF( Consumer Demand for Sustainability,Existince of a Cluster Consultant)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Competition With Traditional Industry

Focus Group
One

#37
A

Speed to Complete Tasks ()
Speed to Complete Tasks = A FUNCTION OF( Capacity to fill demand,Consumer Demand for Sustainability,Resource Availability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Resource Availability

Focus Group
One

#38
A

Supply of products ()
Supply of products = A FUNCTION OF( Consumer Demand for Sustainability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Focus Group
One

#39
A

Supporting Industries ()
Supporting Industries = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Collaboration Within Industry
Competition With Traditional Industry

Focus Group
One

#42
A

Trust Within Industry ()
Trust Within Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Experience Working Together,Quality of Output)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Credibility
Existing Networks
Quality of Output

Focus Group
One

#43
A

Understading of Collaboration ()
Understading of Collaboration = A FUNCTION OF( Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Collaboration Within Industry
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Use of Established Systems ()
Use of Established Systems = A FUNCTION OF( Experience Working Together)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Existing Networks
Innovation

Focus Group
One

#45
A

WHS Standards ()
WHS Standards = A FUNCTION OF( Insurance Company Pressure for Safety,Building Regulations)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Productivity

Focus Group
One

#46
A

Willingness to Accept Change ()
Willingness to Accept Change = A FUNCTION OF( Limited Vendor Lists,Degree of Traditional Thinking)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Focus Group
One

#47
A

Working in Isolation ()
Working in Isolation = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Collaboration Within Industry

Top

(Group) Focus Group One (41 Variables)

Group
Type Variable Name And Description
Focus Group #1 Building Regulations ()
One
A Building Regulations = A FUNCTION OF( Government Support for Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Competition With Traditional Industry
Innovation
Productivity
WHS Standards

Focus Group
One

#2
A

Business Reputation ()
Business Reputation = A FUNCTION OF( Credibility)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability

Focus Group
One

#3
A

Capacity to fill demand ()
Capacity to fill demand = A FUNCTION OF( Collaboration Within Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability
Speed to Complete Tasks

Focus Group
One

#4
A

Collaboration Within Industry ()
Collaboration Within Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Communication Within Industry,Competition With Traditional Industry,Desire to Collaborate,Early Partner Involvement,Long Term Focus of
Industry,Platform for Connection,Silo Mentality,Supporting Industries,Understading of Collaboration,Working in Isolation)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Capacity to fill demand
Competition With Traditional Industry
Early Partner Involvement
Existince of a Cluster Consultant
Scope Creep

Focus Group
One

#5
A

Communication Within Industry ()
Communication Within Industry = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Collaboration Within Industry

Focus Group
One

#6
A

Competition With Traditional Industry ()
Competition With Traditional Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Building Regulations,Collaboration Within Industry,Consumer Demand for Sustainability,Financial Resources,Limited Vendor Lists,New
Business Entrants,Specifications Agreements,Supporting Industries)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Collaboration Within Industry

Focus Group
One

#7
A

Consumer Demand for Sustainability ()
Consumer Demand for Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( Business Reputation,Capacity to fill demand)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Competition With Traditional Industry
Resource Availability
Specifications Agreements
Speed to Complete Tasks
Supply of products
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Credibility ()
Credibility = A FUNCTION OF( Promotion of Industry,Trust Within Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Business Reputation

Focus Group
One

#9
A

Degree of Difference in Industry Standards ()
Degree of Difference in Industry Standards = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Quality of Output
Silo Mentality

Focus Group
One

#10
A

Degree of Traditional Thinking ()
Degree of Traditional Thinking = A FUNCTION OF( Existince of a Cluster Consultant,Risk Aversion)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability
Innovation
Risk Aversion
Willingness to Accept Change

Focus Group
One

#11
A

Desire to Collaborate ()
Desire to Collaborate = A FUNCTION OF( Existing Networks)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Collaboration Within Industry

Focus Group
One

#12
A

Early Partner Involvement ()
Early Partner Involvement = A FUNCTION OF( Collaboration Within Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Collaboration Within Industry

Focus Group
One

#13
A

Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability ()
Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( Degree of Traditional Thinking)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Quality of Output
Silo Mentality
Understading of Collaboration

Focus Group
One

#14
A

Existince of a Cluster Consultant ()
Existince of a Cluster Consultant = A FUNCTION OF( Collaboration Within Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Degree of Traditional Thinking
Specifications Agreements

Focus Group
One

#15
A

Existing Networks ()
Existing Networks = A FUNCTION OF( Use of Established Systems,Trust Within Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Desire to Collaborate

Focus Group
One

#16
A

Experience Working Together ()
Experience Working Together = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Trust Within Industry
Use of Established Systems

Focus Group
One

#18
A

Financial Resources ()
Financial Resources = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Competition With Traditional Industry

Focus Group
One

#19
A

Government Support for Industry ()
Government Support for Industry = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Building Regulations

Focus Group
One

#21
A

Innovation ()
Innovation = A FUNCTION OF( Use of Established Systems,New Business Entrants,Building Regulations,Risk Aversion,Degree of Traditional Thinking)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
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Insurance Company Pressure for Safety ()
Insurance Company Pressure for Safety = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
WHS Standards

Focus Group
One

#23
A

Limited Vendor Lists ()
Limited Vendor Lists = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Competition With Traditional Industry
Willingness to Accept Change

Focus Group
One

#24
A

Long Term Focus of Industry ()
Long Term Focus of Industry = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Collaboration Within Industry

Focus Group
One

#26
A

New Business Entrants ()
New Business Entrants = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Competition With Traditional Industry
Innovation

Focus Group
One

#27
A

Platform for Connection ()
Platform for Connection = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Collaboration Within Industry

Focus Group
One

#28
A

Productivity ()
Productivity = A FUNCTION OF( Building Regulations,WHS Standards)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Focus Group
One

#29
A

Promotion of Industry ()
Promotion of Industry = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Credibility

Focus Group
One

#30
A

Quality of Output ()
Quality of Output = A FUNCTION OF( Degree of Difference in Industry Standards,Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability,Trust Within Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Trust Within Industry

Focus Group
One

#31
A

Resource Availability ()
Resource Availability = A FUNCTION OF( Consumer Demand for Sustainability,Speed to Complete Tasks)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Speed to Complete Tasks

Focus Group
One

#32
A

Risk Aversion ()
Risk Aversion = A FUNCTION OF( Degree of Traditional Thinking)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Degree of Traditional Thinking
Innovation

Focus Group
One

#34
A

Scope Creep ()
Scope Creep = A FUNCTION OF( Collaboration Within Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Focus Group
One

#35
A

Silo Mentality ()
Silo Mentality = A FUNCTION OF( Degree of Difference in Industry Standards,Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Collaboration Within Industry

Focus Group
One

#36
A

Specifications Agreements ()
Specifications Agreements = A FUNCTION OF( Consumer Demand for Sustainability,Existince of a Cluster Consultant)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Competition With Traditional Industry
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Speed to Complete Tasks ()
Speed to Complete Tasks = A FUNCTION OF( Capacity to fill demand,Consumer Demand for Sustainability,Resource Availability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Resource Availability

Focus Group
One

#38
A

Supply of products ()
Supply of products = A FUNCTION OF( Consumer Demand for Sustainability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Focus Group
One

#39
A

Supporting Industries ()
Supporting Industries = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Collaboration Within Industry
Competition With Traditional Industry

Focus Group
One

#42
A

Trust Within Industry ()
Trust Within Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Experience Working Together,Quality of Output)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Credibility
Existing Networks
Quality of Output

Focus Group
One

#43
A

Understading of Collaboration ()
Understading of Collaboration = A FUNCTION OF( Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Collaboration Within Industry

Focus Group
One

#44
A

Use of Established Systems ()
Use of Established Systems = A FUNCTION OF( Experience Working Together)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Existing Networks
Innovation

Focus Group
One

#45
A

WHS Standards ()
WHS Standards = A FUNCTION OF( Insurance Company Pressure for Safety,Building Regulations)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Productivity

Focus Group
One

#46
A

Willingness to Accept Change ()
Willingness to Accept Change = A FUNCTION OF( Limited Vendor Lists,Degree of Traditional Thinking)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Focus Group
One

#47
A

Working in Isolation ()
Working in Isolation = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Collaboration Within Industry

Top

Group
Top

Group
Top

Group
Top

Group
Top

Group
Top

Group
Top

Group
Top

(Type) Level (0 Variables)
Type

Variable Name And Description

(Type) Smooth (0 Variables)
Type

Variable Name And Description

(Type) Delay (0 Variables)
Type

Variable Name And Description

(Type) Level Initial (0 Variables)
Type

Variable Name And Description

(Type) Initial (0 Variables)
Type

Variable Name And Description

(Type) Constant (0 Variables)
Type

Variable Name And Description

(Type) Flow (0 Variables)
Type

Variable Name And Description

(Type) Auxiliary (41 Variables)

Group
Type Variable Name And Description
Focus Group #1 Building Regulations ()
One
A Building Regulations = A FUNCTION OF( Government Support for Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Competition With Traditional Industry
Innovation
Productivity
WHS Standards
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Business Reputation ()
Business Reputation = A FUNCTION OF( Credibility)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability

Focus Group
One

#3
A

Capacity to fill demand ()
Capacity to fill demand = A FUNCTION OF( Collaboration Within Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability
Speed to Complete Tasks

Focus Group
One

#4
A

Collaboration Within Industry ()
Collaboration Within Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Communication Within Industry,Competition With Traditional Industry,Desire to Collaborate,Early Partner Involvement,Long Term Focus of
Industry,Platform for Connection,Silo Mentality,Supporting Industries,Understading of Collaboration,Working in Isolation)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Capacity to fill demand
Competition With Traditional Industry
Early Partner Involvement
Existince of a Cluster Consultant
Scope Creep

Focus Group
One

#5
A

Communication Within Industry ()
Communication Within Industry = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Collaboration Within Industry

Focus Group
One

#6
A

Competition With Traditional Industry ()
Competition With Traditional Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Building Regulations,Collaboration Within Industry,Consumer Demand for Sustainability,Financial Resources,Limited Vendor Lists,New
Business Entrants,Specifications Agreements,Supporting Industries)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Collaboration Within Industry

Focus Group
One

#7
A

Consumer Demand for Sustainability ()
Consumer Demand for Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( Business Reputation,Capacity to fill demand)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Competition With Traditional Industry
Resource Availability
Specifications Agreements
Speed to Complete Tasks
Supply of products

Focus Group
One

#8
A

Credibility ()
Credibility = A FUNCTION OF( Promotion of Industry,Trust Within Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Business Reputation

Focus Group
One

#9
A

Degree of Difference in Industry Standards ()
Degree of Difference in Industry Standards = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Quality of Output
Silo Mentality

Focus Group
One

#10
A

Degree of Traditional Thinking ()
Degree of Traditional Thinking = A FUNCTION OF( Existince of a Cluster Consultant,Risk Aversion)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability
Innovation
Risk Aversion
Willingness to Accept Change

Focus Group
One

#11
A

Desire to Collaborate ()
Desire to Collaborate = A FUNCTION OF( Existing Networks)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Collaboration Within Industry

Focus Group
One

#12
A

Early Partner Involvement ()
Early Partner Involvement = A FUNCTION OF( Collaboration Within Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Collaboration Within Industry
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Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability ()
Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( Degree of Traditional Thinking)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Quality of Output
Silo Mentality
Understading of Collaboration

Focus Group
One

#14
A

Existince of a Cluster Consultant ()
Existince of a Cluster Consultant = A FUNCTION OF( Collaboration Within Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Degree of Traditional Thinking
Specifications Agreements

Focus Group
One

#15
A

Existing Networks ()
Existing Networks = A FUNCTION OF( Use of Established Systems,Trust Within Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Desire to Collaborate

Focus Group
One

#16
A

Experience Working Together ()
Experience Working Together = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Trust Within Industry
Use of Established Systems

Focus Group
One

#18
A

Financial Resources ()
Financial Resources = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Competition With Traditional Industry

Focus Group
One

#19
A

Government Support for Industry ()
Government Support for Industry = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Building Regulations

Focus Group
One

#21
A

Innovation ()
Innovation = A FUNCTION OF( Use of Established Systems,New Business Entrants,Building Regulations,Risk Aversion,Degree of Traditional Thinking)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Focus Group
One

#22
A

Insurance Company Pressure for Safety ()
Insurance Company Pressure for Safety = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
WHS Standards

Focus Group
One

#23
A

Limited Vendor Lists ()
Limited Vendor Lists = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Competition With Traditional Industry
Willingness to Accept Change

Focus Group
One

#24
A

Long Term Focus of Industry ()
Long Term Focus of Industry = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Collaboration Within Industry

Focus Group
One

#26
A

New Business Entrants ()
New Business Entrants = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Competition With Traditional Industry
Innovation

Focus Group
One

#27
A

Platform for Connection ()
Platform for Connection = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Collaboration Within Industry
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Productivity ()
Productivity = A FUNCTION OF( Building Regulations,WHS Standards)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Focus Group
One

#29
A

Promotion of Industry ()
Promotion of Industry = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Credibility

Focus Group
One

#30
A

Quality of Output ()
Quality of Output = A FUNCTION OF( Degree of Difference in Industry Standards,Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability,Trust Within Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Trust Within Industry

Focus Group
One

#31
A

Resource Availability ()
Resource Availability = A FUNCTION OF( Consumer Demand for Sustainability,Speed to Complete Tasks)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Speed to Complete Tasks

Focus Group
One

#32
A

Risk Aversion ()
Risk Aversion = A FUNCTION OF( Degree of Traditional Thinking)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Degree of Traditional Thinking
Innovation

Focus Group
One

#34
A

Scope Creep ()
Scope Creep = A FUNCTION OF( Collaboration Within Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Focus Group
One

#35
A

Silo Mentality ()
Silo Mentality = A FUNCTION OF( Degree of Difference in Industry Standards,Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Collaboration Within Industry

Focus Group
One

#36
A

Specifications Agreements ()
Specifications Agreements = A FUNCTION OF( Consumer Demand for Sustainability,Existince of a Cluster Consultant)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Competition With Traditional Industry

Focus Group
One

#37
A

Speed to Complete Tasks ()
Speed to Complete Tasks = A FUNCTION OF( Capacity to fill demand,Consumer Demand for Sustainability,Resource Availability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Resource Availability

Focus Group
One

#38
A

Supply of products ()
Supply of products = A FUNCTION OF( Consumer Demand for Sustainability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Focus Group
One

#39
A

Supporting Industries ()
Supporting Industries = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Collaboration Within Industry
Competition With Traditional Industry

Focus Group
One

#42
A

Trust Within Industry ()
Trust Within Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Experience Working Together,Quality of Output)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Credibility
Existing Networks
Quality of Output

Focus Group
One

#43
A

Understading of Collaboration ()
Understading of Collaboration = A FUNCTION OF( Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Collaboration Within Industry
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Use of Established Systems ()
Use of Established Systems = A FUNCTION OF( Experience Working Together)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Existing Networks
Innovation

Focus Group
One

#45
A

WHS Standards ()
WHS Standards = A FUNCTION OF( Insurance Company Pressure for Safety,Building Regulations)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Productivity

Focus Group
One

#46
A

Willingness to Accept Change ()
Willingness to Accept Change = A FUNCTION OF( Limited Vendor Lists,Degree of Traditional Thinking)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Focus Group
One

#47
A

Working in Isolation ()
Working in Isolation = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Collaboration Within Industry

Top

(Type) Subscripts (0 Variables)

Group
Top

Type

Group
Top

Type

Group

Variable Name And Description

(Type) Game (0 Variables)

Group
Top

Variable Name And Description

(Type) Data (0 Variables)
Type

Variable Name And Description

(Type) Lookup (0 Variables)
Type

Variable Name And Description

Top
Quick Links:
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All Variables (45)
Group
Type
Variable
Focus Group One A Building Regulations ()
Focus Group One A Business Reputation ()
Focus Group One A Capacity to fill demand ()
Focus Group One A Collaboration Within Industry ()
Focus Group One A Communication Within Industry ()
Focus Group One A Competition With Traditional Industry ()
Focus Group One A Consumer Demand for Sustainability ()
Focus Group One A Credibility ()
Focus Group One A Degree of Difference in Industry Standards ()
Focus Group One A Degree of Traditional Thinking ()
Focus Group One A Desire to Collaborate ()
Focus Group One A Early Partner Involvement ()
Focus Group One A Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability ()
Focus Group One A Existince of a Cluster Consultant ()
Focus Group One A Existing Networks ()
Focus Group One A Experience Working Together ()
.Control
C FINAL TIME (Month)
Focus Group One A Financial Resources ()
Focus Group One A Government Support for Industry ()
.Control
C INITIAL TIME (Month)
Focus Group One A Innovation ()
Focus Group One A Insurance Company Pressure for Safety ()
Focus Group One A Limited Vendor Lists ()
Focus Group One A Long Term Focus of Industry ()
Focus Group One A New Business Entrants ()
Focus Group One A Platform for Connection ()
Focus Group One A Productivity ()
Focus Group One A Promotion of Industry ()
Focus Group One A Quality of Output ()
Focus Group One A Resource Availability ()
Focus Group One A Risk Aversion ()
.Control
A SAVEPER (Month )
Focus Group One A Scope Creep ()
Focus Group One A Silo Mentality ()
Focus Group One A Specifications Agreements ()
Focus Group One A Speed to Complete Tasks ()
Focus Group One A Supply of products ()
Focus Group One A Supporting Industries ()
.Control
C TIME STEP (Month )
Focus Group One A Trust Within Industry ()
Focus Group One A Understading of Collaboration ()
Focus Group One A Use of Established Systems ()
Focus Group One A WHS Standards ()
Focus Group One A Willingness to Accept Change ()
Focus Group One A Working in Isolation ()

Top

Variable Link Detail (45)
Group

Type

Variable

In/Out Counts

In/Out Ratio

In Links by Polarity Out Links by Polarity
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Focus Group One
Focus Group One
Focus Group One
Focus Group One
Focus Group One
Focus Group One
Focus Group One
Focus Group One
Focus Group One
Focus Group One
Focus Group One
Focus Group One
Focus Group One
Focus Group One
Focus Group One
Focus Group One
Focus Group One
Focus Group One
Focus Group One
Focus Group One
Focus Group One
Focus Group One
Focus Group One
Focus Group One
Focus Group One
Focus Group One
Focus Group One
Focus Group One
Focus Group One
Focus Group One
Focus Group One
Focus Group One
Focus Group One
Focus Group One
Focus Group One
Focus Group One
Focus Group One
Focus Group One
Focus Group One
Focus Group One
Focus Group One
.Control
.Control
.Control
.Control

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
C
A
C
C
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Collaboration Within Industry ()
Competition With Traditional Industry ()
Consumer Demand for Sustainability ()
Degree of Traditional Thinking ()
Trust Within Industry ()
Innovation ()
Building Regulations ()
Speed to Complete Tasks ()
Quality of Output ()
Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability ()
WHS Standards ()
Use of Established Systems ()
Specifications Agreements ()
Silo Mentality ()
Risk Aversion ()
Resource Availability ()
Existing Networks ()
Existince of a Cluster Consultant ()
Credibility ()
Capacity to fill demand ()
Willingness to Accept Change ()
Understading of Collaboration ()
Supporting Industries ()
Productivity ()
New Business Entrants ()
Limited Vendor Lists ()
Experience Working Together ()
Early Partner Involvement ()
Desire to Collaborate ()
Degree of Difference in Industry Standards ()
Business Reputation ()
Working in Isolation ()
Supply of products ()
Scope Creep ()
Promotion of Industry ()
Platform for Connection ()
Long Term Focus of Industry ()
Insurance Company Pressure for Safety ()
Government Support for Industry ()
Financial Resources ()
Communication Within Industry ()
TIME STEP (Month )
SAVEPER (Month )
INITIAL TIME (Month)
FINAL TIME (Month)

10 | 5
8| 1
2| 5
2| 4
2| 3
5| 0
1| 4
3| 1
3| 1
1| 3
2| 1
1| 2
2| 1
2| 1
1| 2
2| 1
2| 1
1| 2
2| 1
1| 2
2| 0
1| 1
0| 2
2| 0
0| 2
0| 2
0| 2
1| 1
1| 1
0| 2
1| 1
0| 1
1| 0
1| 0
0| 1
0| 1
0| 1
0| 1
0| 1
0| 1
0| 1
( 0| 0)
( 0| 0)
( 0| 0)
( 0| 0)

2.00
8.00
0.40
0.50
0.67
∞
0.25
3.00
3.00
0.33
2.00
0.50
2.00
2.00
0.50
2.00
2.00
0.50
2.00
0.50
∞
1.00
0.00
∞
0.00
0.00
0.00
1.00
1.00
0.00
1.00
0.00
∞
∞
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
∞
∞
∞
∞

7| 3| 0
4| 4| 0
1| 1| 0
2| 0| 0
2| 0| 0
1| 4| 0
1| 0| 0
2| 1| 0
2| 1| 0
0| 1| 0
2| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
2| 0| 0
2| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
0| 2| 0
2| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
2| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
0| 2| 0
1| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
1| 1| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 1| 0
0| 1| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 0| 0

3| 2| 0
0| 1| 0
1| 4| 0
1| 3| 0
3| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
2| 2| 0
0| 1| 0
1| 0| 0
3| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
1| 1| 0
0| 1| 0
0| 1| 0
1| 1| 0
1| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
2| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
1| 1| 0
0| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
2| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
2| 0| 0
0| 2| 0
2| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
1| 1| 0
1| 0| 0
0| 1| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 0| 0

Top

Macros (0)
Name

Macro Definition

Expanded Macro Definition

Top
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Positive Polarity Causal Links (41)
Cause
Building Regulations
Building Regulations
Business Reputation
Capacity to fill demand
Collaboration Within Industry
Collaboration Within Industry
Collaboration Within Industry
Communication Within Industry
Consumer Demand for Sustainability
Credibility
Degree of Difference in Industry Standards
Degree of Traditional Thinking
Desire to Collaborate
Early Partner Involvement
Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability
Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability
Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability
Existince of a Cluster Consultant
Existince of a Cluster Consultant
Existing Networks
Experience Working Together
Experience Working Together
Financial Resources
Government Support for Industry
Insurance Company Pressure for Safety
Long Term Focus of Industry
New Business Entrants
New Business Entrants
Platform for Connection
Promotion of Industry
Quality of Output
Resource Availability
Risk Aversion
Supporting Industries
Supporting Industries
Trust Within Industry
Trust Within Industry
Trust Within Industry
Understading of Collaboration
Use of Established Systems
WHS Standards

Effect
Polarity
Competition With Traditional Industry
+
WHS Standards
+
Consumer Demand for Sustainability
+
Speed to Complete Tasks
+
Capacity to fill demand
+
Early Partner Involvement
+
Existince of a Cluster Consultant
+
Collaboration Within Industry
+
Specifications Agreements
+
Business Reputation
+
Silo Mentality
+
Risk Aversion
+
Collaboration Within Industry
+
Collaboration Within Industry
+
Quality of Output
+
Silo Mentality
+
Understading of Collaboration
+
Degree of Traditional Thinking
+
Specifications Agreements
+
Desire to Collaborate
+
Trust Within Industry
+
Use of Established Systems
+
Competition With Traditional Industry
+
Building Regulations
+
WHS Standards
+
Collaboration Within Industry
+
Competition With Traditional Industry
+
Innovation
+
Collaboration Within Industry
+
Credibility
+
Trust Within Industry
+
Speed to Complete Tasks
+
Degree of Traditional Thinking
+
Collaboration Within Industry
+
Competition With Traditional Industry
+
Credibility
+
Existing Networks
+
Quality of Output
+
Collaboration Within Industry
+
Existing Networks
+
Productivity
+
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Negative Polarity Causal Links (22)
Cause
Effect
Polarity
Building Regulations
Innovation
Building Regulations
Productivity
Capacity to fill demand
Consumer Demand for Sustainability
Collaboration Within Industry
Competition With Traditional Industry
Collaboration Within Industry
Scope Creep
Competition With Traditional Industry
Collaboration Within Industry
Consumer Demand for Sustainability
Competition With Traditional Industry
Consumer Demand for Sustainability
Resource Availability
Consumer Demand for Sustainability
Speed to Complete Tasks
Consumer Demand for Sustainability
Supply of products
Degree of Difference in Industry Standards
Quality of Output
Degree of Traditional Thinking
Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability
Degree of Traditional Thinking
Innovation
Degree of Traditional Thinking
Willingness to Accept Change
Limited Vendor Lists
Competition With Traditional Industry
Limited Vendor Lists
Willingness to Accept Change
Risk Aversion
Innovation
Silo Mentality
Collaboration Within Industry
Specifications Agreements
Competition With Traditional Industry
Speed to Complete Tasks
Resource Availability
Use of Established Systems
Innovation
Working in Isolation
Collaboration Within Industry
-

Top

Function-based Polarity Causal Links (0)
Cause

Effect

Polarity

Top

View-Variable Profile
View
View 1

View-Variable Profile
41 vars (87.2%)

Top

List Of 1 views and their 41 Variables
Total:
New Business Entrants (In 1 View)
Understading of Collaboration (In 1 View)
Degree of Traditional Thinking (In 1 View)
Trust Within Industry (In 1 View)
Desire to Collaborate (In 1 View)
Degree of Difference in Industry Standards (In 1 View)
Early Partner Involvement (In 1 View)
Collaboration Within Industry (In 1 View)
Quality of Output (In 1 View)
Consumer Demand for Sustainability (In 1 View)
Innovation (In 1 View)
WHS Standards (In 1 View)
Insurance Company Pressure for Safety (In 1 View)
Willingness to Accept Change (In 1 View)
Working in Isolation (In 1 View)
Limited Vendor Lists (In 1 View)
Existince of a Cluster Consultant (In 1 View)
Platform for Connection (In 1 View)
Competition With Traditional Industry (In 1 View)
Business Reputation (In 1 View)
Productivity (In 1 View)
Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability (In 1 View)
Use of Established Systems (In 1 View)
Supply of products (In 1 View)
Promotion of Industry (In 1 View)
Scope Creep (In 1 View)
Credibility (In 1 View)
Building Regulations (In 1 View)
Supporting Industries (In 1 View)
Capacity to fill demand (In 1 View)
Government Support for Industry (In 1 View)
Experience Working Together (In 1 View)
Existing Networks (In 1 View)
Speed to Complete Tasks (In 1 View)
Long Term Focus of Industry (In 1 View)
Silo Mentality (In 1 View)
Risk Aversion (In 1 View)
Resource Availability (In 1 View)
Communication Within Industry (In 1 View)
Financial Resources (In 1 View)
Specifications Agreements (In 1 View)
Total:

View 1
41
Total:

41
View 1

New Business Entrants (In 1 View)
Understading of Collaboration (In 1 View)
Degree of Traditional Thinking (In 1 View)
Trust Within Industry (In 1 View)
Desire to Collaborate (In 1 View)
Degree of Difference in Industry Standards (In 1 View)
Early Partner Involvement (In 1 View)
Collaboration Within Industry (In 1 View)
Quality of Output (In 1 View)
Consumer Demand for Sustainability (In 1 View)
Innovation (In 1 View)
WHS Standards (In 1 View)
Insurance Company Pressure for Safety (In 1 View)
Willingness to Accept Change (In 1 View)
Working in Isolation (In 1 View)
Limited Vendor Lists (In 1 View)
Existince of a Cluster Consultant (In 1 View)
Platform for Connection (In 1 View)
Competition With Traditional Industry (In 1 View)
Business Reputation (In 1 View)
Productivity (In 1 View)
Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability (In 1 View)
Use of Established Systems (In 1 View)
Supply of products (In 1 View)
Promotion of Industry (In 1 View)
Scope Creep (In 1 View)
Credibility (In 1 View)
Building Regulations (In 1 View)
Supporting Industries (In 1 View)
Capacity to fill demand (In 1 View)
Government Support for Industry (In 1 View)
Experience Working Together (In 1 View)
Existing Networks (In 1 View)
Speed to Complete Tasks (In 1 View)
Long Term Focus of Industry (In 1 View)
Silo Mentality (In 1 View)
Risk Aversion (In 1 View)
Resource Availability (In 1 View)
Communication Within Industry (In 1 View)
Financial Resources (In 1 View)
Specifications Agreements (In 1 View)
Total:
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Documentation Of Focus Group Two

Quick Links All Variables Variable Link Detail Variable Types Views Groups Macros Link Polarity View Summary View-Variable Profile

Model Assessment Results
Model Information

Result
37
54 (49|4|1)

Warnings

Result

Total Number Of Variables
Total Number Of Causal Links

Variable Types
L: Level (0 / 0)*
C: Constant (3 / 3)
G: Game (0 / 0)

SM: Smooth (0 / 0)*
F: Flow (0 / 0)
T: Lookup (0 / 0)*††

DE: Delay (0 / 0)*†
A: Auxiliary (34 / 34)

LI: Level Initial (0)
Sub: Subscripts (0)

I: Initial (0 / 0)
D: Data (0 / 0)

* (State Variables/Total Stocks) † Total Stocks Do Not Include Fixed Delay Variables. †† (Lookup Tables).

Views
View: View 1 (33) Variables

Groups
Focus Group Two (33)

Quick Links:

Top

Group
Focus Group
Two

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

K

L

M

N

O

P

Q

R

S

T

U

V

W

X

Y

Z

(All) Variables (37 Variables)
Type Variable Name And Description
#1 Ability to Charge a Premium ()
A Ability to Charge a Premium = A FUNCTION OF( "Real Estate Agency/Front End Selling Ability")
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Incentives for Sustainability

Focus Group
Two

#2
A

Availability of Transport and Infrastructure ()
Availability of Transport and Infrastructure = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Globalisation
Resource Availability

Focus Group
Two

#3
A

Awareness of Sustainable Buildings ()
Awareness of Sustainable Buildings = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
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View 1
Used By
Real Estate Agency/Front End Selling Ability
Focus Group
Two

#4
A

Building Regulations ()
Building Regulations = A FUNCTION OF( Government Support for Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Council Approval Processes
Resource Availability
Supporting Industries

Focus Group
Two

#5
A

Collaboration Within Industry ()
Collaboration Within Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Consumer Demand for Sustainability,Distance Between Partners,Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability,Existence of a Cluster
Champion,Resource Availability,Specification Agreements,Time Available to Spend Collaborating)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Design Standards
Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability
Resource Availability
Shared Knowledge
Supply of Sustainable Buildings

Focus Group
Two

#6
A

Competition with Traditional Industry ()
Competition with Traditional Industry = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Cost of Sustainability

Focus Group
Two

#7
A

Competitive Offering ()
Competitive Offering = A FUNCTION OF( Promotion of Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Real Estate Agency/Front End Selling Ability

Focus Group
Two

#8
A

Consumer Demand for Sustainability ()
Consumer Demand for Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( Critical Mass,Supporting Industries,Perceived Complexity of the System)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Collaboration Within Industry
Critical Mass
Scale of Construction

Focus Group
Two

#9
A

Consumer Metrics for Sustainability ()
Consumer Metrics for Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Greenwash

Focus Group
Two

#10
A

Cost of Sustainability ()
Cost of Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( Competition with Traditional Industry,Incentives for Sustainability,Resource Availability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Focus Group
Two

#11
A

Council Approval Processes ()
Council Approval Processes = A FUNCTION OF( Building Regulations,Government Support for Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Supporting Industries

Focus Group
Two

#12
A

Critical Mass ()
Critical Mass = A FUNCTION OF( Consumer Demand for Sustainability,Resource Availability,Scale of Construction)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability

Focus Group
Two

#13
A

Design Standards ()
Design Standards = A FUNCTION OF( Collaboration Within Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Focus Group
Two

#14
A

Distance Between Partners ()
Distance Between Partners = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Collaboration Within Industry

Focus Group
Two

#15
A

Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability ()
Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( Collaboration Within Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
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Used By
Collaboration Within Industry
Greenwash
Sustainability Knowledge
Focus Group
Two

#16
A

Existence of a Cluster Champion ()
Existence of a Cluster Champion = A FUNCTION OF( Supporting Industries,Platform for Connection)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Collaboration Within Industry

.Control

#17
C

FINAL TIME (Month)
= 100
Description: The final time for the simulation.
Present In 0 Views:
Used By

Focus Group
Two

#18
A

Globalisation ()
Globalisation = A FUNCTION OF( Availability of Transport and Infrastructure,Resource Availability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Scale of Construction

Focus Group
Two

#19
A

Government Support for Industry ()
Government Support for Industry = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Building Regulations
Council Approval Processes
Incentives for Sustainability

Focus Group
Two

#20
A

Greenwash ()
Greenwash = A FUNCTION OF( Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability,Consumer Metrics for Sustainability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Promotion of Industry

Focus Group
Two

#21
A

Incentives for Sustainability ()
Incentives for Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( Ability to Charge a Premium,Supporting Industries,Government Support for Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Cost of Sustainability
Promotion of Industry
Supporting Industries

.Control

#22
C

INITIAL TIME (Month)
=0
Description: The initial time for the simulation.
Present In 0 Views:
Used By

Focus Group
Two

#24
A

Perceived Complexity of the System ()
Perceived Complexity of the System = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability

Focus Group
Two

#25
A

Perception of Sustainability ()
Perception of Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( Promotion of Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Real Estate Agency/Front End Selling Ability

Focus Group
Two

#26
A

Platform for Connection ()
Platform for Connection = A FUNCTION OF( Shared Knowledge)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Existence of a Cluster Champion

Focus Group
Two

#27
A

Promotion of Industry ()
Promotion of Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Greenwash,Incentives for Sustainability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Competitive Offering
Perception of Sustainability

Focus Group
Two

#28
A

Real Estate Agency/Front End Selling Ability ()
"Real Estate Agency/Front End Selling Ability" = A FUNCTION OF( Awareness of Sustainable Buildings,Competitive Offering,Sustainability Knowledge,Perception of Sustainability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
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Resource Availability ()
Resource Availability = A FUNCTION OF( Availability of Transport and Infrastructure,Building Regulations,Collaboration Within Industry,Supporting Industries)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Collaboration Within Industry
Cost of Sustainability
Critical Mass
Globalisation
Supporting Industries

.Control

#30
A

SAVEPER (Month )
= TIME STEP
Description: The frequency with which output is stored.
Present In 0 Views:
Used By

Focus Group
Two

#31
A

Scale of Construction ()
Scale of Construction = A FUNCTION OF( Consumer Demand for Sustainability,Globalisation)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Critical Mass

Focus Group
Two

#32
A

Shared Knowledge ()
Shared Knowledge = A FUNCTION OF( Collaboration Within Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Platform for Connection

Focus Group
Two

#33
A

Specification Agreements ()
Specification Agreements = A FUNCTION OF( Supporting Industries)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Collaboration Within Industry

Focus Group
Two

#34
A

Supply of Sustainable Buildings ()
Supply of Sustainable Buildings = A FUNCTION OF( Collaboration Within Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Focus Group
Two

#35
A

Supporting Industries ()
Supporting Industries = A FUNCTION OF( Building Regulations,Council Approval Processes,Incentives for Sustainability,Resource Availability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability
Existence of a Cluster Champion
Incentives for Sustainability
Resource Availability
Specification Agreements

Focus Group
Two

#36
A

Sustainability Knowledge ()
Sustainability Knowledge = A FUNCTION OF( Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Real Estate Agency/Front End Selling Ability

Focus Group
Two

#38
A

Time Available to Spend Collaborating ()
Time Available to Spend Collaborating = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Collaboration Within Industry

.Control

#39
C

TIME STEP (Month )
=1
Description: The time step for the simulation.
Present In 0 Views:
Used By

(View) View 1 (33 Variables)
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(View) View 1 (33 Variables)
Type Variable Name And Description
#1 Ability to Charge a Premium ()
A Ability to Charge a Premium = A FUNCTION OF( "Real Estate Agency/Front End Selling Ability")
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Incentives for Sustainability

Focus Group
Two

#2
A

Availability of Transport and Infrastructure ()
Availability of Transport and Infrastructure = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Globalisation
Resource Availability

Focus Group
Two

#3
A

Awareness of Sustainable Buildings ()
Awareness of Sustainable Buildings = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Real Estate Agency/Front End Selling Ability

Focus Group
Two

#4
A

Building Regulations ()
Building Regulations = A FUNCTION OF( Government Support for Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Council Approval Processes
Resource Availability
Supporting Industries

Focus Group
Two

#5
A

Collaboration Within Industry ()
Collaboration Within Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Consumer Demand for Sustainability,Distance Between Partners,Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability,Existence of a Cluster
Champion,Resource Availability,Specification Agreements,Time Available to Spend Collaborating)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Design Standards
Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability
Resource Availability
Shared Knowledge
Supply of Sustainable Buildings

Focus Group
Two

#6
A

Competition with Traditional Industry ()
Competition with Traditional Industry = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Cost of Sustainability

Focus Group
Two

#7
A

Competitive Offering ()
Competitive Offering = A FUNCTION OF( Promotion of Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Real Estate Agency/Front End Selling Ability
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Consumer Demand for Sustainability ()
Consumer Demand for Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( Critical Mass,Supporting Industries,Perceived Complexity of the System)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Collaboration Within Industry
Critical Mass
Scale of Construction

Focus Group
Two

#9
A

Consumer Metrics for Sustainability ()
Consumer Metrics for Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Greenwash

Focus Group
Two

#10
A

Cost of Sustainability ()
Cost of Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( Competition with Traditional Industry,Incentives for Sustainability,Resource Availability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Focus Group
Two

#11
A

Council Approval Processes ()
Council Approval Processes = A FUNCTION OF( Building Regulations,Government Support for Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Supporting Industries

Focus Group
Two

#12
A

Critical Mass ()
Critical Mass = A FUNCTION OF( Consumer Demand for Sustainability,Resource Availability,Scale of Construction)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability

Focus Group
Two

#13
A

Design Standards ()
Design Standards = A FUNCTION OF( Collaboration Within Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Focus Group
Two

#14
A

Distance Between Partners ()
Distance Between Partners = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Collaboration Within Industry

Focus Group
Two

#15
A

Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability ()
Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( Collaboration Within Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Collaboration Within Industry
Greenwash
Sustainability Knowledge

Focus Group
Two

#16
A

Existence of a Cluster Champion ()
Existence of a Cluster Champion = A FUNCTION OF( Supporting Industries,Platform for Connection)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Collaboration Within Industry

Focus Group
Two

#18
A

Globalisation ()
Globalisation = A FUNCTION OF( Availability of Transport and Infrastructure,Resource Availability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Scale of Construction

Focus Group
Two

#19
A

Government Support for Industry ()
Government Support for Industry = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Building Regulations
Council Approval Processes
Incentives for Sustainability

Focus Group
Two

#20
A

Greenwash ()
Greenwash = A FUNCTION OF( Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability,Consumer Metrics for Sustainability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Promotion of Industry

Focus Group
Two

#21
A

Incentives for Sustainability ()
Incentives for Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( Ability to Charge a Premium,Supporting Industries,Government Support for Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
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Used By
Cost of Sustainability
Promotion of Industry
Supporting Industries
Focus Group
Two

#24
A

Perceived Complexity of the System ()
Perceived Complexity of the System = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability

Focus Group
Two

#25
A

Perception of Sustainability ()
Perception of Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( Promotion of Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Real Estate Agency/Front End Selling Ability

Focus Group
Two

#26
A

Platform for Connection ()
Platform for Connection = A FUNCTION OF( Shared Knowledge)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Existence of a Cluster Champion

Focus Group
Two

#27
A

Promotion of Industry ()
Promotion of Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Greenwash,Incentives for Sustainability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Competitive Offering
Perception of Sustainability

Focus Group
Two

#28
A

Real Estate Agency/Front End Selling Ability ()
"Real Estate Agency/Front End Selling Ability" = A FUNCTION OF( Awareness of Sustainable Buildings,Competitive Offering,Sustainability Knowledge,Perception of Sustainability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Focus Group
Two

#29
A

Resource Availability ()
Resource Availability = A FUNCTION OF( Availability of Transport and Infrastructure,Building Regulations,Collaboration Within Industry,Supporting Industries)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Collaboration Within Industry
Cost of Sustainability
Critical Mass
Globalisation
Supporting Industries

Focus Group
Two

#31
A

Scale of Construction ()
Scale of Construction = A FUNCTION OF( Consumer Demand for Sustainability,Globalisation)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Critical Mass

Focus Group
Two

#32
A

Shared Knowledge ()
Shared Knowledge = A FUNCTION OF( Collaboration Within Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Platform for Connection

Focus Group
Two

#33
A

Specification Agreements ()
Specification Agreements = A FUNCTION OF( Supporting Industries)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Collaboration Within Industry

Focus Group
Two

#34
A

Supply of Sustainable Buildings ()
Supply of Sustainable Buildings = A FUNCTION OF( Collaboration Within Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Focus Group
Two

#35
A

Supporting Industries ()
Supporting Industries = A FUNCTION OF( Building Regulations,Council Approval Processes,Incentives for Sustainability,Resource Availability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability
Existence of a Cluster Champion
Incentives for Sustainability
Resource Availability
Specification Agreements

Focus Group
Two

#36
A

Sustainability Knowledge ()
Sustainability Knowledge = A FUNCTION OF( Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
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Used By
Real Estate Agency/Front End Selling Ability
Focus Group
Two

#38
A

Time Available to Spend Collaborating ()
Time Available to Spend Collaborating = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Collaboration Within Industry

Top

Group
Focus Group
Two

(Group) Focus Group Two (33 Variables)
Type Variable Name And Description
#1 Ability to Charge a Premium ()
A Ability to Charge a Premium = A FUNCTION OF( "Real Estate Agency/Front End Selling Ability")
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Incentives for Sustainability

Focus Group
Two

#2
A

Availability of Transport and Infrastructure ()
Availability of Transport and Infrastructure = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Globalisation
Resource Availability

Focus Group
Two

#3
A

Awareness of Sustainable Buildings ()
Awareness of Sustainable Buildings = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Real Estate Agency/Front End Selling Ability

Focus Group
Two

#4
A

Building Regulations ()
Building Regulations = A FUNCTION OF( Government Support for Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Council Approval Processes
Resource Availability
Supporting Industries

Focus Group
Two

#5
A

Collaboration Within Industry ()
Collaboration Within Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Consumer Demand for Sustainability,Distance Between Partners,Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability,Existence of a Cluster
Champion,Resource Availability,Specification Agreements,Time Available to Spend Collaborating)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Design Standards
Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability
Resource Availability
Shared Knowledge
Supply of Sustainable Buildings

Focus Group
Two

#6
A

Competition with Traditional Industry ()
Competition with Traditional Industry = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Cost of Sustainability

Focus Group
Two

#7
A

Competitive Offering ()
Competitive Offering = A FUNCTION OF( Promotion of Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Real Estate Agency/Front End Selling Ability

Focus Group
Two

#8
A

Consumer Demand for Sustainability ()
Consumer Demand for Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( Critical Mass,Supporting Industries,Perceived Complexity of the System)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Collaboration Within Industry
Critical Mass
Scale of Construction

Focus Group
Two

#9
A

Consumer Metrics for Sustainability ()
Consumer Metrics for Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Greenwash

Focus Group
Two

#10
A

Cost of Sustainability ()
Cost of Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( Competition with Traditional Industry,Incentives for Sustainability,Resource Availability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
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Council Approval Processes ()
Council Approval Processes = A FUNCTION OF( Building Regulations,Government Support for Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Supporting Industries

Focus Group
Two

#12
A

Critical Mass ()
Critical Mass = A FUNCTION OF( Consumer Demand for Sustainability,Resource Availability,Scale of Construction)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability

Focus Group
Two

#13
A

Design Standards ()
Design Standards = A FUNCTION OF( Collaboration Within Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Focus Group
Two

#14
A

Distance Between Partners ()
Distance Between Partners = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Collaboration Within Industry

Focus Group
Two

#15
A

Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability ()
Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( Collaboration Within Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Collaboration Within Industry
Greenwash
Sustainability Knowledge

Focus Group
Two

#16
A

Existence of a Cluster Champion ()
Existence of a Cluster Champion = A FUNCTION OF( Supporting Industries,Platform for Connection)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Collaboration Within Industry

Focus Group
Two

#18
A

Globalisation ()
Globalisation = A FUNCTION OF( Availability of Transport and Infrastructure,Resource Availability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Scale of Construction

Focus Group
Two

#19
A

Government Support for Industry ()
Government Support for Industry = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Building Regulations
Council Approval Processes
Incentives for Sustainability

Focus Group
Two

#20
A

Greenwash ()
Greenwash = A FUNCTION OF( Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability,Consumer Metrics for Sustainability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Promotion of Industry

Focus Group
Two

#21
A

Incentives for Sustainability ()
Incentives for Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( Ability to Charge a Premium,Supporting Industries,Government Support for Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Cost of Sustainability
Promotion of Industry
Supporting Industries

Focus Group
Two

#24
A

Perceived Complexity of the System ()
Perceived Complexity of the System = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability

Focus Group
Two

#25
A

Perception of Sustainability ()
Perception of Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( Promotion of Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Real Estate Agency/Front End Selling Ability
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Platform for Connection ()
Platform for Connection = A FUNCTION OF( Shared Knowledge)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Existence of a Cluster Champion

Focus Group
Two

#27
A

Promotion of Industry ()
Promotion of Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Greenwash,Incentives for Sustainability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Competitive Offering
Perception of Sustainability

Focus Group
Two

#28
A

Real Estate Agency/Front End Selling Ability ()
"Real Estate Agency/Front End Selling Ability" = A FUNCTION OF( Awareness of Sustainable Buildings,Competitive Offering,Sustainability Knowledge,Perception of Sustainability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Focus Group
Two

#29
A

Resource Availability ()
Resource Availability = A FUNCTION OF( Availability of Transport and Infrastructure,Building Regulations,Collaboration Within Industry,Supporting Industries)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Collaboration Within Industry
Cost of Sustainability
Critical Mass
Globalisation
Supporting Industries

Focus Group
Two

#31
A

Scale of Construction ()
Scale of Construction = A FUNCTION OF( Consumer Demand for Sustainability,Globalisation)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Critical Mass

Focus Group
Two

#32
A

Shared Knowledge ()
Shared Knowledge = A FUNCTION OF( Collaboration Within Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Platform for Connection

Focus Group
Two

#33
A

Specification Agreements ()
Specification Agreements = A FUNCTION OF( Supporting Industries)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Collaboration Within Industry

Focus Group
Two

#34
A

Supply of Sustainable Buildings ()
Supply of Sustainable Buildings = A FUNCTION OF( Collaboration Within Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Focus Group
Two

#35
A

Supporting Industries ()
Supporting Industries = A FUNCTION OF( Building Regulations,Council Approval Processes,Incentives for Sustainability,Resource Availability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability
Existence of a Cluster Champion
Incentives for Sustainability
Resource Availability
Specification Agreements

Focus Group
Two

#36
A

Sustainability Knowledge ()
Sustainability Knowledge = A FUNCTION OF( Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Real Estate Agency/Front End Selling Ability

Focus Group
Two

#38
A

Time Available to Spend Collaborating ()
Time Available to Spend Collaborating = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Collaboration Within Industry

Top

Group
Top

Group
Top

Group
Top

Group
Top

(Type) Level (0 Variables)
Type

Variable Name And Description

(Type) Smooth (0 Variables)
Type

Variable Name And Description

(Type) Delay (0 Variables)
Type

Variable Name And Description

(Type) Level Initial (0 Variables)
Type

Variable Name And Description

(Type) Initial (0 Variables)
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(Type) Constant (0 Variables)

Group
Top
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Type

Variable Name And Description

(Type) Flow (0 Variables)

Group
Top

Group
Focus Group
Two

Type

Variable Name And Description

(Type) Auxiliary (33 Variables)
Type Variable Name And Description
#1 Ability to Charge a Premium ()
A Ability to Charge a Premium = A FUNCTION OF( "Real Estate Agency/Front End Selling Ability")
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Incentives for Sustainability

Focus Group
Two

#2
A

Availability of Transport and Infrastructure ()
Availability of Transport and Infrastructure = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Globalisation
Resource Availability

Focus Group
Two

#3
A

Awareness of Sustainable Buildings ()
Awareness of Sustainable Buildings = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Real Estate Agency/Front End Selling Ability

Focus Group
Two

#4
A

Building Regulations ()
Building Regulations = A FUNCTION OF( Government Support for Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Council Approval Processes
Resource Availability
Supporting Industries

Focus Group
Two

#5
A

Collaboration Within Industry ()
Collaboration Within Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Consumer Demand for Sustainability,Distance Between Partners,Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability,Existence of a Cluster
Champion,Resource Availability,Specification Agreements,Time Available to Spend Collaborating)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Design Standards
Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability
Resource Availability
Shared Knowledge
Supply of Sustainable Buildings

Focus Group
Two

#6
A

Competition with Traditional Industry ()
Competition with Traditional Industry = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Cost of Sustainability

Focus Group
Two

#7
A

Competitive Offering ()
Competitive Offering = A FUNCTION OF( Promotion of Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Real Estate Agency/Front End Selling Ability

Focus Group
Two

#8
A

Consumer Demand for Sustainability ()
Consumer Demand for Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( Critical Mass,Supporting Industries,Perceived Complexity of the System)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Collaboration Within Industry
Critical Mass
Scale of Construction

Focus Group
Two

#9
A

Consumer Metrics for Sustainability ()
Consumer Metrics for Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Greenwash

Focus Group
Two

#10
A

Cost of Sustainability ()
Cost of Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( Competition with Traditional Industry,Incentives for Sustainability,Resource Availability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Focus Group
Two

#11
A

Council Approval Processes ()
Council Approval Processes = A FUNCTION OF( Building Regulations,Government Support for Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Supporting Industries
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#12
A
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Critical Mass ()
Critical Mass = A FUNCTION OF( Consumer Demand for Sustainability,Resource Availability,Scale of Construction)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability

Focus Group
Two

#13
A

Design Standards ()
Design Standards = A FUNCTION OF( Collaboration Within Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Focus Group
Two

#14
A

Distance Between Partners ()
Distance Between Partners = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Collaboration Within Industry

Focus Group
Two

#15
A

Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability ()
Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( Collaboration Within Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Collaboration Within Industry
Greenwash
Sustainability Knowledge

Focus Group
Two

#16
A

Existence of a Cluster Champion ()
Existence of a Cluster Champion = A FUNCTION OF( Supporting Industries,Platform for Connection)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Collaboration Within Industry

Focus Group
Two

#18
A

Globalisation ()
Globalisation = A FUNCTION OF( Availability of Transport and Infrastructure,Resource Availability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Scale of Construction

Focus Group
Two

#19
A

Government Support for Industry ()
Government Support for Industry = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Building Regulations
Council Approval Processes
Incentives for Sustainability

Focus Group
Two

#20
A

Greenwash ()
Greenwash = A FUNCTION OF( Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability,Consumer Metrics for Sustainability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Promotion of Industry

Focus Group
Two

#21
A

Incentives for Sustainability ()
Incentives for Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( Ability to Charge a Premium,Supporting Industries,Government Support for Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Cost of Sustainability
Promotion of Industry
Supporting Industries

Focus Group
Two

#24
A

Perceived Complexity of the System ()
Perceived Complexity of the System = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability

Focus Group
Two

#25
A

Perception of Sustainability ()
Perception of Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( Promotion of Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Real Estate Agency/Front End Selling Ability

Focus Group
Two

#26
A

Platform for Connection ()
Platform for Connection = A FUNCTION OF( Shared Knowledge)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Existence of a Cluster Champion
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#27
A
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Promotion of Industry ()
Promotion of Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Greenwash,Incentives for Sustainability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Competitive Offering
Perception of Sustainability

Focus Group
Two

#28
A

Real Estate Agency/Front End Selling Ability ()
"Real Estate Agency/Front End Selling Ability" = A FUNCTION OF( Awareness of Sustainable Buildings,Competitive Offering,Sustainability Knowledge,Perception of Sustainability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Focus Group
Two

#29
A

Resource Availability ()
Resource Availability = A FUNCTION OF( Availability of Transport and Infrastructure,Building Regulations,Collaboration Within Industry,Supporting Industries)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Collaboration Within Industry
Cost of Sustainability
Critical Mass
Globalisation
Supporting Industries

Focus Group
Two

#31
A

Scale of Construction ()
Scale of Construction = A FUNCTION OF( Consumer Demand for Sustainability,Globalisation)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Critical Mass

Focus Group
Two

#32
A

Shared Knowledge ()
Shared Knowledge = A FUNCTION OF( Collaboration Within Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Platform for Connection

Focus Group
Two

#33
A

Specification Agreements ()
Specification Agreements = A FUNCTION OF( Supporting Industries)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Collaboration Within Industry

Focus Group
Two

#34
A

Supply of Sustainable Buildings ()
Supply of Sustainable Buildings = A FUNCTION OF( Collaboration Within Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Focus Group
Two

#35
A

Supporting Industries ()
Supporting Industries = A FUNCTION OF( Building Regulations,Council Approval Processes,Incentives for Sustainability,Resource Availability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability
Existence of a Cluster Champion
Incentives for Sustainability
Resource Availability
Specification Agreements

Focus Group
Two

#36
A

Sustainability Knowledge ()
Sustainability Knowledge = A FUNCTION OF( Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Real Estate Agency/Front End Selling Ability

Focus Group
Two

#38
A

Time Available to Spend Collaborating ()
Time Available to Spend Collaborating = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Collaboration Within Industry

Top

Group
Top

(Type) Subscripts (0 Variables)
Type

Group
Top

Type

Group

Variable Name And Description

(Type) Game (0 Variables)

Group
Top

Variable Name And Description

(Type) Data (0 Variables)
Type

Variable Name And Description

(Type) Lookup (0 Variables)
Type

Variable Name And Description

Top
Quick Links:
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All Variables (37)
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Group
Type
Variable
Focus Group Two A Ability to Charge a Premium ()
Focus Group Two A Availability of Transport and Infrastructure ()
Focus Group Two A Awareness of Sustainable Buildings ()
Focus Group Two A Building Regulations ()
Focus Group Two A Collaboration Within Industry ()
Focus Group Two A Competition with Traditional Industry ()
Focus Group Two A Competitive Offering ()
Focus Group Two A Consumer Demand for Sustainability ()
Focus Group Two A Consumer Metrics for Sustainability ()
Focus Group Two A Cost of Sustainability ()
Focus Group Two A Council Approval Processes ()
Focus Group Two A Critical Mass ()
Focus Group Two A Design Standards ()
Focus Group Two A Distance Between Partners ()
Focus Group Two A Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability ()
Focus Group Two A Existence of a Cluster Champion ()
.Control
C FINAL TIME (Month)
Focus Group Two A Globalisation ()
Focus Group Two A Government Support for Industry ()
Focus Group Two A Greenwash ()
Focus Group Two A Incentives for Sustainability ()
.Control
C INITIAL TIME (Month)
Focus Group Two A Perceived Complexity of the System ()
Focus Group Two A Perception of Sustainability ()
Focus Group Two A Platform for Connection ()
Focus Group Two A Promotion of Industry ()
Focus Group Two A Real Estate Agency/Front End Selling Ability ()
Focus Group Two A Resource Availability ()
.Control
A SAVEPER (Month )
Focus Group Two A Scale of Construction ()
Focus Group Two A Shared Knowledge ()
Focus Group Two A Specification Agreements ()
Focus Group Two A Supply of Sustainable Buildings ()
Focus Group Two A Supporting Industries ()
Focus Group Two A Sustainability Knowledge ()
Focus Group Two A Time Available to Spend Collaborating ()
.Control
C TIME STEP (Month )

Top

Variable Link Detail (37)
Group
Type
Variable
In/Out Counts
Focus Group Two A Collaboration Within Industry ()
7| 5
Focus Group Two A Supporting Industries ()
4| 5
Focus Group Two A Resource Availability ()
4| 5
Focus Group Two A Incentives for Sustainability ()
3| 3
Focus Group Two A Consumer Demand for Sustainability ()
3| 3
Focus Group Two A Real Estate Agency/Front End Selling Ability ()
4| 1
Focus Group Two A Promotion of Industry ()
2| 2
Focus Group Two A Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability ()
1| 3
Focus Group Two A Critical Mass ()
3| 1
Focus Group Two A Building Regulations ()
1| 3
Focus Group Two A Scale of Construction ()
2| 1
Focus Group Two A Greenwash ()
2| 1
Focus Group Two A Government Support for Industry ()
0| 3
Focus Group Two A Globalisation ()
2| 1
Focus Group Two A Existence of a Cluster Champion ()
2| 1
Focus Group Two A Council Approval Processes ()
2| 1
Focus Group Two A Cost of Sustainability ()
3| 0
Focus Group Two A Sustainability Knowledge ()
1| 1
Focus Group Two A Specification Agreements ()
1| 1
Focus Group Two A Shared Knowledge ()
1| 1
Focus Group Two A Platform for Connection ()
1| 1
Focus Group Two A Perception of Sustainability ()
1| 1
Focus Group Two A Competitive Offering ()
1| 1
Focus Group Two A Availability of Transport and Infrastructure ()
0| 2
Focus Group Two A Ability to Charge a Premium ()
1| 1
Focus Group Two A Time Available to Spend Collaborating ()
0| 1
Focus Group Two A Supply of Sustainable Buildings ()
1| 0
Focus Group Two A Perceived Complexity of the System ()
0| 1
Focus Group Two A Distance Between Partners ()
0| 1
Focus Group Two A Design Standards ()
1| 0
Focus Group Two A Consumer Metrics for Sustainability ()
0| 1
Focus Group Two A Competition with Traditional Industry ()
0| 1
Focus Group Two A Awareness of Sustainable Buildings ()
0| 1
.Control
C TIME STEP (Month )
( 0| 0)
.Control
A SAVEPER (Month )
( 0| 0)
.Control
C INITIAL TIME (Month)
( 0| 0)
.Control
C FINAL TIME (Month)
( 0| 0)

In/Out Ratio
1.40
0.80
0.80
1.00
1.00
4.00
1.00
0.33
3.00
0.33
2.00
2.00
0.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
∞
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.00
1.00
0.00
∞
0.00
0.00
∞
0.00
0.00
0.00
∞
∞
∞
∞

In Links by Polarity Out Links by Polarity
6| 1| 0
5| 0| 0
4| 0| 0
5| 0| 0
4| 0| 0
4| 0| 1
3| 0| 0
2| 1| 0
2| 1| 0
3| 0| 0
4| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
2| 0| 0
2| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
3| 0| 0
2| 0| 1
1| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
3| 0| 0
2| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
1| 1| 0
1| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
3| 0| 0
2| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
2| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
2| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
2| 1| 0
0| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
2| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 1| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 1| 0
1| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 1| 0
0| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 0| 0

Top

Macros (0)
Name

Macro Definition

Expanded Macro Definition

Top
Quick Links:
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Positive Polarity Causal Links (49)
Cause
Ability to Charge a Premium
Availability of Transport and Infrastructure
Availability of Transport and Infrastructure
Awareness of Sustainable Buildings

Effect
Incentives for Sustainability
Globalisation
Resource Availability
Real Estate Agency/Front End Selling Ability

Polarity
+
+
+
+
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Building Regulations
Council Approval Processes
Building Regulations
Resource Availability
Building Regulations
Supporting Industries
Collaboration Within Industry
Design Standards
Collaboration Within Industry
Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability
Collaboration Within Industry
Resource Availability
Collaboration Within Industry
Shared Knowledge
Collaboration Within Industry
Supply of Sustainable Buildings
Competition with Traditional Industry
Cost of Sustainability
Competitive Offering
Real Estate Agency/Front End Selling Ability
Consumer Demand for Sustainability
Collaboration Within Industry
Consumer Demand for Sustainability
Critical Mass
Consumer Demand for Sustainability
Scale of Construction
Council Approval Processes
Supporting Industries
Critical Mass
Consumer Demand for Sustainability
Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability
Collaboration Within Industry
Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability
Greenwash
Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability
Sustainability Knowledge
Existence of a Cluster Champion
Collaboration Within Industry
Globalisation
Scale of Construction
Government Support for Industry
Building Regulations
Government Support for Industry
Council Approval Processes
Government Support for Industry
Incentives for Sustainability
Greenwash
Promotion of Industry
Incentives for Sustainability
Promotion of Industry
Incentives for Sustainability
Supporting Industries
Perception of Sustainability
Real Estate Agency/Front End Selling Ability
Platform for Connection
Existence of a Cluster Champion
Promotion of Industry
Competitive Offering
Promotion of Industry
Perception of Sustainability
Real Estate Agency/Front End Selling Ability
Ability to Charge a Premium
Resource Availability
Collaboration Within Industry
Resource Availability
Cost of Sustainability
Resource Availability
Globalisation
Resource Availability
Supporting Industries
Scale of Construction
Critical Mass
Shared Knowledge
Platform for Connection
Specification Agreements
Collaboration Within Industry
Supporting Industries
Consumer Demand for Sustainability
Supporting Industries
Existence of a Cluster Champion
Supporting Industries
Incentives for Sustainability
Supporting Industries
Resource Availability
Supporting Industries
Specification Agreements
Sustainability Knowledge
Real Estate Agency/Front End Selling Ability
Time Available to Spend Collaborating
Collaboration Within Industry

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

Top
Quick Links:
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Negative Polarity Causal Links (4)
Cause
Effect
Polarity
Consumer Metrics for Sustainability
Greenwash
Distance Between Partners
Collaboration Within Industry
Incentives for Sustainability
Cost of Sustainability
Perceived Complexity of the System Consumer Demand for Sustainability
-

Top
Quick Links:

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

K

L

M

N

O

Function-based Polarity Causal Links (1)
Cause
Resource Availability

Effect
Critical Mass

Polarity
?

Top

View-Variable Profile
View
View 1

View-Variable Profile
33 vars (84.6%)

Top

List Of 1 views and their 33 Variables
Total:
Design Standards (In 1 View)
Critical Mass (In 1 View)
Council Approval Processes (In 1 View)
Cost of Sustainability (In 1 View)
Sustainability Knowledge (In 1 View)
Collaboration Within Industry (In 1 View)
Consumer Demand for Sustainability (In 1 View)
Distance Between Partners (In 1 View)
Consumer Metrics for Sustainability (In 1 View)
Ability to Charge a Premium (In 1 View)
Time Available to Spend Collaborating (In 1 View)
Scale of Construction (In 1 View)
Awareness of Sustainable Buildings (In 1 View)
Globalisation (In 1 View)
Supply of Sustainable Buildings (In 1 View)

View 1
33
Total:
Design Standards (In 1 View)
Critical Mass (In 1 View)
Council Approval Processes (In 1 View)
Cost of Sustainability (In 1 View)
Sustainability Knowledge (In 1 View)
Collaboration Within Industry (In 1 View)
Consumer Demand for Sustainability (In 1 View)
Distance Between Partners (In 1 View)
Consumer Metrics for Sustainability (In 1 View)
Ability to Charge a Premium (In 1 View)
Time Available to Spend Collaborating (In 1 View)
Scale of Construction (In 1 View)
Awareness of Sustainable Buildings (In 1 View)
Globalisation (In 1 View)
Supply of Sustainable Buildings (In 1 View)
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Platform for Connection (In 1 View)
Perception of Sustainability (In 1 View)
Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability (In 1 View)
Incentives for Sustainability (In 1 View)
Competitive Offering (In 1 View)
Promotion of Industry (In 1 View)
"Real Estate Agency/Front End Selling Ability" (In 1 View)
Competition with Traditional Industry (In 1 View)
Supporting Industries (In 1 View)
Building Regulations (In 1 View)
Government Support for Industry (In 1 View)
Existence of a Cluster Champion (In 1 View)
Perceived Complexity of the System (In 1 View)
Availability of Transport and Infrastructure (In 1 View)
Greenwash (In 1 View)
Specification Agreements (In 1 View)
Resource Availability (In 1 View)
Shared Knowledge (In 1 View)
Total:

file:///C:/Users/Emily/Desktop/CLDS to be deidentified/Focus Group...

33
View 1

Platform for Connection (In 1 View)
Perception of Sustainability (In 1 View)
Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability (In 1 View)
Incentives for Sustainability (In 1 View)
Competitive Offering (In 1 View)
Promotion of Industry (In 1 View)
"Real Estate Agency/Front End Selling Ability" (In 1 View)
Competition with Traditional Industry (In 1 View)
Supporting Industries (In 1 View)
Building Regulations (In 1 View)
Government Support for Industry (In 1 View)
Existence of a Cluster Champion (In 1 View)
Perceived Complexity of the System (In 1 View)
Availability of Transport and Infrastructure (In 1 View)
Greenwash (In 1 View)
Specification Agreements (In 1 View)
Resource Availability (In 1 View)
Shared Knowledge (In 1 View)
Total:

Source File: C:\Users\Emily\Desktop\CLDS to be deidentified\Focus Group Two.mdl (Sat Mar 03 16:45:26 AEDT 2018)
Report Created On Tue Mar 20 22:57:26 AEDT 2018
SDM-Doc Tool Version 1.2.89
Global Security Sciences Division
Argonne National Laboratory
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Documentation Of Interviewee One

Quick Links All Variables Variable Link Detail Variable Types Views Groups Macros Link Polarity View Summary View-Variable Profile

Model Assessment Results
Model Information

Result
29
32 (31|0|1)

Warnings

Result

Total Number Of Variables
Total Number Of Causal Links

Variable Types
L: Level (0 / 0)*
C: Constant (3 / 3)
G: Game (0 / 0)

SM: Smooth (0 / 0)*
F: Flow (0 / 0)
T: Lookup (0 / 0)*††

DE: Delay (0 / 0)*†
A: Auxiliary (26 / 26)

LI: Level Initial (0)
Sub: Subscripts (0)

I: Initial (0 / 0)
D: Data (0 / 0)

* (State Variables/Total Stocks) † Total Stocks Do Not Include Fixed Delay Variables. †† (Lookup Tables).

Views
View: View 1 (25) Variables

Groups
Interviewee One (25)

Quick Links:

Top

Group
Interviewee
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(All) Variables (29 Variables)
Type Variable Name And Description
#1 Ability to Self-Sustain Cluster ()
A "Ability to Self-Sustain Cluster" = A FUNCTION OF( Long Term Viability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee
One

#2
A

Awareness of Clusters ()
Awareness of Clusters = A FUNCTION OF( Existence of a Cluster Champion,Existence of a Cluster Consultant)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Openness to Clusters
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#3
A
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Building Regulations ()
Building Regulations = A FUNCTION OF( Government Support for Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Competency in Industry

Interviewee
One

#4
A

Collaboration Within Industry ()
Collaboration Within Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Policies Supporting Clusters)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Long Term Viability

Interviewee
One

#5
A

Competency in Industry ()
Competency in Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Building Regulations)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Government Support for Industry

Interviewee
One

#6
A

Contracts Secured ()
Contracts Secured = A FUNCTION OF( Long Term Viability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee
One

#7
A

Degree of Co-Location ()
"Degree of Co-Location" = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee
One

#8
A

Early Stage Government Support for Clusters ()
Early Stage Government Support for Clusters = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Government Support for Industry
Policies Supporting Clusters

Interviewee
One

#9
A

Existence of a Cluster Champion ()
Existence of a Cluster Champion = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Awareness of Clusters
Long Term Viability

Interviewee
One

#10
A

Existence of a Cluster Consultant ()
Existence of a Cluster Consultant = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Awareness of Clusters
Long Term Viability

Interviewee
One

#11
A

Existence of Grassroots Initiatives ()
Existence of Grassroots Initiatives = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Long Term Viability

Interviewee
One

#12
A

Export Focus Within Industry ()
Export Focus Within Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Size of Market)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Globalisation
Size of Market

Interviewee
One

#13
A

Favourable Economic Conditions ()
Favourable Economic Conditions = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Government Support for Industry

.Control

#14
C

FINAL TIME (Month)
= 100
Description: The final time for the simulation.
Present In 0 Views:
Used By

Interviewee
One

#15
A

Focus on Innovation ()
Focus on Innovation = A FUNCTION OF( Government Support for Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
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#16
A
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Globalisation ()
Globalisation = A FUNCTION OF( Export Focus Within Industry,Relevant Offering to Cluster Available)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Long Term Viability
Platform for Connection

Interviewee
One

#17
A

Government Funding for Industry ()
Government Funding for Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Government Support for Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Long Term Viability

Interviewee
One

#18
A

Government Support for Industry ()
Government Support for Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Competency in Industry,Early Stage Government Support for Clusters,Favourable Economic Conditions)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Building Regulations
Focus on Innovation
Government Funding for Industry
Long Term Viability

.Control

#19
C

INITIAL TIME (Month)
=0
Description: The initial time for the simulation.
Present In 0 Views:
Used By

Interviewee
One

#20
A

Long Term Viability ()
Long Term Viability = A FUNCTION OF( Collaboration Within Industry,"Degree of Co-Location",Existence of a Cluster Champion,Existence of a Cluster Consultant,Existence of Grassroots
Initiatives,Globalisation,Government Funding for Industry,Government Support for Industry,Platform for Connection,Supporting Industries)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Ability to Self-Sustain Cluster
Contracts Secured
Promotion of Industry

Interviewee
One

#22
A

Openness to Clusters ()
Openness to Clusters = A FUNCTION OF( Awareness of Clusters)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Policies Supporting Clusters

Interviewee
One

#23
A

Platform for Connection ()
Platform for Connection = A FUNCTION OF( Globalisation,Supporting Industries)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Long Term Viability

Interviewee
One

#24
A

Policies Supporting Clusters ()
Policies Supporting Clusters = A FUNCTION OF( Early Stage Government Support for Clusters,Openness to Clusters)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Collaboration Within Industry

Interviewee
One

#25
A

Promotion of Industry ()
Promotion of Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Long Term Viability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee
One

#26
A

Relevant Offering to Cluster Available ()
Relevant Offering to Cluster Available = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Globalisation

.Control

#27
A

SAVEPER (Month )
= TIME STEP
Description: The frequency with which output is stored.
Present In 0 Views:
Used By

Interviewee
One

#28
A

Size of Market ()
Size of Market = A FUNCTION OF( Export Focus Within Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Export Focus Within Industry

Interviewee
One

#29
A

Supporting Industries ()
Supporting Industries = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
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Used By
Long Term Viability
Platform for Connection
.Control

#31
C

TIME STEP (Month )
=1
Description: The time step for the simulation.
Present In 0 Views:
Used By

(View) View 1 (25 Variables)

Top

Group
Interviewee
One

(View) View 1 (25 Variables)
Type Variable Name And Description
#1 Ability to Self-Sustain Cluster ()
A "Ability to Self-Sustain Cluster" = A FUNCTION OF( Long Term Viability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee
One

#2
A

Awareness of Clusters ()
Awareness of Clusters = A FUNCTION OF( Existence of a Cluster Champion,Existence of a Cluster Consultant)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Openness to Clusters

Interviewee
One

#3
A

Building Regulations ()
Building Regulations = A FUNCTION OF( Government Support for Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Competency in Industry

Interviewee
One

#4
A

Collaboration Within Industry ()
Collaboration Within Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Policies Supporting Clusters)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Long Term Viability

Interviewee
One

#5
A

Competency in Industry ()
Competency in Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Building Regulations)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Government Support for Industry

Interviewee
One

#6
A

Contracts Secured ()
Contracts Secured = A FUNCTION OF( Long Term Viability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee
One

#7
A

Degree of Co-Location ()
"Degree of Co-Location" = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
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Early Stage Government Support for Clusters ()
Early Stage Government Support for Clusters = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Government Support for Industry
Policies Supporting Clusters

Interviewee
One

#9
A

Existence of a Cluster Champion ()
Existence of a Cluster Champion = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Awareness of Clusters
Long Term Viability

Interviewee
One

#10
A

Existence of a Cluster Consultant ()
Existence of a Cluster Consultant = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Awareness of Clusters
Long Term Viability

Interviewee
One

#11
A

Existence of Grassroots Initiatives ()
Existence of Grassroots Initiatives = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Long Term Viability

Interviewee
One

#12
A

Export Focus Within Industry ()
Export Focus Within Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Size of Market)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Globalisation
Size of Market

Interviewee
One

#13
A

Favourable Economic Conditions ()
Favourable Economic Conditions = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Government Support for Industry

Interviewee
One

#15
A

Focus on Innovation ()
Focus on Innovation = A FUNCTION OF( Government Support for Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee
One

#16
A

Globalisation ()
Globalisation = A FUNCTION OF( Export Focus Within Industry,Relevant Offering to Cluster Available)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Long Term Viability
Platform for Connection

Interviewee
One

#17
A

Government Funding for Industry ()
Government Funding for Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Government Support for Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Long Term Viability

Interviewee
One

#18
A

Government Support for Industry ()
Government Support for Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Competency in Industry,Early Stage Government Support for Clusters,Favourable Economic Conditions)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Building Regulations
Focus on Innovation
Government Funding for Industry
Long Term Viability

Interviewee
One

#20
A

Long Term Viability ()
Long Term Viability = A FUNCTION OF( Collaboration Within Industry,"Degree of Co-Location",Existence of a Cluster Champion,Existence of a Cluster Consultant,Existence of Grassroots
Initiatives,Globalisation,Government Funding for Industry,Government Support for Industry,Platform for Connection,Supporting Industries)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Ability to Self-Sustain Cluster
Contracts Secured
Promotion of Industry

Interviewee
One

#22
A

Openness to Clusters ()
Openness to Clusters = A FUNCTION OF( Awareness of Clusters)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Policies Supporting Clusters
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Platform for Connection ()
Platform for Connection = A FUNCTION OF( Globalisation,Supporting Industries)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Long Term Viability

Interviewee
One

#24
A

Policies Supporting Clusters ()
Policies Supporting Clusters = A FUNCTION OF( Early Stage Government Support for Clusters,Openness to Clusters)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Collaboration Within Industry

Interviewee
One

#25
A

Promotion of Industry ()
Promotion of Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Long Term Viability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee
One

#26
A

Relevant Offering to Cluster Available ()
Relevant Offering to Cluster Available = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Globalisation

Interviewee
One

#28
A

Size of Market ()
Size of Market = A FUNCTION OF( Export Focus Within Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Export Focus Within Industry

Interviewee
One

#29
A

Supporting Industries ()
Supporting Industries = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Long Term Viability
Platform for Connection

Top

Group
Interviewee
One

(Group) Interviewee One (25 Variables)
Type Variable Name And Description
#1 Ability to Self-Sustain Cluster ()
A "Ability to Self-Sustain Cluster" = A FUNCTION OF( Long Term Viability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee
One

#2
A

Awareness of Clusters ()
Awareness of Clusters = A FUNCTION OF( Existence of a Cluster Champion,Existence of a Cluster Consultant)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Openness to Clusters

Interviewee
One

#3
A

Building Regulations ()
Building Regulations = A FUNCTION OF( Government Support for Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Competency in Industry

Interviewee
One

#4
A

Collaboration Within Industry ()
Collaboration Within Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Policies Supporting Clusters)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Long Term Viability

Interviewee
One

#5
A

Competency in Industry ()
Competency in Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Building Regulations)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Government Support for Industry

Interviewee
One

#6
A

Contracts Secured ()
Contracts Secured = A FUNCTION OF( Long Term Viability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee
One

#7
A

Degree of Co-Location ()
"Degree of Co-Location" = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
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Early Stage Government Support for Clusters ()
Early Stage Government Support for Clusters = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Government Support for Industry
Policies Supporting Clusters

Interviewee
One

#9
A

Existence of a Cluster Champion ()
Existence of a Cluster Champion = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Awareness of Clusters
Long Term Viability

Interviewee
One

#10
A

Existence of a Cluster Consultant ()
Existence of a Cluster Consultant = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Awareness of Clusters
Long Term Viability

Interviewee
One

#11
A

Existence of Grassroots Initiatives ()
Existence of Grassroots Initiatives = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Long Term Viability

Interviewee
One

#12
A

Export Focus Within Industry ()
Export Focus Within Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Size of Market)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Globalisation
Size of Market

Interviewee
One

#13
A

Favourable Economic Conditions ()
Favourable Economic Conditions = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Government Support for Industry

Interviewee
One

#15
A

Focus on Innovation ()
Focus on Innovation = A FUNCTION OF( Government Support for Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee
One

#16
A

Globalisation ()
Globalisation = A FUNCTION OF( Export Focus Within Industry,Relevant Offering to Cluster Available)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Long Term Viability
Platform for Connection

Interviewee
One

#17
A

Government Funding for Industry ()
Government Funding for Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Government Support for Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Long Term Viability

Interviewee
One

#18
A

Government Support for Industry ()
Government Support for Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Competency in Industry,Early Stage Government Support for Clusters,Favourable Economic Conditions)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Building Regulations
Focus on Innovation
Government Funding for Industry
Long Term Viability

Interviewee
One

#20
A

Long Term Viability ()
Long Term Viability = A FUNCTION OF( Collaboration Within Industry,"Degree of Co-Location",Existence of a Cluster Champion,Existence of a Cluster Consultant,Existence of Grassroots
Initiatives,Globalisation,Government Funding for Industry,Government Support for Industry,Platform for Connection,Supporting Industries)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Ability to Self-Sustain Cluster
Contracts Secured
Promotion of Industry

Interviewee
One

#22
A

Openness to Clusters ()
Openness to Clusters = A FUNCTION OF( Awareness of Clusters)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Policies Supporting Clusters
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Platform for Connection ()
Platform for Connection = A FUNCTION OF( Globalisation,Supporting Industries)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Long Term Viability

Interviewee
One

#24
A

Policies Supporting Clusters ()
Policies Supporting Clusters = A FUNCTION OF( Early Stage Government Support for Clusters,Openness to Clusters)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Collaboration Within Industry

Interviewee
One

#25
A

Promotion of Industry ()
Promotion of Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Long Term Viability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee
One

#26
A

Relevant Offering to Cluster Available ()
Relevant Offering to Cluster Available = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Globalisation

Interviewee
One

#28
A

Size of Market ()
Size of Market = A FUNCTION OF( Export Focus Within Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Export Focus Within Industry

Interviewee
One

#29
A

Supporting Industries ()
Supporting Industries = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Long Term Viability
Platform for Connection

Top

(Type) Level (0 Variables)

Group
Top

Type

Group
Top

Variable Name And Description

(Type) Smooth (0 Variables)
Type

Variable Name And Description

(Type) Delay (0 Variables)

Group

Type

Variable Name And Description

(Type) Level Initial (0 Variables)

Top

Group
Top

Type

Group
Top

Type

Variable Name And Description

(Type) Constant (0 Variables)

Group
Top

Variable Name And Description

(Type) Initial (0 Variables)
Type

Variable Name And Description

(Type) Flow (0 Variables)

Group
Top

Group
Interviewee
One

Type

Variable Name And Description

(Type) Auxiliary (25 Variables)
Type Variable Name And Description
#1 Ability to Self-Sustain Cluster ()
A "Ability to Self-Sustain Cluster" = A FUNCTION OF( Long Term Viability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee
One

#2
A

Awareness of Clusters ()
Awareness of Clusters = A FUNCTION OF( Existence of a Cluster Champion,Existence of a Cluster Consultant)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Openness to Clusters

Interviewee
One

#3
A

Building Regulations ()
Building Regulations = A FUNCTION OF( Government Support for Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Competency in Industry

Interviewee
One

#4
A

Collaboration Within Industry ()
Collaboration Within Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Policies Supporting Clusters)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Long Term Viability
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Competency in Industry ()
Competency in Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Building Regulations)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Government Support for Industry

Interviewee
One

#6
A

Contracts Secured ()
Contracts Secured = A FUNCTION OF( Long Term Viability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee
One

#7
A

Degree of Co-Location ()
"Degree of Co-Location" = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee
One

#8
A

Early Stage Government Support for Clusters ()
Early Stage Government Support for Clusters = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Government Support for Industry
Policies Supporting Clusters

Interviewee
One

#9
A

Existence of a Cluster Champion ()
Existence of a Cluster Champion = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Awareness of Clusters
Long Term Viability

Interviewee
One

#10
A

Existence of a Cluster Consultant ()
Existence of a Cluster Consultant = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Awareness of Clusters
Long Term Viability

Interviewee
One

#11
A

Existence of Grassroots Initiatives ()
Existence of Grassroots Initiatives = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Long Term Viability

Interviewee
One

#12
A

Export Focus Within Industry ()
Export Focus Within Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Size of Market)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Globalisation
Size of Market

Interviewee
One

#13
A

Favourable Economic Conditions ()
Favourable Economic Conditions = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Government Support for Industry

Interviewee
One

#15
A

Focus on Innovation ()
Focus on Innovation = A FUNCTION OF( Government Support for Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee
One

#16
A

Globalisation ()
Globalisation = A FUNCTION OF( Export Focus Within Industry,Relevant Offering to Cluster Available)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Long Term Viability
Platform for Connection

Interviewee
One

#17
A

Government Funding for Industry ()
Government Funding for Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Government Support for Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Long Term Viability

Interviewee
One

#18
A

Government Support for Industry ()
Government Support for Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Competency in Industry,Early Stage Government Support for Clusters,Favourable Economic Conditions)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Building Regulations
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Focus on Innovation
Government Funding for Industry
Long Term Viability
Interviewee
One

#20
A

Long Term Viability ()
Long Term Viability = A FUNCTION OF( Collaboration Within Industry,"Degree of Co-Location",Existence of a Cluster Champion,Existence of a Cluster Consultant,Existence of Grassroots
Initiatives,Globalisation,Government Funding for Industry,Government Support for Industry,Platform for Connection,Supporting Industries)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Ability to Self-Sustain Cluster
Contracts Secured
Promotion of Industry

Interviewee
One

#22
A

Openness to Clusters ()
Openness to Clusters = A FUNCTION OF( Awareness of Clusters)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Policies Supporting Clusters

Interviewee
One

#23
A

Platform for Connection ()
Platform for Connection = A FUNCTION OF( Globalisation,Supporting Industries)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Long Term Viability

Interviewee
One

#24
A

Policies Supporting Clusters ()
Policies Supporting Clusters = A FUNCTION OF( Early Stage Government Support for Clusters,Openness to Clusters)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Collaboration Within Industry

Interviewee
One

#25
A

Promotion of Industry ()
Promotion of Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Long Term Viability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee
One

#26
A

Relevant Offering to Cluster Available ()
Relevant Offering to Cluster Available = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Globalisation

Interviewee
One

#28
A

Size of Market ()
Size of Market = A FUNCTION OF( Export Focus Within Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Export Focus Within Industry

Interviewee
One

#29
A

Supporting Industries ()
Supporting Industries = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Long Term Viability
Platform for Connection

Top

Group
Top

(Type) Subscripts (0 Variables)
Type

Group
Top

Type

Group

Variable Name And Description

(Type) Game (0 Variables)

Group
Top

Variable Name And Description

(Type) Data (0 Variables)
Type

Variable Name And Description

(Type) Lookup (0 Variables)
Type

Variable Name And Description

Top
Quick Links:

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

K

L

M

N

O

P

Q

R

S

T

U

V

W

X

Y

Z

All Variables (29)
Group
Type
Variable
Interviewee One A Ability to Self-Sustain Cluster ()
Interviewee One A Awareness of Clusters ()
Interviewee One A Building Regulations ()
Interviewee One A Collaboration Within Industry ()
Interviewee One A Competency in Industry ()
Interviewee One A Contracts Secured ()
Interviewee One A Degree of Co-Location ()
Interviewee One A Early Stage Government Support for Clusters ()
Interviewee One A Existence of a Cluster Champion ()
Interviewee One A Existence of a Cluster Consultant ()
Interviewee One A Existence of Grassroots Initiatives ()
Interviewee One A Export Focus Within Industry ()
Interviewee One A Favourable Economic Conditions ()
.Control
C FINAL TIME (Month)
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Interviewee One
Interviewee One
Interviewee One
.Control
Interviewee One
Interviewee One
Interviewee One
Interviewee One
Interviewee One
Interviewee One
.Control
Interviewee One
Interviewee One
.Control

A
A
A
A
C
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
C
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Focus on Innovation ()
Globalisation ()
Government Funding for Industry ()
Government Support for Industry ()
INITIAL TIME (Month)
Long Term Viability ()
Openness to Clusters ()
Platform for Connection ()
Policies Supporting Clusters ()
Promotion of Industry ()
Relevant Offering to Cluster Available ()
SAVEPER (Month )
Size of Market ()
Supporting Industries ()
TIME STEP (Month )

Top

Variable Link Detail (29)
Group
Type
Variable
In/Out Counts
Interviewee One A Long Term Viability ()
10 | 3
3| 4
Interviewee One A Government Support for Industry ()
Interviewee One A Globalisation ()
2| 2
Interviewee One A Policies Supporting Clusters ()
2| 1
2| 1
Interviewee One A Platform for Connection ()
Interviewee One A Export Focus Within Industry ()
1| 2
Interviewee One A Awareness of Clusters ()
2| 1
0| 2
Interviewee One A Supporting Industries ()
Interviewee One A Size of Market ()
1| 1
Interviewee One A Openness to Clusters ()
1| 1
1| 1
Interviewee One A Government Funding for Industry ()
Interviewee One A Existence of a Cluster Consultant ()
0| 2
Interviewee One A Existence of a Cluster Champion ()
0| 2
0| 2
Interviewee One A Early Stage Government Support for Clusters ()
Interviewee One A Competency in Industry ()
1| 1
Interviewee One A Collaboration Within Industry ()
1| 1
1| 1
Interviewee One A Building Regulations ()
Interviewee One A Relevant Offering to Cluster Available ()
0| 1
Interviewee One A Promotion of Industry ()
1| 0
Interviewee One A Focus on Innovation ()
1| 0
Interviewee One A Favourable Economic Conditions ()
0| 1
Interviewee One A Existence of Grassroots Initiatives ()
0| 1
Interviewee One A Contracts Secured ()
1| 0
Interviewee One A Degree of Co-Location ()
0| 1
Interviewee One A Ability to Self-Sustain Cluster ()
1| 0
.Control
C TIME STEP (Month )
( 0| 0)
.Control
A SAVEPER (Month )
( 0| 0)
.Control
C INITIAL TIME (Month)
( 0| 0)
.Control
C FINAL TIME (Month)
( 0| 0)

In/Out Ratio
3.33
0.75
1.00
2.00
2.00
0.50
2.00
0.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.00
∞
∞
0.00
0.00
∞
0.00
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞

In Links by Polarity Out Links by Polarity
10| 0| 0
3| 0| 0
3| 0| 0
4| 0| 0
2| 0| 0
2| 0| 0
2| 0| 0
0| 0| 1
2| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
2| 0| 0
2| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
2| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
2| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
2| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
2| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
0| 0| 1
1| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 0| 0

Top

Macros (0)
Name

Macro Definition

Expanded Macro Definition

Top
Quick Links:

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

K

L

M

N

O

P

Q

R

S

T

U

V

W

X

Y

Z

Positive Polarity Causal Links (31)
Cause
Awareness of Clusters
Building Regulations
Collaboration Within Industry
Competency in Industry
Degree of Co-Location
Early Stage Government Support for Clusters
Early Stage Government Support for Clusters
Existence of a Cluster Champion
Existence of a Cluster Champion
Existence of a Cluster Consultant
Existence of a Cluster Consultant
Existence of Grassroots Initiatives
Export Focus Within Industry
Export Focus Within Industry
Favourable Economic Conditions
Globalisation
Globalisation
Government Funding for Industry
Government Support for Industry
Government Support for Industry
Government Support for Industry
Government Support for Industry
Long Term Viability
Long Term Viability
Long Term Viability
Openness to Clusters
Platform for Connection
Relevant Offering to Cluster Available
Size of Market
Supporting Industries
Supporting Industries

Effect
Polarity
Openness to Clusters
+
Competency in Industry
+
Long Term Viability
+
Government Support for Industry
+
Long Term Viability
+
Government Support for Industry
+
Policies Supporting Clusters
+
Awareness of Clusters
+
Long Term Viability
+
Awareness of Clusters
+
Long Term Viability
+
Long Term Viability
+
Globalisation
+
Size of Market
+
Government Support for Industry
+
Long Term Viability
+
Platform for Connection
+
Long Term Viability
+
Building Regulations
+
Focus on Innovation
+
Government Funding for Industry
+
Long Term Viability
+
Ability to Self-Sustain Cluster
+
Contracts Secured
+
Promotion of Industry
+
Policies Supporting Clusters
+
Long Term Viability
+
Globalisation
+
Export Focus Within Industry
+
Long Term Viability
+
Platform for Connection
+
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Top

Negative Polarity Causal Links (0)
Cause

Polarity

Effect

Top
Quick Links:

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

K

L

M

N

O

P

Q

R

S

T

U

V

W

X

Y

Z

Function-based Polarity Causal Links (1)
Cause
Policies Supporting Clusters

Effect
Polarity
Collaboration Within Industry
?

Top

View-Variable Profile
View
View 1

View-Variable Profile
25 vars (80.6%)

Top

List Of 1 views and their 25 Variables
Total:
"Degree of Co-Location" (In 1 View)
Collaboration Within Industry (In 1 View)
Size of Market (In 1 View)
Existence of a Cluster Consultant (In 1 View)
Favourable Economic Conditions (In 1 View)
Competency in Industry (In 1 View)
"Ability to Self-Sustain Cluster" (In 1 View)
Globalisation (In 1 View)
Platform for Connection (In 1 View)
Promotion of Industry (In 1 View)
Contracts Secured (In 1 View)
Government Funding for Industry (In 1 View)
Building Regulations (In 1 View)
Supporting Industries (In 1 View)
Government Support for Industry (In 1 View)
Existence of a Cluster Champion (In 1 View)
Awareness of Clusters (In 1 View)
Focus on Innovation (In 1 View)
Existence of Grassroots Initiatives (In 1 View)
Early Stage Government Support for Clusters (In 1 View)
Long Term Viability (In 1 View)
Policies Supporting Clusters (In 1 View)
Relevant Offering to Cluster Available (In 1 View)
Export Focus Within Industry (In 1 View)
Openness to Clusters (In 1 View)
Total:

View 1
25
Total:

25
View 1

"Degree of Co-Location" (In 1 View)
Collaboration Within Industry (In 1 View)
Size of Market (In 1 View)
Existence of a Cluster Consultant (In 1 View)
Favourable Economic Conditions (In 1 View)
Competency in Industry (In 1 View)
"Ability to Self-Sustain Cluster" (In 1 View)
Globalisation (In 1 View)
Platform for Connection (In 1 View)
Promotion of Industry (In 1 View)
Contracts Secured (In 1 View)
Government Funding for Industry (In 1 View)
Building Regulations (In 1 View)
Supporting Industries (In 1 View)
Government Support for Industry (In 1 View)
Existence of a Cluster Champion (In 1 View)
Awareness of Clusters (In 1 View)
Focus on Innovation (In 1 View)
Existence of Grassroots Initiatives (In 1 View)
Early Stage Government Support for Clusters (In 1 View)
Long Term Viability (In 1 View)
Policies Supporting Clusters (In 1 View)
Relevant Offering to Cluster Available (In 1 View)
Export Focus Within Industry (In 1 View)
Openness to Clusters (In 1 View)
Total:
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Documentation Of Interviewee Two

Quick Links All Variables Variable Link Detail Variable Types Views Groups Macros Link Polarity View Summary View-Variable Profile

Model Assessment Results
Model Information

Result
27
37 (27|10|0)

Warnings

Result

Total Number Of Variables
Total Number Of Causal Links

Variable Types
L: Level (0 / 0)*
C: Constant (3 / 3)
G: Game (0 / 0)

SM: Smooth (0 / 0)*
F: Flow (0 / 0)
T: Lookup (0 / 0)*††

DE: Delay (0 / 0)*†
A: Auxiliary (24 / 24)

LI: Level Initial (0)
Sub: Subscripts (0)

I: Initial (0 / 0)
D: Data (0 / 0)

* (State Variables/Total Stocks) † Total Stocks Do Not Include Fixed Delay Variables. †† (Lookup Tables).

Views
View: View 1 (23) Variables

Groups
Interviewee Two (23)

Quick Links:

A

Top

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

K

L

M

N

O

P

Q

R

S

T

U

V

W

X

Y

Z

(All) Variables (27 Variables)

Group
Type Variable Name And Description
Interviewee Two #1 Building Regulations ()
A Building Regulations = A FUNCTION OF( Government Support for Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability

Interviewee Two

#2
A

Business Development Opportunities ()
Business Development Opportunities = A FUNCTION OF( Networking Opportunities,Supporting Industries)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Networking Opportunities
Shared Purpose of Industry

20/03/2018, 11:00 pm
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Interviewee Two

#3
A
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Collaboration Within Industry ()
Collaboration Within Industry = A FUNCTION OF( "Degree of Co-Location",Engagement with External Partners,Existing Networks,Government Support for Industry,Shared Purpose of Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Competition With Traditional Industry
Local Labour Use

Interviewee Two

#4
A

Competition With Traditional Industry ()
Competition With Traditional Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Collaboration Within Industry,"Degree of Co-Location",Supporting Industries)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee Two

#5
A

Consumer Demand for Sustainability ()
Consumer Demand for Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( Building Regulations,Cost of Sustainability,Favourable Economic Conditions)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Supply of Sustainable Products

Interviewee Two

#6
A

Contract Labour Use ()
Contract Labour Use = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Effective Safety Standards
Local Labour Use

Interviewee Two

#7
A

Cost of Sustainability ()
Cost of Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( Government Support for Industry,Local Labour Use,Quality of Products,Resource Availability,Supply of Sustainable Products)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability
Government Support for Industry
Local Labour Use

Interviewee Two

#8
A

Degree of Co-Location ()
"Degree of Co-Location" = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee Two

#9
A

Distance Between Partners ()
Distance Between Partners = A FUNCTION OF( "Degree of Co-Location")
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee Two

#10
A

Effective Safety Standards ()
Effective Safety Standards = A FUNCTION OF( Contract Labour Use,Safe Workplace Culture)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee Two

#11
A

Engagement with External Partners ()
Engagement with External Partners = A FUNCTION OF( Networking Opportunities)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Collaboration Within Industry

Interviewee Two

#12
A

Existing Networks ()
Existing Networks = A FUNCTION OF( Shared Purpose of Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Collaboration Within Industry
Shared Purpose of Industry

Interviewee Two

#13
A

Favourable Economic Conditions ()
Favourable Economic Conditions = A FUNCTION OF( Quality of Products)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability

.Control

#14
C

FINAL TIME (Month)
= 100
Description: The final time for the simulation.
Present In 0 Views:
Used By

Interviewee Two

#15
A

Government Support for Industry ()
Government Support for Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Cost of Sustainability,Short Term Focus of Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Building Regulations
Collaboration Within Industry
Cost of Sustainability

20/03/2018, 11:00 pm
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Supporting Industries
.Control

#16
C

INITIAL TIME (Month)
=0
Description: The initial time for the simulation.
Present In 0 Views:
Used By

Interviewee Two

#17
A

Local Labour Use ()
Local Labour Use = A FUNCTION OF( Collaboration Within Industry,Contract Labour Use,Cost of Sustainability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Cost of Sustainability
Quality of Products
Safe Workplace Culture

Interviewee Two

#19
A

Networking Opportunities ()
Networking Opportunities = A FUNCTION OF( Business Development Opportunities)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Business Development Opportunities
Engagement with External Partners

Interviewee Two

#20
A

Quality of Products ()
Quality of Products = A FUNCTION OF( Local Labour Use)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Cost of Sustainability
Favourable Economic Conditions

Interviewee Two

#21
A

Resource Availability ()
Resource Availability = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Cost of Sustainability

Interviewee Two

#22
A

Safe Workplace Culture ()
Safe Workplace Culture = A FUNCTION OF( Local Labour Use)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Effective Safety Standards

.Control

#23
A

SAVEPER (Month )
= TIME STEP
Description: The frequency with which output is stored.
Present In 0 Views:
Used By

Interviewee Two

#24
A

Shared Purpose of Industry ()
Shared Purpose of Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Business Development Opportunities,Existing Networks)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Collaboration Within Industry
Existing Networks

Interviewee Two

#25
A

Short Term Focus of Industry ()
Short Term Focus of Industry = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Government Support for Industry

Interviewee Two

#26
A

Supply of Sustainable Products ()
Supply of Sustainable Products = A FUNCTION OF( Consumer Demand for Sustainability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Cost of Sustainability

Interviewee Two

#27
A

Supporting Industries ()
Supporting Industries = A FUNCTION OF( Government Support for Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Business Development Opportunities
Competition With Traditional Industry

.Control

#29
C

TIME STEP (Month )
=1
Description: The time step for the simulation.
Present In 0 Views:
Used By

(View) View 1 (23 Variables)
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(View) View 1 (23 Variables)

Group
Type Variable Name And Description
Interviewee Two #1 Building Regulations ()
A Building Regulations = A FUNCTION OF( Government Support for Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability

Interviewee Two

#2
A

Business Development Opportunities ()
Business Development Opportunities = A FUNCTION OF( Networking Opportunities,Supporting Industries)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Networking Opportunities
Shared Purpose of Industry

Interviewee Two

#3
A

Collaboration Within Industry ()
Collaboration Within Industry = A FUNCTION OF( "Degree of Co-Location",Engagement with External Partners,Existing Networks,Government Support for Industry,Shared Purpose of Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Competition With Traditional Industry
Local Labour Use

Interviewee Two

#4
A

Competition With Traditional Industry ()
Competition With Traditional Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Collaboration Within Industry,"Degree of Co-Location",Supporting Industries)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee Two

#5
A

Consumer Demand for Sustainability ()
Consumer Demand for Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( Building Regulations,Cost of Sustainability,Favourable Economic Conditions)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Supply of Sustainable Products

Interviewee Two

#6
A

Contract Labour Use ()
Contract Labour Use = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Effective Safety Standards
Local Labour Use

Interviewee Two

#7
A

Cost of Sustainability ()
Cost of Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( Government Support for Industry,Local Labour Use,Quality of Products,Resource Availability,Supply of Sustainable Products)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability
Government Support for Industry
Local Labour Use

Interviewee Two

#8
A

Degree of Co-Location ()
"Degree of Co-Location" = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

20/03/2018, 11:00 pm
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#9
A
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Distance Between Partners ()
Distance Between Partners = A FUNCTION OF( "Degree of Co-Location")
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee Two

#10
A

Effective Safety Standards ()
Effective Safety Standards = A FUNCTION OF( Contract Labour Use,Safe Workplace Culture)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee Two

#11
A

Engagement with External Partners ()
Engagement with External Partners = A FUNCTION OF( Networking Opportunities)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Collaboration Within Industry

Interviewee Two

#12
A

Existing Networks ()
Existing Networks = A FUNCTION OF( Shared Purpose of Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Collaboration Within Industry
Shared Purpose of Industry

Interviewee Two

#13
A

Favourable Economic Conditions ()
Favourable Economic Conditions = A FUNCTION OF( Quality of Products)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability

Interviewee Two

#15
A

Government Support for Industry ()
Government Support for Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Cost of Sustainability,Short Term Focus of Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Building Regulations
Collaboration Within Industry
Cost of Sustainability
Supporting Industries

Interviewee Two

#17
A

Local Labour Use ()
Local Labour Use = A FUNCTION OF( Collaboration Within Industry,Contract Labour Use,Cost of Sustainability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Cost of Sustainability
Quality of Products
Safe Workplace Culture

Interviewee Two

#19
A

Networking Opportunities ()
Networking Opportunities = A FUNCTION OF( Business Development Opportunities)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Business Development Opportunities
Engagement with External Partners

Interviewee Two

#20
A

Quality of Products ()
Quality of Products = A FUNCTION OF( Local Labour Use)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Cost of Sustainability
Favourable Economic Conditions

Interviewee Two

#21
A

Resource Availability ()
Resource Availability = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Cost of Sustainability

Interviewee Two

#22
A

Safe Workplace Culture ()
Safe Workplace Culture = A FUNCTION OF( Local Labour Use)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Effective Safety Standards

Interviewee Two

#24
A

Shared Purpose of Industry ()
Shared Purpose of Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Business Development Opportunities,Existing Networks)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Collaboration Within Industry
Existing Networks

20/03/2018, 11:00 pm
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#25
A
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Short Term Focus of Industry ()
Short Term Focus of Industry = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Government Support for Industry

Interviewee Two

#26
A

Supply of Sustainable Products ()
Supply of Sustainable Products = A FUNCTION OF( Consumer Demand for Sustainability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Cost of Sustainability

Interviewee Two

#27
A

Supporting Industries ()
Supporting Industries = A FUNCTION OF( Government Support for Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Business Development Opportunities
Competition With Traditional Industry

Top

(Group) Interviewee Two (23 Variables)

Group
Type Variable Name And Description
Interviewee Two #1 Building Regulations ()
A Building Regulations = A FUNCTION OF( Government Support for Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability

Interviewee Two

#2
A

Business Development Opportunities ()
Business Development Opportunities = A FUNCTION OF( Networking Opportunities,Supporting Industries)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Networking Opportunities
Shared Purpose of Industry

Interviewee Two

#3
A

Collaboration Within Industry ()
Collaboration Within Industry = A FUNCTION OF( "Degree of Co-Location",Engagement with External Partners,Existing Networks,Government Support for Industry,Shared Purpose of Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Competition With Traditional Industry
Local Labour Use

Interviewee Two

#4
A

Competition With Traditional Industry ()
Competition With Traditional Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Collaboration Within Industry,"Degree of Co-Location",Supporting Industries)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee Two

#5
A

Consumer Demand for Sustainability ()
Consumer Demand for Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( Building Regulations,Cost of Sustainability,Favourable Economic Conditions)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Supply of Sustainable Products

Interviewee Two

#6
A

Contract Labour Use ()
Contract Labour Use = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Effective Safety Standards
Local Labour Use

Interviewee Two

#7
A

Cost of Sustainability ()
Cost of Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( Government Support for Industry,Local Labour Use,Quality of Products,Resource Availability,Supply of Sustainable Products)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability
Government Support for Industry
Local Labour Use

Interviewee Two

#8
A

Degree of Co-Location ()
"Degree of Co-Location" = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee Two

#9
A

Distance Between Partners ()
Distance Between Partners = A FUNCTION OF( "Degree of Co-Location")
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

20/03/2018, 11:00 pm
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#10
A
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Effective Safety Standards ()
Effective Safety Standards = A FUNCTION OF( Contract Labour Use,Safe Workplace Culture)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee Two

#11
A

Engagement with External Partners ()
Engagement with External Partners = A FUNCTION OF( Networking Opportunities)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Collaboration Within Industry

Interviewee Two

#12
A

Existing Networks ()
Existing Networks = A FUNCTION OF( Shared Purpose of Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Collaboration Within Industry
Shared Purpose of Industry

Interviewee Two

#13
A

Favourable Economic Conditions ()
Favourable Economic Conditions = A FUNCTION OF( Quality of Products)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability

Interviewee Two

#15
A

Government Support for Industry ()
Government Support for Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Cost of Sustainability,Short Term Focus of Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Building Regulations
Collaboration Within Industry
Cost of Sustainability
Supporting Industries

Interviewee Two

#17
A

Local Labour Use ()
Local Labour Use = A FUNCTION OF( Collaboration Within Industry,Contract Labour Use,Cost of Sustainability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Cost of Sustainability
Quality of Products
Safe Workplace Culture

Interviewee Two

#19
A

Networking Opportunities ()
Networking Opportunities = A FUNCTION OF( Business Development Opportunities)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Business Development Opportunities
Engagement with External Partners

Interviewee Two

#20
A

Quality of Products ()
Quality of Products = A FUNCTION OF( Local Labour Use)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Cost of Sustainability
Favourable Economic Conditions

Interviewee Two

#21
A

Resource Availability ()
Resource Availability = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Cost of Sustainability

Interviewee Two

#22
A

Safe Workplace Culture ()
Safe Workplace Culture = A FUNCTION OF( Local Labour Use)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Effective Safety Standards

Interviewee Two

#24
A

Shared Purpose of Industry ()
Shared Purpose of Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Business Development Opportunities,Existing Networks)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Collaboration Within Industry
Existing Networks

Interviewee Two

#25
A

Short Term Focus of Industry ()
Short Term Focus of Industry = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Government Support for Industry

20/03/2018, 11:00 pm
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#26
A
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Supply of Sustainable Products ()
Supply of Sustainable Products = A FUNCTION OF( Consumer Demand for Sustainability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Cost of Sustainability

Interviewee Two

#27
A

Supporting Industries ()
Supporting Industries = A FUNCTION OF( Government Support for Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Business Development Opportunities
Competition With Traditional Industry

(Type) Level (0 Variables)

Top

Group

Variable Name And Description

Type

(Type) Smooth (0 Variables)

Top

Group

Variable Name And Description

Type

(Type) Delay (0 Variables)

Top

Group

Variable Name And Description

Type

(Type) Level Initial (0 Variables)

Top

Group

Variable Name And Description

Type

(Type) Initial (0 Variables)

Top

Group

Variable Name And Description

Type

(Type) Constant (0 Variables)

Top

Group

Variable Name And Description

Type

(Type) Flow (0 Variables)

Top

Group

Variable Name And Description

Type

Top

(Type) Auxiliary (23 Variables)

Group
Type Variable Name And Description
Interviewee Two #1 Building Regulations ()
A Building Regulations = A FUNCTION OF( Government Support for Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability

Interviewee Two

#2
A

Business Development Opportunities ()
Business Development Opportunities = A FUNCTION OF( Networking Opportunities,Supporting Industries)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Networking Opportunities
Shared Purpose of Industry

Interviewee Two

#3
A

Collaboration Within Industry ()
Collaboration Within Industry = A FUNCTION OF( "Degree of Co-Location",Engagement with External Partners,Existing Networks,Government Support for Industry,Shared Purpose of Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Competition With Traditional Industry
Local Labour Use

Interviewee Two

#4
A

Competition With Traditional Industry ()
Competition With Traditional Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Collaboration Within Industry,"Degree of Co-Location",Supporting Industries)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee Two

#5
A

Consumer Demand for Sustainability ()
Consumer Demand for Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( Building Regulations,Cost of Sustainability,Favourable Economic Conditions)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Supply of Sustainable Products

Interviewee Two

#6
A

Contract Labour Use ()
Contract Labour Use = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Effective Safety Standards
Local Labour Use

Interviewee Two

#7
A

Cost of Sustainability ()
Cost of Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( Government Support for Industry,Local Labour Use,Quality of Products,Resource Availability,Supply of Sustainable Products)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability
Government Support for Industry
Local Labour Use

Interviewee Two

#8
A

Degree of Co-Location ()
"Degree of Co-Location" = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

20/03/2018, 11:00 pm
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Interviewee Two

#9
A
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Distance Between Partners ()
Distance Between Partners = A FUNCTION OF( "Degree of Co-Location")
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee Two

#10
A

Effective Safety Standards ()
Effective Safety Standards = A FUNCTION OF( Contract Labour Use,Safe Workplace Culture)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee Two

#11
A

Engagement with External Partners ()
Engagement with External Partners = A FUNCTION OF( Networking Opportunities)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Collaboration Within Industry

Interviewee Two

#12
A

Existing Networks ()
Existing Networks = A FUNCTION OF( Shared Purpose of Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Collaboration Within Industry
Shared Purpose of Industry

Interviewee Two

#13
A

Favourable Economic Conditions ()
Favourable Economic Conditions = A FUNCTION OF( Quality of Products)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability

Interviewee Two

#15
A

Government Support for Industry ()
Government Support for Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Cost of Sustainability,Short Term Focus of Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Building Regulations
Collaboration Within Industry
Cost of Sustainability
Supporting Industries

Interviewee Two

#17
A

Local Labour Use ()
Local Labour Use = A FUNCTION OF( Collaboration Within Industry,Contract Labour Use,Cost of Sustainability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Cost of Sustainability
Quality of Products
Safe Workplace Culture

Interviewee Two

#19
A

Networking Opportunities ()
Networking Opportunities = A FUNCTION OF( Business Development Opportunities)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Business Development Opportunities
Engagement with External Partners

Interviewee Two

#20
A

Quality of Products ()
Quality of Products = A FUNCTION OF( Local Labour Use)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Cost of Sustainability
Favourable Economic Conditions

Interviewee Two

#21
A

Resource Availability ()
Resource Availability = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Cost of Sustainability

Interviewee Two

#22
A

Safe Workplace Culture ()
Safe Workplace Culture = A FUNCTION OF( Local Labour Use)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Effective Safety Standards

Interviewee Two

#24
A

Shared Purpose of Industry ()
Shared Purpose of Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Business Development Opportunities,Existing Networks)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Collaboration Within Industry
Existing Networks

20/03/2018, 11:00 pm
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Interviewee Two

#25
A
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Short Term Focus of Industry ()
Short Term Focus of Industry = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Government Support for Industry

Interviewee Two

#26
A

Supply of Sustainable Products ()
Supply of Sustainable Products = A FUNCTION OF( Consumer Demand for Sustainability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Cost of Sustainability

Interviewee Two

#27
A

Supporting Industries ()
Supporting Industries = A FUNCTION OF( Government Support for Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Business Development Opportunities
Competition With Traditional Industry

Top

Group
Top

(Type) Subscripts (0 Variables)
Type

Group
Top

Type

Group

Variable Name And Description

(Type) Game (0 Variables)

Group
Top

Variable Name And Description

(Type) Data (0 Variables)
Type

Variable Name And Description

(Type) Lookup (0 Variables)
Type

Variable Name And Description

Top
Quick Links:

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

K

L

M

N

O

P

Q

R

S

T

U

V

W

X

Y

Z

All Variables (27)
Group
Interviewee Two
Interviewee Two
Interviewee Two
Interviewee Two
Interviewee Two
Interviewee Two
Interviewee Two
Interviewee Two
Interviewee Two
Interviewee Two
Interviewee Two
Interviewee Two
Interviewee Two
.Control
Interviewee Two
.Control
Interviewee Two
Interviewee Two
Interviewee Two
Interviewee Two
Interviewee Two
.Control
Interviewee Two
Interviewee Two
Interviewee Two
Interviewee Two
.Control

Type
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
C
A
C
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
C

Variable
Building Regulations ()
Business Development Opportunities ()
Collaboration Within Industry ()
Competition With Traditional Industry ()
Consumer Demand for Sustainability ()
Contract Labour Use ()
Cost of Sustainability ()
Degree of Co-Location ()
Distance Between Partners ()
Effective Safety Standards ()
Engagement with External Partners ()
Existing Networks ()
Favourable Economic Conditions ()
FINAL TIME (Month)
Government Support for Industry ()
INITIAL TIME (Month)
Local Labour Use ()
Networking Opportunities ()
Quality of Products ()
Resource Availability ()
Safe Workplace Culture ()
SAVEPER (Month )
Shared Purpose of Industry ()
Short Term Focus of Industry ()
Supply of Sustainable Products ()
Supporting Industries ()
TIME STEP (Month )

Top

Variable Link Detail (27)
Group
Type
Variable
In/Out Counts
Interviewee Two A Cost of Sustainability ()
5| 3
Interviewee Two A Collaboration Within Industry ()
5| 2
Interviewee Two A Local Labour Use ()
3| 3
Interviewee Two A Government Support for Industry ()
2| 4
2| 2
Interviewee Two A Shared Purpose of Industry ()
Interviewee Two A Consumer Demand for Sustainability ()
3| 1
Interviewee Two A Business Development Opportunities ()
2| 2
Interviewee Two A Supporting Industries ()
1| 2
Interviewee Two A Quality of Products ()
1| 2
Interviewee Two A Networking Opportunities ()
1| 2
Interviewee Two A Existing Networks ()
1| 2
Interviewee Two A Competition With Traditional Industry ()
3| 0
Interviewee Two A Degree of Co-Location ()
0| 3
Interviewee Two A Supply of Sustainable Products ()
1| 1
Interviewee Two A Safe Workplace Culture ()
1| 1
Interviewee Two A Favourable Economic Conditions ()
1| 1
Interviewee Two A Engagement with External Partners ()
1| 1
2| 0
Interviewee Two A Effective Safety Standards ()
Interviewee Two A Contract Labour Use ()
0| 2
Interviewee Two A Building Regulations ()
1| 1
Interviewee Two A Short Term Focus of Industry ()
0| 1
Interviewee Two A Resource Availability ()
0| 1
Interviewee Two A Distance Between Partners ()
1| 0
.Control
C TIME STEP (Month )
( 0| 0)
.Control
A SAVEPER (Month )
( 0| 0)
.Control
C INITIAL TIME (Month)
( 0| 0)

In/Out Ratio
1.67
2.50
1.00
0.50
1.00
3.00
1.00
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50
∞
0.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
∞
0.00
1.00
0.00
0.00
∞
∞
∞
∞

In Links by Polarity Out Links by Polarity
2| 3| 0
0| 3| 0
5| 0| 0
2| 0| 0
1| 2| 0
3| 0| 0
0| 2| 0
3| 1| 0
2| 0| 0
2| 0| 0
2| 1| 0
1| 0| 0
2| 0| 0
2| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
2| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
2| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
2| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
2| 0| 0
3| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
2| 1| 0
1| 0| 0
0| 1| 0
1| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
1| 1| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 2| 0
1| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 1| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 1| 0
0| 1| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
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.Control

C
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FINAL TIME (Month)

( 0| 0)

0| 0| 0

∞

0| 0| 0

Top

Macros (0)
Name

Macro Definition

Expanded Macro Definition

Top
Quick Links:

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

K

L

M

N

O

P

Q

R

S

T

U

V

W

X

Y

Z

P

Q

R

S

T

U

V

W

X

Y

Z

Positive Polarity Causal Links (27)
Cause
Effect
Polarity
Building Regulations
Consumer Demand for Sustainability
+
Business Development Opportunities
Networking Opportunities
+
Business Development Opportunities
Shared Purpose of Industry
+
Collaboration Within Industry
Competition With Traditional Industry
+
Collaboration Within Industry
Local Labour Use
+
Consumer Demand for Sustainability
Supply of Sustainable Products
+
Degree of Co-Location
Collaboration Within Industry
+
Degree of Co-Location
Competition With Traditional Industry
+
Engagement with External Partners
Collaboration Within Industry
+
Existing Networks
Collaboration Within Industry
+
Existing Networks
Shared Purpose of Industry
+
Favourable Economic Conditions
Consumer Demand for Sustainability
+
Government Support for Industry
Building Regulations
+
Government Support for Industry
Collaboration Within Industry
+
Government Support for Industry
Supporting Industries
+
Local Labour Use
Cost of Sustainability
+
Local Labour Use
Quality of Products
+
Local Labour Use
Safe Workplace Culture
+
Networking Opportunities
Business Development Opportunities
+
Networking Opportunities
Engagement with External Partners
+
Quality of Products
Cost of Sustainability
+
Quality of Products
Favourable Economic Conditions
+
Safe Workplace Culture
Effective Safety Standards
+
Shared Purpose of Industry
Collaboration Within Industry
+
Shared Purpose of Industry
Existing Networks
+
Supporting Industries
Business Development Opportunities
+
Supporting Industries
Competition With Traditional Industry
+

Top
Quick Links:

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

K

L

M

N

O

Negative Polarity Causal Links (10)
Cause
Effect
Polarity
Contract Labour Use
Effective Safety Standards
Contract Labour Use
Local Labour Use
Cost of Sustainability
Consumer Demand for Sustainability
Cost of Sustainability
Government Support for Industry
Cost of Sustainability
Local Labour Use
Degree of Co-Location
Distance Between Partners
Government Support for Industry
Cost of Sustainability
Resource Availability
Cost of Sustainability
Short Term Focus of Industry
Government Support for Industry
Supply of Sustainable Products
Cost of Sustainability
-

Top

Function-based Polarity Causal Links (0)
Cause

Effect

Polarity

Top

View-Variable Profile
View
View 1

View-Variable Profile
23 vars (79.3%)

Top

List Of 1 views and their 23 Variables
Total:
Supply of Sustainable Products (In 1 View)
Short Term Focus of Industry (In 1 View)
Cost of Sustainability (In 1 View)
"Degree of Co-Location" (In 1 View)
Collaboration Within Industry (In 1 View)
Building Regulations (In 1 View)
Supporting Industries (In 1 View)
Business Development Opportunities (In 1 View)
Government Support for Industry (In 1 View)
Consumer Demand for Sustainability (In 1 View)

View 1
23
Total:
Supply of Sustainable Products (In 1 View)
Short Term Focus of Industry (In 1 View)
Cost of Sustainability (In 1 View)
"Degree of Co-Location" (In 1 View)
Collaboration Within Industry (In 1 View)
Building Regulations (In 1 View)
Supporting Industries (In 1 View)
Business Development Opportunities (In 1 View)
Government Support for Industry (In 1 View)
Consumer Demand for Sustainability (In 1 View)
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Distance Between Partners (In 1 View)
Quality of Products (In 1 View)
Existing Networks (In 1 View)
Favourable Economic Conditions (In 1 View)
Local Labour Use (In 1 View)
Effective Safety Standards (In 1 View)
Contract Labour Use (In 1 View)
Resource Availability (In 1 View)
Engagement with External Partners (In 1 View)
Networking Opportunities (In 1 View)
Safe Workplace Culture (In 1 View)
Shared Purpose of Industry (In 1 View)
Competition With Traditional Industry (In 1 View)
Total:
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23
View 1

Distance Between Partners (In 1 View)
Quality of Products (In 1 View)
Existing Networks (In 1 View)
Favourable Economic Conditions (In 1 View)
Local Labour Use (In 1 View)
Effective Safety Standards (In 1 View)
Contract Labour Use (In 1 View)
Resource Availability (In 1 View)
Engagement with External Partners (In 1 View)
Networking Opportunities (In 1 View)
Safe Workplace Culture (In 1 View)
Shared Purpose of Industry (In 1 View)
Competition With Traditional Industry (In 1 View)
Total:

Source File: C:\Users\Emily\Desktop\CLDS to be deidentified\Interviewee Two.mdl (Sat Mar 03 16:50:43 AEDT 2018)
Report Created On Tue Mar 20 22:58:20 AEDT 2018
SDM-Doc Tool Version 1.2.89
Global Security Sciences Division
Argonne National Laboratory
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Documentation Of Interviewee Three

Quick Links All Variables Variable Link Detail Variable Types Views Groups Macros Link Polarity View Summary View-Variable Profile

Model Assessment Results
Model Information

Result
28
36 (34|2|0)

Warnings

Result

Total Number Of Variables
Total Number Of Causal Links

Variable Types
L: Level (0 / 0)*
C: Constant (3 / 3)
G: Game (0 / 0)

SM: Smooth (0 / 0)*
F: Flow (0 / 0)
T: Lookup (0 / 0)*††

DE: Delay (0 / 0)*†
A: Auxiliary (25 / 25)

LI: Level Initial (0)
Sub: Subscripts (0)

I: Initial (0 / 0)
D: Data (0 / 0)

* (State Variables/Total Stocks) † Total Stocks Do Not Include Fixed Delay Variables. †† (Lookup Tables).

Views
View: View 1 (24) Variables

Groups
Interviewee Three (24)

Quick Links:

A

Top

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

K

L

M

N

O

P

Q

R

S

T

U

V

W

X

Y

Z

(All) Variables (28 Variables)

Group
Type Variable Name And Description
Interviewee Three #1 Building Regulations ()
A Building Regulations = A FUNCTION OF( Government Support for Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Existing Networks
Policy Regulators

Interviewee Three

#2
A

Capital cost focus ()
Capital cost focus = A FUNCTION OF( Short Term Focus of Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
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#3
A
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Climate Adaptation ()
Climate Adaptation = A FUNCTION OF( Extreme Weather Event Occurrences,Innovation,Long Term Focus of Industry,Supporting Industries)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee Three

#4
A

Consumer Demand for Sustainability ()
Consumer Demand for Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( Extreme Weather Event Occurrences,Innovation,Promotion of Industry,Supporting Industries,Value to customer)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Existing Networks
Supporting Industries

Interviewee Three

#5
A

Cost of Sustainability ()
Cost of Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( Platform for Collaboration)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Value to customer

Interviewee Three

#6
A

Disempowerment of Stakeholders ()
Disempowerment of Stakeholders = A FUNCTION OF( Short Term Focus of Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee Three

#7
A

Existing Networks ()
Existing Networks = A FUNCTION OF( Building Regulations,Consumer Demand for Sustainability,Supporting Industries)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Platform for Collaboration
Supporting Industries

Interviewee Three

#8
A

Extreme Weather Event Occurrences ()
Extreme Weather Event Occurrences = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Climate Adaptation
Consumer Demand for Sustainability

.Control

#9
C

FINAL TIME (Month)
= 100
Description: The final time for the simulation.
Present In 0 Views:
Used By

Interviewee Three

#10
A

Globalisation ()
Globalisation = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Non-Compliance

Interviewee Three

#11
A

Government Support for Industry ()
Government Support for Industry = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Building Regulations
Policy Regulators
Shared Purpose of Industry
Short Term Focus of Industry

.Control

#12
C

INITIAL TIME (Month)
=0
Description: The initial time for the simulation.
Present In 0 Views:
Used By

Interviewee Three

#13
A

Innovation ()
Innovation = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Climate Adaptation
Consumer Demand for Sustainability
Resource Availability

Interviewee Three

#14
A

Long Term Focus of Industry ()
Long Term Focus of Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Shared Purpose of Industry,Short Term Focus of Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Climate Adaptation

Interviewee Three
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#16
A

Networking Opportunities ()
Networking Opportunities = A FUNCTION OF( Platform for Collaboration)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
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Used By
Interviewee Three

#17
A

Non-Compliance ()
"Non-Compliance" = A FUNCTION OF( Globalisation,Shortcuts in Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee Three

#18
A

Platform for Collaboration ()
Platform for Collaboration = A FUNCTION OF( Existing Networks,Promotion of Industry,Shared Purpose of Industry,Supporting Industries)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Cost of Sustainability
Networking Opportunities

Interviewee Three

#19
A

Policy Regulators ()
Policy Regulators = A FUNCTION OF( Building Regulations,Government Support for Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Shared Purpose of Industry

Interviewee Three

#20
A

Promotion of Industry ()
Promotion of Industry = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability
Platform for Collaboration

Interviewee Three

#21
A

Resource Availability ()
Resource Availability = A FUNCTION OF( Innovation,Union Activity)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

.Control

#22
A

SAVEPER (Month )
= TIME STEP
Description: The frequency with which output is stored.
Present In 0 Views:
Used By

Interviewee Three

#23
A

Shared Purpose of Industry ()
Shared Purpose of Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Government Support for Industry,Policy Regulators)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Long Term Focus of Industry
Platform for Collaboration

Interviewee Three

#24
A

Short Term Focus of Industry ()
Short Term Focus of Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Government Support for Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Capital cost focus
Disempowerment of Stakeholders
Long Term Focus of Industry
Shortcuts in Industry

Interviewee Three

#25
A

Shortcuts in Industry ()
Shortcuts in Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Short Term Focus of Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Non-Compliance

Interviewee Three

#26
A

Supporting Industries ()
Supporting Industries = A FUNCTION OF( Consumer Demand for Sustainability,Existing Networks)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Climate Adaptation
Consumer Demand for Sustainability
Existing Networks
Platform for Collaboration

.Control

#28
C

TIME STEP (Month )
=1
Description: The time step for the simulation.
Present In 0 Views:
Used By

Interviewee Three

#29
A

Union Activity ()
Union Activity = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Resource Availability
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#30
A
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Value to customer ()
Value to customer = A FUNCTION OF( Cost of Sustainability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability

(View) View 1 (24 Variables)

Top

(View) View 1 (24 Variables)

Group
Type Variable Name And Description
Interviewee Three #1 Building Regulations ()
A Building Regulations = A FUNCTION OF( Government Support for Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Existing Networks
Policy Regulators

Interviewee Three

#2
A

Capital cost focus ()
Capital cost focus = A FUNCTION OF( Short Term Focus of Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee Three

#3
A

Climate Adaptation ()
Climate Adaptation = A FUNCTION OF( Extreme Weather Event Occurrences,Innovation,Long Term Focus of Industry,Supporting Industries)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee Three

#4
A

Consumer Demand for Sustainability ()
Consumer Demand for Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( Extreme Weather Event Occurrences,Innovation,Promotion of Industry,Supporting Industries,Value to customer)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Existing Networks
Supporting Industries

Interviewee Three

#5
A

Cost of Sustainability ()
Cost of Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( Platform for Collaboration)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Value to customer

Interviewee Three

#6
A

Disempowerment of Stakeholders ()
Disempowerment of Stakeholders = A FUNCTION OF( Short Term Focus of Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
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#7
A
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Existing Networks ()
Existing Networks = A FUNCTION OF( Building Regulations,Consumer Demand for Sustainability,Supporting Industries)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Platform for Collaboration
Supporting Industries

Interviewee Three

#8
A

Extreme Weather Event Occurrences ()
Extreme Weather Event Occurrences = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Climate Adaptation
Consumer Demand for Sustainability

Interviewee Three

#10
A

Globalisation ()
Globalisation = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Non-Compliance

Interviewee Three

#11
A

Government Support for Industry ()
Government Support for Industry = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Building Regulations
Policy Regulators
Shared Purpose of Industry
Short Term Focus of Industry

Interviewee Three

#13
A

Innovation ()
Innovation = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Climate Adaptation
Consumer Demand for Sustainability
Resource Availability

Interviewee Three

#14
A

Long Term Focus of Industry ()
Long Term Focus of Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Shared Purpose of Industry,Short Term Focus of Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Climate Adaptation

Interviewee Three

#16
A

Networking Opportunities ()
Networking Opportunities = A FUNCTION OF( Platform for Collaboration)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee Three

#17
A

Non-Compliance ()
"Non-Compliance" = A FUNCTION OF( Globalisation,Shortcuts in Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee Three

#18
A

Platform for Collaboration ()
Platform for Collaboration = A FUNCTION OF( Existing Networks,Promotion of Industry,Shared Purpose of Industry,Supporting Industries)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Cost of Sustainability
Networking Opportunities

Interviewee Three

#19
A

Policy Regulators ()
Policy Regulators = A FUNCTION OF( Building Regulations,Government Support for Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Shared Purpose of Industry

Interviewee Three

#20
A

Promotion of Industry ()
Promotion of Industry = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability
Platform for Collaboration

Interviewee Three

#21
A

Resource Availability ()
Resource Availability = A FUNCTION OF( Innovation,Union Activity)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee Three
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#23
A

Shared Purpose of Industry ()
Shared Purpose of Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Government Support for Industry,Policy Regulators)
Present In 1 View:
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View 1
Used By
Long Term Focus of Industry
Platform for Collaboration
Interviewee Three

#24
A

Short Term Focus of Industry ()
Short Term Focus of Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Government Support for Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Capital cost focus
Disempowerment of Stakeholders
Long Term Focus of Industry
Shortcuts in Industry

Interviewee Three

#25
A

Shortcuts in Industry ()
Shortcuts in Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Short Term Focus of Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Non-Compliance

Interviewee Three

#26
A

Supporting Industries ()
Supporting Industries = A FUNCTION OF( Consumer Demand for Sustainability,Existing Networks)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Climate Adaptation
Consumer Demand for Sustainability
Existing Networks
Platform for Collaboration

Interviewee Three

#29
A

Union Activity ()
Union Activity = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Resource Availability

Interviewee Three

#30
A

Value to customer ()
Value to customer = A FUNCTION OF( Cost of Sustainability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability

Top

(Group) Interviewee Three (24 Variables)

Group
Type Variable Name And Description
Interviewee Three #1 Building Regulations ()
A Building Regulations = A FUNCTION OF( Government Support for Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Existing Networks
Policy Regulators

Interviewee Three

#2
A

Capital cost focus ()
Capital cost focus = A FUNCTION OF( Short Term Focus of Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee Three

#3
A

Climate Adaptation ()
Climate Adaptation = A FUNCTION OF( Extreme Weather Event Occurrences,Innovation,Long Term Focus of Industry,Supporting Industries)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee Three

#4
A

Consumer Demand for Sustainability ()
Consumer Demand for Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( Extreme Weather Event Occurrences,Innovation,Promotion of Industry,Supporting Industries,Value to customer)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Existing Networks
Supporting Industries

Interviewee Three

#5
A

Cost of Sustainability ()
Cost of Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( Platform for Collaboration)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Value to customer

Interviewee Three

#6
A

Disempowerment of Stakeholders ()
Disempowerment of Stakeholders = A FUNCTION OF( Short Term Focus of Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
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#7
A
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Existing Networks ()
Existing Networks = A FUNCTION OF( Building Regulations,Consumer Demand for Sustainability,Supporting Industries)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Platform for Collaboration
Supporting Industries

Interviewee Three

#8
A

Extreme Weather Event Occurrences ()
Extreme Weather Event Occurrences = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Climate Adaptation
Consumer Demand for Sustainability

Interviewee Three

#10
A

Globalisation ()
Globalisation = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Non-Compliance

Interviewee Three

#11
A

Government Support for Industry ()
Government Support for Industry = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Building Regulations
Policy Regulators
Shared Purpose of Industry
Short Term Focus of Industry

Interviewee Three

#13
A

Innovation ()
Innovation = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Climate Adaptation
Consumer Demand for Sustainability
Resource Availability

Interviewee Three

#14
A

Long Term Focus of Industry ()
Long Term Focus of Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Shared Purpose of Industry,Short Term Focus of Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Climate Adaptation

Interviewee Three

#16
A

Networking Opportunities ()
Networking Opportunities = A FUNCTION OF( Platform for Collaboration)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee Three

#17
A

Non-Compliance ()
"Non-Compliance" = A FUNCTION OF( Globalisation,Shortcuts in Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee Three

#18
A

Platform for Collaboration ()
Platform for Collaboration = A FUNCTION OF( Existing Networks,Promotion of Industry,Shared Purpose of Industry,Supporting Industries)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Cost of Sustainability
Networking Opportunities

Interviewee Three

#19
A

Policy Regulators ()
Policy Regulators = A FUNCTION OF( Building Regulations,Government Support for Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Shared Purpose of Industry

Interviewee Three

#20
A

Promotion of Industry ()
Promotion of Industry = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability
Platform for Collaboration

Interviewee Three

#21
A

Resource Availability ()
Resource Availability = A FUNCTION OF( Innovation,Union Activity)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee Three
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#23
A

Shared Purpose of Industry ()
Shared Purpose of Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Government Support for Industry,Policy Regulators)
Present In 1 View:
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View 1
Used By
Long Term Focus of Industry
Platform for Collaboration
Interviewee Three

#24
A

Short Term Focus of Industry ()
Short Term Focus of Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Government Support for Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Capital cost focus
Disempowerment of Stakeholders
Long Term Focus of Industry
Shortcuts in Industry

Interviewee Three

#25
A

Shortcuts in Industry ()
Shortcuts in Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Short Term Focus of Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Non-Compliance

Interviewee Three

#26
A

Supporting Industries ()
Supporting Industries = A FUNCTION OF( Consumer Demand for Sustainability,Existing Networks)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Climate Adaptation
Consumer Demand for Sustainability
Existing Networks
Platform for Collaboration

Interviewee Three

#29
A

Union Activity ()
Union Activity = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Resource Availability

Interviewee Three

#30
A

Value to customer ()
Value to customer = A FUNCTION OF( Cost of Sustainability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability

(Type) Level (0 Variables)

Top

Group

Type

Variable Name And Description

(Type) Smooth (0 Variables)

Top

Group

Type

Variable Name And Description

(Type) Delay (0 Variables)

Top

Group

Type

Variable Name And Description

(Type) Level Initial (0 Variables)

Top

Group

Type

Variable Name And Description

(Type) Initial (0 Variables)

Top

Group

Type

Variable Name And Description

(Type) Constant (0 Variables)

Top

Group

Type

Variable Name And Description

(Type) Flow (0 Variables)

Top

Group

Type

Top

Variable Name And Description

(Type) Auxiliary (24 Variables)

Group
Type Variable Name And Description
Interviewee Three #1 Building Regulations ()
A Building Regulations = A FUNCTION OF( Government Support for Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Existing Networks
Policy Regulators

Interviewee Three

#2
A

Capital cost focus ()
Capital cost focus = A FUNCTION OF( Short Term Focus of Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee Three

#3
A

Climate Adaptation ()
Climate Adaptation = A FUNCTION OF( Extreme Weather Event Occurrences,Innovation,Long Term Focus of Industry,Supporting Industries)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee Three

#4
A

Consumer Demand for Sustainability ()
Consumer Demand for Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( Extreme Weather Event Occurrences,Innovation,Promotion of Industry,Supporting Industries,Value to customer)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Existing Networks
Supporting Industries
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#5
A
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Cost of Sustainability ()
Cost of Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( Platform for Collaboration)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Value to customer

Interviewee Three

#6
A

Disempowerment of Stakeholders ()
Disempowerment of Stakeholders = A FUNCTION OF( Short Term Focus of Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee Three

#7
A

Existing Networks ()
Existing Networks = A FUNCTION OF( Building Regulations,Consumer Demand for Sustainability,Supporting Industries)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Platform for Collaboration
Supporting Industries

Interviewee Three

#8
A

Extreme Weather Event Occurrences ()
Extreme Weather Event Occurrences = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Climate Adaptation
Consumer Demand for Sustainability

Interviewee Three

#10
A

Globalisation ()
Globalisation = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Non-Compliance

Interviewee Three

#11
A

Government Support for Industry ()
Government Support for Industry = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Building Regulations
Policy Regulators
Shared Purpose of Industry
Short Term Focus of Industry

Interviewee Three

#13
A

Innovation ()
Innovation = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Climate Adaptation
Consumer Demand for Sustainability
Resource Availability

Interviewee Three

#14
A

Long Term Focus of Industry ()
Long Term Focus of Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Shared Purpose of Industry,Short Term Focus of Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Climate Adaptation

Interviewee Three

#16
A

Networking Opportunities ()
Networking Opportunities = A FUNCTION OF( Platform for Collaboration)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee Three

#17
A

Non-Compliance ()
"Non-Compliance" = A FUNCTION OF( Globalisation,Shortcuts in Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee Three

#18
A

Platform for Collaboration ()
Platform for Collaboration = A FUNCTION OF( Existing Networks,Promotion of Industry,Shared Purpose of Industry,Supporting Industries)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Cost of Sustainability
Networking Opportunities

Interviewee Three

#19
A

Policy Regulators ()
Policy Regulators = A FUNCTION OF( Building Regulations,Government Support for Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Shared Purpose of Industry
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Promotion of Industry ()
Promotion of Industry = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability
Platform for Collaboration

Interviewee Three

#21
A

Resource Availability ()
Resource Availability = A FUNCTION OF( Innovation,Union Activity)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee Three

#23
A

Shared Purpose of Industry ()
Shared Purpose of Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Government Support for Industry,Policy Regulators)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Long Term Focus of Industry
Platform for Collaboration

Interviewee Three

#24
A

Short Term Focus of Industry ()
Short Term Focus of Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Government Support for Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Capital cost focus
Disempowerment of Stakeholders
Long Term Focus of Industry
Shortcuts in Industry

Interviewee Three

#25
A

Shortcuts in Industry ()
Shortcuts in Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Short Term Focus of Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Non-Compliance

Interviewee Three

#26
A

Supporting Industries ()
Supporting Industries = A FUNCTION OF( Consumer Demand for Sustainability,Existing Networks)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Climate Adaptation
Consumer Demand for Sustainability
Existing Networks
Platform for Collaboration

Interviewee Three

#29
A

Union Activity ()
Union Activity = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Resource Availability

Interviewee Three

#30
A

Value to customer ()
Value to customer = A FUNCTION OF( Cost of Sustainability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability

Top

Group
Top

(Type) Subscripts (0 Variables)
Type

Group
Top

Type

Group

Variable Name And Description

(Type) Game (0 Variables)

Group
Top

Variable Name And Description

(Type) Data (0 Variables)
Type

Variable Name And Description

(Type) Lookup (0 Variables)
Type

Variable Name And Description

Top
Quick Links:

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

K

L

M

N

O

P

Q

R

S

T

U

V

W

X

Y

Z

All Variables (28)
Group
Interviewee Three
Interviewee Three
Interviewee Three
Interviewee Three
Interviewee Three
Interviewee Three
Interviewee Three
Interviewee Three
.Control
Interviewee Three
Interviewee Three
.Control
Interviewee Three
Interviewee Three
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Type
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
C
A
A
C
A
A

Variable
Building Regulations ()
Capital cost focus ()
Climate Adaptation ()
Consumer Demand for Sustainability ()
Cost of Sustainability ()
Disempowerment of Stakeholders ()
Existing Networks ()
Extreme Weather Event Occurrences ()
FINAL TIME (Month)
Globalisation ()
Government Support for Industry ()
INITIAL TIME (Month)
Innovation ()
Long Term Focus of Industry ()

20/03/2018, 11:00 pm
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Interviewee Three
Interviewee Three
Interviewee Three
Interviewee Three
Interviewee Three
Interviewee Three
.Control
Interviewee Three
Interviewee Three
Interviewee Three
Interviewee Three
.Control
Interviewee Three
Interviewee Three

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
C
A
A
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Networking Opportunities ()
Non-Compliance ()
Platform for Collaboration ()
Policy Regulators ()
Promotion of Industry ()
Resource Availability ()
SAVEPER (Month )
Shared Purpose of Industry ()
Short Term Focus of Industry ()
Shortcuts in Industry ()
Supporting Industries ()
TIME STEP (Month )
Union Activity ()
Value to customer ()

Top

Variable Link Detail (28)
Group
Type
Variable
In/Out Counts
Interviewee Three A Consumer Demand for Sustainability ()
5| 2
Interviewee Three A Supporting Industries ()
2| 4
4| 2
Interviewee Three A Platform for Collaboration ()
Interviewee Three A Short Term Focus of Industry ()
1| 4
Interviewee Three A Existing Networks ()
3| 2
2| 2
Interviewee Three A Shared Purpose of Industry ()
Interviewee Three A Government Support for Industry ()
0| 4
Interviewee Three A Climate Adaptation ()
4| 0
2| 1
Interviewee Three A Policy Regulators ()
Interviewee Three A Long Term Focus of Industry ()
2| 1
Interviewee Three A Innovation ()
0| 3
1| 2
Interviewee Three A Building Regulations ()
Interviewee Three A Value to customer ()
1| 1
Interviewee Three A Shortcuts in Industry ()
1| 1
2| 0
Interviewee Three A Resource Availability ()
Interviewee Three A Promotion of Industry ()
0| 2
Interviewee Three A Extreme Weather Event Occurrences ()
0| 2
1| 1
Interviewee Three A Cost of Sustainability ()
Interviewee Three A Non-Compliance ()
2| 0
Interviewee Three A Union Activity ()
0| 1
Interviewee Three A Networking Opportunities ()
1| 0
Interviewee Three A Globalisation ()
0| 1
Interviewee Three A Disempowerment of Stakeholders ()
1| 0
Interviewee Three A Capital cost focus ()
1| 0
.Control
C TIME STEP (Month )
( 0| 0)
.Control
A SAVEPER (Month )
( 0| 0)
.Control
C INITIAL TIME (Month)
( 0| 0)
.Control
C FINAL TIME (Month)
( 0| 0)

In/Out Ratio
2.50
0.50
2.00
0.25
1.50
1.00
0.00
∞
2.00
2.00
0.00
0.50
1.00
1.00
∞
0.00
0.00
1.00
∞
0.00
∞
0.00
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞

In Links by Polarity Out Links by Polarity
5| 0| 0
2| 0| 0
2| 0| 0
4| 0| 0
4| 0| 0
2| 0| 0
0| 1| 0
3| 1| 0
3| 0| 0
2| 0| 0
2| 0| 0
2| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
3| 1| 0
4| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
2| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
1| 1| 0
1| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
3| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
2| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
2| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
2| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
2| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
2| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 0| 0

Top

Macros (0)
Name

Macro Definition

Expanded Macro Definition

Top
Quick Links:
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Positive Polarity Causal Links (34)
Cause
Building Regulations
Building Regulations
Consumer Demand for Sustainability
Consumer Demand for Sustainability
Cost of Sustainability
Existing Networks
Existing Networks
Extreme Weather Event Occurrences
Extreme Weather Event Occurrences
Globalisation
Government Support for Industry
Government Support for Industry
Government Support for Industry
Innovation
Innovation
Innovation
Long Term Focus of Industry
Platform for Collaboration
Platform for Collaboration
Policy Regulators
Promotion of Industry
Promotion of Industry
Shared Purpose of Industry
Shared Purpose of Industry
Short Term Focus of Industry
Short Term Focus of Industry
Short Term Focus of Industry
Shortcuts in Industry
Supporting Industries
Supporting Industries
Supporting Industries
Supporting Industries
Union Activity
Value to customer
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Effect
Polarity
Existing Networks
+
Policy Regulators
+
Existing Networks
+
Supporting Industries
+
Value to customer
+
Platform for Collaboration
+
Supporting Industries
+
Climate Adaptation
+
Consumer Demand for Sustainability
+
Non-Compliance
+
Building Regulations
+
Policy Regulators
+
Shared Purpose of Industry
+
Climate Adaptation
+
Consumer Demand for Sustainability
+
Resource Availability
+
Climate Adaptation
+
Cost of Sustainability
+
Networking Opportunities
+
Shared Purpose of Industry
+
Consumer Demand for Sustainability
+
Platform for Collaboration
+
Long Term Focus of Industry
+
Platform for Collaboration
+
Capital cost focus
+
Disempowerment of Stakeholders
+
Shortcuts in Industry
+
Non-Compliance
+
Climate Adaptation
+
Consumer Demand for Sustainability
+
Existing Networks
+
Platform for Collaboration
+
Resource Availability
+
Consumer Demand for Sustainability
+
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Quick Links:
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Negative Polarity Causal Links (2)
Cause
Effect
Polarity
Government Support for Industry Short Term Focus of Industry
Short Term Focus of Industry
Long Term Focus of Industry
-

Top

Function-based Polarity Causal Links (0)
Cause

Effect

Polarity

Top

View-Variable Profile
View
View 1

View-Variable Profile
24 vars (80%)

Top

List Of 1 views and their 24 Variables
Total:
Short Term Focus of Industry (In 1 View)
Disempowerment of Stakeholders (In 1 View)
Promotion of Industry (In 1 View)
Policy Regulators (In 1 View)
Value to customer (In 1 View)
Cost of Sustainability (In 1 View)
Extreme Weather Event Occurrences (In 1 View)
Supporting Industries (In 1 View)
Building Regulations (In 1 View)
Government Support for Industry (In 1 View)
Consumer Demand for Sustainability (In 1 View)
Innovation (In 1 View)
Existing Networks (In 1 View)
Climate Adaptation (In 1 View)
"Non-Compliance" (In 1 View)
Long Term Focus of Industry (In 1 View)
Shortcuts in Industry (In 1 View)
Union Activity (In 1 View)
Capital cost focus (In 1 View)
Resource Availability (In 1 View)
Globalisation (In 1 View)
Networking Opportunities (In 1 View)
Shared Purpose of Industry (In 1 View)
Platform for Collaboration (In 1 View)
Total:

View 1
24
Total:

24
View 1

Short Term Focus of Industry (In 1 View)
Disempowerment of Stakeholders (In 1 View)
Promotion of Industry (In 1 View)
Policy Regulators (In 1 View)
Value to customer (In 1 View)
Cost of Sustainability (In 1 View)
Extreme Weather Event Occurrences (In 1 View)
Supporting Industries (In 1 View)
Building Regulations (In 1 View)
Government Support for Industry (In 1 View)
Consumer Demand for Sustainability (In 1 View)
Innovation (In 1 View)
Existing Networks (In 1 View)
Climate Adaptation (In 1 View)
"Non-Compliance" (In 1 View)
Long Term Focus of Industry (In 1 View)
Shortcuts in Industry (In 1 View)
Union Activity (In 1 View)
Capital cost focus (In 1 View)
Resource Availability (In 1 View)
Globalisation (In 1 View)
Networking Opportunities (In 1 View)
Shared Purpose of Industry (In 1 View)
Platform for Collaboration (In 1 View)
Total:

Source File: C:\Users\Emily\Desktop\CLDS to be deidentified\Interviewee Three.mdl (Sat Mar 03 16:53:08 AEDT 2018)
Report Created On Tue Mar 20 22:58:33 AEDT 2018
SDM-Doc Tool Version 1.2.89
Global Security Sciences Division
Argonne National Laboratory
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Documentation Of Interviewee Four

Quick Links All Variables Variable Link Detail Variable Types Views Groups Macros Link Polarity View Summary View-Variable Profile

Model Assessment Results
Model Information

Result
28
33 (26|7|0)

Warnings

Result

Total Number Of Variables
Total Number Of Causal Links

Variable Types
L: Level (0 / 0)*
C: Constant (3 / 3)
G: Game (0 / 0)

SM: Smooth (0 / 0)*
F: Flow (0 / 0)
T: Lookup (0 / 0)*††

DE: Delay (0 / 0)*†
A: Auxiliary (25 / 25)

LI: Level Initial (0)
Sub: Subscripts (0)

I: Initial (0 / 0)
D: Data (0 / 0)

* (State Variables/Total Stocks) † Total Stocks Do Not Include Fixed Delay Variables. †† (Lookup Tables).

Views
View: View 1 (24) Variables

Groups
Interviewee Four (24)

Quick Links:

Top

Group
Interviewee
Four

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

K

L

M

N

O

P

Q

R

S

T

U

V

W

X

Y

Z

(All) Variables (28 Variables)
Type Variable Name And Description
#1 'Make and They Will Come' Attitude ()
A "'Make and They Will Come' Attitude" = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee
Four

#2
A

Adoption of New Techniques and Products ()
Adoption of New Techniques and Products = A FUNCTION OF( Industry's Exposure to Market)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability

Interviewee
Four

#3
A

Appropriateness of Industry Location ()
Appropriateness of Industry Location = A FUNCTION OF( Availability of Transport and Infrastructure,Distance to Market,Perceived Overall Benefit of Cluster Participation,Price of Space,Resource
Availability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

20/03/2018, 11:00 pm
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Perceived Overall Benefit of Cluster Participation
Supporting Industries
Interviewee
Four

#4
A

Availability of Transport and Infrastructure ()
Availability of Transport and Infrastructure = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Appropriateness of Industry Location

Interviewee
Four

#5
A

Building Regulations ()
Building Regulations = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability

Interviewee
Four

#6
A

Cluster Promotion ()
Cluster Promotion = A FUNCTION OF( Existence of a Cluster Management Body,Government Support for Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Perceived Overall Benefit of Cluster Participation
Promotion of Industry

Interviewee
Four

#7
A

Competition Amongst Partners ()
Competition Amongst Partners = A FUNCTION OF( Consumer Demand for Sustainability,Uncertainty Working With Partners)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Existing Networks

Interviewee
Four

#8
A

Consumer Demand for Sustainability ()
Consumer Demand for Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( "'Make and They Will Come' Attitude",Adoption of New Techniques and Products,Building Regulations,Cost of Energy,Regulatory
Certainty)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Competition Amongst Partners
Cost of Sustainability

Interviewee
Four

#9
A

Cost of Energy ()
Cost of Energy = A FUNCTION OF( Favourable Economic Conditions)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability

Interviewee
Four

#10
A

Cost of Sustainability ()
Cost of Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( Consumer Demand for Sustainability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Perceived Overall Benefit of Cluster Participation

Interviewee
Four

#11
A

Distance to Market ()
Distance to Market = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Appropriateness of Industry Location

Interviewee
Four

#12
A

Existence of a Cluster Management Body ()
Existence of a Cluster Management Body = A FUNCTION OF( Existing Networks)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Cluster Promotion
Perceived Overall Benefit of Cluster Participation

Interviewee
Four

#13
A

Existing Networks ()
Existing Networks = A FUNCTION OF( Competition Amongst Partners,Government Support for Industry,Supporting Industries)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Existence of a Cluster Management Body
Industry's Exposure to Market
Promotion of Industry
Uncertainty Working With Partners

Interviewee
Four

#14
A

Favourable Economic Conditions ()
Favourable Economic Conditions = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Cost of Energy
Government Support for Industry

.Control

#15
C

FINAL TIME (Month)
= 100
Description: The final time for the simulation.
Present In 0 Views:
Used By
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#16
A
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Government Support for Industry ()
Government Support for Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Favourable Economic Conditions)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Cluster Promotion
Existing Networks
Subsidies for Participation in Industry

Interviewee
Four

#17
A

Industry's Exposure to Market ()
Industry's Exposure to Market = A FUNCTION OF( Existing Networks)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Adoption of New Techniques and Products

.Control

#18
C

INITIAL TIME (Month)
=0
Description: The initial time for the simulation.
Present In 0 Views:
Used By

Interviewee
Four

#20
A

Perceived Overall Benefit of Cluster Participation ()
Perceived Overall Benefit of Cluster Participation = A FUNCTION OF( Appropriateness of Industry Location,Cluster Promotion,Existence of a Cluster Management Body,Cost of
Sustainability,Subsidies for Participation in Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Appropriateness of Industry Location

Interviewee
Four

#21
A

Price of Space ()
Price of Space = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Appropriateness of Industry Location

Interviewee
Four

#22
A

Promotion of Industry ()
Promotion of Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Cluster Promotion,Existing Networks)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee
Four

#23
A

Regulatory Certainty ()
Regulatory Certainty = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability

Interviewee
Four

#24
A

Resource Availability ()
Resource Availability = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Appropriateness of Industry Location

.Control

#25
A

SAVEPER (Month )
= TIME STEP
Description: The frequency with which output is stored.
Present In 0 Views:
Used By

Interviewee
Four

#26
A

Subsidies for Participation in Industry ()
Subsidies for Participation in Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Government Support for Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Perceived Overall Benefit of Cluster Participation

Interviewee
Four

#27
A

Supporting Industries ()
Supporting Industries = A FUNCTION OF( Appropriateness of Industry Location)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Existing Networks

.Control

#29
C

TIME STEP (Month )
=1
Description: The time step for the simulation.
Present In 0 Views:
Used By

Interviewee
Four

#30
A

Uncertainty Working With Partners ()
Uncertainty Working With Partners = A FUNCTION OF( Existing Networks)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Competition Amongst Partners
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(View) View 1 (24 Variables)

Top

Group
Interviewee
Four

(View) View 1 (24 Variables)
Type Variable Name And Description
#1 'Make and They Will Come' Attitude ()
A "'Make and They Will Come' Attitude" = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee
Four

#2
A

Adoption of New Techniques and Products ()
Adoption of New Techniques and Products = A FUNCTION OF( Industry's Exposure to Market)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability

Interviewee
Four

#3
A

Appropriateness of Industry Location ()
Appropriateness of Industry Location = A FUNCTION OF( Availability of Transport and Infrastructure,Distance to Market,Perceived Overall Benefit of Cluster Participation,Price of Space,Resource
Availability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Perceived Overall Benefit of Cluster Participation
Supporting Industries

Interviewee
Four

#4
A

Availability of Transport and Infrastructure ()
Availability of Transport and Infrastructure = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Appropriateness of Industry Location

Interviewee
Four

#5
A

Building Regulations ()
Building Regulations = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability

Interviewee
Four

#6
A

Cluster Promotion ()
Cluster Promotion = A FUNCTION OF( Existence of a Cluster Management Body,Government Support for Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Perceived Overall Benefit of Cluster Participation
Promotion of Industry

Interviewee
Four

#7
A

Competition Amongst Partners ()
Competition Amongst Partners = A FUNCTION OF( Consumer Demand for Sustainability,Uncertainty Working With Partners)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Existing Networks

20/03/2018, 11:00 pm
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#8
A
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Consumer Demand for Sustainability ()
Consumer Demand for Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( "'Make and They Will Come' Attitude",Adoption of New Techniques and Products,Building Regulations,Cost of Energy,Regulatory
Certainty)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Competition Amongst Partners
Cost of Sustainability

Interviewee
Four

#9
A

Cost of Energy ()
Cost of Energy = A FUNCTION OF( Favourable Economic Conditions)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability

Interviewee
Four

#10
A

Cost of Sustainability ()
Cost of Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( Consumer Demand for Sustainability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Perceived Overall Benefit of Cluster Participation

Interviewee
Four

#11
A

Distance to Market ()
Distance to Market = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Appropriateness of Industry Location

Interviewee
Four

#12
A

Existence of a Cluster Management Body ()
Existence of a Cluster Management Body = A FUNCTION OF( Existing Networks)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Cluster Promotion
Perceived Overall Benefit of Cluster Participation

Interviewee
Four

#13
A

Existing Networks ()
Existing Networks = A FUNCTION OF( Competition Amongst Partners,Government Support for Industry,Supporting Industries)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Existence of a Cluster Management Body
Industry's Exposure to Market
Promotion of Industry
Uncertainty Working With Partners

Interviewee
Four

#14
A

Favourable Economic Conditions ()
Favourable Economic Conditions = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Cost of Energy
Government Support for Industry

Interviewee
Four

#16
A

Government Support for Industry ()
Government Support for Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Favourable Economic Conditions)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Cluster Promotion
Existing Networks
Subsidies for Participation in Industry

Interviewee
Four

#17
A

Industry's Exposure to Market ()
Industry's Exposure to Market = A FUNCTION OF( Existing Networks)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Adoption of New Techniques and Products

Interviewee
Four

#20
A

Perceived Overall Benefit of Cluster Participation ()
Perceived Overall Benefit of Cluster Participation = A FUNCTION OF( Appropriateness of Industry Location,Cluster Promotion,Existence of a Cluster Management Body,Cost of
Sustainability,Subsidies for Participation in Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Appropriateness of Industry Location

Interviewee
Four

#21
A

Price of Space ()
Price of Space = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Appropriateness of Industry Location

Interviewee
Four

#22
A

Promotion of Industry ()
Promotion of Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Cluster Promotion,Existing Networks)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
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Regulatory Certainty ()
Regulatory Certainty = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability

Interviewee
Four

#24
A

Resource Availability ()
Resource Availability = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Appropriateness of Industry Location

Interviewee
Four

#26
A

Subsidies for Participation in Industry ()
Subsidies for Participation in Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Government Support for Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Perceived Overall Benefit of Cluster Participation

Interviewee
Four

#27
A

Supporting Industries ()
Supporting Industries = A FUNCTION OF( Appropriateness of Industry Location)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Existing Networks

Interviewee
Four

#30
A

Uncertainty Working With Partners ()
Uncertainty Working With Partners = A FUNCTION OF( Existing Networks)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Competition Amongst Partners

Top

Group
Interviewee
Four

(Group) Interviewee Four (24 Variables)
Type Variable Name And Description
#1 'Make and They Will Come' Attitude ()
A "'Make and They Will Come' Attitude" = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee
Four

#2
A

Adoption of New Techniques and Products ()
Adoption of New Techniques and Products = A FUNCTION OF( Industry's Exposure to Market)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability

Interviewee
Four

#3
A

Appropriateness of Industry Location ()
Appropriateness of Industry Location = A FUNCTION OF( Availability of Transport and Infrastructure,Distance to Market,Perceived Overall Benefit of Cluster Participation,Price of Space,Resource
Availability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Perceived Overall Benefit of Cluster Participation
Supporting Industries

Interviewee
Four

#4
A

Availability of Transport and Infrastructure ()
Availability of Transport and Infrastructure = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Appropriateness of Industry Location

Interviewee
Four

#5
A

Building Regulations ()
Building Regulations = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability

Interviewee
Four

#6
A

Cluster Promotion ()
Cluster Promotion = A FUNCTION OF( Existence of a Cluster Management Body,Government Support for Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Perceived Overall Benefit of Cluster Participation
Promotion of Industry

Interviewee
Four

#7
A

Competition Amongst Partners ()
Competition Amongst Partners = A FUNCTION OF( Consumer Demand for Sustainability,Uncertainty Working With Partners)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Existing Networks
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#8
A
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Consumer Demand for Sustainability ()
Consumer Demand for Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( "'Make and They Will Come' Attitude",Adoption of New Techniques and Products,Building Regulations,Cost of Energy,Regulatory
Certainty)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Competition Amongst Partners
Cost of Sustainability

Interviewee
Four

#9
A

Cost of Energy ()
Cost of Energy = A FUNCTION OF( Favourable Economic Conditions)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability

Interviewee
Four

#10
A

Cost of Sustainability ()
Cost of Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( Consumer Demand for Sustainability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Perceived Overall Benefit of Cluster Participation

Interviewee
Four

#11
A

Distance to Market ()
Distance to Market = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Appropriateness of Industry Location

Interviewee
Four

#12
A

Existence of a Cluster Management Body ()
Existence of a Cluster Management Body = A FUNCTION OF( Existing Networks)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Cluster Promotion
Perceived Overall Benefit of Cluster Participation

Interviewee
Four

#13
A

Existing Networks ()
Existing Networks = A FUNCTION OF( Competition Amongst Partners,Government Support for Industry,Supporting Industries)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Existence of a Cluster Management Body
Industry's Exposure to Market
Promotion of Industry
Uncertainty Working With Partners

Interviewee
Four

#14
A

Favourable Economic Conditions ()
Favourable Economic Conditions = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Cost of Energy
Government Support for Industry

Interviewee
Four

#16
A

Government Support for Industry ()
Government Support for Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Favourable Economic Conditions)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Cluster Promotion
Existing Networks
Subsidies for Participation in Industry

Interviewee
Four

#17
A

Industry's Exposure to Market ()
Industry's Exposure to Market = A FUNCTION OF( Existing Networks)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Adoption of New Techniques and Products

Interviewee
Four

#20
A

Perceived Overall Benefit of Cluster Participation ()
Perceived Overall Benefit of Cluster Participation = A FUNCTION OF( Appropriateness of Industry Location,Cluster Promotion,Existence of a Cluster Management Body,Cost of
Sustainability,Subsidies for Participation in Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Appropriateness of Industry Location

Interviewee
Four

#21
A

Price of Space ()
Price of Space = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Appropriateness of Industry Location

Interviewee
Four

#22
A

Promotion of Industry ()
Promotion of Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Cluster Promotion,Existing Networks)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
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Regulatory Certainty ()
Regulatory Certainty = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability

Interviewee
Four

#24
A

Resource Availability ()
Resource Availability = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Appropriateness of Industry Location

Interviewee
Four

#26
A

Subsidies for Participation in Industry ()
Subsidies for Participation in Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Government Support for Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Perceived Overall Benefit of Cluster Participation

Interviewee
Four

#27
A

Supporting Industries ()
Supporting Industries = A FUNCTION OF( Appropriateness of Industry Location)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Existing Networks

Interviewee
Four

#30
A

Uncertainty Working With Partners ()
Uncertainty Working With Partners = A FUNCTION OF( Existing Networks)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Competition Amongst Partners

(Type) Level (0 Variables)

Top

Group

Variable Name And Description

Type

(Type) Smooth (0 Variables)

Top

Group

Variable Name And Description

Type

(Type) Delay (0 Variables)

Top

Group

Variable Name And Description

Type

(Type) Level Initial (0 Variables)

Top

Group

Variable Name And Description

Type

(Type) Initial (0 Variables)

Top

Group

Variable Name And Description

Type

(Type) Constant (0 Variables)

Top

Group

Variable Name And Description

Type

(Type) Flow (0 Variables)

Top

Group
Top

Group
Interviewee
Four

Variable Name And Description

Type

(Type) Auxiliary (24 Variables)
Type Variable Name And Description
#1 'Make and They Will Come' Attitude ()
A "'Make and They Will Come' Attitude" = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee
Four

#2
A

Adoption of New Techniques and Products ()
Adoption of New Techniques and Products = A FUNCTION OF( Industry's Exposure to Market)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability

Interviewee
Four

#3
A

Appropriateness of Industry Location ()
Appropriateness of Industry Location = A FUNCTION OF( Availability of Transport and Infrastructure,Distance to Market,Perceived Overall Benefit of Cluster Participation,Price of Space,Resource
Availability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Perceived Overall Benefit of Cluster Participation
Supporting Industries

Interviewee
Four

#4
A

Availability of Transport and Infrastructure ()
Availability of Transport and Infrastructure = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Appropriateness of Industry Location

Interviewee
Four

#5
A

Building Regulations ()
Building Regulations = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability

Interviewee
Four

#6
A

Cluster Promotion ()
Cluster Promotion = A FUNCTION OF( Existence of a Cluster Management Body,Government Support for Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
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Perceived Overall Benefit of Cluster Participation
Promotion of Industry
Interviewee
Four

#7
A

Competition Amongst Partners ()
Competition Amongst Partners = A FUNCTION OF( Consumer Demand for Sustainability,Uncertainty Working With Partners)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Existing Networks

Interviewee
Four

#8
A

Consumer Demand for Sustainability ()
Consumer Demand for Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( "'Make and They Will Come' Attitude",Adoption of New Techniques and Products,Building Regulations,Cost of Energy,Regulatory
Certainty)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Competition Amongst Partners
Cost of Sustainability

Interviewee
Four

#9
A

Cost of Energy ()
Cost of Energy = A FUNCTION OF( Favourable Economic Conditions)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability

Interviewee
Four

#10
A

Cost of Sustainability ()
Cost of Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( Consumer Demand for Sustainability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Perceived Overall Benefit of Cluster Participation

Interviewee
Four

#11
A

Distance to Market ()
Distance to Market = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Appropriateness of Industry Location

Interviewee
Four

#12
A

Existence of a Cluster Management Body ()
Existence of a Cluster Management Body = A FUNCTION OF( Existing Networks)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Cluster Promotion
Perceived Overall Benefit of Cluster Participation

Interviewee
Four

#13
A

Existing Networks ()
Existing Networks = A FUNCTION OF( Competition Amongst Partners,Government Support for Industry,Supporting Industries)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Existence of a Cluster Management Body
Industry's Exposure to Market
Promotion of Industry
Uncertainty Working With Partners

Interviewee
Four

#14
A

Favourable Economic Conditions ()
Favourable Economic Conditions = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Cost of Energy
Government Support for Industry

Interviewee
Four

#16
A

Government Support for Industry ()
Government Support for Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Favourable Economic Conditions)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Cluster Promotion
Existing Networks
Subsidies for Participation in Industry

Interviewee
Four

#17
A

Industry's Exposure to Market ()
Industry's Exposure to Market = A FUNCTION OF( Existing Networks)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Adoption of New Techniques and Products

Interviewee
Four

#20
A

Perceived Overall Benefit of Cluster Participation ()
Perceived Overall Benefit of Cluster Participation = A FUNCTION OF( Appropriateness of Industry Location,Cluster Promotion,Existence of a Cluster Management Body,Cost of
Sustainability,Subsidies for Participation in Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Appropriateness of Industry Location
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Price of Space ()
Price of Space = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1

#21
A

Used By
Appropriateness of Industry Location

Interviewee
Four

Promotion of Industry ()
Promotion of Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Cluster Promotion,Existing Networks)
Present In 1 View:
View 1

#22
A

Used By

Interviewee
Four

Regulatory Certainty ()
Regulatory Certainty = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1

#23
A

Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability

Interviewee
Four

Resource Availability ()
Resource Availability = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1

#24
A

Used By
Appropriateness of Industry Location

Interviewee
Four

Subsidies for Participation in Industry ()
Subsidies for Participation in Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Government Support for Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1

#26
A

Used By
Perceived Overall Benefit of Cluster Participation

Interviewee
Four

Supporting Industries ()
Supporting Industries = A FUNCTION OF( Appropriateness of Industry Location)
Present In 1 View:
View 1

#27
A

Used By
Existing Networks

Interviewee
Four

Uncertainty Working With Partners ()
Uncertainty Working With Partners = A FUNCTION OF( Existing Networks)
Present In 1 View:
View 1

#30
A

Used By
Competition Amongst Partners

Top

Group
Top

(Type) Subscripts (0 Variables)
Type

Group
Top

Type

Group

Variable Name And Description

(Type) Game (0 Variables)

Group
Top

Variable Name And Description

(Type) Data (0 Variables)
Type

Variable Name And Description

(Type) Lookup (0 Variables)
Type

Variable Name And Description

Top
Quick Links:

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

K

L

M

N

O

P

Q

R

S

T

U

V

W

X

Y

Z

All Variables (28)
Group
Type
Variable
Interviewee Four A 'Make and They Will Come' Attitude ()
Interviewee Four A Adoption of New Techniques and Products ()
Interviewee Four A Appropriateness of Industry Location ()
Interviewee Four A Availability of Transport and Infrastructure ()
Interviewee Four A Building Regulations ()
Interviewee Four A Cluster Promotion ()
Interviewee Four A Competition Amongst Partners ()
Interviewee Four A Consumer Demand for Sustainability ()
Interviewee Four A Cost of Energy ()
Interviewee Four A Cost of Sustainability ()
Interviewee Four A Distance to Market ()
Interviewee Four A Existence of a Cluster Management Body ()
Interviewee Four A Existing Networks ()
Interviewee Four A Favourable Economic Conditions ()
.Control
C FINAL TIME (Month)
Interviewee Four A Government Support for Industry ()
Interviewee Four A Industry's Exposure to Market ()
.Control
C INITIAL TIME (Month)
Interviewee Four A Perceived Overall Benefit of Cluster Participation ()
Interviewee Four A Price of Space ()
Interviewee Four A Promotion of Industry ()
Interviewee Four A Regulatory Certainty ()
Interviewee Four A Resource Availability ()
.Control
A SAVEPER (Month )
Interviewee Four A Subsidies for Participation in Industry ()
Interviewee Four A Supporting Industries ()
.Control
C TIME STEP (Month )
Interviewee Four A Uncertainty Working With Partners ()
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Top

Variable Link Detail (28)
Group
Type
Variable
In/Out Counts
Interviewee Four A Existing Networks ()
3| 4
5| 2
Interviewee Four A Consumer Demand for Sustainability ()
Interviewee Four A Appropriateness of Industry Location ()
5| 2
Interviewee Four A Perceived Overall Benefit of Cluster Participation ()
5| 1
1| 3
Interviewee Four A Government Support for Industry ()
Interviewee Four A Cluster Promotion ()
2| 2
1| 2
Interviewee Four A Existence of a Cluster Management Body ()
Interviewee Four A Competition Amongst Partners ()
2| 1
Interviewee Four A Uncertainty Working With Partners ()
1| 1
1| 1
Interviewee Four A Supporting Industries ()
Interviewee Four A Subsidies for Participation in Industry ()
1| 1
Interviewee Four A Promotion of Industry ()
2| 0
1| 1
Interviewee Four A Industry's Exposure to Market ()
Interviewee Four A Favourable Economic Conditions ()
0| 2
1| 1
Interviewee Four A Cost of Sustainability ()
Interviewee Four A Cost of Energy ()
1| 1
Interviewee Four A Adoption of New Techniques and Products ()
1| 1
0| 1
Interviewee Four A Resource Availability ()
Interviewee Four A Regulatory Certainty ()
0| 1
Interviewee Four A Price of Space ()
0| 1
0| 1
Interviewee Four A Distance to Market ()
Interviewee Four A Building Regulations ()
0| 1
Interviewee Four A Availability of Transport and Infrastructure ()
0| 1
0| 1
Interviewee Four A 'Make and They Will Come' Attitude ()
.Control
C TIME STEP (Month )
( 0| 0)
.Control
A SAVEPER (Month )
( 0| 0)
( 0| 0)
.Control
C INITIAL TIME (Month)
.Control
C FINAL TIME (Month)
( 0| 0)

In/Out Ratio
0.75
2.50
2.50
5.00
0.33
1.00
0.50
2.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
∞
1.00
0.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
∞
∞
∞
∞

In Links by Polarity Out Links by Polarity
2| 1| 0
3| 1| 0
5| 0| 0
0| 2| 0
3| 2| 0
2| 0| 0
5| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
3| 0| 0
2| 0| 0
2| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
2| 0| 0
1| 1| 0
0| 1| 0
0| 1| 0
1| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
2| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
1| 1| 0
0| 1| 0
1| 0| 0
0| 1| 0
1| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 1| 0
0| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 1| 0
0| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 0| 0

Top

Macros (0)
Name

Macro Definition

Expanded Macro Definition

Top
Quick Links:

A

B
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D

E
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V

W

X

Y
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U

V

W

X

Y

Z

Positive Polarity Causal Links (26)
Cause
'Make and They Will Come' Attitude
Adoption of New Techniques and Products
Appropriateness of Industry Location
Appropriateness of Industry Location
Building Regulations
Cluster Promotion
Cluster Promotion
Cost of Energy
Cost of Sustainability
Distance to Market
Existence of a Cluster Management Body
Existence of a Cluster Management Body
Existing Networks
Existing Networks
Existing Networks
Favourable Economic Conditions
Government Support for Industry
Government Support for Industry
Government Support for Industry
Industry's Exposure to Market
Perceived Overall Benefit of Cluster Participation
Regulatory Certainty
Resource Availability
Subsidies for Participation in Industry
Supporting Industries
Uncertainty Working With Partners

Effect
Polarity
Consumer Demand for Sustainability
+
Consumer Demand for Sustainability
+
Perceived Overall Benefit of Cluster Participation
+
Supporting Industries
+
Consumer Demand for Sustainability
+
Perceived Overall Benefit of Cluster Participation
+
Promotion of Industry
+
Consumer Demand for Sustainability
+
Perceived Overall Benefit of Cluster Participation
+
Appropriateness of Industry Location
+
Cluster Promotion
+
Perceived Overall Benefit of Cluster Participation
+
Existence of a Cluster Management Body
+
Industry's Exposure to Market
+
Promotion of Industry
+
Government Support for Industry
+
Cluster Promotion
+
Existing Networks
+
Subsidies for Participation in Industry
+
Adoption of New Techniques and Products
+
Appropriateness of Industry Location
+
Consumer Demand for Sustainability
+
Appropriateness of Industry Location
+
Perceived Overall Benefit of Cluster Participation
+
Existing Networks
+
Competition Amongst Partners
+

Top
Quick Links:

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

K

L

M

N

O

P

Q

R

S

T

Negative Polarity Causal Links (7)
Cause
Effect
Polarity
Availability of Transport and Infrastructure Appropriateness of Industry Location
Competition Amongst Partners
Existing Networks
Consumer Demand for Sustainability
Competition Amongst Partners
Consumer Demand for Sustainability
Cost of Sustainability
Existing Networks
Uncertainty Working With Partners
Favourable Economic Conditions
Cost of Energy
Price of Space
Appropriateness of Industry Location
-

Top

Function-based Polarity Causal Links (0)
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Polarity

Top

View-Variable Profile
View
View 1

View-Variable Profile
24 vars (80%)

Top

List Of 1 views and their 24 Variables
Total:
Subsidies for Participation in Industry (In 1 View)
Cost of Energy (In 1 View)
"'Make and They Will Come' Attitude" (In 1 View)
Promotion of Industry (In 1 View)
Uncertainty Working With Partners (In 1 View)
Cost of Sustainability (In 1 View)
Appropriateness of Industry Location (In 1 View)
Price of Space (In 1 View)
Cluster Promotion (In 1 View)
Adoption of New Techniques and Products (In 1 View)
Building Regulations (In 1 View)
Supporting Industries (In 1 View)
Competition Amongst Partners (In 1 View)
Government Support for Industry (In 1 View)
Consumer Demand for Sustainability (In 1 View)
Existing Networks (In 1 View)
Favourable Economic Conditions (In 1 View)
Availability of Transport and Infrastructure (In 1 View)
Distance to Market (In 1 View)
Perceived Overall Benefit of Cluster Participation (In 1 View)
Existence of a Cluster Management Body (In 1 View)
Industry's Exposure to Market (In 1 View)
Resource Availability (In 1 View)
Regulatory Certainty (In 1 View)
Total:

View 1
24
Total:

24
View 1

Subsidies for Participation in Industry (In 1 View)
Cost of Energy (In 1 View)
"'Make and They Will Come' Attitude" (In 1 View)
Promotion of Industry (In 1 View)
Uncertainty Working With Partners (In 1 View)
Cost of Sustainability (In 1 View)
Appropriateness of Industry Location (In 1 View)
Price of Space (In 1 View)
Cluster Promotion (In 1 View)
Adoption of New Techniques and Products (In 1 View)
Building Regulations (In 1 View)
Supporting Industries (In 1 View)
Competition Amongst Partners (In 1 View)
Government Support for Industry (In 1 View)
Consumer Demand for Sustainability (In 1 View)
Existing Networks (In 1 View)
Favourable Economic Conditions (In 1 View)
Availability of Transport and Infrastructure (In 1 View)
Distance to Market (In 1 View)
Perceived Overall Benefit of Cluster Participation (In 1 View)
Existence of a Cluster Management Body (In 1 View)
Industry's Exposure to Market (In 1 View)
Resource Availability (In 1 View)
Regulatory Certainty (In 1 View)
Total:

Source File: C:\Users\Emily\Desktop\CLDS to be deidentified\Interviewee Four.mdl (Sat Mar 03 16:56:20 AEDT 2018)
Report Created On Tue Mar 20 22:58:46 AEDT 2018
SDM-Doc Tool Version 1.2.89
Global Security Sciences Division
Argonne National Laboratory
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Documentation Of Interviewee Five

Quick Links All Variables Variable Link Detail Variable Types Views Groups Macros Link Polarity View Summary View-Variable Profile

Model Assessment Results
Model Information

Result
29
32 (23|9|0)

Warnings

Result

Total Number Of Variables
Total Number Of Causal Links

Variable Types
L: Level (0 / 0)*
C: Constant (3 / 3)
G: Game (0 / 0)

SM: Smooth (0 / 0)*
F: Flow (0 / 0)
T: Lookup (0 / 0)*††

DE: Delay (0 / 0)*†
A: Auxiliary (26 / 26)

LI: Level Initial (0)
Sub: Subscripts (0)

I: Initial (0 / 0)
D: Data (0 / 0)

* (State Variables/Total Stocks) † Total Stocks Do Not Include Fixed Delay Variables. †† (Lookup Tables).

Views
View: View 1 (25) Variables

Groups
Interviewee Five (25)

Quick Links:

Top

Group
Interviewee
Five

A

B
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D

E

F

G
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I

J

K

L
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R
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U

V

W

X

Y

Z

(All) Variables (29 Variables)
Type Variable Name And Description
#1 Availability of Materials ()
A Availability of Materials = A FUNCTION OF( Consistency of Supply,Innovation)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Supply of Sustainable Products

Interviewee
Five

#2
A

Belief of Being Too Small ()
Belief of Being Too Small = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability
Supply of Sustainable Products
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#3
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Building Regulations ()
Building Regulations = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Government Support for Industry

Interviewee
Five

#4
A

Consistency of Supply ()
Consistency of Supply = A FUNCTION OF( Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability,Quality of Products)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Availability of Materials

Interviewee
Five

#5
A

Consumer Demand for Sustainability ()
Consumer Demand for Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( Belief of Being Too Small,Fear of change,Short Term Focus of Industry,Quality of Products,Sustainability Knowledge)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Production

Interviewee
Five

#6
A

Cost of Sustainability ()
Cost of Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( Supply of Sustainable Products)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Supply of Sustainable Products

Interviewee
Five

#7
A

Distance Between Partners ()
Distance Between Partners = A FUNCTION OF( Supporting Industries)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Supply of Sustainable Products

Interviewee
Five

#8
A

Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability ()
Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consistency of Supply
Supplier Knowledge of the Market
Sustainability Knowledge

Interviewee
Five

#9
A

Fear of change ()
Fear of change = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability

.Control

#10
C

FINAL TIME (Month)
= 100
Description: The final time for the simulation.
Present In 0 Views:
Used By

Interviewee
Five

#11
A

Globalisation ()
Globalisation = A FUNCTION OF( Need for Trade Policies)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Supply of Sustainable Products

Interviewee
Five

#12
A

Government Engagement With Industry ()
Government Engagement With Industry = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Government Support for Industry

Interviewee
Five

#13
A

Government Support for Industry ()
Government Support for Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Government Engagement With Industry,Innovation,Building Regulations)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Need for Trade Policies
Subsidies

.Control

#14
C

INITIAL TIME (Month)
=0
Description: The initial time for the simulation.
Present In 0 Views:
Used By

Interviewee
Five

#15
A

Innovation ()
Innovation = A FUNCTION OF( Platform for Collaboration)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Availability of Materials
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Government Support for Industry
Interviewee
Five

#16
A

Long Term Focus of Industry ()
Long Term Focus of Industry = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Quality of Products

Interviewee
Five

#18
A

Need for Trade Policies ()
Need for Trade Policies = A FUNCTION OF( Government Support for Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Globalisation

Interviewee
Five

#19
A

Platform for Collaboration ()
Platform for Collaboration = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Innovation

Interviewee
Five

#20
A

Production ()
Production = A FUNCTION OF( Consumer Demand for Sustainability,Supporting Industries)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Supply of Sustainable Products

Interviewee
Five

#21
A

Quality of Products ()
Quality of Products = A FUNCTION OF( Long Term Focus of Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consistency of Supply
Consumer Demand for Sustainability

.Control

#22
A

SAVEPER (Month )
= TIME STEP
Description: The frequency with which output is stored.
Present In 0 Views:
Used By

Interviewee
Five

#23
A

Short Term Focus of Industry ()
Short Term Focus of Industry = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability
Supply of Sustainable Products

Interviewee
Five

#24
A

Subsidies ()
Subsidies = A FUNCTION OF( Government Support for Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee
Five

#25
A

Supplier Knowledge of the Market ()
Supplier Knowledge of the Market = A FUNCTION OF( Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Supply of Sustainable Products

Interviewee
Five

#26
A

Supply Chain Focus ()
Supply Chain Focus = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Supply of Sustainable Products

Interviewee
Five

#27
A

Supply of Sustainable Products ()
Supply of Sustainable Products = A FUNCTION OF( Availability of Materials,Belief of Being Too Small,Cost of Sustainability,Distance Between Partners,Globalisation,Supply Chain Focus,Short Term
Focus of Industry,Production,Supplier Knowledge of the Market)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Cost of Sustainability

Interviewee
Five

#28
A

Supporting Industries ()
Supporting Industries = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Distance Between Partners
Production

Interviewee
Five

#29
A

Sustainability Knowledge ()
Sustainability Knowledge = A FUNCTION OF( Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
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Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability
.Control

#31
C

TIME STEP (Month )
=1
Description: The time step for the simulation.
Present In 0 Views:
Used By

(View) View 1 (25 Variables)

Top

Group
Interviewee
Five

(View) View 1 (25 Variables)
Type Variable Name And Description
#1 Availability of Materials ()
A Availability of Materials = A FUNCTION OF( Consistency of Supply,Innovation)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Supply of Sustainable Products

Interviewee
Five

#2
A

Belief of Being Too Small ()
Belief of Being Too Small = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability
Supply of Sustainable Products

Interviewee
Five

#3
A

Building Regulations ()
Building Regulations = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Government Support for Industry

Interviewee
Five

#4
A

Consistency of Supply ()
Consistency of Supply = A FUNCTION OF( Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability,Quality of Products)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Availability of Materials

Interviewee
Five

#5
A

Consumer Demand for Sustainability ()
Consumer Demand for Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( Belief of Being Too Small,Fear of change,Short Term Focus of Industry,Quality of Products,Sustainability Knowledge)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Production

Interviewee
Five

#6
A

Cost of Sustainability ()
Cost of Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( Supply of Sustainable Products)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Supply of Sustainable Products
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Distance Between Partners ()
Distance Between Partners = A FUNCTION OF( Supporting Industries)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Supply of Sustainable Products

Interviewee
Five

#8
A

Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability ()
Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consistency of Supply
Supplier Knowledge of the Market
Sustainability Knowledge

Interviewee
Five

#9
A

Fear of change ()
Fear of change = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability

Interviewee
Five

#11
A

Globalisation ()
Globalisation = A FUNCTION OF( Need for Trade Policies)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Supply of Sustainable Products

Interviewee
Five

#12
A

Government Engagement With Industry ()
Government Engagement With Industry = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Government Support for Industry

Interviewee
Five

#13
A

Government Support for Industry ()
Government Support for Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Government Engagement With Industry,Innovation,Building Regulations)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Need for Trade Policies
Subsidies

Interviewee
Five

#15
A

Innovation ()
Innovation = A FUNCTION OF( Platform for Collaboration)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Availability of Materials
Government Support for Industry

Interviewee
Five

#16
A

Long Term Focus of Industry ()
Long Term Focus of Industry = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Quality of Products

Interviewee
Five

#18
A

Need for Trade Policies ()
Need for Trade Policies = A FUNCTION OF( Government Support for Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Globalisation

Interviewee
Five

#19
A

Platform for Collaboration ()
Platform for Collaboration = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Innovation

Interviewee
Five

#20
A

Production ()
Production = A FUNCTION OF( Consumer Demand for Sustainability,Supporting Industries)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Supply of Sustainable Products

Interviewee
Five

#21
A

Quality of Products ()
Quality of Products = A FUNCTION OF( Long Term Focus of Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consistency of Supply
Consumer Demand for Sustainability
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Short Term Focus of Industry ()
Short Term Focus of Industry = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability
Supply of Sustainable Products

Interviewee
Five

#24
A

Subsidies ()
Subsidies = A FUNCTION OF( Government Support for Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee
Five

#25
A

Supplier Knowledge of the Market ()
Supplier Knowledge of the Market = A FUNCTION OF( Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Supply of Sustainable Products

Interviewee
Five

#26
A

Supply Chain Focus ()
Supply Chain Focus = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Supply of Sustainable Products

Interviewee
Five

#27
A

Supply of Sustainable Products ()
Supply of Sustainable Products = A FUNCTION OF( Availability of Materials,Belief of Being Too Small,Cost of Sustainability,Distance Between Partners,Globalisation,Supply Chain Focus,Short Term
Focus of Industry,Production,Supplier Knowledge of the Market)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Cost of Sustainability

Interviewee
Five

#28
A

Supporting Industries ()
Supporting Industries = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Distance Between Partners
Production

Interviewee
Five

#29
A

Sustainability Knowledge ()
Sustainability Knowledge = A FUNCTION OF( Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability

Top

Group
Interviewee
Five

(Group) Interviewee Five (25 Variables)
Type Variable Name And Description
#1 Availability of Materials ()
A Availability of Materials = A FUNCTION OF( Consistency of Supply,Innovation)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Supply of Sustainable Products

Interviewee
Five

#2
A

Belief of Being Too Small ()
Belief of Being Too Small = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability
Supply of Sustainable Products

Interviewee
Five

#3
A

Building Regulations ()
Building Regulations = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Government Support for Industry

Interviewee
Five

#4
A

Consistency of Supply ()
Consistency of Supply = A FUNCTION OF( Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability,Quality of Products)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Availability of Materials

Interviewee
Five

#5
A

Consumer Demand for Sustainability ()
Consumer Demand for Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( Belief of Being Too Small,Fear of change,Short Term Focus of Industry,Quality of Products,Sustainability Knowledge)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Production
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Cost of Sustainability ()
Cost of Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( Supply of Sustainable Products)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Supply of Sustainable Products

Interviewee
Five

#7
A

Distance Between Partners ()
Distance Between Partners = A FUNCTION OF( Supporting Industries)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Supply of Sustainable Products

Interviewee
Five

#8
A

Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability ()
Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consistency of Supply
Supplier Knowledge of the Market
Sustainability Knowledge

Interviewee
Five

#9
A

Fear of change ()
Fear of change = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability

Interviewee
Five

#11
A

Globalisation ()
Globalisation = A FUNCTION OF( Need for Trade Policies)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Supply of Sustainable Products

Interviewee
Five

#12
A

Government Engagement With Industry ()
Government Engagement With Industry = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Government Support for Industry

Interviewee
Five

#13
A

Government Support for Industry ()
Government Support for Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Government Engagement With Industry,Innovation,Building Regulations)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Need for Trade Policies
Subsidies

Interviewee
Five

#15
A

Innovation ()
Innovation = A FUNCTION OF( Platform for Collaboration)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Availability of Materials
Government Support for Industry

Interviewee
Five

#16
A

Long Term Focus of Industry ()
Long Term Focus of Industry = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Quality of Products

Interviewee
Five

#18
A

Need for Trade Policies ()
Need for Trade Policies = A FUNCTION OF( Government Support for Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Globalisation

Interviewee
Five

#19
A

Platform for Collaboration ()
Platform for Collaboration = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Innovation

Interviewee
Five

#20
A

Production ()
Production = A FUNCTION OF( Consumer Demand for Sustainability,Supporting Industries)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Supply of Sustainable Products

Interviewee
Five

#21
A

Quality of Products ()
Quality of Products = A FUNCTION OF( Long Term Focus of Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
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Used By
Consistency of Supply
Consumer Demand for Sustainability
Interviewee
Five

#23
A

Short Term Focus of Industry ()
Short Term Focus of Industry = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability
Supply of Sustainable Products

Interviewee
Five

#24
A

Subsidies ()
Subsidies = A FUNCTION OF( Government Support for Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee
Five

#25
A

Supplier Knowledge of the Market ()
Supplier Knowledge of the Market = A FUNCTION OF( Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Supply of Sustainable Products

Interviewee
Five

#26
A

Supply Chain Focus ()
Supply Chain Focus = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Supply of Sustainable Products

Interviewee
Five

#27
A

Supply of Sustainable Products ()
Supply of Sustainable Products = A FUNCTION OF( Availability of Materials,Belief of Being Too Small,Cost of Sustainability,Distance Between Partners,Globalisation,Supply Chain Focus,Short Term
Focus of Industry,Production,Supplier Knowledge of the Market)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Cost of Sustainability

Interviewee
Five

#28
A

Supporting Industries ()
Supporting Industries = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Distance Between Partners
Production

Interviewee
Five

#29
A

Sustainability Knowledge ()
Sustainability Knowledge = A FUNCTION OF( Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability

(Type) Level (0 Variables)

Top

Group

Type

Variable Name And Description

(Type) Smooth (0 Variables)

Top

Group

Type

Variable Name And Description

(Type) Delay (0 Variables)

Top

Group

Type

Variable Name And Description

(Type) Level Initial (0 Variables)

Top

Group

Variable Name And Description

Type

(Type) Initial (0 Variables)

Top

Group

Type

Variable Name And Description

(Type) Constant (0 Variables)

Top

Group

Variable Name And Description

Type

(Type) Flow (0 Variables)

Top

Group
Top

Group
Interviewee
Five

Type

Variable Name And Description

(Type) Auxiliary (25 Variables)
Type Variable Name And Description
#1 Availability of Materials ()
A Availability of Materials = A FUNCTION OF( Consistency of Supply,Innovation)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Supply of Sustainable Products

Interviewee
Five

#2
A

Belief of Being Too Small ()
Belief of Being Too Small = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability
Supply of Sustainable Products

Interviewee
Five

#3
A

Building Regulations ()
Building Regulations = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Government Support for Industry
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Consistency of Supply ()
Consistency of Supply = A FUNCTION OF( Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability,Quality of Products)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Availability of Materials

Interviewee
Five

#5
A

Consumer Demand for Sustainability ()
Consumer Demand for Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( Belief of Being Too Small,Fear of change,Short Term Focus of Industry,Quality of Products,Sustainability Knowledge)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Production

Interviewee
Five

#6
A

Cost of Sustainability ()
Cost of Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( Supply of Sustainable Products)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Supply of Sustainable Products

Interviewee
Five

#7
A

Distance Between Partners ()
Distance Between Partners = A FUNCTION OF( Supporting Industries)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Supply of Sustainable Products

Interviewee
Five

#8
A

Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability ()
Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consistency of Supply
Supplier Knowledge of the Market
Sustainability Knowledge

Interviewee
Five

#9
A

Fear of change ()
Fear of change = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability

Interviewee
Five

#11
A

Globalisation ()
Globalisation = A FUNCTION OF( Need for Trade Policies)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Supply of Sustainable Products

Interviewee
Five

#12
A

Government Engagement With Industry ()
Government Engagement With Industry = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Government Support for Industry

Interviewee
Five

#13
A

Government Support for Industry ()
Government Support for Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Government Engagement With Industry,Innovation,Building Regulations)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Need for Trade Policies
Subsidies

Interviewee
Five

#15
A

Innovation ()
Innovation = A FUNCTION OF( Platform for Collaboration)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Availability of Materials
Government Support for Industry

Interviewee
Five

#16
A

Long Term Focus of Industry ()
Long Term Focus of Industry = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Quality of Products

Interviewee
Five

#18
A

Need for Trade Policies ()
Need for Trade Policies = A FUNCTION OF( Government Support for Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Globalisation
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Platform for Collaboration ()
Platform for Collaboration = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1

#19
A

Used By
Innovation

Interviewee
Five

Production ()
Production = A FUNCTION OF( Consumer Demand for Sustainability,Supporting Industries)
Present In 1 View:
View 1

#20
A

Used By
Supply of Sustainable Products

Interviewee
Five

Quality of Products ()
Quality of Products = A FUNCTION OF( Long Term Focus of Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1

#21
A

Used By
Consistency of Supply
Consumer Demand for Sustainability

Interviewee
Five

Short Term Focus of Industry ()
Short Term Focus of Industry = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1

#23
A

Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability
Supply of Sustainable Products

Interviewee
Five

Subsidies ()
Subsidies = A FUNCTION OF( Government Support for Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1

#24
A

Used By

Interviewee
Five

Supplier Knowledge of the Market ()
Supplier Knowledge of the Market = A FUNCTION OF( Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1

#25
A

Used By
Supply of Sustainable Products

Interviewee
Five

Supply Chain Focus ()
Supply Chain Focus = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1

#26
A

Used By
Supply of Sustainable Products

Interviewee
Five

Supply of Sustainable Products ()
Supply of Sustainable Products = A FUNCTION OF( Availability of Materials,Belief of Being Too Small,Cost of Sustainability,Distance Between Partners,Globalisation,Supply Chain Focus,Short Term
Focus of Industry,Production,Supplier Knowledge of the Market)
Present In 1 View:
View 1

#27
A

Used By
Cost of Sustainability

Interviewee
Five

Supporting Industries ()
Supporting Industries = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1

#28
A

Used By
Distance Between Partners
Production

Interviewee
Five

Sustainability Knowledge ()
Sustainability Knowledge = A FUNCTION OF( Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1

#29
A

Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability

Top

Group
Top

(Type) Subscripts (0 Variables)
Type

Group
Top

Type

Group

Variable Name And Description

(Type) Game (0 Variables)

Group
Top

Variable Name And Description

(Type) Data (0 Variables)
Type

Variable Name And Description

(Type) Lookup (0 Variables)
Type

Variable Name And Description

Top
Quick Links:

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

K

L

M

N

O

P

Q

R

S

T

U

V

W

X

Y

Z

All Variables (29)
Group
Type
Variable
Interviewee Five A Availability of Materials ()
Interviewee Five A Belief of Being Too Small ()
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Interviewee Five
Interviewee Five
Interviewee Five
Interviewee Five
Interviewee Five
Interviewee Five
Interviewee Five
.Control
Interviewee Five
Interviewee Five
Interviewee Five
.Control
Interviewee Five
Interviewee Five
Interviewee Five
Interviewee Five
Interviewee Five
Interviewee Five
.Control
Interviewee Five
Interviewee Five
Interviewee Five
Interviewee Five
Interviewee Five
Interviewee Five
Interviewee Five
.Control

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
C
A
A
A
C
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
C
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Building Regulations ()
Consistency of Supply ()
Consumer Demand for Sustainability ()
Cost of Sustainability ()
Distance Between Partners ()
Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability ()
Fear of change ()
FINAL TIME (Month)
Globalisation ()
Government Engagement With Industry ()
Government Support for Industry ()
INITIAL TIME (Month)
Innovation ()
Long Term Focus of Industry ()
Need for Trade Policies ()
Platform for Collaboration ()
Production ()
Quality of Products ()
SAVEPER (Month )
Short Term Focus of Industry ()
Subsidies ()
Supplier Knowledge of the Market ()
Supply Chain Focus ()
Supply of Sustainable Products ()
Supporting Industries ()
Sustainability Knowledge ()
TIME STEP (Month )

Top

Variable Link Detail (29)
Group
Type
Variable
In/Out Counts
Interviewee Five A Supply of Sustainable Products ()
9| 1
5| 1
Interviewee Five A Consumer Demand for Sustainability ()
Interviewee Five A Government Support for Industry ()
3| 2
Interviewee Five A Quality of Products ()
1| 2
2| 1
Interviewee Five A Production ()
Interviewee Five A Innovation ()
1| 2
Interviewee Five A Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability ()
0| 3
Interviewee Five A Consistency of Supply ()
2| 1
Interviewee Five A Availability of Materials ()
2| 1
Interviewee Five A Sustainability Knowledge ()
1| 1
Interviewee Five A Supporting Industries ()
0| 2
Interviewee Five A Supplier Knowledge of the Market ()
1| 1
Interviewee Five A Short Term Focus of Industry ()
0| 2
Interviewee Five A Need for Trade Policies ()
1| 1
Interviewee Five A Globalisation ()
1| 1
Interviewee Five A Distance Between Partners ()
1| 1
Interviewee Five A Cost of Sustainability ()
1| 1
Interviewee Five A Belief of Being Too Small ()
0| 2
Interviewee Five A Supply Chain Focus ()
0| 1
Interviewee Five A Subsidies ()
1| 0
Interviewee Five A Platform for Collaboration ()
0| 1
Interviewee Five A Long Term Focus of Industry ()
0| 1
Interviewee Five A Government Engagement With Industry ()
0| 1
Interviewee Five A Fear of change ()
0| 1
Interviewee Five A Building Regulations ()
0| 1
( 0| 0)
.Control
C TIME STEP (Month )
.Control
A SAVEPER (Month )
( 0| 0)
.Control
C INITIAL TIME (Month)
( 0| 0)
( 0| 0)
.Control
C FINAL TIME (Month)

In/Out Ratio
9.00
5.00
1.50
0.50
2.00
0.50
0.00
2.00
2.00
1.00
0.00
1.00
0.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.00
0.00
∞
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
∞
∞
∞
∞

In Links by Polarity Out Links by Polarity
6| 3| 0
0| 1| 0
2| 3| 0
1| 0| 0
3| 0| 0
1| 1| 0
1| 0| 0
1| 1| 0
2| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
2| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
3| 0| 0
2| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
2| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
2| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
2| 0| 0
0| 1| 0
0| 1| 0
0| 1| 0
1| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
0| 1| 0
0| 1| 0
0| 1| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 2| 0
0| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 1| 0
0| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 0| 0

Top

Macros (0)
Name

Macro Definition

Expanded Macro Definition

Top
Quick Links:

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

K

L

M

N

O

P

Q

R

S

T

U

V

W

X

Y

Z

Positive Polarity Causal Links (23)
Cause
Effect
Polarity
Availability of Materials
Supply of Sustainable Products
+
Building Regulations
Government Support for Industry
+
Consistency of Supply
Availability of Materials
+
Consumer Demand for Sustainability
Production
+
Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability
Consistency of Supply
+
Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability Supplier Knowledge of the Market
+
Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability
Sustainability Knowledge
+
Globalisation
Supply of Sustainable Products
+
Government Engagement With Industry
Government Support for Industry
+
Government Support for Industry
Subsidies
+
Innovation
Availability of Materials
+
Innovation
Government Support for Industry
+
Long Term Focus of Industry
Quality of Products
+
Platform for Collaboration
Innovation
+
Production
Supply of Sustainable Products
+
Quality of Products
Consistency of Supply
+
Short Term Focus of Industry
Consumer Demand for Sustainability
+
Short Term Focus of Industry
Supply of Sustainable Products
+
Supplier Knowledge of the Market
Supply of Sustainable Products
+
Supply Chain Focus
Supply of Sustainable Products
+
Supporting Industries
Distance Between Partners
+
Supporting Industries
Production
+
Sustainability Knowledge
Consumer Demand for Sustainability
+
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Negative Polarity Causal Links (9)
Cause
Effect
Polarity
Belief of Being Too Small
Consumer Demand for Sustainability
Belief of Being Too Small
Supply of Sustainable Products
Cost of Sustainability
Supply of Sustainable Products
Distance Between Partners
Supply of Sustainable Products
Fear of change
Consumer Demand for Sustainability
Government Support for Industry
Need for Trade Policies
Need for Trade Policies
Globalisation
Quality of Products
Consumer Demand for Sustainability
Supply of Sustainable Products
Cost of Sustainability
-

Top

Function-based Polarity Causal Links (0)
Cause

Effect

Polarity

Top

View-Variable Profile
View
View 1

View-Variable Profile
25 vars (80.6%)

Top

List Of 1 views and their 25 Variables
Total:
Cost of Sustainability (In 1 View)
Sustainability Knowledge (In 1 View)
Need for Trade Policies (In 1 View)
Government Engagement With Industry (In 1 View)
Consumer Demand for Sustainability (In 1 View)
Availability of Materials (In 1 View)
Distance Between Partners (In 1 View)
Innovation (In 1 View)
Supplier Knowledge of the Market (In 1 View)
Production (In 1 View)
Subsidies (In 1 View)
Consistency of Supply (In 1 View)
Globalisation (In 1 View)
Supply of Sustainable Products (In 1 View)
Short Term Focus of Industry (In 1 View)
Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability (In 1 View)
Fear of change (In 1 View)
Supply Chain Focus (In 1 View)
Supporting Industries (In 1 View)
Building Regulations (In 1 View)
Government Support for Industry (In 1 View)
Quality of Products (In 1 View)
Belief of Being Too Small (In 1 View)
Long Term Focus of Industry (In 1 View)
Platform for Collaboration (In 1 View)
Total:

View 1
25
Total:

25
View 1

Cost of Sustainability (In 1 View)
Sustainability Knowledge (In 1 View)
Need for Trade Policies (In 1 View)
Government Engagement With Industry (In 1 View)
Consumer Demand for Sustainability (In 1 View)
Availability of Materials (In 1 View)
Distance Between Partners (In 1 View)
Innovation (In 1 View)
Supplier Knowledge of the Market (In 1 View)
Production (In 1 View)
Subsidies (In 1 View)
Consistency of Supply (In 1 View)
Globalisation (In 1 View)
Supply of Sustainable Products (In 1 View)
Short Term Focus of Industry (In 1 View)
Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability (In 1 View)
Fear of change (In 1 View)
Supply Chain Focus (In 1 View)
Supporting Industries (In 1 View)
Building Regulations (In 1 View)
Government Support for Industry (In 1 View)
Quality of Products (In 1 View)
Belief of Being Too Small (In 1 View)
Long Term Focus of Industry (In 1 View)
Platform for Collaboration (In 1 View)
Total:

Source File: C:\Users\Emily\Desktop\CLDS to be deidentified\Interviewee Five.mdl (Sat Mar 03 16:58:43 AEDT 2018)
Report Created On Tue Mar 20 22:59:27 AEDT 2018
SDM-Doc Tool Version 1.2.89
Global Security Sciences Division
Argonne National Laboratory
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Documentation Of Interviewee Six

Quick Links All Variables Variable Link Detail Variable Types Views Groups Macros Link Polarity View Summary View-Variable Profile

Model Assessment Results
Model Information

Result
41
55 (49|6|0)

Warnings

Result

Total Number Of Variables
Total Number Of Causal Links

Variable Types
L: Level (0 / 0)*
C: Constant (3 / 3)
G: Game (0 / 0)

SM: Smooth (0 / 0)*
F: Flow (0 / 0)
T: Lookup (0 / 0)*††

DE: Delay (0 / 0)*†
A: Auxiliary (38 / 38)

LI: Level Initial (0)
Sub: Subscripts (0)

I: Initial (0 / 0)
D: Data (0 / 0)

* (State Variables/Total Stocks) † Total Stocks Do Not Include Fixed Delay Variables. †† (Lookup Tables).

Views
View: View 1 (37) Variables

Groups
Interviewee Six (37)

Quick Links:

Top

Group
Interviewee
Six

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

K

L

M

N

O

P

Q

R

S

T

U

V

W

X

Y

Z

(All) Variables (41 Variables)
Type Variable Name And Description
#1 Advantages of Cluster Formation ()
A Advantages of Cluster Formation = A FUNCTION OF( Dominant Players Support for Sustainability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Dominant Players Support for Sustainability

Interviewee
Six

#2
A

Building Regulations ()
Building Regulations = A FUNCTION OF( Government Support for Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Construction of Sustainable Buildings
Innovation

Interviewee
Six

#3
A

Cluster Participation Cost ()
Cluster Participation Cost = A FUNCTION OF( Economic Benefits of Cluster Participation)
Present In 1 View:
View 1

20/03/2018, 11:01 pm
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Used By
Membership Levels
Interviewee
Six

#4
A

Collaboration Within Industry ()
Collaboration Within Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability,Openness to Collaboration,Distance Between Partners)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Degree of Firm Co-Location
Innovation
Strategic Alliances

Interviewee
Six

#5
A

Construction of Sustainable Buildings ()
Construction of Sustainable Buildings = A FUNCTION OF( Building Regulations,Cost of Sustainability,Cultural Concerns,Promotion of Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Degree of Firm Co-Location

Interviewee
Six

#6
A

Cost of Sustainability ()
Cost of Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( Digital Connectivity)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Construction of Sustainable Buildings
Degree of Firm Co-Location

Interviewee
Six

#7
A

Critical Mass ()
Critical Mass = A FUNCTION OF( "Degree of Firm Co-Location",Existing Networks)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Long Term Viability
Reputation of Industry

Interviewee
Six

#8
A

Cultural Concerns ()
Cultural Concerns = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Construction of Sustainable Buildings

Interviewee
Six

#9
A

Degree of Differentiation from Existing Industry ()
Degree of Differentiation from Existing Industry = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Dominant Players Support for Sustainability

Interviewee
Six

#10
A

Degree of Firm Co-Location ()
"Degree of Firm Co-Location" = A FUNCTION OF( Collaboration Within Industry,Construction of Sustainable Buildings,Cost of Sustainability,Distance Between Partners,Dominant Players Support for
Sustainability,Existence of a Cluster Champion,Resource Availability,Platform for Connection,Strategic Alliances,Supporting Industries,Uncertainty of Government policy)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee
Six

#11
A

Digital Connectivity ()
Digital Connectivity = A FUNCTION OF( Technological Developments)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Cost of Sustainability

Interviewee
Six

#12
A

Distance Between Partners ()
Distance Between Partners = A FUNCTION OF( "Degree of Firm Co-Location")
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Collaboration Within Industry
Degree of Firm Co-Location
Strategic Alliances

Interviewee
Six

#13
A

Dominant Players Support for Sustainability ()
Dominant Players Support for Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( Advantages of Cluster Formation,Degree of Differentiation from Existing Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Advantages of Cluster Formation
Degree of Firm Co-Location
Existing Networks
Reputation of Industry
Success Stories

Interviewee
Six

#14
A

Economic Benefits of Cluster Participation ()
Economic Benefits of Cluster Participation = A FUNCTION OF( "Degree of Firm Co-Location",Innovation,Success Stories)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Cluster Participation Cost
Perceived Overall Benefit of Cluster Participation

Interviewee
Six

#15
A

Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability ()
Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
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View 1
Used By
Collaboration Within Industry
Key Research Capabilities
Interviewee
Six

#16
A

Existence of a Cluster Champion ()
Existence of a Cluster Champion = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Degree of Firm Co-Location
Success Stories

Interviewee
Six

#17
A

Existence of a Cluster Consultant ()
Existence of a Cluster Consultant = A FUNCTION OF( Government Support for Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Membership Levels

Interviewee
Six

#18
A

Existing Networks ()
Existing Networks = A FUNCTION OF( Dominant Players Support for Sustainability,Supply Chain Focus)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Critical Mass

.Control

#19
C

FINAL TIME (Month)
= 100
Description: The final time for the simulation.
Present In 0 Views:
Used By

Interviewee
Six

#20
A

Government Support for Industry ()
Government Support for Industry = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Building Regulations
Existence of a Cluster Consultant
Openness to Collaboration

.Control

#21
C

INITIAL TIME (Month)
=0
Description: The initial time for the simulation.
Present In 0 Views:
Used By

Interviewee
Six

#22
A

Innovation ()
Innovation = A FUNCTION OF( Building Regulations,Collaboration Within Industry,Key Research Capabilities)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Economic Benefits of Cluster Participation
Technological Developments

Interviewee
Six

#23
A

Key Research Capabilities ()
Key Research Capabilities = A FUNCTION OF( Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Innovation

Interviewee
Six

#24
A

Long Term Viability ()
Long Term Viability = A FUNCTION OF( Critical Mass)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee
Six

#25
A

Membership Levels ()
Membership Levels = A FUNCTION OF( Existence of a Cluster Consultant,Cluster Participation Cost)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee
Six

#27
A

Openness to Collaboration ()
Openness to Collaboration = A FUNCTION OF( Government Support for Industry,Trust Between Industry Partners)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Collaboration Within Industry

Interviewee
Six

#28
A

Perceived Overall Benefit of Cluster Participation ()
Perceived Overall Benefit of Cluster Participation = A FUNCTION OF( Economic Benefits of Cluster Participation)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
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Platform for Connection ()
Platform for Connection = A FUNCTION OF( Strategic Alliances)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Degree of Firm Co-Location

Interviewee
Six

#30
A

Promotion of Industry ()
Promotion of Industry = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Construction of Sustainable Buildings

Interviewee
Six

#31
A

Reputation of Industry ()
Reputation of Industry = A FUNCTION OF( "Degree of Firm Co-Location",Critical Mass,Dominant Players Support for Sustainability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee
Six

#32
A

Resource Availability ()
Resource Availability = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Degree of Firm Co-Location

.Control

#33
A

SAVEPER (Month )
= TIME STEP
Description: The frequency with which output is stored.
Present In 0 Views:
Used By

Interviewee
Six

#34
A

Strategic Alliances ()
Strategic Alliances = A FUNCTION OF( Collaboration Within Industry,Distance Between Partners)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Degree of Firm Co-Location
Platform for Connection

Interviewee
Six

#35
A

Success Stories ()
Success Stories = A FUNCTION OF( Dominant Players Support for Sustainability,Existence of a Cluster Champion)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Economic Benefits of Cluster Participation

Interviewee
Six

#36
A

Supply Chain Focus ()
Supply Chain Focus = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Existing Networks
Supporting Industries

Interviewee
Six

#37
A

Supporting Industries ()
Supporting Industries = A FUNCTION OF( Supply Chain Focus)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Degree of Firm Co-Location

Interviewee
Six

#38
A

Sustainability-Focused Organisational Culture ()
"Sustainability-Focused Organisational Culture" = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee
Six

#39
A

Technological Developments ()
Technological Developments = A FUNCTION OF( Innovation)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Digital Connectivity

.Control

#41
C

TIME STEP (Month )
=1
Description: The time step for the simulation.
Present In 0 Views:
Used By

Interviewee
Six

#42
A

Trust Between Industry Partners ()
Trust Between Industry Partners = A FUNCTION OF( "Sustainability-Focused Organisational Culture")
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Openness to Collaboration
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Uncertainty of Government policy ()
Uncertainty of Government policy = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Degree of Firm Co-Location

(View) View 1 (37 Variables)

Top

Group
Interviewee
Six

(View) View 1 (37 Variables)
Type Variable Name And Description
#1 Advantages of Cluster Formation ()
A Advantages of Cluster Formation = A FUNCTION OF( Dominant Players Support for Sustainability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Dominant Players Support for Sustainability

Interviewee
Six

#2
A

Building Regulations ()
Building Regulations = A FUNCTION OF( Government Support for Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Construction of Sustainable Buildings
Innovation

Interviewee
Six

#3
A

Cluster Participation Cost ()
Cluster Participation Cost = A FUNCTION OF( Economic Benefits of Cluster Participation)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Membership Levels

Interviewee
Six

#4
A

Collaboration Within Industry ()
Collaboration Within Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability,Openness to Collaboration,Distance Between Partners)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Degree of Firm Co-Location
Innovation
Strategic Alliances

Interviewee
Six

#5
A

Construction of Sustainable Buildings ()
Construction of Sustainable Buildings = A FUNCTION OF( Building Regulations,Cost of Sustainability,Cultural Concerns,Promotion of Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Degree of Firm Co-Location

Interviewee
Six

#6
A

Cost of Sustainability ()
Cost of Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( Digital Connectivity)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Construction of Sustainable Buildings
Degree of Firm Co-Location

Interviewee
Six

#7
A

Critical Mass ()
Critical Mass = A FUNCTION OF( "Degree of Firm Co-Location",Existing Networks)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
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Long Term Viability
Reputation of Industry
Interviewee
Six

#8
A

Cultural Concerns ()
Cultural Concerns = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Construction of Sustainable Buildings

Interviewee
Six

#9
A

Degree of Differentiation from Existing Industry ()
Degree of Differentiation from Existing Industry = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Dominant Players Support for Sustainability

Interviewee
Six

#10
A

Degree of Firm Co-Location ()
"Degree of Firm Co-Location" = A FUNCTION OF( Collaboration Within Industry,Construction of Sustainable Buildings,Cost of Sustainability,Distance Between Partners,Dominant Players Support for
Sustainability,Existence of a Cluster Champion,Resource Availability,Platform for Connection,Strategic Alliances,Supporting Industries,Uncertainty of Government policy)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee
Six

#11
A

Digital Connectivity ()
Digital Connectivity = A FUNCTION OF( Technological Developments)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Cost of Sustainability

Interviewee
Six

#12
A

Distance Between Partners ()
Distance Between Partners = A FUNCTION OF( "Degree of Firm Co-Location")
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Collaboration Within Industry
Degree of Firm Co-Location
Strategic Alliances

Interviewee
Six

#13
A

Dominant Players Support for Sustainability ()
Dominant Players Support for Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( Advantages of Cluster Formation,Degree of Differentiation from Existing Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Advantages of Cluster Formation
Degree of Firm Co-Location
Existing Networks
Reputation of Industry
Success Stories

Interviewee
Six

#14
A

Economic Benefits of Cluster Participation ()
Economic Benefits of Cluster Participation = A FUNCTION OF( "Degree of Firm Co-Location",Innovation,Success Stories)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Cluster Participation Cost
Perceived Overall Benefit of Cluster Participation

Interviewee
Six

#15
A

Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability ()
Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Collaboration Within Industry
Key Research Capabilities

Interviewee
Six

#16
A

Existence of a Cluster Champion ()
Existence of a Cluster Champion = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Degree of Firm Co-Location
Success Stories

Interviewee
Six

#17
A

Existence of a Cluster Consultant ()
Existence of a Cluster Consultant = A FUNCTION OF( Government Support for Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Membership Levels

Interviewee
Six

#18
A

Existing Networks ()
Existing Networks = A FUNCTION OF( Dominant Players Support for Sustainability,Supply Chain Focus)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Critical Mass

Interviewee
Six

#20
A

Government Support for Industry ()
Government Support for Industry = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
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Used By
Building Regulations
Existence of a Cluster Consultant
Openness to Collaboration
Interviewee
Six

#22
A

Innovation ()
Innovation = A FUNCTION OF( Building Regulations,Collaboration Within Industry,Key Research Capabilities)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Economic Benefits of Cluster Participation
Technological Developments

Interviewee
Six

#23
A

Key Research Capabilities ()
Key Research Capabilities = A FUNCTION OF( Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Innovation

Interviewee
Six

#24
A

Long Term Viability ()
Long Term Viability = A FUNCTION OF( Critical Mass)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee
Six

#25
A

Membership Levels ()
Membership Levels = A FUNCTION OF( Existence of a Cluster Consultant,Cluster Participation Cost)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee
Six

#27
A

Openness to Collaboration ()
Openness to Collaboration = A FUNCTION OF( Government Support for Industry,Trust Between Industry Partners)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Collaboration Within Industry

Interviewee
Six

#28
A

Perceived Overall Benefit of Cluster Participation ()
Perceived Overall Benefit of Cluster Participation = A FUNCTION OF( Economic Benefits of Cluster Participation)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee
Six

#29
A

Platform for Connection ()
Platform for Connection = A FUNCTION OF( Strategic Alliances)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Degree of Firm Co-Location

Interviewee
Six

#30
A

Promotion of Industry ()
Promotion of Industry = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Construction of Sustainable Buildings

Interviewee
Six

#31
A

Reputation of Industry ()
Reputation of Industry = A FUNCTION OF( "Degree of Firm Co-Location",Critical Mass,Dominant Players Support for Sustainability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee
Six

#32
A

Resource Availability ()
Resource Availability = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Degree of Firm Co-Location

Interviewee
Six

#34
A

Strategic Alliances ()
Strategic Alliances = A FUNCTION OF( Collaboration Within Industry,Distance Between Partners)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Degree of Firm Co-Location
Platform for Connection

Interviewee
Six

#35
A

Success Stories ()
Success Stories = A FUNCTION OF( Dominant Players Support for Sustainability,Existence of a Cluster Champion)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Economic Benefits of Cluster Participation

Interviewee
Six

#36
A

Supply Chain Focus ()
Supply Chain Focus = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
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Existing Networks
Supporting Industries
Interviewee
Six

#37
A

Supporting Industries ()
Supporting Industries = A FUNCTION OF( Supply Chain Focus)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Degree of Firm Co-Location

Interviewee
Six

#38
A

Sustainability-Focused Organisational Culture ()
"Sustainability-Focused Organisational Culture" = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee
Six

#39
A

Technological Developments ()
Technological Developments = A FUNCTION OF( Innovation)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Digital Connectivity

Interviewee
Six

#42
A

Trust Between Industry Partners ()
Trust Between Industry Partners = A FUNCTION OF( "Sustainability-Focused Organisational Culture")
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Openness to Collaboration

Interviewee
Six

#43
A

Uncertainty of Government policy ()
Uncertainty of Government policy = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Degree of Firm Co-Location

Top

Group
Interviewee
Six

(Group) Interviewee Six (37 Variables)
Type Variable Name And Description
#1 Advantages of Cluster Formation ()
A Advantages of Cluster Formation = A FUNCTION OF( Dominant Players Support for Sustainability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Dominant Players Support for Sustainability

Interviewee
Six

#2
A

Building Regulations ()
Building Regulations = A FUNCTION OF( Government Support for Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Construction of Sustainable Buildings
Innovation

Interviewee
Six

#3
A

Cluster Participation Cost ()
Cluster Participation Cost = A FUNCTION OF( Economic Benefits of Cluster Participation)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Membership Levels

Interviewee
Six

#4
A

Collaboration Within Industry ()
Collaboration Within Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability,Openness to Collaboration,Distance Between Partners)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Degree of Firm Co-Location
Innovation
Strategic Alliances

Interviewee
Six

#5
A

Construction of Sustainable Buildings ()
Construction of Sustainable Buildings = A FUNCTION OF( Building Regulations,Cost of Sustainability,Cultural Concerns,Promotion of Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Degree of Firm Co-Location

Interviewee
Six

#6
A

Cost of Sustainability ()
Cost of Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( Digital Connectivity)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Construction of Sustainable Buildings
Degree of Firm Co-Location

Interviewee
Six

#7
A

Critical Mass ()
Critical Mass = A FUNCTION OF( "Degree of Firm Co-Location",Existing Networks)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Long Term Viability
Reputation of Industry
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Cultural Concerns ()
Cultural Concerns = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Construction of Sustainable Buildings

Interviewee
Six

#9
A

Degree of Differentiation from Existing Industry ()
Degree of Differentiation from Existing Industry = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Dominant Players Support for Sustainability

Interviewee
Six

#10
A

Degree of Firm Co-Location ()
"Degree of Firm Co-Location" = A FUNCTION OF( Collaboration Within Industry,Construction of Sustainable Buildings,Cost of Sustainability,Distance Between Partners,Dominant Players Support for
Sustainability,Existence of a Cluster Champion,Resource Availability,Platform for Connection,Strategic Alliances,Supporting Industries,Uncertainty of Government policy)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee
Six

#11
A

Digital Connectivity ()
Digital Connectivity = A FUNCTION OF( Technological Developments)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Cost of Sustainability

Interviewee
Six

#12
A

Distance Between Partners ()
Distance Between Partners = A FUNCTION OF( "Degree of Firm Co-Location")
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Collaboration Within Industry
Degree of Firm Co-Location
Strategic Alliances

Interviewee
Six

#13
A

Dominant Players Support for Sustainability ()
Dominant Players Support for Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( Advantages of Cluster Formation,Degree of Differentiation from Existing Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Advantages of Cluster Formation
Degree of Firm Co-Location
Existing Networks
Reputation of Industry
Success Stories

Interviewee
Six

#14
A

Economic Benefits of Cluster Participation ()
Economic Benefits of Cluster Participation = A FUNCTION OF( "Degree of Firm Co-Location",Innovation,Success Stories)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Cluster Participation Cost
Perceived Overall Benefit of Cluster Participation

Interviewee
Six

#15
A

Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability ()
Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Collaboration Within Industry
Key Research Capabilities

Interviewee
Six

#16
A

Existence of a Cluster Champion ()
Existence of a Cluster Champion = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Degree of Firm Co-Location
Success Stories

Interviewee
Six

#17
A

Existence of a Cluster Consultant ()
Existence of a Cluster Consultant = A FUNCTION OF( Government Support for Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Membership Levels

Interviewee
Six

#18
A

Existing Networks ()
Existing Networks = A FUNCTION OF( Dominant Players Support for Sustainability,Supply Chain Focus)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Critical Mass

Interviewee
Six

#20
A

Government Support for Industry ()
Government Support for Industry = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Building Regulations
Existence of a Cluster Consultant
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Openness to Collaboration
Interviewee
Six

#22
A

Innovation ()
Innovation = A FUNCTION OF( Building Regulations,Collaboration Within Industry,Key Research Capabilities)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Economic Benefits of Cluster Participation
Technological Developments

Interviewee
Six

#23
A

Key Research Capabilities ()
Key Research Capabilities = A FUNCTION OF( Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Innovation

Interviewee
Six

#24
A

Long Term Viability ()
Long Term Viability = A FUNCTION OF( Critical Mass)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee
Six

#25
A

Membership Levels ()
Membership Levels = A FUNCTION OF( Existence of a Cluster Consultant,Cluster Participation Cost)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee
Six

#27
A

Openness to Collaboration ()
Openness to Collaboration = A FUNCTION OF( Government Support for Industry,Trust Between Industry Partners)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Collaboration Within Industry

Interviewee
Six

#28
A

Perceived Overall Benefit of Cluster Participation ()
Perceived Overall Benefit of Cluster Participation = A FUNCTION OF( Economic Benefits of Cluster Participation)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee
Six

#29
A

Platform for Connection ()
Platform for Connection = A FUNCTION OF( Strategic Alliances)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Degree of Firm Co-Location

Interviewee
Six

#30
A

Promotion of Industry ()
Promotion of Industry = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Construction of Sustainable Buildings

Interviewee
Six

#31
A

Reputation of Industry ()
Reputation of Industry = A FUNCTION OF( "Degree of Firm Co-Location",Critical Mass,Dominant Players Support for Sustainability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee
Six

#32
A

Resource Availability ()
Resource Availability = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Degree of Firm Co-Location

Interviewee
Six

#34
A

Strategic Alliances ()
Strategic Alliances = A FUNCTION OF( Collaboration Within Industry,Distance Between Partners)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Degree of Firm Co-Location
Platform for Connection

Interviewee
Six

#35
A

Success Stories ()
Success Stories = A FUNCTION OF( Dominant Players Support for Sustainability,Existence of a Cluster Champion)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Economic Benefits of Cluster Participation

Interviewee
Six

#36
A

Supply Chain Focus ()
Supply Chain Focus = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Existing Networks
Supporting Industries
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Supporting Industries ()
Supporting Industries = A FUNCTION OF( Supply Chain Focus)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Degree of Firm Co-Location

Interviewee
Six

#38
A

Sustainability-Focused Organisational Culture ()
"Sustainability-Focused Organisational Culture" = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee
Six

#39
A

Technological Developments ()
Technological Developments = A FUNCTION OF( Innovation)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Digital Connectivity

Interviewee
Six

#42
A

Trust Between Industry Partners ()
Trust Between Industry Partners = A FUNCTION OF( "Sustainability-Focused Organisational Culture")
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Openness to Collaboration

Interviewee
Six

#43
A

Uncertainty of Government policy ()
Uncertainty of Government policy = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Degree of Firm Co-Location

Top

(Type) Level (0 Variables)

Group
Top

Type

Group
Top

Type
Type
Type
Type

Variable Name And Description

(Type) Constant (0 Variables)

Group
Top

Variable Name And Description

(Type) Initial (0 Variables)

Group
Top

Variable Name And Description

(Type) Level Initial (0 Variables)

Group
Top

Variable Name And Description

(Type) Delay (0 Variables)

Group
Top

Variable Name And Description

(Type) Smooth (0 Variables)

Type

Variable Name And Description

(Type) Flow (0 Variables)

Group
Top

Group
Interviewee
Six

Type

Variable Name And Description

(Type) Auxiliary (37 Variables)
Type Variable Name And Description
#1 Advantages of Cluster Formation ()
A Advantages of Cluster Formation = A FUNCTION OF( Dominant Players Support for Sustainability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Dominant Players Support for Sustainability

Interviewee
Six

#2
A

Building Regulations ()
Building Regulations = A FUNCTION OF( Government Support for Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Construction of Sustainable Buildings
Innovation

Interviewee
Six

#3
A

Cluster Participation Cost ()
Cluster Participation Cost = A FUNCTION OF( Economic Benefits of Cluster Participation)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Membership Levels

Interviewee
Six

#4
A

Collaboration Within Industry ()
Collaboration Within Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability,Openness to Collaboration,Distance Between Partners)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Degree of Firm Co-Location
Innovation
Strategic Alliances

Interviewee
Six

#5
A

Construction of Sustainable Buildings ()
Construction of Sustainable Buildings = A FUNCTION OF( Building Regulations,Cost of Sustainability,Cultural Concerns,Promotion of Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Degree of Firm Co-Location
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Cost of Sustainability ()
Cost of Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( Digital Connectivity)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Construction of Sustainable Buildings
Degree of Firm Co-Location

Interviewee
Six

#7
A

Critical Mass ()
Critical Mass = A FUNCTION OF( "Degree of Firm Co-Location",Existing Networks)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Long Term Viability
Reputation of Industry

Interviewee
Six

#8
A

Cultural Concerns ()
Cultural Concerns = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Construction of Sustainable Buildings

Interviewee
Six

#9
A

Degree of Differentiation from Existing Industry ()
Degree of Differentiation from Existing Industry = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Dominant Players Support for Sustainability

Interviewee
Six

#10
A

Degree of Firm Co-Location ()
"Degree of Firm Co-Location" = A FUNCTION OF( Collaboration Within Industry,Construction of Sustainable Buildings,Cost of Sustainability,Distance Between Partners,Dominant Players Support for
Sustainability,Existence of a Cluster Champion,Resource Availability,Platform for Connection,Strategic Alliances,Supporting Industries,Uncertainty of Government policy)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee
Six

#11
A

Digital Connectivity ()
Digital Connectivity = A FUNCTION OF( Technological Developments)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Cost of Sustainability

Interviewee
Six

#12
A

Distance Between Partners ()
Distance Between Partners = A FUNCTION OF( "Degree of Firm Co-Location")
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Collaboration Within Industry
Degree of Firm Co-Location
Strategic Alliances

Interviewee
Six

#13
A

Dominant Players Support for Sustainability ()
Dominant Players Support for Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( Advantages of Cluster Formation,Degree of Differentiation from Existing Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Advantages of Cluster Formation
Degree of Firm Co-Location
Existing Networks
Reputation of Industry
Success Stories

Interviewee
Six

#14
A

Economic Benefits of Cluster Participation ()
Economic Benefits of Cluster Participation = A FUNCTION OF( "Degree of Firm Co-Location",Innovation,Success Stories)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Cluster Participation Cost
Perceived Overall Benefit of Cluster Participation

Interviewee
Six

#15
A

Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability ()
Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Collaboration Within Industry
Key Research Capabilities

Interviewee
Six

#16
A

Existence of a Cluster Champion ()
Existence of a Cluster Champion = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Degree of Firm Co-Location
Success Stories
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#17
A
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Existence of a Cluster Consultant ()
Existence of a Cluster Consultant = A FUNCTION OF( Government Support for Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Membership Levels

Interviewee
Six

#18
A

Existing Networks ()
Existing Networks = A FUNCTION OF( Dominant Players Support for Sustainability,Supply Chain Focus)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Critical Mass

Interviewee
Six

#20
A

Government Support for Industry ()
Government Support for Industry = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Building Regulations
Existence of a Cluster Consultant
Openness to Collaboration

Interviewee
Six

#22
A

Innovation ()
Innovation = A FUNCTION OF( Building Regulations,Collaboration Within Industry,Key Research Capabilities)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Economic Benefits of Cluster Participation
Technological Developments

Interviewee
Six

#23
A

Key Research Capabilities ()
Key Research Capabilities = A FUNCTION OF( Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Innovation

Interviewee
Six

#24
A

Long Term Viability ()
Long Term Viability = A FUNCTION OF( Critical Mass)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee
Six

#25
A

Membership Levels ()
Membership Levels = A FUNCTION OF( Existence of a Cluster Consultant,Cluster Participation Cost)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee
Six

#27
A

Openness to Collaboration ()
Openness to Collaboration = A FUNCTION OF( Government Support for Industry,Trust Between Industry Partners)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Collaboration Within Industry

Interviewee
Six

#28
A

Perceived Overall Benefit of Cluster Participation ()
Perceived Overall Benefit of Cluster Participation = A FUNCTION OF( Economic Benefits of Cluster Participation)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee
Six

#29
A

Platform for Connection ()
Platform for Connection = A FUNCTION OF( Strategic Alliances)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Degree of Firm Co-Location

Interviewee
Six

#30
A

Promotion of Industry ()
Promotion of Industry = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Construction of Sustainable Buildings

Interviewee
Six

#31
A

Reputation of Industry ()
Reputation of Industry = A FUNCTION OF( "Degree of Firm Co-Location",Critical Mass,Dominant Players Support for Sustainability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee
Six

#32
A

Resource Availability ()
Resource Availability = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Degree of Firm Co-Location
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Strategic Alliances ()
Strategic Alliances = A FUNCTION OF( Collaboration Within Industry,Distance Between Partners)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Degree of Firm Co-Location
Platform for Connection

Interviewee
Six

#35
A

Success Stories ()
Success Stories = A FUNCTION OF( Dominant Players Support for Sustainability,Existence of a Cluster Champion)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Economic Benefits of Cluster Participation

Interviewee
Six

#36
A

Supply Chain Focus ()
Supply Chain Focus = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Existing Networks
Supporting Industries

Interviewee
Six

#37
A

Supporting Industries ()
Supporting Industries = A FUNCTION OF( Supply Chain Focus)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Degree of Firm Co-Location

Interviewee
Six

#38
A

Sustainability-Focused Organisational Culture ()
"Sustainability-Focused Organisational Culture" = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee
Six

#39
A

Technological Developments ()
Technological Developments = A FUNCTION OF( Innovation)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Digital Connectivity

Interviewee
Six

#42
A

Trust Between Industry Partners ()
Trust Between Industry Partners = A FUNCTION OF( "Sustainability-Focused Organisational Culture")
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Openness to Collaboration

Interviewee
Six

#43
A

Uncertainty of Government policy ()
Uncertainty of Government policy = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Degree of Firm Co-Location

Top

Group
Top

(Type) Subscripts (0 Variables)
Type

Group
Top

Type

Group

Variable Name And Description

(Type) Game (0 Variables)

Group
Top

Variable Name And Description

(Type) Data (0 Variables)
Type

Variable Name And Description

(Type) Lookup (0 Variables)
Type

Variable Name And Description

Top
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All Variables (41)
Group
Type
Variable
Interviewee Six A Advantages of Cluster Formation ()
Interviewee Six A Building Regulations ()
Interviewee Six A Cluster Participation Cost ()
Interviewee Six A Collaboration Within Industry ()
Interviewee Six A Construction of Sustainable Buildings ()
Interviewee Six A Cost of Sustainability ()
Interviewee Six A Critical Mass ()
Interviewee Six A Cultural Concerns ()
Interviewee Six A Degree of Differentiation from Existing Industry ()
Interviewee Six A Degree of Firm Co-Location ()
Interviewee Six A Digital Connectivity ()
Interviewee Six A Distance Between Partners ()
Interviewee Six A Dominant Players Support for Sustainability ()
Interviewee Six A Economic Benefits of Cluster Participation ()
Interviewee Six A Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability ()
Interviewee Six A Existence of a Cluster Champion ()
Interviewee Six A Existence of a Cluster Consultant ()
Interviewee Six A Existing Networks ()
.Control
C FINAL TIME (Month)
Interviewee Six A Government Support for Industry ()
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.Control
Interviewee Six
Interviewee Six
Interviewee Six
Interviewee Six
Interviewee Six
Interviewee Six
Interviewee Six
Interviewee Six
Interviewee Six
Interviewee Six
.Control
Interviewee Six
Interviewee Six
Interviewee Six
Interviewee Six
Interviewee Six
Interviewee Six
.Control
Interviewee Six
Interviewee Six

C
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
C
A
A
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INITIAL TIME (Month)
Innovation ()
Key Research Capabilities ()
Long Term Viability ()
Membership Levels ()
Openness to Collaboration ()
Perceived Overall Benefit of Cluster Participation ()
Platform for Connection ()
Promotion of Industry ()
Reputation of Industry ()
Resource Availability ()
SAVEPER (Month )
Strategic Alliances ()
Success Stories ()
Supply Chain Focus ()
Supporting Industries ()
Sustainability-Focused Organisational Culture ()
Technological Developments ()
TIME STEP (Month )
Trust Between Industry Partners ()
Uncertainty of Government policy ()

Top

Variable Link Detail (41)
Group
Type
Variable
In/Out Counts
Interviewee Six A Degree of Firm Co-Location ()
11 | 4
2| 5
Interviewee Six A Dominant Players Support for Sustainability ()
Interviewee Six A Collaboration Within Industry ()
3| 3
Interviewee Six A Innovation ()
3| 2
3| 2
Interviewee Six A Economic Benefits of Cluster Participation ()
Interviewee Six A Construction of Sustainable Buildings ()
4| 1
Interviewee Six A Strategic Alliances ()
2| 2
1| 3
Interviewee Six A Distance Between Partners ()
Interviewee Six A Critical Mass ()
2| 2
Interviewee Six A Success Stories ()
2| 1
3| 0
Interviewee Six A Reputation of Industry ()
Interviewee Six A Openness to Collaboration ()
2| 1
Interviewee Six A Government Support for Industry ()
0| 3
Interviewee Six A Existing Networks ()
2| 1
Interviewee Six A Cost of Sustainability ()
1| 2
Interviewee Six A Building Regulations ()
1| 2
Interviewee Six A Trust Between Industry Partners ()
1| 1
Interviewee Six A Technological Developments ()
1| 1
Interviewee Six A Supporting Industries ()
1| 1
Interviewee Six A Supply Chain Focus ()
0| 2
Interviewee Six A Platform for Connection ()
1| 1
Interviewee Six A Membership Levels ()
2| 0
Interviewee Six A Key Research Capabilities ()
1| 1
Interviewee Six A Existence of a Cluster Consultant ()
1| 1
Interviewee Six A Existence of a Cluster Champion ()
0| 2
Interviewee Six A Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability ()
0| 2
Interviewee Six A Digital Connectivity ()
1| 1
Interviewee Six A Cluster Participation Cost ()
1| 1
Interviewee Six A Advantages of Cluster Formation ()
1| 1
Interviewee Six A Uncertainty of Government policy ()
0| 1
Interviewee Six A Resource Availability ()
0| 1
0| 1
Interviewee Six A Promotion of Industry ()
Interviewee Six A Perceived Overall Benefit of Cluster Participation ()
1| 0
Interviewee Six A Long Term Viability ()
1| 0
0| 1
Interviewee Six A Degree of Differentiation from Existing Industry ()
Interviewee Six A Cultural Concerns ()
0| 1
Interviewee Six A Sustainability-Focused Organisational Culture ()
0| 1
.Control
C TIME STEP (Month )
( 0| 0)
.Control
A SAVEPER (Month )
( 0| 0)
.Control
C INITIAL TIME (Month)
( 0| 0)
.Control
C FINAL TIME (Month)
( 0| 0)

In/Out Ratio
2.75
0.40
1.00
1.50
1.50
4.00
1.00
0.33
1.00
2.00
∞
2.00
0.00
2.00
0.50
0.50
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.00
1.00
∞
1.00
1.00
0.00
0.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
∞
∞
0.00
0.00
0.00
∞
∞
∞
∞

In Links by Polarity Out Links by Polarity
9| 2| 0
4| 0| 0
2| 0| 0
5| 0| 0
3| 0| 0
3| 0| 0
3| 0| 0
2| 0| 0
3| 0| 0
1| 1| 0
3| 1| 0
1| 0| 0
2| 0| 0
2| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
3| 0| 0
2| 0| 0
2| 0| 0
2| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
3| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
2| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
3| 0| 0
2| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
0| 1| 0
1| 1| 0
1| 0| 0
2| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
2| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
1| 1| 0
0| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
2| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
2| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
0| 1| 0
0| 1| 0
0| 1| 0
1| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 1| 0
0| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 1| 0
0| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 0| 0

Top

Macros (0)
Name

Macro Definition

Expanded Macro Definition

Top
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Positive Polarity Causal Links (49)
Cause
Advantages of Cluster Formation
Building Regulations
Building Regulations
Collaboration Within Industry
Collaboration Within Industry
Collaboration Within Industry
Construction of Sustainable Buildings
Cost of Sustainability
Critical Mass
Critical Mass
Degree of Differentiation from Existing Industry
Degree of Firm Co-Location
Degree of Firm Co-Location
Degree of Firm Co-Location
Degree of Firm Co-Location
Distance Between Partners
Distance Between Partners

Effect
Dominant Players Support for Sustainability
Construction of Sustainable Buildings
Innovation
Degree of Firm Co-Location
Innovation
Strategic Alliances
Degree of Firm Co-Location
Construction of Sustainable Buildings
Long Term Viability
Reputation of Industry
Dominant Players Support for Sustainability
Critical Mass
Distance Between Partners
Economic Benefits of Cluster Participation
Reputation of Industry
Collaboration Within Industry
Degree of Firm Co-Location

Polarity
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
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Distance Between Partners
Strategic Alliances
Dominant Players Support for Sustainability
Advantages of Cluster Formation
Dominant Players Support for Sustainability
Degree of Firm Co-Location
Dominant Players Support for Sustainability
Existing Networks
Dominant Players Support for Sustainability
Reputation of Industry
Dominant Players Support for Sustainability
Success Stories
Economic Benefits of Cluster Participation
Perceived Overall Benefit of Cluster Participation
Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability
Collaboration Within Industry
Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability
Key Research Capabilities
Existence of a Cluster Champion
Degree of Firm Co-Location
Existence of a Cluster Champion
Success Stories
Existence of a Cluster Consultant
Membership Levels
Existing Networks
Critical Mass
Government Support for Industry
Building Regulations
Government Support for Industry
Existence of a Cluster Consultant
Government Support for Industry
Openness to Collaboration
Innovation
Economic Benefits of Cluster Participation
Innovation
Technological Developments
Key Research Capabilities
Innovation
Openness to Collaboration
Collaboration Within Industry
Platform for Connection
Degree of Firm Co-Location
Promotion of Industry
Construction of Sustainable Buildings
Resource Availability
Degree of Firm Co-Location
Strategic Alliances
Degree of Firm Co-Location
Strategic Alliances
Platform for Connection
Success Stories
Economic Benefits of Cluster Participation
Supply Chain Focus
Existing Networks
Supply Chain Focus
Supporting Industries
Supporting Industries
Degree of Firm Co-Location
Sustainability-Focused Organisational Culture
Trust Between Industry Partners
Technological Developments
Digital Connectivity
Trust Between Industry Partners
Openness to Collaboration

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
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Negative Polarity Causal Links (6)
Cause
Effect
Polarity
Cluster Participation Cost
Membership Levels
Cost of Sustainability
Degree of Firm Co-Location
Cultural Concerns
Construction of Sustainable Buildings
Digital Connectivity
Cost of Sustainability
Economic Benefits of Cluster Participation
Cluster Participation Cost
Uncertainty of Government policy
Degree of Firm Co-Location
-

Top

Function-based Polarity Causal Links (0)
Cause

Effect

Polarity

Top

View-Variable Profile
View
View 1

View-Variable Profile
37 vars (86%)

Top

List Of 1 views and their 37 Variables
Total:
Trust Between Industry Partners (In 1 View)
Critical Mass (In 1 View)
Strategic Alliances (In 1 View)
Cost of Sustainability (In 1 View)
Cultural Concerns (In 1 View)
Collaboration Within Industry (In 1 View)
Distance Between Partners (In 1 View)
Innovation (In 1 View)
Existence of a Cluster Consultant (In 1 View)
Membership Levels (In 1 View)
Success Stories (In 1 View)
Uncertainty of Government policy (In 1 View)
Dominant Players Support for Sustainability (In 1 View)
Economic Benefits of Cluster Participation (In 1 View)
Cluster Participation Cost (In 1 View)
Construction of Sustainable Buildings (In 1 View)
Reputation of Industry (In 1 View)
Platform for Connection (In 1 View)
Key Research Capabilities (In 1 View)
Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability (In 1 View)
Promotion of Industry (In 1 View)
Digital Connectivity (In 1 View)
Technological Developments (In 1 View)
Supply Chain Focus (In 1 View)
Building Regulations (In 1 View)
Supporting Industries (In 1 View)
"Degree of Firm Co-Location" (In 1 View)
Existence of a Cluster Champion (In 1 View)
Government Support for Industry (In 1 View)
Existing Networks (In 1 View)
Degree of Differentiation from Existing Industry (In 1 View)

View 1
37
Total:
Trust Between Industry Partners (In 1 View)
Critical Mass (In 1 View)
Strategic Alliances (In 1 View)
Cost of Sustainability (In 1 View)
Cultural Concerns (In 1 View)
Collaboration Within Industry (In 1 View)
Distance Between Partners (In 1 View)
Innovation (In 1 View)
Existence of a Cluster Consultant (In 1 View)
Membership Levels (In 1 View)
Success Stories (In 1 View)
Uncertainty of Government policy (In 1 View)
Dominant Players Support for Sustainability (In 1 View)
Economic Benefits of Cluster Participation (In 1 View)
Cluster Participation Cost (In 1 View)
Construction of Sustainable Buildings (In 1 View)
Reputation of Industry (In 1 View)
Platform for Connection (In 1 View)
Key Research Capabilities (In 1 View)
Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability (In 1 View)
Promotion of Industry (In 1 View)
Digital Connectivity (In 1 View)
Technological Developments (In 1 View)
Supply Chain Focus (In 1 View)
Building Regulations (In 1 View)
Supporting Industries (In 1 View)
"Degree of Firm Co-Location" (In 1 View)
Existence of a Cluster Champion (In 1 View)
Government Support for Industry (In 1 View)
Existing Networks (In 1 View)
Degree of Differentiation from Existing Industry (In 1 View)
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Advantages of Cluster Formation (In 1 View)
Openness to Collaboration (In 1 View)
Perceived Overall Benefit of Cluster Participation (In 1 View)
Long Term Viability (In 1 View)
Resource Availability (In 1 View)
"Sustainability-Focused Organisational Culture" (In 1 View)
Total:
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View 1

Advantages of Cluster Formation (In 1 View)
Openness to Collaboration (In 1 View)
Perceived Overall Benefit of Cluster Participation (In 1 View)
Long Term Viability (In 1 View)
Resource Availability (In 1 View)
"Sustainability-Focused Organisational Culture" (In 1 View)
Total:
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Documentation Of Interviewee Seven

Quick Links All Variables Variable Link Detail Variable Types Views Groups Macros Link Polarity View Summary View-Variable Profile

Model Assessment Results
Model Information

Result
33
48 (34|14|0)

Warnings

Result

Total Number Of Variables
Total Number Of Causal Links

Variable Types
L: Level (0 / 0)*
C: Constant (3 / 3)
G: Game (0 / 0)

SM: Smooth (0 / 0)*
F: Flow (0 / 0)
T: Lookup (0 / 0)*††

DE: Delay (0 / 0)*†
A: Auxiliary (30 / 30)

LI: Level Initial (0)
Sub: Subscripts (0)

I: Initial (0 / 0)
D: Data (0 / 0)

* (State Variables/Total Stocks) † Total Stocks Do Not Include Fixed Delay Variables. †† (Lookup Tables).

Views
View: View 1 (29) Variables

Groups
Interviewee Seven (29)

Quick Links:

Top

Group
Interviewee
Seven

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

K

L

M

N

O

P

Q

R

S

T

U

V

W

X

Y

Z

(All) Variables (33 Variables)
Type Variable Name And Description
#1 Activeness of Climate Deniars ()
A Activeness of Climate Deniars = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Government Support for Industry
Sustainability as a Core Focus

Interviewee
Seven

#2
A

Awareness of Industries ()
Awareness of Industries = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Long-Term Focus of Industry
Sustainability Education
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Interviewee
Seven

#3
A
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Building Regulations ()
Building Regulations = A FUNCTION OF( Government Support for Industry,Sustainability as a Core Focus)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability

Interviewee
Seven

#4
A

Capital Cost to Setup ()
Capital Cost to Setup = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Cost of Sustainability

Interviewee
Seven

#5
A

Community Acceptance of Need for Sustainable Buildings ()
Community Acceptance of Need for Sustainable Buildings = A FUNCTION OF( Consumer Demand for Sustainability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Government Support for Industry
Sustainability Education

Interviewee
Seven

#6
A

Consumer Demand for Sustainability ()
Consumer Demand for Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( Building Regulations,Focus on Profit,Supporting Industries)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Community Acceptance of Need for Sustainable Buildings

Interviewee
Seven

#7
A

Cost of Sustainability ()
Cost of Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( Resource Availability,Capital Cost to Setup,Financial Incentives,"Long-Term Focus of Industry",Wage Growth)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee
Seven

#8
A

Degree of Co-Location ()
"Degree of Co-Location" = A FUNCTION OF( Dominant Players Support for Sustainability,Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee
Seven

#9
A

Dominant Players Support for Sustainability ()
Dominant Players Support for Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Degree of Co-Location
Resistance to Change

Interviewee
Seven

#10
A

Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability ()
Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( Supporting Industries)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Degree of Co-Location
Dominant Players Support for Sustainability
Existing Networks
Supporting Industries
Sustainability Education

Interviewee
Seven

#11
A

Existence of a Cluster Champion ()
Existence of a Cluster Champion = A FUNCTION OF( Government Support for Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Sustainability Education

Interviewee
Seven

#12
A

Existence of a Cluster Consultant ()
Existence of a Cluster Consultant = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Supply Chain Focus
Sustainability Education

Interviewee
Seven

#13
A

Existing Networks ()
Existing Networks = A FUNCTION OF( Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability,Supply Chain Focus)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee
Seven

#14
A

Favourable Economic Conditions ()
Favourable Economic Conditions = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Focus on Profit
Government Support for Industry
Silo Mentality
Wage Growth
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#15
C
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FINAL TIME (Month)
= 100
Description: The final time for the simulation.
Present In 0 Views:
Used By

Interviewee
Seven

#16
A

Financial Incentives ()
Financial Incentives = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Cost of Sustainability

Interviewee
Seven

#17
A

Focus on Profit ()
Focus on Profit = A FUNCTION OF( Favourable Economic Conditions,Supply Chain Focus)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability
Long-Term Focus of Industry

Interviewee
Seven

#18
A

Government Support for Industry ()
Government Support for Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Activeness of Climate Deniars,Community Acceptance of Need for Sustainable Buildings,Favourable Economic Conditions)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Building Regulations
Existence of a Cluster Champion
Supporting Industries

.Control

#19
C

INITIAL TIME (Month)
=0
Description: The initial time for the simulation.
Present In 0 Views:
Used By

Interviewee
Seven

#20
A

Long-Term Focus of Industry ()
"Long-Term Focus of Industry" = A FUNCTION OF( Focus on Profit,Awareness of Industries)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee
Seven

#21
A

Multiplier Effect ()
Multiplier Effect = A FUNCTION OF( Sustainability Education)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee
Seven

#23
A

Networking Opportunities ()
Networking Opportunities = A FUNCTION OF( "Degree of Co-Location")
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee
Seven

#24
A

Promotion of Industry ()
Promotion of Industry = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Sustainability Education

Interviewee
Seven

#25
A

Resistance to Change ()
Resistance to Change = A FUNCTION OF( Dominant Players Support for Sustainability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Supporting Industries
Sustainability Education

Interviewee
Seven

#26
A

Resource Availability ()
Resource Availability = A FUNCTION OF( Supporting Industries)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Cost of Sustainability
Sustainability Education

.Control

#27
A

SAVEPER (Month )
= TIME STEP
Description: The frequency with which output is stored.
Present In 0 Views:
Used By

Interviewee
Seven

#28
A

Silo Mentality ()
Silo Mentality = A FUNCTION OF( Favourable Economic Conditions,Supply Chain Focus)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
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Interviewee
Seven

#29
A
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Supply Chain Focus ()
Supply Chain Focus = A FUNCTION OF( Existence of a Cluster Consultant)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Existing Networks
Focus on Profit
Silo Mentality

Interviewee
Seven

#30
A

Supporting Industries ()
Supporting Industries = A FUNCTION OF( Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability,Government Support for Industry,Resistance to Change)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability
Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability
Resource Availability
Sustainability Education

Interviewee
Seven

#31
A

Sustainability as a Core Focus ()
Sustainability as a Core Focus = A FUNCTION OF( Activeness of Climate Deniars,Sustainability Education)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Building Regulations

Interviewee
Seven

#32
A

Sustainability Education ()
Sustainability Education = A FUNCTION OF( Awareness of Industries,Community Acceptance of Need for Sustainable Buildings,"Degree of Co-Location",Educational Institutions Supporting
Sustainability,Existence of a Cluster Champion,Existence of a Cluster Consultant,Promotion of Industry,Resistance to Change,Resource Availability,Supporting Industries)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Multiplier Effect
Sustainability as a Core Focus

.Control

#34
C

TIME STEP (Month )
=1
Description: The time step for the simulation.
Present In 0 Views:
Used By

Interviewee
Seven

#35
A

Wage Growth ()
Wage Growth = A FUNCTION OF( Favourable Economic Conditions)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Cost of Sustainability

(View) View 1 (29 Variables)

Top

Group
Interviewee
Seven

(View) View 1 (29 Variables)
Type Variable Name And Description
#1 Activeness of Climate Deniars ()
A Activeness of Climate Deniars = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Government Support for Industry
Sustainability as a Core Focus
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Interviewee
Seven

#2
A
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Awareness of Industries ()
Awareness of Industries = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Long-Term Focus of Industry
Sustainability Education

Interviewee
Seven

#3
A

Building Regulations ()
Building Regulations = A FUNCTION OF( Government Support for Industry,Sustainability as a Core Focus)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability

Interviewee
Seven

#4
A

Capital Cost to Setup ()
Capital Cost to Setup = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Cost of Sustainability

Interviewee
Seven

#5
A

Community Acceptance of Need for Sustainable Buildings ()
Community Acceptance of Need for Sustainable Buildings = A FUNCTION OF( Consumer Demand for Sustainability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Government Support for Industry
Sustainability Education

Interviewee
Seven

#6
A

Consumer Demand for Sustainability ()
Consumer Demand for Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( Building Regulations,Focus on Profit,Supporting Industries)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Community Acceptance of Need for Sustainable Buildings

Interviewee
Seven

#7
A

Cost of Sustainability ()
Cost of Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( Resource Availability,Capital Cost to Setup,Financial Incentives,"Long-Term Focus of Industry",Wage Growth)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee
Seven

#8
A

Degree of Co-Location ()
"Degree of Co-Location" = A FUNCTION OF( Dominant Players Support for Sustainability,Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee
Seven

#9
A

Dominant Players Support for Sustainability ()
Dominant Players Support for Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Degree of Co-Location
Resistance to Change

Interviewee
Seven

#10
A

Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability ()
Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( Supporting Industries)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Degree of Co-Location
Dominant Players Support for Sustainability
Existing Networks
Supporting Industries
Sustainability Education

Interviewee
Seven

#11
A

Existence of a Cluster Champion ()
Existence of a Cluster Champion = A FUNCTION OF( Government Support for Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Sustainability Education

Interviewee
Seven

#12
A

Existence of a Cluster Consultant ()
Existence of a Cluster Consultant = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Supply Chain Focus
Sustainability Education

Interviewee
Seven

#13
A

Existing Networks ()
Existing Networks = A FUNCTION OF( Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability,Supply Chain Focus)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
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Interviewee
Seven

#14
A
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Favourable Economic Conditions ()
Favourable Economic Conditions = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Focus on Profit
Government Support for Industry
Silo Mentality
Wage Growth

Interviewee
Seven

#16
A

Financial Incentives ()
Financial Incentives = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Cost of Sustainability

Interviewee
Seven

#17
A

Focus on Profit ()
Focus on Profit = A FUNCTION OF( Favourable Economic Conditions,Supply Chain Focus)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability
Long-Term Focus of Industry

Interviewee
Seven

#18
A

Government Support for Industry ()
Government Support for Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Activeness of Climate Deniars,Community Acceptance of Need for Sustainable Buildings,Favourable Economic Conditions)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Building Regulations
Existence of a Cluster Champion
Supporting Industries

Interviewee
Seven

#20
A

Long-Term Focus of Industry ()
"Long-Term Focus of Industry" = A FUNCTION OF( Focus on Profit,Awareness of Industries)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee
Seven

#21
A

Multiplier Effect ()
Multiplier Effect = A FUNCTION OF( Sustainability Education)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee
Seven

#23
A

Networking Opportunities ()
Networking Opportunities = A FUNCTION OF( "Degree of Co-Location")
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee
Seven

#24
A

Promotion of Industry ()
Promotion of Industry = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Sustainability Education

Interviewee
Seven

#25
A

Resistance to Change ()
Resistance to Change = A FUNCTION OF( Dominant Players Support for Sustainability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Supporting Industries
Sustainability Education

Interviewee
Seven

#26
A

Resource Availability ()
Resource Availability = A FUNCTION OF( Supporting Industries)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Cost of Sustainability
Sustainability Education

Interviewee
Seven

#28
A

Silo Mentality ()
Silo Mentality = A FUNCTION OF( Favourable Economic Conditions,Supply Chain Focus)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee
Seven

#29
A

Supply Chain Focus ()
Supply Chain Focus = A FUNCTION OF( Existence of a Cluster Consultant)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Existing Networks
Focus on Profit
Silo Mentality

Interviewee
Seven

#30
A

Supporting Industries ()
Supporting Industries = A FUNCTION OF( Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability,Government Support for Industry,Resistance to Change)
Present In 1 View:
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View 1
Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability
Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability
Resource Availability
Sustainability Education
Interviewee
Seven

#31
A

Sustainability as a Core Focus ()
Sustainability as a Core Focus = A FUNCTION OF( Activeness of Climate Deniars,Sustainability Education)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Building Regulations

Interviewee
Seven

#32
A

Sustainability Education ()
Sustainability Education = A FUNCTION OF( Awareness of Industries,Community Acceptance of Need for Sustainable Buildings,"Degree of Co-Location",Educational Institutions Supporting
Sustainability,Existence of a Cluster Champion,Existence of a Cluster Consultant,Promotion of Industry,Resistance to Change,Resource Availability,Supporting Industries)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Multiplier Effect
Sustainability as a Core Focus

Interviewee
Seven

#35
A

Wage Growth ()
Wage Growth = A FUNCTION OF( Favourable Economic Conditions)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Cost of Sustainability

Top

Group
Interviewee
Seven

(Group) Interviewee Seven (29 Variables)
Type Variable Name And Description
#1 Activeness of Climate Deniars ()
A Activeness of Climate Deniars = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Government Support for Industry
Sustainability as a Core Focus

Interviewee
Seven

#2
A

Awareness of Industries ()
Awareness of Industries = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Long-Term Focus of Industry
Sustainability Education

Interviewee
Seven

#3
A

Building Regulations ()
Building Regulations = A FUNCTION OF( Government Support for Industry,Sustainability as a Core Focus)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability

Interviewee
Seven

#4
A

Capital Cost to Setup ()
Capital Cost to Setup = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Cost of Sustainability

Interviewee
Seven

#5
A

Community Acceptance of Need for Sustainable Buildings ()
Community Acceptance of Need for Sustainable Buildings = A FUNCTION OF( Consumer Demand for Sustainability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Government Support for Industry
Sustainability Education

Interviewee
Seven

#6
A

Consumer Demand for Sustainability ()
Consumer Demand for Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( Building Regulations,Focus on Profit,Supporting Industries)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Community Acceptance of Need for Sustainable Buildings

Interviewee
Seven

#7
A

Cost of Sustainability ()
Cost of Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( Resource Availability,Capital Cost to Setup,Financial Incentives,"Long-Term Focus of Industry",Wage Growth)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee
Seven

#8
A

Degree of Co-Location ()
"Degree of Co-Location" = A FUNCTION OF( Dominant Players Support for Sustainability,Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
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Seven

#9
A
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Dominant Players Support for Sustainability ()
Dominant Players Support for Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Degree of Co-Location
Resistance to Change

Interviewee
Seven

#10
A

Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability ()
Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( Supporting Industries)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Degree of Co-Location
Dominant Players Support for Sustainability
Existing Networks
Supporting Industries
Sustainability Education

Interviewee
Seven

#11
A

Existence of a Cluster Champion ()
Existence of a Cluster Champion = A FUNCTION OF( Government Support for Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Sustainability Education

Interviewee
Seven

#12
A

Existence of a Cluster Consultant ()
Existence of a Cluster Consultant = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Supply Chain Focus
Sustainability Education

Interviewee
Seven

#13
A

Existing Networks ()
Existing Networks = A FUNCTION OF( Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability,Supply Chain Focus)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee
Seven

#14
A

Favourable Economic Conditions ()
Favourable Economic Conditions = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Focus on Profit
Government Support for Industry
Silo Mentality
Wage Growth

Interviewee
Seven

#16
A

Financial Incentives ()
Financial Incentives = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Cost of Sustainability

Interviewee
Seven

#17
A

Focus on Profit ()
Focus on Profit = A FUNCTION OF( Favourable Economic Conditions,Supply Chain Focus)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability
Long-Term Focus of Industry

Interviewee
Seven

#18
A

Government Support for Industry ()
Government Support for Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Activeness of Climate Deniars,Community Acceptance of Need for Sustainable Buildings,Favourable Economic Conditions)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Building Regulations
Existence of a Cluster Champion
Supporting Industries

Interviewee
Seven

#20
A

Long-Term Focus of Industry ()
"Long-Term Focus of Industry" = A FUNCTION OF( Focus on Profit,Awareness of Industries)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee
Seven

#21
A

Multiplier Effect ()
Multiplier Effect = A FUNCTION OF( Sustainability Education)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee
Seven

#23
A

Networking Opportunities ()
Networking Opportunities = A FUNCTION OF( "Degree of Co-Location")
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
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Seven

#24
A
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Promotion of Industry ()
Promotion of Industry = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Sustainability Education

Interviewee
Seven

#25
A

Resistance to Change ()
Resistance to Change = A FUNCTION OF( Dominant Players Support for Sustainability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Supporting Industries
Sustainability Education

Interviewee
Seven

#26
A

Resource Availability ()
Resource Availability = A FUNCTION OF( Supporting Industries)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Cost of Sustainability
Sustainability Education

Interviewee
Seven

#28
A

Silo Mentality ()
Silo Mentality = A FUNCTION OF( Favourable Economic Conditions,Supply Chain Focus)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee
Seven

#29
A

Supply Chain Focus ()
Supply Chain Focus = A FUNCTION OF( Existence of a Cluster Consultant)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Existing Networks
Focus on Profit
Silo Mentality

Interviewee
Seven

#30
A

Supporting Industries ()
Supporting Industries = A FUNCTION OF( Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability,Government Support for Industry,Resistance to Change)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability
Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability
Resource Availability
Sustainability Education

Interviewee
Seven

#31
A

Sustainability as a Core Focus ()
Sustainability as a Core Focus = A FUNCTION OF( Activeness of Climate Deniars,Sustainability Education)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Building Regulations

Interviewee
Seven

#32
A

Sustainability Education ()
Sustainability Education = A FUNCTION OF( Awareness of Industries,Community Acceptance of Need for Sustainable Buildings,"Degree of Co-Location",Educational Institutions Supporting
Sustainability,Existence of a Cluster Champion,Existence of a Cluster Consultant,Promotion of Industry,Resistance to Change,Resource Availability,Supporting Industries)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Multiplier Effect
Sustainability as a Core Focus

Interviewee
Seven

#35
A

Wage Growth ()
Wage Growth = A FUNCTION OF( Favourable Economic Conditions)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Cost of Sustainability

Top

Group

(Type) Level (0 Variables)
Type

Variable Name And Description

(Type) Smooth (0 Variables)

Top

Group
Top

Group

Type

Variable Name And Description

(Type) Delay (0 Variables)
Type

Variable Name And Description

(Type) Level Initial (0 Variables)

Top

Group
Top

Group

Type

Variable Name And Description

(Type) Initial (0 Variables)
Type

Variable Name And Description

(Type) Constant (0 Variables)

Top

Group
Top

Group
Top

Group

Type

Variable Name And Description

(Type) Flow (0 Variables)
Type

Variable Name And Description

(Type) Auxiliary (29 Variables)
Type Variable Name And Description
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Interviewee
Seven

#1
A
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Activeness of Climate Deniars ()
Activeness of Climate Deniars = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Government Support for Industry
Sustainability as a Core Focus

Interviewee
Seven

#2
A

Awareness of Industries ()
Awareness of Industries = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Long-Term Focus of Industry
Sustainability Education

Interviewee
Seven

#3
A

Building Regulations ()
Building Regulations = A FUNCTION OF( Government Support for Industry,Sustainability as a Core Focus)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability

Interviewee
Seven

#4
A

Capital Cost to Setup ()
Capital Cost to Setup = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Cost of Sustainability

Interviewee
Seven

#5
A

Community Acceptance of Need for Sustainable Buildings ()
Community Acceptance of Need for Sustainable Buildings = A FUNCTION OF( Consumer Demand for Sustainability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Government Support for Industry
Sustainability Education

Interviewee
Seven

#6
A

Consumer Demand for Sustainability ()
Consumer Demand for Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( Building Regulations,Focus on Profit,Supporting Industries)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Community Acceptance of Need for Sustainable Buildings

Interviewee
Seven

#7
A

Cost of Sustainability ()
Cost of Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( Resource Availability,Capital Cost to Setup,Financial Incentives,"Long-Term Focus of Industry",Wage Growth)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee
Seven

#8
A

Degree of Co-Location ()
"Degree of Co-Location" = A FUNCTION OF( Dominant Players Support for Sustainability,Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee
Seven

#9
A

Dominant Players Support for Sustainability ()
Dominant Players Support for Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Degree of Co-Location
Resistance to Change

Interviewee
Seven

#10
A

Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability ()
Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( Supporting Industries)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Degree of Co-Location
Dominant Players Support for Sustainability
Existing Networks
Supporting Industries
Sustainability Education

Interviewee
Seven

#11
A

Existence of a Cluster Champion ()
Existence of a Cluster Champion = A FUNCTION OF( Government Support for Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Sustainability Education

Interviewee
Seven

#12
A

Existence of a Cluster Consultant ()
Existence of a Cluster Consultant = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Supply Chain Focus
Sustainability Education
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#13
A
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Existing Networks ()
Existing Networks = A FUNCTION OF( Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability,Supply Chain Focus)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee
Seven

#14
A

Favourable Economic Conditions ()
Favourable Economic Conditions = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Focus on Profit
Government Support for Industry
Silo Mentality
Wage Growth

Interviewee
Seven

#16
A

Financial Incentives ()
Financial Incentives = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Cost of Sustainability

Interviewee
Seven

#17
A

Focus on Profit ()
Focus on Profit = A FUNCTION OF( Favourable Economic Conditions,Supply Chain Focus)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability
Long-Term Focus of Industry

Interviewee
Seven

#18
A

Government Support for Industry ()
Government Support for Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Activeness of Climate Deniars,Community Acceptance of Need for Sustainable Buildings,Favourable Economic Conditions)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Building Regulations
Existence of a Cluster Champion
Supporting Industries

Interviewee
Seven

#20
A

Long-Term Focus of Industry ()
"Long-Term Focus of Industry" = A FUNCTION OF( Focus on Profit,Awareness of Industries)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee
Seven

#21
A

Multiplier Effect ()
Multiplier Effect = A FUNCTION OF( Sustainability Education)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee
Seven

#23
A

Networking Opportunities ()
Networking Opportunities = A FUNCTION OF( "Degree of Co-Location")
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee
Seven

#24
A

Promotion of Industry ()
Promotion of Industry = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Sustainability Education

Interviewee
Seven

#25
A

Resistance to Change ()
Resistance to Change = A FUNCTION OF( Dominant Players Support for Sustainability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Supporting Industries
Sustainability Education

Interviewee
Seven

#26
A

Resource Availability ()
Resource Availability = A FUNCTION OF( Supporting Industries)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Cost of Sustainability
Sustainability Education

Interviewee
Seven

#28
A

Silo Mentality ()
Silo Mentality = A FUNCTION OF( Favourable Economic Conditions,Supply Chain Focus)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee
Seven

#29
A

Supply Chain Focus ()
Supply Chain Focus = A FUNCTION OF( Existence of a Cluster Consultant)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
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Existing Networks
Focus on Profit
Silo Mentality
Interviewee
Seven

Supporting Industries ()
Supporting Industries = A FUNCTION OF( Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability,Government Support for Industry,Resistance to Change)
Present In 1 View:
View 1

#30
A

Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability
Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability
Resource Availability
Sustainability Education

Interviewee
Seven

Sustainability as a Core Focus ()
Sustainability as a Core Focus = A FUNCTION OF( Activeness of Climate Deniars,Sustainability Education)
Present In 1 View:
View 1

#31
A

Used By
Building Regulations

Interviewee
Seven

Sustainability Education ()
Sustainability Education = A FUNCTION OF( Awareness of Industries,Community Acceptance of Need for Sustainable Buildings,"Degree of Co-Location",Educational Institutions Supporting
Sustainability,Existence of a Cluster Champion,Existence of a Cluster Consultant,Promotion of Industry,Resistance to Change,Resource Availability,Supporting Industries)
Present In 1 View:
View 1

#32
A

Used By
Multiplier Effect
Sustainability as a Core Focus

Interviewee
Seven

Wage Growth ()
Wage Growth = A FUNCTION OF( Favourable Economic Conditions)
Present In 1 View:
View 1

#35
A

Used By
Cost of Sustainability

Top

Group
Top

(Type) Subscripts (0 Variables)
Type

Group
Top

Type

Group

Variable Name And Description

(Type) Game (0 Variables)

Group
Top

Variable Name And Description

(Type) Data (0 Variables)
Type

Variable Name And Description

(Type) Lookup (0 Variables)
Type

Variable Name And Description

Top
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All Variables (33)
Group
Type
Variable
Interviewee Seven A Activeness of Climate Deniars ()
Interviewee Seven A Awareness of Industries ()
Interviewee Seven A Building Regulations ()
Interviewee Seven A Capital Cost to Setup ()
Interviewee Seven A Community Acceptance of Need for Sustainable Buildings ()
Interviewee Seven A Consumer Demand for Sustainability ()
Interviewee Seven A Cost of Sustainability ()
Interviewee Seven A Degree of Co-Location ()
Interviewee Seven A Dominant Players Support for Sustainability ()
Interviewee Seven A Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability ()
Interviewee Seven A Existence of a Cluster Champion ()
Interviewee Seven A Existence of a Cluster Consultant ()
Interviewee Seven A Existing Networks ()
Interviewee Seven A Favourable Economic Conditions ()
.Control
C FINAL TIME (Month)
Interviewee Seven A Financial Incentives ()
Interviewee Seven A Focus on Profit ()
Interviewee Seven A Government Support for Industry ()
.Control
C INITIAL TIME (Month)
Interviewee Seven A Long-Term Focus of Industry ()
Interviewee Seven A Multiplier Effect ()
Interviewee Seven A Networking Opportunities ()
Interviewee Seven A Promotion of Industry ()
Interviewee Seven A Resistance to Change ()
Interviewee Seven A Resource Availability ()
.Control
A SAVEPER (Month )
Interviewee Seven A Silo Mentality ()
Interviewee Seven A Supply Chain Focus ()
Interviewee Seven A Supporting Industries ()
Interviewee Seven A Sustainability as a Core Focus ()
Interviewee Seven A Sustainability Education ()
.Control
C TIME STEP (Month )
Interviewee Seven A Wage Growth ()

Top

Variable Link Detail (33)
Group
Type
Variable
Interviewee Seven A Sustainability Education ()
Interviewee Seven A Supporting Industries ()
Interviewee Seven A Government Support for Industry ()

In/Out Counts
10 | 2
3| 4
3| 3

In/Out Ratio
5.00
0.75
1.00

In Links by Polarity Out Links by Polarity
10| 0| 0
2| 0| 0
2| 1| 0
4| 0| 0
1| 2| 0
3| 0| 0
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Interviewee Seven
Interviewee Seven
Interviewee Seven
Interviewee Seven
Interviewee Seven
Interviewee Seven
Interviewee Seven
Interviewee Seven
Interviewee Seven
Interviewee Seven
Interviewee Seven
Interviewee Seven
Interviewee Seven
Interviewee Seven
Interviewee Seven
Interviewee Seven
Interviewee Seven
Interviewee Seven
Interviewee Seven
Interviewee Seven
Interviewee Seven
Interviewee Seven
Interviewee Seven
Interviewee Seven
Interviewee Seven
Interviewee Seven
.Control
.Control
.Control
.Control

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
C
A
C
C
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Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability ()
Cost of Sustainability ()
Supply Chain Focus ()
Focus on Profit ()
Favourable Economic Conditions ()
Consumer Demand for Sustainability ()
Degree of Co-Location ()
Sustainability as a Core Focus ()
Resource Availability ()
Resistance to Change ()
Dominant Players Support for Sustainability ()
Community Acceptance of Need for Sustainable Buildings ()
Building Regulations ()
Long-Term Focus of Industry ()
Wage Growth ()
Silo Mentality ()
Existing Networks ()
Existence of a Cluster Consultant ()
Existence of a Cluster Champion ()
Awareness of Industries ()
Activeness of Climate Deniars ()
Promotion of Industry ()
Networking Opportunities ()
Multiplier Effect ()
Financial Incentives ()
Capital Cost to Setup ()
TIME STEP (Month )
SAVEPER (Month )
INITIAL TIME (Month)
FINAL TIME (Month)

1| 5
5| 0
1| 3
2| 2
0| 4
3| 1
2| 2
2| 1
1| 2
1| 2
1| 2
1| 2
2| 1
2| 1
1| 1
2| 0
2| 0
0| 2
1| 1
0| 2
0| 2
0| 1
1| 0
1| 0
0| 1
0| 1
( 0| 0)
( 0| 0)
( 0| 0)
( 0| 0)

0.20
∞
0.33
1.00
0.00
3.00
1.00
2.00
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50
2.00
2.00
1.00
∞
∞
0.00
1.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
∞
∞
0.00
0.00
∞
∞
∞
∞

1| 0| 0
1| 4| 0
0| 1| 0
1| 1| 0
0| 0| 0
3| 0| 0
2| 0| 0
1| 1| 0
1| 0| 0
0| 1| 0
1| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
2| 0| 0
1| 1| 0
1| 0| 0
1| 1| 0
1| 1| 0
0| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 0| 0

5| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 3| 0
1| 1| 0
3| 1| 0
1| 0| 0
2| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
1| 1| 0
1| 1| 0
1| 1| 0
2| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
0| 1| 0
0| 1| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
1| 1| 0
1| 0| 0
2| 0| 0
0| 2| 0
1| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 1| 0
1| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 0| 0

Top

Macros (0)
Name

Macro Definition

Expanded Macro Definition

Top
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Positive Polarity Causal Links (34)
Cause
Effect
Polarity
Awareness of Industries
Long-Term Focus of Industry
+
Awareness of Industries
Sustainability Education
+
Building Regulations
Consumer Demand for Sustainability
+
Capital Cost to Setup
Cost of Sustainability
+
Community Acceptance of Need for Sustainable Buildings
Government Support for Industry
+
Community Acceptance of Need for Sustainable Buildings
Sustainability Education
+
Consumer Demand for Sustainability
Community Acceptance of Need for Sustainable Buildings
+
Degree of Co-Location
Networking Opportunities
+
Degree of Co-Location
Sustainability Education
+
Dominant Players Support for Sustainability
Degree of Co-Location
+
Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability
Degree of Co-Location
+
Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability
Dominant Players Support for Sustainability
+
Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability
Existing Networks
+
Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability
Supporting Industries
+
Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability
Sustainability Education
+
Existence of a Cluster Champion
Sustainability Education
+
Existence of a Cluster Consultant
Sustainability Education
+
Favourable Economic Conditions
Focus on Profit
+
Favourable Economic Conditions
Silo Mentality
+
Favourable Economic Conditions
Wage Growth
+
Focus on Profit
Consumer Demand for Sustainability
+
Government Support for Industry
Building Regulations
+
Government Support for Industry
Existence of a Cluster Champion
+
Government Support for Industry
Supporting Industries
+
Promotion of Industry
Sustainability Education
+
Resistance to Change
Sustainability Education
+
Resource Availability
Sustainability Education
+
Supporting Industries
Consumer Demand for Sustainability
+
Supporting Industries
Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability
+
Supporting Industries
Resource Availability
+
Supporting Industries
Sustainability Education
+
Sustainability as a Core Focus
Building Regulations
+
Sustainability Education
Multiplier Effect
+
Sustainability Education
Sustainability as a Core Focus
+

Top
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Negative Polarity Causal Links (14)
Cause
Effect
Polarity
Activeness of Climate Deniars
Government Support for Industry
Activeness of Climate Deniars
Sustainability as a Core Focus
Dominant Players Support for Sustainability
Resistance to Change
Existence of a Cluster Consultant
Supply Chain Focus
Favourable Economic Conditions
Government Support for Industry
Financial Incentives
Cost of Sustainability
Focus on Profit
Long-Term Focus of Industry
Long-Term Focus of Industry
Cost of Sustainability
Resistance to Change
Supporting Industries
Resource Availability
Cost of Sustainability
Supply Chain Focus
Existing Networks
-
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Supply Chain Focus
Supply Chain Focus
Wage Growth
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Focus on Profit
Silo Mentality
Cost of Sustainability

-

Top

Function-based Polarity Causal Links (0)
Cause

Effect

Polarity

Top

View-Variable Profile
View
View 1

View-Variable Profile
29 vars (82.9%)

Top

List Of 1 views and their 29 Variables
Total:
Community Acceptance of Need for Sustainable Buildings (In 1 View)
Cost of Sustainability (In 1 View)
"Degree of Co-Location" (In 1 View)
Consumer Demand for Sustainability (In 1 View)
Existence of a Cluster Consultant (In 1 View)
Favourable Economic Conditions (In 1 View)
Dominant Players Support for Sustainability (In 1 View)
Networking Opportunities (In 1 View)
Resistance to Change (In 1 View)
Activeness of Climate Deniars (In 1 View)
Sustainability as a Core Focus (In 1 View)
Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability (In 1 View)
Promotion of Industry (In 1 View)
Wage Growth (In 1 View)
Awareness of Industries (In 1 View)
Supply Chain Focus (In 1 View)
Supporting Industries (In 1 View)
Building Regulations (In 1 View)
Multiplier Effect (In 1 View)
Government Support for Industry (In 1 View)
Capital Cost to Setup (In 1 View)
Existence of a Cluster Champion (In 1 View)
Existing Networks (In 1 View)
"Long-Term Focus of Industry" (In 1 View)
Financial Incentives (In 1 View)
Sustainability Education (In 1 View)
Silo Mentality (In 1 View)
Resource Availability (In 1 View)
Focus on Profit (In 1 View)
Total:

View 1
29
Total:
Community Acceptance of Need for Sustainable Buildings (In 1 View)
Cost of Sustainability (In 1 View)
"Degree of Co-Location" (In 1 View)
Consumer Demand for Sustainability (In 1 View)
Existence of a Cluster Consultant (In 1 View)
Favourable Economic Conditions (In 1 View)
Dominant Players Support for Sustainability (In 1 View)
Networking Opportunities (In 1 View)
Resistance to Change (In 1 View)
Activeness of Climate Deniars (In 1 View)
Sustainability as a Core Focus (In 1 View)
Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability (In 1 View)
Promotion of Industry (In 1 View)
Wage Growth (In 1 View)
Awareness of Industries (In 1 View)
Supply Chain Focus (In 1 View)
Supporting Industries (In 1 View)
Building Regulations (In 1 View)
Multiplier Effect (In 1 View)
Government Support for Industry (In 1 View)
Capital Cost to Setup (In 1 View)
Existence of a Cluster Champion (In 1 View)
Existing Networks (In 1 View)
"Long-Term Focus of Industry" (In 1 View)
Financial Incentives (In 1 View)
Sustainability Education (In 1 View)
Silo Mentality (In 1 View)
Resource Availability (In 1 View)
Focus on Profit (In 1 View)
29
Total:
View 1
Source File: C:\Users\Emily\Desktop\CLDS to be deidentified\Interviewee Seven.mdl (Sat Mar 03 17:15:41 AEDT 2018)
Report Created On Tue Mar 20 23:03:14 AEDT 2018
SDM-Doc Tool Version 1.2.89
Global Security Sciences Division
Argonne National Laboratory
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Documentation Of Interviewee Eight

Quick Links All Variables Variable Link Detail Variable Types Views Groups Macros Link Polarity View Summary View-Variable Profile

Model Assessment Results
Model Information

Result
28
42 (35|7|0)

Warnings

Result

Total Number Of Variables
Total Number Of Causal Links

Variable Types
L: Level (0 / 0)*
C: Constant (3 / 3)
G: Game (0 / 0)

SM: Smooth (0 / 0)*
F: Flow (0 / 0)
T: Lookup (0 / 0)*††

DE: Delay (0 / 0)*†
A: Auxiliary (25 / 25)

LI: Level Initial (0)
Sub: Subscripts (0)

I: Initial (0 / 0)
D: Data (0 / 0)

* (State Variables/Total Stocks) † Total Stocks Do Not Include Fixed Delay Variables. †† (Lookup Tables).

Views
View: View 1 (24) Variables

Groups
Interviewee Eight (24)

Quick Links:
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(All) Variables (28 Variables)
Type Variable Name And Description
#1 Australian Made Products ()
A Australian Made Products = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Quality of Products
Trust Between Industry Partners

Interviewee
Eight

#2
A

Availability of Resources ()
Availability of Resources = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Cost of Sustainability
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Building Regulations ()
Building Regulations = A FUNCTION OF( Government Support for Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Cost of Sustainability
Custom Build Projects
Supporting Industries

Interviewee
Eight

#4
A

Choice to Buy Sustainably ()
Choice to Buy Sustainably = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Quality of Products

Interviewee
Eight

#5
A

Collaboration Within Industry ()
Collaboration Within Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Competition With Traditional Industry,Existing Networks,Shared Purpose of Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee
Eight

#6
A

Competition With Traditional Industry ()
Competition With Traditional Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Innovation)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Collaboration Within Industry

Interviewee
Eight

#7
A

Consumer Demand for Sustainability ()
Consumer Demand for Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( Cost of Sustainability,Quality of Products,Shared Purpose of Industry,Sustainability Knowledge)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Cost of Sustainability

Interviewee
Eight

#8
A

Cost of Sustainability ()
Cost of Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( Availability of Resources,Building Regulations,Consumer Demand for Sustainability,Favourable Economic Conditions,Global Competition,Quality of
Products,Supporting Industries)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability

Interviewee
Eight

#9
A

Custom Build Projects ()
Custom Build Projects = A FUNCTION OF( Building Regulations,Favourable Economic Conditions,Promotion of Industry,Supporting Industries)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Global Competition

Interviewee
Eight

#10
A

Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability ()
Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Sustainability Knowledge

Interviewee
Eight

#11
A

Existing Networks ()
Existing Networks = A FUNCTION OF( Supply of Sustainable Products,Specification Agreements,Trust Between Industry Partners)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Collaboration Within Industry

Interviewee
Eight

#12
A

Favourable Economic Conditions ()
Favourable Economic Conditions = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Cost of Sustainability
Custom Build Projects

.Control

#13
C

FINAL TIME (Month)
= 100
Description: The final time for the simulation.
Present In 0 Views:
Used By

Interviewee
Eight

#14
A

Global Competition ()
Global Competition = A FUNCTION OF( Custom Build Projects,Globalisation,Supporting Industries)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Cost of Sustainability
Innovation

Interviewee
Eight

#15
A

Globalisation ()
Globalisation = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
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Global Competition
Innovation
Sustainability Knowledge
Interviewee
Eight

#16
A

Government Support for Industry ()
Government Support for Industry = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Building Regulations

.Control

#17
C

INITIAL TIME (Month)
=0
Description: The initial time for the simulation.
Present In 0 Views:
Used By

Interviewee
Eight

#18
A

Innovation ()
Innovation = A FUNCTION OF( Global Competition,Globalisation)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Competition With Traditional Industry
Quality of Products

Interviewee
Eight

#20
A

Promotion of Industry ()
Promotion of Industry = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Custom Build Projects
Supply of Sustainable Products

Interviewee
Eight

#21
A

Quality of Products ()
Quality of Products = A FUNCTION OF( Australian Made Products,Choice to Buy Sustainably,Innovation)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability
Cost of Sustainability

.Control

#22
A

SAVEPER (Month )
= TIME STEP
Description: The frequency with which output is stored.
Present In 0 Views:
Used By

Interviewee
Eight

#23
A

Shared Purpose of Industry ()
Shared Purpose of Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Supply of Sustainable Products,Supporting Industries)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Collaboration Within Industry
Consumer Demand for Sustainability
Specification Agreements

Interviewee
Eight

#24
A

Specification Agreements ()
Specification Agreements = A FUNCTION OF( Shared Purpose of Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Existing Networks
Sustainability Knowledge

Interviewee
Eight

#25
A

Supply of Sustainable Products ()
Supply of Sustainable Products = A FUNCTION OF( Promotion of Industry,Supporting Industries)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Existing Networks
Shared Purpose of Industry

Interviewee
Eight

#26
A

Supporting Industries ()
Supporting Industries = A FUNCTION OF( Building Regulations)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Cost of Sustainability
Custom Build Projects
Global Competition
Shared Purpose of Industry
Supply of Sustainable Products

Interviewee
Eight

#27
A

Sustainability Knowledge ()
Sustainability Knowledge = A FUNCTION OF( Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability,Globalisation,Specification Agreements)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability
Trust Between Industry Partners

.Control
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C

TIME STEP (Month )
=1
Description: The time step for the simulation.
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Present In 0 Views:
Used By
Interviewee
Eight

#30
A

Trust Between Industry Partners ()
Trust Between Industry Partners = A FUNCTION OF( Australian Made Products,Sustainability Knowledge)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Existing Networks

(View) View 1 (24 Variables)

Top

Group
Interviewee
Eight

(View) View 1 (24 Variables)
Type Variable Name And Description
#1 Australian Made Products ()
A Australian Made Products = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Quality of Products
Trust Between Industry Partners

Interviewee
Eight

#2
A

Availability of Resources ()
Availability of Resources = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Cost of Sustainability

Interviewee
Eight

#3
A

Building Regulations ()
Building Regulations = A FUNCTION OF( Government Support for Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Cost of Sustainability
Custom Build Projects
Supporting Industries

Interviewee
Eight

#4
A

Choice to Buy Sustainably ()
Choice to Buy Sustainably = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Quality of Products

Interviewee
Eight

#5
A

Collaboration Within Industry ()
Collaboration Within Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Competition With Traditional Industry,Existing Networks,Shared Purpose of Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee
Eight

#6
A

Competition With Traditional Industry ()
Competition With Traditional Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Innovation)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Collaboration Within Industry
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Consumer Demand for Sustainability ()
Consumer Demand for Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( Cost of Sustainability,Quality of Products,Shared Purpose of Industry,Sustainability Knowledge)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Cost of Sustainability

Interviewee
Eight

#8
A

Cost of Sustainability ()
Cost of Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( Availability of Resources,Building Regulations,Consumer Demand for Sustainability,Favourable Economic Conditions,Global Competition,Quality of
Products,Supporting Industries)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability

Interviewee
Eight

#9
A

Custom Build Projects ()
Custom Build Projects = A FUNCTION OF( Building Regulations,Favourable Economic Conditions,Promotion of Industry,Supporting Industries)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Global Competition

Interviewee
Eight

#10
A

Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability ()
Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Sustainability Knowledge

Interviewee
Eight

#11
A

Existing Networks ()
Existing Networks = A FUNCTION OF( Supply of Sustainable Products,Specification Agreements,Trust Between Industry Partners)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Collaboration Within Industry

Interviewee
Eight

#12
A

Favourable Economic Conditions ()
Favourable Economic Conditions = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Cost of Sustainability
Custom Build Projects

Interviewee
Eight

#14
A

Global Competition ()
Global Competition = A FUNCTION OF( Custom Build Projects,Globalisation,Supporting Industries)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Cost of Sustainability
Innovation

Interviewee
Eight

#15
A

Globalisation ()
Globalisation = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Global Competition
Innovation
Sustainability Knowledge

Interviewee
Eight

#16
A

Government Support for Industry ()
Government Support for Industry = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Building Regulations

Interviewee
Eight

#18
A

Innovation ()
Innovation = A FUNCTION OF( Global Competition,Globalisation)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Competition With Traditional Industry
Quality of Products

Interviewee
Eight

#20
A

Promotion of Industry ()
Promotion of Industry = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Custom Build Projects
Supply of Sustainable Products

Interviewee
Eight

#21
A

Quality of Products ()
Quality of Products = A FUNCTION OF( Australian Made Products,Choice to Buy Sustainably,Innovation)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability
Cost of Sustainability
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#23
A
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Shared Purpose of Industry ()
Shared Purpose of Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Supply of Sustainable Products,Supporting Industries)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Collaboration Within Industry
Consumer Demand for Sustainability
Specification Agreements

Interviewee
Eight

#24
A

Specification Agreements ()
Specification Agreements = A FUNCTION OF( Shared Purpose of Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Existing Networks
Sustainability Knowledge

Interviewee
Eight

#25
A

Supply of Sustainable Products ()
Supply of Sustainable Products = A FUNCTION OF( Promotion of Industry,Supporting Industries)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Existing Networks
Shared Purpose of Industry

Interviewee
Eight

#26
A

Supporting Industries ()
Supporting Industries = A FUNCTION OF( Building Regulations)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Cost of Sustainability
Custom Build Projects
Global Competition
Shared Purpose of Industry
Supply of Sustainable Products

Interviewee
Eight

#27
A

Sustainability Knowledge ()
Sustainability Knowledge = A FUNCTION OF( Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability,Globalisation,Specification Agreements)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability
Trust Between Industry Partners

Interviewee
Eight

#30
A

Trust Between Industry Partners ()
Trust Between Industry Partners = A FUNCTION OF( Australian Made Products,Sustainability Knowledge)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Existing Networks

Top

Group
Interviewee
Eight

(Group) Interviewee Eight (24 Variables)
Type Variable Name And Description
#1 Australian Made Products ()
A Australian Made Products = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Quality of Products
Trust Between Industry Partners

Interviewee
Eight

#2
A

Availability of Resources ()
Availability of Resources = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Cost of Sustainability

Interviewee
Eight

#3
A

Building Regulations ()
Building Regulations = A FUNCTION OF( Government Support for Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Cost of Sustainability
Custom Build Projects
Supporting Industries

Interviewee
Eight

#4
A

Choice to Buy Sustainably ()
Choice to Buy Sustainably = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Quality of Products

Interviewee
Eight

#5
A

Collaboration Within Industry ()
Collaboration Within Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Competition With Traditional Industry,Existing Networks,Shared Purpose of Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee
Eight
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A

Competition With Traditional Industry ()
Competition With Traditional Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Innovation)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
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Used By
Collaboration Within Industry
Interviewee
Eight

#7
A

Consumer Demand for Sustainability ()
Consumer Demand for Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( Cost of Sustainability,Quality of Products,Shared Purpose of Industry,Sustainability Knowledge)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Cost of Sustainability

Interviewee
Eight

#8
A

Cost of Sustainability ()
Cost of Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( Availability of Resources,Building Regulations,Consumer Demand for Sustainability,Favourable Economic Conditions,Global Competition,Quality of
Products,Supporting Industries)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability

Interviewee
Eight

#9
A

Custom Build Projects ()
Custom Build Projects = A FUNCTION OF( Building Regulations,Favourable Economic Conditions,Promotion of Industry,Supporting Industries)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Global Competition

Interviewee
Eight

#10
A

Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability ()
Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Sustainability Knowledge

Interviewee
Eight

#11
A

Existing Networks ()
Existing Networks = A FUNCTION OF( Supply of Sustainable Products,Specification Agreements,Trust Between Industry Partners)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Collaboration Within Industry

Interviewee
Eight

#12
A

Favourable Economic Conditions ()
Favourable Economic Conditions = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Cost of Sustainability
Custom Build Projects

Interviewee
Eight

#14
A

Global Competition ()
Global Competition = A FUNCTION OF( Custom Build Projects,Globalisation,Supporting Industries)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Cost of Sustainability
Innovation

Interviewee
Eight

#15
A

Globalisation ()
Globalisation = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Global Competition
Innovation
Sustainability Knowledge

Interviewee
Eight

#16
A

Government Support for Industry ()
Government Support for Industry = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Building Regulations

Interviewee
Eight

#18
A

Innovation ()
Innovation = A FUNCTION OF( Global Competition,Globalisation)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Competition With Traditional Industry
Quality of Products

Interviewee
Eight

#20
A

Promotion of Industry ()
Promotion of Industry = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Custom Build Projects
Supply of Sustainable Products

Interviewee
Eight

#21
A

Quality of Products ()
Quality of Products = A FUNCTION OF( Australian Made Products,Choice to Buy Sustainably,Innovation)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability
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Cost of Sustainability
Interviewee
Eight

#23
A

Shared Purpose of Industry ()
Shared Purpose of Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Supply of Sustainable Products,Supporting Industries)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Collaboration Within Industry
Consumer Demand for Sustainability
Specification Agreements

Interviewee
Eight

#24
A

Specification Agreements ()
Specification Agreements = A FUNCTION OF( Shared Purpose of Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Existing Networks
Sustainability Knowledge

Interviewee
Eight

#25
A

Supply of Sustainable Products ()
Supply of Sustainable Products = A FUNCTION OF( Promotion of Industry,Supporting Industries)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Existing Networks
Shared Purpose of Industry

Interviewee
Eight

#26
A

Supporting Industries ()
Supporting Industries = A FUNCTION OF( Building Regulations)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Cost of Sustainability
Custom Build Projects
Global Competition
Shared Purpose of Industry
Supply of Sustainable Products

Interviewee
Eight

#27
A

Sustainability Knowledge ()
Sustainability Knowledge = A FUNCTION OF( Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability,Globalisation,Specification Agreements)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability
Trust Between Industry Partners

Interviewee
Eight

#30
A

Trust Between Industry Partners ()
Trust Between Industry Partners = A FUNCTION OF( Australian Made Products,Sustainability Knowledge)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Existing Networks

(Type) Level (0 Variables)

Top

Group

Variable Name And Description

Type

(Type) Smooth (0 Variables)

Top

Group

Variable Name And Description

Type

(Type) Delay (0 Variables)

Top

Group

Variable Name And Description

Type

(Type) Level Initial (0 Variables)

Top

Group

Variable Name And Description

Type

(Type) Initial (0 Variables)

Top

Group

Variable Name And Description

Type

(Type) Constant (0 Variables)

Top

Group

Variable Name And Description

Type

(Type) Flow (0 Variables)

Top

Group

Variable Name And Description

Type

Top

Group
Interviewee
Eight

(Type) Auxiliary (24 Variables)
Type Variable Name And Description
#1 Australian Made Products ()
A Australian Made Products = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Quality of Products
Trust Between Industry Partners

Interviewee
Eight

#2
A

Availability of Resources ()
Availability of Resources = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Cost of Sustainability

Interviewee
Eight

#3
A

Building Regulations ()
Building Regulations = A FUNCTION OF( Government Support for Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Cost of Sustainability
Custom Build Projects
Supporting Industries
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#4
A
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Choice to Buy Sustainably ()
Choice to Buy Sustainably = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Quality of Products

Interviewee
Eight

#5
A

Collaboration Within Industry ()
Collaboration Within Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Competition With Traditional Industry,Existing Networks,Shared Purpose of Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee
Eight

#6
A

Competition With Traditional Industry ()
Competition With Traditional Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Innovation)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Collaboration Within Industry

Interviewee
Eight

#7
A

Consumer Demand for Sustainability ()
Consumer Demand for Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( Cost of Sustainability,Quality of Products,Shared Purpose of Industry,Sustainability Knowledge)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Cost of Sustainability

Interviewee
Eight

#8
A

Cost of Sustainability ()
Cost of Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( Availability of Resources,Building Regulations,Consumer Demand for Sustainability,Favourable Economic Conditions,Global Competition,Quality of
Products,Supporting Industries)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability

Interviewee
Eight

#9
A

Custom Build Projects ()
Custom Build Projects = A FUNCTION OF( Building Regulations,Favourable Economic Conditions,Promotion of Industry,Supporting Industries)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Global Competition

Interviewee
Eight

#10
A

Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability ()
Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Sustainability Knowledge

Interviewee
Eight

#11
A

Existing Networks ()
Existing Networks = A FUNCTION OF( Supply of Sustainable Products,Specification Agreements,Trust Between Industry Partners)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Collaboration Within Industry

Interviewee
Eight

#12
A

Favourable Economic Conditions ()
Favourable Economic Conditions = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Cost of Sustainability
Custom Build Projects

Interviewee
Eight

#14
A

Global Competition ()
Global Competition = A FUNCTION OF( Custom Build Projects,Globalisation,Supporting Industries)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Cost of Sustainability
Innovation

Interviewee
Eight

#15
A

Globalisation ()
Globalisation = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Global Competition
Innovation
Sustainability Knowledge

Interviewee
Eight

#16
A

Government Support for Industry ()
Government Support for Industry = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Building Regulations

Interviewee
Eight
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A

Innovation ()
Innovation = A FUNCTION OF( Global Competition,Globalisation)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
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Used By
Competition With Traditional Industry
Quality of Products
Interviewee
Eight

#20
A

Promotion of Industry ()
Promotion of Industry = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Custom Build Projects
Supply of Sustainable Products

Interviewee
Eight

#21
A

Quality of Products ()
Quality of Products = A FUNCTION OF( Australian Made Products,Choice to Buy Sustainably,Innovation)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability
Cost of Sustainability

Interviewee
Eight

#23
A

Shared Purpose of Industry ()
Shared Purpose of Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Supply of Sustainable Products,Supporting Industries)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Collaboration Within Industry
Consumer Demand for Sustainability
Specification Agreements

Interviewee
Eight

#24
A

Specification Agreements ()
Specification Agreements = A FUNCTION OF( Shared Purpose of Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Existing Networks
Sustainability Knowledge

Interviewee
Eight

#25
A

Supply of Sustainable Products ()
Supply of Sustainable Products = A FUNCTION OF( Promotion of Industry,Supporting Industries)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Existing Networks
Shared Purpose of Industry

Interviewee
Eight

#26
A

Supporting Industries ()
Supporting Industries = A FUNCTION OF( Building Regulations)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Cost of Sustainability
Custom Build Projects
Global Competition
Shared Purpose of Industry
Supply of Sustainable Products

Interviewee
Eight

#27
A

Sustainability Knowledge ()
Sustainability Knowledge = A FUNCTION OF( Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability,Globalisation,Specification Agreements)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability
Trust Between Industry Partners

Interviewee
Eight

#30
A

Trust Between Industry Partners ()
Trust Between Industry Partners = A FUNCTION OF( Australian Made Products,Sustainability Knowledge)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Existing Networks

Top

Group
Top

(Type) Subscripts (0 Variables)
Type

Group
Top

Type

Group

Variable Name And Description

(Type) Game (0 Variables)

Group
Top

Variable Name And Description

(Type) Data (0 Variables)
Type

Variable Name And Description

(Type) Lookup (0 Variables)
Type

Variable Name And Description

Top
Quick Links:

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

K

L

M

N

O

P

Q

R

S

T

U

V

W

X

Y

Z

All Variables (28)
Group
Type
Variable
Interviewee Eight A Australian Made Products ()
Interviewee Eight A Availability of Resources ()
Interviewee Eight A Building Regulations ()
Interviewee Eight A Choice to Buy Sustainably ()
Interviewee Eight A Collaboration Within Industry ()
Interviewee Eight A Competition With Traditional Industry ()
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Interviewee Eight
Interviewee Eight
Interviewee Eight
Interviewee Eight
Interviewee Eight
Interviewee Eight
.Control
Interviewee Eight
Interviewee Eight
Interviewee Eight
.Control
Interviewee Eight
Interviewee Eight
Interviewee Eight
.Control
Interviewee Eight
Interviewee Eight
Interviewee Eight
Interviewee Eight
Interviewee Eight
.Control
Interviewee Eight

A
A
A
A
A
A
C
A
A
A
C
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
C
A
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Consumer Demand for Sustainability ()
Cost of Sustainability ()
Custom Build Projects ()
Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability ()
Existing Networks ()
Favourable Economic Conditions ()
FINAL TIME (Month)
Global Competition ()
Globalisation ()
Government Support for Industry ()
INITIAL TIME (Month)
Innovation ()
Promotion of Industry ()
Quality of Products ()
SAVEPER (Month )
Shared Purpose of Industry ()
Specification Agreements ()
Supply of Sustainable Products ()
Supporting Industries ()
Sustainability Knowledge ()
TIME STEP (Month )
Trust Between Industry Partners ()

Top

Variable Link Detail (28)
Group
Type
Variable
In/Out Counts
Interviewee Eight A Cost of Sustainability ()
7| 1
Interviewee Eight A Supporting Industries ()
1| 5
Interviewee Eight A Sustainability Knowledge ()
3| 2
2| 3
Interviewee Eight A Shared Purpose of Industry ()
Interviewee Eight A Quality of Products ()
3| 2
Interviewee Eight A Global Competition ()
3| 2
4| 1
Interviewee Eight A Custom Build Projects ()
Interviewee Eight A Consumer Demand for Sustainability ()
4| 1
Interviewee Eight A Supply of Sustainable Products ()
2| 2
2| 2
Interviewee Eight A Innovation ()
Interviewee Eight A Existing Networks ()
3| 1
Interviewee Eight A Building Regulations ()
1| 3
Interviewee Eight A Trust Between Industry Partners ()
2| 1
Interviewee Eight A Specification Agreements ()
1| 2
Interviewee Eight A Globalisation ()
0| 3
Interviewee Eight A Collaboration Within Industry ()
3| 0
Interviewee Eight A Promotion of Industry ()
0| 2
Interviewee Eight A Favourable Economic Conditions ()
0| 2
Interviewee Eight A Competition With Traditional Industry ()
1| 1
Interviewee Eight A Australian Made Products ()
0| 2
Interviewee Eight A Government Support for Industry ()
0| 1
Interviewee Eight A Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability ()
0| 1
Interviewee Eight A Choice to Buy Sustainably ()
0| 1
Interviewee Eight A Availability of Resources ()
0| 1
.Control
C TIME STEP (Month )
( 0| 0)
.Control
A SAVEPER (Month )
( 0| 0)
.Control
C INITIAL TIME (Month)
( 0| 0)
.Control
C FINAL TIME (Month)
( 0| 0)

In/Out Ratio
7.00
0.20
1.50
0.67
1.50
1.50
4.00
4.00
1.00
1.00
3.00
0.33
2.00
0.50
0.00
∞
0.00
0.00
1.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
∞
∞
∞
∞

In Links by Polarity Out Links by Polarity
3| 4| 0
1| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
4| 1| 0
3| 0| 0
2| 0| 0
2| 0| 0
3| 0| 0
2| 1| 0
2| 0| 0
2| 1| 0
2| 0| 0
4| 0| 0
0| 1| 0
4| 0| 0
0| 1| 0
2| 0| 0
2| 0| 0
2| 0| 0
1| 1| 0
3| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
2| 1| 0
2| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
2| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
3| 0| 0
2| 1| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
2| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
2| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
0| 1| 0
0| 0| 0
2| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 1| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 0| 0

Top

Macros (0)
Name

Macro Definition

Expanded Macro Definition

Top
Quick Links:

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

K

L

M

N

O

P

Q

R

S

T

U

V

W

X

Y

Z

Positive Polarity Causal Links (35)
Cause
Effect
Polarity
Australian Made Products
Quality of Products
+
Australian Made Products
Trust Between Industry Partners
+
Building Regulations
Custom Build Projects
+
Building Regulations
Supporting Industries
+
Choice to Buy Sustainably
Quality of Products
+
Cost of Sustainability
Consumer Demand for Sustainability
+
Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability
Sustainability Knowledge
+
Existing Networks
Collaboration Within Industry
+
Favourable Economic Conditions
Cost of Sustainability
+
Favourable Economic Conditions
Custom Build Projects
+
Global Competition
Cost of Sustainability
+
Global Competition
Innovation
+
Globalisation
Global Competition
+
Globalisation
Innovation
+
Globalisation
Sustainability Knowledge
+
Government Support for Industry
Building Regulations
+
Innovation
Competition With Traditional Industry
+
Promotion of Industry
Custom Build Projects
+
Promotion of Industry
Supply of Sustainable Products
+
Quality of Products
Consumer Demand for Sustainability
+
Quality of Products
Cost of Sustainability
+
Shared Purpose of Industry
Collaboration Within Industry
+
Shared Purpose of Industry
Consumer Demand for Sustainability
+
Shared Purpose of Industry
Specification Agreements
+
Specification Agreements
Existing Networks
+
Specification Agreements
Sustainability Knowledge
+
Supply of Sustainable Products
Existing Networks
+
Supply of Sustainable Products
Shared Purpose of Industry
+
Supporting Industries
Custom Build Projects
+
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Supporting Industries
Supporting Industries
Supporting Industries
Sustainability Knowledge
Sustainability Knowledge
Trust Between Industry Partners
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Global Competition
Shared Purpose of Industry
Supply of Sustainable Products
Consumer Demand for Sustainability
Trust Between Industry Partners
Existing Networks

+
+
+
+
+
+

Top
Quick Links:

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

K

L

M

N

O

P

Q

R

S

T

U

V

W

X

Y

Z

Negative Polarity Causal Links (7)
Cause
Effect
Polarity
Availability of Resources
Cost of Sustainability
Building Regulations
Cost of Sustainability
Competition With Traditional Industry Collaboration Within Industry
Consumer Demand for Sustainability
Cost of Sustainability
Custom Build Projects
Global Competition
Innovation
Quality of Products
Supporting Industries
Cost of Sustainability
-

Top

Function-based Polarity Causal Links (0)
Cause

Effect

Polarity

Top

View-Variable Profile
View
View 1

View-Variable Profile
24 vars (80%)

Top

List Of 1 views and their 24 Variables
Total:
Supply of Sustainable Products (In 1 View)
Trust Between Industry Partners (In 1 View)
Global Competition (In 1 View)
Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability (In 1 View)
Promotion of Industry (In 1 View)
Cost of Sustainability (In 1 View)
Sustainability Knowledge (In 1 View)
Collaboration Within Industry (In 1 View)
Supporting Industries (In 1 View)
Building Regulations (In 1 View)
Government Support for Industry (In 1 View)
Consumer Demand for Sustainability (In 1 View)
Choice to Buy Sustainably (In 1 View)
Australian Made Products (In 1 View)
Quality of Products (In 1 View)
Innovation (In 1 View)
Existing Networks (In 1 View)
Favourable Economic Conditions (In 1 View)
Custom Build Projects (In 1 View)
Specification Agreements (In 1 View)
Availability of Resources (In 1 View)
Globalisation (In 1 View)
Shared Purpose of Industry (In 1 View)
Competition With Traditional Industry (In 1 View)
Total:

View 1
24
Total:

24
View 1

Supply of Sustainable Products (In 1 View)
Trust Between Industry Partners (In 1 View)
Global Competition (In 1 View)
Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability (In 1 View)
Promotion of Industry (In 1 View)
Cost of Sustainability (In 1 View)
Sustainability Knowledge (In 1 View)
Collaboration Within Industry (In 1 View)
Supporting Industries (In 1 View)
Building Regulations (In 1 View)
Government Support for Industry (In 1 View)
Consumer Demand for Sustainability (In 1 View)
Choice to Buy Sustainably (In 1 View)
Australian Made Products (In 1 View)
Quality of Products (In 1 View)
Innovation (In 1 View)
Existing Networks (In 1 View)
Favourable Economic Conditions (In 1 View)
Custom Build Projects (In 1 View)
Specification Agreements (In 1 View)
Availability of Resources (In 1 View)
Globalisation (In 1 View)
Shared Purpose of Industry (In 1 View)
Competition With Traditional Industry (In 1 View)
Total:

Source File: C:\Users\Emily\Desktop\CLDS to be deidentified\Interviewee Eight.mdl (Sat Mar 03 17:20:01 AEDT 2018)
Report Created On Tue Mar 20 23:00:48 AEDT 2018
SDM-Doc Tool Version 1.2.89
Global Security Sciences Division
Argonne National Laboratory
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Documentation Of Interviewee Nine

Quick Links All Variables Variable Link Detail Variable Types Views Groups Macros Link Polarity View Summary View-Variable Profile

Model Assessment Results
Model Information

Result
32
43 (37|6|0)

Warnings

Result

Total Number Of Variables
Total Number Of Causal Links

Variable Types
L: Level (0 / 0)*
C: Constant (3 / 3)
G: Game (0 / 0)

SM: Smooth (0 / 0)*
F: Flow (0 / 0)
T: Lookup (0 / 0)*††

DE: Delay (0 / 0)*†
A: Auxiliary (29 / 29)

LI: Level Initial (0)
Sub: Subscripts (0)

I: Initial (0 / 0)
D: Data (0 / 0)

* (State Variables/Total Stocks) † Total Stocks Do Not Include Fixed Delay Variables. †† (Lookup Tables).

Views
View: View 1 (28) Variables

Groups
Interviewee Nine (28)

Quick Links:

Top

Group
Interviewee
Nine

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

K

L

M

N

O

P

Q

R

S

T

U

V

W

X

Y

Z

(All) Variables (32 Variables)
Type Variable Name And Description
#1 Ability to Respond to Globalisation ()
A Ability to Respond to Globalisation = A FUNCTION OF( Entrepreneurs in the Industry,Globalisation)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Imported Goods

Interviewee
Nine

#2
A

Availability of Transport and Infrastructure ()
Availability of Transport and Infrastructure = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Supply of Sustainable Products

Interviewee
Nine

#3
A

Awareness of Clusters ()
Awareness of Clusters = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Government Support for Industry
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#4
A
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Awareness of Sustainability ()
Awareness of Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( Government Support for Industry,"Existence of Non-Government Agencies")
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Demand for Traditional Industry
Sophistication of Customers

Interviewee
Nine

#5
A

Awareness of Sustainability Impact on Society ()
Awareness of Sustainability Impact on Society = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability

Interviewee
Nine

#6
A

Collaboration Within Industry ()
Collaboration Within Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Competition With Traditional Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Supply of Sustainable Products

Interviewee
Nine

#7
A

Competition With Traditional Industry ()
Competition With Traditional Industry = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Collaboration Within Industry
Consumer Demand for Sustainability

Interviewee
Nine

#8
A

Consumer Demand for Sustainability ()
Consumer Demand for Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( Awareness of Sustainability Impact on Society,Competition With Traditional Industry,Cost of Energy,Cost of Sustainability,Degree of
Innovativeness,Reputation of the Region,Sophistication of Customers)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Reputation of the Region

Interviewee
Nine

#9
A

Cost of Energy ()
Cost of Energy = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability

Interviewee
Nine

#10
A

Cost of Sustainability ()
Cost of Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability

Interviewee
Nine

#11
A

Degree of Innovativeness ()
Degree of Innovativeness = A FUNCTION OF( Entrepreneurs in the Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability
Innovation
Supporting Industries

Interviewee
Nine

#12
A

Demand for Traditional Industry ()
Demand for Traditional Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Awareness of Sustainability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Sophistication of Customers

Interviewee
Nine

#13
A

Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability ()
Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( Government Support for Industry,Resource Availability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Innovation
Sustainability Knowledge

Interviewee
Nine

#14
A

Entrepreneurs in the Industry ()
Entrepreneurs in the Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Government Support for Industry,Innovation,"Existence of Non-Government Agencies")
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Ability to Respond to Globalisation
Degree of Innovativeness

Interviewee
Nine

#15
A

Existence of Non-Government Agencies ()
"Existence of Non-Government Agencies" = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
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#16
C
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FINAL TIME (Month)
= 100
Description: The final time for the simulation.
Present In 0 Views:
Used By

Interviewee
Nine

#17
A

Globalisation ()
Globalisation = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Ability to Respond to Globalisation
Need for Trade policies

Interviewee
Nine

#18
A

Government Support for Industry ()
Government Support for Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Awareness of Clusters,"Existence of Non-Government Agencies")
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Awareness of Sustainability
Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability
Entrepreneurs in the Industry

Interviewee
Nine

#19
A

Imported Goods ()
Imported Goods = A FUNCTION OF( Ability to Respond to Globalisation,Need for Trade policies)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

.Control

#20
C

INITIAL TIME (Month)
=0
Description: The initial time for the simulation.
Present In 0 Views:
Used By

Interviewee
Nine

#21
A

Innovation ()
Innovation = A FUNCTION OF( Degree of Innovativeness,Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Entrepreneurs in the Industry
Reputation of the Region
Resource Availability

Interviewee
Nine

#22
A

Local Demand ()
Local Demand = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Need for Trade policies

Interviewee
Nine

#23
A

Local Suppliers ()
Local Suppliers = A FUNCTION OF( Supporting Industries)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Supply of Sustainable Products

Interviewee
Nine

#25
A

Need for Trade policies ()
Need for Trade policies = A FUNCTION OF( Globalisation,Local Demand)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Imported Goods

Interviewee
Nine

#26
A

Reputation of the Region ()
Reputation of the Region = A FUNCTION OF( Consumer Demand for Sustainability,Innovation,Supply of Sustainable Products,Sustainability Knowledge)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability

Interviewee
Nine

#27
A

Resource Availability ()
Resource Availability = A FUNCTION OF( Innovation,Supporting Industries)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability
Supply of Sustainable Products

.Control

#28
A

SAVEPER (Month )
= TIME STEP
Description: The frequency with which output is stored.
Present In 0 Views:
Used By

Interviewee
Nine

#29
A

Sophistication of Customers ()
Sophistication of Customers = A FUNCTION OF( Awareness of Sustainability,Demand for Traditional Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability
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Interviewee
Nine

#30
A
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Supply of Sustainable Products ()
Supply of Sustainable Products = A FUNCTION OF( Availability of Transport and Infrastructure,Collaboration Within Industry,Resource Availability,Local Suppliers)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Reputation of the Region

Interviewee
Nine

#31
A

Supporting Industries ()
Supporting Industries = A FUNCTION OF( Sustainability Knowledge,Degree of Innovativeness)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Local Suppliers
Resource Availability

Interviewee
Nine

#32
A

Sustainability Knowledge ()
Sustainability Knowledge = A FUNCTION OF( Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Reputation of the Region
Supporting Industries

.Control

#34
C

TIME STEP (Month )
=1
Description: The time step for the simulation.
Present In 0 Views:
Used By

(View) View 1 (28 Variables)

Top

Group
Interviewee
Nine

(View) View 1 (28 Variables)
Type Variable Name And Description
#1 Ability to Respond to Globalisation ()
A Ability to Respond to Globalisation = A FUNCTION OF( Entrepreneurs in the Industry,Globalisation)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Imported Goods

Interviewee
Nine

#2
A

Availability of Transport and Infrastructure ()
Availability of Transport and Infrastructure = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Supply of Sustainable Products

Interviewee
Nine

#3
A

Awareness of Clusters ()
Awareness of Clusters = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Government Support for Industry

Interviewee
Nine

#4
A

Awareness of Sustainability ()
Awareness of Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( Government Support for Industry,"Existence of Non-Government Agencies")
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Demand for Traditional Industry
Sophistication of Customers
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Interviewee
Nine

#5
A
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Awareness of Sustainability Impact on Society ()
Awareness of Sustainability Impact on Society = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability

Interviewee
Nine

#6
A

Collaboration Within Industry ()
Collaboration Within Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Competition With Traditional Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Supply of Sustainable Products

Interviewee
Nine

#7
A

Competition With Traditional Industry ()
Competition With Traditional Industry = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Collaboration Within Industry
Consumer Demand for Sustainability

Interviewee
Nine

#8
A

Consumer Demand for Sustainability ()
Consumer Demand for Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( Awareness of Sustainability Impact on Society,Competition With Traditional Industry,Cost of Energy,Cost of Sustainability,Degree of
Innovativeness,Reputation of the Region,Sophistication of Customers)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Reputation of the Region

Interviewee
Nine

#9
A

Cost of Energy ()
Cost of Energy = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability

Interviewee
Nine

#10
A

Cost of Sustainability ()
Cost of Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability

Interviewee
Nine

#11
A

Degree of Innovativeness ()
Degree of Innovativeness = A FUNCTION OF( Entrepreneurs in the Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability
Innovation
Supporting Industries

Interviewee
Nine

#12
A

Demand for Traditional Industry ()
Demand for Traditional Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Awareness of Sustainability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Sophistication of Customers

Interviewee
Nine

#13
A

Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability ()
Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( Government Support for Industry,Resource Availability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Innovation
Sustainability Knowledge

Interviewee
Nine

#14
A

Entrepreneurs in the Industry ()
Entrepreneurs in the Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Government Support for Industry,Innovation,"Existence of Non-Government Agencies")
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Ability to Respond to Globalisation
Degree of Innovativeness

Interviewee
Nine

#15
A

Existence of Non-Government Agencies ()
"Existence of Non-Government Agencies" = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee
Nine

#17
A

Globalisation ()
Globalisation = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Ability to Respond to Globalisation
Need for Trade policies

Interviewee
Nine

#18
A

Government Support for Industry ()
Government Support for Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Awareness of Clusters,"Existence of Non-Government Agencies")
Present In 1 View:
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View 1
Used By
Awareness of Sustainability
Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability
Entrepreneurs in the Industry
Interviewee
Nine

#19
A

Imported Goods ()
Imported Goods = A FUNCTION OF( Ability to Respond to Globalisation,Need for Trade policies)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee
Nine

#21
A

Innovation ()
Innovation = A FUNCTION OF( Degree of Innovativeness,Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Entrepreneurs in the Industry
Reputation of the Region
Resource Availability

Interviewee
Nine

#22
A

Local Demand ()
Local Demand = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Need for Trade policies

Interviewee
Nine

#23
A

Local Suppliers ()
Local Suppliers = A FUNCTION OF( Supporting Industries)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Supply of Sustainable Products

Interviewee
Nine

#25
A

Need for Trade policies ()
Need for Trade policies = A FUNCTION OF( Globalisation,Local Demand)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Imported Goods

Interviewee
Nine

#26
A

Reputation of the Region ()
Reputation of the Region = A FUNCTION OF( Consumer Demand for Sustainability,Innovation,Supply of Sustainable Products,Sustainability Knowledge)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability

Interviewee
Nine

#27
A

Resource Availability ()
Resource Availability = A FUNCTION OF( Innovation,Supporting Industries)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability
Supply of Sustainable Products

Interviewee
Nine

#29
A

Sophistication of Customers ()
Sophistication of Customers = A FUNCTION OF( Awareness of Sustainability,Demand for Traditional Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability

Interviewee
Nine

#30
A

Supply of Sustainable Products ()
Supply of Sustainable Products = A FUNCTION OF( Availability of Transport and Infrastructure,Collaboration Within Industry,Resource Availability,Local Suppliers)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Reputation of the Region

Interviewee
Nine

#31
A

Supporting Industries ()
Supporting Industries = A FUNCTION OF( Sustainability Knowledge,Degree of Innovativeness)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Local Suppliers
Resource Availability

Interviewee
Nine

#32
A

Sustainability Knowledge ()
Sustainability Knowledge = A FUNCTION OF( Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Reputation of the Region
Supporting Industries

Top

Group

(Group) Interviewee Nine (28 Variables)
Type Variable Name And Description
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Interviewee
Nine

#1
A
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Ability to Respond to Globalisation ()
Ability to Respond to Globalisation = A FUNCTION OF( Entrepreneurs in the Industry,Globalisation)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Imported Goods

Interviewee
Nine

#2
A

Availability of Transport and Infrastructure ()
Availability of Transport and Infrastructure = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Supply of Sustainable Products

Interviewee
Nine

#3
A

Awareness of Clusters ()
Awareness of Clusters = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Government Support for Industry

Interviewee
Nine

#4
A

Awareness of Sustainability ()
Awareness of Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( Government Support for Industry,"Existence of Non-Government Agencies")
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Demand for Traditional Industry
Sophistication of Customers

Interviewee
Nine

#5
A

Awareness of Sustainability Impact on Society ()
Awareness of Sustainability Impact on Society = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability

Interviewee
Nine

#6
A

Collaboration Within Industry ()
Collaboration Within Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Competition With Traditional Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Supply of Sustainable Products

Interviewee
Nine

#7
A

Competition With Traditional Industry ()
Competition With Traditional Industry = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Collaboration Within Industry
Consumer Demand for Sustainability

Interviewee
Nine

#8
A

Consumer Demand for Sustainability ()
Consumer Demand for Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( Awareness of Sustainability Impact on Society,Competition With Traditional Industry,Cost of Energy,Cost of Sustainability,Degree of
Innovativeness,Reputation of the Region,Sophistication of Customers)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Reputation of the Region

Interviewee
Nine

#9
A

Cost of Energy ()
Cost of Energy = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability

Interviewee
Nine

#10
A

Cost of Sustainability ()
Cost of Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability

Interviewee
Nine

#11
A

Degree of Innovativeness ()
Degree of Innovativeness = A FUNCTION OF( Entrepreneurs in the Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability
Innovation
Supporting Industries

Interviewee
Nine

#12
A

Demand for Traditional Industry ()
Demand for Traditional Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Awareness of Sustainability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Sophistication of Customers
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Interviewee
Nine

#13
A
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Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability ()
Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( Government Support for Industry,Resource Availability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Innovation
Sustainability Knowledge

Interviewee
Nine

#14
A

Entrepreneurs in the Industry ()
Entrepreneurs in the Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Government Support for Industry,Innovation,"Existence of Non-Government Agencies")
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Ability to Respond to Globalisation
Degree of Innovativeness

Interviewee
Nine

#15
A

Existence of Non-Government Agencies ()
"Existence of Non-Government Agencies" = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee
Nine

#17
A

Globalisation ()
Globalisation = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Ability to Respond to Globalisation
Need for Trade policies

Interviewee
Nine

#18
A

Government Support for Industry ()
Government Support for Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Awareness of Clusters,"Existence of Non-Government Agencies")
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Awareness of Sustainability
Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability
Entrepreneurs in the Industry

Interviewee
Nine

#19
A

Imported Goods ()
Imported Goods = A FUNCTION OF( Ability to Respond to Globalisation,Need for Trade policies)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee
Nine

#21
A

Innovation ()
Innovation = A FUNCTION OF( Degree of Innovativeness,Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Entrepreneurs in the Industry
Reputation of the Region
Resource Availability

Interviewee
Nine

#22
A

Local Demand ()
Local Demand = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Need for Trade policies

Interviewee
Nine

#23
A

Local Suppliers ()
Local Suppliers = A FUNCTION OF( Supporting Industries)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Supply of Sustainable Products

Interviewee
Nine

#25
A

Need for Trade policies ()
Need for Trade policies = A FUNCTION OF( Globalisation,Local Demand)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Imported Goods

Interviewee
Nine

#26
A

Reputation of the Region ()
Reputation of the Region = A FUNCTION OF( Consumer Demand for Sustainability,Innovation,Supply of Sustainable Products,Sustainability Knowledge)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability

Interviewee
Nine

#27
A

Resource Availability ()
Resource Availability = A FUNCTION OF( Innovation,Supporting Industries)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability
Supply of Sustainable Products

Interviewee
Nine

#29
A

Sophistication of Customers ()
Sophistication of Customers = A FUNCTION OF( Awareness of Sustainability,Demand for Traditional Industry)
Present In 1 View:
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View 1
Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability
Interviewee
Nine

#30
A

Supply of Sustainable Products ()
Supply of Sustainable Products = A FUNCTION OF( Availability of Transport and Infrastructure,Collaboration Within Industry,Resource Availability,Local Suppliers)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Reputation of the Region

Interviewee
Nine

#31
A

Supporting Industries ()
Supporting Industries = A FUNCTION OF( Sustainability Knowledge,Degree of Innovativeness)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Local Suppliers
Resource Availability

Interviewee
Nine

#32
A

Sustainability Knowledge ()
Sustainability Knowledge = A FUNCTION OF( Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Reputation of the Region
Supporting Industries

(Type) Level (0 Variables)

Top

Group

Type

Variable Name And Description

(Type) Smooth (0 Variables)

Top

Group

Variable Name And Description

Type

(Type) Delay (0 Variables)

Top

Group

Type

Variable Name And Description

(Type) Level Initial (0 Variables)

Top

Group

Variable Name And Description

Type

(Type) Initial (0 Variables)

Top

Group

Type

Variable Name And Description

(Type) Constant (0 Variables)

Top

Group

Variable Name And Description

Type

(Type) Flow (0 Variables)

Top

Group
Top

Group
Interviewee
Nine

Type

Variable Name And Description

(Type) Auxiliary (28 Variables)
Type Variable Name And Description
#1 Ability to Respond to Globalisation ()
A Ability to Respond to Globalisation = A FUNCTION OF( Entrepreneurs in the Industry,Globalisation)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Imported Goods

Interviewee
Nine

#2
A

Availability of Transport and Infrastructure ()
Availability of Transport and Infrastructure = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Supply of Sustainable Products

Interviewee
Nine

#3
A

Awareness of Clusters ()
Awareness of Clusters = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Government Support for Industry

Interviewee
Nine

#4
A

Awareness of Sustainability ()
Awareness of Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( Government Support for Industry,"Existence of Non-Government Agencies")
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Demand for Traditional Industry
Sophistication of Customers

Interviewee
Nine

#5
A

Awareness of Sustainability Impact on Society ()
Awareness of Sustainability Impact on Society = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability

Interviewee
Nine

#6
A

Collaboration Within Industry ()
Collaboration Within Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Competition With Traditional Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Supply of Sustainable Products

Interviewee
Nine

#7
A

Competition With Traditional Industry ()
Competition With Traditional Industry = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Collaboration Within Industry
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Consumer Demand for Sustainability
Interviewee
Nine

#8
A

Consumer Demand for Sustainability ()
Consumer Demand for Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( Awareness of Sustainability Impact on Society,Competition With Traditional Industry,Cost of Energy,Cost of Sustainability,Degree of
Innovativeness,Reputation of the Region,Sophistication of Customers)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Reputation of the Region

Interviewee
Nine

#9
A

Cost of Energy ()
Cost of Energy = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability

Interviewee
Nine

#10
A

Cost of Sustainability ()
Cost of Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability

Interviewee
Nine

#11
A

Degree of Innovativeness ()
Degree of Innovativeness = A FUNCTION OF( Entrepreneurs in the Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability
Innovation
Supporting Industries

Interviewee
Nine

#12
A

Demand for Traditional Industry ()
Demand for Traditional Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Awareness of Sustainability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Sophistication of Customers

Interviewee
Nine

#13
A

Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability ()
Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( Government Support for Industry,Resource Availability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Innovation
Sustainability Knowledge

Interviewee
Nine

#14
A

Entrepreneurs in the Industry ()
Entrepreneurs in the Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Government Support for Industry,Innovation,"Existence of Non-Government Agencies")
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Ability to Respond to Globalisation
Degree of Innovativeness

Interviewee
Nine

#15
A

Existence of Non-Government Agencies ()
"Existence of Non-Government Agencies" = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee
Nine

#17
A

Globalisation ()
Globalisation = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Ability to Respond to Globalisation
Need for Trade policies

Interviewee
Nine

#18
A

Government Support for Industry ()
Government Support for Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Awareness of Clusters,"Existence of Non-Government Agencies")
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Awareness of Sustainability
Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability
Entrepreneurs in the Industry

Interviewee
Nine

#19
A

Imported Goods ()
Imported Goods = A FUNCTION OF( Ability to Respond to Globalisation,Need for Trade policies)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
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Innovation ()
Innovation = A FUNCTION OF( Degree of Innovativeness,Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1

#21
A

Used By
Entrepreneurs in the Industry
Reputation of the Region
Resource Availability

Interviewee
Nine

Local Demand ()
Local Demand = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1

#22
A

Used By
Need for Trade policies

Interviewee
Nine

Local Suppliers ()
Local Suppliers = A FUNCTION OF( Supporting Industries)
Present In 1 View:
View 1

#23
A

Used By
Supply of Sustainable Products

Interviewee
Nine

Need for Trade policies ()
Need for Trade policies = A FUNCTION OF( Globalisation,Local Demand)
Present In 1 View:
View 1

#25
A

Used By
Imported Goods

Interviewee
Nine

Reputation of the Region ()
Reputation of the Region = A FUNCTION OF( Consumer Demand for Sustainability,Innovation,Supply of Sustainable Products,Sustainability Knowledge)
Present In 1 View:
View 1

#26
A

Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability

Interviewee
Nine

Resource Availability ()
Resource Availability = A FUNCTION OF( Innovation,Supporting Industries)
Present In 1 View:
View 1

#27
A

Used By
Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability
Supply of Sustainable Products

Interviewee
Nine

Sophistication of Customers ()
Sophistication of Customers = A FUNCTION OF( Awareness of Sustainability,Demand for Traditional Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1

#29
A

Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability

Interviewee
Nine

Supply of Sustainable Products ()
Supply of Sustainable Products = A FUNCTION OF( Availability of Transport and Infrastructure,Collaboration Within Industry,Resource Availability,Local Suppliers)
Present In 1 View:
View 1

#30
A

Used By
Reputation of the Region

Interviewee
Nine

Supporting Industries ()
Supporting Industries = A FUNCTION OF( Sustainability Knowledge,Degree of Innovativeness)
Present In 1 View:
View 1

#31
A

Used By
Local Suppliers
Resource Availability

Interviewee
Nine

Sustainability Knowledge ()
Sustainability Knowledge = A FUNCTION OF( Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1

#32
A

Used By
Reputation of the Region
Supporting Industries

Top

(Type) Subscripts (0 Variables)

Group
Top

Type

Group
Top

Type

Group

Variable Name And Description

(Type) Game (0 Variables)

Group
Top

Variable Name And Description

(Type) Data (0 Variables)
Type

Variable Name And Description

(Type) Lookup (0 Variables)
Type

Variable Name And Description

Top
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All Variables (32)
Group

Type

Variable
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Interviewee Nine
Interviewee Nine
Interviewee Nine
Interviewee Nine
Interviewee Nine
Interviewee Nine
Interviewee Nine
Interviewee Nine
Interviewee Nine
Interviewee Nine
Interviewee Nine
Interviewee Nine
.Control
Interviewee Nine
Interviewee Nine
Interviewee Nine
.Control
Interviewee Nine
Interviewee Nine
Interviewee Nine
Interviewee Nine
Interviewee Nine
Interviewee Nine
.Control
Interviewee Nine
Interviewee Nine
Interviewee Nine
Interviewee Nine
.Control

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
C
A
A
A
C
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
C
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Ability to Respond to Globalisation ()
Availability of Transport and Infrastructure ()
Awareness of Clusters ()
Awareness of Sustainability ()
Awareness of Sustainability Impact on Society ()
Collaboration Within Industry ()
Competition With Traditional Industry ()
Consumer Demand for Sustainability ()
Cost of Energy ()
Cost of Sustainability ()
Degree of Innovativeness ()
Demand for Traditional Industry ()
Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability ()
Entrepreneurs in the Industry ()
Existence of Non-Government Agencies ()
FINAL TIME (Month)
Globalisation ()
Government Support for Industry ()
Imported Goods ()
INITIAL TIME (Month)
Innovation ()
Local Demand ()
Local Suppliers ()
Need for Trade policies ()
Reputation of the Region ()
Resource Availability ()
SAVEPER (Month )
Sophistication of Customers ()
Supply of Sustainable Products ()
Supporting Industries ()
Sustainability Knowledge ()
TIME STEP (Month )

Top

Variable Link Detail (32)
Group
Type
Variable
In/Out Counts
Interviewee Nine A Consumer Demand for Sustainability ()
7| 1
Interviewee Nine A Supply of Sustainable Products ()
4| 1
Interviewee Nine A Reputation of the Region ()
4| 1
Interviewee Nine A Innovation ()
2| 3
Interviewee Nine A Government Support for Industry ()
2| 3
Interviewee Nine A Entrepreneurs in the Industry ()
3| 2
Interviewee Nine A Supporting Industries ()
2| 2
Interviewee Nine A Resource Availability ()
2| 2
Interviewee Nine A Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability ()
2| 2
Interviewee Nine A Degree of Innovativeness ()
1| 3
Interviewee Nine A Awareness of Sustainability ()
2| 2
Interviewee Nine A Sustainability Knowledge ()
1| 2
Interviewee Nine A Sophistication of Customers ()
2| 1
Interviewee Nine A Need for Trade policies ()
2| 1
Interviewee Nine A Ability to Respond to Globalisation ()
2| 1
Interviewee Nine A Existence of Non-Government Agencies ()
0| 3
Interviewee Nine A Local Suppliers ()
1| 1
Interviewee Nine A Imported Goods ()
2| 0
Interviewee Nine A Globalisation ()
0| 2
Interviewee Nine A Demand for Traditional Industry ()
1| 1
0| 2
Interviewee Nine A Competition With Traditional Industry ()
Interviewee Nine A Collaboration Within Industry ()
1| 1
Interviewee Nine A Local Demand ()
0| 1
0| 1
Interviewee Nine A Cost of Sustainability ()
Interviewee Nine A Cost of Energy ()
0| 1
Interviewee Nine A Awareness of Sustainability Impact on Society ()
0| 1
Interviewee Nine A Awareness of Clusters ()
0| 1
Interviewee Nine A Availability of Transport and Infrastructure ()
0| 1
.Control
C TIME STEP (Month )
( 0| 0)
.Control
A SAVEPER (Month )
( 0| 0)
.Control
C INITIAL TIME (Month)
( 0| 0)
.Control
C FINAL TIME (Month)
( 0| 0)

In/Out Ratio
7.00
4.00
4.00
0.67
0.67
1.50
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.33
1.00
0.50
2.00
2.00
2.00
0.00
1.00
∞
0.00
1.00
0.00
1.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
∞
∞
∞
∞

In Links by Polarity Out Links by Polarity
6| 1| 0
1| 0| 0
4| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
4| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
2| 0| 0
3| 0| 0
1| 1| 0
3| 0| 0
3| 0| 0
2| 0| 0
2| 0| 0
2| 0| 0
2| 0| 0
2| 0| 0
2| 0| 0
2| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
3| 0| 0
2| 0| 0
1| 1| 0
1| 0| 0
2| 0| 0
1| 1| 0
1| 0| 0
1| 1| 0
1| 0| 0
2| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
3| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
2| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
2| 0| 0
0| 1| 0
0| 1| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 2| 0
0| 1| 0
1| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 1| 0
0| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 1| 0
0| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 0| 0

Top

Macros (0)
Name

Macro Definition

Expanded Macro Definition

Top
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Positive Polarity Causal Links (37)
Cause
Ability to Respond to Globalisation
Availability of Transport and Infrastructure
Awareness of Sustainability
Awareness of Sustainability Impact on Society
Collaboration Within Industry
Consumer Demand for Sustainability
Cost of Energy
Cost of Sustainability
Degree of Innovativeness
Degree of Innovativeness
Degree of Innovativeness
Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability
Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability
Entrepreneurs in the Industry
Entrepreneurs in the Industry

Effect
Imported Goods
Supply of Sustainable Products
Sophistication of Customers
Consumer Demand for Sustainability
Supply of Sustainable Products
Reputation of the Region
Consumer Demand for Sustainability
Consumer Demand for Sustainability
Consumer Demand for Sustainability
Innovation
Supporting Industries
Innovation
Sustainability Knowledge
Ability to Respond to Globalisation
Degree of Innovativeness

Polarity
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
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Existence of Non-Government Agencies
Existence of Non-Government Agencies
Existence of Non-Government Agencies
Globalisation
Globalisation
Government Support for Industry
Government Support for Industry
Government Support for Industry
Innovation
Innovation
Innovation
Local Suppliers
Need for Trade policies
Reputation of the Region
Resource Availability
Resource Availability
Sophistication of Customers
Supply of Sustainable Products
Supporting Industries
Supporting Industries
Sustainability Knowledge
Sustainability Knowledge

Awareness of Sustainability
Entrepreneurs in the Industry
Government Support for Industry
Ability to Respond to Globalisation
Need for Trade policies
Awareness of Sustainability
Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability
Entrepreneurs in the Industry
Entrepreneurs in the Industry
Reputation of the Region
Resource Availability
Supply of Sustainable Products
Imported Goods
Consumer Demand for Sustainability
Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability
Supply of Sustainable Products
Consumer Demand for Sustainability
Reputation of the Region
Local Suppliers
Resource Availability
Reputation of the Region
Supporting Industries

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

Top
Quick Links:
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Negative Polarity Causal Links (6)
Cause
Effect
Polarity
Awareness of Clusters
Government Support for Industry
Awareness of Sustainability
Demand for Traditional Industry
Competition With Traditional Industry
Collaboration Within Industry
Competition With Traditional Industry Consumer Demand for Sustainability
Demand for Traditional Industry
Sophistication of Customers
Local Demand
Need for Trade policies
-

Top

Function-based Polarity Causal Links (0)
Cause

Effect

Polarity

Top

View-Variable Profile
View
View 1

View-Variable Profile
28 vars (82.4%)

Top

List Of 1 views and their 28 Variables
Total:
Cost of Energy (In 1 View)
Ability to Respond to Globalisation (In 1 View)
Cost of Sustainability (In 1 View)
Need for Trade policies (In 1 View)
Sustainability Knowledge (In 1 View)
Collaboration Within Industry (In 1 View)
Entrepreneurs in the Industry (In 1 View)
Consumer Demand for Sustainability (In 1 View)
"Existence of Non-Government Agencies" (In 1 View)
Awareness of Sustainability (In 1 View)
Innovation (In 1 View)
Awareness of Sustainability Impact on Society (In 1 View)
Demand for Traditional Industry (In 1 View)
Sophistication of Customers (In 1 View)
Globalisation (In 1 View)
Competition With Traditional Industry (In 1 View)
Supply of Sustainable Products (In 1 View)
Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability (In 1 View)
Imported Goods (In 1 View)
Supporting Industries (In 1 View)
Local Demand (In 1 View)
Degree of Innovativeness (In 1 View)
Government Support for Industry (In 1 View)
Awareness of Clusters (In 1 View)
Reputation of the Region (In 1 View)
Availability of Transport and Infrastructure (In 1 View)
Local Suppliers (In 1 View)
Resource Availability (In 1 View)
Total:

View 1
28
Total:

28
View 1

Cost of Energy (In 1 View)
Ability to Respond to Globalisation (In 1 View)
Cost of Sustainability (In 1 View)
Need for Trade policies (In 1 View)
Sustainability Knowledge (In 1 View)
Collaboration Within Industry (In 1 View)
Entrepreneurs in the Industry (In 1 View)
Consumer Demand for Sustainability (In 1 View)
"Existence of Non-Government Agencies" (In 1 View)
Awareness of Sustainability (In 1 View)
Innovation (In 1 View)
Awareness of Sustainability Impact on Society (In 1 View)
Demand for Traditional Industry (In 1 View)
Sophistication of Customers (In 1 View)
Globalisation (In 1 View)
Competition With Traditional Industry (In 1 View)
Supply of Sustainable Products (In 1 View)
Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability (In 1 View)
Imported Goods (In 1 View)
Supporting Industries (In 1 View)
Local Demand (In 1 View)
Degree of Innovativeness (In 1 View)
Government Support for Industry (In 1 View)
Awareness of Clusters (In 1 View)
Reputation of the Region (In 1 View)
Availability of Transport and Infrastructure (In 1 View)
Local Suppliers (In 1 View)
Resource Availability (In 1 View)
Total:

Source File: C:\Users\Emily\Desktop\CLDS to be deidentified\Interviewee Nine.mdl (Sat Mar 03 16:24:32 AEDT 2018)
Report Created On Tue Mar 20 23:01:08 AEDT 2018
SDM-Doc Tool Version 1.2.89
Global Security Sciences Division
Argonne National Laboratory
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Documentation Of Interviewee Ten

Quick Links All Variables Variable Link Detail Variable Types Views Groups Macros Link Polarity View Summary View-Variable Profile

Model Assessment Results
Model Information

Result
41
48 (43|5|0)

Warnings

Result

Total Number Of Variables
Total Number Of Causal Links

Variable Types
L: Level (0 / 0)*
C: Constant (3 / 3)
G: Game (0 / 0)

SM: Smooth (0 / 0)*
F: Flow (0 / 0)
T: Lookup (0 / 0)*††

DE: Delay (0 / 0)*†
A: Auxiliary (38 / 38)

LI: Level Initial (0)
Sub: Subscripts (0)

I: Initial (0 / 0)
D: Data (0 / 0)

* (State Variables/Total Stocks) † Total Stocks Do Not Include Fixed Delay Variables. †† (Lookup Tables).

Views
View: View 1 (37) Variables

Groups
Interviewee Ten (37)

Quick Links:

Top

Group
Interviewee
Ten
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(All) Variables (41 Variables)
Type Variable Name And Description
#1 Ability to adopt Systems Thinking ()
A Ability to adopt Systems Thinking = A FUNCTION OF( Globalisation,Silo Mentality)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Investment in future
Networking Opportunities
Supply Chain Focus

Interviewee
Ten

#2
A

Action of Boundary Spanners ()
Action of Boundary Spanners = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Cross-Industry Projects
Strategic Alliances
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Competition With Traditional Industry ()
Competition With Traditional Industry = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Preparedness to Operate

Interviewee
Ten

#4
A

Consumer Demand for Sustainability ()
Consumer Demand for Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( Preparedness to Operate)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Lead Time for new products
Skills Training

Interviewee
Ten

#5
A

Cross-Industry Projects ()
"Cross-Industry Projects" = A FUNCTION OF( Strategic Alliances,Action of Boundary Spanners,Rate of Technological Change)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee
Ten

#6
A

Degree of Co-Location ()
"Degree of Co-Location" = A FUNCTION OF( Globalisation)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee
Ten

#7
A

Differences in Standards ()
Differences in Standards = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Risk Management

Interviewee
Ten

#8
A

Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability ()
Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Sustainability Knowledge

Interviewee
Ten

#9
A

Established Process Frameworks and Tools ()
Established Process Frameworks and Tools = A FUNCTION OF( Platform for Collaboration)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Platform for Collaboration

Interviewee
Ten

#10
A

Established Terms and Agreements ()
Established Terms and Agreements = A FUNCTION OF( Trust With Industry Partners)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Performance Measurement

Interviewee
Ten

#11
A

Established Threshold Conditions ()
Established Threshold Conditions = A FUNCTION OF( Risk Management)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Trust With Industry Partners

Interviewee
Ten

#12
A

Existence of an Active Cluster Consultant ()
Existence of an Active Cluster Consultant = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Strategic Alliances

.Control

#13
C

FINAL TIME (Month)
= 100
Description: The final time for the simulation.
Present In 0 Views:
Used By

Interviewee
Ten

#14
A

Fragmentation Within Industry ()
Fragmentation Within Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Platform for Collaboration)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Strategic Alliances

Interviewee
Ten

#15
A

Globalisation ()
Globalisation = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Ability to adopt Systems Thinking
Degree of Co-Location
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Government Support for Industry ()
Government Support for Industry = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Platform for Collaboration

.Control

#17
C

INITIAL TIME (Month)
=0
Description: The initial time for the simulation.
Present In 0 Views:
Used By

Interviewee
Ten

#18
A

Innovation ()
Innovation = A FUNCTION OF( Sustainability Knowledge,"Cross-Industry Projects")
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Technological Developments

Interviewee
Ten

#19
A

Investment in future ()
Investment in future = A FUNCTION OF( Ability to adopt Systems Thinking,Long Term Focus of Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee
Ten

#20
A

Lead Time for new products ()
Lead Time for new products = A FUNCTION OF( Consumer Demand for Sustainability,Rate of Technological Change)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee
Ten

#21
A

Long Term Focus of Industry ()
Long Term Focus of Industry = A FUNCTION OF( "Cross-Industry Projects")
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Investment in future

Interviewee
Ten

#23
A

Networking Opportunities ()
Networking Opportunities = A FUNCTION OF( Ability to adopt Systems Thinking,Platform for Collaboration)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Shared Purpose of Industry

Interviewee
Ten

#24
A

Performance Measurement ()
Performance Measurement = A FUNCTION OF( Established Terms and Agreements)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee
Ten

#25
A

Platform for Collaboration ()
Platform for Collaboration = A FUNCTION OF( "Cross-Industry Projects",Established Process Frameworks and Tools,Government Support for Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Established Process Frameworks and Tools
Fragmentation Within Industry
Networking Opportunities
Supply Chain Focus

Interviewee
Ten

#26
A

Preparedness to Operate ()
Preparedness to Operate = A FUNCTION OF( Resource Availability,Competition With Traditional Industry,Trust With Industry Partners)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability

Interviewee
Ten

#27
A

Rate of Technological Change ()
Rate of Technological Change = A FUNCTION OF( Traditional Thinking)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Cross-Industry Projects
Lead Time for new products
Technological Developments

Interviewee
Ten

#28
A

Resource Availability ()
Resource Availability = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Preparedness to Operate

Interviewee
Ten

#29
A

Risk Management ()
Risk Management = A FUNCTION OF( Differences in Standards)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Established Threshold Conditions
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SAVEPER (Month )
= TIME STEP
Description: The frequency with which output is stored.
Present In 0 Views:
Used By

Interviewee
Ten

#31
A

Shared Purpose of Industry ()
Shared Purpose of Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Networking Opportunities,Specification Agreements)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Strategic Alliances

Interviewee
Ten

#32
A

Silo Mentality ()
Silo Mentality = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Ability to adopt Systems Thinking

Interviewee
Ten

#33
A

Skills Training ()
Skills Training = A FUNCTION OF( Consumer Demand for Sustainability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee
Ten

#34
A

Specification Agreements ()
Specification Agreements = A FUNCTION OF( Supply Chain Focus)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Shared Purpose of Industry
Trust With Industry Partners

Interviewee
Ten

#35
A

Strategic Alignment ()
Strategic Alignment = A FUNCTION OF( Supply Chain Focus)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Strategic Alliances

Interviewee
Ten

#36
A

Strategic Alliances ()
Strategic Alliances = A FUNCTION OF( Action of Boundary Spanners,"Cross-Industry Projects",Existence of an Active Cluster Consultant,Fragmentation Within Industry,Shared Purpose of
Industry,Strategic Alignment)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Cross-Industry Projects

Interviewee
Ten

#37
A

Supply Chain Focus ()
Supply Chain Focus = A FUNCTION OF( Ability to adopt Systems Thinking,Platform for Collaboration)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Specification Agreements
Strategic Alignment

Interviewee
Ten

#38
A

Sustainability Knowledge ()
Sustainability Knowledge = A FUNCTION OF( Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability,Technological Developments)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Innovation

Interviewee
Ten

#39
A

Technological Developments ()
Technological Developments = A FUNCTION OF( Innovation,Rate of Technological Change)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Sustainability Knowledge

.Control

#41
C

TIME STEP (Month )
=1
Description: The time step for the simulation.
Present In 0 Views:
Used By

Interviewee
Ten

#42
A

Traditional Thinking ()
Traditional Thinking = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Rate of Technological Change

Interviewee
Ten

#43
A

Trust With Industry Partners ()
Trust With Industry Partners = A FUNCTION OF( Established Threshold Conditions,Specification Agreements)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Established Terms and Agreements
Preparedness to Operate
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(View) View 1 (37 Variables)

Top

Group
Interviewee
Ten

(View) View 1 (37 Variables)
Type Variable Name And Description
#1 Ability to adopt Systems Thinking ()
A Ability to adopt Systems Thinking = A FUNCTION OF( Globalisation,Silo Mentality)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Investment in future
Networking Opportunities
Supply Chain Focus

Interviewee
Ten

#2
A

Action of Boundary Spanners ()
Action of Boundary Spanners = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Cross-Industry Projects
Strategic Alliances

Interviewee
Ten

#3
A

Competition With Traditional Industry ()
Competition With Traditional Industry = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Preparedness to Operate

Interviewee
Ten

#4
A

Consumer Demand for Sustainability ()
Consumer Demand for Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( Preparedness to Operate)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Lead Time for new products
Skills Training

Interviewee
Ten

#5
A

Cross-Industry Projects ()
"Cross-Industry Projects" = A FUNCTION OF( Strategic Alliances,Action of Boundary Spanners,Rate of Technological Change)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee
Ten

#6
A

Degree of Co-Location ()
"Degree of Co-Location" = A FUNCTION OF( Globalisation)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee
Ten

#7
A

Differences in Standards ()
Differences in Standards = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Risk Management
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Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability ()
Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Sustainability Knowledge

Interviewee
Ten

#9
A

Established Process Frameworks and Tools ()
Established Process Frameworks and Tools = A FUNCTION OF( Platform for Collaboration)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Platform for Collaboration

Interviewee
Ten

#10
A

Established Terms and Agreements ()
Established Terms and Agreements = A FUNCTION OF( Trust With Industry Partners)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Performance Measurement

Interviewee
Ten

#11
A

Established Threshold Conditions ()
Established Threshold Conditions = A FUNCTION OF( Risk Management)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Trust With Industry Partners

Interviewee
Ten

#12
A

Existence of an Active Cluster Consultant ()
Existence of an Active Cluster Consultant = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Strategic Alliances

Interviewee
Ten

#14
A

Fragmentation Within Industry ()
Fragmentation Within Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Platform for Collaboration)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Strategic Alliances

Interviewee
Ten

#15
A

Globalisation ()
Globalisation = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Ability to adopt Systems Thinking
Degree of Co-Location

Interviewee
Ten

#16
A

Government Support for Industry ()
Government Support for Industry = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Platform for Collaboration

Interviewee
Ten

#18
A

Innovation ()
Innovation = A FUNCTION OF( Sustainability Knowledge,"Cross-Industry Projects")
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Technological Developments

Interviewee
Ten

#19
A

Investment in future ()
Investment in future = A FUNCTION OF( Ability to adopt Systems Thinking,Long Term Focus of Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee
Ten

#20
A

Lead Time for new products ()
Lead Time for new products = A FUNCTION OF( Consumer Demand for Sustainability,Rate of Technological Change)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee
Ten

#21
A

Long Term Focus of Industry ()
Long Term Focus of Industry = A FUNCTION OF( "Cross-Industry Projects")
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Investment in future

Interviewee
Ten

#23
A

Networking Opportunities ()
Networking Opportunities = A FUNCTION OF( Ability to adopt Systems Thinking,Platform for Collaboration)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Shared Purpose of Industry
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Performance Measurement ()
Performance Measurement = A FUNCTION OF( Established Terms and Agreements)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee
Ten

#25
A

Platform for Collaboration ()
Platform for Collaboration = A FUNCTION OF( "Cross-Industry Projects",Established Process Frameworks and Tools,Government Support for Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Established Process Frameworks and Tools
Fragmentation Within Industry
Networking Opportunities
Supply Chain Focus

Interviewee
Ten

#26
A

Preparedness to Operate ()
Preparedness to Operate = A FUNCTION OF( Resource Availability,Competition With Traditional Industry,Trust With Industry Partners)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability

Interviewee
Ten

#27
A

Rate of Technological Change ()
Rate of Technological Change = A FUNCTION OF( Traditional Thinking)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Cross-Industry Projects
Lead Time for new products
Technological Developments

Interviewee
Ten

#28
A

Resource Availability ()
Resource Availability = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Preparedness to Operate

Interviewee
Ten

#29
A

Risk Management ()
Risk Management = A FUNCTION OF( Differences in Standards)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Established Threshold Conditions

Interviewee
Ten

#31
A

Shared Purpose of Industry ()
Shared Purpose of Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Networking Opportunities,Specification Agreements)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Strategic Alliances

Interviewee
Ten

#32
A

Silo Mentality ()
Silo Mentality = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Ability to adopt Systems Thinking

Interviewee
Ten

#33
A

Skills Training ()
Skills Training = A FUNCTION OF( Consumer Demand for Sustainability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee
Ten

#34
A

Specification Agreements ()
Specification Agreements = A FUNCTION OF( Supply Chain Focus)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Shared Purpose of Industry
Trust With Industry Partners

Interviewee
Ten

#35
A

Strategic Alignment ()
Strategic Alignment = A FUNCTION OF( Supply Chain Focus)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Strategic Alliances

Interviewee
Ten

#36
A

Strategic Alliances ()
Strategic Alliances = A FUNCTION OF( Action of Boundary Spanners,"Cross-Industry Projects",Existence of an Active Cluster Consultant,Fragmentation Within Industry,Shared Purpose of
Industry,Strategic Alignment)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Cross-Industry Projects
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Interviewee
Ten

#37
A
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Supply Chain Focus ()
Supply Chain Focus = A FUNCTION OF( Ability to adopt Systems Thinking,Platform for Collaboration)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Specification Agreements
Strategic Alignment

Interviewee
Ten

#38
A

Sustainability Knowledge ()
Sustainability Knowledge = A FUNCTION OF( Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability,Technological Developments)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Innovation

Interviewee
Ten

#39
A

Technological Developments ()
Technological Developments = A FUNCTION OF( Innovation,Rate of Technological Change)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Sustainability Knowledge

Interviewee
Ten

#42
A

Traditional Thinking ()
Traditional Thinking = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Rate of Technological Change

Interviewee
Ten

#43
A

Trust With Industry Partners ()
Trust With Industry Partners = A FUNCTION OF( Established Threshold Conditions,Specification Agreements)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Established Terms and Agreements
Preparedness to Operate

Top

Group
Interviewee
Ten

(Group) Interviewee Ten (37 Variables)
Type Variable Name And Description
#1 Ability to adopt Systems Thinking ()
A Ability to adopt Systems Thinking = A FUNCTION OF( Globalisation,Silo Mentality)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Investment in future
Networking Opportunities
Supply Chain Focus

Interviewee
Ten

#2
A

Action of Boundary Spanners ()
Action of Boundary Spanners = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Cross-Industry Projects
Strategic Alliances

Interviewee
Ten

#3
A

Competition With Traditional Industry ()
Competition With Traditional Industry = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Preparedness to Operate

Interviewee
Ten

#4
A

Consumer Demand for Sustainability ()
Consumer Demand for Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( Preparedness to Operate)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Lead Time for new products
Skills Training

Interviewee
Ten

#5
A

Cross-Industry Projects ()
"Cross-Industry Projects" = A FUNCTION OF( Strategic Alliances,Action of Boundary Spanners,Rate of Technological Change)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee
Ten

#6
A

Degree of Co-Location ()
"Degree of Co-Location" = A FUNCTION OF( Globalisation)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee
Ten

#7
A

Differences in Standards ()
Differences in Standards = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Risk Management
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Interviewee
Ten

#8
A
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Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability ()
Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Sustainability Knowledge

Interviewee
Ten

#9
A

Established Process Frameworks and Tools ()
Established Process Frameworks and Tools = A FUNCTION OF( Platform for Collaboration)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Platform for Collaboration

Interviewee
Ten

#10
A

Established Terms and Agreements ()
Established Terms and Agreements = A FUNCTION OF( Trust With Industry Partners)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Performance Measurement

Interviewee
Ten

#11
A

Established Threshold Conditions ()
Established Threshold Conditions = A FUNCTION OF( Risk Management)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Trust With Industry Partners

Interviewee
Ten

#12
A

Existence of an Active Cluster Consultant ()
Existence of an Active Cluster Consultant = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Strategic Alliances

Interviewee
Ten

#14
A

Fragmentation Within Industry ()
Fragmentation Within Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Platform for Collaboration)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Strategic Alliances

Interviewee
Ten

#15
A

Globalisation ()
Globalisation = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Ability to adopt Systems Thinking
Degree of Co-Location

Interviewee
Ten

#16
A

Government Support for Industry ()
Government Support for Industry = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Platform for Collaboration

Interviewee
Ten

#18
A

Innovation ()
Innovation = A FUNCTION OF( Sustainability Knowledge,"Cross-Industry Projects")
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Technological Developments

Interviewee
Ten

#19
A

Investment in future ()
Investment in future = A FUNCTION OF( Ability to adopt Systems Thinking,Long Term Focus of Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee
Ten

#20
A

Lead Time for new products ()
Lead Time for new products = A FUNCTION OF( Consumer Demand for Sustainability,Rate of Technological Change)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee
Ten

#21
A

Long Term Focus of Industry ()
Long Term Focus of Industry = A FUNCTION OF( "Cross-Industry Projects")
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Investment in future

Interviewee
Ten

#23
A

Networking Opportunities ()
Networking Opportunities = A FUNCTION OF( Ability to adopt Systems Thinking,Platform for Collaboration)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Shared Purpose of Industry
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Ten

#24
A
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Performance Measurement ()
Performance Measurement = A FUNCTION OF( Established Terms and Agreements)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee
Ten

#25
A

Platform for Collaboration ()
Platform for Collaboration = A FUNCTION OF( "Cross-Industry Projects",Established Process Frameworks and Tools,Government Support for Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Established Process Frameworks and Tools
Fragmentation Within Industry
Networking Opportunities
Supply Chain Focus

Interviewee
Ten

#26
A

Preparedness to Operate ()
Preparedness to Operate = A FUNCTION OF( Resource Availability,Competition With Traditional Industry,Trust With Industry Partners)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability

Interviewee
Ten

#27
A

Rate of Technological Change ()
Rate of Technological Change = A FUNCTION OF( Traditional Thinking)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Cross-Industry Projects
Lead Time for new products
Technological Developments

Interviewee
Ten

#28
A

Resource Availability ()
Resource Availability = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Preparedness to Operate

Interviewee
Ten

#29
A

Risk Management ()
Risk Management = A FUNCTION OF( Differences in Standards)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Established Threshold Conditions

Interviewee
Ten

#31
A

Shared Purpose of Industry ()
Shared Purpose of Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Networking Opportunities,Specification Agreements)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Strategic Alliances

Interviewee
Ten

#32
A

Silo Mentality ()
Silo Mentality = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Ability to adopt Systems Thinking

Interviewee
Ten

#33
A

Skills Training ()
Skills Training = A FUNCTION OF( Consumer Demand for Sustainability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee
Ten

#34
A

Specification Agreements ()
Specification Agreements = A FUNCTION OF( Supply Chain Focus)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Shared Purpose of Industry
Trust With Industry Partners

Interviewee
Ten

#35
A

Strategic Alignment ()
Strategic Alignment = A FUNCTION OF( Supply Chain Focus)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Strategic Alliances

Interviewee
Ten

#36
A

Strategic Alliances ()
Strategic Alliances = A FUNCTION OF( Action of Boundary Spanners,"Cross-Industry Projects",Existence of an Active Cluster Consultant,Fragmentation Within Industry,Shared Purpose of
Industry,Strategic Alignment)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Cross-Industry Projects
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Interviewee
Ten

#37
A
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Supply Chain Focus ()
Supply Chain Focus = A FUNCTION OF( Ability to adopt Systems Thinking,Platform for Collaboration)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Specification Agreements
Strategic Alignment

Interviewee
Ten

#38
A

Sustainability Knowledge ()
Sustainability Knowledge = A FUNCTION OF( Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability,Technological Developments)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Innovation

Interviewee
Ten

#39
A

Technological Developments ()
Technological Developments = A FUNCTION OF( Innovation,Rate of Technological Change)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Sustainability Knowledge

Interviewee
Ten

#42
A

Traditional Thinking ()
Traditional Thinking = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Rate of Technological Change

Interviewee
Ten

#43
A

Trust With Industry Partners ()
Trust With Industry Partners = A FUNCTION OF( Established Threshold Conditions,Specification Agreements)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Established Terms and Agreements
Preparedness to Operate

(Type) Level (0 Variables)

Top

Group

Type

Variable Name And Description

(Type) Smooth (0 Variables)

Top

Group

Type

Variable Name And Description

(Type) Delay (0 Variables)

Top

Group

Type

Variable Name And Description

(Type) Level Initial (0 Variables)

Top

Group

Variable Name And Description

Type

(Type) Initial (0 Variables)

Top

Group

Type

Variable Name And Description

(Type) Constant (0 Variables)

Top

Group

Variable Name And Description

Type

(Type) Flow (0 Variables)

Top

Group
Top

Group
Interviewee
Ten

Type

Variable Name And Description

(Type) Auxiliary (37 Variables)
Type Variable Name And Description
#1 Ability to adopt Systems Thinking ()
A Ability to adopt Systems Thinking = A FUNCTION OF( Globalisation,Silo Mentality)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Investment in future
Networking Opportunities
Supply Chain Focus

Interviewee
Ten

#2
A

Action of Boundary Spanners ()
Action of Boundary Spanners = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Cross-Industry Projects
Strategic Alliances

Interviewee
Ten

#3
A

Competition With Traditional Industry ()
Competition With Traditional Industry = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Preparedness to Operate

Interviewee
Ten

#4
A

Consumer Demand for Sustainability ()
Consumer Demand for Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( Preparedness to Operate)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Lead Time for new products
Skills Training

Interviewee
Ten

#5
A

Cross-Industry Projects ()
"Cross-Industry Projects" = A FUNCTION OF( Strategic Alliances,Action of Boundary Spanners,Rate of Technological Change)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
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Ten

#6
A
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Degree of Co-Location ()
"Degree of Co-Location" = A FUNCTION OF( Globalisation)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee
Ten

#7
A

Differences in Standards ()
Differences in Standards = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Risk Management

Interviewee
Ten

#8
A

Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability ()
Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Sustainability Knowledge

Interviewee
Ten

#9
A

Established Process Frameworks and Tools ()
Established Process Frameworks and Tools = A FUNCTION OF( Platform for Collaboration)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Platform for Collaboration

Interviewee
Ten

#10
A

Established Terms and Agreements ()
Established Terms and Agreements = A FUNCTION OF( Trust With Industry Partners)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Performance Measurement

Interviewee
Ten

#11
A

Established Threshold Conditions ()
Established Threshold Conditions = A FUNCTION OF( Risk Management)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Trust With Industry Partners

Interviewee
Ten

#12
A

Existence of an Active Cluster Consultant ()
Existence of an Active Cluster Consultant = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Strategic Alliances

Interviewee
Ten

#14
A

Fragmentation Within Industry ()
Fragmentation Within Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Platform for Collaboration)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Strategic Alliances

Interviewee
Ten

#15
A

Globalisation ()
Globalisation = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Ability to adopt Systems Thinking
Degree of Co-Location

Interviewee
Ten

#16
A

Government Support for Industry ()
Government Support for Industry = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Platform for Collaboration

Interviewee
Ten

#18
A

Innovation ()
Innovation = A FUNCTION OF( Sustainability Knowledge,"Cross-Industry Projects")
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Technological Developments

Interviewee
Ten

#19
A

Investment in future ()
Investment in future = A FUNCTION OF( Ability to adopt Systems Thinking,Long Term Focus of Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee
Ten

#20
A

Lead Time for new products ()
Lead Time for new products = A FUNCTION OF( Consumer Demand for Sustainability,Rate of Technological Change)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
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Interviewee
Ten

#21
A
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Long Term Focus of Industry ()
Long Term Focus of Industry = A FUNCTION OF( "Cross-Industry Projects")
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Investment in future

Interviewee
Ten

#23
A

Networking Opportunities ()
Networking Opportunities = A FUNCTION OF( Ability to adopt Systems Thinking,Platform for Collaboration)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Shared Purpose of Industry

Interviewee
Ten

#24
A

Performance Measurement ()
Performance Measurement = A FUNCTION OF( Established Terms and Agreements)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee
Ten

#25
A

Platform for Collaboration ()
Platform for Collaboration = A FUNCTION OF( "Cross-Industry Projects",Established Process Frameworks and Tools,Government Support for Industry)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Established Process Frameworks and Tools
Fragmentation Within Industry
Networking Opportunities
Supply Chain Focus

Interviewee
Ten

#26
A

Preparedness to Operate ()
Preparedness to Operate = A FUNCTION OF( Resource Availability,Competition With Traditional Industry,Trust With Industry Partners)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Consumer Demand for Sustainability

Interviewee
Ten

#27
A

Rate of Technological Change ()
Rate of Technological Change = A FUNCTION OF( Traditional Thinking)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Cross-Industry Projects
Lead Time for new products
Technological Developments

Interviewee
Ten

#28
A

Resource Availability ()
Resource Availability = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Preparedness to Operate

Interviewee
Ten

#29
A

Risk Management ()
Risk Management = A FUNCTION OF( Differences in Standards)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Established Threshold Conditions

Interviewee
Ten

#31
A

Shared Purpose of Industry ()
Shared Purpose of Industry = A FUNCTION OF( Networking Opportunities,Specification Agreements)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Strategic Alliances

Interviewee
Ten

#32
A

Silo Mentality ()
Silo Mentality = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Ability to adopt Systems Thinking

Interviewee
Ten

#33
A

Skills Training ()
Skills Training = A FUNCTION OF( Consumer Demand for Sustainability)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By

Interviewee
Ten

#34
A

Specification Agreements ()
Specification Agreements = A FUNCTION OF( Supply Chain Focus)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
Used By
Shared Purpose of Industry
Trust With Industry Partners

Interviewee
Ten

#35
A

Strategic Alignment ()
Strategic Alignment = A FUNCTION OF( Supply Chain Focus)
Present In 1 View:
View 1
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Used By
Strategic Alliances
Interviewee
Ten

Strategic Alliances ()
Strategic Alliances = A FUNCTION OF( Action of Boundary Spanners,"Cross-Industry Projects",Existence of an Active Cluster Consultant,Fragmentation Within Industry,Shared Purpose of
Industry,Strategic Alignment)
Present In 1 View:
View 1

#36
A

Used By
Cross-Industry Projects

Interviewee
Ten

Supply Chain Focus ()
Supply Chain Focus = A FUNCTION OF( Ability to adopt Systems Thinking,Platform for Collaboration)
Present In 1 View:
View 1

#37
A

Used By
Specification Agreements
Strategic Alignment

Interviewee
Ten

Sustainability Knowledge ()
Sustainability Knowledge = A FUNCTION OF( Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability,Technological Developments)
Present In 1 View:
View 1

#38
A

Used By
Innovation

Interviewee
Ten

Technological Developments ()
Technological Developments = A FUNCTION OF( Innovation,Rate of Technological Change)
Present In 1 View:
View 1

#39
A

Used By
Sustainability Knowledge

Interviewee
Ten

Traditional Thinking ()
Traditional Thinking = A FUNCTION OF( )
Present In 1 View:
View 1

#42
A

Used By
Rate of Technological Change

Interviewee
Ten

Trust With Industry Partners ()
Trust With Industry Partners = A FUNCTION OF( Established Threshold Conditions,Specification Agreements)
Present In 1 View:
View 1

#43
A

Used By
Established Terms and Agreements
Preparedness to Operate

Top

Group
Top

(Type) Subscripts (0 Variables)
Type

Group
Top

Type

Group

Variable Name And Description

(Type) Game (0 Variables)

Group
Top

Variable Name And Description

(Type) Data (0 Variables)
Type

Variable Name And Description

(Type) Lookup (0 Variables)
Type

Variable Name And Description

Top
Quick Links:

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

K

L

M

N

O

P

Q

R

S

T

U

V

W

X

Y

Z

All Variables (41)
Group
Type
Variable
Interviewee Ten A Ability to adopt Systems Thinking ()
Interviewee Ten A Action of Boundary Spanners ()
Interviewee Ten A Competition With Traditional Industry ()
Interviewee Ten A Consumer Demand for Sustainability ()
Interviewee Ten A Cross-Industry Projects ()
Interviewee Ten A Degree of Co-Location ()
Interviewee Ten A Differences in Standards ()
Interviewee Ten A Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability ()
Interviewee Ten A Established Process Frameworks and Tools ()
Interviewee Ten A Established Terms and Agreements ()
Interviewee Ten A Established Threshold Conditions ()
Interviewee Ten A Existence of an Active Cluster Consultant ()
.Control
C FINAL TIME (Month)
Interviewee Ten A Fragmentation Within Industry ()
Interviewee Ten A Globalisation ()
Interviewee Ten A Government Support for Industry ()
.Control
C INITIAL TIME (Month)
Interviewee Ten A Innovation ()
Interviewee Ten A Investment in future ()
Interviewee Ten A Lead Time for new products ()
Interviewee Ten A Long Term Focus of Industry ()
Interviewee Ten A Networking Opportunities ()
Interviewee Ten A Performance Measurement ()
Interviewee Ten A Platform for Collaboration ()
Interviewee Ten A Preparedness to Operate ()
Interviewee Ten A Rate of Technological Change ()
Interviewee Ten A Resource Availability ()
Interviewee Ten A Risk Management ()
.Control
A SAVEPER (Month )
Interviewee Ten A Shared Purpose of Industry ()
Interviewee Ten A Silo Mentality ()
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Interviewee Ten
Interviewee Ten
Interviewee Ten
Interviewee Ten
Interviewee Ten
Interviewee Ten
Interviewee Ten
.Control
Interviewee Ten
Interviewee Ten

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
C
A
A
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Skills Training ()
Specification Agreements ()
Strategic Alignment ()
Strategic Alliances ()
Supply Chain Focus ()
Sustainability Knowledge ()
Technological Developments ()
TIME STEP (Month )
Traditional Thinking ()
Trust With Industry Partners ()

Top

Variable Link Detail (41)
Group
Type
Variable
In/Out Counts
Interviewee Ten A Strategic Alliances ()
6| 1
Interviewee Ten A Platform for Collaboration ()
3| 4
Interviewee Ten A Cross-Industry Projects ()
3| 4
2| 3
Interviewee Ten A Ability to adopt Systems Thinking ()
Interviewee Ten A Trust With Industry Partners ()
2| 2
Interviewee Ten A Supply Chain Focus ()
2| 2
1| 3
Interviewee Ten A Rate of Technological Change ()
Interviewee Ten A Preparedness to Operate ()
3| 1
Interviewee Ten A Technological Developments ()
2| 1
2| 1
Interviewee Ten A Sustainability Knowledge ()
Interviewee Ten A Specification Agreements ()
1| 2
Interviewee Ten A Shared Purpose of Industry ()
2| 1
2| 1
Interviewee Ten A Networking Opportunities ()
Interviewee Ten A Innovation ()
2| 1
Interviewee Ten A Consumer Demand for Sustainability ()
1| 2
1| 1
Interviewee Ten A Strategic Alignment ()
Interviewee Ten A Risk Management ()
1| 1
Interviewee Ten A Long Term Focus of Industry ()
1| 1
2| 0
Interviewee Ten A Lead Time for new products ()
Interviewee Ten A Investment in future ()
2| 0
Interviewee Ten A Globalisation ()
0| 2
1| 1
Interviewee Ten A Fragmentation Within Industry ()
Interviewee Ten A Established Threshold Conditions ()
1| 1
Interviewee Ten A Established Terms and Agreements ()
1| 1
Interviewee Ten A Established Process Frameworks and Tools ()
1| 1
Interviewee Ten A Action of Boundary Spanners ()
0| 2
Interviewee Ten A Traditional Thinking ()
0| 1
Interviewee Ten A Skills Training ()
1| 0
Interviewee Ten A Silo Mentality ()
0| 1
Interviewee Ten A Resource Availability ()
0| 1
Interviewee Ten A Performance Measurement ()
1| 0
Interviewee Ten A Government Support for Industry ()
0| 1
Interviewee Ten A Existence of an Active Cluster Consultant ()
0| 1
Interviewee Ten A Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability ()
0| 1
Interviewee Ten A Differences in Standards ()
0| 1
Interviewee Ten A Competition With Traditional Industry ()
0| 1
Interviewee Ten A Degree of Co-Location ()
1| 0
.Control
C TIME STEP (Month )
( 0| 0)
.Control
A SAVEPER (Month )
( 0| 0)
.Control
C INITIAL TIME (Month)
( 0| 0)
.Control
C FINAL TIME (Month)
( 0| 0)

In/Out Ratio
6.00
0.75
0.75
0.67
1.00
1.00
0.33
3.00
2.00
2.00
0.50
2.00
2.00
2.00
0.50
1.00
1.00
1.00
∞
∞
0.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.00
0.00
∞
0.00
0.00
∞
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞

In Links by Polarity Out Links by Polarity
5| 1| 0
1| 0| 0
3| 0| 0
3| 1| 0
3| 0| 0
4| 0| 0
1| 1| 0
3| 0| 0
2| 0| 0
2| 0| 0
2| 0| 0
2| 0| 0
0| 1| 0
3| 0| 0
3| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
2| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
2| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
2| 0| 0
2| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
2| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
2| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
2| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
2| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
2| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
1| 1| 0
0| 1| 0
0| 1| 0
1| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
2| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 1| 0
1| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 1| 0
0| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
1| 0| 0
0| 1| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 0| 0
0| 0| 0

Top

Macros (0)
Name

Macro Definition

Expanded Macro Definition

Top
Quick Links:

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

K

L

M

N

O

P

Q

R

S

T

U

V

W

X

Y

Z

Positive Polarity Causal Links (43)
Cause
Effect
Polarity
Ability to adopt Systems Thinking
Investment in future
+
Ability to adopt Systems Thinking
Networking Opportunities
+
Ability to adopt Systems Thinking
Supply Chain Focus
+
Action of Boundary Spanners
Cross-Industry Projects
+
Action of Boundary Spanners
Strategic Alliances
+
Competition With Traditional Industry
Preparedness to Operate
+
Consumer Demand for Sustainability
Lead Time for new products
+
Consumer Demand for Sustainability
Skills Training
+
Cross-Industry Projects
Innovation
+
Cross-Industry Projects
Long Term Focus of Industry
+
Cross-Industry Projects
Platform for Collaboration
+
Cross-Industry Projects
Strategic Alliances
+
Differences in Standards
Risk Management
+
Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability
Sustainability Knowledge
+
Established Process Frameworks and Tools
Platform for Collaboration
+
Established Terms and Agreements
Performance Measurement
+
Established Threshold Conditions
Trust With Industry Partners
+
Existence of an Active Cluster Consultant
Strategic Alliances
+
Globalisation
Ability to adopt Systems Thinking
+
Government Support for Industry
Platform for Collaboration
+
Innovation
Technological Developments
+
Long Term Focus of Industry
Investment in future
+
Networking Opportunities
Shared Purpose of Industry
+
Platform for Collaboration
Established Process Frameworks and Tools
+
Platform for Collaboration
Networking Opportunities
+
Platform for Collaboration
Supply Chain Focus
+
Preparedness to Operate
Consumer Demand for Sustainability
+
Rate of Technological Change
Cross-Industry Projects
+
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Rate of Technological Change
Rate of Technological Change
Resource Availability
Risk Management
Shared Purpose of Industry
Specification Agreements
Specification Agreements
Strategic Alignment
Strategic Alliances
Supply Chain Focus
Supply Chain Focus
Sustainability Knowledge
Technological Developments
Trust With Industry Partners
Trust With Industry Partners

Lead Time for new products
Technological Developments
Preparedness to Operate
Established Threshold Conditions
Strategic Alliances
Shared Purpose of Industry
Trust With Industry Partners
Strategic Alliances
Cross-Industry Projects
Specification Agreements
Strategic Alignment
Innovation
Sustainability Knowledge
Established Terms and Agreements
Preparedness to Operate

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

Top
Quick Links:

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

K

L

M

N

O

P

Q

R

S

T

U

V

W

X

Y

Z

Negative Polarity Causal Links (5)
Cause
Effect
Polarity
Fragmentation Within Industry
Strategic Alliances
Globalisation
Degree of Co-Location
Platform for Collaboration
Fragmentation Within Industry
Silo Mentality
Ability to adopt Systems Thinking
Traditional Thinking
Rate of Technological Change
-

Top

Function-based Polarity Causal Links (0)
Cause

Effect

Polarity

Top

View-Variable Profile
View
View 1

View-Variable Profile
37 vars (86%)

Top

List Of 1 views and their 37 Variables
Total:
Differences in Standards (In 1 View)
Strategic Alliances (In 1 View)
Traditional Thinking (In 1 View)
Sustainability Knowledge (In 1 View)
"Degree of Co-Location" (In 1 View)
"Cross-Industry Projects" (In 1 View)
Existence of an Active Cluster Consultant (In 1 View)
Risk Management (In 1 View)
Consumer Demand for Sustainability (In 1 View)
Skills Training (In 1 View)
Innovation (In 1 View)
Ability to adopt Systems Thinking (In 1 View)
Performance Measurement (In 1 View)
Strategic Alignment (In 1 View)
Investment in future (In 1 View)
Established Threshold Conditions (In 1 View)
Rate of Technological Change (In 1 View)
Established Terms and Agreements (In 1 View)
Networking Opportunities (In 1 View)
Globalisation (In 1 View)
Shared Purpose of Industry (In 1 View)
Competition With Traditional Industry (In 1 View)
Preparedness to Operate (In 1 View)
Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability (In 1 View)
Fragmentation Within Industry (In 1 View)
Established Process Frameworks and Tools (In 1 View)
Technological Developments (In 1 View)
Supply Chain Focus (In 1 View)
Government Support for Industry (In 1 View)
Trust With Industry Partners (In 1 View)
Lead Time for new products (In 1 View)
Long Term Focus of Industry (In 1 View)
Specification Agreements (In 1 View)
Silo Mentality (In 1 View)
Resource Availability (In 1 View)
Action of Boundary Spanners (In 1 View)
Platform for Collaboration (In 1 View)
Total:

View 1
37
Total:

37
View 1

Differences in Standards (In 1 View)
Strategic Alliances (In 1 View)
Traditional Thinking (In 1 View)
Sustainability Knowledge (In 1 View)
"Degree of Co-Location" (In 1 View)
"Cross-Industry Projects" (In 1 View)
Existence of an Active Cluster Consultant (In 1 View)
Risk Management (In 1 View)
Consumer Demand for Sustainability (In 1 View)
Skills Training (In 1 View)
Innovation (In 1 View)
Ability to adopt Systems Thinking (In 1 View)
Performance Measurement (In 1 View)
Strategic Alignment (In 1 View)
Investment in future (In 1 View)
Established Threshold Conditions (In 1 View)
Rate of Technological Change (In 1 View)
Established Terms and Agreements (In 1 View)
Networking Opportunities (In 1 View)
Globalisation (In 1 View)
Shared Purpose of Industry (In 1 View)
Competition With Traditional Industry (In 1 View)
Preparedness to Operate (In 1 View)
Educational Institutions Supporting Sustainability (In 1 View)
Fragmentation Within Industry (In 1 View)
Established Process Frameworks and Tools (In 1 View)
Technological Developments (In 1 View)
Supply Chain Focus (In 1 View)
Government Support for Industry (In 1 View)
Trust With Industry Partners (In 1 View)
Lead Time for new products (In 1 View)
Long Term Focus of Industry (In 1 View)
Specification Agreements (In 1 View)
Silo Mentality (In 1 View)
Resource Availability (In 1 View)
Action of Boundary Spanners (In 1 View)
Platform for Collaboration (In 1 View)
Total:
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